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?LOKAVARTIKA.

APHORISM L

1. Reverence to Him who wears the crescent moon,—Him who is

imbodied in, jure consciousness, Him whose three eyes are the three Vedas,

md who is sonroe from which all prosperity flows.

2. And then obeisance unto my Teachers, they that are oven as Suns

or the lotus intellects of their disciples, after which I may hope through

heir grace, to accomplish this work of the “Mimansa-CJlokavartika.”

3. May the learned look upon this effort kindly! The good and the

l^enerous-hearted free of jealousy, accept graciously all that is offered to

hem in love and reverence.

i 4. And let not the mind be set over much on fault-finding alone : for

[hey that set their hearts on discovering faults see them even where none

pist.

5. How could learned people find any faults in the statements of

leople like me P They that endeavour to i^move the misapprehensions

>f others allow none in their own works ?

6. And where can one find, among men, any case of unanimity ns to

rbat faultless P There are people who have something to say again8t|

iiberation and Heaven also.
^

7. Reverencing the Scripture as I do, let none reproach me, should

err (in my exposition). He that goes by the right path need not be

pnsu^, even if he slips (occasionally).

t The notion of a God—and that too a bodied one—being foreign to the Mimlo-

nka, Parthasarathi Mi^ra, in his Nyiyaratnikarn,” interprets the benedictory stanza

rhns : “Fifudd^a-jrtdnddfha’*—That whose body is theknowledge pnrified by the Mimansa-

)astra. ** Trivedid%vyaeliak$hu8he**»"Th9,t which is manifeated by the three Vedas.

• Somifdhadkari^"—That which is equipped with vessels ot Soma. All these epithets,

h this case, are referred to *' Yaina." >

S ** Accept Ao.** Literaltp—Listen with kind ears of the mind. ^
• “ To say nothing of other things, even snob fmiltless things, as Heavon and Liber-

kHon, the highest aims of man, are denied by the Atheists^*’ N. B.

1
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8.. Langaage («.«. writing), commenced in any way as may be, etev

withont polish, or elegance, but following carefully the path of the threj

Yedas, is pleasing to him who has faith.
'

9. My greed is great for the gem of Vedic knowlege, when shiuin

with additional lustre in the light of the Mlmansa-^'^tra,^(therefore

commence '^ith an exposition of the Mimausa, rather than of the Veda).

> 1 0. For the most part Mimansa has, in this world
,
been made Atheisic

and this effort of mine is made to turn it to the theistic path.

11. Henceforth (proceeds) enquiry into (the nature of) Dharma
such is thii^rst aphorism, propounded with a view to explain that t

purpose cf the Mimansa-^astra is the (desire to know the nature of th

object called ** Dharmn.’*

12. For, who would begin (the study of) any science, or any actic

while its purpose remained unexplained ?

13. And especially is this science of the *^Miraans&,”—depend*

upon (t.e requiring the previous knowledge of) many other iwiencte

does, and (therefore very difficult to master),—unlikely to ’attract str

unless its pnrpose has been explained beforehand.

14. Tliis statement of the purpose may not be necessarily deSirabl

the case of other sciences
;
yet, there is no fear of evil resulting from t

(by such omission).

15. But in the case of the Mimansa, if the purpose is not know
ill-known for want of discrimination, great would be the defect (da

of going astray ) in treading the path of the Law
\ hence the usefnine

tffort (ill explaining its pnrpose).

16. Therefore first of all, the purpose has been stated by the at

of the aphorisms himself; (He did not ieave this to be done^ b.

commentators) for how could the commentators say so well and pre

what the author himself (could say and) has said ?

17.

'

**3ttt the student proceeds to the study of only that sc

which has a well-established purpose, and the relation of which (wT

j:>hJeot) is also known. It is therefore necessary to state, at the comr

meiit of a soienoe, this relation (of the science) with its object, as w
the object itself.”

18. The soienoe and the purpose (object), are the two
(substrata) in which the connection inheres: This (connect

. I With groat difficulty.

;
j^uio in othor toienoet, if ousocoaut of the uon.meiitio]i of the

people desitt from then, there is not much exil there.
* U «*.dsfher” Jaininl.

** QayarMf&mi, Heridisa, Bhartrimitra, dto.

it ** For laimini, the oonneetlop (or the oaoee of begiuntng his work) it

from among his disoi{ilee i but for him tuoh osum is the relatkm of c
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S

Mlation) is not inentioned sejiarately bacanse it is implied in the statement

of the purpose.

19. “ It is true that ordinarily^ in all soiences, the relation (of the

soienoe with its object) is stated first
;
as it is only by snob statement that

the diligence of the student is secured.

20. And so long as the relation of the soienoe with the object is

not explained, the talk of, the teacher remains disconnected, and the result

is incoherence (i.e, the student’s inability to follow).”

21. In the present case, however, the connection is explained in the

Bh^hya, by implication, by raising the question of the known or unknown

character of Duty. Therefore any other is nob mentioned.

22. • 111 the present instance, this relation of the science (to the

object) is nob expressed by the word because this (word)

I
denotes the relation between two actions

;
and these are different from the

’ science.

23-24. This relation of the science is explained by some, out of the ^

^at word, (1) as a relation’ of either sequence to a preceding action (as

the question of the student, or tlie propitiatory worship of some Deity),

or (2) the relation of succession to past teachers of the science)'. But the

presence or absence of such a relation does not affect in any particular

whether the student should engage in the study of the soienoe, or not do

so,' nor* does it affect in anyway his knowledge of tlm science, or the .scope

of the science. w

effect that sabaiata between the treatiae and the aforeaaid purpose (the knowled^
of Duty). And without any questions from the diaeiples the revered Jaimini, intent

upon publio good, began the treatise which is the means to a knowledge of Duty.

And this connection is implied by the mere mention of the objects related (the

and the knowledge of Duty)
; and hence it is not mentioned separately.” N. R.

iS And therefore, if Jaimini has failed to show any connection, the commentators

ought to explain it.

' ki Tov^ards the end of the Bhashya on Aph. I.

Some commentators hold that the word ** atha ” in the aphorism, denotes the

oonneoticn required, i.e„ that of snbsequenoe to study. This view is set aside as not

correct i because what is denoted by the word *' atha ” is the relation between the

, two actions—study and deeire to know j and certainly Mimdnea (-Deliberatioa) is some*

thing quite different from Jijnisa (desire to know) | thongh both are desiderative

toAns of verbs, yet the former is an action of the teacher, while the latter that of

. the learner. And lastly, it would not be trne to fact to assert that Jaimini wrote the

9 Sutras immediately after he bad finished his stndy.

tt-it The relation is mentioned in order to attract the attention of the hearer.

But this purpose is not served by any of the relations here inentioned t inasmseh

as none of them either attraot the hearer to, or lepsll him from, listening to the

i teachings. ** Traditional order, which in the case of Himinsi is as foUdtrs—

^ (1) Brahma, (2) Prajapati, (8) ladra, (4) fiditjrs, (5) Tadahtha, (6) PaHiM, (7)

Ksishnadraipiyana and (8) Jaimini; and ibis last after being inelraeted im the of

the eftetem, oomposed the Sntras.
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25* Tiiereforo those who wish that the relation of* the exposition of

a soieoOe (to the factor or factors of that relationship) should form part

of the explanation of the Shtra, shonld state only such a relation as is

reasonable and useful (as against those rejected in 22 and 24), and no

other useless (relations).

26. Of the Bhashya passage, beginning with “ Loka,** six different

interpretations are usually given,—all in keeping with the Bhashya.

27. They are— (1) “Universal Explanation,” (2) “Censure,”

(3) “Disavowal” say others, (4) “ Specification,” and (5) “Praise”—say

some ;
and (6)^* Objections to the use of the word atha,'*

28. (1) “ The interpretations of the Sutras are of two kinds—General

and Special. The * Special ’ is that which belongs to each Sutra, and the

* General ’ (which holds good in the case of all Sutras, and in fact, means
“ General Rules” of Interpretation) is this (which is here given).

29. “The ‘affirmation’ (i.e., the affirmative Buie) applies to words

alone; and the ‘negation’ (t.e., the negative Rule) to the aphorism;

—

but only in oases not opposed to vedio assertions, and not in any and

every case.

80. “ Supplying of ellipsis and inverting the order of words are

possible only in sentences; therefore (the pronoun) ‘these’ (in the

Bliftshya passage) refera to ‘ aphorisms,* even though it is the secondary

(noun in the preceding sentence).

31. “ The word ‘ Eva * signifies ‘ very little,’ (and it does not mean
that the vedio passages alone are to be explained). The repetition (of the

W *• With • iti reason ”

—

i,e,, with tho grounds on whioh it rests. Such purpose can

be none other than that of cause and effect, explained above.

W “ In the Sutras, tho words are to be taken in the same sense ns they are found
to have in ordinary parlanoe. And they should not be interpreted indirectly either

through ellipses, or spogial teohnioalities. Therefore it is vedio passages alone that

are explained by the Sutras ; or else, there would a double effort of explaining the

Veda, and also the words of the Sutra.*'
'

>1 Bnumeration of the six explanatiooB.

W With this begins the detailed explanation of the (1) “ Universal explanation.**

The Bhishya has declared that “ in the aphorisms all words are to be taken in

their ordinary aooeptation "—hereby laying down an affirmative rule ; and again it

eaya—** Of thsse, new meanings are not to be created by unneoessarily importing words

into the Text'*—-a negative rule. Here the pronoun “ these** referring to the principal

noon of the preceding sentence—whioh is " words,**—the negative rule would also come
to be applied to the case of “ words.*' And the present Karika serves to guard us

against such—misinterpretation.
to Beoaose woihis are always complete in themselves, and have the tame fixed

jkmphangeal^le order of letters.

«« **—ooonrring after in the Bhashya.

• When the Vedio ‘paasagee have been explained, little will be left that will require

to be explained. "The repetition "—this gives the sense of the Bhishya^paesage
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explanation of th^ same words as oooorring in the Sntra and in the Yeda)
would involve needless effort. If it be urged that * anything being* well-

known does not require to be explained/ (wo reply) thid is no fault in

human speech.

32. “He who requires the “supplying of ellipsis” and “technical
uses “—thinking these to be part and parcel of interpretation,—for such
a one this is declared as a command.”

33. (2) “ In the commentaries of some people we find the inversion

of the ordinary meanings of words; and this (BhSshya passage) is a
censure (or refutation) of these :

34>. “ is not ordinarily used in the sense of ; as such
interpretation thereof can only be possible as a technicality.

36.

“ The neglect of tlie accepted (uses of) words, and their assumed
application to unknown ones—should not be had recourse to by the com-
mentator, when the ordinary accepted use is possible.

36. “ Because, for one who is thus perplexed in (the finding out)
of the meaning of the aphorism, the ascertainment of the meaning of the
Veda would be very distant (far more difficuH)

;
which would lead to (the

necessity of) extreme heaviness of effort both on the part of the speaker

and the hearer.”

37. (3) “ He will not explain the Sutras, being engaged in the inter-

pretation of the * Injunction,* (the Veda).** It is the refutation of this

interpretation (of the opening sentence of the Bhftshya) that is declared

by this * Disavowal.*

38. “ Efforts should bo directed towards Vedic passages; what is the

beginning with “
:
” If the explanation once given in connection with the

Vedic passage be repeated with regard to the Sutra, it wonid be useless. The objection

noted in the karika is based on the opening sentence of the Bhasnya. “ If all the

words are used in a sense well-known to the people, there should bo no need of an
explanation of the Sutra or sonteuce in which such word occur.” The reply that is

given means that the fact of words being used in their well-known sense is no fault-
nay, it is an omament—of human speech.

The Bhishya passage in question.

With this commences the treatment of the second interpretation—** Censnre.**
** Some people”—s. p., Bhavadisa and others.

'
** This”—The Bhishya passage in question.

This karika explains the Bhishya as implying the refutation referred to.

Bhavadisa has explained ** Ath4iah ” as signifying sequence.

With this begins the 8rd interpretation—*' Disavowal.” The Bhishya mentions

the aphorism, and then takes a passage from the Veda, and begins to explain it.

So with regard to this procedure, there may be three views—” That be omit* the Sntra

(1) beoause they are meaningless, or (8) because he did not know their meaning, or

(8) because they were unexplainable.” And it is for setting aside snoh doubts t^at

the Bhishya has the opening sentences in question.

** Injunction ”* Veda.

M Clives the reasons for such ''Disavowal.” The Vedic passages are useful iftsemuch



any sooh towards the ephoriama F-^n aooonnt of their fraitfi|l-'

la^ abd fruifleaanesa (reapectirely).

38>h9. ** By these—aa the meana-r^ the meaning of ItijuneHom ia to

Iw explained ; not both, because of the extreme heaviness of effort.

89-40. “ The meanings of words being well-known, nothing is left to

be explained. The Bhftshya passage beginning with * Evam ’ is rightly

explained only in accordance with this view.**

, ; .

40-41. It ia only on account of the absence of the breaking up of

words, that there is an idea of Disavowal.” Because the Bhashya does

explain the meaning of the Sntra, and it even explains Redundancy, d^c.

—

e/g» ** This aphorism is not able to signify, &c.,*’ and ** The aphorism is

quite proper,** dec.

^ 4^ And the Bhashya also speaks of non-suggestiveness, Ac., with

regard to the aphorisms—all these become self-contradictory, if the Dis-

avowal ’* Theory is accepted.

4^-43. Bor can one, not knowing the meaning of the means, be sure

pf the contequence,—from any other source
;
because even those versed in

i^he Vedas require the aphorisms and their commentaries.

48-44. As the ground of ‘ Disavowal,* has been urged the well-known

sis th^ are the means of the right notion of Dntyi and as snob any effort towards

the interpretation of these is useful i while on the other hand, the aphorisms are useless,

4ad as tooh any effort direoted towards explaining these would be equally devoid of any

sesalts.

M.1S •« These the Sutras.

/ ' ** Bot both’*—i s.| not the meaning of the Injnnotions and also of the Sutra.

•S.40 All the words in the Sutra being used in their ordinary senses, there is

nothing left therein to be explained by the commentator, and it is only when we take the

passage to repudiate all attempt at the interpretation of the Sntra, that we
rightly- construe the passage beginning with ” Evam.”
40.«1 People have aooepted the ** Disavowal ” theory only because they do not

find, in the Bhlshya, any breaking up of the compound words, do., of the Sutras which
' leads them to think that the Bhlshya has entirely left off the explanat^ of the

gutra.^ With this b^ns the 4th interpretation—” Speoifloation.” Bscaass, ^..^>»The

Msshyn does not hnly^ explain the meaning of the Sutras { it even goes farther: it

expleins redupdanoieB and supplies whatever is wanting in them to enable them to

the proper sense. ” Thin aphoritm is not able, —this ooonrs in the Bhlshya

on p. 4 (l-i‘8), where after having urged that something is wanting in the Sutra, ^the

'lUifiiBhyn explains away the objeotion by interpreting the Sntra in such a way at to

. «nid9e il, ]nst as it stands, to afford the right sense.

^Thn aphorinm is quits proper, This ooonrs at the close of the Bhlshya on
wheia after havingux^ the redondanoy of the seoond half of the 8aic%

tie Bhihhyn exp^ns the neo^ty of it.

M iWm W BIkMqr. m wbw. moltu objMtioii to bmoght O.

tb»MA th. mim of th. T.d., to th. 8.*mi .wl vtohnl
srlege^the nvlaiii, there eea he noue of the ooDseqaenoe i hence the Satmemnst
*

’ di-»fp4eial1yai (he meaning of the Vedaeao be got at trom no ethq| oosaeob
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cbftrtoter of tbe meaning! of nrordg $ bat tliia would apply equally to

Vedie setitenoeB, and aa snob, would piwolude etteu these from ezplaiialjoit,

' i4i-4$. If it be urged that 4t » owing to doubts with ibgard to their

meaning that we have reoourse to the explanation of Vedio passages

that too would apply equally in the case of the Sutra ; and ^ Disavowal

would be improper.

45-

46. * Disavowal ' would be perfect only in the form ** it is not to

be explained.*’ (But) since it is only faulty interpretation that isprohibitedi

those free from them (faults) do not become precluded.

46-

47. (4) This view (Disavowal) being opposed to all direct fact,

and the former two (** Universal Explanation ’* and “ Censure **) being in-

significant, and the middle view (Censure) also implying evil intentions,—

** Specification ” alone is appropriate. >

47-

49. Where Yedic sentences and those of Jaimini, contradict one

another, in their direct signification, there this (* Specification *
) has its use

:

The Sntra has to be interpreted by means of ** supplying the ellipsis,’*

whereas the Vedio sentence has to be taken in its direct signification.

49. When Vedio sentences contradict one another, then may second-

ary implications be applied to them ,also.

49-

50. ** Just as the Vedic sentenceas the means of the right notion of

Duty, so IS also Jaimini’s assertion our means of ascertaining the meaning

of the Veda.

50-

51. On account of the similarity of the power of the sentence, as

also of words and their meanings,—it is only the interpretation free from

ellipsis, d*c., that is everywhere proper.”

51-

52. Thus the unlawful assumptions, that would he necessary on

acconiib of impossibility consequent upon the contradiction of one or the

other, would become optional.

41.46 The anthor of the Bheshya, if he had anj such Disavowal in Tiew, would

have clearly said: **The Sutras are not to be explained/' But we find him.oli^arly

prohibiting only snoh explanations as hare recourse to supplying the eUipsis, do., do. %

and Ibis distinctly shows that by the opening sentenoes he only wished to set aside snoK

interpretations of the Sntras,

66^ The theory of ' Disavowal ’ is opposed to facts as we aotually find the Bhishya

frequently explaining the Sutras.
** Is appropriate

:

** because It precludes all nistaksn interpretation of the Vedio

passages, and as snoh has grand reaults.

66 In Bntra ni-iii-2, we find the Bhiahya haying recourse to other methods of

Interpretation than the direct one, in explaining the Yedfo sentences. And in or^ajr ^
steet snoh cases, it is here urged that the reason of so doing was not the odnfcradlotkjii^

of the Vedio passage with the Sntra, but that of two Vedio passages themselvssi

aisaeh, the seoondaiy implication ia not nnlawfal,
^

ShH*«jPMrpwh«re,'* i.s., both tho Veda and tbo Saira being equally

liihare WlwSnleipnstedfWitl^i^TiiignNNmrse toeBifwis, do«,do. • ,

if.6i •'Unlawfiil, do.**—interpnitation other than the dfr^ ** Qp^ous^^S-^nwiw

beisg ho dUferenoe hetween the iapoiiaiioe of the Vedio piuMiqisaadWStti^ t^
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62«63. On account of their prior functioning, as being the meane (of

the ascertainment of the meaning of the Veda), people might set aside the

rightful Injunction, on the strength of the Sutra, taken in its direct

denotation.

.
53-54. Hence, what is meant is Whenever the non-contradiction of

\he Veda is possible.'* The rest is to be explained as it stands.

64i. * Of the remnants there should he disappearance*—here we have

an instance of interpretation by supplying from without.

55. In the Sdtra " Viprakarshat pa909ca " there is a modifica-

tion of the affix. In LokS Sanniyamat " there is intervention of a
word.

ssoondary interpretation, that would be neceasitabed by their mabnal oontradiotion

might be applied in the oase of either of the two—there being no reaaon for applying

it exolnsively to one or the other—>both being equally important, on account of reasons

Just given.

U.I4 The acceptance of the direct denotation, and the avoidance of ellipsis, &o.,

are to be had recourse to, only when such procedure does not contradict the *'yeda’*

and Beason, The affirmative assertion—** Indirect interpretation is to be had recourse

to, when it does not go against the Veda **—is to be construed into a negative one t

** Snob interpretation is not to he fcllomd when it goes against the Yeda and thus it

becomes an instance of ** Specification.*’

M The author now cites instances where the Bhashya has recourse to indirect

Interpretation, do* In conneotion with the *' Darya ” and ** PaurnamSsa/’ sacrifices, a

question is raised as to what is to be done if the materials that are to be offered, become
spoilt I and the Aphorism (Yl-iv-lfi) answers it by laying down the necessity of pre-

paring fresh materials. This with regard to the principal libations ; with regard to the

secondary ones, the aphorism says—** Api vd (eehahhdjfdm sydt,*'—in connection with

which a doubt arises as to the nominative of the verb **Syati” and the Bhashya

snpplies the work ** Disappearance ;
” and supports this interpretation with arguments.

ti In the ** Jyotishtoma" sacrifice on the day of the ** Sntya ’* ceremony, the sacri-

ficial animal, as well as the cakes, have to be purified. Hence with a view to apply the

procedure, laid down with regard to the animal, to the oase of the cakes, it is found

desirable to have an Injunction to this effect; and with this view, we have the Aphorism

**Poyoyea idpraiarshastantramadhyi oidHdndt,”—in which the predicate is **Taatra-

madhyS vidhinam,” and the reason ** Viprakarshlt,**—the meaning being ** on acoonni

of the remoteness of the mention of the animal, there shonld be a mention of the cakes

In the procedure," the nominative case—ending of *' Viprakarshah " being changed into

the Causal Ablative, and the Ablative In ** Yidh&nfit ’’ into the Predicative Nominative.

It pmj be urged that the Yedio sentence, like any ordinary sentence, is of human
origin ; and to meet this, we have the Aphorism—** LoJki sanniyamat prayogah sannikar~

dhak cydt" (t-i-fifi), where the connection is interrupted by the word ** Banniyamdt,'**—

the meaning of the Aphorism being ** in the ordinary world, a word is used with regard

to a certain object only, when there is some sort of intercourse between the object

and one of the s^ase-organs ; and thus all Speech functions under the restraint of

•tnae-perceptioB. On the other hand, there can be no such sense-oontaot,* and the

testraint, with regard to Yedio objects, which are all, more or less, snper-

Mptoons. %hia Sutra can also' be aooepted as an instance of ** AiBx-modification,”

«^Miiikarshah" being'lnterpreted as ** Sannikarahit.”
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$6. There is intervention of the Shtra in the case of the vomiting of

the S5ma drank (at the saorifioe). And in the oftee of the injanotion

referring to animal in general^ the Sdtra itself has been changed.

57. ** Agnayayoa Svakftlatwat and DSyadharmftvap&tanam '* have

been explained by a split of the sentence.

57-58. And the follomng are the instances of secondary signification

:

M A question is raised as to the ** A^wapratigraha’* saorifioe being necessary in the

case of the acoeptanoe of the gift of a horse in the world also, or only during the

perfonnanoe of a Vedio ceremony. The Aphorism (ltl-iT-28) lays down the wrong
view, which is subsequently set aside by the Aphorism, III-iv-20. Then oomes the
question of offering the “Somaindra** cake, in the onse of the saorifloer vomiting out
the Soma-juice that he may have drunk ; and with regard to this a doubt arises as to

whether such offering is to be made when one throws out the Jnioe ordinarily, or only

when it is thrown out at a saorifioe. This doubt is set aside by the Aphorism, ni-iv-82,

where the word “ tadvat *' is made to refer to the ease of “ ordinary drinking,'* other
than the saorifloial, whioh was mentioned in Aphorism IIl-iv.28, which is separated by
no leas than three Sutras, from the present Aphorism. Again, with regard to the

Injunction of the qualifications of the animals to be saorifioed at the " Jyotiahtoma," a
question arises as to whether the Injunction refers to all the three animals, or to only

one or two of them. And in reply, we have the Aphorism ni*vi-18, whioh clearly

applies the Injunction to all three equally. But finding this view to be inconsistent

with IIl-vi-19,—whioh applies the Injanotion to one animal only—in order to remore
this inconsistency, the Bhishya holds the Injanotion to apply to one—the " Bavaniya"
animal; and accordingly modifies the former Aphorism, interpreting it as—"The
Injunction would have referred equally to all the three animals, hod there been no

difference of context ^ but in the present case, we hove a difference of context ; therefore

the Injanotion refers to the Savaniya animal only."

^ The former is part of lir-vii*39 ; the latter refers to IX>iv-48.
M.W (1) Though the word "Autpattika" means "belonging to the origin," yet,

through Indication, it is explained as " Natural." (2) In the Aphorism " Gavyaqra oha
tadadishu," though the word "gavya" means either something that is produced from the

coto, or the limbs of the cow,---jet, on account of the Arthavada passage " Qavo va gtat

Satraroasata"—whioh implies mere relation to the cow, the word "gavya" oomes to

be explained as the "path traversed by the cow." (8) Having raised the question

whether all the Rik verses are to be introduced or not,—the reply is that only those are to

be introduced in the middle, that are named the "Dhayyi" Bik, while fresh ones pre-

senting themselves are to be put in at the end ; and the names of these latter are given
as the " Ushnik” and " Kaknbh." Then again, there is an Arthavida passage to the

effedt that the Ushnik and Kaknbh * are subsidiary to the Trishtup; hence,’ in accord-

with the Law of Indication, that the cause is mentioned by the effect, the word
" Ushnikkakubhau" is made to indicate their parent, the Trishtup. (4) In this Sutra,

the word "Abhyudaya" is made to indicate the "Dwadattha" saorifioe, whioh is a

means of "Abhyudaya" (prosperity). The meaning of the Sutra thus oomes to be
" Since in the Dwadishiha saorifioe we find partioular names given to the different

aaorificers—such as the Balfere, Qaartsrsrt, Thtniert",—therefore the principal distri-

bntSoD of the gift is to be made in accordance with those names, and not equally to

all sacrifioars, or in accordance with the work done by eaohi that is to say, not consl-

daring the work that each may have done^ the JBUfer slumld get half, tCe Thlidsv^

the third part, and so on.

2
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^ Autpattikagfu ” (Aph. I-i-S), (2) ‘‘Gavyiwya” (Aph. VIII-x-lS),

<«XJshoikkakabhah’* (V-iu-B), (4)
** Dar9&nftcoa vi9eBhafiya tath&«

bbyti€lay9 *' (tiee Note),

59. Ois the passage beginning with lokS ” may be taken as signify-

ing the praise of the author of the aphorisms : in explaining by means of

ifell-knowii words, the disciples were not troubled by him.

60. “ fihavitavyautu t6na —all before this taken as one sentence,

ar taking-all before the passage containing the word “ Yedadhyayanam *’

—

iwe have the objections to the use of the word Atha,**

61.

' The ascertainment of the meaning of the Veda is only possible

by means of the Sutras consisting of words of known meanings
;
but the

meaning of the word * AfAa ’ cannot be said to be well-known unless you

postulate a certain foregone action.

62. It is only a word with well-known meanings that is proper to

use; but such is not the case (with the word ^^Atha** as used here)—
such is the objection. And again if the meaning of the words ** Atha, Ac.,’*

be well-known, why should they be explained now ?

63. ‘ It (such explanation) is simply for the purpose of showing

{-v^rhat the word means)’—say some.

63-64. Out of a composite of various significationT-assumed by Bhava-
dasa— , some people explain the meaning as belonging directly to only a

portion thereof, as in the case of the beginning of the Eighth Adhja;^a.

64. (Others again say) :
** Here we cannot have an explanation of the

Veda, as such explanation has been censured as useless effort.”

65. Or again, it may only be an objection (againsc the use of the

M With this begins the 6th Interpretation— Praise.*’

M With this begins the 6th Interpretation—** objection to the nse of the word

Atha,**

61 This explains the meaning of the Bhiebja, ending with ** Bhayitarjantn tena.’*

W With '*and again** begins the consideration of the Bh&sbja beginning witti,

; ei-St Bhavadosa lias t4ken *^Atbitah*’ as a ooinposite word, and has explained it as,

SittOting '’eeqaeneej*' but the oommentatore on the Bhsshya explain the Bhsshya—'

where it dilates upon the meaning of the word ** Atha ae attributing the denotation

Sff eetaeitet to the word *' Atha ** alone, and not to *' Atha *’ and ** Atah ” ae foriniug a

somposite word. ^ A eimilar explanation of the word ** Atha ** by itself, as signifying

iBfseage, is given, in the ftret Aphorism of the Bighth Adhyiya.
‘

^ th *riio ienee of this elliptloal Xariki ie this : It has been urged that the explena^

Men ef the Veda and the finhm wonld be n nselese effort i and in the present ease

we an explanation of any Yedio paeeage i hence if the Sntra tod were leG

«nas|yiBed[^ there wonld be ae purpose served by the Bhishya. Conseqnentity we
hm luwe ^ ea^h member of the Sntra.

c 6S ‘the passei^ $diira toki, Ao.,** objeots to the aeoeptanoe of the ov^axy mean*

^'ottoe^werd ^ Atoa,** im aoootmt^ the impessibilltj of the Mtteeol scqnenoe, to

^ibwhoe of^ pireoeiling pvelit. And afterWh an objeotiimW been raised, it^k

|^^pirapertlmllheM||SiAMi^^ toe wsvd^'AUm** shoold^^
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word * AthaY as explained before (signifying seqnenoe) ;
lieeanse tliere is

no erent preceding it.

65-

66. If a word is always to be taken in its well-knoTtn sense, snob

cannot be said to be the case with the word * atha *
; and therefore—there

must be a supplying of ellipsis (and other inodes of secondary interpre-

tation).”

66-

67. ** The accomplishment of the stndy of the Yeda, and the

mention of the high character of the * Bath ’ are not recognised without

a full comprehension of the meaning of the word * Atha *
;
hence has this

latter been explained.”

67-

68. If the word were without meaning, or if it hnd some other

far-fetched meaning, the ordinarily known signification would certainly be

set aside; theiwfore for the sake of the accomplishment of the direct

meaning, a certain foregoing event has to be assumed ;—the knowledge^ of

the specified * mark * ( middle terra) leading to the comprehension of the

specified * snbject ’ (major term).

69. Others have thought it impossible to obtain such a meaning

from the Sfitra alone, and have therefore said ” It is not so.”

69-70. By the declai'ation of sequence, as also by the fact df ils having

6S-M This gives the meaning of the objection as raised in the Bhnshva.

66.67 Some' annotators explain the Bh&shja thns : This explanation of the word
* Atha *

is not with a view to explain this word alone ; bnt what is meant is that when

there is an explanation of the word * Atha,'—in the oonrse of such an explsiiation, we
would, by means of questions and answers, come to speak of the aooompHshment of

Yedio stndy, and the excellence of the oonoluding " Bath." If we left off the explana*

tion'of the word, the mention of these facts wonld appear irrelevent.

61.68 [la the first five methods of interpretting the opening sentenoe of the

Bhishya, the sentenoe np to ** Prayatnaganravam prasnjySta " is taken as a single

sentence i and the sentence " tatra lokfi, Ac.,’’ is taken ns embodying the objection to

the nse of.the word " Atha." The two limits of this latter sentence are to be taken

as before (in KarikaCO). We have explained the sentenoe beginning with "Bhavita-

as oonstrhed together with the foregoing sentence of the dbjection.passages.

II we accept the first limit,—taking all the sentences, from the beginning, down to

* ;^Bbaritavyam,'* as forming a single oumponnd sentence—, then we have to take the
' senteiice '* Bhavitavyam, Ao.," as supplying an answer to the objection raised. AnA it

is this explanation that Is given in the present Karika.] If the word ''Atha" had

any other meaning than that of seqasass, then we would be going against its direct

denotative signification. So, for the sake of this latter, we have to assnme same pra-

ceding event ; and inoh an event is the " stndy of the Veda." If " Bhavitavyam, Ao,/*

be taken as forming part of the objection-passage, then the reply wonld consist of

iba ssntenoa "tattn bodhyam, Ao." The cognition of the "deidre to know Buty"

leads to the eomprehansioo of Yedio stndy; the axgnment having the form—" Bseanea

r there is a desire to know Duty, tharefora thara mast hava been a study of tite

' praoading tooh desire." . . #

r It This introdnoea the BhlsbyA-'^.NaiiadlTain, anyasyipt, Ao." •
, v

>

. 1. The apborism Itself deelaiai segaento; and it haa a vlaibla aad» fo JNl
.1j»t^.ilia dm^ haaaatlia "stody of thaYada" maaiba takiin^aar^iipliad
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a Tuibld end, a study of the Vedas is implied ; hence, why should there be

the objection that it (study of the Veda) is not directly mentioned in the

SatiaP

70-

71. That particular e^ent without which the * desire of knowing

'

is not possible, is the one, seqnence to which is assumed to be the aforesaid

Tisible end.

71-

72* Any active “desire to know” would always follow upon

something or other ; and as such the declaration of such something in

general (without any specification) is entirely useless.

72-

73. Though it is true that without previous determination

(Satikalpa) the desire is not accomplished,—yet this too being common (to

all actions), does not need any special treatment.

73-

74. Therefore it is an accomplished specific cause of the * desire to

know Duty,* which is meant by the author of the Sfitra ;
and this can be

no other than Study.

74-

75. “ A study of the Veda having been precluded by the sentence

* Anyasy&pi, &o.’ (in the Bhashya), it is not proper to add * Pragapi,

Ac.,* as even there * something else * is possible.*’

75. “ The desired meaning having been got at, by means of the

foregoing (sentences), what is the use of the passage * T&dri9mtu, Ac.* ” ?

76-78. It is only by over-looking what is to be described later on,

that such an objection can be raised; for it is not yet proved that

by the aphorism itself} and it is not right to nrge that snoh study is not mentioned in

the aphorism.

71-W The aphorism denotes sequences bnt sequence in general need not have been

declared ; because, as a rule, anything that is done necessarily follows something else.

Bo by declaring sequence the Aphorism mnst refer to eequeuce to something particular

and this Can be no nothing else but the ** study of the Veda.’*

IS-IS This Ktrikii anticipates the following objection :
** Determination is always

foond to have a visible effect i therefore why shonld we not accept eequenre to snoh

detormmatioa ** ? The sense of the reply is that determination is a common factor in

all aotiooB, and aK such no special mention of this is necessary.

7k.76 The Bh&shya is thns :
** It is not so } beoanse the desire to know Duty may

follow from other actions, even before the study of the Veda'* ; and the present Ksrika

means that*the first of the tentenoe having already preolnded Vedio study, there

was no need of adding the words ** even before, 4o. " $ bmnse even before snoh stsidy,

all that is possible as preceding the desire to know Duty, is something other than

tha etnf^ of the Yeda ) and this has already been pointed out in the first half of the

anteuoe.
1ft The eentenoe ** tesmin hi sati sa'vakalpyatfi ” implies the neoessity of Vedio

•• withoni this, no ** desire to know Duty" is possible. And the passage in

question too iliibni only to enoh Vedio study, as one withont which the deeire is not

pqgjible*

^ 7^71 As Jaimitti lias only mentioned *' Duty," it oennot yet be known that he ie

gbing to peove the.Veda alone le the meant of knowing Duty, or that he ie going to

retjr***" only Vedio'pasmgea. Hence, so long as we have not learnt these facts, we can

Very<>eaeonably urge that ** bowing to Obaitya" is algo a Duty } and aa sncb, a deeive
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Injanction ** is the means of knowing Duty; (nor is it yet known) what

sentences Jaimini will explain. As it is only “ Duty ** that has been

mentioned np to this time, a desire to know it might follow 'also npon a

study of the assertions of Buddha and others;—and this is what is

referred to by the psEdsage “ Anyasyapi, Ac.”

78-82. Or, the aphorism may be read as ** Having studied the Vedas,

the investigation should follow immediately**' Then too the two intended

implications would be :
** not without having studied,’* and ** not after

doing something else** ;
but such implication cannot be got at (in a single

sentence), because of the chance of syntactical split, consequent upon the

duplicate construction, noticed hereafter. If the injunction simply said

** after having studied,** then the investigation of Duty might follow after

the Bath” ;
for in such a case, there would be no injanction of ” tmme-

diaie sequence.” If however it be said to be an injanction of ” immediate

sequence,” then the inveaUgation following upon Vedic study might bo made

the subject, (and thus the immediate sequence being referred thereto), we

land upon the possibility of an investigation even prior to Study.

82. The passage ” Tadri9!;^ Ac.,” specially serves to preclude the

study of the sayings of Buddha, Ac.

83-

84. The study of the Veda being arrived at, through the implica-

tion of the objection ” Pragapi, Ac.,” the denotation of neither of the two

aforesaid sentences can be the object of Injunction. This is what is meant

by the Bhashya, beginning with ” api ca.”

84. What is enjoined is explained in the passage beginning with
** kintu ** ?

84-

85. Some people construe the passage ” Parastaccftnantaryam
*’

(by supplying into it words from without),—as ** nor do we lay down its

to know Duty may also be taken as following after a study of the Scriptnres of the

Buddhists and other Atheistic sects i and that each desire is not preceded necessarily

by a study of the Veda alone.
** Noticed hereafter in the Bhashya passage :

'* VadinadhityHyekaayim

vidhiyati anudydntoryam, vipantamanyatyim,**

The investigation into the meaning of Yedio sentenoes is not possible for one

who has not studied the Veda. Therefore the study of Veda being proved to be neoes*

saryp through the implication of the objection,—even if we have the Injunction in the

form **only after Vedic study, Ac.,**—the objections to this, urged above, cease to

apply to the present case* **Bkdahya **—the passage referred to is: **api eha naiva

vedddhyayandt pitvam artKaikatwiecaikavdkyatim vakahyati,**

M Beginning with “Kintu" and ending with “ upaddqat,**—the sense of which

passage is that the aphorism serves to preclude the “ Bath" (eidoined in the Smritis),

which implies the end of one’s residence with his Teacher.

M-8S lu aooordanoe with this view, the whole sentence has to be ooostraed thutt

We do not prohibit invest^ation into the nature of Duty prior to Vedic study | nor do

we lay stress upon its immediate eequence to it. •

"Bseaass ^ ths fact of the aphorism, because the aphorism lefbfee to the *

preblasion of the cessation of one’s residenoe with bis Teaeber* "JBecaaesqffHehlibip,
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ilEfnediate sequence.** They oonainie thus, because of the fact of the

aphorism referring to another subject
:

(Investigation) is not pi*oliibited

before Study, nor is its immediate sequence enjoined, because this is

accomplished by the power (of Stndy itself), and also on account of the

necessity, in that case, of postulating nn unseen effect.* Therefore we can-

not but have recourse to indirect signification (Indication).

86-

87. (Bat) iiere (in the Bliftshya) the theory of immediate

sequence appears to have been accepted.

. And it is without renouncing the direct meaning, that the indicateu

meaning has to be accepted.

87-

88. The investigation of Duty, being understood to follow closely

upon Vedio study,—thus occupying a particular point of time—would

imply the negation of ** Bath ** (at that time).

88-

89. There being a conti*adiction in the siraultnneity of k^th (Bath

and Investigation occurring immediately after Study), there is a weak-

ness in the claim of ** Bath,** on account of its occurrence at that time being

form of the Tnjanotion oannot he that ** inTeatigration ahould follow neoei-

sarily after study '*
i beoanae this ia implied in the very power of atndy itself, without

whioh naturally, no inveatigation ia posaible. Again immediate sequence cannot be the

object of the Injunction ;
beoanae the investigation could be as well carried on, even

after the lapse of a certain number of years after Vedio atndy; therefore no palpable

end ia served by enjoining immediate aeqnenoe. Therefore in this oaae we would

have to postulate an invisible resnlt, whioh ia not allowable in a treatise based npon

Besson I specially in a case where such assumption is easily avoidable. For these

reasons, we must have recourse to an indirect method of interpretting the Sutra,

through Indication ; whereby we get at the meaning jnat noted.

ST Taking the aphorism to indicate the preclusion of the cessation of one's resi-

dence with his Teacher, we are to give np the direct meaning entirely ; but, at the

same time, we should base the indicated meaning npon it.

S7-S9 *< Bath” and ** Investigation” are mutual contradictories ; becanse by ” Bath”

heye is meant the giving np of the habits of the religions student ; oonseqnently,. after

the Bath, there could be no longer residence with one’s Teaoher (whioh is also necessary

'fior the religions stadfat). Bat snoh departnre from the Teacher’s honse wetalc^ mili-

tate against a proper ihvestigatiofi into the nature of Duty, whioh needs the help of

the Teacher. Hence when this investigation is understood as following immediately

after study, it naturally preclndes its contradictory, ” Bath.”

80.19 *« Opposed to the Veda '*—The study of the Veda is for the purpose of knqwlng

meaning ; sd; if after mere repetition of the Veda the student were to go away from

ikif TkMMher after the ceremonial ** Bath,” than the whole Veda would become nseless tOf

kilm. 8i^ ^be Bhlshyat ** VedamarthavawUtm prayo^anavantam enntamanairihahe*

tgiVitkttlpiylhnn," . The immediate eeqnenoe of Investigation to Stndy has thus been

. pK>yid oppodtioB of *<Bath” to the Veda. But the Bhishya alto makot an

pffort jbk recomdle the two Itijnnotiooa: ** NeMhSiavMaeya, Ao.” The eanao of tl^i

^ BMd^ ihtiuih |b%9ra^iBerely enjoios the ** Bath ” as to be perfonned after Study-*
' n myua oujSibMqr nothing more important i1l^rTelS9d( it nu^ Jss

AfetfcwnedHlaieiedielel aftar tiie Study* But anoh inmsediate aeqaenoe of the Bath in

by itn epponltlfm to.tlia jdns still there {• no eontradioMon of Ifen

Injuncfcton'^whioli impliei mere eequenoe.
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opposed to. the Veda ; and consequently this ( Batli) wrould be superseded

by * Investigation * through its snperior atrengUi (support of the Veda).

89-

90. The passage containing the expression ** drishtftrthatvit/* and

the one beginning with “lakshanayi in” (occurring in the Bh&shya) we
left off by some (Commentators ), as they think them to Ite a mere repetition

and hence meaningless. on account of the fact of its meaning having

been already arrived at by other sentences).

90-

91. To these we reply : Though ** immediate sequence ” may doubt-

less be said to be expressed by the ”Ktw&” affix yet, on account of non-

contradiction, this affix, may be taken as indicating mere ” precedence.”

91-

92; If one pei-fonned the ” Bath ” immediately after having got

up the mere text of the Veda, it would be oontrary (to the fact of the Study

having a visible end). But if we explain the word ”Adhyayana” as

”Adhigama” (comprehension,—deriving it from the root ‘ipa,*—to go),

then the contradiction ceases.

92-

93. One who, having explained noii-coutradiction in this manner^

would assert the necessity of the Batli, for the sake of a certain unseen

result, or as a purificatory rite ;—to him we make the following reply

:

93'-95. In this connection, the Injunction laying down the various re-

sti'aints
— ” not-batbing ” and the rest—for the religious student, not'

having laid down a limit to these,—these stand in need of an injunction

laying down their end ; and hence on account of this requirement, ” Bath **

must mean the cessatioa of ” not^hathing and the rent ”—which would thus

come to be indicated by means of * contradiction ’ and * accompauiment,*

for the sake of a visible purpose.

•9.90 'rjio two pnssages referred to are: (1) ** Dritktirihaii ddhyayanoeyinan*

iaryi vyihanyHa,** (2) " Lahhayayd twitMrthdh tydt.** The senee of iheie oomroen-

tators is that the former is a mere repitition of what has been asserted in the passage

:

** DrwMo hi taMydrihah, f’c.,** and the latter is meaningless.

It has been declared in the preceding portion of the Bhashya that the affix

dose not signify immediate sequence. Still we grant that it has inch significa-

tion in the present instanoe s even then the fact of Study having a visible pnrpoee, in the

sbape of the oomprehenaion of the meaning of the Yeda, would be oontradloted*

Henee, in order to avoid this cootradietioo, we ought to interpret the affix * JCfeo,'. per

Indication, aa implying mere preeedenee,

II.9S BzplainiDg ** Bath,** not ae the oeremony oloeiog the period of one*s reeidenoe

with the Teacher, bat oihy;a^;|Hurfeionlar religions rite, bringing abont oertain Invisible

results, like ordinary aaorifitlK'

|MI What ie wanted here is the end of restrainte put upon ibe reUgione atadenfe,

and not mere ‘ bathing.* Therefore the word ** Bath" in the eaid Injonotkm most be

taken to mean the oeeaation of ita oQntradiotwpy,--"nDn-bafcbing," aa also the other

foittftdnte and dntiee imposed i^on the foUghme etodent. Thus then the finiaUaf

tUVednbeoemes the limit of these restraistci and cooaeqfmntly all other duM bfibg

>ni4j^ etthsidiaryto8tedy,t^ latter would lOMoiisbly put db ehdMlo suehv
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95-

96. Tims then of the words—signifying respectively * Stnidy/
* Bath * and * the order of sequence of the Investigation the above inter<>

pretations have to be accepted, for the sake of a visible purpose.

96-

97. (Obj.) :
“ If one were to carry on the investigation after the

Bath, he would not be contradicting the Veda ; and thus the contradic-

tion (yon have urged) ceases.*’ To one who thus objects, we make the

following reply

:

97-

99. Just as the Smriti lays down the ‘ Bath * to follow immediately

after * Study,* so also (does it lay down) another action,, to follow after

that (bathing), and another one after this last, (and so on). Thus then

as it would be absolutely necessary (for the sake of Investigation) to set

aside something that has been enjoined by the Smriti, it is only reasonable

that we should set aside * Bath ’ as it is the first to come up at the time*

and as such the fittest for being set aside.

99-100. Thus it is understood that the order of sequence based upon

trords, is set aside by the exigencies of the meaning. Or there being a

contradiction between the primary and the secondary, it is the secondary

that is to be set aside.

(1) The word, signifying study, in the injanotion: **The Veda should be

studied,** has been eaplained as implying the ** Comprehending of the meaning. (2) In

the Injanotion ** After study one shonld bathe,** the word ** Bathe ’* has been explained

as implying the * cessation of non-bathing and the other habits of the religions stadent.*

(8) The word ** Atha** has been explained as implying the prohibition of one's removal

from the Teacher’s house. All these interpretations have been accepted simply on

the gronnd of their leading to visible ends.

VI.W In Bmritis, we have such injnnotions as—“one shonld take a wife, after

having bathed,*’ and “ when one has thus become a Honseholder, he shonld perform the

Agnihotra,*’-*and so on, one after the other, leaving no time nnoooupied, which oonld

serve for an' Investigation inta Duty, after the '* Bath.” Hence in order to carry on the

Investigation, which is distinctly laid down in the Veda, it is absolntely neoessaiy that
’ we shonld set aside at least one action enjoined in the above Smritid. And as the

fittest time for investigation is just after the Study, we naturally seek to set aside that

which the Smriti has laid down as following immediately after the study; and this is

no other than the *' Bath**’ Again it is only the learned that are entitled to thi per-

formanoe of saorifloes ; and as no one can be said to be learned nnless he has fnlly

mastered the nature of Dnty, it beoomes inonnibent on ns to have finished the investi*

gatlon into Duty, as also all other branches of learning, before the taking np of the

house-holder’s life and its attendant duties.

W.i<M The immediate sequence of **Bath” to Stiidy<»whioh is laid down in the

Mutenoe “having studied, one should bathe**—is set aside by the immediate sequence

of the Investigation, which is implied by the faot of its arising directly out of the Study

itself. That the order based upon words is set aside by that based upon the senee will

be ttxplaiued in the 6th Adhyiya.
“ Order" la i^e seoandary factor in the meaning of words ; henoe if we aooept the

cffdiw based upon 'words, we set aside * study’ (which has been explained as the

^jf&mpreheusion of the meaning of the Veda), and which being the direct signifieationi

primary fMor of the word. Henoe we mast rejeol the order baaed npon mere
wetd, and oonsequentlyjet aside the Immediate sequence of " Bath."
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100-

101. By *Bath* here is meant the ‘return from the Teacher*!

house’
;
(and it is this latter which) would be set aside, as being opposed

(to Study and Investigation ), and not the tasting of Honey (of Wine), d^o.

101-

102. Thus then we undoratand the Injunction to mean that

“ Residing in the house of the Teacher, but not abstaining from ‘ honey,

meat, &o.’ (because these are not opposed to tlie desired Investigation),

one is to investigate Duty.”

102-

103. And so long as the (final) return from the Teacher’s House

is not accomplished, there is no ‘Bath;’ beenuse (the Bath) means (the

cessation of) all (the habits of the religious student, including residence

at the Teacher's House).

103-

104. And so long as one has not finally relinquished the

Teacher’s House, he is not called a ‘ Snataka’; nnd so long too there can

be no marriage; because marriage has been laid down only for the Sniltaka.

104. The Smriti ” one is to hatlie (after study)” has been quoted

(in the Bhashya) after having been explained.

10.5. And though the sentence “Mft samavartishta” (do not go

away from the Teacher’s House) occurs (in the Bhashya), immediately

after the quotation of tiie above Smriti injunction,—yet as this is contrary

to the Smriti, it is to be taken apart from that passage (Smriti).

106. The preclusion (of Bath), that has been explained to be due to

(implied by) tiie word “Atha,” is here (in the BhSshya passage in

question) shown to have a definite visible end (and it is not for an unseen

super-physical result).

107. The non-absfinence from meat, honey, Ac., on this occasion (end

of study) has been indicated by the Smriti
;
and as such it would not look

well for the author of the ajihorisms to be prohibiting these ( meat, Ao.),

for the sake of an unseen result only.

108. Though after having once returned from the Teacher’s House
(thus following the dictum of the Smriti directly), one could go there

again, for the purpose of investig.ition ;—yet, this too (the former Return)

could* be (only explained as being) for the sake of an unseen result.

Hence this explanation has not been tonched upon here (in the Bhashya).

109. For one who has had his ends fulfilled, the Return from the

Teadher’s House is seen to have a perceptible result, and so has it been

declared in the Smriti. And there could ho no purpose in the Retnrn of one

who has not yet had his ends fulfilled (t.e., one who has not yet finished

all that he bad to do at tho Teacher’s House)

.

tt)* That is to say the meaning of the Bhiehya is that etMli alone ean he the meom-
ing of tiie Smriti Iiijnnetion.

*

IS) rofatt*'—Beeanse, not being <9pDeed to the Inreetigation ii Only,

ehttinenoe theiefrom oonld not hsTo any riaible end,~the only good being tbe uselNi
ceenit proeeediag from enoh abetioenee*

B
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UO. “The feet of Vedio study being the cause (of inyestigation)

' hiiTitig been established by the word ‘ Atha»* which, signifies ‘ immediate
sequence/—what is the use of the word ‘ Atali ’ P

111. Though j^e word “Atha” has signified ajppropriatemn (of

investigation after Vedio study), yet without the word “Atnli/* there

could be no knowledge of the fact that “ that (Vedio study) alone is

the cause.”

112, In that case (in the absence of “Atah”), it (Vedio study)

would become a qualification of the person ; and for the cause of investi-

gation, (we would have to postulate) some such thing as hie desire for

certain things, Ac.

113. “ Study ” (as the only canse of investigation) may be regarded as

implied by the word “ Atali.” Because if such cause were not mentioned,

the word “ Atha ” might be taken simply as a benedictoiy word.

114, Or again, the woi*d * Atali * may be interpreted only as preclud-

ing the “ Bath ”
: because for one who has fitted himself (for investigation)

by a study of the Veda, there can be no idle staying (in the Teacher’s

Ibase.)

(Here ends the dieeussion of the eignification of the words * Atha ’

and ^Atahy

115-117. The desire, signified by the affix *3an,' has for its object

the knowledge which is neai*est related to it (as oconrring in the same woi^d)

;

so it belongs to the knowledge alone; and no injunction (or anything of the

sort) m implied thereby. Of the root *Mi’ (in Icchd) the object is

the extraneous (asooourring iu another word) * DiUy' or * that ’ (Knowledge),

or koth^ The affix “ tumnn ” signifies co^eubjectivity (i,e,, the fact of ’ desire
’

aud * knowledge ' having the same nominative) ; and the * lih * (in JeehBt)

110 If •( Anantavyopaasyitvat" btalcenwith ** ataliyabdCna/' then the latter half

wmildweaa—“whatisthegoodof the word •Atah’ signifying mere immediate^ eeqa^

ease (which has already been indicated by the word * Atha *) ^ f

lit If we had no * Atah,* the meaning of the Sutra wonid be—'* a person who has
^i|udied the Veda is entitled to the Inyeetigation of Duty " ; and as a canse of Inveeti-

' we woidd have to poetalste a desire for certain things, whieh ooold belong, to m
:^ra alio/who wonid thai become entitled to the InTesti^iioii, and thence to Vedio
li|||ady, whifljh oan nevw be allowable.

^ lisait The Bh&shya teCsraed to in these Karikie is—" Dhsrmanjijnisltamic-

“IlMoast, thepartof the word ending in the afils 'San^ elgiii-

kb duly b* dwtrs for hmondedge, and not any sort of injnnotion, do. The dssidbrativo

affit/fliin*}iss teitsobiset*lmbwledge end the root *ishi’ hae for its objeot either

^huQfkbdg^’ or biidh. So there is no repetition or ledtmdam^ in " Jlfnieitn-

^bohhita;"

^ Mcesd detii^ sn insteiiflo of IhekeM I>w<re,wahnve, in

Iki^ry espodeii^/ft foabas Ut fkmdeeke fur food, in the case of one who is afUetad
4^ appetite.
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mgtMwinJuiuiUon, Ttiiis there being virtoas objeote (signified bj the

several words of the Bh&sbja), there is no repetition in it.

The second desire in (iechst) has been employed for thd sake of the

acoomplishment of the * desire * mentioned in tlie aphorism.

118. (obj.). ** Because in the case of (the sense of the Dntive being)

/or the sake or purpose af (tUdarthya), it is the effect (the modificstion)

with the Dative ending that is componnded with its matevisl oause^

as in the case of * Yupadaru,'—therefore there can be no such compound in

the present instance (as * Dharmaya jijn&sa ’)•**

119; (Rep.). The danse “Sfi hi tasya*’ (in the Bh fishya) signifies

the breaking up of the compound into “ Dharmasya jijnfisfi ** (changing

the Dative into the Genitive). And the mention of ** Dhanii&ya” is only

with a view to show that the Genitive is in the sense of ‘‘/or the sake or

purpose of.'*

120. (obj.). “ If the particular relation (of for the sake of) bo meant

to bo implied, then the Dative alone (and not the Genitive) would be

correct
; and if, on the other hand, only a general relation be meant to bo

implied, then why should there be any mention of * Tftdarthya * (betti^ for

the soke of)
** ?

121. (Rep ). Though it is relation in general alone that is signified

by the Genitive, yet it is the relation existing in a particular form that is

here meant to be implied by the Bhashya.

{Here ends the exposition of ‘ Dharmajifn^sit)*

122.

The* “ semblance of means will be found herein in the argu-

ments used by the Purvapukshi (the questioner or objector).

122-123. The means of one thing applied to the case of another

constitutes what is called the “ Semblance of Means/*— e.gr ,
the mention

of the means of sacrifices as pertaining to the ends of man (e.g., non-

hearing of evil spoken of himself}, and those of the latter as pertaining

IW In *<Ynpadini" we have the compound consisting of “ Tnpsyn diruh *•—the

wood for the purpose of the post, —because the wood is the matenal cause of the pest

In Qie cae® ®f “ Dhsnnaya jijnssi,” on the other hand, there is no such relation Of

canee and effect j therefore it is not proper to break up the oomponiid “ Dharma-jijnia **

in this manner.

UU We do not mean that the Genitive implies ** tidarthya "
; we take it to signify

mere relation in general

;

bates such a relation, without any speoiflcation, would be

imposrible, the Bhishya speoiffes the relation as that of ** Udarthya,** by means of the

insertion of the Dative affix in ** Dharmiya.**

«« gsaha1aksiuiea‘'-^To the question—** what is the definition of Duty ** P<^e

Bhishya replies by decliving that the dellnitiosi is given in the second aphorisni s|d

wbatoier remains undefined tkece^ Is explained If "flldialakshapa,"— a^weid ihai

eecnn la the first aphorism of the Third Adhyayat but there we do not thq

expAimatlofi of ell that we have yet to know abont Dnty. for this veiiOBf the' V^lka

takas tlm Weld **

9«ehe)ekebana’* to mean the eemplete body of tbeaphorisaia
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to. the former. The word “9^shalaksbai^a’’ (the remaining definition)

refere to the complete treatise.

124. is only what is laiown (to some people) that is capable of

being known (by others) ;
while whnt is already known is not desired, (to

be known). (On the other hand) what is not known (to the people) being

incapable of being known, (it would not be desired) all the more ** ;—there-

for® (with a Yiew to meet this difficulty) the Bhashya has thus declared:

125. Duty is to be enquired into, on account of doubts (with regard

to it), and also because of its lending to bliss. A thing with regard to

which there were no doubts, or which did not lead to a (desirable) end,

.could neYer be enquired into.

126. In the matter of the form, &o., of Duty there are two questions

(with regard to its) ‘Pramana* (the means of knowing it) and ‘Rupa*

(its proper form) ;
and by means of these two, these preliminary questions

are settled in this (Ist) quarter (of the 1st Adhyaya).

127-28. EYen when the Veda has been proved to be the only means

of knowing Duty,—with regard to the ascertainment of tlie meaning of

Yedio passages, there is no agreement among learned people {IU» * people

knowing many things ’
), on account of various (kinds of ) donhts. Some say

this is the meaning,**-^sonie ; “not that, but this’*;—and it is also for

the settlement of these (differences of opinion with regard to the meaning

of Yedio passages) that the treatise, subsequent to this ( 1st Pada), has

been composed.

Thus ends Aphorism I of Adhyaya I, Pada i.
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APHORISM II.

“ Duty is a purpose having Injunction for its sole authority

(means of conceivability) ” (I-i-2).

1. Duty in general having been estal^lished, its authority Injunc-

tion ” is now explained; thence are its form, etc., known; and in this

aphorism, it is the form that is desciibed.

2. Both are signified by a single aphorism, through direct sijnificam

tion ei,nd implication ; the form of Daty having been mentioned (directly),

its authority comes to bo signified by implication,

3. The affix becomes capable of Enjoining, oAly when supplied with

all its requirements, in the shape of * what ’ and tlie rest. Hence in this

system the sentence which (to action) is called ^^Godana*' (Injunc-

tion).

1 **IU proof of Injunction The declaration of Veda as the basis of Duty is

in this form ;
‘ Doty has the Veda ha* its authority,— the Veda alone is its authority,—

aud the Veda is solely authoritative, it cannot be otherwiKo.'

**Form i.c., the form and the special features of Duty. The form Is

explained in the following maiinor ; The deolarution of the authority points to the

Agnihotra ** Ac., as forming part of the authority—the Veda, as positively represent-

ing “ Duty.*’ The particular feiiture is explained thus : The specificatiou that Veda

alone is the authority implies that the oharaoter of Duty belongs to Agnihotra,” Ac ,

as fori^ing part of the Veda, and not to the worshipping of the Caitya, Ac.

• ” Both” the Form and the Basis. The form of Duty having been declared

to be that which occurs in the Veda, this very fact implies that the Veda is the Basis

or Authority of Daty. This Kariku refers to the passage in the Bhlshya, wherein it is

deolai«d that the two questions—“what is Duty—and what is its Basis”?—are

answered by the present aphorism.

• ” CodaniU kriyiydh pravartakam twcanamihvfc.”—Bhlshya. In oonneotion

with this, a question is raised whether the ” urging expression ” is the AIBx (the

Potential Imperative), or tbo Boot itself, or the whole sentence ? The karika accepts

the last alternative. In all Injunctions, we require the following three factors-(1)

What f— <.s., what is to be accomplished | (2) By what f—t.s., by what means it is to

be aoootnpUsheds and (8) flow f—i.s., by what process it is to be oocomplished. It to

enly when the Potential Impeimtive Affix to accompanied by all three that it Is sble to

urge a psrson to action ; bnt it is only by moans of the complete senteno^ tbnt tb#
^

three requirements can be fuUIUed. Hence the fsatoncs to the one urging agsnti and

•a snob, it to named ” Codaul Injunction.
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" That Injunction alone ie the authority ” and “ Injunction ie only

authoritative ”—both these facts having been ascertained with regard to

Bntj, (the author of the Bliftshya) thinks it to be wanting in something,

and hence he bas slightly touched upon reasons, with regard to the aforesaid

facts.

5. Inasmuch as authoritative character is possible only to the Word,

he has also pointed out the incapacity, with regard to such objects (as the

past, etc.), of Sense-Perception and the rest, which is to be described here-

after.

6. Even with regard to purely non-existing objects, the Word brings

about some conception. And consequently, in the absence of any discrep-

ancy, authoritative character must be accepted to belong to it by its very

nature.

7. The Bhftshya has explained the word Codanft ” as signifying

•• Word ” alone ; tor no “ Injunction ” ever treats of the past &c.

8. So long as “ Word (in general) is not established by means of

the preclusion of the operation of the senses and the rest,—how can there

be any opportunity of (speakittg of) a particular form of it P

9-10. (The word> ** Laksha^a” may signify either cause in general,

or the iMtrumental cause, (of right notion). And as the instrumental cause

(t*.e., if we accept this alternative) has been mentioned, either the word or

the conception of the word, or the meaning of the word, or the comprehension

4 OodanS Hi hhutwn hhavishyantam Jjre., ndnyat Hinean^ndriyam.*'—Bhishya.

' -That Injunction alone, and nothing else, ie enffioient authority—such being the sense

of the aphorism, the Bhnshya quoted brings out argoments in support of this view

;

because a uiere declaration of a theory irns considered .weak. These arguments are

to be brought out in full detidl in the following aphorisms.

1 The pnesage ** bhUtam hhavishyantam means that Codani can also treat

of such objects} but, as a matter of fact, no Codani ie ever found to be treating of

the past I hence ** QodanH*’ must be taken here as signifying ** word."

f When the authority of Sense-Perception, &o., has been set aside, we are to

prove the applioabilfty of a particular form of authority (means of right notion)—in

the shape of the " Word "—with regard to past and fnture objects, But as yet we

oannot aeeert this of Injunction, which is only a particnlar form of " Word." And

farther, the Stgsertion of applicability to past and futnre objects Ac., refers to " "

ia general, and not to any particular form thereof. Thus then, the aense of the Bbishja

eemM to be thia t Injunction ia the authority for Duty i because authoritative chaipeter

belduge to the * Word,* aa it haa the oapnoity of producing oonoeptions even with ragaidl

tj» each •^qbjeots aa the past, future, Ac., and Injunction too is only a particular form of

^^'lir<M»d|,tlisveforeit is only reasonable tl^^ this should be the sole anthority for

Jvpw-MWona.
/ lAd i^i^liientel eause ie qittonal, depending upon the speaker's wieh| beim
^tbsltariooi hlAttpsflvee cf option avo p^ e

The pnseiimg ones ^e.”—When either the Word, or ite Oonoeptioii« ottjK

Is eocepteAjisIlie Inatmmentai Cause, then the wnHt attained is the oornpie*

the msenfag of the eentenoe i e^ wh^thielestlptelMatobo tte
‘

1* In^ •kayo of Awplaaoe or
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of the meonimg of tho Mniewie, When the preceding ones are the means of

right notion, then the oharactei* of the result belonge to the last»

11. If the word ^'Lakshaga** be .taken as used in the sense of

GODception,’* dao ,
then the mention of Oudanh ** would indicate its effeoti

and also the effect of that effect.

12. If however (the word Lakshaga **
) be taken as used in the sense

of raosetn general, or in that of Word *’ itself as tlie means (of right

notion), then, in that case, the word Codank ’* and Lakshaga *’ would

be co-exteiisive in their dii*ect signification.

1.3. Later on we shall prove that the character of * Dut^,’ belongs to

the Material, Action and Accessory (of the Sacrifice, collectively). And
though these are amenable to Sense-peroeption, yet it is not in their

ordinary form, that the character of Duty belongs to them.

14i. Because, of Hiese, tlie capacity of bringing about auspicious

results is cognised always through the Veda ;
and it is in this form (of

being the means of auspicious results) that the character of Duty is said to

belong to them. And as such Duty cannot be said to be amenable to

Sense-perception.

15. The mention (in the Bh&shya) of Senses*’ is only a hint, in

U Conoeption, the effect of the Word; and the effect of the

Conoeptioi), in the shape of the oomprrhmision of the meaning of the sentence. This

knrika supplies au answer to the following qaestion t **lf the word * lakshaga* be used

In the seiiHe of something otlier than the Word—i.s , in the sense of the Conception

of the Word Ao.,- how, then can ft be co-extensire with * Codana,' which signifies

*Woi'd*P’' The sense of the reply is that, in that case, 'Codana* may be explained

as indirectly indioatiog— not the Word, bat—its efleots Ao. Ac., the aforesaid oo-exten*

sireness being explained per Indioation.

in This explanation is in aocordancm with the riew that the Sentence constftatss

the * Codana’—as declared in the Bhsshya. As a matter of fact however, in all cases,

the oo-extensiveness is throngh direct denotation. For *' Codani ” has been explained

as * that whereby anything is oonoeived off’ and, in the same manner, we can explain

** Cndgna ” as 'that whereby a person is urged* i and this would come directly to mean

Cnnoeption,” Ac. ; ns has been pointed ont elsewhere : " Codana is that word, by

meanf ^ which one has the wieh * may 1 exert ’
; or it may be the notion which leads

to snch exertion.”

!• « Material,*’ Ao., will be described, at ••Doty,*' in the Bhasbya, beginning with

** yo dva (/rfyosharoh.” and these are certainly risible to the senses ; as snob, it is

not proper to restrict '* Duty ** to Injnoctions alone. But the feet is that it is not in

their perceptible forms thnt these have been deaoribed as ** Duty.”

It This hirika and the next, anticipate the following objeotlon :
” The Bhasby*

only preolndes the applioahility of the sensei ; and henoe it cannot he taken as rettrhife*

iag Duty to Oodsni rionai bsoanseapaxt ffom Sonse-perception, wa have etill got th#

igsnoiss of Inferance Ao.” The first eolation of this diffioaify far that the moation

b .'liiati H iMtadM .0 oth«r.,MMb.arbMwbdg.—lotamcbtiid

Th. Mooid MlnilM b dM» "lAaTut Mm.” my U ttw-

rnwnTnir <» thMMM, brtiig thM

‘

«ah.«iiivMhwd.«lqriMMi.o(Oatei,M«HFMfWi«riM.’'
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the manner of ilie autlipr of the aphorisms. Or we may disjoin Nftnyat*

kinoa ” from what follows,—the meaning of the passage thereby becoming

generalised. •

J6. And in order to establish the incapacity (of all other Means of

Knowledge ), there is a mention of “ Senses." Or “ Kinca ” may be taken by

itself—as signifying a question as to the reason (of the previous assertion)*

17. Though Inference has its applicability to objects ennnciated

above (t.e., past, Ac.), yet without the comprehension of relation, Inference

itself is not possible.

18. In the case of Duty, however, there is no comprehension of the

relation of any mark with either the generic or the specific (forms of

Duty),—by whi<?h it could have been amenable to Inference.

19. “ But the * Word * too cannot function, without a comprehension

of relation." Yes, (that is the case with) the term
;
but ‘ Duty * is denoted,

not by the Term, but by a sentence.

20. The non-oxpressive character of the sentence, as also the fact of

the meaning of a sentence being based upon the meanings of words in-

dependently of any relation, will be established later on.

21. " Inasmuch as the etemalify, Ac., of the Veda have not yet been

fully established, the Bhashja admits it to be non-eternal, and thence

brings forward the inauthentic character of the Veda, as being due to the

preclusion, in its case, of the authority of a speaker."

The Bhishya being explained ns ** nothing else is capable ; why is it so f

Because of the incapability of the seoses,**—the incapability of the '* senses '* implying

also that of Inference and the rest ; as these too are based upon Senee-percoption.

n Inference can treat of objeote, past, fataro, unseen, &o.
; hot still it depends

upon the oompreheneinn of a pertain relation expressed in the Major Premise, which

etands in need of sense ngenoy.

IS We know of no mark or oharaoterestio, benring any relation, either with the

generic form of Duty, ae snch, or with its speciflo form, as " Agnihotra,” Ao. And a

comprehension of euoh relation (of the mark or the Middle Term with the Major Term,

Which, in the present instance, is *' Dnty *’) is necessary in the Inferential prpcese

:

hence Dnty cannot be said to be amenable to Inference.

M This Knrika antioipHtee the objection that ** the comprehension of the meaning

of a sentence also depends npon the cognition of oertnin relations ; and hence ' Duty ’

also cannot be -expressed b}' the Sentence." The sense of the reply as embodied in the

K$i'ika,'is that such an objection would have been real, if we bad attribnted sspresstvc-

mess to the * Sentence ;
’ bat, ae we shall show later on, no snob expreseive agency

reeideein the sentence,—all each agency reeiding in the meeninge of worda (making

up the sentence}, independently ef any relations. All this will be explained in the

Tadbhtitidhikarana.*’ (l-i-26 et seg./.

SI Kow begSi^a the consideration of the Bhishya pessage ; KanvatatMbhd-

iamope^rtham eitilrdt eedandi yotki yetkineana lavhikam raranam nadydstire pence

tplfeeUni sapCIti tathyamapi hhoetiti ritathyamtapi hhavati.** And against this it is urged

'tM it was not proper for. the Bhaahya to raiae this qneation; inaamueh the

^bimlntwy •eiaertion quoted aa an laatanoe can never reaaonsbly he brought forward in

aondemnatlon of Cho^ni. which is eternal and fhulllew. The explanation siren.hr :
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22. ** It is alwnya an object perceived by other meane of knowledite,

that is got at by the Word ; and like * memory,’ no authority oan belong

to it by itself.”

23.
'

** Even in the absence of the perception of an object by one’s self,

it is only pro|^r that theio should be an idea based upon trustworthy

assertion, because it is an assertion of a persoo, who is believed to have

perceived the object.”

21. Without some sort of Perception, &o.,—either of one’s self or of

auotlier person,—a word ” has never been found to be true. So the same

may be the case with ” Injunction*” also.”

25. ” Thus then, as even when producing a conception (t.e., mental

representation ), Fancy, dsc., are no autlioiities by themselves, so we may
apply the same rule to the case of Veda also.”

26. ” All Injunctions treating of Heaven, Sacrifices, are false,—

because their objects arc not supported by Sense-Perception, &c., like such

assertions of Buddha and others.”

27. “ Or again, because they are not composed by a trustworthy

person,—like the assertions of children and intoxicated people. Or, the

authoritativeness of the Veda may be set aside, by reason of its eternality,

like that of Akdsa.”

28. And again, all Injunctions depend for their authority upon some

human being; or else, by themselves, these could not be authoritative,

—

because they are seuteuces,—like the assertions of ordinary people.”

the Kirika is that ordinary people, not knowing the eternal eharaoter of Ohodana,

might relegate it to the position of common assertions of hnman origin, and as snoh

would oome to apply to it the rules and restrictions of ordinary speech. Under the

circnmstanues, it was only proper to bring forward the objection in the Bhsshya s

especially as the eternal oharaeter of the Veda has not yet been established. The Kirika

also oousiders another alternatire: granted that Chodaiia is eternal; even then it

would cease to be anthoritative, beoause the authority of the speaker—whose veracity

is the only ground for the authority of an assertion—is precluded from this case,

which is held to be free from all human agency ; with this view ” more so ** has

been tdded.

M Beoanse Injnnetion is not said to be based npon Sense-perception,

By merely giving rise to some cooeeption, the Veda cannot be said to bo

aothpritative; because Fancy also gives rise to certain conoeptions ; but it can never

be said to have any authority ; and is never believed to be tme. ** Sp tk§ttt$6lv§i

devoid of any support in Sense-perception, fto.

M Tkis Kariki brings forward a syllogsim in the formal style :
“ Such

Cioat,**—**siioh** is added in view of the fact that the declarations of Buddha also ara

found to be tme in certain places. ** Such not supported by Sense-perception,

VI The first half of the Kariki is a syllogsim ; bat tbs oosclusioa is tbs sasM

as that of the preceding argument. The second half presents tha following syllagisai ,«

** Veda is nnautboritative, beoanse it is eternal, like JLhisa." •

M The sense of the first half is that all Injanctlons owing their au^^iarMy

Vhu persons from whom they proceed,—and there being no such person in the oa|p,pf •

the Veda—the Veda can have no authority.

4
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v? /2d. *<Or» the aethoriiaiiyeneiis of all Words should be aocepled ae

depending upon * man * $—beoanse of ifce being connected yritb Words, juet

as nnaatWkativeneBB also (depends upon man).”

30. ” If the speaker’s character be no ground of the anthoritativeness

of Words,—-then how can their ananthoritativeness (ontmalworthijiess) be

attributed to his fanlts ” P

81. ” Under these circamstances, whether there be a human agent or

not, the anthoritatiyeness of the Veda is hard to be got at ; and it is

with this in view that the Bh&shya has brought forward the objection

beginning with i Nana.*
**

32. ” The contradiction, here, applies to the assertion of Baddha also

;

because from this latter also conceptions do arise. Hence the reply (to the

above objections given in the BhSshya) is a fallacious or futile one.”

33. With regard to all conceptions, you must consider the following

question :
“ Is the autboritativeness or unauthoritativeness (of any concep-

tion) due to itself or to something else ” ?

84. Because those that are by themselves false cannot by any means

be proved to be true. 8ome^people attribute both (authoritativeness and

its contrary) to (the conception) itself. Others attribute them to tire

proved excellences or discrepancies of its origin.

35. Both cannot be due to (the conception) itself, because the two are

mutually contradictory,—nor can both be due to something else, because

in this latter case, there would be no definiteness in the conception.

In reply to the shove ohjections, the Bhashya hat t
" It is a mere oontradfo-

tion that yon are aasertiag^that it 'declares* and then ‘falsely.’” The Karika

ehjtsoto to this reply, the, sense of this objection being this: The meaning of the

Bhishya is that anything that is nttered, and dn^T gives rise to a oonoeption, oan

never be false. But, says the Karfka, the assertions of Bnddha also are fonnd to

give rise to oertain oonoeptionss and as snoh, these would oome to be anthcoritative

»

thus the Bhishya ti*i1s to establish the scde infallibility of the Veda alone,—the only

'hiot that It songht to prove.

H This Kailki serves as an introdnotion to the reply to the objeotion nxged fh

the last Kailki. The questions in all these Issnesare in the following forms t (1). la

the anthori^ or otherwise of the conoeptiou dne to itself f (S) Are both of these due

tethe eseeUeeeeeanddisorepanoiesof thesooroeof the oonesption ? (8) te antkorlfy

due te itself, end the dontnu^ to extraneons eanma f (4) Is uimthonitatlvaiiesB dhe te

Itinlf, ^'tke oontrery to exteeneona oaasee P

Stta the eaoond view, the exoellenoe of the sooroe proves the authority of

the eeneepUmK end the dieumpaney in the looros provea ita unanthorfUthreneM.
' MinlBt of the fiiat half. of the Xioikl Is that the Ibeultieq of aniheeiti^

tiesniiiWl ftqmpalwtty.uto mntually oentndioloiyi and as aneh; oanhot hefong te

ThosmmhAhaVuMMtluittflisthlmhaldlote^

AmosBeimes aMi defsbte in tlMcntM, then a oonoeption having aria^ eolon^ saels

not beoh asoertained, the eoneepHon eannoh he
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36. How eon ii be possible ihot nnj one tbing, independenily of lA
esinmeons agency, shoald hoTe eontradiotoiy obaraoiera ? And wlien

devoid of both these characters, of what form conld the ooneeption be f
87. If ** Don-contradictoriness were possible with regard to different

oonoeptioiis ;-*^T6n then, if nothing else ia taken into eonsideration, it

cannot be ascertained which is which, and where.

38. ** Therefore for those that hold the nnanthoritativeneas of

conceptioue to be natural (t.e., due to themselves), authoritativeness must
depend upon something else.”

38-39. ”in* this connection, the following rule is laid down:
* unanthoritativeness, being a negative factor, can never be due to the
di8cre|)anoies of the cause; whereas authoritativeuesB, being a positive

entity, is always based upon the excellences thereof (t.e., of the cause.)
* ”

40. ** If anthoritativeaess were inherent or natural (in conceptions)

and its absence artificial (t.e., extraneous, to be determined by something
else) then Dream-cognitions would be authoritative, self-supported

; for

what is there to refute this ” P

41. ** In my theory, however, there can be noanthoritativeness, in the

absence of a particular cause
; and consequently there i» no chance of tlie

absurdity of a negatjve faetor (unauthoritativeuess) having a oamse, in the

shape of the said discrepancies.”

42. '*Tbe excellences of the Sense-oi'gan, do., alone can be said to

be the cause (of authoritativeiiess) ; but the authority of these is denied,

lor two reasons; (1) the occasional disorder of the organs of Perception,

and (2) the occasional absence (aa during dreams) either of the organs

themselves, or of their capabilities.”

43. ” It is on account of this fact that you have the mistaken idea

W The first half of this is in reference to the view expressed in the first half of

the Inst Kariks; and the second half refers to its second half.

XI That is, though one- and the- same conception cannot be both, yet the double

eharaolBr can. be explained as referring to diffbrent conceptions, whereby the contra-

diction ceases. Tliis cannot be; because, even then, if no extraneons inflnence is

accepted, how could it be ascertained which ooneeptien is authoritative and which not,

and also in what place it is one or the other.

Coneeptions beiojr by themselves authoritative, even drram-cognHions would

become authoritative, as these are also conceptions i nor can their nnanthorltativeness

be said to be dne to disoreppndea ; sinoCf naa negative entity, it eannet but be natural,

as shown above.

41 Aathorita^iveness being doe to a particular cause, and unaathoritativeness

bsipg natural te a oonraptton, dream-oogattiotis would be unanthoritailve fay

ihismn^ves, until there appenra some extraneena sause which lends authority to them.

XS The senso-ergaas being the ennsa of the anthoritatlrenass of eonoeptta^

*~tlmse being inaotive during draast^ drsam-aonsekMisnein can have- no> antkpHi^

**B**<^--^.,sachoansn
*

^ Beosnss^ an. ahown. above, the lahdty (or naanthorltailvensis) of n noa^^n
lid||B iefke ebssaes ef tbs cfesUsaerafl/ Ibf ranrra cjf awOwrHyi
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Ihai *ihe oognition of falsity ia due to discrepancies (in the cause)/

( As*a matter of fact.) ttie inrariable concomitance of discrepancies leads

to (a cogiiftiAn of) the absence of excellences
;
and this absence establishes

the nnautlioritntiTcness of the conception/’

44. ** Therefore the parity of the cause must be admitted to be the

means of the anthoritatireness of a conception
;
while nnanthoritativeness,

being natural, can only be indicated by the absence of snob purity.”

45. ” Through Invariable ‘Concomitance* and ‘ Logical DifFerence

’

also, nnanthoritativeness cannot be said to result from any discrepancy (in

the cause) : inasmuch as this (discrepancy) is not found to exist in the

case of a non-perception that is due to the absence of the cause (of

perception)/’

46. ” Therefore, inasmuch as there is no human agency,—or even

if there is any such, because of the impossibility of any purity belonging

to it,—there can be no toem standi for the Injunction
;
and hence an

authoritative charncter cannot nghtly he said to belong to it.”

47. [Reply] You must understand that authoritntiveness is inherent

in M Means of Right Notion. For a faculty, hy itself non-existing,

cannot possibly be brought into existence by any other agency

;

48. since it is only for the snke of its birth (origination) that a

positive entity requires a cn use. And when it has once liecn boi*n (acquired

an existence), its application to its various effects proceeds naturally out of

itself.

49-51. If even on the birth (appearance) of conception, the object

thereof be not comprehended, until the pnrity of its cause has been

ascertained by other means ;
then in all cases wo should have to wait for

the production of another conception from a new source ; for until its

purity has been ascertained, the conception would be equal io nothing

(t.0., false). And this second conception too, would be true only on the

atisncf io be the pruwee of dfiorepnticiee. The absence of ezcollence leads to the

cognition of the negation of authority, which is natoral.

Indioated hy the absence of parity in the cause.

^ Unauthoritatiyeness is of three kinds : Doubt, Misoonoeption and Non-ooncep«

tion. Some people oonstrue the Kariki thus i Ajnmni doshavyatiriki*pi aprdm^pydnioa*

y&i na doshoMimittam—** Because in the case of Non-conception, eyeu in the 'abtenoe

'

of any discrepancy, we find the * presence * of nnauthoritativenese,—therefore cUscre-

pamey cannot be said to he the cause of uiiauthoritatiyenees./

A1 With this begins the refutation of the ahove arguments, and the establishment

of the standard Ulmlnsaka theory.

4S-I1 If even a rightly-prodnced conception should he made to depend upon*the

asoertainnicnt^ the cxoellenoee of its onuse, for the purpose of denoting its object,-—

then, for the atoertainment of such exoellonoes toes we would need another conception,

Vhich would be due to somethiug other than the aforesaid causes and so on we would

Ibaya to* proceed od This Karika proves the propriety of the Bhisbya:

/‘F^orishtddomtddOittcKyaf# trevig vitathanehiH

;

** for a oonoeption that denotee some-

Ui4s>g i* MK^evident s and as such, cannot heialse.
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ascei^taiumenfc of the panty of its cause ; and so on and ont there would

be no limit (to conceptions upon conceptions).

52. In case, however, aathoriiativeness be accepted to l>er dne to (the

conception) itself, nothing else is wanted (for its cognition). Beoanso

in the absence of any cognition of discrepancies, falsity ( unauthoritative-

ness) becomes precluded by itself (t.6., without the help of any extraneons

Means).

53. Therefore the authoritative character of a conception, cognised

through t)ie mere fact of its having the character of “cognition,” can

be sot aside only by tbe oontraiy uabure of its object, or by the recognition

of discrepancies in its cause.

54. Unautboritativeness is throe-fold,— as being duo to Falsity, Non*

perception, and Doubt. Fiom among these, two (Falsity and Doubt)

being positive entities, are brought about by discropanctos in the canse.

55. In the case of Non-pei'ception, however, we do not admit the

action of such discrepancies. Beuanse for us all non-porcoptiou is due to

the abse}ice of cause,—just as you have asserted.

56. The fact of mere Unauthoritativeneas l>oing due to discrepancies

deep not lead to any regresstia ad infinitumt as is found to be the case with

the theory of the cognition of excellences ( being the canse of authorita-

iiveness),—for us who lioid the doctrine of “ 8olf-rvideiice.”

57. UiiauthoritativeuesB (falsity) is got at directly through the

U The tmbhfal character of a conception is set a«ide, (1) when the object denoted

thereby is eubsequeiitly fonnd to bo of a character contrary to that formerly oonoeived

oP,

—

e.g.f ill the typical oese of mistaking the rope for a serpent

f

when it is fonnd, on

exnmination, that it is a rope, the previoas conception of the serpent is set aside } and

( 2) by the recognition of a certain discrepancy in the canse—

>

0 .9., one soffering from

Jaundice, thinks the conch-shell to be yellow; bat as soon as he recognises the disorder

in his eyes, he attributes the notion of yellowness to the disorder, and accepts the

oonoh-shell as white, thereby setting aside his previous conception.

M This is aimed against the argument urged above in Karika 38*39.

tt ** Absence of tho cause” (of cognition).

sf *• Por u9 who hold the doctrine qf self-evidence ” may be construed as being the

cause of the absence of any regressus ad infinitum. It is only when one thing is made
to depend upon another of the same kind, that we have a regressus ad infinitum. Oon-

sequgntly if we made nnanthoritativeness depend upon another nnanthoritative object,

(as in the theory explained above, authority is made to depend n;>on another anthorita-

tive thing), then alone could we Innd ourselves in tbe regressus ad infinitum. Bat, as a

matter of fact, we explain nniiuthoritativeness as being dne to discrepancies (the

contrary character of the object of oonoeption), which is authoritative, (as based upon

Bense-peroeption) i and as such this latter comes to be self-evident; and here tbe

matter rests, and we are saved the necessity of assuming oonoepsions over conceptions

ad Mijtn.

A*! Here is the oonoeption of a snake with regard to the rope. Now this conoeption

is set aside directly by another conoeption in the form, *' thia is a piece of rope*' (which

is contrary to the previons character of the oonoeption). And nndonbtedly one ooold*

never have the latter conoeption nntil the femner bed been set aside.
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** 0^iiHion.(of its eoniradidiory).'* For, bo long as the former le not set

aside, tlie subsequent oogniitoii (of its oontradfotory ) cannot be produced.

68. Though the cognition of the discrepan<^ of the cause is known
to refer, to a difEerent object (m., not the object which is the effect of the

cause), yet we have oo-objecidTity (of the two cognitions^ as being implied

thereby ; and hence we hare the preclusion of the former,—as in the case

of the ** milking-pot.*’

59. But this rule applies only to those cases in which (with regard to

iiN second conception) there is neither cognition of any discrepancy, nor

any contradictory conception. In those oases, howerer, in which we hare

any of these two factors, the second conception becoming false, the first

comes to be true.

60. But in that case too, the authoritatiyeness is due to the concep-

tion itself, in the absence of any cognition of discrepancies. And in a case

where there is no such cognition of discrepancies, there is no reasonable

ground for doubt.

61. Thus (in this manner) we do not stand in need of postulating

more than three or four conceptions. And it is for this reason that we
hold to the doctrine of Self-eyidence.”

62'-63. As a rule, the chance of discrepancies in an Assertion, depends

upon the speaker ; and in certain places the absence thereof (».e., of discre-

pancies) is due to its having a faultless speaker ; because the discrepancies,

removed by his good qualities, cannot possibly attach to his word. Or

^ItrThere it a general role for performing a oertain rite by means of a certain

veeseli bat ia a partioalar oase, there is a special rale, whereby, in that special oase,

the rite is performed by meant of another veitel ; and here both the rales are accepted

as being ooexteneive in their scope, as having the common parpote of laying down a

Vestel for the tame rite. Id the tame manner, in the cate of the oognition of yeUovmeam

With reference to the oonbh^thell,—thongh the preceding^ oognition of tuoh yellownete

has for its object the yellownett of the conch, and the snbteqaent oognition of the bilo

^ fa the eyes (the otAse of perception having the discrepancy of being Janndioe) has for

its object, the bile ia.the eye,—yet, in this latter oase also, we matt admit of U eo-

egtensivenett of the soopO of the two cognitions, as implied by their meanings. The*

cognition of yellowness leads to the cognition of the bile ; and this bile, being the oaoso

of the perception of yellownett in white, it found to exist in the eye, and thereby leada

to.iheoonolatien that its effect—the perception of yellownett— ia wrong; and this

oenslation, of the idea of yellowness being a mistaken one, oontradicto the former oon-

cepMim^of yellownett in the oonoh-thell; and henoe this latter ia set aside. Tha
implied meaning of the second oonoeption is that **there is bile in the eyes, and tha

ibeSDSds of this bile has given rise to the mietaken notion of yellowness in the oonoh-

iMl.
• '^.'ia'Thes•eMd1Mlff -gaards against the^following srgament: ^as the first ooncsp-

ttaa is set asido^.lhs ssoend, and this by the third ; eo, on and on we might go, st^
avscy' ceneipAiiwi set siride hy the one fallowing it.** The senee of the &jSrikn is

it la only the laoegnition of discrepanoiei in the means of the oonoeption that sqtk

fSM'the oonceptlon.^; Hence, when we do not oomo across any such diserspaiiqy uni

'^miiiet reasonsbly doubt the oonootnesscf the oonoeption.
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again, in tHo absanoe of any speaker, there could be no discrepancies, as

these wonld have no substratum (to inhere in).

64. In (truthful) human (speech) we find two (faotor8)-*-a&tf«9i0a of

duorepoiiunes^ hnd, {preee^ of) aeoeZietied; and we have iJready explained

that authoritativeness cannot be due to exeeUenoo,

65-66. Therefore excellences must be held to help only in the removal

of discrepancies ;
and from the absence of these latter (discrepancies),

proceeds the absence of the two kinds of nnauthoritativeness
;
and thus the

fact of (authoritativeness) being inherent in Words remains untouched.

And inasmuch as the Word gpves rise to a conception, its authoritativeness

is secured.

69. If the absence of discrepancies be held to result from excel*

lenoes, then there is the same regresaus ad infinitum (that you urgSHl

against us).”

67. (Not so) : because at that time (t.e., at the time of the conception

of the absence of discrepancies), we do not admit of any active functioning

of the excellences, though they continue to be recognised all the same

because in'the conception of the absence of discrepancies they help by their

mere presence.

68. Then too, in the case of the Teda, the assertion of freedom from

reproach is very easy to put forward, because there is no speaker in this

case ; and for this reason the nnanthoritativeness of the Veda can never

even be imagined.

69. Thus then the authoritativeness of the Veda being independent

of a speaker, your adoration of its Author is entirely out of place. For,

such adoration could be possible only if you assume the Veda to be devoid

of authority.

70. Hence the mere fact of the Veda not having been composed by

an authoritative author^ ceases to be a discrepancy. Of the sylldgistio

Wadi”— **Contndiotorj Oonoeption** and “Doubt,"—"Non-ooa-
eeptiou** being out of the quMtion in a ease of “ Oonoeptfon.'*

Of the oognitiou of eieellenoe were the cause of the asoectalument of

authoritativeness, then even this ooneeptiou wonld stand in need of another, for its

eonfirniation,«»aad soon ed. batasa matter of fact, eioellences help the ascertain*

ment of the absenoe of diNte^^es only by means of their presence, which serves to

oppress the diser^Mmoiesi add 'Wiese are not able to weaken the confirmed aathoilta-

sivenessof the eonoeption.

The latter half is read lif some MSS. as ** Kdlp^%*aimirtihM lhavH” (“then

the assumption of eneh wonld lead to the flmilt of aelf*dependeiioe—PeNtto PtineipU*^) $

,

audthemsaaingof thisisthat it is only if the Naiyiyika hold the theory of the

emutlmllaSbeness of the Teda itssH that he wosM reqidre a shelter in Its infiOme

authoipi whom his assumes. But then, this Infallibte Author too would depend upon'tMi
Ve^ im a pmf of His euistenoe i and tim Jnliaiibmiy of the Vedaxe^ hpau the

would beoome a ease of af|^fs|^ti« a*
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arguments urged against ns, we shall lay down coanter-argnments here-

after.

71. It is only hnman speech that depends for its authority^ upon

another Means of Right Knowledge ; and hence in the absence of the latter,

the former becomes faulty; but the other (i.6., Vedic sentence) can neyer

be so (on that ground).

72. Thus then, the yery fact of the incompatibility of the Veda with

other Means of Bight Notion, constitutes its authoritatiyeness ; for if it were

not so incompatible, it would only be subsidiary (to such other means).

73. In the case of the anthoritatiyeness of other Means of Bight Notion

also, the reason does not lie in their compatibility (with other Means of

Knowledge) ;
because more than one (Means of Knowledge), when treating

of the same object,* become optional alternatiyes ; and hence the conception

of that object can be due to only one of these (and the other ceases to

be of any use).

74. The subsequent Means of Knowledge could only serye to specify

the conception of an object, only in a case where the preceding Means has

failed to rightly ascertain its nature.

75. If the authoiitativeness of the subsequent (Means of Knowledge)

were to depend upon the preceding one, then we would require one such

means for (the sake of the authoritativenoss of) every Means of Knowledge

;

and as such we would never come to an end.

76-

77. If you should admit of an inherent authoritntiveness (self-

eyidence) in any one of these, then to what special cause is due your repug-

nance to (such inherent authoritativenesB belonging to) the yery first con-

ception P And again, if mere non-support of other Means of Knowledge

were the sole ground for unauthoritatiyeness, then a pei*ception by the ear

would bare to be considered false on the ground of its not being supported

by occular perception.

77-

78. If it be urged that **one perception of the ear could be sup.

ported by anotlier perception of the same sense,*’—then in the Veda also,

there would be conceptions, by the hundred, closely following upon iiautter-

ance (and these would support one another). In both of these (i.e., the

y

W ** BubaidUiry”—to the conoeptions otherwise obtained, and not, in themselree

the nueans of any right notions,

V Henoe anthoritativeness oannot be due to the oompatibility of the means; it is

ialMient la the ooiioeptioa itself,

W When, even in your own theory, yon And It neoesiary to postnlate the self-

evidenoe of a owrtain oonoeption in tiie end, in order to aroid a reyretsat ad *

why ehonld yoA'UOt poetahite each ioherent anthoritatirenees in the yery Aret eonoep-

Sioa and thereby avbid the necessity of postalating many intermediate eonoeptions ?

^ Ik the Yede, by f^iieut repetition, the oonoeptUm got at in the Aret rending

^ntey be taken to he.the bneia of the attthoritativeaees of that obUined *in the aeoGod

t^rm^ng, and so on, the Veda would Anally oome to rest npon itself, as its authority.
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perception of the ear, ns well aa theconception'derived from the Veda) there

is no conception produced from any foreign means (of conception).

79. Just as (ill the case of the ear-pei'oeption) the ground of support

may be ascertained to be another perception by the same souse, so too we

may postulate a similar support in the case of the Veda also.

80. Therefore the conception that has been firmly (and fully) bi*oiight

about, and does not stand in need of any support of other conceptions,

must be accepted to be (truly) authoritative.

.81. Nor is the autboritativeness of ** Word,** capable of being

proved by Inference
;

so that all conception is saved from any dependence

upon other means of conception.

82. (Obj
.
) :

** Bnt Sense- Perception and the rest are not comprehended

ns that
* these are authoritative *

;
nor is it possible to carry on any business

by means of such perceptions, when they are not comprehended as such.'*

83. ( Reply) : Even prior to comprehension, the Means of Right Notion

had an independent existence of their own ; and they come to be compre*

bended sabsequently (as such), through other cognitions.

84. Therefore the fact of its being oompreheoded as snoh, does not

in any way help tlio autboritativeness (of the Means of Right Notion)

;

because the idea of the object is got at through the former alone.

85. Even the unauthoritatlve Means would, by itself, lead to the

conception of its object; and its function could not cense unless its

falsity wore ascertained by other moans.

86. The falsity of an object is not, like its tmthfulness, perceived by

81 If it woro.to be proved by Inference, then that Inference would require another

Inference, in order to prove the instnnee cited therein, and so on ad injini,

88 All basiness witii euoh means is performed by their mere existence, even before

they have been recognised as such means.

88 The sense of the latter half is thus explained in the Nyayaratnnkara \ We
do not mean to say that autboritativeness is perceived on account of its connection with

the conception s all we mean is that the authoritativeness of a oonoeption lies in its

oonforlhity with the real state of things ; because upon snoh conformity depends the

applioation of the words 'authoritative* and * Idea’ with regard to a conception. And

this rSal state of things is perceived by itself, through the unknown, conception ; and

there is no use of any other means of cognition.”

8^ Bven the unanthoritative means do not, by themselves, advertise their false

character; in fact, they also lead to the right conception of the object in thuir own

way. The idea of silver really perceives the $h$ll to he a piece of silver. Thus too,

aa nnauthoritative means, by itself, signifies its own authoritative character and leads

men to act accordingly—the man taking up the shell, as a piece of silver. It is for the

detection of its nnanthoritativeneBS and for preventing people from acting in accordance

with it, that ia need of another means ; consequently the unanthoritativeneci of a con*

eeptkm can never he inherent ; as it is always arrived at by extraneons means f

in the above inatance, on close examination I7 the eye, the retl oharaotsr of fhe shelt

is detected, and the man throws it away.

88 This is levelled against the objection that the nnanthoritativeMfs of the Teda

5
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its V€i*y first conception. For the recognition of unautLoritatiYeness, ike

only cause is one's oonsciousnesB of the falsity of its subject itself, or of the

fault!ness of -the cause thereof.

87. Thereby alone is falsity (of a conception) established ;
and by no

other means. And the truthfulness (or authoritativeness of a conception)

is prored to belong to the eiate of ite birth (i.e,, is natural or inherent

in it).

88. Therefore eyen in cases where falsity is proved by other means,

these two (causes of falsity) should be noted, and not only certain points of

similarity (with another false idea).

89. For one who would prove the inauthenticity of the Veda by

neans of Inference, who could avoid the preclusion (of Inference) on the

itirangth of the conceptions derived from the YedaP
90. If it be urged that Inference is not to be thus set aside, because

»f the inauthenticity of the Yeda," then there results (the fault of) Beci-

)rooity ” (or mutual dependence)
; because apart from Inference you have

Ifot no other means whereby to set aside the Yeda.

91* And the mere non-perception of an object by "other means of

knowledge docs not prove the negation of an object—e.p., taste, Ac.

Because with these, it is a rule that their perception is due to the tongue,

fro.

92. If it be urged that the perception of an object is due to the

DonsoiousnosB of one Sense, or means of conception,” then the same may be

laid to be the case with Duty also.

92-93. Even when there are (correct) conceptions produced from the

Yeda, if you assert that ” (the authenticity of the Yeda) is not proved to

me,” such assertion can only be due to malignity,—and as such it is not

proper for truthful people. And certainly there can be no inauthenticity

might also, In the same manner, be arrived at through extraneous means—e.g., the

leries of inferential arguments brought forward abore, in Karikas 20 et, $eq.

Similarly with another, as has been done in the arguments brought

forward against the authoritative oharaoter of the Yeda.

50 You depend upon Inferenoe for setting aside the Yeda; and also for proving

the falsity of the Yeda ; and it Is only after this fhlsity has been proved that your

Inferenoe can have any force.

51 Because a oertaiu oonoeptiou is not supported by more than one means, that

teal alone oannot prove its falsity. We do not mean to say that we do not aooept

Inferehoe ; and yet, in the absence of any other means of set^g aside the autboriiy

JOt the Yeda, we do not aooept the preblnsion of the Yeda. All that we mean is that

We can admit ef no Infeteuoa that goes against the Yeda.

ausi The .ptieaalng of these Karikas is thus explained in the Nysyaratnakara t

The authorM^ef the Ye^ has been ptored to us; and hence we eea never prove aiqr

faot thgt is distinotly denied in the Yeda; and thus luisrenoe comm to be sat aslds

^ the denial eoutained iu 'ilie Yeda." And the present Kadka urges that it is not

^proper lor the oppaa^ to deny the authority of the Ysd^ when lie can have oertaia

^mktaken and oon^ ideas through i^^
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simply on scoonni <3i (yonr) maltgnity, or on aooonnt of tlio &oi of iU not

Gonforming (with yonr own views).

9lr. Nor dm anthentioity be proved merely by one’s 'own wish oi*

oommand. For no one asserts the non-peroeptibility of the pain due to

fire-burn (whioh is not desired).

95. Nor can any desirable conception be authentic (simply bocause it

is desirable).

95-96. Therefore like light, Veda being oommon to all persons, it is

not proper to dispute its authenticity. The difference (of the Veda) from
the assertions of Buddha, <fec., will be pointed out hereafter. On account

of the imperfections of human agency there is every chance of tlio latter

being open to contradiction*

97. While in the case of the Veda, the fact of its not being due
to human agency, serves to establish its authenticity.

97-

98. If the Veda were of human origin, then those that would
declare it to be true, as also those that would declare it to be false, would
have to postulate, without any grounds, its author, his excellouccs and
defects, and its acceptance by great men, Ac., &o.

98-

99. By the Mimansakas, on the other hand, now, as always,

nothing is postulated, besides what is directly visible (t.e., the Veda alone

by Itself).

99-10 1. Thus has the Bhoshya set aside (all chance of) mis-

couceptiou and doubt with regard to such a Veda, when it is found to bo
giving rise to (true) ooiicep iious. And the assumption of a faulty origin
of the Veda will also bo set aside later on. Further, on account of the
absence of human agency, there is not the least ohance of the existence of

these (Misconception and Doubt) being ever thought of (in connection
with the Veda),

S6.9(l If the prodaobion of oognibion be the sole ground for aubhoriby, bhen the
soripbnres of the Baddha would also oome bo be aubhoritabive. But ib is nob so| the

ojthese is different from that of the Veda in many respeobs—s.p., in point of their

origin. The Buddhistic soriptures have their source iu human agency j and as no
human agency is perfect, there is every ohance of there being imperfections in those
scriptures, whioh, for this reason, could be safely contradicted. It would require a
deal qf ingenuity and eqnivooal reasoning to establish the indisputable perfection of

human agencies, and thence that of the Buddhistic scriptures.

**Ace0pUinee by great msa,”—The supporters of the Veda would refer this to

the Teda, in order to prove its authoritative oharaoter. Ita opponent, on the other

hand, would refer the same fact to the support of his own scriptures, and tl»ereby

establish the nnanthoritative character of ell other scriptures, the Teda included.

.

M-KU If tli%cppottents of the Veda—which has been proved to be eternal and
faultless—deolese its nnanthoritative oharaoter to be In the shape of Misconception or

l>eubt, we reply that all ohance of Misoonception and Donht, with regard to thw
Veda,luHiheeiiset aside by the Bhiiaiya. «

any doubt ea to the esistence of disorepancieB lends to doubts •

with regard to* its antbortbative cberaoteri and when the existeuoe hi suobdiibre-
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102. Sucli being the case, falsity musi always depend upon tbe

noD^productibilifcy of conceptions ; and this is the contradiction urged in

the Bhasbya 'passage Vraviti^ &c., &c.”

102-

103. In “ tachchst pratyayitat'^ (“ pratyayita ” means) ‘ one *who

describes things as he sees thei^p and ^^indrijavishayam’* means ‘that

-which is based upon the action of the senses.*

103-

104. (Some people explain the word “pratyayita ** in) “ tachchSt

pratyayitat '* as (meaning) “ One who sees, and speaks the tmth.” Be-

cause ( If it meant) “ One who describes things as they are seen/’ then we

would, in their opinion, haye to admit the truthfulness of the assertions

of untrustworthy persons also.

104-

105. But (ill that case), out of the two factors, ‘ trustworthiness
’

and ‘ amenability to sense-action,* the absence of even one would constitute

a counter-instance, which is always based upon the absence of one factor only.

pftnoies has been asoertaiaed, then there is a direct contradiction of it. The chances of

both these contingencies are preclnded from the Yoda, by proving the non-existence of

discrepanoies in it.

lOl.LQS ** Fravtti ” M says, or oaser^— gives rise to a conception.

/ala#, t.s., that which has been proved to be identical with not giving rise to any eonesp-

tions and tbns these two terms contradict each other, hence the sentence asserts

falsely ** becomes self-contradictory.

lOS-lOS With this begins the consideration of the BhSshya passage yai tw lauJeikam

vatihanain tat chit p’atyayitdt purushat indriyavishayam v<i, The word “ Indriya ”

here includes Inference and all the other principal means of right notion ; the meaning

of the clause thus comes to' be this ;
** The assertion of the person who says as he sees,

having the support of one or more means of right notion, is always authentic; conse-

quently if the instance of human speech brought forward in the objection refer to the

assertion of suoh persons, then tbe instance does not apply to the Major Term of the

argument, which, therefore, fails. On the other hand, the assertion of untrustworthy

persons, not supported by any other means of right notion, is always nnanthentio ;

because of its very source being faulty. And if this is to which the instance refers,

then suoh an instance cannot shake the authenticity of the Yeda} and thus too your

argutnent falls to the ground.

lOi-lOt This iefutes the second interpretation : A counter-instance is an instance

bronght forward in order to prove the weakness of a definition; and as snoh, the

coanter-lnstanoe should be based on the absenoe of only one differentia out of the many
mentioned in the definition. Otherwise, if the oonnter-instanoe consisted of the absence

of all the diflerentias mentioned in the definition, then it would not apply to the case

at all, being entirely apart llrom it. As for instance, the definition of '*l>aiy*Msa

" purpose described intheYeda;*’ where we have two differentias—that of beiny a

jmrpoif, and that of being described in the Veda; and the counter-instance brought

against this definition is the ease of the " Syina ’* sacrifice, which is mentioned in the Yeda,

but does not lead to the accomplishment of any desirable end of manf And here we
see that the bbnnter-inatanoe is wanting in one factor only, as a role, and not in all

the points noted in the definition. In accordance with this interpretatioii however.

Trustworthiness" and “Amenability to sense-perception,**—each by itself, oonsti-

tutes anibentioityjr.and hence the oonnter-instanoe would consist in the absenoe of

each of thesa, and tbenoe would result the absurdity explained in note 106-106.
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106. And in the case of the untraetwortlij speakei*! ve would

have to admit the falsity of even such assertions as are baaed upon* the

anthonty of the senses ; and the assertion of the trustworthy* speaker too

would come to be false, in the case of an assertion not based directly

upon the authority of the senses. And thps would result a self-contradic*

tion in the Bhashya,

106-

107, Therefore by the first epithet (“protyayito ”) is signified

“ truthfulness ;
” and by the second—** Indriyavishayam "—is implied the^

fact of its having a sound basis.

107-

108. The mention of the absence of discrepancy (want of sufficient

basis) is for the purpose of the preclusion of inauthonticity (and not for the

accomplishment of authenticity, which is self-evident). The theory of

authenticity being due to excellences has been thoroughly refuted befoiw

;

and having once been set aside, it cannot be held to supply the basis

for authenticity.

109-110. In the first clause, the word ** Va has a collective force

;

but iu the latter, it has the alternative sense. It is for this reason that

the counter-instances of these have been mentioned separately : viz s

(1) even iu the case of the capable, if (the speaker is) untruthful, there

10(.10S This Karika lays down the deficiency of the ‘oonnter-instanoes. In the

counter-instance of ** trustworthy,** we have ** untrastworthy,** the absence of a trust*

worthy speaker being the only ground of inauthentioity ; thns then the very sentence

cited as authentic, being amenable to the sense of the hearer, and it being the assertion

of an untrustworthy per8on,^this yery sentenoe would become inauthentic: and as such,

woold come to be cited as a coanter-instanoe of itself. And again, with regard to
** amenability to the senses ** we would haye as its counter-instance “ not amenable to

the senses ;
” and thus the assertion of a trnstworthy person, not heard by the listner,

which has been aocepted as anthentio, would become unauthentio, and thereby would

come to be a counter-instance of itself ; and thns there would be self-oontradiction.

And farther, if the eipression ** amenable to the senses ** be used with regard to

the assertion of an untrustworthy person, with regard to an object before one's eyes,

then the expression " not amenable to the senses” must necessarily mean "that which
is not^eroeived by the hearer ;

** and then the Bhashya—" it is impossible to be known
by the person, without an explanation **—becomes inexplicable ; because that which is

not heard by the bearer cannot be comprehended eyen after an explanation. For
certiUnly, it is not possible to know what the bearer does not perceiye. Therefore

the expression " amenable to sense” must mean ” based upon accepted means of right

notion ;
” and the expression “not amenable to the sense’* must mean that which has

no such basis ; thus does the Bhishya passage become explained. And again, the

word ** Pratyaylta ” aigaiftea “ one who has a oonoeption and declares it }
“ and as this

conception may be either right or wrong, so a “ pratyayita** person is not necessarily a
“ trustworthy ” person, bat only one who says what he sees. Hence the only oorreot

interpretation is the one giyen in Karlka 102-103.

105.101 “Tmthfulness**—».s., the fact of saying as one sees. “ Basis ’*—».s., thy

foot of its being hpsed upon oorreet means of right notion*

105.U0 In the first instance, the notion of falsity is dne to disbelief in the* speaker: ^
and in the latter, it is dne the fanltinew of the yery origin of the aaiertion.

*
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U falsity ; as also (2) in the case of a truthfal (speaker), if the fact itself

be incapable (of being verified by proofs).

110411; The passage in question does not set aside omniscience.

Because in the clause vrithout a sentence, what is signibed is only

the denial of omniscience in particular cases.

111. If there retJly etisted a person knowing all things, through the

six means of knowledge, bow could such a person be denied ?

^
112. But if a person be assumed to be knowing all things by a single

means of knowledge, such a person would doubtless perceive taste and all

other objects, by means of the eye alone

!

113. That particular kind of the Means of knowledge which leads at

the present time to the perception of a special class of objects, was of

the same kind at other times also. «

114. The difference of degree that we come across (in the efficiency

of the various senses), does not go beyond the precincts of the objects

(amenable to each sense) ; and hence such difference would only exist in

the oases of distant and subtle cognitions ; and in no case could colour

(the property of the eye) be amenable to the function of the ear.

115. With regard to objects in the future (such as Dharma, dc.),

we do not ever find the applicability of Sense-Perception
; nor that of

Inference and the rest, in a case where there is no proper Mark (to serve

as the Middle Term).

116. Inasmuch as the assumption by others (the Banddhas) of an
omniscient Person, as also that of the absence of human agency in the

Veda by the Mim&nsakas, are both of the same type (tliere is no difference

between the validity of the two),”—those who assert this must think over

the following (points of difference).

* 117. An omniscient person is not seen by ns at the present moment

;

nor, is it possible to prove (by means of Inference) that such a one ever

existed before, as is done in the case of the negation of such a person.

.

110.111 <*Iii particular caMa**—the olanse eervoB to preolude the onpability of ,Vnow-

iedge with regard to an object that ie beyond the sensei, and is only amenable to

words—«.0., Duty.
Ill He who knows everything by means of the six means of right notion, would

slao know Xlinty, through the Veda i and this faot would not militate against our theory

tdiat ** Duty is knowable by the Teda alone i henoe it is not neoessary for us to dis-

prove indh omnisdienoe.

lit And henoe it oannotbe niged that sni^ omnisdenoe, by a single sense, ie not

possible nowH^days, though it was possible only in days gone by.

US And as snob, Senie-PeroepUon too, by itself, oannot bring about omnisoienoe.
' HI Helthgr Bense-Peroeption, nor Inference oan prove the existeaoe of an

OnmiiQleDjt p^ion. In Xnferenoe we require a middle Term, wbioh we oannot have Sn

'i[ke ease of omtierfenee. On the contrary, in mpport of the refutation of the existence

l^of au onoiiiiacient person, we have the following inftrential argument : *‘The past was
^irlthont an omniiotei person, beeanse it was apoint of Time, like the Freieiits** or

\|[^n, Buddha WM hot omniioient, beoause he was a man, lilm oimlves.”
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118* Nfor can tlie existence of the omnisoient one be proyed by

Scripinres ; foi* in that case there would be mutual inter-dependence. 'And

how can one ever believe the authenticity of a Scripture bomposed by
another man t

119. Nor can we get at any other Scripture (save the Veda) which

is eternal. If the eulogies (occurring in the Veda in praise of an
Omniscient Person) were eternal, then, non-etemality would belong to

the Scripiure itself.

120. The etemality of the Scripture (Veda) having been established,

all other assumptions (of an Omniscient Author and the like) become

needless. For men could prove the existence of Duty by means of the

same (Scripture), whereby (you seek) to prove the existence of an

omniscient person.

121. One, who, convinced of the truthfulness (of Scripture writers)

with regard to their assertions in connection with the relation of the

senses and their objects (t.s., in the case of ordinary perception), would

base their authority, even in the case of matters of faith, on the fact of

those latter assertions proceeding from one whose assertion has been found

to be true in the former case

122. Such a one would thereby prove the authenticity (of Buddha's

assertions) to depend upon something else (t.e., ourown sense perceptions).

For if the authenticity thereof (i.e., of Buddha's assertions dealing with

ordinary perception) were due to itself, then what need could it have

of the senses, d^c., of other persons P

**Kuhtat dtfWKdencey The Soriptnre depending for its Tslidity upon the

omnisoienoe of the Author, and the omniscience of the Author depending upon the

validity of the Scriptures.

lit Omniscience cannot be proved by any Scripture which is not due to human
agency. ** Jf the $ulogie$, This is added in anticipation of the objection based upon

snob vedio passages as— **He is omniscient” and the like, which might be taken to

prove the existence of an Omniscient person. The sense of the Karlka is that suoh

passages are only eulogistic, and not descriptive of a fact; and as snob they cannot be

accepted as eternal. For the Scripture, attributing omniscience to g corporeal man,

wonld stand self-oondeinned as tramitory,

UO The eternal Soripture,— that you seek to employ in proving the existence

of an Omnisoient Person, who would be the sole authority of Duty— may be more

reasonably employed in proving the existence of Duty itself, thereby doing away with

the necessity of postulating an intermediary omnisoient agent.

itl Here some people axgue thus :
** Granted that Ahere is no omnisoient person t

but Buddha and others might have been rightful knowers of Duty. We find, in

ordinary life, that Bnddba is tmthfol to a nicety in matters of ordinary perception f

hence it wonld follow that even in matters of pure faith, such as that of Duty, we mi^t
nat apon his authority ; and thereliy prove the propriety of snob actions as fd

Chat<fs,>Mm the ground* of their hsrrfaig been declared hy him.” The next. Kirikif

enppliac au anewer to this arguinentb the sense of the reply baing that if sueh he the

eaee, then Baddha’s authority wonld reet upon the fbot ii eur oogoltioa of tte'

^^a^ of his assertions with regard to the ordiaary objeote of sense.
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12f3. Just as the authenticity (of such assertions) is due to (our)

sense-discHminatioiii so would it also be in tlie case of matters of faith
;

and (its authentioity) would never be independent or self-sufficient.

124. Just as by the aforesaid cause (conformity with our perception)

is proved the truthfulness (of the Scriptures) ;
so, in the same manner

is also proved the absence of their authority with regard to objocts not

perceived by others.

126.

The “ truthfulness of the trustworthy, ” the “ falsity of the

untrustworthy ** and “ the mere repetition (or reminiscence) of a previous

conception”—you will have to accept all these (with regard to your

Scripture), if you stick to the instance (you have brought forward in your

argument).

126. And further, in the case of (these scriptures) referring to snper-

sensuous objects, we would come to recognise their falsity, on account of

the fact of all Scriptures besides the Veda, originating in human agency ;

since in such cases the grounds of their authenticity would bo self-

oontradiotory.

127. And then too, there results the absurdity of (your Scripture

proving) the authenticity of subjects other than either Duty or Non-Duty.

And so long as the Sankhya and the rest continue to exist, your instance

too is hard to be got at.

128. Because, while being a human assertion, it refers to super-

sensuous subjects ;—therefore too, on account of mutual dependence, the

Scripture of Buddha and others would come to be false.

lit Because the assertions of Buddha with regard to such matters as Duty are not

borne out by our experience ; therefore his assertiona are proved to be false by the

same reason which you sought to employ in proving their truthfulness.

If you seek to prove the authenticity of your Scriptures by reason of the

assertions of its author conforming with your own experience, then, as in your own

experience, you come across various oases like those mentioned in the Karika, so, in

the same manner, you will have to admit of the same discrepancies in the author of

your Scriptures.

Ill ** Self-eontradictory ”-*beoauBe the reason (human agency) brought forward to

prove the truthfulness of the Scriptures may also be employed to prove their falsity.

Ill “ So long 08 the Sinhhya, —The assertion of Buddha with regard to the

momentary character of all external objects, has been said to conform with our own

experience,"which fact has been made the ground of proving his veracity. But the

SIMthya has established, beyond the least doubt, that all that exists is eternal, and

exisil for ever. Under such oiroumstanoes, so long as you have not fully refuted the

arguments of the S&hkhyas, you cannot hope to establish the authority of your Author,

,oB the grounds that you have urged.

Ill Just as human speech, when referring to transcendental objects is almost

g;i^^yaaiire|obefalse, so, the speech of Bnddha too oould not but be false. And

cwhen his assertions with regard to transcendental objects come to be false, those with

.regard tp peieeptibls objects too (such as the momentary character of all objects, Ao.),

jbeoome false. And as his veracity was sought by you to be proved on the ground

of bis latter assertions being true, it falls to the ground nnsnpporUd.
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129. The antap^onist who meets yoa for the firat time would, while

arguing, also have the following argument (at his disposal) against yob.

130. “ My assertion that ‘ Buddha,
, are non*omniRCient,' is trnO|

because it is my assertion, like my assertion Fire is hot, and bright.*
**

131. ** The fact of this being my assertion is directly perceptible,

and you have yet to prove that what you bring forward as Buddha's

declaration was really what he asserted. And thus mine is the (correct)

argument, whereas yours is doubtful and incomplete.'*

132. How can anyone postulate a thing, whose existence can be dis-

proved by reason of its being contrary to Sense-Perception ?

133. Nor can yonr omniscient Person be postulated on the gi*onnd of

unbroken tradition. Because the tradition is disputed, has uo bassit*, anti

is only accepted by a few people (like yourself).

134. That “He is omniscient,** how could even his contemporary

enquirers know, being (as they were) devoid of any conception of liis cog-

nitions and the objects thereof ?

135. Thus then you will have to assume many omniscient pot*sons

(among his contemporaries and their followers, so that each of these could

be cognisant of the omniscience of his predecessor). For he who is lumself

non-omniscient could never recognise another person to be omniscient.

136. He by whom the omniscient Person could not be recognised,—

-

how could such a peison have any idea of the authenticity .of his

assertions P (For these would be) to him just liko the assertion of any other

ordinary person.

137. When (you declare Buddha to bo) devoid of attachment,

Ac., and free fL*om activity,— then the injunctions (contained in

your Scriptures) must have been composed by another person, specially

iu the absence of all definite (concrete) cognition (in the case of

Buddha).

138. If you say that “ By mere proximity to such a Man (as Buddha)

injunctions issue forth, spontaneously, even from the walls, just as from

the Clhintamani,—.**

This is a connter-firgmnent to the following reasoning of the Buddhists :
“ Bud*

dha's assertion with regard to his omniscience is true, because it is his assertion, like

be assertion * Fire is hot* and the* like.*’

1B1 In ordinary experience we find that persons take to composing works,—

(1) for some gain, (2) '"for commanding the respect of others, (8) for the snke of

fame, and (4) for winning the affection of some person ; and so forth. But you deny
the existence of any of these motives, in the case of Buddha;- hence the scriptures

attributed to him must have been oomposed by some other person ; specially as you
assert that Buddha perceives the whole universe, in the abstract, and that he has no
ooniwete cognition thereof. Uow, ^lien, could he describe things, by means of words f
For, oertoinly, no verbal description is possible without concrete cognitions. •

189 <«ChintamRni*’ is a gem which is believed to give to its possessor all that he*
desires.

G
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139. Sach asBeHionB conld only fii in tlie monih o! blind believera

(Hke you) ;
wo oan ba7e no fnitb in aaoh injanctionB as proceed from

walls.

140. For it is jost possible that ibese may have been composed by

Baddha himself, or they may have been uttered by certain invisible evil-

minded Pitftolias (spints) (hidden in the wall), in order to deceive

(people).

141. Similnrly for those that have postnlated for Jiva, as independent

of the sense-organs, Jbo., pnre oogpiition of objects past, snbtile and the

like;—

142. 6nch an assumption oonld not be proved by anything except

(their) Scriptnres ; nor again conld the (authority of these) Soriptares them^

selves be established without the above assumption (and thus there would

be a mutual dependence). Nor can such a theoriser get at any simitar

instanee among ordinary men (that could prove the particular faculty, of

their Jlva).

148. The idea of an eternal Scripture too, is to be refuted in the

same manner. Because with regard to that also, there is no such belief

as that ** This is seen by tbis person, or composed by bim.^’

144. Men are, genemlly, speakers of falsehood ;
therefore just as we

do not believe in the people of to-day, so too, we could have no faith in

those of the past.

145. The idea of snoh a notion with regard to the Scripture and its

meaning,
.
may be like dream-cognition

; and in that ease, bow oonld there

be any autbeutioity in the soriptares, with regard to which snch a doubt

is possible P

146. What you desire to esUblish is the unrivalled exoollenoe of the

Ul The Baddhist having hem refuted, the Arhat theoiy ie next taken up.
14S •* Without their Beripturfe.’*—For enoh an aeenmptione ie amenable neither

to any ordinary meant of right notion, nor to the Yeda.
H.i The fiiit' half eeeka to eet aeide the etemalfty of the Teda i as some people

say that the eternal Yeda ia heard by Prajapati. Bab the Karika means to ea/ ihatb^

as the OQgiiibion of an omnieoient person, so too,,that of an attered sound, is wiihoat

any oaoae. The second half antioipatee the objeotion that by refating the etemality

uf the Yeda. tbe author strlkea at the very root of his own system. The
lUhera explains the second half thns :

'* This theoiy is to be refuted, beoanse of the
denial of the aaihentiolty of tbo Yeda, on the ground of ite being composed by U'

. hnniMli authqgr*"

IM Borne IfSB. reed, in the end, ** foih# itUrthakSrtafii^ The latter half of Um
nrOel^ dumid then be tranalatod thus t

** As wo do not believe pec^e dsaorlbing the

things of. iho'present, so Uxk wo would not bellevo them, when speaking of the things

^ the ^

^
,
Iti The eiitlliBtlng of the Teda to Piujlpati haa another fhult : If his knovAe^l^

^and plopoandiBg of the Teda bo without any osuse, ooming to him qpontaueoaally,

looh kimwlei||h may only Im of the nature of a dfoain, falm and unroBaHo.
li* With. tUr &irlki begins the refutatiott of ^ theory that the T^ M

heerd and propounded in this world fay ^mitpati.
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Aiithoi*) as Alf)io tbe eternaliiy of the Scriptnre itself $ and in that nase yon

will have to postulate the fact of His rememberiug the Soriptnre lehrnt

in some previous birth*

147* If yon postnlate such ante-natal comprehensibility of the sorip-

tnre (to PrajKpati), needless is yoor opposition to the comprehension of the

objects thereof (as attribnted by the Bauddhas to their Soriptnre-writers*—

viz., snpernatnral knowledge of Duty and its opposite). For one who is

able to comprehend sonnds that liare not been nttered» what can be said

against bis comprehending the meaning of such sonnds themselves (which

is much easier than the compi*ehending of nnnttered sounds) ?

148. The author too, in the view of those people that postulate

such comprehension of the meaning, would be independent. Whereas in

the case of the mere verbal cognition of the Soriptnre, we would have both

(Scripture and the author) depending upon one another.

* 149. (Whereas according to us) even in a single life the Veda is

found to reside in (t.s., known by) many persons ; and as such, either

its remembrance or comprehension does nob go against its indepen-

dence.

150. For if any one person were to make any changes in the

Veda, of his own accord, he w.ouId be opposed by many persons.

And again, if the Veda were the outcome of the mind of a single person,

then it would in no way differ from modem compositions.

151. For the same reason we do not acknowledge the agency of a

single person even in the case of the traditional course of instmotions

(in the Veda). Tbe very first persons (who commenced this traditional

'conrse) must have been many, dependent upon one another, just as we
find to be the case at the present day.

'

152. Thus then, while others make many (unreasonable) assnmptions

for establishing their own Scriptnres, Jaimini does not have recourse to

any—and is this the equality (of Jaimini) with others P

153. Nothing more than what is directly yisible is postulated by
him (jaimini), with regard to the anthentioity (of the Veda). Whereas
the other theorists have to make varions assumptions with regard to

the imperceptible, even in proving the inauthenticity of the Veda (to say

nothing of tliose that they have reconrse to in seeking to establish the

authority of their own scriptures).

164. The Atheist in denying the authority of the Veda, lands himself

on the (absurdity of)'Betting aside the autbentioity of a directly perceptible

fset. Because when a couception has once aiisen (and the self-evident

authority of such conceptions has already been proved), any assumption

tqwi^s its denial could only be needless and far-fetched.

«

upon onz Author de^ndiog upon the
. Tede

fn a ^im|^heiia(fm of its meaning and the Teda depending open the aatb^, in, erdtar
'

^ gain Its right form.
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< 139. Such aBBeiirons oonid only fit in the month of blind
,
beHeveni

tike yon) ; wo oan have no faith in snoh injanctionB as proceed from

mils.

140. For it iB joat possible that these may have been composed by

Inddlia himself, or they may have been nttered by certain invisible evil-

oinded PitSolias {spirits) (hidden iti the wall), in order to deceive

people).

141. Similnrly for those tliat have postulated for Jlva, as independent

i the sense-organs, &o., pni'e cognition of objects past, subtile and the

ike;

—

142. Bnoh an assumption could not be proved by anything except

their) Scriptures ;
nor again could the (authority of these) Scriptures them-

lelves be established without the above assumption (and thus there would

\e a mutual dependence). Nor can such a theoriser get at any similar

nstance among ordinary men (that could prove the particular faculty of

heir Jlva).

' 148. Tlie idea of an eternal Scripture too, is to be refuted in the

tame manner. Because with regard to that also, there is no such belief

kS that ** This is seen by this person, or composed by him.’*

144. Men are, generally, speakers of falsehood
;
therefore just as we

Lo not believe in tire people of to-day, so too, we could have no faith in

ihose of the past.

145. The idea of such a notion with regard to the Scripture and its

neaning, may be like dream-cognition ; and in that case, how could there

)e any autbeuiicity in the scriptures, with regard to which such a doubt
^

0 possible f

146. What you desire to establish is the unrivalled excellence of the \
'.i

141 The Buddhist having been refuted, the Arhat theory is next tnken np. t

141 Without their ScHptttrvs,**—-For snoli an assumptions is amenable neither
^

iO any ordinary meana of right notion, nor to the Veda.
' W The first htM seeks to set aside the etemaUty of the Yedai as some people

ley that the eternal Teda ie heard by Prajapati. But the Karika means to sa/ that,

hS the cognition of an omniaolent person, so too, that of an uttered sound, is witbont

iny oause. The second half anticipates the objeotion that by refating the etemelity

the Veda, the author stiikea at the very root of his own system. The Fydyeral-''

tiittara expl&ni the eeoond half thus :
** This theory is to be refuted, beoanse of tha

lenislof the authentioity of the Teda, on the ground of its being composed by a
immaa authqjp.*'

144 Bobm mss. read, in the end, ** totMT tftdrthaHrtuni" The latter half d th#

KlriH, tBMld then be tranelated thus :
** As we do not befieve people dsaotibing the

Oi^Qf iha present, bo too^wawoidd not believe them, when speaking ottheibiiiss

»f the pe4»

/ U* The atMmtlng of the Teda to Prajepeti has another fhalti If his ki|Owiei%e

lafi prbi^adlag ef the Teda be without any oiiise, coming to him sponiaaeondy,

bmI^ kimWl^ge may only he of the nature of a dream, fhlee a^ nnrelUbte.
'

141 WUih .this *B3hlki begins the refutation of dm theory that the Teda id

itmnidt sponlaaaottsly heiH and ptoponnded in tbUw^
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Afitihor, aft alfto tlie eiernalifcy of tlie Soriptore ; and in tliai cm yon

will have to postulate tbe fact of His xememberiug the Sonptnre l^ut

in some previons birth.

]47> If yon postnlate snch ante-natal comprehensibility of the scrip-

tare (to Prajfipati), needless is year opposition to the comprehension of the

objects thereof (as attributed by the Baaddhas to their Scripture-writers-*

eis., supernatural knowledge o! Duty and its opposite). For one who is

able to comprehend sounds that have not been uttered, what can be said

against his comprehending the meaning of such sounds themselves (which

is much easier than the comprehending of nnuttered sounds) ?

148. The author too, in the view of those people that postulate

such comprehension of the meaning, would be independent. Whereas in

the case of the mere verbal cognition of the Scripture, we would have both

(Scripture and the author) depending upon one another.

^ 149. (Whereas according to us) even in a single life the Veda is

found to reside in (t.e., known by) many persons; and as such, either

its remembrance or comprehension does not go against its indepen-

dence.

150. For if any one person were to make any changes in the

Veda, of his own accord, he wpuld be opposed by many persons.

And again, if the Veda were the outcome of the mind of a single person,

then it would in no way differ from modoim compositions.

151. For the same reason we do not acknowledge the agency of a

single person even in the case of the traditional course of instructions

(in the Veda). Tbe very first pci*8ons (who commenced this traditional

course) must have been many, dependent upon one another, just as we

find to be the case at the present day.
'

152. Thus then, while others make many (unreasonable) assumptions

for establishing their own Scriptures, Jaimini does not have recourse to

auy—and is this the equality (of Jaimini) with others P

153. Nothing more than what is directly visible is postulated by

him (jaimini), with r^ard to the authenticity (of the Veda). Whereas

the other theorists have to make various assumptions with regard to

the imperceptible, even in proving the inautbentioity of the Veda (to say

nothing of those that they have recourse to in seeking to establish the

authority of their own scriptures).

154. The Atheist in denying the authority of the Veda, lands himself

on the (absurdity of) setting aside the authenticity of a directly perceptible

faot.^ Because when a conception has once arisen (and the self-evident

authority of such conceptions has already been proved), any assumptiott

towards its denial could only be needless and far-fetched.

Itl upon one another."—The Antlior depending upon the TeOn
tor a s^f^lieiuiion of ita meaning and the Yeda depending open the author, fa ordiNr

to gain ito x%ht form.
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155. Tho absence of human agency, wiili regard to the Veda, having

been proved, it lies upon the Atheists to point out any difference between

the Yedic conceptions and the perceptions due to faultless cognitions).

156. ** There could be no instructions with regard to supersensuons

objects, if the author had not perceived such objects”—Whence is the

^‘assumption of an object” (t.6., such is the form of the argument
“Apparent Inconsistency ”—Arthapatti).

157. Or the passage may be (interpreted) as an inferential reasoning :

the “fact of being an instructor” is found to be invariably accompanied by

that of *• being preceded by the perception of the object ” (of instruction).

And the negation of tliis is laid down in the passage “ Nanu, etc.”

158. (The Apparent Inconsistency that you have urged) may also

be explained away otiierwise—ns by reason of the perplexity (of tho

Instructor). Or your * Linga’ (the reason, tho “middle term,”) may be

said to be anomalous, inasmuch as there tire such instances as the asser-

tions of children, etc., (who are found to speak of things they have never

seen).

159. If you say that * tho Instructors (Mann, etc.), propounded their

instructions after having come to know of the objects, through tho Veda*

—then you will only prove what has already boon proved by us—this is

what is meant by the passage “Ved&dapi, etc.**; and this refers only to

Manu, etc., (who declare themselves to be the followers of Veda, which too

they declare to be the only means of knowing the true nature of Duty ;

aud not of Buddha, etc.).

160. “ Because a man, though knowing one thing one way, wishes to

speak of it in another way,—therefore from the assertion of a person, there

can be no absolute certainty ns to whnt is in his mind (i.e., what ho really

knows).”

161. “ We see that one who is coufused speaks something other than

Now begins the explanation of the Blinshya pnssage—“ Nanwavidushdm

itpddifo* ndvakalpyate, *’ Ao., &o , (page 4). “ ilssutnptton of an object,** t.e., that^^ of the

fact of Maim and Boddha knowing, by themselves, the nature of Doty.

161 **One who is an Instrnotor is one who has seen the object '—this Is the

affirmative premiss j the negative form of this is :
** He who is not a veer (or knower)

of the object is not an Instruotor ;
** and this latter is what is meant by the Bhashya

passage quoted above.

IM Bef. Bhishya ** UpadigA hi vyamohddapi hhavanti ** (pp. 4-5), which is said

In reply to the objeotiou moved in the passage quoted above. ** The middle Term,’* ue,,

the fact of being preceded by a perception of the object.

lit <*Onlv prove, That is, this assertion of yours does not oontradiot our

Miertion tlsit “ Veda alone is the means of knowing Duty.**

160 Bef. to Bhsshyai Apt eha paumehiyidvaehanddivamayam purttsho viditi

hhavnti praiyayah ^c.'* (page 6). The Kiirika lays down the objections against this

passaged It means that ' from tho mere assertion of a man, we cannot eome to the

eoncinslon that knows thns*i because he might be knowing it one way, and

expressing it in qnite another way.
\
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\rhat lio wislies to speak
;
tlierefore tlio assertion iioes not always follow

tlie wish (of the speaker).’*

162. It is only in the ease of the assertions of a trustworthy per«

son, that his own mind, (i.e., what he really knows of the object) is known

(by means of his assertions)
; while in the case of an untrustworthy

person, there is no certainty (as to what may be in his mind). Thei^fore

it is only by means of a general rule and its exception, that the twofold

powers of woi*d8, is here (in tho Bhashya) explained.

163. The bringing about of the comprehension of the moaning of a

sentence depends upon the arrangement of Words and their Meanings

;

and the form of this airangement too depends upon the wish to speak,

which, in its turn, depends upon previous ooncepiions.

164. With regard to objects, differe*it men are found to construct

sentences differently, when actuated by difFcront motives,—by means of

additions (alterations) and subtractions (w'hicliovor seoms to serve their

respective ends).

165. Therefore when, by means of tho assertion, the hoarcr has

arrived at the comprehension of tlie object (spoken of), thon verily there

arises the notion with regard to tho knowledge of the speakor-^that

“ this (object) is known by him.*’

166. When a person questions (tho veracity of) one who is following

the assertion of a trustworthy person, then the latter points to tho

trustworthy person, saying He hiowa it thus.”

167. On account of being interrupted by tho cognition (of tho

trustworthy person), the WoihIs in this case become inoperative for tho

time being
;
but the manifestation of the authenticity thereof would be

based upon tbo mere fact of their originating directly from tho cognition

of the speaker.

168. Though tho Meaning may have been comprehended beforeband,

yet it depends for its definiteness upon tho fact of its originating directly

from tho speaker's cognition ; hence such a fact can only bo comprohen-

•
Itt This Karikt offers the reply to tho objoctfons nrfi^od in the Inst two KlrikSs.

Qaneral rule ^c,**—^That based on the general rule being tho power that is got nt

through the recognition of the sonroe of the assertion,-*-the exception or negation

being in the cnee of the assertion of antmstworthy persons.

1^8 This Korika anticipates the following qnostion : Does, then, all comprehen-

sion arise from inexpressive sentences f The sense of the Knrika is that tho oom-

prehension of the meaning of sentences is not verbal, bnt inferential ; and tho process

of this inference is shown.

W* How do yon know that tho arrangement depends upon the wish to speak?

The Karika gives the reply—"by aaioaya (Invariable coneomitanoe) and vyalirika

(constant negation}." " Addition, ^e.
**
of words, in a sentenoe.

Wi «« Interrupted ”—i.#., so long as one has not recognised the cognition of tHb

speaker, though there is a recognition of the moaning of words, yet it is US good as

non-existont; as its anthentioity is reoognised only when it is found that it rests npoif

a certain definite cognition of the speaker.
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tliroQgh the oomprehension of the Meaning. But in the matter of

authenticity, it takes the first place.

169. Thus then, in the present ease (of the Scriptures of Buddha,

d!0.)t the falsity of these is proved by the fact of their being due to human
agency. This oharaoter (of falsity) could not belong to the Veda, because

in its ease there is no author (human agency).

170. ‘And thns there being no interruption by any notion of the

author, the meaning of the Yeda is comprehended directly through the

meaning (of words) ; and it does not stand in need of the precedence

of any cognition (of a person ) ; nor, as such, can it ever be false.

171-72. The assertions of Buddha, Ac.,, that were brought forward

(by the Atheists proper) as instances to prove the inauthenticity

(of the Veda) are here showti to bo non-concomitant. Because it has

been shown above that the effects of these (Vedic assertions) are

correct; nvhile, as regards the meaning, they have got nothing to do

with it.

173. With regard to objects outside the precincts of its applicability,

there is a chance of the falsity of the Veda also. Therefore with regard

to the arguments urged in the Purvapaksha, you would only be proving

. what we already accept.

174-75. Not knowing this meaning, and only bearing in mind the

11um The thus etplalns :
** The author now ezplaine the Bhishya in

another wejt For the proof of the authenticity of the Veda, whatever ordinary

am0rtioas were brought forward as iustanoes are here showu to be non-oonoomitant with

the Major Term. The leoood Kirildi shows this non-oonoomitanoe. The meaning is this

:

The Bh&shya here takes the place of another party, and through him, replies to a

third party. The Aiheiste bring forward the following argument :
* The Veda it false,

beoause the objeots treated of therein are not amenable to Sense-peroeption, like enoh

assertions of Buddha, Ao* ’
i and the present passage replies to this argument, with a view

to the Buddhist dootriue t your iastanoe it non-oonoomitant with the Major Premiss t

bs^uee aooordiiig to Buddha, leords are not accepted as the means of knowing objeots t

' itit aooording to him,, what the words do is simply to remind one of the object, neither

adding to, nor inhstraoting from, it any factor The words onlj ezi«ets the

meaning of the speaker i therefore that which has been said to be the snbjeot of the

assertions of Bnddha,--with regard to this enbjeot, suoh assertions are quite true,—

^

•neh 'effeGt.^being only what is in the mind of the speaker. And as these aseertions

e^rsotly delineate what was in the mind of Buddha, they oannot but be accepted as

triiSf As for the objeots, forming the denotation of urords, the Buddhists do not

aqsspt any appliofd>ility of, the words to them. Therefore there is no proof against the

ai^Hwi^ity of the Yeda ; and it Is this that has been shown above in Karika 168.**

t •Vj^t ordinary assertion has been urged in regard to an object other than

sons of appUoiddlity objeots other than the oqgnition of the

sjpwilpmb^ 1m proving what is already proved: of the Vedas too^ we
to those objeots that it does not treat of| Itewe

ialiitym everything that is urged ^ the PjBrTapek|dia.*’---MA^itd*

114.9% The ’mwdttg of the Bhsshyaie tlia^ '*the mete fact ot being an nsasriioa
""

fii^ .not .
a ground b! falsity,'’«»not knowing this fact, and only bearing in mind the
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declaration of artificiality and non-artifioialitjr being tba ground of

uorreotnesa and incorreotnoss* the objector bos said **NunH SihnitnfatS*

druhtamf

17fi.
** Na, anyatv&t ** can be no refntation

; becanae an instanoe is an

instance only for reason o! its being auotber thing, and it is not baaed

npon its identity with the Minor Term.

176*78. Tberefore the meaning of tbe antbor of tbe Bbasbya is

now explained: Accepting (for tbe sake of argnment) tlie function of

tlie Sentence with regard to tbe Object, ibis is what tbe Bbasbya means

:

If even in face of tbe inten*nption (by tbe cognition of tbe speaker), tbe

ordinnry false bnman assertion were to be tbe instance, with regard to

the external object; even then tbe Reason would be “ too wide, '* ({.e.,

applying to the conclusion to be proved, as well as to its contradictory

proposition) : as even in tbe true assertions of men, we find the oliaraoler

of a sentence ;
since even with regard to supersensnons objects we coma

across true assertions that may have been uttered at random.

179. And the clause “ Na anyatrfit ** denotes “ something other than

tbe declaration of tbe PCiTapaksbi : (tbe meaning being that) this

(your argument) is different from, and only a false semblance of, what

the Pfirvapaksbi takes it to bo. Or by ‘anya* may be meant the
** Vipaksba ” (that wherein the Major Term never resides, t.e., tbe contra*

dictory of tbe Major Term).

deolaraUon,—that ** that wbiob is artificial—i\e., composed by a human author—is false

on aooonnt of tbe presence of discrepancies in tbe author, and that which is inartificial

t.e., not due to human agency—is true,' the objector has put forward bis objection.

The Killed explains “ KtitakahtWAa *' as belonging to a trnBt#orthy penon or to

an untrustworthy one. But the translation follows the interpretation of the

Nyiyaratndkara*

ns The difference of the Minor Term from the Instance is only proper. In tbs

proof of the falsity of the Yeda, an ordinary assertion has been oited as as instance i

and the difference of thle is no fault | as it is only proper that the Instanoe should be

something other than what Is to be prorediand the "SHpahsha" is that which hsi

alxeadj been proved to he oonoomitant with the Minor Term.

ns.18 Though there ie an interruption of the speaker’s cognition, and the instance

are besed npon the natnxe of external objeote, yet the reaeon—“ the faot*of being sn

nismrtinn ’’—would be too wide* The ease would be the same, even if the reason were

stated in the form**-” the Yeda is false, beoanie being a sentence, it treats of super*

aensnotts objects” (thus gnarding against the chance of the irnstfulnem of hnmia

asserUcns, wbidi can never be aheolnte^ trne, with regard to snpersensnons objeote).

For instance, when one men saye ” There is no India,” another nay say ” Indsa

dose exist”
I
and one of these must be false, end the other troe.

W "Ssmbkmss, the reeaoning is faUadoui, becanae of the middle term ;

being too wide ; and henee year argument has got a mere semhlanoe of reesoalegt iW

reelitif, li la totaiiT faUaoioaa. meaning, of iha elanse is that yos^

ttgameni it not valid, beoanaeyonr middle term—the feet of being a human mafftlon

-Hroiddsa alioin”tratb” wMcblailmooDlen^etoryof yoar Minor Premiss*
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180. Or (it may meau) that “on account of contradiction, falaity

belongs to that (t.6., human assertion) and not to this, (.«., Vedio asser-

tion).” Or Jthat, on account of tlie object (of human assertions) being

something else (i.e., not the object itself, but the speaker’s notion with

regard to it), there is non-concomitance (of your Instance) with the

Major Term.

181-182. The passage “ Nahi anyasya, &o. ” means that the falsity of

one thing does not constitute the falsity of another : because the desire to

speak is related to a false Object, that is no reason why tbo same falsity

should attach to the Sentence also (for certainly, the fact .of Devadatta

being dark cannot prove Yajiiodatta also to be dark, as in such an argu-

ment) the fact of being a man put in as the Middle Term is an instance

of the “ Width” (of the Reason).

182. Or, on account of the argument of the Purvapakshi being

utterly fallacious, na auyaMt may be taken as signifying its futility (or

duplicity).

183. Or again, the fact of being something else may be taken as laying

down an argument in favour of authenticity. And (if this argument bo

equal in strength to that urged by the Purvapakshi, then his argument

comes to be) concomitant with its contradictory, z.e., the conclusion arrived

at by us ; or (if our argument happens to be sti^onger than his, then his

argument) is set a side by means of Inference, (i.e., the Inferential argu-

ment urged below).

184. (1) The conception produced by the Veda, is authentic, because

it is brought about by faultless means,—like the conceptions produced,

180 « Non-eoneomitanee The objoot of all human assortion is the speaker’s

cognition with regard to certain objects ; and as, in this connection, a human aaser-

tioD is always true, therefore it cannot be cited as an instance of falsity.

181 The Inferential argument having '* sentence ” for its middle term, has, for its

object, either a desire to speak, or the speaker’s cognition with regard to the object

in question. On the other hand, the argument based upon the “desire to speak” as

the Midde Term, has for its Object, the object itself s consequently the falsity of any

one of these cannot lead to the falsity of another, as their objects are totally

different.

im “ Devadatta is black, therefore Tajnadatta must also bo blnok, because both

are men.” ' Here, the Middle Term is too wide, as all men are not black. “ Futility

lit^aUy “Vikalpasama” means the proving of the duplicate character of the argument

(whioh really proves nothing definitely). It consists in the fact of showing the

daplioate nature of the oharacterestics of the Major Term (whioh is to be proved),

thmugh tiie finding of a new ebaraoterestio of the Middle Term. This is thus

explained in the Kdrikd s “ Assertions are also found to be other than human,—/*., the

gnsnrtimie iu Yedai and some again are human; thus then, there being this

duidicity id ihe character of the Middle Term (the fact of being an assertion), there

' natnsally arises a donbt as to the falsity or truth or the proposition yon seek to

prove.”

l8t The attthqr now formulates his own arguments.
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tttii/M' ^5 ^ apwettt PjemiM. o|f ili« ipM^tion «f a trnptirortiijr p«a«im,

or by diraot ^nM-pwoeption.

184< (4) ^gain, (tbe oonoeption piodnoed by (h« i«.

Mitiieatio)'» bwsaiiM it is prodnosd by an aasutnm whidi 4(Ws no4

pxooesd from an nnmUabls sonroe ; and MeoM%, l^nse it is frss from a9
oontradiotion ritbor in time or ^aqe,—'like tbe 'oonoeption ptodnoed by

the atsertion of a tmstworthy person.

189. The applioebility of those reasons (famUtmnm and the foot ef

imI May oomposfd hy m wttnutwortky atUlur as applying to the Veda)

will be proved by the well-established faot of the Veda not prooeeding

from an anthor. It was with all these ideas in view, that the author of

the Bhashya aaid " Na, anyaUit."

187. The oUnse “ pratyakshastn, (in the Bblshya) may be

taken to indioate either $h«ngtk (firmness), or protwfawes, or Ml^-opidwMM, or

inmUh«tUkity ikrough a foreign

188. If, however, falsity be aaid to oonsist only in non-eonoqiitoa, in the

absence of the other two forms (of falsity—eii., deithl and mufahen opuMp-

turn), then (verbal oonoeption) would bo a “ perception ” for others (the

Banddhas) ; though to ns (Mlm&nsakas) it is got at through Inference

alone.

189. Jnst as yonr argument would prove inauthontioity, ao, in the

same manner would it serve to prove that inauthontioity to be due to some

extraneons invalidating oansa.

190. The mention in the eopelnding passage (of the Bhfishye) of

m Thengh the eeneeptlen get at thnagh the Teds Is not dinet snse-psnMp-

tiea, yet tt is simlUr to seeh pere^tieei in that it Is firmi prseedea inferential

knowledge, is aeU-evident, and ewaa its eeoasional falsity to soaw foreign eanss i and

as saeh, it oenld, by implieation, bo sailed " PereepHoa.’*

St The Bnddhists held eogniUen and nea.eognitien to be petesptiblei end

Soabt and Hiseonesptioa have efroadp been proved to be inappMosble to the Peda.

Therefore the only greand that oebld be urged against the anthentielty of the Tede

wonU ha "non-oone^tian'* (want ef ooneepUens Qureigh Tedio sentonees). Asd ae

tUrbaaenaUe to a«aae.pereeption,.aeaording to the Bnddhists, it is net improper, in

thsir minds, to daelaae Tedie eoaoaptioos to be "Petoeptioas"i tboogh f^ the

Xbalasaka. it is a e«M of Infsrsatiat knowledge ( and It is, te aoetsdanes ]ri||h this,

that tba'Bhiahya has been intenrettad as above.

Wt The JUfibi thus espb^osi “Ton nook to prove the iaanthentieity of tlm

eda, on tte ground of its similarity with etdieary human ssssrtiona Assnoh,wliat

wo^ be right for yon to say is that ‘the inanthanHoity ef the Teda must be of the

mme nataro aa that of ordinary humaa assarHoea.* in tbet.oaae, we know that

oriiliieif hiimsn assnrtinns are pmTVd tr iff
**’“*

”**T hP eertain invaUdating oanses.i

and eii-wwwvay the ftlatty of the Tede too mujit be besfd jqmn slmilar*saaate.

Bat, te theW of^ Tsda, we do hot dnd any snob invaBdettag eanss: tbero^.

eheea tte .ooesifM*
bliaggae toihe Vsde slsae.

“Ooda(aiiebSl|>nofft|Rb 'f*
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9r9jaBlcara " {producing hlics) with regard to Duty, is with a view to

laying down the full significance of the word * Duty.’

191. Bliss” {(^r9yah) is man’s happiness; and as this is to be

accomplished by means of the Materials, Anulliaries and Actions, as laid

down in the Yeda,

—

the^ptore it is to these (Materials, Ac.), alone that the

character of ” Duty ” can be rightly said to belong.

192. One who performs sacrifices comes to be called ” Dhftrmika ”

*(“ Dutiful” or Pious), by people who know nought of anything else (such

as Apurva and the like) as resulting from such sacrifices,—which (name,

'*Dharmika”) we understand as being due solely to his connection with

the sacrifices.

193-94. As a matter of fact, the (acquiring of) cattle, Ac., is found

to result from the performance of ”Duty ” (Sacrifice)
;
and these results

are also said to proceed from the ” Citra ” sacrifice, as well as from the

** milking vessel, Ac.*’ (Auxilliary) ; therefore it is to these (latter) also

that the character of * Duty ’ is said to belong.

194. Because of the mention of the word “Dharmaoi” (we infer

that) the word ” Dharma,” as freed from the (marks of) Gender and

Number, seryes as an instance (in the Argument).

195-96. We do not find the word ‘Duty’ used in either of the

following senses :—(1) that of a particular function of the internal

organ (the Sankhya Doctrine), (2) that of a peculiar mental impression

(unconsciously left thereon by good or bad actions—the Bauddha doctrine),

(8) that of the ” Body of Virtue.” (” Pupya-pudgala ”—the Jaina doctrine),

(4) that of ” a specific property of the person ” (the Vai^Sshika

^doctrine), or (5) that of “ Apfirva ” (a peculiar unseen force, in the shape

ot ‘'fate,’ Ao., postulated by a scion of the Mim&nsakas).

question arises—why shoifid the Bhishya substitute the word prSyaskarah *’ for

•‘Dhsrmah” F /m •'Q'rSyasksrah**—that whioh brings about '^rSyah,* And happi-

asss is seen to be got at by means of the materials laid down in the Vedas 1|j;iereforo

Am alone constitute Duty. By ** materials ” here is meant sacrifie§ m pansrazT

/
its *<Any oehlw thing to ho oceo^Mhed in the shape of Apdrya and the like

(p^qlated by othen), of whioh ordinary people know nothing.
l'tS.te We know the acquiring of oattle, Ao., as following from the performauee

of Buty l and the V^ asserts these to follow from saorifioesi s.p., the •‘Oitrl**
has Imen l^d down fw one who d^res cattles and. the fetching of fioma in

the 'milling TpUHl is alsp enjoined for the srae purpose. So it oomes to be implM
*^t *Buty oon^te of ^orificM as well as their Auxiliaries.

Vedio divMiai MormMWm til. id.ntity of -aMriBo.” with Th« of Oondm Md
Hamhrir * Iwiiig ia th.X.widiii. Singaho’, nd * DhMiiii,i’ laNMitw Ptanl)
U oitljr h vidio uoimlj.

.
Mfcti «< r.wa.|Wdf.l«r-i. th. otomio body whidi fenu tbo fatiu. ht^y of th.

fMaou^gondn. Tto oompoud ogBmjMBiMi * i. ooponndod m "m ydrwH.
/.iMi. WMA <* Mt hrw^obMrt ^lhr* (u Mthw).
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196. Noroan these (aforesaid funeiion of tho internal organs be

ever recognised by means of the yeda» Ao., as being the meatit of (the

aceompUshTnent of) the ende of man.

197. Nor can we recognise the '* ApOrra/*—as anything different

from ‘ Hearen * and * Saori6oe,'*-either in the shape of the means (like

Sacrifice) or of the end (like Heaven), or in any form other than these.

198. On the other hand, we would be landed upon the absurdity of

rejecting a thing mentioned in the Veda, and assuming something never

heard of (therein),—if we were to assume the ** Apdrva” to be identical

with those (Sacrifice and Heaven). And lastly, if it were unlike both of

these, it could have no form at all.

199. Therefore the “ Aphrva ’* must be accepted as being only a

peculiar form of energy (or capacity)—lying latent either In (the means)

Sacrifice, Ac., while they are functioniug towoi'ds their ends,—or in (the

ends themselves) the Cattle, Ac., while these are undergoing the process of

origination (or birth).

200. Inasmuch as the capabilities of objects are not denotable by

names in the abstract, the ** Apurva '* ( which has been shown to be the

capability of certain objects) cannot be said to be signified by the word

Dharma.*’

201. The word * Codana * has been known, in the first instance,

IM <« Veda, inolading also the loriptares of tho Buddhists, wherein what

has been enjoined as Duty is only the h(noing to the Caitya, whioh is an action, and

not a montal impression,

m By assuming the Apiirra to be either the end or the means, we would be

rejeoting the declaration of the Vcila, wherein Heareu and S.aorifloe bare been dis-

tinctly laid down as the end and means respectively.

IM The Apurva is only a peculiar form of the energy of the means or of the ead[,

existing in the form of a sprout, to burst out in time into the full grown tree of

tho Result in its entirety. And so, by postnlating such an Apurva, we sail clear

of the necessity of assuming anything other than the Saoriflee or Heaven, and also

of the chance of being open to the objection urged against ns—that the Sacrifice

having been destroyed (on completion) at the present time, how oonld it bring about

the result at a distant future time, unless we assumed an ** Apurva ” apart from the

Sacrifice itself. The theory here propounded is that the Apurva is a sprout-like

eapability produced in one of the two,—f.s., either in the means or in tho end—which
may be assumed to be undergoing a process of incubation daring the t|me that the

Besnlt has not appeared. This will be explained in detail in the ** Apfirv^ikarana

of the Second Adhyaya.

•»The ‘Faculties' are spoken of as “Faculties,” “ Power,” “ Ilhergy,” Ac.,

end not by the name of any particular objept. And “Apurva” Imving been proved

to be a “faculty” of the saoriflee, it cannot be spoken of as “ ihiarma,” which is a

mane of the Saoriflee itself.

toi The next nine Karikis laise various objections against the foUowing pMsegjp*

in the Bhishya :
“ uhhayamiha codanayi lakthyate, Ao., Ac/* ” How can, the

eouuter-insUnce should be wanting in only one of the necessary dillereutiMi iis the*



pt'

jttpplj to ptmHvit injnnistioiit altme ; md ai a ^ Slaagbtdr ' is noi 6f tliai

bow can it serrs as d ooinitsr<*niBtfeuiOS ” f

202. .***8y9na * and the like are hsire (in tbs BbSsbya) SpehsB at. Iks

anthbrisiki by ibb Veda; bad then^ in the abSenoS of any prohibition

ihsrbof,
how bith thei^ be Bind to bS Sinful ” P

** Though there may be ^prohibition with reghrd to a BubJSot

referred to by a positire injuuotion, yet we do not apprehend any sinfulness

ih oonneotion with such sui^eois,--^ in the case of the shodangrahisna,^

204. Haying said that ' the 8y8na is authorised by the Ysda/ it

^reUld be a self-eontradiotion to assert that *it is prohibited.’ And again^

while opnsideriug the injunction of the SgSna, Ac., it is not right to

ihtrodnce the consideration of * Slaughter ’ in general/’

205. ’’Because Staughtar is only a resultant of these (sacrifices),

differing from them in its most essential feature ; inasmuch as it consists

entirely of the destroying of life, while the ‘ * sacrifice is something

entirely different, like the tword (which also helps in the killing)**

206. ” The assumption of advice too is not proper with regard to

buubject which is not fit for an injunction. And again if ’ 97^^* ’ ^
hot Said to form the objects of injunctions, what else could *’ P

207. ” It is a uniyersal rule that ’ injunctions refer to two factors of

6 Bhfiybni (t.e., the tneane and the prooes#),’—and this rule would be
eontradicted (if the character of Injunction be denied to the ’ SyBna’)."

207-208. “The Jyotishtoma and others too that are held to be
’ Dhama,’ would cease to be so ; because these are also accompanied by

/Slaughter ’ (of the sacrificial animals). Nor can an Object, which is not

bnjoinedy form part either of the result or the means of an action.”

present InstSDOs of the “97^"*^” hoirerer. It is neither Oodanilakshana," nor an

US yupt he we hare an affirmatiTe injanotioii " Bhoiofinam grihniH, and

iUjum again its negation---** na §ho4t^inam grihnilf/*—where the latter negation only

'serrei to preelnde the holding of thei Bhogegi Teeeele { and in no onie oan it imply that

earii hMing meldeonetitiile a tin. Similarlj, in the case In qneetion, Uanghimr (la

jdm **9yi>ui’’) is enjoined, while tteiwhiw (in general) U prohibited; where thie latter

wirold only pv^nde the olangMef horn the •aorlfioe, and cannot Imply Its

ttl As the sword by whieh the animal Is hilled is not **fiaiirhlfr,** eC alao the

f^Qylna“ (wldek hringe about tho death of the enemy) cannot, In itself, he eafiiSi

ymseipitw/^
> m Hits refere to the paacage—** fafgiyafaathirnpirah iMdmnfatfeehJ*

^(ihvtd aet he taid^-^eTen In the face of suoh direot InjunctionB .at **Oyi|ntia

in - ITmM W MiKranaM-T^.. if tk. «sr/ta»*(wU<&i.4Iw«^<ir
dwiW >0 8.Ilw loktwt 9f ii4wrtto.i,«Miith.wtnM.li«l.«.^^

«lt> •»!.» *. 'fk. kkm.dttf Mto, '1. Um
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900» ^TM .whkk hM been laid down as ilio mMtnt oannot bo

denied to be tbe object of the Injunction ; because either in the VedOi

or in oidinarj expbriencei it is not desind>ie for anj action to *be enjoined

merely as a rsmlt;*’

210. On account of. these arguments, we must conclude that what

is meant by the Bhashya is only an explanation of the signiAoation of the

word “ Artba/'^^ (as detailed below).

210*11. SUher in the eon of aeiioity towardt^ or eenation from^ (a

certain wane of action)^ the concepHon^ reeulHng from the hearing of the wcrd^

%$ Oodand *’—^this general definition (of ** Oodanfi *’) was in the mind

of the author of the BhSshya. The mention of the character of enjoining

poeUive activity (in the Bhashya) may be explained as only citing an

example (of Codanft).

212. For if (**Codatta” were) restricted to tbe injunction of

positive activity alone, then the subsequent explanations of the word

*Artha* could not be explained (as proved by the above objections).

Or again, the mention of the Injunction of poeitive activity may be due ia

the occurrence (in the Sfitra) of the word ** Artha,** (which seems to

restrict the definition to positive Injunctions).

213. Or the definition (*' pravartakam vakyam CodanA") may be

explained as refering only to such Godcmh as forms the authori ty

for Onty.

213*214. Such being the case, thb comprehension of the objects of

positive injunctions as leading to merit, would be derived from Positive

Injunctions; and the ascertainment of tbe fact of the prohibited objects

being sinful, would be got at through the Prohibitory Injunctions. Thus

then by the mention of ** Artha " (in the Sfitra) what is meant is that tbe

tio By tbhi and the few following Kirlkie, the Ylrtiki meets the above

<^]ectloiis. ** rhiM/*— as the mOaiiing of the Bhashya is as esplahied below; and

it oaanot be taken literally.

** Oeewrrenee ef the teord * artha/ beoanse in the aphorism, tha word

'Codana** ooours together with tbe word '*A.rtha'M and that which is an Artha

(positive firtoe) is always an object of poeitive injnnotion.

fi> Positive Injnnotion is the sole authority of ** Onty"; and as it Is "Duty**

alone that has been defined in the aphorism, tbe BhUhya takes up the eonsidesatlou

of only the positive form of Codend (and leaves oft the negative form, as not

appertaining to the definition of ''Duty**); henoe the Bbiehyia—** Praeariaium

eChlMta Cfodoni."

tiSJU Granted that Cedond vefeM both to Positive InjunotloBS and FkohibltloiiS*

.

ftvcntheA,tlieliMtof the*fAgnUtoma."4o. (which ate ^ects of positive ivfaeea

Mens) Ifadlag to Itocit, would be :got at^ through posifelre inJunetlDns alone ; Justus'

tha Uf •^BvihiitaiuHtaghtor** (whi^ is aa Ufcjuet ef Ptobihltlon) faelug

cause (and thereby beiiig slui^.wai hegokat throngh the

mui then the Fdidtlvu InJaaelloUs Wiat ef the OSM cl •

theeanscof demerit oriiU.(Anertha},;
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eharaotev of ‘‘Dharma” (Duty) belongs only to the object possitively

enjoined.

215. And the sinfal character of the prohibited action is got at

indirectly by implication, and is not mentioned directly in the Siikra.

215-

216. Therefore (in the passage “ Ubhayam iha OodanayH

lakshyate'*) the word “Ubhayam** (both) would refer to two groups of

actions, repi*esented each by the per/ormanee of sacrifices^ and the hilling

of a BrOhmana, which form the objects of Injunction and Prohibitiooi

respectively.

216-

218. Though the “pySna’* is also an object of positive Injunc-

tions, and its result too (the death of the enemy) is a desirable one,—

yet a sinfal character is attributed to it indirectly, through (the character

of) its results. This will be made clear by the clauses, “ PratishiddhH

hi “ Hins&hi sd *’ and “ N&bhicarBt*** If however the sinful character

of the * fySaa* belonged to its own form, then the subsequent passages

(Einsa hi aft, Ac.), would become incompatible.

219. Because the fySna having been once positively enjoined, a

prohibition can hardly be applicable to it directly.

219-

220. If however the word “ Codanil “ were restricted to posi-

tive Injunctions alone, then the passage “ Ubhayam, Ac.,” would have to

be taken to) refer to the Means and the Result.

220-

221. The (causal) relation between the Means and the Result,

having bden established by the Positive Injuntion, both of these would

form the objects of Indication (i.e., by the mention of the relation between

the two, the two themselves would become indicated).

221-

222. There are two sorts of results following from the per-

formance of sacrifices (and these are mentioned in the Bhashya by the

116.17 Though ** 9 ” ^'‘^d the reifc are not, in themBelvei, sinful, for reasons

shown above, yet a sinful obaraoter is attributed to them, second-hand, on aooounb of

the sinful ohataoter of their results. ('*Upaoara'’ is secondary, indirect or figura-

tive application). As the character of the cause transfers itself to the effect, and

vies vsrsd, therefore the sinfal charaoter of the Besolt (Itiiiins) transfers itself to the

cause (the ** sacrifice}. Because the mention of the fact of its being prohi-

bited ** cannot directly refer to the '* {lydna,** which is not prohibited, we must
jMMept the Result alone as the direct object of prohibition. All the clauses quoted

point to the fact that the Bhftshya only means to apply einfnlnees to the Results.

Vor that which is doolared to be sinful is the ** slaughter," and certainly the *' 97ina
**

is not ** slaughter," but only a cause that brings about " slaughter ** as its Result.

Therefoi^ the assertion that *' slaughter is sinful " can be made to attribnte einfulnese

to the *' Q^na," only indireotly—^throngh the relation of Cause and Effect.

II* It^^ only the Result that is the direct object of prohibition, which can apply

"9yina^ only indireotly i and then too, only on account of the sinfulness of its

Eesutts.

MSJ6 The meaning' of the Bhashya being ** Both-^the means and the end**

constitute the Oedana."
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words '* Arilia” and ** Anartlia *^Hearen** and the like (i.e.»Ari5a)

are got at, without trespassing on any prohibition; while "slaughter**

and the like (i.e., Anarlha) are aooompliahed only by trespassing upon
prohibitions contained elsewhere in the scriptures.

222-

223. The oogniticn of the BhftTana does not serTe to lay down
the Result,'—as we shall explain later on, and as Jaimiai has also

declared that "the object of desire is got at per Indication, and not

directly from the Injunction.’*

223-

225. Thus then, though the prohibition of ^'kiUing** (which

forms part of the result),—understood to have a general application, and

not set aside by the Positive Injunction,—^would signify the fact of (the

"pjSna**) leading to sin, yet the form proper of the "pySna** itoelf

could not be sinful, the sinfulness attaching only to its result (kilh'np).

225-

226. The objector however, thinking the Result also to form the

object of Injunction,—on account of its (the Result) being included in

the Bh&vanft,'—has taken exception to the fact of the sinful (" 976na**)
being enjoined as a Duty.

226-

227. The clause " Naiva ** however serves to set aside the idea

of the Result forming an object of Injnnotion. " What then would be

rault doei noli **—This anticipates the following objeotioii

:

*' Slaughter ie enjoined in the Injunction * (Jyinindhhiearan Tajita^ and as snoh
how can it be said to be prohibit^ The sense of the reply is that, as above

explained, the operation of the Injunotion does not extend to the Resnlt ; and, in the

present case, * slaughter * is only the Besnlt of the <}y%jak
**
saoriSoe.

" ehaU eaplain,** in the Klrika—*^Uddffdoca pholatiolna, do., do." The
same fact is also implied in tho Bhashya "/inaty^vamoiatf mayi Sartovyofa"—(He
knows what is to be aooomplished by him—t.s., the Besnlt)— " updyantu na wda" (He
knows not the means whereby it is to be aooomplished)—, and it is this means that

is enjoined in the Injnnotion * Qyininibhicharan Togita*’

ttau Though the positive Injnnotion—'* Qv^ndidthteofaa TaJHa** enjoins the
'* 9y9na ** sacrifice, yet it does not set aside the prohibition of " slanghter "—proceeding
from sthe sacrifice. The constrnotion of the Bhishya would be explained in the

following manner: "Both the Besnlt and the Means are indicated by the Oodani i

the Besnlt again is of two kinds—msHtorious and sinful. In the question—what is

* Artha * P—the word * Artha’ refers to the means leading to a msritoriofif Besnlt—the
' Jyotistoma,’ do., being snoh means. In the question—what is * Anartha * P—we most

*PPly the word * Anartha* to the form of the sinful Besnlt, making * fy^mldth*the

Hesnlt of the " (}ydnn*' saorifioe, do.,—vis t
* slaughter.* Thus then the means leading

to a meritorious Result is Dharma, and the sinful ends—' slanghter * and the like-

come to be Adharma ; while the means leading to snoh sinful ends are neither Dharma
nor Adharma.

ilMa The objector is made to say (in the Bhishya)—" Kathampnnarasarthali

kartevsratayopodieyatl,*’—this objection being based upon the misconception that the
Residt forms a constituent pert of the Injunction. The fact however Is that the
is not what is enjoined s and as wich, the Injunction of the ^i)j9ask” spmrifidi ganaot
be taken as enjqining ' Slanghter/ which is distinctly sinful,

*
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of (he Injoiielion in question ” F This 3hKshj» repliff t

rjmi'ttie ether MerificM.”

SS7<388.' In (he qneetioB M well ns in (lieirepij, ^e nfj? ‘Vtsiry*
*’

(in “ KertaTynteyh ”) is ns«l in the sew ^ “ Injnnetion,” nod not in

(he sense ^ the
.
“Eesnlt}'’ beennse this latter sense woqld »o(4|irTe

nnp purpose in ^(ber esse (qnestion or answer).^299. Beoanse (be ohsmoter of the jEteanlt is also held to bdpng

to irbat is sinful, and (as snob) not eq/otnad; and (hat whioh is sq^^nsd

is nlways aoeepted as being meritorious, eren when it does not bear the

of tlM RcfUlile

,229-280. By interprottiuig tbe patri-a0x (in Jkbbioaran as

tigaifying *a distinotire mark or attribatOs* aad by speaking of tbe

prescriptions of the “pySna,” Ae,, the author of the Bhftsbya clearly

diypifl.ina whst he meacs ; otherwise ( if the ezplanatioa of the Bhfishya

wsflae veiected) there ooidd he no ground for the injanctipn pf euoh

saoriflees.

280-331. The word * ftdi’ in (gySnUdayah) wonld denote tbe fact of

^0 procsif (of the •‘QyCna”) also forming an objpot of the Injnnotion;

ikmto9o it must be only that form of sanotioned ** kilUngp” which forms

part of the Result, that is prohibited.

2dl-232e Those people that apply prohibition also to tbe ** killing*’

Qochrrtng in the other two factors (of the Bb&TaQft : ms., the wiesiif and

Stt.li The drinking 0/ ioin$ !• also a 9inftU mult, tmt as this is not enjoinsd, It

esanot be the groimd of the aboee objection. And again, einoe the ** Milking Yeeael

"

tvhloh has been enjoined^ and aeeneh, oonetltatea Merit, it ie onlj the eetting aside

dd the fact of its being enjoined, that one—who woidd eeek to psore Its slilnl

Aaiaoter-^hoidd attsmpt 1 and not the eetting eaide eC ikn Beaalt.

WMS « How is it eoneliided that bj nniva the Bhiehja meessi te negaUfe the

isdnaethm of anjthlag thitii Mnlnl’’ f The Bhiehya esplaine the Pieaeat ParMple^

Jtts U^MMcarm^ ii'^gs^ng ^^distfootlve ftatare,«-^e iiieaah« of the word

being, Wir*l e«d donbMess, this dislinelird

of a Yedie Injnaotlont thersfose "aimguterP
the BhSslija eeye—’^tSshemnpadiedh,

4k»* (the preeeSh^ltoh eWheiei-«»4j|srSnab^ fbe.) 1 .wheiwby It la Shewn that-what la

meant to be pwedh|;^thieeigeing mnt^ is the selt^ aeide cf the ides ef the

'tgmdsg the ef InJraoUoni—and not the negatieii cf tibe laet

hecanse the Yedaeannct reasonshly presoilhe aayliisv

IhnHslwW haen enjetndb-

V

’

, mm ** reiie BOKnr,'* that fcim ef StUins wUoh happens to he mesftimied'

.-mM Bomn people (the Biakhpas, f. i.) apply the prohibition of * SUnghlar ’else

IS eesms ^in the Mesas and tha Proessi ef potitlTely netthaiCtte-

isiSinoliiijTO llie'“Yyb
** ho Whlnh thfij tharotrr eaolr to prcfe.to he

tsefted. The'-meaidag

t <*t|di.laid gesend rale tbsi iB Mhatitsn igmWhepeliM
Mis tU ihannl^^iiie I ^gwna’^lsiisrtdn tt Is ‘Wd '
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m by the Satnui ** AvifSsbi^A Tioohiatram’* and
** Vaofinftd^ft iJiroTai ^7*^ ” (i*vi-2)*

232*233. Tliea again an action which is not direotly obatrnotad by

a prohibition* cannot be Binfah And, (each einfnl character not being

amepable to Sense-Perception and the other means of right notion) any

•sMnmptions to that effect, would be groundless. For we do not peroeiTe

any fault (evil) in the (saonficial) slaughter, during the time that it is .

being done.

234 Even with regard to the SlaughUr that does not form pert of

the sacrifice, the disgast that we feel is only based upon the prohibitive

soi-iptural texts (which we do not find in the case at the 8aer\/Mal

killing).

234-

235. The fact that we perceive the pain of the slanghtered animal

could not lead to the inference of such pain reverting to the agent ( the

killer, in his future birth). Beoanse such Inference is contradioted by

facts occurring dating the process of kUiing.

235-

236. The form of such Inference would be “ Slaughter produces

for the slanghterer, after his death, results similar to those that happen

to the animal killed;—because it (slaughter) is an action,—like Ofianly

in accordance with the Scriptures.’*

236-

237. He who would say this, would be contradicted by such

contrary instances, as, %ntercour$e with the preeeptor*$ wife or the driuhing

of wine (which are admittedly sinful).

peoial rale that the libatione are to bo poured into the Fire prepared in a place where,

the seventh step of the cow (whieh is paid as the price of the Soma used) happens

to fall I and in this partionlar case, the former general rule is set aside bf the latter

special role.** The second aphorism is thus esplained ; .
** As a general rale, the

tpnahing of the dead human body is prohibited s but in regardto a partionlar saorifloe—

,

it is ehjoined that a bnman aknll ie to be kept in a partiealar' place. Here too, the

latter Injanetion sete aeide the former general Prohibitiet.'* At in these two oesee,

0 alscuin the cate of htlltap, though there is a geni^ prohUiitioh Of killing, jet in

regard to the ** Ijotishtoina" saorifloe, the Idllinp^ the saoriftoial animal is spsoialty

Udd downi and henee this latter Injunction sets nsfile the forSMr genersl Prohibition^

All these srgnments are refuted in the ** Tattwakanmndi ** onSieMh/ya^Hriltn S.

tPAII Xbii is in anticipation of tbs bbjeotton that, th<mgb not direetlj prohibitsd,

jet Ibe kitting of soriflolsl animals would be sinfaU
. Ton infer that one who UUs will have ttf'lMbr retribntive pain in the

future I bnt then and there, during the ** elaoghter ** itself, there is a oontradlotion of

'

lh!si InMtnnoh as we find the killer deriving pleasure from the act.

,
ttLtS formnlates the inferenoe referred to. Oharitj bringe pleasure to the

pstion reoi^ving It i sad the giver too is reworded with similar pleasures in hli

.
%isKeo(iMf| witk the tndegkg^e wife gives pleasure to the object Of

wife)k Miji as snob, in aoecrdanot with jour renmd^jr tW
h«q|*lm(tovol this orlme should ho csvif&d with h^pinoss in his futuce
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237'<»288. And tlie premises too would be conirarj to the conotiuiion

;

because the result aGoruing to the slaughterer would, according to the

reasoning, be' similar to that which accrues, to the charitable person, viz

:

the attainment of the result implied by the injunction, and also the

absence of pain.

2d8-39. The happiness (occurring) to the giver (in future birth,) is

not declared to be the same as that of the person who receives his gifts

;

thus too your instance fails in establishing what you seek to prove.

239-40. In the case of Oharity, the object (signified by the Dative

case) is the person who receives it, whereas in that of Slaughter it is the

object killed^ which is signified by the Accusative termination—this too is

a difference (between your instance and what you seek to prove). And if

you assert the ** object ” (similar to whose end you postulate the end of the

agent) to he the object of Sampradana ** (the receiver of a gift, signified by

the Dative),—then you have a contradiction (of your Major Premiss)

:

because you hold that (in animal sacrifice) the * Samprad&na ’ object, the

Deity (to whom it is sacrificed), becomes pleased ( while in the case in

question there is pain for the ** object ’*).

241 . If in Oharity the object (given) be meant to be the instance, (as

in animal slaughter is meant the object hilled ),—then too, what sort

of result (in the shape of pleasure ov pain) could accrue to the object that

is given away (namely, goldy silver and the like ) ?

atl.18 ** In a Byllogisbio argament, the Middle Term has an appUoation that is in

aooordanoe with the Instance quoted. In the present case, this instance is * Oharity ' i

therefore the effect resulting from * slaughter ’ should be similar to that resulting

from * Charity.' With regard to ' Charity/ we have understood the Besnlt to be

the attainment of the end mentioned in its Injnnotion ; and in aooordanoe with your

Major Premiss, this same result would also belong to the case of ' slaughter.* And
through the Injunction of * Slaughter* (in connection with Saorifloes) we come to the

oonoluslon that its effect is UerU g and thereby It ceases to be sinful. Thus In seeking

to prove (by nMMib of your syllogism) that * Slaughter is sinful/ you have proved its

contrary } and further, when the Besult is in keeping with the Injunction, it cannot be
painful.'’-^ff’4ftM.

iat.S9 As the result accruing to the Giver is not the same as that which belongs

to the Beoeiver, so, the Besult to the killer could not be the same as that belonging to

tiMKUwC
Ccntradietion**—i.e., instead of establishing thesinfnlnew of ** Slaughter/

yon would be premising the contrary. An animal sacrifice has for its " Sampradana**

(the ohieots to which the offering is made), the deities, Agni and Soma. And as these

Deities become pleased by the offering, your argument would go to prove that the

idaughterer (Uie saorificer) would be reaping a harvest of happiness in retribution

of the plsd^re he gives by the * slaughter/—a conclusion which cannot be very

palatable to fcia. Because in that case, * slaughter * ceases tube sinful g as sin can, in

no base,! be said to bring ^bout happiness to one who commits it 3 and this is the

molnsion derived from ^ur argument I whereby you sought to prove the sinfulness

of ** Animal*alanghtet **
I
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241*42. Tour argameut may also be ebown to be oonoomitant with

its own oontradiotoryi by means of snob instances as Japa^ Hma^ *Ao.,

which are free from any source of pain to others-—and by hdring the fiMt

of sacrifioial Slaughter hetn^ enjoined as the Beaton*

242-

43. For the comprehension of Dharma and Adharma, there is

no other means save the fact of their being enjoined and prohibited

(respectively). Hence tlie introduction of an inferential argament in this

connection is not proper.

243-

44. For those who declare * Dharma’ to be due to helping

others to happiness^ and * Adharma * to be due to eauHng pain to others,-^

for these people ’ Japa’ and * wine drinking * would be neither Dharma

nor Adharma*

244-

45. And again one who, though with qualms of conscience, has

intercourse with his preceptor’s wife, woold be incurring a great Dliarma

;

because thereby he would be conferring a great benefit of happiness to the

woman.

245-

46. And farther, how can one, who would (in the matter of

Dharma and Adharma) rely solely upon Reasoning, independently of any

prohibitions or otherwise (scriptural), have any qualms of conscience,

when he finds that his action does not give pain to any person ?

246-

47, And further, he who would ascertain (the character of)

Adharma independently of Scriptural prohibitions, would land himself

on ’ Mutual Dependency ’—inasmuch as he would bo attributing sinfulness

(Adharma) to pain, and pain again to sinfulness*

247*48. Then the Mkchchhas who have got no qualms of conscience

in the doing of any action, could never be said to be incurring any sin, if

your theory (that the sinfulness of an action is due to the pain that it

produoes to either party) were true.
*

541.45 The form of the argament, in which Japa and Hbma are inetanoei, is this

:

**Animal*Blaaghter at a sacrifice will bring about happiness,—because it has been

enjoiilBd,—like the Japa, &o.’*

M8.4* Because ** Japa,” which is acknowledged to be Dharma, brings pleasore

to none ; nor does ** wine-driuking,” which is acknowledged to be Adharma, bring

pain to othera This Kariki and the next are meant to refute the Utilitarian theory

of morals.

Mt.41 Bocanse, according to you, the only staij^rd of Dharma is that it should

bring happiness to others.

515.45 Beasonings based upon the utilitarian theory do not condemn adultery /

and yon accept no other standard of morality ; how, then, do yon explain the qnalms

of ooDsoienoe in one who commits that deed ? For, certainly he is not consotons of

living given pain to any person.

liS.47 If you hold * Adultery ’ to be atnfal, on the ground of the pain it brings, in

the shape of the qnalms of oonsoienoe to its perpetrator, then yon land npon^a muttml

interdependenoe. Beoaose, in that case, you would bo attributing the qualms at,

oonsoienoe to the sinfnlness of the deed, and again its sinfulness you would hose upon

the qualms of conscience it prodaces. »
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*440-40. Tliwefora leaving aside pleannre and pain^ and, teeir

0{i{»6sites»-*-*peo|^ey wlio < wisk to know Dharma and Adliai*iiia« ought to

look out for positive injonotions and prohibitions (in the Soriptnres).

249-62. ** In one place (in the case of the killing of a Brfthmana) !

8U»ugJU4r has been declared to have the capacity of causing sin ; and this

(oapacnty) cannot be set aside even by a-positive Injnnotion (i.e*^ even if

BlaugjU^ be in another place, enjoined as a Duty) ;
because the Sonptnre

does not either add to or subtract from, the capacities of substances and

notions ; it simply serves to declare such faculties as already belong to

them. * And of a similar nature is this action (animal-slaughter in a sacri-

fice) I
therefore it is only in accordance with the Scripture-^and

not by Inferential reasoning,—that wo declare the sinful character of

sacrificial Slaughter''

262«54« Those who confidently declare thus, should consider the

following questions: (1) Does a ^ drinking of

wine? (2) Does the “ Vai^yastoma '* bring about its result when per-

formed by a Br&hmana or a &hatriya ? (3) Do proper effects result from

the Ishti*’ if performed on the fifth day of the month, (4) or from the

Agnihotra,” if perfoimed in the middle of the day ?

254-

65« As a matter of fact, the specific resillt of an action belongs

to another, only when it is precisely of the same character, as is said

in the Yeda to belong to the former action, which is distinctly mentioned

as bringing about that particular resnlt.

255-

56. The idea of sinfulness dne to a prohibition, refers only to

that sort of ' killing
' which is other than the two factors (of the Bh&vana :

tM.tl Some people base their theorj of the tinfalness of all kinds of killing

oa the sorlptural prohibition *' kill not a Brihmana *’
: and it is this theory, that is

expounded in the Kirikt. ** Killing *' is one only ; and henoe if it .be prohibited in one

ease, by that faot alone, it oomes to aoqnlre a sinfnl oharaoter, vhioh booomes perma-

nent and cannot be set aside by any nnmber of passages poeitirely enjoining it.

ISa.lt If 'j#bat is once declared in the Veda be held to be permanent and

unmodiflable, . then (1) the ** drinking of wine, ” wbioh has been prohibited for the

Bathmama wonld cottie to be prohibited for the lower oaetee also; (2) Tiie

** -Vai^yestoma ** eaoriSoe has been laid down for the Vai^ya oaete, bringing aboili

eaviallp epeoifto reenltef^and, in aooordanoe with yonr premiss, this saeriSoe wonld

abmt the tame resnlte, when performed by meti of the other oaetee aleo | (2)

liie' '*lilbtl*' has been laid dowg, as to be performed on the last day of the month,

Wi^ alone it can bring about its proper reenlt ; and according to year argnment, Hie

Jl^’ViSfnlts wonld alsp come abont, even when the ** Ishti '* happens to be performed on .

the month. (4) Similafty with the ^ Agnihotra** Which has boin eqjidn«a

la the morning.

eertaltt: with oertain qnaliSoatioiie, be deoUr^ la the YWis
reenli%— snob resalts eoald belong to thsieeMMS

vtAoBoi ae,sp#l(led hi Ike Feds, dud hssSe,yoar argameat toees ita gioaiid. BMIMW
|;|j|i« :Tsila hiw dmlis^ipi^Aha ftOlisp^ a BirihswiMfto be alnM, and
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MmdMid ProoeH) ; aUeirhere in iha oaaa o! Slauf^hhr anjoiuad an

the manna or m ioemiag paart o{ tha prooaaa) anoh (idaa of ainfolniai)

h set aaida by tha positive Injunction (which enjoins Blsnghtar ailhar

M tha means to tha aooomplishment of a certain actioni or as forming

part of the prooednra of a certain sacrifice).

256-57. What is got at from the Scriptcra is a oomprahenaion of tha

faculties (of sabstanoes and actions), and not any additions or substrao-

tions (of faculties). These latter are regulated according to tha diileraacas

among the actions themselves.

257*58. We find a certain difference in the character of the same

thing, even in the case of actions with visible results—e.^., the (effects

produced by the same) action of eaiing, on tha healthy and tha un*

healthy.

2i^. Though the form of * Slaughter ' is the same, in all oases, yet

there is a difference among the different kinds of Slaughier due to tha

fact of its being or not being subsidiary to a sacrifice positively enjoined,

259. If (even in the face of such arguments) you declare that tha

result is one and the same (in the case of all killing)^ then from tha

fact of every action being an ac^tbn, we would hare a Universal Confusion

(Commixture); and on account of the similarity of having the character

of a aoGrifice, all the sacrifices Citrfi,'* ** Jyotishtoma, would coma to

have the same result,

260. If in these latter oases, you make restrictions through tha

differences among the sacrifices, we would have the same resource in tha

case in question also (there being a differanoa between the Slanghfir

enjoined as subsidiary to a Sacrifice, and one not so enjoined, but only

forming part of a certain Result).

260-61. Of all injunctions, the result is such as is desirable for men,

either directly or indirectly; therefore they cannot be taken to imply

anything that is not so desirable,

Mffir Additions or snbtraotions of faculties are brought about according to the

nature of the aotiona in question $ aud they oaunot bo said to belong equally to all

oases.

W.I8 V7e know that eatias prodooes fdeasure 5 but we find that an nnheatthy

person, who has no appetite and relish for his food, does not derive any pleasure Iriun

earing, Thne wo find that the same aotioit brings about different resnlts in different

casea,

lit The *‘
81aiigbter'’ whioh Is subsidiary to another aot is not sinfol 1 and that

whfekls not a subsidiary, but an indepondsnt aot in itself, is sinful.

Iveiy sotiou bus tbe general eberiotsr of Aotion*^ and if a sii^l# poi^

of shailakUy boiwoon any two aotioos bo the gronad for an Identity in tbeir nsaltA

th^^ qsriens would have the ssnqfesaltrbeoanse they are all similar, in havln| 1^^
i»nh>el,dihiriOter of “notion.**

^ ^

m tM eim Hf t)lo pogipn oeunol but ho heppisM to

unylU^ eluihl Saimot bo tbo dfajod of su Injuustioib
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261-62. We do not fiad any sinfaliiesB mentioned in connection with

such Slaughter as is enjoined as sabaidiary to certain sacrifices ; nor ia

inch (sinfal* character) to be assumed (in the case of each Slaughter)

through other prohibitions. Nor can the result of these subsidiary

slaughters be said to be the end of man ; because of their occurring in a

particular context,—whereby what we can postulate as the result of

these, is only tlie help, either perceptible (direct) or otherwise, that they

would give to the primary Action itself.

263. In such cases, we have no occasion for making assumptions of

sinfulness ; because we do not stand in need of any such assumption.

263-64. The help too, that the purification of the animal gives to

the sacrifice, is not an indirect one; because we find that the sacrifice

requires the accomplishment of the various parts (of the animars body,

as offerings) . Even in the QySna,*’ sinfulness does not attach to that

Slaughtering which forms part of the sacrifice itself.

265. Therefore we declare sinfulness to belong to only that Slaughter

which does not form part of a sacrifice. In the case of the

it is mentioned as the Result
;
and hence, in this case, it cannot be said to

be the object of an Injunction.

266. Because though the Injunction belongs to the complete BhSvana
(consisting of the three factors, Means, Procedure and Result

), yet it ceases

to apply to the factor of Result. Consequently ^yeaa ” and the rest, by

themselves can be neither ** Dharma ’* nor ** Adharma.”

267. It is through the sinful character of their Result, that the

character of Adharma is attributed to them. The ** 9y9na having all

its requirements fulfilled by only one Result, it cannot have two.

HIM If the subsidiaiy slaaghter were to hare any effeot upon human wishes,

then there might be some doubts as to its being siuful. Bub as a matter of fact, it is

not so ; as suoh slaughters are mentioned in nn altogether diflorent context. This is

explained later on. The direct help is such as when certain offerings have to be made
out of the limbs of the animal killed.

^

MS What we require in that particular context is something that would help the

sacrifice s and as such, the *' Slaughter** is at once interpretted as affording suoh help.

So there is no occasion for postulating its sinfulness.

MS JThe Injunction takes in only the Usans and the Proeedvirs ; and as in the

ease of the **9y6na” sacrifice, *< Slaughter” is declared to be the Sestdf, it cannot

form an oljeet of the Injunction.

Ml ” The Qyina, ^o.”—This is said in anticipation of the following objection

:

* we could make ttn also the direct result of the Qyena sacrifice, just like the death of

the snsmir, thus getting rid of the indirect attribution of ainfutneeB through the

Result.'*
.

The sense of the reply is that all the factors of the ^BhaTana** (signified

by the seiiMiioe enjoining the **9yfina”) being fulfilled by the death of the enemy

m its Besslt, it does not stand in need of any other Result { and hence it is

alisolubeiy useless to postulate another Result, in the shape of ain, when all our
needa are satlsfiod by the former Result alone. And one ” BhIvanI ” can have only

one Result.
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268. Therefore the sinfidneat (of the “9j^na'*) is said to be due

to ** Siaaghter ” which is an action other than the “ pySna itself.

268«69. That action alone is called Dharma,** which, eten throogh

its result, does not become tainted with sin; because such an action

cannot bat bring about happiness to the i^nt.

269. (Obj.). **Bat the character of ^Dharma* would also belong

to the ** account of these being the means of attaining a

desirable end.’*

270. (Bep.). But even then the Result of these would not cease to be

sinful. And we must also consider the following points, in this connection

:

270-71. If ’ Dharma ’ be explained as that by means of which something

desirable would be accompUshed^ without the least taint of anything undesir*

ahUy then the QySna ” and the rest would become excluded (from the

category of Dharma”).

271i>72. If anything that is laid down in the Veda as bringing pleaewre

to the agent were held to be ” Dharma,” independently of the property or

.
otherwise of the performance thereof,—then alone could the 9y^^^
come under the category of ” Dharma.”

272-

73. But if by * Adharma ’ we understand anything that causes

pain either directly or indirectly^ and which may have been laid down in

the Veda,—then the “QySna” would be included in the category of

*' Adharma.”

273-

74. He, who would attribute sinfulness even to the enjoined

{killing—as subsidiary to a sacrifice), on the ground of its being a
* Slaughter,’ like any ordinary slaughter (outside a sacrifice),—would be

courting a contradiction of the Scriptures.

274-

75. And if one were to argue, without any regard to the Scrip-

tures,—he would also prove the incapability of accomplishing ” Heaven ”

with regard to Sacrifices ;
because ( they may urge that) these (sacrifices)

are actions, like * eating ’ and the like (which do not lead to Heaven ).

MS-ts Therefore the ** ” saorifice oen never be Dharmaf** inasmnoh as

it is tainted with sin, through its Besnlt i and it has already been proved in Kirikss

1167-68, that it is not Adharma:*
tio Ttie Besnlt of (ly^na” has been proved to be sinful, and now we must consider

the oharaoter of the sacridoe itself.

^-11 This Kariki and the next consider what ordinary people understand hj
” Dharma” and « Adharma.”

MLW That is, explaining propriety of perfortnanee as capability of causing hap*

pinsss.

*^78 Thns, in reality, the ** 976na” is neither ” Dharma” nor ” Adharma.”

ktbJIh BeMuse saorifloes are aeoepted as the means of leading to Heaven, on tho

ble ground of the Veda. And if one were to disregard this, no such capability in thp «

••CKiiioe could be proved. In fact we would have ha inrefntable aignmenl to the!

contrary, vis., Sacnfieea cannot lead to Heaven, because they are aotlo^ like

XaUngJ'
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H <75-76. The (of aaortftotia al^nghter), poatoli^tod on tbe

lirength of passages from the Gltg| Mantras^ and other Bnlogistic

passages^-—oohtradiois the direct assertions of the VSda (which distinctly

enjoins samiftcial slanghter); and hence these (passages) most be taken

to hare some other meaning.

276-77. (Obj.). The Sfttra and the Vedio sentences being of equal

importance to the stadenti and the incapability (of signifying something)

also applying equally to both (in the mind of the student),—the danse

* hot in the SjUtras * is no reply (to the objection raised in the Bhashya).”

277.7a (Bep.). This clause (‘noidiwhtt*) serves only to reply to

the aforesaid exclusive spedfloation : Because in the case of the

interpretation of the SHtroi, this method (* splitting of the sentence’ and

ptber indirect methods of interpretation) is applicable (when the sense

thus indirectly got at is supported by other evidences).

278. Or the Sdtra itself may be repeated ;
or as a last resource, we

may have recourse to ** Tantva** (a conventional subserviency) in aoccHrdanoe

•7S.T7 The Bhishya (pp. 6-6) haring raised the objootion s
*' Bat the aphorism

Is iaoapable of giving the two meanings** [namely, (1) that the Veda is the aathority

for Onty, and (8) that Duty is that whioh brings aboat happiness],—replies by adding

that the sjntaotioal split that the objeotor has urged against snob doable signifloation,

dw not afleot the case of the aphorism. In the KIriki, the objector says that the

Teda and the Sdtras are both equal, in the eyes of the student.

sn^.W Though both the Yeda and the Sutra are equal to the student, yet com*

msutatofs have been found to explain the Sutras by doable interpretatione- It waa

with this view, that, in explaining the opening eentenoe of the BhSahya, we have

iidcen it to signify ** exolnsive speoifloation,**—the aenee of the olanse '* soti Momhhavi *'

having been explained ea that ** it is only when the ordinary signifloatione of the words

of the aphorism oan refMonablj be accepted, without oontradiotingthe Yeda, that anch

ignifliaations are to be accepted 1 otherwise, if snob signifloationhe found to militate

ege^St the Yeda, then, in interpreting the aphorism, we must have reoouree to in-

diioot methode cl signilloation.**

flfl That is, in order to signify both the facte, the aphorism may be toad

nveir ' twice, . the second part of the Kiriki is not easily intelligible t heace the

e^lsiiairoa of the XifiyarahMara is reprodneed ;
" The word * Dherma,* for histeuee,

limy be taken to' be" uttered ea a * Tantra,*—%.#., it may be oonyeutionally aooepted as

,1^ euhordiuate word iu the aenteuoe ; and for this reason, it would be oonstruoted with

eec& hi the other two words, simultaueously t wheu taken the fbrst Weed

;^43kNieii8aMktieab,* it would give the meaning that ' Duty hat Yeda for Its euthoefty t*

.0^6 ^5^ bdm wiih'the eeoeiid word *Arthah* it would signify that k the

of happiness.* And as both these oonstmefciotts are accepted simalteneotAlyt

no syntmt^ 'e^t, in reality. In ihlB ease, the word « OddsaJidlthiies^*

*Dhannah* the Fredleete,of the Arst propbritioni whUeef

iftii irrnpTisllitir'^i * * wonidhetkeiakjeotmnd * Arthah * the^^ Yredkiete.**

(lyUhetwldohliae Yelte fl^lti nnftl^

iiMbtdgflin;wl^ enliinrvient to the tNfrd
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with the difference in the signifying power (of the three words constituting
' '

the Sfltra).

279. Or we may make two Sutras out of the one, in accordance with

the theory that the S&tra only gives certain portions (of two sentences)

«

279-

80. These two (sentenoes constituting the Shtra) are assumed

to depend upon one another, on account of proximity. And the assumption

of a portion (of the second sentence) is not meant simply to complete the

sentence.

280-

81. Though the sentence Atha va, Ac. ** (in the BhSshya)

explains each of the constituents to refer to * Dharma,* as qualified

(by the definition afioi'ded by another), yet the syntactical split remains

just tlie same.

281-

82. Therefore the real answer (to the objection raised in the

Bhasbja) would be one of the following: either (1) that the *name*
(** Dharma") is subservient (to the other two factors)

; or (2) that the

*name* and the word “Lakshiii^a" may be construed with " Artha ”

;

or (3) that the word 'Laksbai^a' may be taken to be subservient to the

words “ Dharma " and ** Artha."

282-

83. Dharma in general, being previously known, as soon as its

This is what the Bhlshya has done. The sense is this: Sutras, beiog

extremely brief, are not ezpeoted to give every sentence in its entire form. The pre-

sent Sutra is really made np of two Sutras—(1) dhaiwMh*' (Dharma is the

canse of happiness), and (2)
** Codanilakahaifah ’’—this latter being only a part of the

complete sentence: ** CodanilaUhaifo dharmak** (that which is based upon the Veda

is Dharma).

179.80 If both these constitnent Sutras were taken independently, then, the

Sutra, ** Oodandlakah^no Dhamah” wonld make the ** also a Dharma s and,

on the other hand, the Sutra ** Artko Dharmah *' would make any source of happiness a

Dharma, In order to guard against these anomalies, the Karika adds that the word

Dharma,*' in each of these sentences, is taken in the light of its definition afforded

in th^other ; the Sutras are to be interpreted as interblended together, and forming

only one Sutra.

981.81 If we aooept the first alternative, then the construction of the Sutra

would be this :
** Oadandlakshaifo Dharmah-Dkarmo^rthah** In acoordanoe with the

second alternative, the construction would be—** Artho Dharmah-artha^fodandldkthafyth**

In the third ease, the construction would be ** Arthaqodanilahghai^ah Codandtakihaf^

Dharmah** The meaning, in the second case, would be ** Dharma is the cause of

happiness,—and the cause of happiness too only such as is laid down in the Veda.**

In the third case, the meaning would be—** The cause of happiness is as declared

in the Veda,—and that which is authorised by the Veda is Dharma." The meaning

obtainable in the first case, has already been explained in noU 278.

981.81

The objection is that the word ** arthah ’* in the SQtra is superilaons.|

l^MSuae when we know what Dharma is, we know it only as bringing about happinoig-s *

and hence, as soon as its authority baa. been declared, it at once comes to be rteognlsed

as the msaiM of happinm (" Artha'*} ; and as suoh^ there is no nae of having this*

word in the Sutra.

9



ia dMlaf«4, bffopin# <ft »9m^ lM|n^^{ wia*
ftieh, vhjshoaldiheword^Artlia’C'iiieatiBOf hqppuiM *

) be

|n

S88t84. (BepO : Tbp lacjf of hoping t1i$ 7eda fpr if$ q^kor^ Wpeq
to bn pnriitoW bj ibe edditioo of tijie word
** Arthe ” ptberwise i]im would he a ^oaU ae to ito retd obaraetor.

28i-^ ' Tfat in fbat oagpf tboae that ara deolared (in the Yeda)» bj

meam of probifaitiooai to be the oansea of fin, would idso become inolnded

V DbiWto^ ’’
I
inaemaob toaae also are nmtipqed in the Vedm.

886-88. Therefore that form of the eentenoet whenby we could

Iflfffq, ^be i^triction of the definition to the single object ( Dhanoa,” )

«-»which is possible only if we admit the word ** Artha/'-—is tp bp got at

by repeating the wprd " Artba.’*

886-87« The a;ntho!r of thp Bhishya baa also declared the result

ih$ egeltinba of daughiert to be due to the aigeifioation of the word

Arthai” without taUng it as qualifying (Phanna),

Thus ends the FArffha on Aphorism !!•

ittJI If we had only ** Oodmildkahapo Dharmah,'* then even those Acts,

wUoh are authorised by the Teda in one phase, and prohibited in another phase of it,

would beoomo inolndod in the oategory of ** Dharma i and the preolnsion of sneh

acta wodld not bo possible, unless we added tbe word ** Arthab," whioh reatiiota the

deAnftkm to only snob aa are eoiMSf of toppineta and thereby exeladee all that is

itefaL
'

^
tSMtl This antioitotes the following objootion t

** If tbeoonstmotion of thaeantence

be as yon bare asplaiasd it to be^ then, how is it that^ in the Bblahyi^ the worf

*.Artha]i’ has been asplainad ae qnalifjing 'Dharmal' (Fids Bhiahjai 'oasrg^
dhorsM nklo mS thSdifi oHhagfohaqam^y^^ Tho aanae of the leidy aa embo^ed in top

^Wirihi ie that the BhSahya doee not mean ** Asthah** to bea pnrely qualifying term

.

haqenim ofsn withont enoh qaaliSoatloBt the Bbiahya eaplaiM the esdnsioii o

?tSleaghtar.*^ ipiqi other einfol deede ae being doe to the direot aignifloaitk^ of tto won'

farthah” itsslft The W|HliSiina«iidtofia aad the Klfito interpret tide Kirikh diiSraallbf

They taha line embodying n reply to tha objootion niged, againet the hmt sentenoa o

tto ^bya on thia Sotrai in KIritt Ma Tha niMmiag of tha Xirikl^ in thW opsi

wmddhothiai *^>wodonot mann toeajrthat thnSntim msntiona *dhamish * aa qniiljflsi'

taitoah*r’ iU that the Bhiahja means ia that, o?ea without snob ipeoMoattoSh^
ward f nrtoih*' by itaslf, wonld diieotly lead to the asohuion, of * rintohiar*

meana.of n iaiiiioato pon^ Bitmi aadthaBheahyarr^attoni; fu*

•Hsnhr^vaatlmJdtoiof thaoQnatrnot^ tha 8^^ fa order i
tol. to asolnsion ni *alaaghtar, Aoi*—the Utsral meaning of the, BhNqru hsip

tl^iHdehisan Aftto(oaasaof hiwliiasa),haatbeo1iii^^ Maraud qfdf wip



PLPUOtilSM III

^ Tkei eaSlminflitiott 6f its iSeixM (foBMrs):*’ (I4-8][.

i-SL besides simple deofauraisoD, tke author of the Bhftihya

has also added ifte aigsiment in faVoiar of hts Own theOi^, to lie expkined

later on ;
yet tke statement that ** the foregoing is a mere deolaniitiod

(statemeutof a proposition)’* refers to what has been stated by daimini

(in the aphorism). Or it may be ths^ the Oomikentator has only pointed

ont the possible argnments—thtongh the mention of the ezpcessfon tbd

past, fntnre, Ao.**

Thus end the FhHjht on thd third Sdtra.

Thhi refeiwto thefbllowlng pamsge of theBhlshjai **«ltamafm4thiheofoaliii»

w«eeafaiWfiiaffa/ii4aom4e<pr«iiMm^ The leiiw of tke ohiMtioa is dear*

The raply meaas that the Bhiebja pesmge my be taken aa reforing to the Bitra

iloae, wkidi only layb down a slmpfe pmpbsition. The «eoond\a)ternatlfe sngghsted

is that the pasatge mhy be thhen as referieg to the Bkishya itself,—the' ssnsb, in tbel'

mis, being that Wbat appears ab^the argament hi not bionght fOriford'ss an argdnieiit,

bat only as a simple deelaiition of the probable features of the obieot of dedaratlon.

Tim latter sentebeo has been traiislatad in sooordanoe with the interpretation of the

BbdyerefadhnraeadtheXd^ftii It may else be trandated thus : "Orit maybe that

the anther of the Tritti Ims dedarod the aignment beginning with * pod, fe.; orer

and ahem what was neoemxy^'Wthe dedudfon of

theYtiUl).



8|;

is it <4 9^ * vievtMtd ht/fvimtu w^nf
1^, why shoald the word* Aliha' ('means eif hq>imMes ' ) be mfnticned

pa tbe
”

SSQfSA (Bep.}s T|)e ^ of Jtaviag fk» Ve^M^ vme^
po be pndieb^ ef **1)1^1^%” only by the 'a^tiiMi of Uie void

“Aethe” t Qibervise tbefs yrould be a ^onbt as to its reel dliarae|er>

' Vor in tii^t oasei those that ere ^eoilered (in the Veda), by

means of prohibitions, to be the oanses of nn, vonld also beoome indlndod

fn " Pberma ”
; inasmnoh es these also are eimltpeed in $he Veda,

286^< Therefore that form of tbe sentenoek vhereby ve oonld

IH^ye the restriotion of the definition to the single ohjeot (
“ Dbanna,” )

••^bioh is possible only if ve admit the void “ Arths,”—is to be got at

j^pily by repeating the i?prd “ Attba."

286«87. The antbor of the Bbishya has also deelared the veenlt

t|t« eeolwioa of thmghter, 4%, to be doe to the signifioation of the vord
** Artha,” vithqnt tithing it as qualifying (Pharma),

Thus ends tbe Fbrtfbe on Aphorism IL

If wt bad only Ooianildk$haffo Pbomob/* tben even tboae Acte,

wUA are antiioriaed by tbe Veda in one pbaee, and prohibited in another phaae of it,

would beoome inolnded in tbe category of ** Dbanna ”
i and tbe preolnsion of anoh

aoti would not be poiaible, nnlcM we added the word *' Arthab,** which reatriote the

dettnitioii to only mioh aa are oatMaa of hd^ppinon, and thereby ai^ndea all that, ia

aifrfab

„ HAMT Tliia anticij^tea the following objection s
** If theoonatrnotion of thaaentenco

bn aa yon have mplained it to be^ tben, bow ia it that, in the BhUbyag iba word

*,Arthab* baa been eapkined aa qualifying ' Dbanna f’ (Fide Bfaiahyai *aaai:tKit

dbanna tibio md bbddili artbagrabaaoin*).**^ Ue aenae of tbe reply aa embodied in tbe

JUrilA ia that the Bhiahya doea not mean ** Arthah* to baa purely quaUIjriug term

»

baoaaae eiw without anob qualideatloa, tbe Bbiabya eaplalna tbe eidueipn of

*tbbmgbte^ eud other ainful deeda aa bai^ due to the diieot aignifioation of tlte wo|d
** artbah** tta^f. The BydyarotnUkaru and the JU^ikS interpret tbia KirM dlBwallT*
IBiay tabe it aa embodying a reply to the bbjeotion urged, agalnol the laat aentenee of

the Bbfebya on tUa SUrag la SirilA Ma The meaning cl the XiribI, in tbia oaab»

Would,|a thin: M-wedonot mean to oay that tbe Sutra mentiona'dbarmab* aaqqi^lld
l^^wAmb /idl that tbe Bbiabya meanaiat^ without anoh apeoiSoatiwk t^

1 arttab,*i by Itoall, wOold dixeotly lead to the eaolnoion of * dianghtae.*

ji^ilje.ednpartie^^ Sitrat and the Bhlahyar^* alMai»

^^sMilWiijIjljiye^ that ii to be put upon tbe B&twfy in order to

|^;pb;bba eidluaion of *alaoghter, Apw’--lbe Uterel meaning of tbe BbMI^ being

t1Pf^wblohiean4i^ (onnaaefh^Winaaa>heatbeoheiaetoaot Monaih tplbr Wins



At^^ORISNf ni

** Tk« «^l(nuiuift(M df its tiaissf (I*i*8).

i-ti tt(n|^rWid[Mtimp1ed«d«a(«lioDttheMitb«r of the Bhiahjo^

has aUo adided t&e argo^meni in favnar of hts a#n tliedry, io tie Explained

later <m; tlie atatement that ^Uhe foregoing is a mere deoIandiiDa*

(atatemeat ofapropoaition)'* refers to what has been stated by daimtni

(in the aphorisni). Or it may be that the Oomfoentator has only pointed

oat the possible argnments-—throngh the mention of the expsessum ** the

pasti future^ Ao.’*

Thgs end the Vartikd on thd third Sdtra.

Thia reftnrto the following pawage of the Bhishja t " •k^matmMi'K oodaaM*
eiiitam ^aormotfa ininam Ui prni^mitrholtium,** The aenae of the objeottoa la oim.
The reply meana that the Bhiabya paaaage may be taken aa reforiag to the Sitra

aloae, which only isya down a almptia propbaitlom. The acksond atternatife aoggeated

ia that thbpeaaagbmiij he tkken as referiag to the Bhiabya itaelfi-^he aenab, In that

otaa, beiag that itba* ^pehra ab^the'aignment la not bnmght forfmrd'as an arghmeiit^

bit only aa a aimptedeolacation of the probable featnrea of the obfeot of deolaretien.

Ihelatiei^aentoaeeliaibeeatranalfitedlnaooofdanoe with the interpretation of the

ITgiiorofiaiaroaiidthoJre^W^ Itmay alaobe timnaUtet thia: **Orit maybe that

the antbor of the Vritti bM dedared' the arganmot beginning with * part, o?er

«ad abofo what waa bnaaaay^^finTtU tihiihya baTofilir the dbdtaihtbn of

tbeYcitti).



^lokatXetiea.

APHORISM IV.

*' Sense-preception, wMch is the cognition of the person,

l^.ught about by the correct functioning of the sense-organs,

is not the means (of knowing Duty) ; because Perception only

consists in the apprehension of what already exists.” I-i>4.

1. He,—who breaking np the aphorism into two, explains (the first

half) as the definition of Sense-perception,—has to explain the connection

of the aphorism (thus interpreted) with the former declaration

;

2. and also in what part of the declaration, the mere statement of

the definition can help ; and also the reason for the definitions of Inference

and the rest, being not stated.

3. It is not that these (Inference, d«.), are not means of right

notion ; nor can it be held that they are included in ** Sense-perception’*

;

nor lastly (can it be urged that) they have the same definition (as that of

Se^e-perception ) •

4. Nor again can these be (said to have their definitions) indirectly

implied in the definition of ** Sense-perception.” Because, it is yet to be

proved that all Means of Right Notion are preceded by ** Sense-

perception.”

6. Nor can it be urged that ” a statement of the definition of Sense-

perception is not possible without a concomitant implication of the defini-

tion of Inference, &o. and consequently no indirect implication of* these

can be possible. .

6. For the definition of Sense-Perception cannot give any idea as to

t There are two faoton in the declaration
: (1) that the Veda is the only means of

knowing Duty *, and (2) that the Yeda is always anthoritative ; and donbtless none of

these two proposiHona is helped by the definition of ** Bense-preoeption.”
t Jndtfsefiy.’*—Since all other means of knowledge are preceded by Sense-

peroeptlon, the definition of this latter inay be said to include those of others also.

t A definition can be said to imply only that, in the absence of .wbibh the definition

Itself incomplete. Bnt the definition of Sense-peroeption is not incomplete

tHIjhont that of Inference, Ao.
-t When the definition of Sense-peroeption gires no idea, either of its precedence or

non-preoedenoe of Inferohoe and the rest, it is as reasonable to accept the one as the

ether. • V
‘



APHOatSM IT.

its precedence or non-precedence (to other means of Right Notion)
; and

under snob olroomstances, why should not the definition of Sense-peroepiion

be tahen to imply the fact of Inference, Ac., not being preceded by Sense*

perception ?

7-

8. Nor can the definition of Sense-preceptpn in any way, giro an

idea either of the specific definition, or of the form, or of the estent (or

limits), of these (Inference, And (if it be urged) ^at “ these are not

defined, only because they are well-known *’
; then that would apply to the

ease of Sense-perception also.

8-

9. Thus then, the aphorism would either denote the exclusion (of

all other Means of Right Notion) ; or it might be explained as uttered by

some silly person : for an intelligent person could never define only one

among many such Means. And further, when the aphorism can reasonably

bo construed as a single sentence, it is not proper to split it up into two.

• 10-11. Nor is even Sense-Perception clearly defined by the aphorism

;

because the definition applies equally to the false semblances thereof

{i.e.t mistaken Sense-perception)
;
for the definition only serres to set aside

** Dream-perception,** which occurs without the contact of the senses with

their objects. If (perception be defined only as the cognition) following

from the contact (of the Senses) with an object, then even false im-

pressions would become included in the definition.

12. The definition does not specify the contact to be either with

something perceptible, or with something else,—whereby there could be

any such specification as is to be mentioned hereafter.

13. It was only when the author of the Yritti found the Aphorism

(as it stood) unable to signify all that he wished, that he changed the

reading of the aphorism into ** TataamprayogBj'

14. Therefore (the contact not being specified), the character of Sense-

perception (as defined in accordance with the former interpretation of

Bhavad&sa) would belong to such cognitions of objects as arise from the

contact of the Eye, Ac-, with some other object—(Sound, f. i.).

7.8 Granted that Inference, do., are invariably prooeded bj Sense-perception} even

then the definition of Sense-perception can give no no idea of the specific definitions of

the other Means of Knowledge—Inference and the rest.

10.U If the only differentia were the fact of being prodnoed by the contact of the

sense-organs with an object, then only dream-cognition would be ezoluded, and all

sorts of mistaken perceptions, do., would become included in the definition.

it The ** Specification** referred to is the changing of the order of words in the

aphorism, as assumed by Bhavadisa. The definition lays down mere *' contact

the Sense-organs.’*

if The change in the reeding the Sutra imply that the oontact is with that

whereof one has the perception.
‘ *

' H The eye iwes an object, and this Perception recalls the impressions jsf ether

onsets; then, these latter too,—being, though indirectly, dne to the contact of Uiesyc^ •

«k^h with a different objeet,—would come to be iariuded in ** Scnse-pesoeptlsii.**,



II it be TUjged ilMit *^tB Unit omI ike woiA ^aafymiifm/$ga^

^^eonteet ’) woidibeiwmevBdnd»at^*^ tBjfiyy J««teei thet is wki^ the

oppooont (of the ^ J)€&mtioa-theofj esgesr-^eeslio tbe defteiettciy of the

definition itself (whiob has been proved jnst to be too Wide).
.

Id. The use of the fspreniion Ssfitamprey^ woeM lie in exdnding

^'diresntt*pereepiioBy Ao.” ThEerefoee (in this afphoiis«i'> to the senstsited

deftnitanH omnot belonf^tlie ebaesetes' either' of ** dheet deohmlio&y.'^ or of

. snpplenisiitatrjr enplanation.’*

17-18. Therefore the oonstmotion (of the aphEortsm)' ettttifOt be tide:

^ Hor the oognitien, that ie eotnprehendedi on the contract of the senaea,

b^OBgn the chameter ef Sense-perception ; andUiat wMoh is ordiitsirily

haoEwn aasnoh ^Senae^pereeption** oan be the eanse of the aq[iprehensloa

ofoniif that ‘ahich eumit} asid as anch it oomtot be the means of knotting

dttty”

Uk Ths daiw ^ Jfesniaftthtpiibsnr M tat^* in the' Bhashya isnot

ttsant to aignifj the form (or defiaition)^ (of Peroepttan); what the au&or
ofiihe BhfiUiyameane to impfy iar Uie special form of Sensei^roeptioch

(1^ whteb ihoMULOt bethcMeans ofknowtng IMjy.
80i (The meaning of the said dansobeing that), becanee the eharaot^r

nfi temktUtg: ihe apprehemim^ of (Uready exmting ohjwh belonga to

Sense-perception, therefore from tilts wdl-inown oharaeter, we meat infer

tha faoi of its wdhmng ikB lhan$^ (of knowing Dnty).

8L. 19m. fact of. being a>Panieptionf” isthe:veaaon for proving iiar

b mnia aheita that ,evm ti4ien we db not aooapt the'** definition'* thediy, the

aajffMiimi i'' Shttewymeea^ beoome mdiindaiit*.

'' rteriifMV, d^.*'«--8iiioe the deSnittoa. is not mentioned bj>Bame^.in the

therafose-it oennot be eeid^to beeither dlreotlj mentioned, or enpplementnrilj implied.

The form of the d|reot detiamtion of the de&nitien would be—" That which ie 8enee-

ptweiitioo has^thle ehuaofcer " ; aad'the form ofthe DeSaition, ms" snpplementeij’

eapleaiaihn,'''wcamim,'' Tliatwhi^ snoh a oharaoter is 8ettss«per6eptloii'^'l and*

Mlnag as *'PeShilien'' llMhiiot'lpiett:mentioned hf name^it oeanet be eilher the dm'
or the other*. •

*

r
; W.U.The> eiimtpmetiea hme deniedr ie tin* whiehhne'beSn^pnt' enthwSitia ty

Shavadlaa,wholiteehi it np>intb two.> peetet>on» pett endins with '''Ihntinlatean'*

which he tehee to be the deSnition of* Same pmeeptfon,. ead' the reeteftlMi SSM
lh#das tiwweeondpeit^whMi'he takee ea isetiitiiasthe llMi^oraneb.Pesceptf^

Ihamammof lmowlns;Bals^ Asihiscionmnmtien imeeirilates* a opntaetieal iplih:

iitkm am other ohleotioastoit^ the PSitllm deaiap aaib- aii*

M ^ttase •sgpmealaam.thas. eqjaiaed ia^ ths» ITpdmwnfiMilaiWi ''(kaanpimih*
tiohlssMtiie meaaa,beQiiiaeitoeiialstoof the * nl-vTifly nrlsltag nldrttf I

0)^^l|fepjlSl|tnet thaapgwjhiadsa of-svtmegnhjeets, bssaase ft ^ ta? hrmmht slmaii Ig
dimetntilftiit in tim pnseat t Itis li«ca|^ibMt igrdiiesk eoaSsst



inranw m 71^

rvrigl iiiliatttiisbtop waUkiiow&(toiiaedAiqf

^{qp) iu Um am of our 8eiiM*p«ro»ptioo, iti ui explained only witbn^ fiew

to the of

U. The fxmneetum (of the Sdiam thus interpreted) eriUi the prinidpel

eebjeot (or propoaitioe) ia eatabliahed throngh the aignifioation of the

nnanthoritative oharpter of all other Means of Kght Notion, (with regard

to Dnijr), the non-eathoritatiTeneaa of the rat (besides Perception) being

proved by the absence of premises (which oocdd only be derived from

Sense-perception).

28. The nnanthoritative character of others (besides Sense-percep-

tion) is easily comprehensible (as implied by such character of Sense-

perception itself)
I
and hence it is not stated (directly) in the S&tra.

23-

24. can the objection of the nnneoessary oharaoter cl the

definition, apply (in our ease) ; nor is the discrepancy in the definition of

being either too narrow or too wide—applicable to our ease.

24-

25. What we refer to is sooh character of Sense-perception, as

is well known s and then too, the ohaxaotw of Sense-perception does not

belong to miragio (false) perceptions and the like. And as for the bhanoa

of these latter not being the means (of knowing Dnty), we do not deny it.

23-28. Bven objects in the past and in the fature,and those that are

leoond half of the Kiriki ! added in order to gnard against the absence of eorrobo-

r»itiog instanoes. By making ** Yogio Peroeptfon ** the major term, we get ordinary

** Peroeptlon " to serre aa a oorroboFating Instance In the syllogism.

n The Siitra, as interpretted by BhaTadisa, haa been shown to hare no oonneo-

iion with the Prinoipal Proposition :
** The Veda alone is the means of knowing

Duty **

I and the present Kiriki esplains that this want of oonneotion does not app1|

in our case | beoanse we take the whole Butra to mean only that Bense-peroeption ii

not the means of knowing Duty | and this implies that none other ont of the twIoiii

means of Bight Notion—Inference and the rest—can be the means of knowing Dnty
j

beoanse all these latter are baaed upon premises derired from Bense-peroeption, whioh

being predladed firom prodnoing any knowledge of Dnty, preolndes the applioabUitj

of ill the rat I and thereby serves to strengthen the original proposition that **yeda

alone lathe meant of knowing Dnty.”

ff-M. Beoanse wo do not interpret the aphorism as embodying a deflnition aA

” Bepse-peroeption.”

iBJI. What we meen Is that Bense-peroeption, which Is known to hevo tmeh i

ohamoter, oennot hp the means of knowing Dnty. Thsa”—<a., by refoning to tin

welhkaown oharaoter of Bense-peroeption.

MJS. •< The Peroeptlon of the TogUt bronght about by oootemplationt tonehes nl

kfnda of objeots, e?en thoee of tlie posilnd the like i and as snoh, It wonld also com*

prebsad l)nty, 4o., as held by tjhe Bnddbiste, And then again, the eatnrally omniseieoi

sonIa hf men woidd also eome to oonq^hend all sneh objeots, when freed from thi

shihltaj^'ljlie Bo4y i and thns thsn these eoida wonld also come to peroefre

4^,ee iy^]^tlie Arhats.** In reply to them, tim aphorism has bronght forwaad

a«^ tteraepabOUjef |>nty, Be., to Bease-fipip
tton k not aipeDatfo tp Beaiw^poieppIkmH^ 8eiim-pepp|pp»

^ ^ tl^hjmipBh Une. (2) Doty, ipjp)
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extremely sabtile in cbarooter, and also those at a distance,—some people

hol'd to be amenable to the Sense-perception of Yogis, and to that of the

liberated souls; and therefore (1) the premissing of the fact of ‘Sense-

perception consisting of the comprehension of objects existing in the

present time,’ becomes inapplicable, in reference to such Yogis, dso., or

(2) the reatoning based upon the future character (ofDuty) would be con-

tradicted by the fact of future objects being perceptible to the Yogis.” In

order to avoid these two contingencies, Jaimini has added ” Sat ” (present),

which indicates something that is well known.

28-29. The Sense-perception of the Yogis too, cannot be any other

than what is ordinarily known as such. And the very fact of these being

‘ Sense-perception’ would prove the fact of their consisting of the compre-

hension of objects existing at the present time, as also the fact of their

being brought about by present contact ;—like our own ordinary Sense-

perception.

30-81. The notions that the Yogis have with regard to objects not

present, cannot, for that very reason, be called “ Sense perception
;

”

—

just like Desire or Remembrance
;

also because such notions of Yogis

(with regard to remote objects), are not ordinarily known as “Sense-

peroeptioo,”—these being more like “ Fancy” than anything else. And
it is the absence of both that is signified by ** Sat ” (present ).

82. Just as ordinary Fancy, independently of Sense-perception and

to Senie-peroeption,—because it is as yet only in the future. The foot of the Yogis

being able to perceive objects of the past, future, &o., however, goes directly against

the first of these arguments ; because snoh Sense-perception is actually found not to

consist in the comprehension of present objects alone. The second argument is also

oontradicted by the fact that the Yogis do actually perceive future objects ; and hence

the mere future character of Duty is not enough to render it unamenable to Sense-

perception. The addition of **sat” (present), however, guards against both these

oontrc^iotions : because this addition restricts Sense -peroep tion** to such oases

alone, in which the contact of the censes is direct and at the present time i and

doubtless, such Perception can only be of objects that exist in the present.
^

S8.SS The l^erception of Yogis cannot be different from what is ordinarily known

as " Perception **
I iMoause the very fact of its being Sense-perception would prove

it to have the two characteristics, mentioned in the last note;—-The form of the

arguments being-—'* The Perception of Yogis consists in the comprehension of objects

teistiag at the present time, and is produced by present contact ; because it is Sense-

perception, like any ordinary Sense-perception.

For that very reason ’*—i.e., on account of such objects not existing in the

present. *' Ateenee of Mh t.e., of the character of ** Perception,*’ and of that

**|f^ns of Right Notion.” That is'to say, the '*tat” in *' Safeamprayopj ” serves to

. imply that the Perception of the Yogi mentioned above «e not tme Sense-perception,

and also that there is no ground for accepting such Perception to be authoritative.

tt ne Yai^shikae assert that the means of the transcendental vision of the

^ogi is jiot^he ordinary ohannel ci Perception, but a peculiar faculty developed in

him, to which is given the name of *' Pratibha ** (Intuition or Fancy).
,
figaiaBt this

theory, it is urjgsd that we come across such intuitive Perception in the case of ordinary
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the'OiheF (Mesmi of Bigbt Notion), is not able to gite rise to any definite

idea, so abo wonld be the Imagination (or Intnition) of the Yogi*

fiS* If there ever was a sensnons cognition, prodnoed by contact

with objects not existing at the present time,—then alone could it apply

to Duty, which is yet to conte. And it was for these reasons that daimlnt

added “ Sat.”

34. Specially, because, Duty is not perceptible, prior to its perform*

ance ;
and even when it has been peiformed, it is not perceptible, in the

character of the means of accomplishing particular results,

35. And again, like our Sense-perception, the Sense-perception of the

Yogis too,—as consisting of the comprehension of objects existing at the

present time, and as having the chatucter of ” Sense-perception,* —cannot

be accepted as applying to Duty.

36. If the word ” Sat ’* were removed, how conld we get at the denial

of the character of (Sense-perception) in the case of Yogic-peroeption, on

the mere ground of the latter being brought about by a contact not at

the present time ?

37. Though the signification of ” Sat '* could be got at through the

•

persons also : but this does not load as believe in all that the person may be saying |

and the same disbelief may also affect the assertion of the Yogi.

M In Karikfis 26-28, the addition of * sat
* has been said to be for the purpose

of avoiding the two oontingencies therein noted i and Klrikii 32 oonolodes the eiplana*

tion of the avoidance of the first of those oontingencies. With Klrikii 83 begins the

consideration of the assertion that the addition of * sat * serves to set aside the eon*

tradiction due to the amenability of fatnre objects to Yogio-perception. The meaning
of the KirikS is that the word ' sat * serves to set aside all possibility of a peroeptiou

without direct contact with an object in the present.

M The sacrifice has been said to constitute ** Duty,*' only in the character of being

the means to certain desirable ends, and not merely as appearing in the ritual ) benco

eveu when though the sacrifice may have been performed, yet it does not yet

maiLif|it its aforesaid character, which comes to be manifested at some remote period

of time ; and as such it can never be amenable to Sense-peroeptin ; this amenability to

Seuse-peroeption being set aside by the addition of ** sat,’’ which restricts ** Bmm*
perception’* only to such cognitions as arise from the direot oontaot of the organa ol

Sense with objects existing at the present time. Such contact is not possible in the

ease of Dnty i because Duty does not manifest itself in its true oharaoter, until the

performer Is dead, and there are no Sense-organs left, with whiob there could be any

oontaot.

M The Yereeption of Yogis, consisting of the comprehension of objects axIstlDg at

the pneent time, cannot be the means of knowing Dn^i and It cannot be snob meaii#

hlio because even the Perception of Yogis is only ’* Sense-perception ” after all ; and Sg,

sueh, caimot apply to snob transcendental objects, as Duty and the like.

^ The Causative Locative would imply that the *’ oontaot ” must be the oneat tM"*

pieiget ainei e> no oausativeneii eaa belong to eitbar the paet or the fotittif Thini^

Isfit, yet oeme people acsiisse that the perceptioui of Togk.

INistiw4.iheliilm also } and it is wtth a view tomm
bMb^addeA
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*(cauatiye) Locatiye (in ** Samprayogd ”
), yet tbe assumptions of others

have to be negatived ;
and hence the addition by Jaimini.

38-39. fhe word ** Sam *’ is used in the sense of ** proper (or right)
;

and it serves to preclude all faulty * prayoga/ And by prayoga ” is here

ineanb the ‘‘funotioning” of the senses with reference to their objects.

In the case of the perception of silver in mother-o-pearl, the functioning

of the Sense-organ is faulty
;
and hence such perceptions become precluded

(by the prefix * Sam ’ )•

39. In this way, the Sutra may be taken as a mere statement of the

definition (of Sense-perception).

40-41. The Bauddhas have urged that ** The eye and the ear naturally

functioning without direct contact with the object, the * contact,’ that you

have put into your definition, as the common factor in all Sense-percep-

tion, cannot he accepted to be so ; and even if we grant the functioning

of these by contact, there could (in the case of the Eye and the Ear)

be uo intercepted perception
;
nor could an object larger than the Sense-

organ, be perceived,—as we find to be the case with the skin, Ac.”

42-43. But all this does not militate against our theory, because we
have explained “ prayoga ” as mere ‘ function ;

’ or we may explain

“ Samprayoga ’’as * confrontation
;

* or again “ Samprayoga ” may be taken

only as a peculiar capability, indicated by the effect. But it is only after

you have subdued the S4nkhyas, Ac
,
that you can seek to subvert the

’^Contact Theory.”

44. These two (the Eye and the Ear) function through contact,

—

because they are organs of Sense, like those of touch and the rest. On

n When the words are explained in the above manner, the Sutra may be taken to

mean the denial of the oaniality of Sense-perception towards a Knowledge of Dnty,

after having pointed ont its deSnition ; and in that case, none of the objections bronght

against Bhavadiisa’s interpretation would have any force. Because Bhavadisa has

explained ** BttiMamprayoga** as ** contact with any existing thing,’* whioh makes the

definition too wide, Sk)., Ac.

40.41 ** Intercepted or remote Perception i.e., The cognition in such eases as—**We
hear this sound at a distance," " I see that object at a distance," and the like.

4S-4) We do not explain *' prayoga ’’ as contact g hence the objections urged by the

Bttddhistrdo not affect us.

Oonfirontatton *’—<.e., the object directly facing the Sense-organ. If either of these

interpretations be accepted, the Buddhist objections cease to have any fbroe.

This sets forth the arguments in support of the " contact theory.** ** On the other

hand, ” To the syllogism there is an objection, that the eye, which is in the body,

eosmot possibly have any contact with the objects, that are at a distance from the body.

Jt is for t^i reason that the SAnkhyas hold the senses to be only modifications of Self-

efmseiottsness, the cause of Sense-perception being the fact that the function or Aetion

fit the fiefise-organ proceeds ont of the eye, and touches the object, whioh comes therebsf

tobe peroetfediji and certainly there can be no objection against this fnvWble fuadtlott

oir^lmergy going forth ftrom the body.
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ilieotiier handt loine people^ declare that the fnndtioning of these is

exterior to the body.

45. And the medication too that is done to the sabstk^tnm (in the

body-*-the eye f.i.),—is only such embellishment (of the substrate) as goes

to purify that which is supported (t.e., the faculty or function of vision).

46«47. And the embellishmenti even when belonging to a part of th,e

body, pervades the whole of it ; as we find that aids to the foot are found

to help the eye. For these reasons, the mere fact of embellishment cannot

always establish the location of the Sense-organ therein.

47-48. The external functioning of these two (the Eye and the Ear)

are said to be gradually expanding outwards without inten^uption ;
and it

is for this reason that objects even larger than the organ itself are

perceived, in accordance with the magnitude of the functioning, in its

various parts. And in the same manner, there would be a perception of

remote objects also.

49. Just as the light of the lamp is extinguished on the destruction of

the lamp, so to the faculty (of the Sense), even when outside, is destroyed

oil the destruction of the substratum (the Eye).

50. On the closing of the substratum (the organ), though the faculty

exists, yet being disjoined from any effort of the soul, it does not

apprehend objects, which thus cease to be perceived by the Soul.

51. The notion of **
interception*’ too, is with reference to the body.

With regard to Sound however, the notions of excess ** and ** interception
’*

are mistakeii ones ; because of the impossibility of these (in the case of

Sound).

M.4T The function of the eye operates withont abandoning its position in the eye—

*

lust like the light of a lamp. Hence medioation to the eye aids the faculty of vision,

though the former is external to it
; just as we find that the rubbing of oil to the soles

of the foot improve the vision.

^Iit8 Like a ray of light, the stretch of vision goes on gradually expanding ; and the

nmge of vision depends upon the extent of this stretch, which terminates at the object,

beyond which the vision does not proceed.

^ This anticipates the following objection t
**
If the faculty of vision fnnotion

outside the eye, how is it that viaion ceases when the physical organ is destroyed f
**

^ Though on the closing of the eye, the faculty of vision oontinues all the same,

jret it is only when it is aided by an effort of the person that it sncceeds in apprehending

bbjeela ; henoe though it exists, even when the eye is closed, yet it does not lead to

•ay peraeption.

Beeanse ia realliy, there can be no interception of an omnipresrat function—such

•• we hold the fonotions of the Sensei to be. ** With regard to found, This is said

la aoQordanoe with the Miminsa theory. The Sinkhya theory is that the fnnotioa^

of the ear goes eat to where the perceptible Sonnd exists; and thus, in this case aloe/
ac in thatd the iye, the notion of interos|>tion most be ozplelned in the Station of

*aaa4. 1^'SAnkhyadootrine has been stated at length, only wHh a view to . establish*

lbe”eentaet thigty,
” ia oppocitioa to the Buddhistt rad not as aa svpcsitioii of ihm

tttboi’aoimvidr.



52. 'The words ‘‘Perflon" and Senss^organs ** (in iEe Sdtra) liaye

been construed by means of transposition (in the BliSshya).

52*53. The “ Person ” (here meant) may he either the one ordinarily

known as snoh, or the one whose existence is to he proved in this treatise.

Snoh modification of (the person) as consists of consciousness, does not

Hpilitate against his eternal character.

63-54. By “ coguition-production ** is meant that “ cognition becomes
authoritative as soon as it is produced.*’ In the case of all canses, we find

that tlieir operation is something apart from their birth (or manifestation).

In order to preclude such character from the Means of Bight Notion

(Oognition), the word production ” has been added.

56« Not even for a moment does the cognition continue to exist
;
nor

IS it ever produced as doubtful (or incorrect)
; and as such, it can never

$ubtequmtly operate towards the apprehension of objects, like the Senses, Ac.

56. Therefore the only operation of Cognition, with regard to the

objects, consists in its being produced
;
that alone is Bight Notion (Prama)

;

W The BhSshya passage hero referred to is this ;
** Indriyarthasamhandhi hi yd

puruihoiya huddhirjdyate which transposes the order of words in the Sutra.
M.ia <* One ordinarily known aa aueh**'-^i,e.f the Body. The Knrika anticipates the

following objection :
** If the Person be the Body, then he can have no perception,

sinoe this latter is insentient ; on the other hand, if by * Person * bo meant the Boui,

then this, having a modification in the shape of the Perception, wonld come to be
.modifiable, and hence iion*eterual.’' The first half of the Karika means that we do
not mean to discuss this question here, as it is not germane to tlie present aphorism
As a matter of fact, however, by ** Person ** we understand the Soulf and this cannot
be said to be non*eterna1, on account of the Perception ; because it is not such
modifications that constitute transitoriness.

W.W The mwiiiug is that Perception is no sooner produced, than it directly becomes
the menus ef right notion ; and it depends upon no other operation than its own
appearance.

W It Is only something that has continued existenoe eveu for some time, thgt oan
jmve any other function besides its birth. Sense>peroeption however is no loppfMp
produced thaq past and gone ; and as no trace is left of it, that could carry on furtto
operations, as soon it is boro, it becomes absolutely certain and beyond doubt. Them-
f<^ei the apprehension of the objeot beiug thus acjoemplished . by the mere appearanoe
of FerQ||ption, this latter cannot, for this very reason, have any subsequent fnaotioBS,
Bi Its sole purpose lies in the apprehmisiou of objeots $ and this . having been aeooBi*
plUad by its mere appearanoe, it stands jnjneedof no further operations. ** That it

vriUf t.e
, as it Is not inrodnoed as doubtful, it cannot have any subsequent

^piiatlon to go through, for tho apprebensiQii of objects, as .the Senses have got ttf4m
^ this antioipatef the following ohjeoUon t

** How can the .oognitfon-iwlilob, an
aotion-^be either a means in general, or.the meaim sdarightiiotiatf

TlMsenssof^ra|dyk that we dopostulate an uotioate i^e^ vi^uthe uctwn he{ng prodwsedi and its afftotncight notlon-^iitha mantfaatav
qbjeotj and tluough theiaQt.of iW. giving dee ta saeh a lenlt, latiMi Ahapa

tegi^ to thq partiqular fddteti flOMf |e dMI
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and t&0 oogn&to^ m iMOonipftnied bj this Right Notion is the Moans

(of Bi|^t Noi^on : Pramina).

* 57. This ** being prodaoed ” too has been explained by the author

^ of the BhSshya, as identical (with the cognition itself). And it has also

been made the qualidoation of cognition (sensuous), in order to differen*

tiate it from all past and future (cognitions). '

i58* Even if ** production ’* were only a permanent relation (that of

inherence),' as held by the Vai^Sshikas ;—the maiufestation of this lolation

would depend upon the senses ;
and it is for this reason that it is oallod

** sensuous (belonging to the senses).

I
59. The oharacter of the Means (of Right Notion) or that of the

[Result (Right Notion), may be atti*ibuted to any factor, as one may
f please ;

but in any case, Sense-perception cannot be the means (of knowing

Duty), becanse of its consisting of the comprehension of something

existing at the present time.

60. The Means of Right Notion may be (1) either the sense, or

(2) the contact of the sense with the object, or (3) tbe contact of tbe

mind with the senses, or (4) the connection of the mind with the Soul,

or (5) all these, collectively.

61. To all cases, cognition alone would be the Result; and the

character of the Means would belong to the foregoing, on aoeonnt of

their operating (towards cognition) ;
for when there is no operation of

these, then the Result, in the shape of cognition is not brought about.

62. The contact of the sense with the object isi not with the whole

of it
; and hence there is no ohanco of the perce ption of all objects by

means of a single Sense-organ, for those that hold the charaoter of

Pramfina to belong to the senses

;

63.. Because they do not hold the relation of the sense to consist

n.The Bhishya passage here referred may be either— tuddhirjdyati tat

pratyakt^am**-^t tbe eubsoqaeut passage—** BaddhtVvd Janma vd, 4o.** If onlj

“oogniUDu" irere stated, then ** Sense-peroeption ” would become applicable to cogni-

tions of past and fatore objects ; the addition of ** janma however serves to exclude

these, meaning being ** the cognition as produced,^*

Xveii if we accept the Taiviehika theoiy that production ceosists of fukersnct
in tile cause,—the production thue being eomething diff erent from the cause,—even
then, tC|a velfdiion of Inharenca could not be manifested, except through the ageBcy
of the Sensa-organa; and as snob, this prodactioa Is r%htly called “ sensuous.**

** Whan there i$ no operation aa during sleep.

TO the theoiy of *' the ooutaot of the sense with the object being the Heami

^ Bight Notioa,'* some peo|de object that, in that case, tbe sense of touch would gift'^ til the .cognition of ooloort as tbe sole cause of eognition, according to0ia,
ofowsuig tibeciy, ia eeaiestieilh the objeot eognised } and it cannot be denied

'

**Med.teUjeh hae.oimtietwitiitlmocdonrof a material \‘T‘

^ Xiiika^ thna explained la the JCavfMi-*The objeotion urged In
*

<91^^lhli.theeqr« ^ the selitieii of tiie 8ease*ocgaa with thebbjaot ws^hiiilhiW
MMU aebeiog the lleaaaof JUghl Botifriu. . Btibatmh B noltlmimeeij'iti^
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UL* Mer6 eoniact; and thej deny snoh a relation simply with a view to

avoid the absurdity of the sense of Toueh^ whioh is a means (of a parti-

onlar class of perception), giving rise to the cognition of colour.

64. Just as in the accomplishment of tho PramanOi the only oanse is

tlie fixed relation of the Sense and the Object, through their inborn amena-

l^ility (to one another), so would it also be in the case of the Result.

65. ' Though the contact resides equally in both (the Sense and the

object), yet, it is only proper that it should be mentioned as residing onl^

ill one of the two. Or the Sense may be taken as the only uncommon
substratum of the relation.

. 66. ** If (the cognition were due) to the contact of the mind with the

Spul, then there would be no co-objectivity between the Means of Bighi

it is held that such means is the * contact * as qualified ly eapdbilily or appliedbility
^

and this
** capability ** is to be inferred, in accordance with the effect produced. There*

fore to tlmt alone, which comprehends an object on its contact with the Sense-organ

belongs the ** capability or applicability of the **
contact.**

In order to avoid, ^c.**— The meaning is this : He, who holds the cognition itseli

to be the means, and thus declares * contact* to be the means of this means,—thereby

denying the character of Pramana to the * contact *—, even to snoh a theorist, thi

* contimt* remains nnspeoided | and as snoh, it belongs to all the Sense-organs | and thui

there would he, in this case also, the absnrdityof the perceptibility of forms anc

eolouM by means of the Sense of Touch. Therefore in order to avoid this absurdity

which is common to the two theories, both of them must deny the fact of the relatioi

of the Sense-organ and the object consisting in mere * contact,* *’

—

Kdqihd.
M In the latter theory, noted in the foregoing note, the upholders declare thi

coynition itself to be the Pramdna or the Means of Right Notion, and as a cause of thisj

they lay down the aforesaid applicability, through propriety of the contact of the Sense*

organ with the object perceived,-—the absurdity urged above, being avoided, oi

account of the ^pplioi^bi}itj of one sense to the objects of other senses. The Kariki

means that the same means of getting clear of the absurdity would also apply to th

theory in which the contact is held to be the means of cognition, which latter is heh
to be the Result, and not the Means.

ft Xhe objMtion is that the contact resides as much in the Sense as in the object

and wder the oircumstanoes, why should it be attributed solely to the Sense? Th(

^nse of the reply is that such specification is not always wrong—as for instance, tbi

father of Rima and Lakshmana is rightly called the Father of Rama.** ** Or th

ssmi<^.j^c.**—this supplies another explanation of the spedfication i The word ** Sense
percepUon,!’ as here used, means ** concrete (definite) cognition s

** and what is q&ciallj

ndatod to tl^ cognition alone is the eenee only i while the object, ia also related i
Inference^ and the other Means of lUght Notion.

. ft Sense of the objection is that ia the theoiy of the contact of the Sanaa am
|be O^ect being tho means of cognition, we have a co-objectivity of the Means (th

^U^j^with the Rmult (oognition)^ both of which belong to the olijeot of oogaito
Ija^the^ihe^ of the contact of the mind and Soul being the oanse of oognition, .then

ciuii be no snoh co-objectivity, as the Means (the contact) belongs either to the Seal o
U.MJ|id, .whil^ the Result (cogaition).belongs to the object. The meaning of the rapt:

tfi^^**ltion opetata upon the object of cegaiiiei

itself, ^eie oaa be no want of oo-olijeotivlly*
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Nolittit Rod ite Besult.'’ It is not so ; because both operate upon the

lame object (of cognition).

67^ And if (by “ co-objectivity ”) you mean ‘ co^snbstrateness * (i.e*,

the sameness) of the substratum, which is something other than the object

of cognition,—then the cognition residing in the Soul becomes naturally

oo-snbstrate (with its means, ets., the oontact of the mind and the Soul). «

68. Being the best means, on account of close proxiihity (oo-subatrate-

ness), this (the contact of the mind and Soul) is the only Means of Right

Perception ;
and hence the true oharaoter of the Means of Bight Notion,

can belong to no other agenoy.

69. If such chaiuoter of the Means of Eight Notion be attributed to

all the agencies (noted in KarikS 60) taken colleotiTely, there can be no

objection to it. And for one, to whom the Sense is the Means of Right

Notion, the sameness of the object is clear.

70. When to the cognitions of the qualidcation and the qaali6ed, are

attributed, respectively, the characters of the Means (of Bight Notion) and

the Result, then too the objection of the dirersity of objects, would be set

aside in the aforesaid manner.

71-72. When the object of cognition is the qualification itself, then the

abstract (or undefined) perception subsequently gives rise to a definite

cognition; and in this case the oharaoter of Pramftna belongs to the

undefined Perception, and that of the Result, to the subsequent definite

(or concrete) cognition.

72. When, however, there is no definite cognition, then the char-

acter of Pramana could not belong (to the foregoing undefined percep-

tion ) ; because of its not bringing about any definite idea with regard to

any object.

72. If the character of Pramina were attributed to the cognition

of the qualified object, then the character of the Result would belong to

the determination of ehmning, Ac. And if it be urged that these two
•

la this theory, the cognition nnd its meant (the contact) are foand to inhere in

the tame base—vit., the Sonl} and therefore aooh oontaot it the bett means of

cognition.

^ ** All then taken eolUetively The oontact of the Soul with the mind it preceded
by the oontaot of the mind with the Sente-organ, which latter it preceded by the

oontaot of the Sente-organ with the objeot perceived.

In the theory of cognition being the meant, the ooncrete cognition of an obJeot

is preceded by the oognition of itc qnaliSoationt : and in this theory, the latter is held

to be the Beenlt, and the former, the Meant } and the cognition of the qnaliSoetioa

baring its purpose in the cognition of the qnaliSed object, we hare the co-objeotirety

of theie, on aooount of the oo-snbstratenees of their operations.
^

^ ** Shwaafiip, fre.,** t.s., shunning, aoceptio^ and disregarding. If the dbjeotor
iMista Um oharaeter of the Besult being attributed to that which follows Imeit-

after the Means, then, in that case, we would aooepl the rmemberanee to be the

»SSBlt. li
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la- mer6 covdact ; and thej deny snoh a relation simply with a view to

avoiid the absurdity oE the sense of ZbacA, whioh is a means (of a parti,

oulai* class of perception), giving rise to the cognition of colour.

64f. Just as in the aooomplishment oE the Pramanai the only cause is

Uie fixed relation of the Sense and the Object, through their inborn amena-

l^ility (to one another), so would it also be in the case of the Besnlt.

65. Though the contact resides equally in both (the Sense and the

object), yet, it is only proper that it should be mentioned as residing onl^

ill one of the twa Or the Sense may be taken as the only unoommoii

substratnm of the relation.

. 66. If (the cognition were due) to the contact of the mind with the

Soul, then there would be no co-objectivity between the Means of Bighl

it 18 held that saoh means is the * contact ' as qualified }yy eapalility or appliealility

and this “ capability ** is to be inferred, in accordance with the effect produced. There

lore to tlwt alone, which comprehends an object on its contact with the Sense-organ

belongs the capability or applicability of the ** contact.**

** In order to avoid, ^c.”-*** The meaning is this : He, who holds the cognition itseli

to be the means, and thus declares * contact * to be the means of this means,—thereby
denying the character of Pramdna to the * contact ’—, eyen to snoh a theorist, thi

^contact* remains unspeoiiied | and as such, it belongs to all the Sense-organs { and thui

tliere would he, in this case also, the absurdity of the perceptibility of forms an<

colours by means of the Sense of Touch. Therefore in order to avoid this absurditj

which is oommon to the two theories, both of them must deny the fact of the relatioi

of the Sense-organ and the object consisting in mere * contact,* *'—Xaytitd.
tt In the latter theory, noted in the foregoing note, the upholders declare the

cognition itself to be the Pramana or the Means of Right Notion, and as a cause of this

they lay down the aforesaid appliedbility, through propriety of the contact of the Sense
o^an with the object perceived,—the absurdity urged above, being avoided, oi

account of the inapplioii^i)ity of one sense to the objects of other senses. The Kirik
means that the same means of getting clear of the absurdity would also apply to th

theory in which the contact is held to be the means of cognition, which latter is hel(

to be this Result, and not the Means.

Xhe objection is that the contact resides as much in the flense as in the object

and under the circumstances, why should it be attributed solely to the Sense f Tbi

^ense of the reply is that such specification is not always wrong—as for instance, tb<

^a^ev of Bftma and Lakshmana is rightly called ** the Father of Barna.** ** Or th

sea«e,^c.”—thii^ supplies another explanation of the spedfication s The word ** Sense

imrception,” as here used, means ** concrete (definite) cognition t
** and what is s|&oiallj

lelatcd tot^ cognition alone is the sense only s whfie the objeeif is also xdated t

Inference, and the other Means of Bight Notion.

The Sense of the objection is that in the theocy of the contact of the Sense am

m (H^eot being the means of cognition, we have a co-objectivity of the Means (thi

pmtiptj^with the Besnlt (cognition^ both of which belong to the ottieot of oognitiss

^n the ihsoiy of the contact of the mind and Soul being the cause of cognition, .thee

Uan be no such co-objectivity, as the Means (the contact) belongs either to the Smd o
U |Iipd, wbilq the Result (cQgnitioa).belongs to the object. The meaning of the lepl:

and the cognition operate upon the object of cegsitfo

itt^ tjieie can bo no want of oeebieotivlly.
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NotsMif ftnd iti BesiiU.’' It is not so; beoanso both operate upon the

game ol^eot (of oognition).

67. And if (by “ oo-obJectWity ••) you mean ‘ co-subsiratenesa * (t.e.,

the sameness) of the substratum, which is something other than the objeot

of cognition,-—then the cognition residing in the Soul becomes naturally

oo-substrate (with its means, ots., the contact of the mind and the Soul). «

68. Being the best means, on account of close proximity (co-substrate*

ness), ibis (the contact of the mind and Soul) is the only Means of Bight

Perception ;
and hence the true character of the Means of Bight Notion,

can belong to no other agency.

69. If such character of the Means of Bight Notion be attributed to

all the agencies (noted in KarikS 60) taken collectirely, there can be no

objection to it. And for one, to whom the Sense is the Means of Right

Notion, the sameness of the objeot is clear.

70. When to the cognitions of the qnalifioation and the qualiGed, are

attributed, respectively, the characters of the Means (of Bight Notion) and

the Result, then too the objection of the diversity of objects, would be set

aside in the aforesaid manner.
* 71-72. When the object of cognition is the qualification itself, then the

abstract (or undefined) perception subsequently gives rise to a definite

cognition; and in this case the character of Pramftna belongs to the

widefined Perception, and that of the Result, to the subsequent ieflniU

(or concrete) cognition.

72. When, however, there is no definite cognition, then the char-

acter of Framfina could not belong (to the foregoing undefined percep-

tion ) ; because of its not bringing about any definite idea with regard to

any object.

73. If the character of Pramfina were attributed to the cognition

of the qualified object, then the character of the Result would belong to

the determination of Mhunning^ Ac. And if it be urged that these two
•

M Iq this theory, the cognition nnd ite moans (the contact) are found to inhere in

the lame haee—vt«., the Sonl{ and therefore each contaot is the best means of

cognition.

^ All th€H taken collectively The contact of the Soul with tho mind is preceded
by the contaot of the mind with the Benie-organ, which latter is preceded by the

contact of the Sense-organ with the objeot perceived.

In the theory of cognition being the means, the concrete cognition of an object

ii preceded by the cognition of its qnaiifioatione : and in this theory, the latter is held

to be the Beeolt, and the fbrmer, the Ifearn ; and the cognition of the qnalificaiioii

baying Its pnrpese in the oqgnition of the qnalifted object, we have the co-objeotirety

of thew, on acoonni of the co-anhstrateness of their operations.

^ ** Shunning, ehnaniog, eooepting, and disregarding. If the dbjeote
^*tbrte «pen the charaoter ii the Beanlt being attribnted to that which fotlowe imeie-

^Ibtelg alter the Means, then, in that case, we would accept the rmemheranee to he the

Benat.
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(tbe deiermimiion to shnUf 4k).| and tha eogniHon of the jualifiod adject)

are intercepted by the remembrance of tbe desirable cbaraoter or othe^
wise (of the object cognised then we would declare this (yemem^
brance) itself to be the Result.

74. He (t.6.i the Bauddha),—who, desiring co-objectivity (between

the Means and the Result), asserts the Result (cognition) itself to be

4he Piamftuai—would be contradicting the well-known distinction between

the Cause and the Effect :

—

76* As, when the axe is applied to the hhadira wood, the etlUing

does not belong to a log of the FaUisn ^—so (we see that) in ordinary

experience, there is no identity between the axe (the means) and the eat

(the result).

7(5. If co*objeoti7ity happens to please yon, by doing away with

the distinction (between the Moans and the BesuU),—through the rejec-

tion of such identity, the said distinction would be equally pleasing to

Others (the Naiy&yikas).

77. If you assume that the attribution of the character of the

Means to the Result, is indirect (or Secondary),—then would not others

be able, somehow or other (indirectly), to assume the desired co-ohjecm

Hvity also P

78. The result being the specification of the object, the character

of PramSna belongs, according to us, to that wh ich immediately precedes

it *,
atid so, if the cognition be said to be the Pramana, then the Result

must be held to be something else.

79. It is not proper to attribnte tbe character of the result to

Se1f-reoognition,”-^a8 this will bo refuted later on ; nor is it pioper to

IS The mere fact of any one theory pleasing your fancy cannot serve ae ad argn*

tnenb in its support I fot such grounds could be urged iu support of the most absurd

theories.

77 ** TTottld not, we have showu above, the oo-ob]e otivity, through opera-

tion.

W <*lf the Besdlt be the speeifioation of the object of cognition, then the

pramiaa would be the contact of the mind and the soul, 4o., as the factors immediately

pteeedingthe said Result. But if the cognition be held to be the Pramdaa, then

Ineh character of Pramina would also belong to abstract cognitions, the subsequent

epooiete oognitioa (ia the shape of the oognition of the speoiftc properties, Sms.), being

its Pbmolt/*

'IS The ** Sadtrintika ” theory is that ‘'Oognition in. the shape of the object

the forms of rid, yellow, Ac., imprinted upon oognition—>is what is held

to be Frumdaa ; because on this is based aU differentiation into Bed, griiote, fto., and the

^
is ffrif-eoeHittoa.-—i.e.. the oomprehension of tho oognition by

ibieUign^W externai objects are the objects cognised.*' This theoiy of.^S^-

vse^Uibn^ is refiitsd in the ** Yijnivida ” section of the Yirtika, where it isjAtom

Iftijfct tV>*np^i^pn^ ohly able to apprehend tbe mtterual forms, of objeotih

Ihi bhenge thal thsee produod in the oognition Itself | beeause any jra^

toodfelttoh^' as held above would imply oontradiotoiy aotfona in iteelff
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•toie.ihe (orm of the object *’ to be the Pramftua, because of the diver*

sitjr of objects.

80. The ‘form of itself* (te., of .the cognition itself) isT not found

to be anything, other than * Self-recognition/—vrhich could be said lobe the

Pramftua with regard to ‘ Self-i*ecognition * as the Result.

81. Nor can the ' form of the cognition itself ' be defined, (or speci*

fied) without auotiier * form *
; and so again of this latter, and so forth,

there would be no end of ‘ forms.*

82. The * form of the cognition * too can have no existence, unless

it is defined (or specified). In the case of the form of tlie object being

: the object of apprehension, however, we find no other apptehender (and as

I'
such there could be no specification).

;
83. The mind being a Sense-organ, the idea of pleasure, Ac.^ is also

* Sense-perception,* because it is only when in contact with the mind, that

the soul experiences them.

84. It is only an object existing at the present time, tliat, being in

contact with the eye, can be apprehended; and the object thus

Diveriity of objects "—you hold the PramMna to be in the ehape of the object; and

this Pramana has gofc the object of oogaition for its object; and the objeota of

cognition too are Eted, Blue, fto. Thus then the form of the object comes to hate the

object itMt/ for its object ; while ** Self-reoognition *’ has cognition for its object,--thus

there being a diversity of objects between the Pramana and its Eesnlt.

This Karika attacks the **Yogsolra" position. The Yogioaras hold that

cognition is natnrally pure, and as snoh comprehends itself in the form of Jied, Blue,

fto., which has been imprinted upon it by extern^ improssions, thus doing away with

the neoeseity of estemal objeota ; and as snob, the ** form of the cognition " itself is

held to be the Pramdna, the form of tbe object being the object cognised, and Self-

reoognitiou ** being the Result. The aense of the refutation of this theory is that the

form of cognition is the same as the Recognition by the cognition of itself;"

end this being the Result, cannot, at the same time, be the Pramana.

fi ** Is the * form of itself * definite or indefinite P If indefinite, no such form exists.

If dednite, then as any one form cannot be defined by itself, we wonld have to assume

another form ; and so on, ad infinitum**—KdqikS,

** It has been nrged that the form of the object as ident^ed with the cognition is

held to the object of apfwebension ; but this cannot be ; beoanse such an object cannot

be apprehended by the cognition, beoanse of the absurdity of any operation in iteelf

;

and we cannot find any other agent that wonld apprehend such an object, of which,

we wonld thus oome to have a negation "

—

KegM.
It is nrged by tbe opponent—** yon too will have to poetnlate the Self•recognition

of Cognition, in the case of tbe feelinge of pleesnre and pain, which sre not directly

poroeptible by any of the Sense-orgaoe.** Tbe reply to this is that we sail dear of

ouch a oontingenoy, by postnlating mind aa a distiaot Sense-organ, whereby pleaenre

und pain sre directly perceived.
^ "The Sangatee hold that Sense-perception apprehends only «psc»>ic objects

;

while the Vedentuite hold that it apprehends only tbe generic ohuraoter (the does

to whidi the object belongs). Henoe the definition given in the Sutra ie dOEseint^ both; inssmneh as it does not make any definite sssertion with regard to the

11
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j^Mbended may be eitbeir generic or sp6eifte»-^ed hence it ie not parti.

hiHarly declared to be either the one or the other.

85. Whatever definitions are given, no Sense-perception, of the

ordinary oharacter (t.6., not of Togb, Ac.), can be the Means (of knowing

Dnty),-^because it consists of the comprehension of objects existing at the

present time*

86. If Sense-perception be said to consist in abstract (or undefined)

oogpiition, then as a matter of course, it cannot be the Means (of knowing

Doty) ;
because the relation of Cause and Effect, is not apprehended

vrithout spedfioation (t.e., without the comprehension of qualifications,

which is wanting in all undefined cognitions).

87. ** How can Inference, fto., be said to be preceded by Sense-per-

ception, when Sense-perception itself is declared to be undefined,—on
,

account of its incapability of remembrance P
”

88. *‘Nor is there any comprehension, without specification, of

either the Linga (the middle term of the syllogism), or the Lingi (the

Major term), or the relation of these two (the premisses).' In * Analogy ’

too, the comprehension of gimilarity being due to memory (it cannot be

•aid to bo prooeded by Sense-perception).’’

89. ** Apparent Inconsistency also does not apply to an object

which has not been perceived by some one else ; and the object, a cognition

whereof gives rise to this (Arthftpatti), is always concrete.”

of apprehension.** The sense of the reply is that we hold the object of peroep-

t&oin to be only such an object as is ea/pahU of bsinp perceived, as eaisting at the present

time, and as connected with the organs of sense ; and snoh an object may be either

geMHc or epeeifio, according to oiroamstances. OonseqnenUy no snoh speoiflcatioii of

the character of the object is called for, in the Sutra.

** Sense-perception** only apprehends present objects; hence whatever its

definition, it can never be the means of knowing Duty. The cognition bronght about

by meditation Is only a case of memory f and as such, it is not even authoritative—to

•ay nothii^ of its being ** Sense-perception.**

M D^' is the means of accomplishing a desirable end; and hence there can be

aboomprahemi^nof Dnitj, except inthefprm—**Thisiathemeaii8to ondhand inch a

desirable ead*'-*-which would not be possible in the absence of a well-defined idea of

the cause as well as of the effect.

hf Xlrikis 87 to 94 bring forward objections against the passage in the Bhiahyaf

whe^it is dedaied that «• Inference,** “Analogy* and the rest being neoesiMdly

ptoOided by “ fiense-peroeption,** cannot be the means of knowing “lyhsn

; Bm<psreq9fioi|, *^“ Sense-peroeption ** isa peroepticii brought about by the fbnetfon

,
^te; 8ense-oigaas* But these organs themselves have not the oapao^y to Maenber

att4 • wslbdefitted ocgnitton is brought about by the adjustmeat of the Ckim»

AQw llfmiitob at the timei therefore ** Sense-perception*’ oaii, at boia, ba'eolk

< iade<8||!^ ^Uiidey auoh oteeumeishoes, how oan “tnferonoo” bo said to bo-ptoitodipd

kt^imoh iton^ be said to be iavarlably preceded by Sesie^peto^^^^
V dseskilMid'abovie.

.
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9Qy Min ft Wift 'ol -linlweBoe, whet* toe Lii|gft (toe middle term) in

toe etftpe of *he mtmmuU like mn, is slso snoli ns is got st by

Infetes^—es elso is the ‘Idngi ’ (major tern),—how oan wft sM^toe

mnoedanoeof 8enae-porQe]ptionP’*
,• i.

91. “Ib toe ««» of fto object apprehended by Sonso-peroeption, how

can tow (Inference *o.) h»TO any authority P For when an obj^t is only

comprehended by means of these (Inference do.), then \t u not amenablo

to toe organs of Sense.”
. - *•

92. « If it is be nrgod that ‘ the precedence of Sense-perception may.

be said to bo due to the cognition of some object, (not nooes^ly the

lame as the object of the subsequent Inference, do.),’—then the ^fiin^ of

ihe object (Duty) would not bo a canso of its said non-oognimbility.

98. « Because, if such be the case, then any one object oxuting at

Lhe present time having boon cognised by means of Sonso-poroeption,

with this ns the Linga (minor term of the syllogism), the sensuous

tion would lead to the cognition of Daly, even if it does not exist at the

timo
**

94. “And again, oven the object treated of in the Veda, is known,

only after toe letters have boon recognised by means of ^nse-per^ o^S

aud^ for this reason, the Veda too. being preceded by Sonso-poroeption,

could not be too moans of knowing Duty.”
. ...

95. (In reply to the above) some people hold that the procodenw

of Senso-porcoption U not the cause (of Inference, do., not applying to toe

m In a «... wherrimm to. f«,k of lb. .m. bring fouj

«. isfw* tost to. «M» »* mcriivi and from tbis
j,- « genM-

tb. .nn-. motion. This latter Infwmm. «nnot b. smd to b. pMOWlril by BonM

perroption.” v- « genM-pMO^ption," tom
H If Infwenw do. bo wnd to b. Invariably „ h. onir Iwdlng

they would be devoid of any anthority. Beoauee n
ilreedv oognlied by meane

to;-tol«.oo«p.rimnrionof .nob

of Senee^peroeption. If it be urged that both
tbeu the

than waft^dy toat. If a* too tim. of
to too MUon of tb. Smmmi

riiiwt of
InvlriaMy proorifid by Soato-p««pHoii.

aud henoo lufeceiioe could not be eaid to be
J not be ooMible to have an

that toa of Inforonoe la

•‘"f* jjy m«n by prorodrow */ »»nw
praoadamm «> Smao-paroaptlQn > 7*^

* Z Tni. « ba. b«ft
mnsprioai. that one of toa tor«

tbi. poritlon by nigiag that

pmviptolyi.eMni.ad by atom-paroapri«^^_^ to 8m»-p«to9i
If Wb. to ttiioaia,to.sto.a.mri^to^

ffl, tb. rwrontor Bto tf
tt« nil ftomwt’ ita. bring la tb.- faturor -broomm ttiw.i

.

_
.
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cRse of Duty); all that is meant is that the anthority which is due to

the precedence of Sense-perception, does not apply (to the case of Duty).

96. As a matter of fact, however. Inference and the rest can operate

only after one out of the three factors, * Linga ’ (minor term), Ac., has

been cognised by means of Sense-perception ; and certainly there is no such

thing in the case of Duty.

97. Nor is here in this case, any possibility of Inference jpsr Infer-

ence;—because of the impossibility of any pre-ascertainment of the pre-

mises and the terms (of the Syllogism).

98. By means of Inference we do not arrive at the idea of the mere

ewUtenee of anything. If it be urged that “ by * Duty * we would qualify

some other object,**—then (we reply) that in that case, the * Paksha *

(major term) would be devoid of any definite properties.

99. Therefore, because of its never before having been found to be

M The way of meeting the above objections, as shown in the last KSrika would

make the Bhashya passage in question altogether redundant. Therefore the Author

offers another reply, more in keeping with his own riews : we shall prore later on that

we do not confine Sense-perception to undefined cognition alone ; but we also hold the

term to include well-defined concrete cognitions. Thus then, we can have no Inference

without Sense-perception; because all processes of Inference depend upon the premises,

which are got at solely by means of Sense-perception ; and certainly, there can be no

Inference without the premises. For instance, it is only when smoke ** is aotnally

sssa to be accompanied by Firs, and thns to be its mark,—and only when the gavaya is

assn to be like the cots,^that there can be a cognition of the existence of Fire (through

Inference), and of the similarity of the gavaya to the cow (by Analogy). In the same

manner, it is established that it is the cognition of the principal object of Inference

that stands in need of Sense-perception ; and in the case of Doty, we cannot perceive

by the senses, either any of its marke or anything eimilar to it. Hence Inference,

Analogy, and the rest cannot apply to the case of Doty.
' This hints at Karikn 90, where it has been asserted that an Inference per Infer-

ence is not preceded by Sense-perception. This is not correct ; because even in the

instance there cited, until we have, through Sense-perception, arrived at the relation

subsisting between the motion and its catise, we can have no Inference of any sort.

W In every case of Inference, the object of Inference is a certain object, ijndowed

Vfith certain dg/tnite projgjniiee, and not as a mere entity; while in the case of Duty,

the only conclusion that is possible is—** Duty exists,** which, in reality, can never to

amenably to Inference; but it would become so, if mere eeietenee were the subject of

Inference. If it to urged that—** For Inference as applied to the case of Duty, we
could hstve an object, such as some pereon endowed with Dnty (».«., one who has per-

' formed the duties prescribed in the scriptures) ; and this would not to an Inference

of mere eewtefici,**—then we reply that even such an Inference cannot be oorreot

;

inasmuch as we have not yet arrived at any well-defined properties of Datff—which is

to be the major term of the syllogism ; and until the properties of the major term to

known, thefa can be no Inference. That is to say, Dnty has not yet been proved, to

to an entity ; and so long as this has not been proved, there can to no Inference in

which *19|ity** oonld to the major term.

^
tt This Karika and the next bring forward two ayllogisms in the proper style, to

' prove the inapplfoalxiUly of Inference and Analogy to the case of Duty. By **nnopmmpn

object** Is mapnt the ** SwalaMaya** (the individual oharaoterestio) of the Buddhist,

whioh. Boeordinw to thorn. Is nndoftnod. ond oo anoh. not amonoblo to Inforonoo. Ae.
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ooDOomifcant with any object, Oaty cannot be amenable to Inference,-—like

the specific {nndefined) oharacteristios of objects (or * uncommon objeots*)-

100. Becanae of its being simitar to tlie nnseen (inYisible)! and
beoanse of its onn imperoeptibility, Duty cannot be amenable to Analogyi<—

like the said characteristics of objects.

101*102. ‘‘But then, * Apparent Inconsistency’ wonld become snoh

(means of recognising Dnty),—^based upon the perception of diYersity

in the world : the distinction of * liappy * and ' miserable ’ is not possible

withont some nnseen cause; because all visible causes are found to be

incapable of explaining this diversity ; and because (conversely) we find

such distinctions even in the absence of any seen cause
; as we find that even

when service and study are exactly similar, the result, in the capacity of

the students, is not the same.”

103. Snch could bo the case, only if it were possible to refute the

action of natural idiosyncracies ; or if there were any other cause of the

diversity of the powers of Karma.

104. Just as with regard to the diversity of their results, there is

the natural capacity of Actions,—in the same manner could the diversity

in the world be due to the peculiarities of nature.

105. Then too, so long as, with regard to the action, the forms of Duty

lOl.im These Karikaa embody an objeotion, the sense of wbioh is thus explained
in the Kiqika s ** Granted that Inference and Analogy are not the means of knowing
Duty { bnt we haye always fonnd Apparent Inoonsistenoy to apply to objeots beyond
the action of the Senses ; and on the $een diversity in the world, we could base an

Apparent Inoonsistenoy : This diversity in the world cannot be explained, unless we
postulate some such nnseen agency as that of *Daty.* We find in the world that

though all worldly circumstances and advantages are equal in the case of any two

persons, yet they are not seen to be equally happy ; and like the fatneaa of Devadatta who
doo» not eat during the day^ such diversity cannot be explained by any seen causes ; and,

as in the case of Devadatta, the Apparent Inconsistency of fatneee with faeting in the

day is explained by postulating the fact of his eating at night, which is not teen by the

people; so too, in the case in question, the Apparent Inconsistency of the equality Of
all woftdly advantages with the inequality in the degree of happineee can be explained,

only by postulating an unseen agency, to which Is given the name of * Duty.’*' Service

or etudy,"~-io., two persons serving the king equally well, are fonnd to be rewarded

differently ; and similarly two men studying the same snbleot under exactly similar

otrcumstaaoes, are fonnd to differ in their acquirements. And these discrepancies

can be explained only by the agency of Dharma and Adharma,—the former causing

superiority, and the latter inferiority.

EE Even in the case of snoh aotiona as the “ A^ramfidha’* sacrifice and ** Animal*

alanghter,’* we attribute their diverse results to the peculiar character of the actions

themselves^ and not to any extraneous cause. In the same manner, we could also

sttrlbute the diversity in the conditions of two men equally circumstanced to the

PsonUarities of their own nature, and not to any nnseen extraneous cause, as you would

seek to prove, by means of Apparent Inoonsistenoy.

lOK The last Kirikis embody one kind of reply to the above objections. * But the

Author finds this reply inadequate; because If all diversity were due to natliie, one
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luid its contrary have not been differentiated, what opald be the. nee of

t’tbw mere yagne idea that there is iomeihmg (the oanse of diyeraity) f ”

-106407s Would pain resalt from Saorifiooi da, or, pleasure from

Slaughter and the like P And from what sorts of Action, what sort of

efteets-*-Heayen, children, do.*-won1d resalt P
’

Until one has a definite idea as to these facts, he is never led to

take np any action. What is here sought after is the root (cause) of such

knowledge as forms part of such activity.

108. Therefore though the Means in general may have been^ ascer-

tained, no specification (of the Means) is possible, except through the

Veda; and it is an enquiry into this special Means (of knowing Duty),

that has been declared by the author of the aphorisms.

109. And when the special Means has been recognised, even the

cognition of the Means in general, which is included in tlie former, would
be got at through the Veda; and hence (Arthfipatti) cannot be the means
(of knowing even the generic form of the Means).

110. And as with Arth&patti, so too there could be no similarity (of

the Veda) with Inference. If it be urged that Inference is based upon the

aad the seme men ooald not be both rich and poor, even at different periods of bis

life I for bis noeurs would remain the same all along. For this reason, he offers another

reply, the sense of which is that ** Apparent Inooosistenoj ** would only prove that

there must be some unseen cause for the diversity; but unless the character of the

uuseeu cause—^ther as Duty or otherwise—is ascertained, the mere knowledge of the

fbot of there being such a cause of diversity could not serve any purpbse ; and certainly,

** Apparent Inconsistency " could give ns no clue as to the nature of the cause; and as

SBbh, it could never be the means of knowing Duty.
i01 The knowledge which forms an integral part of activity is based upon the

Veda; and hence ** Apparent Inconsistency” cannot have any application in this case.

108 ” Apparent Inconsistency” only serves to prove that the aforesaid diversity

has an unseen cause.

189 This Ktrika anticipates the following objection: "Inasmuch as * Apparent
IniDOUsistenoy ’ Iwings about the idea of the cause in general, and the Veda that of the

eoiisi^—;we should say that the means of knowing Duty consists in ^AKMUQsnt
j^ooudstenoy and the Veda,’ combined; and not in the Veda alone.” The sense of

the reply is tliat Apparent Inconsiotenoy ” proving the general, is unable to giveany
IdMof thepMicular i whereas the Veda proving the partienlar would apply to the
psasfol'also I because an idea of the former indudes that of the latter.

\
'

11^ Some people urge that the argument contained in the above objeotioak net
Instance of "Apparent Inconsisteney,” but one of ordinary Inferanoe, per medus

poilSns,.bamd upon the Invariable oonoomi^ the cause in genend, with the.eieot

In^j^siMi and t^ua the Veda too oomes to be nothing but a part of inteenee.^ Wie
that tlMse pebple have also been refuted by the above lefutethm of

^
oOnstrue ae **na onwminmia^,

0M but thii oonstmcUon is not r%bti in as much as the ofnietpikt

dM WpHoalimty of Analogy i” and as smA it woaM teaai|ie!Me4£t
|$.Ssiiyviwmeipe^
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(w^ reply that) in eeaei tb. .

would belong to O^^tter) (and not to the biferenoe).

111. The assertion,—^that the ‘Linga’ (and other factors of Infer-

enoe) are not perceptible by the organa of Sense, beoanae of the undefined

character (of Sense-perception) ”—is not con^t; because we hold Senae-

peroeption to be applicable to well-defined (concrete) cognitions also, as

helping the comprehension of the form of the object.

112. First of all, there is a o<^nition in the shape of mere oh9ervaH<m

in the abstract, which is undefined,—similar to the cognition of the infant

Lor the dumb, arising purely out of the object by itself (without any

[

qualifications).

113. And at that time neither any specification nor a generalisation is

recognised; what is cognised is only the object, the substratum of these

(generalisation and spedficatiop).

114-116. Others (the Vedftntists) lay down a Summum Genus ” in

the shape of “ Being ” {Sat)^ which they call “ Substance ”
; and

through this, they hold “ generalisation ” to bo the object of perception

The meaning of the second half is that if ** Inference be made to depend npon

the Yeda, for the sake of the cognition of special canses, then we would hare the Veda

itself, as the independent cause of the cognition of the general as well as the particular.

ill It has been urged that there oan be no perception of the Linga, fto. i beoanse

** Perception** oonsists of undefined (abitraot) oognition, which oannot gire rise to any

premises, as these latter consist of definite concrete ideas. It is this theory that is

controrerted herei It is not an absolute rule that all ** Sense-peroeptlon '* must always

consist of undefined abstract oognition 5 as we shall prore later on that we apply the

name *^Bense-peroeption” also to the oognition of the form of the object, which is

weU-defiued end concrete, and is brought about by the aotiou of the Ssnse-organi,

following olosely npon the undefiaed abstract cognition, in oonneotlon ,witb the came

object} and H is quite reasonable to assert the precedence of such oonoreto oognitioB,

to *' Ihlerenoe’* and the rest.

ll^ Some people deny abstract cognition, altogether. Thefr reasoning fs tbisi

“All OQgaition is eendrete, beoanse it is always accompanied by eapreseion in words^

In o^inasy^eipedeiioe, we do not come aoroic any oognition, wbioh is not aooompealed

by rntbel ttprest^Air. We enquire ieto the rarions means of oognition^ only for the

sake pjf qrdhMisy eqqiefienoe, and we do not find any eaperienee based npoA an|r pniily

ahili^ option } in ae amob as all esperienoe is oonorete and dsfinitS.

tiouniqi WinlMate aw aeccmpaiilad by rerbsl expKaatloa» in its salAlasI

AOi Aa.** -

•» o» tu»{ wiu* i.kw>TOM(. gw.rriity*’

«idwluittolwow»M U tfcrt

airMW.(Mt.«dii«l.indMdiult M4U i.t]Mgi«t iWMii.U(ir ttek tcnm th. o«W
*»* l-to« to ooMW*. pMMpti.^

— iftwrurtwi 'mm, «* wsogiitaa,- •• Uhgpmmim t. MrUl4
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(j.e., the undefined abetiuot cognition) ; the ** epeoifioations ” being oc^ised

by* moans of well-defined oonorete cognitions. Some of these specific

obaitmters again are peculiar to eaoh individual, while some are common

to many. And without such recognition of these (specific characters),

through specification and generalisation, there would be no difFerence

between the perception of the cow and that of the horse.

117. This is not correct; because (even in the case of abstract

cognition) we find eaoh individual object to be distinct from others

;

and because the difference cannot be expressed, that is no reason why

its existence should be totally denied.

118. Even in the case of an undefined abstract cognition, there is

a perception of the object, in its two fold aspect (general and specific).

118-119. And this cognition (of the double aspect of an object) only

serves to point out its real character ; by the cogniser, however, it is

perceived in its pure (unqualified) foim only. It is not cognised as

anything special^ because there is no exclusion of others ^ (objects) ; nor is

it cognised as general^ because there is no definite idea as to the inclusion

of other special objects.

120. And it is only after some time that the object comes to be

characterised by such specifications as the class ” and the rest
; and the

in If the great genus ** Being*' alone were the object of Abstract Oognition, then

we woold have exactly the same cognition (so long as it remains undefined), with regard

to all objects. But, as a matter of fact, such is not the case; since we find that the

abstract oognition with regard to one object differs from that with regard to another.

Though this differenosroannot verywell be expressed in words, yet this non-expressibi-

lity cannot prove its npu-existenoe.

lit That is to say, it is not only the general aspect of an action that is cognised

by. Abstract Peroeptipn.

118.119 To this view, of Abstract oognition relating to the double aspect of an
object, it is objected, that, in the course of such abstract oognition, there is no idea

of either the generic or the specific aspect of the object; and as such, tl^ above view
sounds much like a o(mtradiction of facts* The reply is that we do not mean Diat in

.the course of abstract cognition, there is any comprehension of either the inclusion

or the eeciusion of different objects, in or horn the object cognised ; all that we mean
by mentioning the*** twofold aspect of the object *' is, to state the character of the

object t that the object of Abstract Oognition is such as has a twofold aspect. What
is oMUprehended by the cogniser is the object, pure and simple, without any qnalifica-

tionsi io. I and, in abstract oognition, this object is not cognised as anything particular g

^soaM Abstraot Oognition does not serve to seclude other objects ; nor is it perceived

s anything general t because Abstraot oognition does not include other objects.

awsefwe what is comprehended by means of Abstraot Oognition is only the object,

ore aimj^e ; and this object is such as has the twofold character of the general

nd the porticnlar ; and this is all that we mean.
IM j^iptiaot Cognition is followed by a oognition which serves to specify the

bjeot, yrith referenjse to ** class" ** action** and ** property" and this definite

N%nition is also held by ns to be inolnded in ** Sense-perception '* and this name thos

omes to apply both to Abstraot and Oonorete cognitions.
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oo^ttion, by means of which such speoifioations are arrived at| is also

included in Senae-pi'eception.

121. And the reason for this is that the means of this Ihti^r oogni*

tion is the sense-organ ;
though the cognition is not actually located in it;

For this reason, the fact of the sense-organ being incapable of remembrance

cau not preclude well-defined (concrete) cognition (from Sense-preception).

122. Because the cognition is located in the soul ; and it is this (the

soul) that is found to be the cogniaer ; and this (soul) has also the power

of Eemembering, as also of Recognising (the facts of past experience).

123. Therefore when the contact of the object with the sense-organ

is present, the person,—though specifying the object, through Memory, by

means of its own characteristics,—comes to have the sensuous perception

of that object.

124. And this (perception) being dependent upon the Senses, is

rightly attributed to them (i.e., called ‘Sense-perception’); and that

which is produced without the contact of the senses is not called ‘ Sense-

perception.’

125. All cognition, that follows from froquent specifications of this'

sort, is said to be “ Sense-perception,” in accordance with their connection

contact or with the organs of Sense.

126. Because the objects in a lying-in room (which is closed on all

sides) are not visible to those who have just entered it, from outside;

that does not lead to the conclusion that such objects are not perceptible

by the Senses.

Ml It is urged that ** it has already been declared that* aen»e perception is the

cognition brought about by the action of the sense-organs ;
the spooifloations howeror

are arrived at through the remembrance of the class and wefton, Ac ,
of the object;

but the sense-organs have no capacity of remembering ; hence a concrete cognition can

never be sensuous** In reply to this, it is said that this objection would apply to ns

if we held that the sense-orgpins serve to specify the objects, after having remembered

the class, Ao. As a matter of fact, however, we do not hold any suoh view ; in fact,

the sense-organs are only the means of cognition ; and the cognition and its memory In-

here in the Soul, Therefore our theory is not open to the objection based upon the

ineapdbility, of the senses, to remember.

M® A man happens to see a certain object belonging to one class j and alter some

time when he happens to see another object of the same kind, he remembers the fact

of his having previonsly seen the former object ; and then he comes to recognise the

two objects as belonging to the same class. And the latter object being still before

his eyes, be comes to have a well-defined and specified ** Sense-perception** of the

object ( in as much as the operation of the sense-organ continues all along.

IM That is to say, even though it is aided by Bememberance, the causal efficiency

belongs to the senses themselves.

Though there may be many such specifications, yet, so long ns tliey are brought

about in acoordance with Sense-contact, Uiey cannot bnt be included in the aam^

’’Sense-perception.'*
,

IIS That is to say, the name “ Sense-perception” is not restricted to snob percep-

tions alone as are produced immediately after the operation of the Seme-organs.

12



' ^ 127. And jast m in this ewie, tbe persons, nt first, apprehending

onTj a semblance of the objects, subsequently come to hare a clear and

definite perception of their real form ; so, in the same manner (would one

come to have a definite cognition) of the specific propet^ties (class, Ac.),

of the object (after having had an undefined idea ci these).

128. If, after having obsmnred an object (in the abstract), one- were

to close his eyes and then determine the object (in the concrete),—this

would not be Sense-perception, because of its not following from a contact’

of the Sense-organ.

129. The Soul and the rest could be the cause also of such concrete

cognitions, as are not connected with the Sense-organs ; therefore the only

reason, why concrete cognitions are attributed to the Senses, lies in the

fact that the Sense-organ alone is a means that brings about only such

cognition as is connected with the senses.

130. In the undefined abstract cognition also, the Sense is not the

no In the instance cited, though, at first, the person peroeires only the semblance

of the two objects, yet, sabseqaently, he comes to hare a definite perception of the

objeota themselves | but this too is brought about by means of the eyes alone. In.the

same manner, in the case of definite concrete cognition, though the first contact of the

sense would only give rise to an undefined abstract cognition, yet, subsequently—^the

contact of the Sense-organ continuing all the time—the person would come to have a

welbdeflued perception of the various speciflo properties

—

genus, property, Sbo.—of the

objects} and it is this that constitutes conereto cognition. And as the Sense-contact

has all along continued to operate, such cognition cannot but be called ** Sense-percep-

tion.”

Its Because the closing of the eye has ent off the Sense-contact.

This Karika anticipates the following objection: *'The Means of Concrete

Oogifition are manifold,—such as the Soul and the rest } in that case, why should such

oogplticn be spedfioally attributed to the organs of Sense, and be milled senmious f The
sense of the reply is that.names are given to objects, in accordance with such an aspect

of it, as belongs exclusively to the object in qnestion. In the present Instance the

agency of the senses alAie is such as belongs exclusively to Concrete Cognition, the

agency of the Soul, Ac., belonging also to other kinds of cognition—suoh^ the

Ipferentiai, TerM, Ac., and as snob it is only right that It should be called wnmoiiff.

MO The 'finA h^f of this Karika Implies that the objection pointed out in the last

note does not hold. If It be, urged that *'the Concrete Cognition, following, upon
Atotrsiot Cognition, must be held to have this latter for its oanse, and cannot be attri-

lotted ^ the senses^^’-^then, we reply that even then, inasmuch as it is brought about,

ihlEpugh the Interventiou of Abstract Cognition, by means of the senses alone, it can

bMtuaUed Sensuous.** This would be quite compatible with ordinary usages (--•.p.,

1m ywine pankaja ” (slap-bora) that is given to the lotas, caunot belong to it IttersUp;

t^e Uftus ia prodneod dlreoUy, not ftom the mad, but from the balboas rooti yet

afithisAl^e, the name does apply to the Iotas, simply mi the ground of its being

|HtodhCcd.^fr|m tbe mad, tbrough the intervention of the balboas root. The asssrMon

conyehtlonally lestHot the name Ssass-jwrmpttoa to ConorCte Ooghl-

tion^-r-bai^bs that v we did not oall In the aid of eoausattonal ass^ the alganiiilt»

^bpied upon tbe fhot of (Is being latsmodtafslp produced by the sensei^ wonld ap^l^ to

'Wiijftrsasii n)sci.whicb too would c(Mao .to bocalled Ssast-psrssjpti^ as being ptodi|jDed
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only CN% tbe name * SenM-peroeption * might be said to apply, by
confentumal usage, to that wliioh is prodaoed intermediately thereby (i.a,

by sensnons peitmption),—as in the case of the word ** PaAkaja."

13 !• Or, this conventional usage too may not apply to tlie case of
such concrete cognition as is of itself (naturally) known to be iWMaow^
which is not the case with abstract cognition. *

132. For us all meanings of words, are comprehended, through the

usage of old (experienced) people. And the sense in which a word has

been used by these (old people), cannot be separated from it.

183. It is only the observation (and classidcation) of established

facts, that ought to be done by enquirers
; and a certain fact which is

known to all men as established, cannot be set aside by (new1y*devised)

definitions.

134. Again, how can dependence on iSfen«e*oryan be said to apply to

the Self-recognition of the cognition P If it be urged that ** the mind
would serve as the reqnisiste Sense-organ, in that ca8e,’*^then the same
would also apply to the case of (such specifications of ‘class,* Aa, as) the

eUui “ oow ** and the like.

185. If it be urged that it is only meant to be applicable to “ Self-

recognition,’*—'(we reply that) people do not mean it so. Therefore we
must have recourse either to usage, or to conventional technicality.

136. And again, as the sensuous character of pleasure pain, Ac.,

is due to the fact of the mind being a Sense-organ, so, in the same manner,

by the tenses intermediaUly^ What the author means is that the word Sense-percep*

tion” is yogarH4ha.”

lU This anticipates the <^jectioii that we find people using the name "Sense-

peroeption" with regard to Concrete Cognition, and yet wo find that the oorreot

definition of the name does not apply to such Cognition.

If Concrete Cognition is not aooepted to be sansaoiif,—how can the Bnddhist

say that the eognitwn of tho eogniHon, hy iUelf, ia doe to i^e action of thesensea?

For anoh Self-reoognition cannot proceed directly, from any Senae-organ.

Only meant to 6s, ^c."—booause the mind, being an internal organ, oonid not

appiy to sstoraol objects} but the Self-reoognition of Cognition is a purely internal

prooess, and as snob, ooald be offeoted by the internal organ of the mind. The sense

of the reply is that people accept the applicability of the mind eren to the perception

of sstofMd objeets—like the elaee " cow** and the like.

“ ITs must have reconrte, ^c.**—The sensnons oharaoter of Self-recognition being

thus denied, it is only Conoreto Cognition that oan be Mn#uous. And if it be urged

that—** iiiasmnoh as the mind is an internal organ, and Concrete Cognition does not

follow direetly ^rom Senie-oontaot, snoh Co^ition' cannot be eeneuoue,**—we reply that

auiee we have already proved the sensoona oharaoter of Conerete Cognition, if yon

do not find ft to be directly amonabie to the fnao^on of any of the eleven organs ^
••we, yon most have reooncse to tecknieality, or eanvenHonal neage, on whioh would b4 '

bMedtbe feet of Ocmerete Cogs^tlon beiog inolnded in "Sense-peMoption}** o|nea;W;^

Mnoiis oharaoter of sofsii Cognition cannot, in any ease, be denied*

i^ .The opiponent alee aooepto Pieatnce and Pain to be ssiMaoiM.
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yftmXi the senanoiis oharaoter of the specifioation of clasi^ Ao.f also be due to

the same caase.

137. And, aa in yonr case, even when the fact of depending npon

the mind is the same (in the cose of all cognitions), you specify it as

undefined abstract cognition,’* and thus accept only certain parts thereof

tb be sensnons,—so, the same could be done in our case also.

138. On account of the absence of the ' Linga ’ (middle term) this

(concrete cognition) cannot be said to be Inferential, Ac. And on account

of there being no notion of any contradiction, it cannot be said to be

tinauthoritative.

139. And again, on account of its not having been perceived before,

it cannot be Remembrance.” Therefore it must be * Sensuous ’
; such

is also the common usage and belief.

140. ** Chtss^ Ac., being objects foreign to the object perceived,

'

the notion thereof in connection with the object, which is not identical

with them (Olasa, Ac.), can only be a case of false attribution ;
and as such

it is similar to the ordinary misconceptions of the mirage and the like.”

141. It is not so
;
because it is not possible that the cognitions of a

horae and other objects, should always be cases of false attribution
;
specially

181 Like Abstraot Oogaition, Oonorete Oognition is brought about by the mind

;

and yet the Buddiiist deftnea sensuous perception, aa unAejineA and obsfraet; and

thereby oonflnea sensuousness to the self-recognition of Cognitiona, and deniea it in

the oaae of auoh oognitiona aa that of the class
** cow.” In the aame manner, even

when the fact of being produced by the mind is common to Sense-perception, Inference,

Analogy, Ao., we oould reatriot the name to the cognition of such objeota as are not

removed from the Sense-organs, That is to say, aa the other party restricts the name to

one class of Oognition, dogmatically, without any reasonable grounds for so doing,—we
oonld also do the aame. The Karika refers to the objection that—** if the mere fact of

being produced by the sense of mind be the sole criterion of Sense-perception, then

Inference, &o,, would also become included in it.” The sense of the reply is that as

the Buddhist dogmatically excludes all other cognitions, except the Abstract, from
*' Sense-perception,” we would also dogmatically exclude Inference, dw.

189 As Concrete Cognition cannot be either Inferential, or Verbal, or basek upon

Analogy i nor can it be said to be altogether untrustworthy ) it must be accepted as

'* Sense-perception'** there being no gpround for our denying such acceptance.

180 This Karika embodies the Vedantio objection : ” We grant that Concrete Cogni-

tion cannot be Inferential, do. i but we cannot agree to its being always authoritatire.

BecauM Concrete Cognition consists in the attribution of Class, Action, do., to an

altogether different object (viz,, the individual object of perception ) { and as such, it

cannot but be false.’*

181 Says the Nydyaratnahara : ** Class, do., are not altogether different from

the Individual. It is a fact of common experience that the individual ’cow*

ia recognised aa such, only when it is found to be identical • with the Class *eow*

(withoci^^whioh it oould never be known aa *oow*). This oonld not be, if the Indivi-

dual were totally different from the Class. Such recognition of the identity of the

Individual with the Class is the only means of knowing the Class; hence there must

be an identity between the Individual and the Class.”
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M we liold ibhei the Olois (Jetton and Prt^orty) are not totally different

from the Individual (object of perception).

142. If the qualification were entirely different 'from the qualified^

then, how could the qualification always produce, in the qualified (object)!

a cognition preoisely similar to itself ?

143. The perception, of the colour of shellac in a piece of rock-

crystjalf belongs only to the ignorant, and is false (mistaken),^ for the

wise,^ there is a recognition of difference (between the real form of the

crystal, and the reflected one of shellac).

144. Whereas the individual object has never been seen as separated

from OlasSy &c, ; nor have those latter been over seen apart from the

^dividual,—as is the case with the rock-crystal and the shellac.

145. In the case of the crystal and shellac too, if the difference were

never perceived by anybody,—whereby could the apparent oorrectness of

the peroeption of the red colour (in the rock-crystal) be ever set aside P

146. Nor can there be any assumption of an extraneous relation

subsisting among objects proved to be inseparable* Because there can be

no such relation between unaccomplished objects. And if a member of the

relation be said to be accomplished (before the relation is established) then

there is no inseparability.

147. Such being the case, there is no ground for postulating a

** QuaZiyieation*’—Glass, Action and Property. Qualified ’’—the Individual

objoot. If the Glass were something other than the Individual, then the idea of the

latter conld not be invariably concomitant with that of the former.

143 The Yedanti urges that if
** Sense-perception ” were always authoritative, then

the notion of redness in the OEjstul would also be true. The sense of the reply is clear.

The crystal and the lac are not always found to be oonoomitant ; while the

Individual is invariably found to be concomitant with the Glass, and vice versd.

Therefore the instance of the crystal and lao cannot apply to the present case.

1*3 If the crystal were always accompanied by the lac, and if it were inseparably

connected with it, then the perception of redness in the crystal conld not but be

acoeptcA as trne.

IM The Yai^dshikas hold that Class, Aetian, Ac., ore entirely different from the

Individual
; and they are fouml to be invariably oonoomitant with the latter, simply

because they are inseparably related to it, by the permanent relation of 'Bamavaya’

(Inherence). The Sense of the objection to this theory is that no relation can subsist

between any two objects, that are not already known to be established entities ( and
thus, if either member of the relation be accepted as being an established entity, prior

to the assertion of the relation, then the inseparability ceases. Hence no rel^ion

between inseparable objects being possible, there can be no snob thing as ** Samavaya.*’

W *« Sneh being the ease, There being no inseparability, there is no reason to

•ssert any such relation as the ** Samavsya.” And thus no relation being perceptible!

we oonld not recognise either the Individual or the Class, And there being no ground
for relation, there could be no relation among the categories—among which the only

mUtkm hrid by the Yaiodshika to subsist Is that of ** Samaviya,” which has been
pw>ve^ to be non sst.



(beiveeti iha Olau and (he > nor oonld weceoogi^

imy relatioa (o sabsist amonn^ (he six oetegones (hemeelTeet

148. The aepeneiion from SamavSya wonld lead to mntnal Bepamtion

(among objeeto' said to be related by SamavSya) ;
and if the ^(enoe

of (heee were eertaui then there would be no limit ;
beoanee of ite being

aooompa|^ied by another, and eo on, ad itfflnitunh

140, If it is urged that the “ Samavftya being identical wi^ tto

form (of the objects themselves), no assumption of any other relatiitm is

neoessary,”*—(hen on aoconnt of this identity, the SamavSya may be only a

parHonlar form of the qualification and the qualified ( Olau and Indtvtd^ol).

,150. Because if it (Samavftya) is different fifom them (the objects

Olass and Individual), then it cannot subsist as a relation (between these

two) }
if, on the other hand, it be identical with those two, then they

cannot be different (from one another).
. ^

151. “ But the object—such as the ‘ cow ’ f. i.—not being percoiTOd

apart from its properties, it wonld be only an aggregate of these properties

(and have no independent existence of its own,—like the forut and tJther

like things).”

162. The Object is that which permeates through snob (propernes;

as have the character of appearance and disappearance, prior to the

comprehension of the properties themselves.

163. Therefore the object—that is perceived, by people, in the form

IM The qnesUon is—“Is the SemorSyo itseUf reUteclto the objects among whom

it is said to snbsUt, <w is it not?” If it is not, then there can he no Bamavdya with

regard to the objects. And if it is, then this relation of Bamaviya with the objects

wonld in need of another relation, and so on, there being no end of SamavayM

I4t The objedtion is that Samavaya is nothing more or lem than the form* of the

objects themselves. • The reply is that in that case, the ValoSshika drifts towardsw
theory > Inasmooh as we also assert that the ohjeots—the g«ol(/ie«t»ea ‘ Olass oM t e

oiialiM * Individnal,’ hetween which yod assort the relation of Bamaviya—w identi-

mt| and yon also hold that the reiotioa between them is that qf idsattiy, whieh oomes

til ThS aiming of the objection is that the object is not found to dtiter tltom its

nropertiesi it is only an agglomeration of the properties t jnst as the for^ is only

«f trees in it| and further, wo Itave only live senses; and all those have thrtr

parpoM only In apprehending fire sets of propertiee. Ooneeqnently, at there le no

' Mnsa, we ean never neroelve anything besides these properties.

M The sense of the reply to the last Kiriki is that the properties —eolcnv, fd.—

have the of tvpt«ri»t and diMppsor<n|f-e.g., the prssimeis of tlw *mit dis-

appears, and ysKewnsss t^psars; theiefore it is that which conforms with boto thm

(the one going and the other coming), which is the ol^eot, tbefrriti^
tUs 'tusk he diffeiwnt from both yrsmnsm and yeltowness; inasmuch as while the

fSrmeryias dIssiTeared, and toe latter has appeared, tto /Hift it^ bM^sh^^
^Sy.samet and it is posrible to have a cognition, (toodf^ only uadeBned and in

‘^ toiiteaot) iti toe fruit, as apart from Ito properties

tit %ia sums np. the anthoritative eharaetsr of Ooneiete Oogmtiom tojis.ee*

\htinms >B.*^tob rotors to the Tedaatie elijaotioa bsonght ferwnrd in Kirihi M«.
;

=
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of (t^* BB specified hj these)—does not, bj this fact, become of

another form ; and heiioe it cannot be nntrnatworthj.

154. that object, whose diffeienoe from its propertied is olearl/

defi|ied,—even of this, the identity (with the properties) being permanenti

there'can be no falsity (or untrustworthiness) of its concrete cognition.

155. It is only that which, while having one cognisabLe form, is

o^iiiMd in another, that is false, and not that which is ^alwayi cognised iii

its own permanent form,

156. That which is cognised by more senses than one does not (only

.on that aoconnt) come to be of diverse forms; for if it were so, then

any and eveiy object would come to have diverse forins, on the ground of

^its being cognised by the (same) sense, as located in the bodies of different

persons.

157. If it be urged that ** in this case the senses of all person would

be*of the same class, and as such in a way identical,**—then we could hare

(the same in the other case also—the non^difference being based upon)

the sameness of the class “ Sense-organ.*’ The class ** Being’* too, is not

diverse, because of its cognition being always tbe same (even though it

is cognisable by all the five Sense-organs).

158. Colour, Taste, Odour, do not become identical with one

another
; beoause of the difference in their cognitions. The Singleneti and

This anticipates the following objection of the Buddhists : An object cognised

by tbe senses of tonoh and sight would oome to have dirersa forins. ITor If even on
tlie diversity of the comprehending org9,% there were no diversity in tbe forins of the

object oomprehendedi then there would be no difference between smell and colour, Ac.

If it be urged that the eiots * Being* is perceived by means of all the ftve senses,—wo
deny this { beoause no such class can be perceived by the Sve senses. And if you assert

a oommixture of the Sense-organs, then it would be superflnons to postulate more
than one Sense-organ—that of Tonch, for instance; and the fanotions of all tbe other

ensee might be accepted as congregating in tBis alone.’* The sense of the reply is

that the mere fhot of being oognised by more senses than one does not eonstiiuto

Buffloiei^ gronnd for postulating a diversity in its forms. For if that fact were the

sole grouniil for diversity, then even the object perceived by means of a single sense,

w<^ to be taken as diverse ; inasmuch as the object is cognised by many persons,

andas snM there is a diversity in the comprehending sense—this diversity be^ that

of the senscNi as belonging to various persons.

The objeotor says that though the one sense—of Tonoh, f may belong to

diftereut pereeiis, yet everyone of these is the '* Sense of Tpaoh ’*
; and aa snob there

ia no real diversity in the comprehending organ. The meaning of the reply is that

though the Sense of Tonoh may differ from tho Sense of Sight, yet both oqnally axe

’’Senaes** and aa anoh, in onr oaae toe, there ia no real divecsily. Though thecteia

’Being* ia Oogniaable hf all the aenaea, yet ita oognltion being of the aame form, in idl

Mea, iBmoaot be aaid to have many forma.
IM Inihe aame mennsir, oolonr, taate, 4o., cannot be said to be identieali

all of ahem are oognised to be of the sopw oboraoter. We can howevy call thetf

taking them aa foraiag parla of the cUm “ Being,** and many **

wh^ ilny iig taken in their xeapootive individital forma d eoleiir, taate, 4
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manxfoldfiess of these may be explained as being due respectively, to their

being considered collectively as ** Being,’* or individually, as ** Colour,”

“ Taste,” “ Odour,” &o.

159. In some cas^s, there being a commixture of various Sense*

functions, we conclude that the Sense-organ functioning is not one ; because

in certain cases we have a definite idea as to the respective importance of

the various Sense-functions, based upon the comparative strength aud

weakness of the Sense-organs.

160-161. As for instance, in the case of the Mind, we find that with

regard to Colour, Ac., it functions in conjunction with the eye, and the

other Sense-organs ;
while with regard to pleasure, pain, Ac., we find

it functioning independently by itself. The absence of commixture in

one case does not necessitate its absence in every case ;
nor does the

perception of commixture in one case necessitate its presence in another

case.
, ^

162. Because we find that there is a remembrance of sound, even on

'the destruction of the ear ; and also because we find that on such destruc-

tion, there is no perception of any present sound ;—we conclude that

there is a definite standard (regulating the relative importance of the

senses).

in This Kurlka refutes the objeotion of the superfluousness of postulating .more

tban one sense. The meaning is tW, because taro functions of two senses become

mised up in the cognition of a single object, it does not follow that there is only one

Bense-organ i since as a matter of fact, we find that one, whose sense of vision is

strong, and that of audition weak, sees distant objects, but does not hear distant sounds,

nnd vies verad. Such adjustment of the Sense-functions could not be posmble, if the

Sense-organ were one only. Therefore, even though any two Sense-functions may

lieoome mi]^ed np in the cognition of an object, get the two Sense-organs remain

distinct.

W.®! Those Kiirlkss have in view the objeotion that Coming across a oommix-

tme of Sense-functions, in the case of the cognition of Substance, we might also infer

the commixture to belong to the cases of Colour-perception and the rest.” l?\e sense

of the reply is that, that which has been seen to exist in one case, cannot necessarily

be said to exist in every other case. As for instance, we find that, in the case of the

cognition of colour, Ac., we find the mind functioning with the help of the external

organs, the eye and the rest, whereas in the oases of Remembrance, Pleasure, and the

the mind is found to function by itself alone. In the same manner, of the

organs, the eye, Ac., also, there would be a commixture in the case of the

Qognition of substancs, while in the cases of the perception of colour, sound, Ac., each

bf these organs would be functioning, each by itself.

m This KIrlki explains how we come to infer the fixity of the application of the

mind,' functioning as stated in the last Karika. Inasmuch as we find that one, who

is totsiyij deaf, rsmsmbsrs sounds, and feele pleasure, Ac.,—we infer that, for remember-

lap sndyMIiwpleaeum, Ac., the mind functions independently of the external Sense-

bkgani. On the other band, we find that the deaf are incapable of perceiving any

soundeatike present timei and thence we conclude that in the perm^tum Of .such

Qunds, Ae4‘^e mind stands in need of the external Sense-organs.
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163. If thR Sonse^organ were only one, in all oases, then either OTOpj*

thing or nothing would be perceived. If it be nrged that we postulate

different oapaoities (or fnnotions) of the same Sense-organ,-^then, these

oapaoities themselves could be said to be so many distinct organs of sense.

16l4. A deaf person would also hear sounds, if (in tho perception of

sound) thero were a commixture v^ith the eye, Ac.
; and also if the mind

were independent (of the external organs) with regard to the cognition

of present objects.

165. The deaf person oonld not remember any sound, if the ear were

the sole cause of memory; or (if you assert his remembrance to be

(Spontaneous, and not due to any cause, then), like remembrance, he would

also have a cognition of the present sound (which is not possible).

166. And on the other hand, there could not be any subsequent

remembrance of the sound, if the mind had no share in its comprehension,

at the time of its cognition by the ear ;
nor could there be the non-

remembrance of all other things (at the time of the perception of sound).

167. If the person were not dependent upon the Sense-organs,

then he would have a simultaneous cognition of all things at once;

because by himself, he consists of pure consciousness.

163. Therefore in some places, we mustaocept exclusive fixity, as well

ite The poBtulating of five different fnnotions for any one Sense-organ, is the same

as postnlatiiig five distinct Sense-organs.

If there were eommiMture alone, there oonld be no restriction, 1/ tJie mind,

Beonase though the deaf have no ears, yet they havo their minds intact.

IM This Kirlka anticipates the following objection t
** The cognition of sound

could be explained as being dne solely to the ear ; why call in the aid of the mind P
”

The sense of the reply is that, there oonld not be a remembrance of any partionlar

sound, if the mind had nothing to do with its previous perception. And farther, we
find that an absent-minded person, though with his eyes all right and quite open, is

nnable to see anything. And again, after a certain object^^ouncZ, f.i.—has been

peroeivgd, one does not, by that means, remember all other objects, colour, and the

rest. Therefore we conolnde that the mind, the organ of romembrance, has got

something to do with the perception of objects. Because if we w,pre to accept the

agency of the mind with regard to memory, without admitting the fact of its having

something to do with the object at the time of its being perceived by the Sense-organ,

then we would be landing ourselves on an absurdity,—that of the perception of one

object bringing about the remembrance of all other objects ; since, in that case, there

wonld be nothing to restrict the agency of the mind to any partionlar object.

IVI A eoion of the Yedsnti asserts that the Self itself consists of pure conscious-

ness I and as snob, all cognition is only natnral to it; whence there is no necessity of

having either external or internal organs of perception. The Ksrlka means to say

that if each were the case, then all sorts of cognitions, of all things in the world,

would be crowding upon the person, all at once,

Mt Through the character of their effect, in the shape of cogniUoo, we infer tho

copabilities ^of the eognUer and the cognised i and from these, we infer that, in certain

ins in that of eolottr—>there Is no eornmiatwre i while in otherswiie in that 0
•hhtfmici wo have a commintwre,

W
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M odmmktare, in aooorda&M oharaoter of tbe cognition^—41ies6

ifro being assamedi from the oapabilitiee of the cognisable (object) and

the cognlsiiig (organ), in accordance with the/nffeots of tbesoi in the

shape of the resultant cognition.

169. The divisions, of the eje, &o., as well as colour, ftc., are limited

to five only. Therefore though there are many such subdivisions as the

Bias, Bed, Ac., yet there is no necessity of postnlating innumerable organs

(for the perception of each of these).

170. For this reason, we conclnde that it is by means of all ihefive

organs of sense that we have the cognition of the class ‘‘ Being ” and the

class ** Quality ; of the Snbstanoe ” and the ** Shape ” (of objects), th^

cognition is cansed by two (Sight and Tonoh)
; and of Oolour and the rest,

by only one (the eye, d;G. one by one).

171. (Obj.). Though identical with the Glass, &c., yet the idea (of

an object) would be false, on account of its being brought about, through

identification with the word ;—as is the case with the idea of Oolour and

the rest.**

172. (Bep.). The cognitions of objects, as produced, are not in the

!orm of identification with words. Because the ideas produced by words

ure exactly similar to those that have been brought about before the use of

she words.

173. (Obj.). But the idea of the form of the eow, in the shape of

As does cow, never appears, until there has been a recognition of the

relation subsisting between the word * cow ’ and the object (it denotes).’*

XM As we have the restricted applications of the Sense-organs, to such objects as

ZVists, Colour, Ac.,—«.s., the cognition of colour is restricted to the eye and so on

;

therefore we accept these as five distinct organs ; but in the case of Bins, ^d, ac.»

there is no such restriction,—all colour being equally perceptible by the eye alone,—

therefore these are not accepted as separate subdivisions.

170 This sums up the conclusions arrived at.
^

' 111 The iwnse of the objection embodied in the Kirlka hi this i The object being

MonUoal with Clou, Action and JPtoporty, we grant the trtljitrorthiiieas of the cognitios

^ vnoli identit^s 'bnt the word, in which this idea hr’ expressed, is something qhiti

yllyrent (from the objsct, and the Class, die.) i therefore the idea, as identlBed witi

expressed in) the toords, cannot but be false. Such words as * Obw* and the liln

dea^ the 0la$§j Action and FropoHyi and as such, specify such eloM as belns

forins of themselves; add ^n subsequently, they determine the particiilai

\ object, as mweified by such Class, dc. Thus then though there is no lalsttz

to the object as identifted with the Class, dM^^jrat the identiiloatloni^ Ihi

y^dth the ITords cannot be true. The proper t|M[b of different objeots to<

such objeots as identical with the and this identidcatioi

solouft the identifleatlon of the colour bias, ndth tbi

Lis«se./ •
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174 ** And if that (which appears ip the particular * cow *) were th#

form of the Oioity Ao., then even one who does not know the word * oo# *

would recognise the animal (as belonging to such and subh a clasSi

which is an absurdity). Thus then, both by Affirmative and Negative

premises we conclude that the object is identical with the Word.*'

174 (Bep.). Just as Cofour, Tauten Ac., are recognised, in their own
form, as different from one another, even before their expression in words,-*

so would it also be in the case in question. The fact of these having

different names (expression in words) is something quite different (from

the objects themselves).

176* Nor can an object be said to be not cognised, simply beoanse it

has not been specified by words. Therefore even he, who does not know
the word, can recognise the class * Cow,' Ac.

177. Even in the case of a cognition produced by contact with the

sense of hearing, there is no attribution of identity with words ; because

there is a difference between the object and the word, based upon the fact

of these being cognised by the Eye and the Ear (respectively).

178* It is only in the ascertainment of one property of an object

with innumerable properties, that the word serves as the means
; and it

could in no case, be the cause of the imposition of its own identity (upon

the object).

179. Nor is it possible for the form of the means to be imposed upon

lit The afflrmstife Premiss is: ** The idea of the cIom (*cow*) is brought about

only when the relation between the tvord C cow *) and the object (the Class) has been

duly ascertained** { and the Negative Premiss is :
** One who does not know the word

can have no idea of the object, as belonging to any particular ctoee.**

171 M we have the cognition of Colour, TatUs, Ao., in the abstract, oven

before the cognition of any relation between the word and the object,—so, in the same
manner, we could also have the ooguition of OUua, &c., even before they oome to be

ospieseed in words, in their own speoido forms, and not in the form of the words

(subseqtently rooogoised as denoting them). , One who knows tbo words is able to

remember the names of the class, dra., as something over and above the speoiflo fonne

of the words i and thereby he comes to give espression to them in words.

i'lV It has been argued in the ** Ylkyapadiya ** that ** one who doee not know the

word cannot have any idea of the class, beoanse no expression in words is possible for

him I and there oan be no snob Idea, in the abeenoe of a oorresponding verbal oxpree*

sioa.**
'

It has, also been deolaied that ** In the world there ie no idea which is not

exprofsed in words s all idea is cognised only as expressed in words.’* The Klriki

objeotp to this theory.

171 Sven in the case of a oognitkm aooompanied by Words, there is no notion of
an identity between the Word and the Object i beoanse the object is peroeived by tiba

whtte the Word is pogaised by the fieri and as snob, the oognitlons of th^pi

.

Msg mdienUy different, they ean nevfr be identioal.

Wndi have their nee in defining or efoglingoatoneouloi thaiwspr

aa cbjeeti in no caie do thay lead io any notion cf tbafr Mon^'irWi
the ^



it# ohjedf for it cannot in any way be held that the form of the lamp or

of ]the Sense (of sight), is imposed upon the Colour perceived.

180. If the class * Cow * be always cognised in the form of the word,—

.

then, inasmuch as no other form is cognised, how could there be any

difference between them, or any attribution of the form of the one to

the other P

181. And again, if there be non-difference, in reality, there can be no

falsity (in the identity)
;
and if there be any difference in their forms,

then there could be no chance of the said imposition
;
and the assumption

of such imposition would only be erroneous.

. 182. It is only by means of words that there can be any description

(pr mention) of the object that has been cognised. And for one who

would describe either the object or the word^ or the Idea, the only exproa-

sion that he could use is the cow.’*

183. And on account of this identity of expression (or description),

the hearer comes to conceive the identity, of the word, the idea and the

object, with the expression (used by the speaker).

184. Though the cause of eri'or is the same (in both cases) it is the

cognition and audition that are known as imposed upon the object, and not

i^e object upon those.

185. As a matter of fact however, the idea of the cow (the object)

is in the form of ' an animal with dewlaps, Ac.* ; of the ‘ word * (Go) is in

the form of the letters * Ga,’ Ac. ; and that of the ‘ idea * of these two

is without any (external) shape.

186. If the object were always cognised to be identical, in form, with

180 If the Individual and the Class wore both cognised in the form of the Word

alpne, then the Class and the Word, both being eternal, there would be an absolute

non^diflerenoe between the two } and thereby there could be no attribution of the form

of the Word on the Object or Claes. That is to say, the Class being cognised in the

form of the Word, and in no other form, it would become non-different from it.

181 ** Imposition ’’—which has been noted and denied in 170.
*

181 That Is to say, the Object, the Word, and the Idea of the object, can all be

described by the ^ expression ” the cow ”
; the Word only serves as the means of

describing to others what one has seen. And it is from this fact that arises the

erroneous notion that the word ie identical with the object,

181 The hearer reasons thus :
** Because the speaker uses the same expression in

^he case of all the three, therefore he must also, necessarily, have the same idea with

mgard to them, Ac., Ao.”

181 That is to say, the aforesaid imposition is only an errors as a matter ci fact,

,ihe loiin of the idea is different in each case.

188 gome people hold that the Word only serves to denote its own form ; and

ti^ey ^(^lara that there is an imposition of this form upon the individual Object.

The K&rlfca objects to this view, . on the ground that, if the object denoted by the

Word were identical with the Word, then we would have the absurdity of there being

go diil^nc^ between snob obj^s as the laying dice, the tree Terminalia MeHea and

bjbher objects,* that are all expressed by the same word ” Aksha ”s for the toordfemalniag
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the Kwriy^theh in tiie case of ench wordsM ^^Aksha” (and others with

several meanings), the (different objects), dice and the rest, would also

eome to be identical.

187. If it be nrg^d that “ there may be such an identity,"—(we reply)

that such identity is never recognised before the use of the word. If it

be urged that “ the same may be the case with the class eotr, Ac.," we
deny this ; because in this latter case we always see only one form.

188. In the case of the plant t&nmnalia belerica and the other two

(denotations of the word Aksha)^ there is no conformity of any one property

;

the only common factor being the denotability by the word * Aksba ’
; and

thus it is different from words denoting a class (in which there is con*

formity of properties among the various individuals constituting the Class)*

189. In the case of the word *Aksha’ however, we find tbi^eo forms

entirely different from one another. This could not be possible if theiw

were any imposition of the form of the word; as there is no difference in

the form of the word " Aksha," (which continues to be the same, what-

ever meaning it may be taken to denote).

190. If it be urged that "the word ‘Aksha* may be different (in

each case) "—we deny this
;
because as a matter of fact whenever this

word is used, there is always a doubt as to its present signification, which

would not be possible, unless the word remained the same (in the case of

all its significations)
;
and secondly, we also actually find that the fom of

the word is precisely the same (in all cases).

191. In the case of such words as "bbavati" and the like,—where

the lame, the forms of the objects, being identical with it, oonld not be different

from one another.

i87 The objection in the first half belongs to the Bauddha theory that the function

of a Word lies only in the eaclusion of eyerything other than the object denoted by it

;

and at such the meaning of the word ** Aksba " would only be the " negation of all

that is not^Akstta ” s and in this form, there cannot but be non-difference among the

objeote denoted by the Word. The Author replies that we do not recognise any such

identity, prior to the use of the Word j and without the recognition of snob a relation

(which aooor^ng to the Buddhist is necessary in the denotation of the Word), tbs

Word cannot have any meaning. The objection raised in the second half of the

Karika means that " the Mimansaka also holds the OloM *Cow* to bo one onlyi and

•s such, he will also hare to face the absurdity of the non-difference among thousands

of individual cows.” The reply to this is that, for the Mimansaka, there is no such

absurdity, inasmuch as all the individual oows are aotnally found to be identical (similar)

to one another, in their main shape, (the only difference being in the minor details).

190 Whenever a word with several meauinge is used, there is always a doubt as

to its true signifleation, which would not be possible, if the word did not remain the

ame in all cases. The theory here refuted is tliat the Word does not really ooniill

Of the leetera, bat of the “ spkota/* which is held to be pecoUar to each word, and on

whieh dependa the signification of the word.

^ " BhavatV^W the Locatifo of « Bhavan’ (yon), and also (2) the

Tense, Third Person,Bingn^ the root "hha” (tube).
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is a diffamce based upon (the word in one case being) a Kronomii

and (in another case) a Verb,—the form remains the same; and as encb|

if there weVe any imposition (of the form of the word upon the object)^

we would have non-differenoe in the two meanings (of the word taken as

a Prononni and as a Verb).

192. The formation of the word being precisely the same in both cases

(bhavati^ OA a Prononni and as a yerb)| how can the verbal expression

ha said to have the character of something io be accomplished f Or again,

how could the shapeless (immaterial) wwd hare a shaped (corporeal or

material) sigmfication P

193. If the words * cow,’ ^ horse ’ and * white ’ were independent of •

the form of the objects denoted, how could there be any restriction as to

the denotations of these, as resting in * class
’

* qnalitj*,’ do. ?

194. The difEerence between the words Tree
** and “ The Fig-tree

’’

being exactly the same as (that) between (these and) the words ** Jar,”

do.,*—how could there be in the case of the former couple, any relation

of the general and the particular, if we did not take into consideration

the forms of the objects (independently of the words) P

* 195# Nor could there beany oo-substrateness (of the object denoted

and the Idea produced by the word), as (there is none) in the case of the

ds in the case of the pronoun, so also in that of the Verb, the VTord is equally

complete and aooompUshed. And then if the form of the Word were imposed upon

(and identical with) that of the Meaning, how could the meaning of the Verb be

•iidd to be in the course of completion t For the yerb ' pachati * does not signify the

eomplstion of the action of cooking

i

it only signifies that the 'action of cooking

is in progress,* Some people, again, hold the object to be a particular modification of

the Word} and this is refuted by the latter sentence of the Text. The meaning of the

Kiiiki is that a material modification can belong only to a material primary. In the

case in question, howerer, the word being immaterial, cannot haye material modifioa-

thma in the shape of the jar, Ac. •

'

IM If it was the mere form at the Word that was imposed npon the object denoted,-*

without any idea of the class, Ac.,—how could we say that " suoh and such a word

dODotea the class, and another denotes the propsrey.”

IH You say that the form of the object signified by the Word is identical with the

form of the Word itself. But you see that the difference between the words "Tree”

and "Fig” would, in that case, be exactly the same as that between the words "Jar”

and 'f Tree” i and then what does this lead toP It cannot but lead to the oonoluaioii

iStBsh the relation that subsiats between the two objects Tree and Fig is exactly the same

ae that whioh subsists between the Tree and the jar; which would mean that there

is norria^ between the generic term " Tree " and the particular term " Fig.”

In such Instances as the "blue lotus" (where there is a oo-substrateness

between tbd ptoperly Hueness and the class lotur), as there is no co-substratenesi

between the Word and the Idea, there would be none between the Idea and the Obfset

dsnotsd j becanae^ aeeqrding to you, it is the Word itself that is dsaotsd; airi at there ^

two words in m compound "blue lotnsb" the otjsct dsaoM by it cauaptba onai

ohieots ue two, there can be no oo-substeateiieta between tbe ctnSift "blue

lilito^^airilbeobjeoU dearth If it be urged tha^ "aaluthU;;^^
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iffOfi Rud JSIm* Nor can two distinot Ideas oohers in ono nndoflnri
(abstract) cognition.

196. If it be urged that ‘the coherence is in the Substanoe (in

general) *—then, all such words, as ‘cow,* ‘horse,* Ac., would come to

have one and the same moaning; because all these words signify a
substance,

197. The expression ‘bine lotus ' too is not used with reference to a
particular case of non difference (between blueness and lotus) ; for if it

were so, then the expressioa could not be used elsewhere (t.e., in the ease

of another blue lotus)
; whereas we see that such use is desii^ablo.

198. Nor do you accept the object ‘* blue lotus ** to be one only, (and

reasonably so),—beoause (in the compound ‘ blue lotus *
) we recognise a

of the theory of the denotation of Clast, Ac., by the WTord, the words ‘bine lotas'

give rise to only one conception in the abstract, (t.a, the abstraot Idea of the Bine
Lotus), so, in our case too, we could assert that there is oo.snbstrateness between the

concept ‘ blue lotus,' and the aforesaid abstraot Idea,"—to this we reply that in yonr
case, there is nothing to regulate the abstract signification of the words 'blue' and
‘ lotus.' In our case, we assort the word " bine " to denote a property and ‘ lotus ' to

denote an individual of the clatt ‘‘ lotus
;
** and hence we find the relation of the

qualification and the qualified subsisting between the two ; and thereby we make " lotus "

the chief member of the compound, which fact serves to restrict the abstraot Idea to

the lotus and not to the "blueness. While according to yon, both words signifying their

abstract Ideas, there would be nothing to restrict the abstract denotation of the com*
pound to anyone of the two objects. Says the Kiqiki

:

" Two ideas are said to be

co-substrate only when they are found to inhere in the same substrate. In aooordance

with the Imposition Theory, where can they cohere t For they cannot do so in the

specific Abstraot Property (" Stoalakshana,**) ; because this is not definable. In our

theory however, there can be such co-inherence, inasmuch as we assert that a portion

of the denoted object enters into the Abstraot Idea produced by the Wood."
IM It has been shown above that there can be no co-inherence in the ' stealdkshana '

of the signification of the compound " bine-lotus." Under the circumstances, if the

oo*inhe^|pnoe be held to be in the substance in general—».s., if the co-substrateness of

‘lotus* and 'blue' be held to be located in their generic character of ‘ Substance *—
then inasmuch as this latter Is the same in the case of all significant words, all objects

denoted by words would become co-substrates with one another.

1*1 If the espression "blue lotus" were held to be restricted to one such lotus

in particular, then there would be no use of' the expression in the case of any other

such lotus; and this is not desirable.

I** Yon do not admit of any such cUss as "blue lotus"—which would include

many individual blue lotuses; and as such, you cannot base the use of the eomponnd

upon any snoh class, which is the only way of applying one name to many objectSk.

And further, yon do not even admit any single object as blue lotus t which yon eon|4

very seasonably accept, in aocordonoe with your theory that the objects are Identloat

with the words denoting them. Though such acceptance would not be right, inasntii^

ai and "lotos" are two distinct words, and as such th^ form the two membi^
of 4 and accordingly they have two distinot fornis, whence they mt^ ha

two dittiiiotobjMt.i for iboriatplo now. that <lio tvporfliiMi oT tko

'iWtr^Mfoot inidi oraac* rantt te tte taolttion «( iinilo otjoetb
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diffmnoe, of ^ords and meanings, based tipon the (two) membei*e (of the

compound).

199. We also come across cases of the imposition of two words (upon

the same object)
;

e,g,, in the case of synonyms
; and in sach cases, these

too would become co-substrate, like the expression “ blue lotus.”

200. A word is never used with reference to any object that has not

been perceived before ; and then, at the time of the comprehension of the

Illation (between the word and the object)
^ what sort of object would be

cognised P

201. Because at that time it is not possible for the form of the word

to be imposed upon that of the object

;

nor is the relation (of tiie word),

comprehended in reference to the particular object spoken of.

202. And if the power of imposing its own form belonged to the

word^ independently of the comprehension of the relation^—then, we would

have such imposition of forms, even in the case of a word that is heard

for the first time.

199 If in the OAse of ** blue-lotas,** you assert the co-substrateness to consist in

the fact of the two words being used in close proximity, then in cases where two

synonyms are pronounced together, when the meaning of a certain word is being

explained to others— ** Qtpalam Kamalam”—^you would hare to admit aoo-snl^

strateness of these words also, which is an absurdity.

900 Says the Ktigika

:

**A word is not able to signify on object, unless its relation to

it has been asoertainod ; and, no snob relation can be ascertained, nuless the object baS

been perceived. Therefore it would be a hard nnt to oraoh, for the upholder of the

Imposition Theory, to explain what sort of object is perceived at the time of the com-

prehension of the said relation.’* The question implies that the object cannot be

cognised in any way—in aooordanoe with the Imposition Theory. The next Karlka

explains why there can be no suoh cognition of the object.

901 « Because^ ^c.’*—».e., beoanse it is only after the relation has been ascertained

that there is a conception of the identity of the word with the object. The Kaqxkd

adds: ’’The object being, according to you, of the same form as tlie word, it cannot

bring abont any idea of snob form, unless it has itself been fully comprehended before-

hand. Thus then the oomprehension of the relation would depend upon the imposifton,

and this tmpostiion too would depend upon a full comprehension of the relation; and

we wonld have the fuuU of mutual Inter*dependence.”

**Nor ie the compreheneioni ^^c.**—The relation of the word with its dsnofnftofi is

not comprehended with referenoe to any one partionlar object—f.i., the individual cow;

for if it were so, then the word (the name ”oow*’) oonld not be used with refereneo

to any other individual of the same olaas (”oow**}; inasmaoh as the relation is, as

held by you, restricted to the former individual. And thus we would have to postulate

endless relations—in foot, as many as there may be individuals that we oome across.

909 That is to say, this would give rise to the absurdity that the meaning of a

word would be fnlly comprehended, even by one who hears it for the firat time^ just

M well as any other person, who may have known it for ever so long. If the imposi-

tion of the fqmnf^the word on the object were independent of any comprehension

of} the relation •nbsisting between the word and the object, then one who heara thd

ll^/’oow"^pr6nonnoed for the first time wonld idso understand that it s^ifieed

anissal with dewtops. Ao.^Whibh ti ipi abinrditv*
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' 809. l*or Ofy'bowevert no rememlmncjB of the dbjoct denoted leenlte
on Ute drat otteranee of the word, beoanse the person does not yet know
the object (it denotes). Whereas according to yon the form of the ol^eet
wonld be perceived in that of the words.

204. Jnstas with regard to objects, that form the denotations. of
unknown woi^, there is no idea of these (words as denoting such objects);
so similarly, in the case pf words whose denotations are not known, (there
is no idea of the object as denoted by snch woitis), even when the word
has been heard.

205. Thus then, the denotations (m., the objects) do not depend
entirely upon words

; on the other hand, since words have the function of
recalling the (pre-oognised) object, therefore we come to recognise the
dependence of these (words upon objects^ and not that of objeets up»n words).

206. For these reasons, wo conclude that it is only the form of the
object, cognised at the time of the comprehension of the relation ( between
words and their denotations), that is cognised through the word also; and
the (onginal) form of the object is in no case totally suppressed.^

207. Wo do not in any way cognise the identity of the tsorJ, in the
idea, that is produced by the word, either in the case of activity, or in that
of cessation from activity.

208. If we accepted the theory of the imposition (of the form of
wonls upon the objects they denote), then we would comprehend different
meanings fit>m the (synonymous) words—“ karo,” ^ katfa,’’ etc. ; because
there is a difference in the forms of these words.

209-210. The imposition of the identity of anything is found fo be
due either to similarity or to reflection. In the present case, however, we

^ The above objection does not apply to our theory i because we bold ihst the
comprehension of the meaning of a word depends opon a certain relation thet snbsista
betwMn the word and the object it denotes; and in the case of the hearing of a word
for the first time, as the hearer is unable to recognise the relation that subsists between
that word and its denoted object, he SSn derive no conoeption from this word. Thm
argnmAt however does not serve the Imposition Theory ; beoanse according to this^
the form of the object is identical with that of tbe word ; and hence as soon as tlio

word is heard (even tbongb it be for the first time), there most follow tbe conoeption
of the object, which is absard.

101 •<fitt|)p ssssd'’sohanged; that is to say, when the word ia nsad, the form of
tee object does not become changed into that of tbe word, as lield by tbe Imposition

OOf And henoe there oan be no ** imposition *' of the form of tbe word upon the
^eot.

tClktlO We find that there is'an *' imposition of thejdentky of sUvsr in tbe
on the gproOnd of their similarity. There is also an impositioa (or attribotion) of
Identity in the case of the redness of the roee and the crystal, on the ground of th#
rodasss being refleeted in the crystal. Bat In the case of the alleged identity 4^' t)#'

tee word and tbe objeot, wo And none of the aforosaid grounds lor impwiiteojg.

woio^ theio is no sooh idoAtity io tbio iuot oso#,.
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do noi find in the any similaritjr with the o^jec^; nor can there be

any reflection of the word (on the object) which is at a distance from it

;

nor could any reflection from a distance be possible in the case of an object

which has no ( bodily) shape.

211. And if the proximity (of the word) to the object were said

to be due to the all-pervading character of words,—then every object

would come to be reflected upon by every word.

212, And again, anything that is perceptible by a different Sense?

Oi^n cannot be the reflector of an object
;
for the perception of the rook

crystal, even when having the reflection of shellac, is not brought about by

the Senses of Touch, etc.

213« If we accepted “ Imposition,” then Inference and Verbal Testi-

mony would both become false; and because of the falsity of all specifica-

tion, there would also follow a negation of all things (through falsity).

214. If the opponent were to say ” let it be so,”—then his own words

also becoming untrustworthy (for the same reason), how could he make

any true declaration ? For certainly, no troth is cognised through false

(untrustworthy) assertions.

215. Also from* the arguments (we shall bring forward later on)

against the 9unyavdda, we infer the functions of the Cognition and Word to

be true; but the form of the object can never be dependent upon the woi*d.

216. Therefore, even before the use of the word, those objects that

are cognised by the ideas of distinotness, oneness, etc.,—of such objects, tl.e

existence is ever real.

217. Even in the case of such objects (Virtue, etc.), as are known

only by words, though tliere can be no idea of the object, in the absence of

the word,-—jet the form of the object is not totally destroyed (i,e., cannot

bo denied).

218. (As for instance) in the absence of the eye, the form of cohur is

not perceived ; but 11*001 this we do not conclude that the form of colour

Las been destroyed (and dues not exist). «

219. The relation (between the word and the object) being eternal, it

Itt The rtifiscted and that which is reflected upon must both he perceived by the

lame Seuse-orgpiu.

t ^ If all oonoi*et6 cognition be said to be false.—as it must be in accordance with

l^e leipoeitioti Theory—, then all the Means of Right Notion, Infeienoe and the rest,

wonld ^ome false ; since every eue of these is bated upon well-defined (concrete)

CCgniiiottt. ***BverythinK”—*.«., all worldly affniis.

tl6 After the use of the word, the conception of the object is alwaya in keeping

with aome foregoing perueption. Kven in the case of objects, whose names are not

known to Hi, we have such notions, as that of its being diflerent from other objeete,

Ueing only one in number, and so forth ; consequently the existence of such objeote can

never be denied. A
IIS Thia Kiriki has the following objection In view: ** We grant that the form of

Hiii object it differelit flcon that of the word i then the case will be this, that in thecom*
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cannot be Raid that iYie object is nn*er perceived in the form of tYie word
(wbicli is held to be imposed upon it) ; because all men do not, at one

and the same time, perceive the object in another form (t.e.,* in a form

different from that of the word).

220. If it be urged that the same (argument) would apply to the

case of (the cognition of the object as) being of the same form (as the

word),”—then (we reply that) when both of these cases are true, just

consider whetlier the object itself is incapable of being denoted by that

word, or the cogniser himself is incapable of comprehending the significa*

tioD of the word ?

221-22. The negation and affirmation (of the denotnbility by the

word) in the object, cannot both be possible ; becanse of the two being

mutually contradictory ;
whereas it is quite reasonable to lay down denota-

tiveness and non-denotativeness (of the word), in accordance witli the

difference (in the capabilities) of the cognising persons ;—as in tlie case of

the .blind and the non-blind, with regard to the (perception of) colour

(presented) before them. For these reasons the cognition, in the object,

of the form of the word (i.0., the denotnbility of the object by that word),

prehension of the relation of the word and the object, the object wnnld not be porocired

in the form of the word ;
and it would be only aftor each comprehension of the rela*

tion, that the object would be cognised in the form of the word
;
and this would

ultimately mean that the object, which h i8 not the form of the word, would come to be

cognised as having the form of the word ; and this idea cannot but be wrong.** The

sense of the reply is that the relation between the word and its denotation being eternal,

this relation, even before its comprehension, subsisiis ell the same; and the object all

along has the capability of being denoted by that wordj and it is only this capability

that becomes manifested, after the due comprehension of the aforesaid relation ; and

again it is this capability that is meant, when we say that " the object has the form of

the word** which statement does not mean that the forms of the word and the object

are identical. ‘‘But how do you know that this eapahilitg is eternal P** For the

simple reason that, from the mere fact of one man not knowing the relation subsisting

betweep the word and the object, we cannot conclude that the relation is not known

to any person in the world ; and hence we cannot assert that all men, at one and the

same time, are ignorant of the denotability of the object by the word. That is to enj,

though one may not know the objeot cow by the name ** 0«w,*’ yet there are snre to be

others who will know it by that name; and thus we find that the denotability of the

objeot by the word cannot be entirely denied at sny time.

MO The eense of the objeotion is that, as has been said in the case of the denot-

ability of the object,—that all men do not all at once reoogniiw the object by a partioolar

nama—, so may it also be asserted that ‘ all men do not, all at once, come to recognise

the denotehilHy of an objeot by a particular Wort.’ It is said in reply

Imt might truly apply to both oases ; but if a littte consideration is given to the prtiU

aa to which of the two alternatives is the more reasonable.-.(l) either that the object

iteelf if not denotable by the word, because one man does not know it by that nam^

nWOitmuA iBdiridoal non-MWOgalttoa onlr Impll- * wrWa to to*

BM UaMir—, It wonld vppMt whieli to in«r» MwptaW# and ooBi»tiW* witli w#W-

aeesrtniped facts.
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end to none else*

228. (Obj. )• In snoh words (propw names) as ^ D5vadatta ’ and the

like, we find a beginning of the assertion of the relation (snbsisling

between the name and the person) ; and therefore the object being (in this

ease) non-etemal, its conformity to the word (denotability) wonld also be

non-eternal.*’

224. (Bep.). In snob oases also (t.s., in proper names) we acoept

the eternal character of the power of producing a cognition of the form of

the word (with regard to the object), as belonging to the signified object

and the signifying word; it is only the application of the name to a
particular object that can be non-etemal (having a beginning in time).

225. Prior to snch oonyentional application, no one ever cognises the

denotability (by the word, of the particular individual) ; and hence some
people accept the falsity of (these), in accordance with the Uieory of

Imposition.

226. The denotativeness of the word is held to be true, wheneyer the

word serves as the means of bringing about the idea of an individual object,

exactly as it had beel^ perceived before the word had been heard.

227. Or, granted that it is only after snoh conventional application,

M In the case of proper names, the objeot and (hence) the relation being bofch

transient, the denotability of the objeot by the name wonld also be transient ; and

hence it oannot be denied that the form of the word (which is not that of the object)

is /slisiy attri bated to the objeot. Tliat is to say, tiie denotabilitj of the objeot by
its name is not always eternal ; and as snob, the argument based npon the etemality

Cf snoh relations falls to the groand.

M* The word ** DSradatta,” by its iiatnral denotative power, signifies the tensdts- *

iion ; may the gode give him toueg and In this sense, the name *' Devadattn’* too; like

the word oow,'* wonld hare an eternal velution with its denotatioii, the aforesaid

benediction i and benoe even in this case there would be no false attribntion of the

denotability of the objeot by any particular word. It ie only the apflieation of these

proper names to partionlar persons or things, which has a beginning in thne^.mid is,

consequently, transient.

‘ The denotabiltty of the Individnal by the name does not really exist ; it on|y

eCmes to bo cognised by o^ventional applioation,—prior to wliicfa, snoh denotability

dbss not exist t and for the matter of that, it oannot exist, in reality, after the eoiiven*

lion either ; and as snoh, all proper names are oases of fhlee aHnhuHon.
'ri* The last Ktrlkfi states tlie reply to the objaotioB, aooording to a certain eeot'oii

df those theorists'who hold the Imposition theory. The present Kiriki cittrirB a reply

Ikoiatlie anther’s own standpoint. As a matter of foot, there ie no impoeitioiir ell

. that the wprd does ie to remind the hearer, of a partionlar individnal, exactly «• tMi
bad boeu perceived at the time of the eomprehension of the reletion of the word and-

theobjeoh Ih no oasedoee the word impose its own focm upon the ohjaol

, tv Tbk Kftrifcl anttripatee the fcllowiiMkobieoifont " Snohnnsneiw Ihtihe and
JIte have never bee¥|isedi before they were eoaventioai^ attackedto certain. el|ehtet^

I

at enah, thoae Wbrdteansdt beeidd to vemfiidoiieiilendhiooh’' The sesee odthy^

Vliil^.ia that the oapabillty of an object, of boieg leseemboied hf moaae.^.of urieia
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tliai tite oom« to indi^te the dwoUbili^ of th. obje«tH,f«by

;

“ “‘“‘‘‘y ®' ‘h* with tb. wr/
. ^^ wstnotion » pat apoa the oaae of the whiob
oi^^toble bj MW (of word.), eg el«, apon the o«» of the h»«I
which IB capable of denohag all forms of objects,

929*30. In the oaae of the oogniaer, who remembera (at the time of
comprehending an object by means of a word) the relation between the
word and the o6y«rf.—the Idea that ia prodaced, by the remembranoe of a
formerly perceived object, with reference to the object before hia eyea,
cannot bat be accepted as Sense-perception.

230-31. (Even in this case) the objects, sevei^ally amenable to
Memory and Senae-peroeption, are diatiuotly discriminated: what are

^
nmembored are the word and the relation (of thia word with the object

J aeen befora), and the character of Sense-perception may not belong to
(the cognition of) these , but the mere fimt of the non-sensnons oharaoter
of these does not preolade Seiise-perceptioii from applying to the oognition
of the object (before the eye).

232-33. Thongh the perception of the Cow at the preeent time is tainted
by memory, yet it is perceived as clearly distinct from tfie previous conoep-
tion, both in individuality and in the time (of perception)

; and hei-ein
lies the occasion for the right notion (to be got at ezolnsively through the

I Senses).

nam., is permanent, and as such, mnst tw acoeptod as belonging to the objeot, evm
before the name baa been fixed by convention! and all that oonvention helpa in doing
ia to manifest this ereT>exlstiog denotabiiicy | and in no case can it serve to identify the
object with the word.

W* Says the Ki^ikS i “ To the objeot itself belongs the capability of being denoted
by all words | and hence wliiohsoerer word may happen to be applied to it by con-
vention, it comes to be accepted as being specially expressive of that object. Ooiiversely,
a word is also naturally capable of expressing all objects ; and it comes to be restricted to
a partumlar objeot, by mere convention. Thns far the anthor has set aside all chance
of an idgntity of the objeot with the word.

IM.I0 With this begins the refntation of the theory that " verbal cognition is not
tv^worthy, beoanse it is mixed np with memoiy.” When a person sees a partlonlsr
cow, he at once remembera the cow he had seen before, and then remembera the relation
which that partionar cow at that time had With the word **cow,*’ and tlien, lastly,

^mes to recognise the objeot before him to be a “cow.” Though memory enters
into the element of snoh verbal oognition, yet ae the cognition is that of an object

the ptrsoa's sgesp the fact of its being a ptreeptian (and as snob anthorftativs)
cannot ba denied.

* /act, ^c.”—Beoanse theee conoeptlons are not •‘Perception,” It

does notneosBsarily follow that the cognition of the object too is not “Psiesption.”

That is, Hie eow,'tliat Is seen at present. Is psroelved, not as being the samn
was pereeived in ohildhcod (at whloh time it was pointed oot to the person, for ttw„

tius^,^tmt ss something quite distfnet from it iudfeidtuiiig (thongh
iit^shaie and ft is fndMfiiidgg of the object tint feme tbrMih|iotel
ftens# iimes|piiuu| which thns cewes to be trsie.
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34. Timt portion of Sense-perception, which Imd been perceired

before, (t.e., the notions of the word and its reUlion), cannot be said

to be peitseived (exclasirelj bj means of the Senses)
;
but the present

existence (of the individual object) is not got at by any previous con-

ception.

234-

35. That ** it is only such cognition as is prior to remembrance

that is called Sense^perception ”—there is no such command either of a

king, or of the Veda.

235 36. Nor is the fanotion of Sense-organs, after remembrance,

precluded by any valid reason ;
and therefore this (fact of its follow-

ing after remembrance) alone cannot make it (the function of the Sense-

organs) faulty.

236*37. For these reasons we mast accept, as Sense-perception,”

every conception that is produced by the contact of the Sense-organs with

the objects ^of perception),—whether it appears before or after remem-

brance (it does not affect tlie fact of Sense-born conceptions being **
/Sense-

perdition ”).

237-239. Just as those that are absent-minded do not recognise

objects even in contact with their Senses, so also those that are deluded

by similarity, &o. But this does not imply the falsity (or untrnst-

worthiness) of the perception of the object, hy another person who can

distinctly recognise it (rightly), even if it be of an extremely subtile

character, by rightly discriminating it from other objects that may be

similar to it.

239-41* Just as one who has been well instructed in music, is able to

discrimiuate between its differont notes, both ordinary and Vedic, such as

the ShadjOf ftshabha, &q, ; and those who have not been so instimoted

know all notes merely as music

;

but the non-recognition by these latter

cannot lead to the conclusion that the recognition of discriminating

persons is false.

241-42. For these (discriminating persons) correctly recognise

the differences (between the different notes of music), even when the names

(Shadja), dc., alw not mentioned.

This Kiirlki seemi to distingaisli the part amenable to Memory from that

amenable to present Sense-perception.

That Is to say, we ooald accept such an apparently absurd assertion, only if

either a king commanded its acceptance, or if it was directly laid down in the Yeda.

asi.&9 If one man, either throngh absent-mindedness, or being deceived by the

similarity of objects, should fail to reoognise an object correotly,~thia alone cannot be

safBoient ground for oonclnding that the conceptions of snoh men as are attentive, and

capable of detecting the minntest diflerenoes among objects, would also be wrong.

til .49 Even vfl^n the singer does not name the different notes of the music, people

knowing musio and having trained ears, can easily detect the subtlest differences among
them.
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lit242-

43. So in (he case of snoli objects as (he clau “cow” and
(he like,—(hose (ha( are uo( pruc(i8ea in (he uses of words recognise (he
object only indistinctly ; whereas those (hat are well posted up- in (mean-
ings of) words cognise it distinctly.

243-

44. Jnst asin the case of objects endowed with Colour, Taste, da

,

a man cognises only those factors (fi-om among colour and the nst),'
whereof he is endowed with the correnponding Sense-Organ; he can
cognise nothing else, because he is without (he i-equisite means (in the
shape of the Sense).

2AI-45. Similarly among the means of discrimination (words), which-
soever he comprehends,—of the denotation of such (a word) alone has he
any cognition, through the help thereof.

21f5-46. Therefore so long as the person has not found the means
i.of discrimination (words), his cognition remains undefined.

246-

4i7. For this i^eason, too, it is only when an object is recognised in
the character of some other object, that thei-e can be any falsity of the
means of cognition

j and not when the object is recognised in its own
character.

247-

48. Thus it is proved that the characier of sensuousness (per-
ceplibility by Sense-organs) belongs to CZafs, (t.e, the different factois of
Inference in general ) as also to the Relation (asserted in the premisses)

;

and hence it is only when preceded by Sense-perception, that Inference, &o.,

can be rightly accomplished.

248-

49. If Sense-percept ion were always accepted to be undefined

(abstract), then we could not have Inference, dni.,—this we shall prove in

the section on Inference.

219-50. (Obj.). ** If such be the case, then, like the cognitions of

the class Goto and the like (properties, actions, (kc.), wo would have to

assert the character of Perception to belong to such oases as the idea of

the warmth of fire when seen at a distance.”

•
MS.4S ** Recognise indistinctXy ”—i.e ,

have only a confosed idea of it. ** Distinctly .

i.e., as belonging to a particular cUtss, and having deftnite properties, actions, name, Ac., Ac.
Si8.44 In the case of suoli an objeot as has both taste and colour—f.i., the mango—

the blind oau perceive only the t€ute, because he is devoid of the organ of Colour-

perception.

ti6.«5 So long as one does not remember the word, related to th» object before

him, his cognition can only he undefined and indistinct.

SM.tl That is, when an objeot is recogpiised as something else,—f.i., the piece of

shell known as silver.

$49.63 The sense of the objection it this : It you declare the character of Sense-

perception to belong to all the oonoeptions that one may have, during the time of

Sense-contact,—then, iu that case, when we see fire at a distance, and have simul-

taneously an idea of its heat, this latter idea of heat would also come under the cate-

gory of Seose-perception, us the object remains all along in contact with the Sente
of Sight.**
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51. (Rep.). In the oMebf the (cognition of the) ebie * we

do not accept, as Perception, any other epgnition which oonli! be in closer

contact (wi£h the Sense-organ, the mind, and the Sonl, than the Oow itself) i

therefore we cannot accept any other idea as perception, except that of the

Oow.

251-

52. There too, when the cognition belongs to one who ianot

bonsoions of the contact (of the object with the organs of sense,) we do

not accept it as ** Sense-perception.’*

252-

53. It is only when there is contact with the Sense of Tonoh,

that the cognition of warmth can be said to hare the character of Sense-

perception;” and hence it can only be non^sensuoust when the.^ iff

parcel red (at a distance) by the eye alone.

253-

5t. Therefore the Sense-organ haring been ascertained to appre-

hend a certain oiiject, — it is only when there is contact with this Sense-

organ, that the cognition (of that particular object) can be accepted as

** Sense-peroeption ;
in no other way oonld ** Sensuonsness ” belong to

the cognition of that object.

255. Though the method of specification is similar (in the cases of

the ela$t ’Oow’ and the heat of Jire)^ yet the character of sensnonsness can

belong only to that case where the cognition follows from actnal Sense-

oontaot. And snoh is ” Sense-peroeption ” known to be, in the world (i.e.,

among ordinary people), independently of any elaborate definitions thereof.

Thus ends the VUrtika on the 4th Aphorism

Treating of Sense-perception.

W0.II The Sense of the reply is that in the case of the idea of the heat of the fire at

a distanee, we tiare a preceding cognition of the fire itself, which we aroept as aemuoui i

and from the existence of ftre-*oognised by the eye—we oome to infer its heat; and

thus the foregoing notion is in closer ooiitaot with the soul, Ao., than the subsequent

one of heat On the other hand, in the oase of the perception of the eUue ** Cow,'* we

do not find any other preoeding cognition with regard to it, which oonld be :n oloeer

oouteot with the soul, and from whioh the idea of the Cow ootiTd be inferred. And it

on apoount of iihis closest possible proximity that we accept the cognition of the

ektee Oow" to he •" Senee^perception.**

UUd ** ifoa-aeasaous **—(in the present oaee) Inferential.

SM That is, eren those people, that are ignorant of the elaborate definitioits of

** Sense-perception,’* know tliat the name oan belong only to snob eoghitions as Mlow
dligiotly from Sense-contaot.
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APHORISM V.

** Constant is the relation between the Word and its

Denotation ; and the means of knowing it is the Upad6(;a
”

(fnjunction), (which is) incapable of contradiction; it is

authoritative with regard to the object not perceived (before)i

because it is independent,—^so says BsdarSya^a.” I-i-5.

SSCTION (1).

1~3 (Obj.)* ** Though Sense-perception and the rest have been set

side, yet Duty and non-Duty (Virtue and Vice) could be rightly dis-

erned, through ordinary usage,—like the distinction of the Br&hmana and

he like. (1) As those that give pleasure (to others) are known as

Db&rmika’ (Virtuous), and those that give pain (to others) are known

s 'Adharmika* (Vicious). So says the son of Par&4ara (Vyftsa) with

egard to this subject ;
‘ That thts is Virlue and thcU is Ftce—these two ex-

iressions are well known among men—down to the lowermost Cftnd&la
;
and

lence there is not much use of the Scripture (on this point).*
’*

4. (Rep.). On account of the impossibility of this Usage being

vithont a foundation, it is examined here, by means of proofs with re-

gard to such sonrce or foundation.

j^fter having set aside the applicability of Sense-perception, Inference, Ac.,

to the case of Duty, the Bhsshja, in introdnoing the present Aphorism, says—

'*a6haco*ptndsei'’—**]Bven Negation is nof's and these three Karikss embody the

ohjeotions against this introductory sentence of the Bhsshya. The sense of the

objection is that there could be a doubt of the applicability of Abh&va, only after all

.sonroes of positive cognition had been exbansted. As a matter of fact, however, we

have yet one resource left, in the shape of "ordinary usage "-to which we can

rightly attribute the oharaoter of the source of all notions with regard to Duty and

its contrary.

t The fense of the reply Is that Usage must have some basis ; and it is this

^baiii whieh Is enonired into s Is the use of the word * Dnty * baseless f Or is it

based upon Sense-peroeption f Or Is it based upon the Veda P Now then Sense-

peroepthm, tnferenoe, Analogy and Apparent Insonsistenoy having been discarded,

only two are left to be oensidered: pabda (Veda) and Abhiva (Negation). Henoe

it ia only proper that the aooeptance of the applicability of pabda should be in-

troduced by the denial of Abhiva^
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4-5. S0ii80<pmiepii(m mnd 'Ihe re«i» hare been eet aside (as. not

a(>plioable to the case of Datj) ; and people do not aeoept mj ptnofsi apaii

from these:

8«d. For the Atheists (Ut. thou thaJt hold ^ilaughier* to he ^deUeeranoe

from the $hae1de$ of the world*) Slaughter is accepted as Yirtues and

they hold * Penance*- to be a Yioe. And inasmach as there is this dirersitj

(of opinion) among the Mleoohas and the Arjas, Datj cannot be said

to be ordinarily known (and based upon usage).

7. Nor can there be any special point (iniaronr) of the Aryas, until the

Scriptnre has been resorted to ; and the Usage (or well known character) of

an object can be said to be based npon the Scripture, only after the^

authority of the Scripture itself has been established. m
8. Therefore if ** Injunction ** were not able to rescue *‘Vii*tue’*

(or Duty) and Vice ’* from the month of Negation, then in our rery

sight, would these become swallowed up by it.

9. * The Jfidha thereof heeomee the UpadSfa *—-such is the construction

Xof the Bhashya). JnSna ” here is that by which it is known^ because it

is spoken of as being co-extensiye (syonymous) with * UpadS^a.*

10. The mention of the word ** Constant*’ remores all discrepancies of

the Means Word”8=yeda) ;
** Avyatiieka” implies its undeniabilitjr

.

and thence follows its Self-authoritative character.

11. All (Means of Bight Notion) apply, with effect, to only such

idbjeotfe as have not been already perceived (by any other means) f
I. .

M As there is no consenius of cpiuCou smciig different people, the aotlou of Duty

sannot be said to be based upon Usage.

1 When there is a dirersity of opinion, we cannot accept either the one or the

ether, without eoSoient grounds. The riew of the Aryas—that slaughter is sinfal—

dinnot be accepted until we hare recourse to the Scripture.
.

s The meaning of the Kiriki is that if the notion of Doty be not baaed npon

tbo Teda, then no notion thereof is in enj way poesible, end it would altogether

seise to eiiet*

t The passage of the Bhlshya here refsrrsd to is ** Autpaftihastu fehdieyMIithm

ytrmkesf^'Mh iesyl^ptihetrddtMfhseasya dharmaefo mmittem kethamf thpedhe hs ee

ti^est^*’. And a question is reiasd as to the ooBStfuotion of the latter eentenod whlcb

is, explained in the Kiriki. It impliee that nntmstworthineae baaed upon the Smt ef

lie being unkown cannot d^ply to the preaent ease. In ^^nina’ we have the uoiaipel

'SAxlytiA .

*

Tfaefirsf half implies that entmstworthlasss based npon dleciepeMy in..l|Mt

inaana eunnot belong to the notion of Duty, And the second half meane that it Is

iuooiibrofertible,

i .
it The idea of an object that has already been, at some paat period of timh

prieeired by other means, can only be due to Memety* ThemfMe the iMtherily sl sll

Jlkeiwof K%ht.Ketioaiereslrioledtoobieoteneferpeferif«dbe^^ Ai-^ psessMlBte
The seoend bell is added In auWsb^aifaa :ef

;dhd «4jssti«m iM ’ ^klisI Hw suihos sought to establish was the arihnritsriiiaisii eg
while what he Is hste terisig si is that of Upsdlffk
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otliarw^ ii i« only » om» of Momoiy. •<Codnni” ‘Upad<(»’ wd ^Tidhi*

flFB ftU WJliMJUUMt tdnilAi

18»18* (Obj.). ** When any ordinary lenlie&ee could servo our purpoeoi

wky ahould ore bave teoourBo to InjunctiouP Specially as the relation of

cause and effect is signified equally by all verbs ; and since every sentence

has a verbi all the lequizements of the student would be fulfilled (by any
ordinary sentence). And as for activity^ it is due to desire, while oessa^

tion from activity is due to direct prohibition.**

14. If Injunotion is not resort tO| then the *end of man* would not

come to be the object to be'aocomplished ; and then, Heaven and the rest,

that are directly mentioned in the Veda (as desirable objects), would be

set aside; and any ordinary denotation of the verb (as occurring in an

,
ordinary sentence) would ooD&e to be the object to be accomplished.

^ 15. If, on the other hand, Injunction is resorted to, then this (meaning

lf.ll The meaning of the otdeotfcn is that when an otdinarjr sentence—' Be eaorl*

loes'-i*^wctt1d be able to signifj the performability of saoriSoee, why should we reetriol

^he notion of the Veda only to ' Injunotions *—snob as ' One ought to saoriSoe ' f Duty

is the means of prosperity 2 such means of prosperity Is got at through the Bhavans ; and

t
iis Bhavana is inreaent in every verb t and a verb estate in every sentence. Thus then

1 requirements of the investigator into Duty having been fnlSIIed by the ordinary

leutenee—' He saoriSoee'—, he would naturally oonolude that the performanoe of saori>

loes brings about the desired result 2 and hence that this is Duty 2 and he would thus

Bome to recognise the causal relation between SaoriSoe and Heaven. Under the

Birenmatances it would be needless to have recourse to a direot lajnnotion. As for the

activity of people towards the performanoe of SaoriSoea, it can be due to a desire for

certain desirable ends—Heaven for instance—on the part of the agent. An Injunction

too only serves to point out that the performanoe of SacriSoes leads to Heaven 2 whence

the agent desires to ' Beach Heaven by means of SacriSoes.' This is esaotly what is

done by the ordinaiy sentence—' He SacriSoes and goes to Heaven/ Why then should

the notioB of Duty be restricted to Injunctions ezol^vely f

It If there were no Injnnotion, then it would be the meaning of the verb that

would toil in with the BhavaBa2 because both of these—the Bhivanl (BhivagU) and

the raftaging of the verb would form part of the denotation of the same word—* Saorl-'

Seee '1 and the aentenoe * He SacriSoes * would signify that one should ssrh io uUain

BaoHJtoo hf the Bocti/kof and this Bhivanl could have no connection with Hiisusw

wUMi is at a distance from it. And the sentence could not convey the notion that tha

perticrmanee of the SacriSee leads to a desirable end in the shape of Heaven. In the

case el Injunction, on the other hand the lajnnctive afliK (in TojHo) which denotes the'

Bhavani, is also aeoepted as ufutiBir the person towards activity 2 and thus the Bhivanl

SOIs in Completely with this wrging (whioh Is more nearly related to the Bhivaai than

thedsnolationof the verb which Is something other than the aAs)2 and hence this

ucptar ef the pereen mahes Heaven, etc., (!.•., ende desired by the agent towards which

Aim bn csnld be inysd) the objects of the Bhivnni; oonseqnenUy the elsor-

iiiifritt to be fcoogeited as being the means of attatoingsneh desirable endties Heevew

- l»t«WK«MUMplitiMM*«aid<Aiu,lhilM»rt«*i» MW thaMMilft

ar tM O mmaat WM ft. .WIWKWIIrM
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*
the yerb) is pftssed over, and Heayen, Ac., come to be reoogmsed as

tlie objects to be accomplished. And it is only when such is the case, that

the means of reaching Heayen, 4c., come to have the character of Dnty.

16. In the case of the assertions of untrustworthy persons, one

needs (the corroboration of) another cognition of his own. In the case,

of the assertions of trustworthy persons too, (such as the Smritis), one

needs (the corroboration of) another (t.e., the Veda). In the case of

‘•Injunction’' however, no exterior corroboration is needed.

[Thus ends the Vdrtihd (proper) on Sutra F.]

Section (2).

Tns VIEW OP THE Vritti.

17. The word ‘ Adi ’ has ‘M ’ at its end ;
for if there were a deletion

thereof (of ‘M’), the connection (of the word ‘Adi’ with the rest of tbd

sentence) would bo too strained. The negative (‘ na ’) is supplied in the

Aphorism, from without.

17-18. It is on account of the commixture (of right and wrong) that

the objection is raised: “(There must be) investigation (into the means

of Knowing Duty), because of misconceptions arising from an ignorance

of the means of knowing it, and their correct definitions.”

18. With the expi'ession “ that is not Sense-perception,” the theory of

the unnecessary character of the investigation has been summed up.

19-20. Falsity attaches to something else, while Sense-perception

17 Karikis 17 to 26 expound the view of the author of the Vritti (Bhavadasa).

This refers to the Bhashya passage : “ VriUMrastwanyathsmam grantham

varvaySaeulkSra tesye aifJift<ipefi8httr%tty^v<Mn4dita.*‘
^

The negative, The Vritti explains Aph. 8, as ‘ ne nimittam paHUhitavyam*

and this is only possible, if an additional ‘ no • is supplied from without.

17-18 This refers to the Bhishya passage: “JTonn VyahhieMt perlkshitavyath

nirniitam, The sense of this objection is that in the absence of a welU

defined and aoourate definition of Sense-perception, people would hare mistaken

notions with regard to it ; for example, they would aooept the cognition of silver in

the shell as correct Sense-perception. Therefore inasmuch as correct ideas of these

Keans of Right Notion are mixed up with incorrect ones, it is necessary that we

should investigate the means of knowing Duty, and hence the Siitia as interpreted

in the Vritti, becomes objectionable.

18 To the above elation the Bhishya replies thus : “ That which is Ssfifs-psresp-

ticn is never mistaken, and that which is mistoken is not Senss-psresption,” And it to

to this that the Ksriks refers.

19J0 W)^ one. object (the shell) to cognised as another (silver), then it to the

eognition of tl^ latter that to false} but no tolsUy attaches to the perception of an

.object* that happens to.be before one’s eyes. And it to only such cognition that is

Aenoted l^ the word ‘ Sense-pecception,’—the full definition of which to that it to d
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itself remains intaot and true. Because Sense-peroeption is held to follow
<inly when there is oontaot (of the sense) with the object that it ptreaiM.
This is the full definition (of Sense-perception), wherein the words tat and
iat (of Apb. 4) have to be transposed.

^ 20. The word ‘ Sat ’ would (in this case) mean ‘right.’ Or we may
take the Aphorism to he elliptical.

21. Through “ Arthapatti ” also, we come to attribute the character
of the “False Semblance of Sense-perception “ to all cognitions other than
those mentioned (in the last K&rik&).

21-22. The idea of negation cannot be got at without the denial of

cognition that remits from the oontaot of the Sense-organs with the object as coneeired
by the peroeiver. This dednition is arrired at by constrning the fourthAphorism as—
* Tataamprayoge puruahaayendHyinam buddhijanma aat pratyakaham** And when the
cognition tallies exactly with the object before the eyes— when the rope is cognised
as the it can never be said to be wrong. It has already been explained that the
fourth Afihorism as it stands cannot be taken as a definition of Sense-peroeptlon

;

because as it stands the Aphorism would apply equally to correct as well as incorrect
perception ; for the Aphorism only signifies that “ Sense-perception ” is that cognition
which is produced by the oontaot of the sense with some object existing in the present g

and this would also include the case of the cognition of ailver in the ahall
; because

this latter too would be a cognition produced by the oontaot of the eye with an
object. But if we transpose the words Tat and Sat then the meaning of the Aphorism
would be this :

* The idea produced by the contact of the sense with that with
the object aa conceived)^ is correct Senae-perception,* and this would exclude all incorrect
perceptions.

50 * Elliptical ’—that is to say, supplying the woz^ • Grihya ’ ( that which ia per*

ceived) between the words Sat and Pratyksham,—thereby getting at the same meaning
that is obtained by the aforesaid transposition.

51 when correct Sense-perception is defined as that which is produced
by the oontaot of the Sense-organ with the object aa conceived, then all others—those
cognitions that are not produced by mob oontaot—naturally come to be known as
'false (semblances of) Sense-perception’ P

SI.SS • How do yon know that a certain cognition is not prodneed by such contact P’

The BiSdiru replies : We come to know of this by finding that the cognition is negatived

by a rabseqnent cognition. On this point the question is raised : ' What special grounds
have we for accepting the denial of the preceding cognition by the subsequent one, and
vies versa ’ f The reply to this is that it is not possible for us to have any mbse-
quent cognition to the contrary until the preceding cognition has been negatived g and
since in the present case of the shell and the silver we do have a subsequent contraiy

cognition, therefore we conclude that it ia the preceding cognition that must be

negatived by the rabseqnent one. ' But in that case, you would have a Reciprocity,—

the negativing of the preceding cognition being due to its falsity, and the falsity being

due to the fact of its being so negatived.* The answer to this Is that the subsequent

cognition only serves to indicate tbe falsity of the preceding one g it does not oreate

any raoh falsity. And aa such there can be no reciprocity g speoinllyas the falsity of

thqpreoeding cognition is due to certain diserepaucies in the means that gave rise toit*
' But why should we not accept the preceding cqgnitlon as negativing the subsequent

queP* The reasou*ls obvious : at the time that the preceding cqgnition is prodneed the



,
^^ptMeding (oognition); and w« have ihia (in the preiMlf oaw, whe^
thib pveoedbg ooguiiioa in set aside by tbe following eognlticAi). And
there being only tat indioatioa (of /nMiy), there oan be no Bedpiro*

city.*’ Whiloy on the other band, the tme form of the precedi^ oognition

is got ^t without any denial of the (snbseqaent) oognitioni which has not

yet appeared.
' 2A Bren where thore is no rejection (by means of any subsequent

notion *of the cognismr himself to the oontraryh the recognition of some

discrepancy in the cause (of the cognition, would establish the falsity

thereof). Kay, eyen in snoli a case, we bare the contrary notions of other

persons (that would lead ns to reject the cognition).

24. That cognition,—whereof all persons, at all times, have the same

ldea»—can asrer be rejected. Because in that case^ the conriction of any

discrepancy in the cause is not strong enough.

25. In a case where the idea of ^^olass^ etc./’ has been produced^

hud subsequently, on accounts of its impossibility, comes to be rejected by

means of arguments,—in such a case ^ Reciprocity *
is patent.

26. And in this case (of the notion of ^ class *), there is adefinite (true)

(Dilution based upon the self-authoritatiYe character (of the idea), through

subsegnent one does not yet exist, to be negstired ; and as soon as the subsequent

Cognitkitt appears, In its resy appearanoe it negattfes tbe preceding one. And thus ibis'

latter beiag at once rejected oonld not negatire tbe former.

•i If it is absolutely necessary to bare some contrarj idea, for tbe purpose of

tijeoting a certain misconception, then tbe oorreot cognitions of one person wonld

be set aside by tbe eontrary cognitions of other persons. But as a matter of fact,

tide is only an assumption » tbe real cause of falsity lying in tbe discrepancies in the

means bringing about tbe conception.

>e This is in anticipatiott of tbe objection tbat'-eren in tbe absence of any .direct

Ccgniticu to tbe contimry if any notion oonld be rejected, then tbe notion of * dlaie *

Would also come to be rejected. Tbe sense of tbe reply is that mlj that notion is

vejeoted wbiob is found to be oontradioted by welUasoertained facts; The notion of

^ cisss * bowerer is aerer found to be so oontradioted, hence it cannot be rejected,

hebanae any idia;;pf the disotepaocy in its cause, eren if existent, caiinbt be etrpng

bedegli to ibjeet.it. /
' >t *Jtmtprocity*-*tbc appcerance of the idea of rejection being dne to tiie IsMy

^ tibe notion of *
ciass, and this falbity being dne to tbe idea of rejection.*

'

' ,
It The nriU mntlolpateo tbe following objeotioo i

' *' Bren if the notioa of' * oUiaS*

ie.^ Uitie tbece la the same Boolprooi^i bbe non*la1sity being based: upon t^
ipbssnob el cotttreiy notions^ and thia absence being bssed npoa tbe non«fblsily.**

of the mfij Is that in tbe case of the* oleas,’ a certain idea is rli^yfaroa|||M

lajBtfdtefnaqcb ea'tl^ idsali aelf<«atlioHtatife, its non-fblsity in baasd npentj^

£, and ns snobadoM stand bi nesd of any tiisenoe of eontrary

>dU*idtil^ him beiin definitely eseertabied^ Ibem lb bp
' iAnt^ bonh^‘'Mtlensf speeUUy es'm tbe uses in question^

rel tbq'elnA* is not OontiovsMr becaww eten

ri^ tbeire Is vqHwolptMty^ dfc'
'•

'



Anoma %
the indioaiiliii of {Is oxtsIsBoe; beoaase even those that deoj the
of a *olsfls»* admit an uIm of it^ all the same.

^Tkmi mid$ ihe eaqpaunding of the view of the Ffilljf.]'

SxcnoR (3).

TbB NlBlaMBAHA-YlDA.

(Idealie/n.)

1-3. Aathoritativenesa and Non-authoritativeness,—Virtoe and Vice
and the effects thereof,—the asaamptions of the objecta of Injahotiona,
Sa^/ogiatio paaaagea, Mantraa, and Namea,—^in abort, the very exiatenoe of
the variona Ghaptera (of the Satra) baaed npon the \rarioaa proofa,*<*the

differentiation of the Qneation from the Reply, by means of distinctions

in the style of expression,—the relation between actions and their results

in this world, as well as beyond this world, Ac.,—all these would be
groundless (unreasonable), if Ideas (or cognitions) were devoid of (corres-

ponding) objects (in the External World).

4. Therefore those who wish (to know) Duty, should examine the
question of the existence or non«existenoe of (external) objects, by means
of proofs accepted (as such) by people,—for the sake of the (accomplish-

ment of) Actions.

5. Even if only the * Idea ’ (or sensation) is accepted (to be a^ real

entity), idl this (that is ordinarily known as the * External World*) may
be explained as * Samvriii Reality *

; and as such it is useless for yon to

persist in holding the reality of the (external) object.’*

6. But there can be no reality in ** Samvriii’* (Falsity); and as

The Bhiahyat earva Hm nirHamhenah ewapnavat pnOvayoh,

Au otajMon is miaed ia the Kirikft to the neoeaaity of the diaonasioB imiaed fat the

BUbdoriu the Kirikia are meant to show that if all oognithniB were withoat ooma-

poB^g ohjeotsin the external world (as held by the Banddha-Idealist), then all the

dooMnes and sabjeots teeated of in the Himinai would be baaeleas, and a treatment

ot these altogether nnreaaonahile i einoe there wonid be no realities eorreapondhig to

anoh words and phraiea ai.: '^aathqrlty of the Veda," " Inoapabniiyd theBenae-

pemipflos, 4o., to give aay idea of Dsty,” "Doty ia the form of the Agnihotva,"

"Vloe in the shape of alanghter," "Dnty kading to proq>erity, ** " Vloe kadiag to

Hep,^ ABfpiiipae the dbjeot of Ittjnnotioos,
" " Attraeting the objeot of the enlo-

paswgee," " Xanifeatation of Aothm the objeot of the Xantfasi
” ” BigniSoa-

lliSi el nmteridSiAo., the objeot of Kamee," "the differentiation of Aothmainto the

Bt^|^ snd ths8nboUlaxy,fai aooordanoe with, Bkeot BevelatiOD, Fowei^ ^'*<*^*^

(^liii^BnidtlonaiidNh^ .r
hold that there am twokiadibf
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Sttoh how can it be a form of realiiy ? If it is a reality, how can it be

* Samvriti * ? If it is false, how can it be real P

7. Noir can * reality ’ belong, in common, to objects, false as well as

real ; because the two are contradictory ; for certainly the character of

the ** tree *’ cannot belong in common to a tree as well as to a lion,'

8-9. Thus then the words “ Samvriti ** and “Mithyft” (false) being

synonymous, the assumption (of Samvriti Reality’’) is only meant to

hood-whik ordinary men, just like the word “Vaktrasava” (mouth-

wine) as used with i*eferenoe to the saliva ;—with a view to remove

the stain of atheism (from the Bauddha doctrine). And so is also their

theory of the assumed reality (of external objects) ;
because there can be

no assumption of the indivisible C consciousness which alone is real, for the

Bauddha) in the void (i.s., the external world, whose existence is denied

by the Bauddha).

10. Therefore it must be admitted that that which does not exist,

does not exist ; and that which really exists is real, while all else is unreal

;

therefore there can be no assumption of two kinds of reality.

11. There is a theory current (among the Bauddhas) that the experi-

ences (of Heaven, Ac.)i similar to the experiences of a dream
;
and it

is for the refutation of this theory that we seek to* prove the reality of

external objects.

12-13. It cannot be for the mere pleasures of a dream that people

engage in the performance of Duty. Dream coming to a man spoutane-

ouBly^ during sleep, the learned would only lie down quietly, instead of

performing sacri&oes, Ac., when desirous of obtaining real results. For

these reasons, we must try our best, by arguments, to establish (the

truth of) the conception of external objects (as realities).

14-16. (Among the Bauddhas) the Yogacaras hold that * Ideas ’ are

without corresponding' realities (in the external world) ;
and those that

hold the Madhyamika doctrine deny the reality of the Idea also. In

both of these theories however the denial of the external object is com-

mon. Because it is only after setting aside the reality of the objedt that

:

they lay down the ‘‘Sawwtei” (falsity)' of the ‘Idea.’ Therefore on

account of this (denial of the reality of external objects) being common*

(to both), and on account of (the denial of the reality of the ‘ Idea ’} being

based upon the aforesaid denial of the external object,—the author

of the Bhiishya has undertaken to examine the reality or unreality of the

^ external object.

. M They hold that the external objects haye an assnmed reality. Bnt this too

Is o&br meant to deoeiye people.

Uhli If t^ pleasnies of Heaven were only like dreamsi then these Wonld oome to

people, spontf^nsly, and wonld need no efforts of the person ; and people would not

r stand inneed of the performance of elaborate saorifioes, Ac.

le-lSThe Mtdhyamikas hold that, inasmuch as the external object Is unreal, no

oogniUoB based upon it can be real.
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18. The denial of the external ohjeot is of two kinds; one is
based upon an examination of the object itself, and another is VtH npm
reasoning. Of these, that which is based upon a consideration of
the object may be laid aside for the present; that which is based npon
reasoning, and as each is the root (of the theory), is what is hero
examined. ^

18-

19. Here too the denial has been introduced in two 'ways : at flrst
throngh Inference, and then, after an examination of the applicability of
Sense-perception, throngh its inapplicability (to external objects). And it

is the Inferential argument that is urged (in the Bhashya) ; “ Nanu
&o.” And this has a connection (with what has gone before, in the
Bhashya).

20-22. Ohj: (1). It has been declared that * Sense-perception ' is

only that which is produced by a contact (of the sense) with the particular
object ; bat there is no relation between the objects and the Seuse-oigan,
in reality

; while, as for an asaumed contact, this is pi'esent in a dream
slso; therefore it is not possible to have any such differentiation (in
reality) as that into (cognitions) produced by such contact^ and (those) not
so produced. (2) And again, it has been said that falsity is only of two
kinds, and not more ; but hero it is added that all (cognition) is false

; why
then should there be any auch specification ?

**

23. ** The cognition of a polo is false, because it is a cognition ; be-

cause whatever is a cognition has always been found to bo false,— /•«. the

cognitions in a dream.*’

17-18 « Based upon an examination of the object itself^'^^ny tbo Baaddlias : '*Noitlier

atoms, nor an oouglomoration of atoms, are amenable to tho senses, as the aggregate
too oan have no existence apart from the atoms themselves. Nor can the embodied

Babstance be sensed ; because this has no existence apart from the constituent atoms
which are. beyond the reach of the senses. For these reasons, we conclude that there

is nothing in the Bxterual World that could be perceived by means of the senses.*'

The Bhflhhya does not take up this aspect of the question; because this is only a
deduction from the cardinal doctrine of thf Bauddbas ; and hence it is only this latter

that is examined. Karikas 17-19 moy be taken as an introduction to the Piirvapaksha

passage of the Bhashya : * Nanu, Ac.*

W;19 « Oonnection *' as explained below, in two ways—vide Kiirikis 20-27.

80.88 Kirikas20-27 explain the Purvapaksha passage of theBhlsbya, whichmpsthus

:

**Nanu sarva iva nirdlambanah svapnavat pratyayah pratyayeayapi NirMamhanaUts^

vahhSva upalakahitah avapni; Jdgrato*pi atamhha iti v4 Kvdya iti vi pratyaya iva

hhovati ; taamat ao*pi Nirdlambanah.** The first connection of this Purvapaksha is that

it objects to the definition of Sense-perception, as embodied in the Aphorism. The
second connection is this : The Yritti has said that there are only two kinds of false

notion—rts •* (1) That of which the origin is faulty, and (2) That which is contradicted

ky a subsequent stronger cognition ; it is to the latter that the Purvapaksha objects, on
the fpKmnd of all cognitions being equally false.

88 This Karika formulates the inferential argument containfid in the ParTapfiksIlifi'

16



24-25» ** In order to aroid {partial * Bisdimdaxtoj * (Proring of tlie

' prayed), * tbe absence of tlie inetance/ and ' ilie nBelessnees of tbe word

gva * —(which would be iiTemediable) if the argnment were urged with a

yiew to praye the falsity of all cognitions-^* Sarva 9ya ’ must be taken to

signify only waking oonsoionsness.

And further, because of the acceptance (by the Bauddhas) of the

reality of the idea of the cognition itself, what is here denied is only

the reality of the external objects of perception.”

26. ** Pratyayatyaf Ac., setVes to point out the instance of the HStu

(Middle term

—

Praiyayatvat) as concomitant with a portion of tlie Major

Term ; the sentence Jdgrato^pit Ac., serying to point oat the EiHUf by means

of an * Upanaya ”

27. ** Since there is no case of the negation of the Major term (the

fact of being without a corresponding object), therefore the negatiye argument

M.M If *all oognitionB’ were declared to be without oorreeponding objeotiye

realities, then *dream-oogiiitioii' would also be inolnded in the same category. And
then, inasmnch as the Mimansaka also admits the absence of a corresponding reality.

In the case of this latter, the argument would become partially redundant. Bmndly,
Diuam-oognition ** haring become included in the Major Term, there would be no oogni.

tion left which oonid serre as the instance, in the aforesaid argument. Thirdly, the

word ** Sra*’ would beoome redundant; because this word only serres to differentiate

tbe object in question from its oounter-relatire or contradictory ; and as snob the

meaning of the sentence would be that—'* it is not on^ waking cognition that is so,

but all cognition, Ao.**—which ie not the meaning desired to be oonreyed t because
** all cognition '* would also include the cognition of the cognition itself, which is held

by tbe Bauddhas to be real, as haying a corresponding reality.

^ This Kiriki antioippites the objection that the argument as laid down in the

Bhsshya has no Middle Term; and as snob, no Instanoe is neoessary. "Upanaya*^
means,the application of the Hitu (Middle Term), as qualided in tbe Major Premiss

or in the Instanoe, to the osm in question (f.e., to the Major Term) ; hence the KsrikI

must be taken to mean this: **In the sentence, pratyayasye ...... avopnli;—which is

meant to Bor?e as the Instanoe in the syllogism—fhe eharaeter pf being a cognition

been shown to be inrariably concomitant with the ehareeter of being i ifithont a
emeeponding in ike objective world, and then the sentence jigraUfyi, Ao., ... ...

hiiaeafi,—wbioh ismeant to serre as the Minor Premiss of the syllogism—serres the

purpose of api^hg fhe Middle Term, Oharaeter of bstnpa cognition, to waking eognitionp

the Minor ^he syllogism, "then, should be stated tbnst **AU eognitiens

Without q^tnesponding realities—«.y., Dream-oogniiion} Waking^xignition is oogpf*

tiqii ; theiwfore, Waking cognition is without a oomsponding reality.

M * NegaUtc otyemtiie. ' That whioh Is without a oorrespondiBg reality is not a
eogniUon.* The second, half of t]^^ SSriks antioipatee the objeotion thnt in the
Argnmept-^* waking oogniUon Is wfthout a oorresponding reality beoanse it is ft cog*
^tion'i^be middle term (oogeitidn) would form a pert of the oonoltiiiofi. The sente

of the Itepljr is that the Ideelist aooepts no oognitkm ip be freefrom Mie cinrectep of
fwS^with^aoorrm ^d as such, middle term

. CPi^itlQn) oohld not esist apart firam the Major tscmi hente the stetoaibiMt^^^

^negafitf argnment wotdd anp



is nol stated. Tbe HSta being a TTnirersal one, it would not be open to the
fault of .forming a part of the Minor term.’^

[flare ends the es^lanation of the Bh&shya PUrvapaksha.'}

S8-29. In waking cognition there is (yon say) a distinctive fea-

ture-—that it is certain and well-defined. Bat the connection with the

external object (whereby you seek to proit the well-defined character of

waking cognition) is not accepted by yonr opponent (the Banddha). And
hence, the reply that is given by the author of the Bii&shya comes to be

either ‘ Vikalpasama ’ (doubtfal) or ^ Vaidharmyasama * (contradic-

tory).”

so. Some people admit the Reply to be a faulty one, on the

ground that the Purvapakeha itself is faulty
; others however explain it as

pointing out the fact of the Purvapaksha conclusion being contrary to

well-asertained directly visible facts.

81. When we shall be able to clearly reject the self-cognisability

(of cognitions), then your theory would simply come to bo a puro denial

of everything that is cognisable.

82. The object of Sense-perception, Ac. then, cannot but have an

existence in the external world; and hence ono who would deny this

(external object) would have his theory contradicted by these (Sense-

perception, dbo.).

n-m With this Kirika begins the explanation of the Siddhtnta Bhisb/a, which

runs thus:—‘fieSmtho iU Jagrato huddhih iupemigeitd katham viparySshgati’ and

Kinkis 28-29 raise objeotions to this passage. * Vikatpaaama ’—among cognitions some

would be well-defined and have oorresponding realities while others would not bo so,

on aeoonut of there being eognitionSf like dream-cognition 5 thence the refdy giren,

which is based upon the fact of waking-cognition being well-defined, would become

doubtfuk * Vatdharmyaaama'^OkO foot of waking-cognition being a cognition, like

dream-oognition, would prove it to be without a corresponding realitj, while the fact

of Ita being well-defined would prove It to have a oorresponding reality, thonoe the

reply would bo oontradiotory. Por teohbioal deflniwons of Vikalpasama and Paidhar-

myasema, Ftde Nyfiyaautra V—2-4.

to The second half expresses the Author’s view.
'

W That is to say when it shall be proved, (and yon will not be able to deny it)

that the cognition cannot be cognised by itself, then in that onso yonr denial of the

reality of the external objects of perception woold come to be a pure denial of sU

jbfaIngsoQgnlaablet andaa auoh yonr theory would be open to oootradiotion by thw

direct perception of cognisable objects. The contradiction of direct perception may

Im fiXplniiiod thus when self-oogoisabillty has been rejected, it is only an exter-

Bid, bo thd chject of direct perception, benoe the denial of si^^
^ oontradloting direct pproeptlte iteelf.

. ^ .

* • Then ’—That is when Sense-cognisabittty has been rejected.
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23. The expression well-defined *’ serves to point out the greater

strength of these (Sense-perception, &o.), based upon the fact that in the

absence of. any cognitions to the contrary, they cannot but have real

authority or trustworthiness.

84. It is only the denial of an object, comprehended by means of

a faulty cognition, that can be correct. If there be a denial of every con-

ception, then your own theory too cannot be established.

85. The Predicate and the Snbjeot (the Major and Minor terms of

your Syllogism) being (accordy^g to yon) incapable of being cognised

(a.e., being no real objects of comprehension),—you would be open to the

charge of having both the Subject and the Predicate, or only one of them,

such as has never been known.

36. If the cognition, of the Subject and Predicate, as belonging to

the speaker, and the hearer, were without corresponding realities, then

both of them would stand self-contradicted.

37. Nor would any differentiation be possible, between the Snbjeot

and the Predicate. For these reasons the declaration of your conclusion,

cannot be right.

88. “But we do not admit of any such entity, as the Character

of having no real corresponding object

;

therefore it is not right to raise

any questions as to the absence or otherwise of such entities.*’

39. If the cognition is not a real entity, then in what way do you

wish to explain it to us P Or, how do you yourself comprehend it P

39-40. If it bo urged that “ we assume its existence and then seek

to prove it,”—then (we reply), how can there be an assumption of some-

thing that does not exist P And even if it is assumed, it comes (by the

mere fact of this assumption) to be an entity. If it be asked—“ How
do you (MimSnsakas) apply cognisability to Negation (which is a non-

entity) P *’,—(we reply), that we hold Negation to bo a real entity.

The Boperiority of Senso-poFoeption over the inferential argnment brought

forward by the Furvapaksha, lies in the fact that the former must alwaya ooutinne to

be a trustworthy means of right notion, so long as there are no oognitionsfequally

strong, that contradict them.

If every conception is denied, then the objector’s theory too being a conception

would be denM.
tt When nothing can be known, the subject and the predicate of the Furvapaksha

00^ never have been known | and an inferential argument with an unknown Snbjeot

and Fredioate can never be expected to be valid.

M One who would deny the reality of his own Snbjeot and Fredioate would be

courting Self-contradiction.

17 Since no such explanation is possible, until the Snbjeot and Predicate have been

aolnally recognised as distinct from one another.

M The sense of the objection is that the foregoing Karikas only serve to point to

this objeoticii*;t—' Does the cdiaraoter of having no real corresponding object belong to

such and such a oognition, or does it not * P But in as much as such character is not

an enfity, it is not right to question its absence or presence*
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41. Then ftgain, w the Ptatyaya « (made up of) an aoeusative
affix, or ano^naloneP If the latter, then there would be eelf-oontm.
diction ; and If the former, then the syllogiam would not sorro nny useful
pjcirpose.

42. because we also accept the fact of tho cognisable obieots—
Colour and tho rest—being without substrates in tho external world •

inasmuch as (according to ns) these objects are not mere Ideas ; anda^
such they do not stand in need of any external substratum.

43. If either tho nominative or the instrumental affix (bo accep-
ted), then tho words (‘ Pratyayah’ and ‘NirSlambanah’) too would them-
selves become (included in) tho Minor term (of your syllogism). And
when these become devoid of a substratum, your Minor term itself
ceases to exist.

44, Without a distinct object of cognition, no nominative (or in-
strumental) is possible

; hence if you mean tho word “ Pratyaya **
to

signify these, there is a contradiction of your own assertion (Vide
note 41).

45. If however, you hold the word “ Pmtyaya ” to have n con-
ventional signification (and not one based upon the moaning of tho root
and affix constituting the word),—then, in that case, wo would say that
by usage (or convention) tho word * Pratyaya ’ is proved to bo a real
entity comprehending another real object—exactly as hold by us.

I Karikis 41-48 embody the objections against tho validity of the Sabjoot of the
syllogism contained in the Purvapaksha. Tho word * Pratyaya * with an Aoensatiro
affix signifies e/ui« which is cognised, the object $ with a Nominal affix, it would
mean cognition ; with a Nominative affix it would moan that which cognises ; and with
an Instrumental affix, it would mean that by which anything is cognised, that is, tho
Sense-organ, • Contradiction *«-if the word Pratyaya be held to end in tho Nominal
affix, then the very name * Pratyaya * (cognition) would indicate an object which would
be comprehended by the cognition ; and hence to assert that such cognition has no
corresponding reality in the external world would be a self-contradiction. If on the
other hand the word be held to end in the Accusative affix, then your conclusion would
simply mean that the object of cognition, the Jar and the like, is without a substratum
in the external world; and this we do not deny; hence your reasoning becomes
sap4rfiuons. And as for the cogniser (signified by the Nominative affix) or the
weans of cognition ( signified by the Instnmental affix), none of them is possible in tho
absence of a cognisable object.

Becanse words are not only the instmments, but also the nominatives, of cog-

nitions ; e.g», |n the assertion, The word cow produces the cognition of the oow s’*

and hence a denial of the substratum of these would mean the denial of the substra-

tum of the two terms of your syllogism. And again the fact of these words having
uo substratum would mean that they have no significance ; and as such, cannot be
used in any sentence, which means that your syllogism ceases to exist.

^ The usage of the word lends no support to your theory. By nsage, the eogni*

iion and the corresponding external object, are proved to be relative to one another.
** Another object i.e., the cognition does not cognise itself, as hold by tho Banddha.
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46. And if jou seek toarjfob (as yon do) afler having accepted

this (nsage), then your own accepted (dsage) becomes contradicted (by
your argnment). And yonr argument becomes one that has an nnrecog*

nised Subject (Pratyaya). While this fault would apply to us, only when
you have for your Minor term (a ** cognition ’*) which is not such (as

comprehends a real external object), ^

4{t, Whether (you have, for your minor term, ** cognition'*) as

a property of the soul, or independently by itself,—^in any case, your
argument has the same fault (of having the Subject unknown). Nor is

there any such thing as simple cognition" (without objects, dK).)>

because such cannot be recognised or specified.

48. Though there is for others (MimSnsakas) a specification in the

shape of the mere signification of a word,—^yet such cannot be the case with
you; for you do not accept any difierence between the word and its

signification,

49. If you seek to prove the fact of being devoid of a substratum, as

Universal,—then you are open to the faults of having your predicate

unrecognised, and that of the absence of an instance,

50. If (on the other hand) you assert the fact of being devoid of

substratum, only partially, we also admit the cognition of taste to be

devoid of colour, and your argument becomes snperfiuous.

47 If the ** oognitkm of your syllogism means a property of the soul, as yon hold

it to be, then, inasmnoh as snob a cognition is never recognised by yon, the very

snbjeot of yonr syllogism—becomes snoh as is not recognised ; and this renders your
argument fallacious. If, on the other hand, you hold that '* cognition means coy?

nition by itself (t.6., without the notion of the eognieer and the cognised) s then, we
add, that such a cognition is not recognised by us ; and this also makes your argument
fallacious ; inasmuch as the minor term of a syllogism must be such as is accepted by
both parties.

48 This KIrika anticipates the following objeotion: ''The sort of fallaciousness

UTjged above would apply to all arguments. For example, the MIminsaka argues that

sound is eternal. The Bauddha might retort ; Is sound a property of the Akt^a, or

that of Air ? If the former, we do not accept it as such ; if the latter, ^he MiYninsaka

does not admit It.' The Mlmansaka might say that by s(mnd, he means only that lohtsh

IS signified by the word sound ^ but ^e Bauddha would add that the word Pratyaya

only means that which ts signified by the word Pratyaya.** The sense of the reply as
ettibodied in the K&rika .is that the Bauddha does not accept anything denoted, SJpirt

ftaok the wfd itself s and hence, he has not the same facilities, as the Mimlnsaka, for

sa&ittg oles^ of the above fallaoies.

4S Beoause the Predicate—** Nirllambanah ’’—would also come to be devoid of a
substratum i and is such, inoapable of being recognised. Nor could you have any.

conmbomiihg instances as, Oven in a dream, there is not a total absence of aU
saWtratum ; since during dreams, there are distinot notions of place, time, Ac,, whiOh

mra all ;feal^—tha only unreality in the dream lying in the partioular emms^tions In

wkleh the ll^a ai^
. to Baca^ lire do not h6M any cognition to have for, ita suhstxatme, eif^rytk^

;
to i^O World,
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** *® wjoot only sooh rabatnfaim u tbo
form m which the oogmtion appears; then (we say that) iaasMnchaa
you aooept the^a^a of the eognitim itself, such denial (of the fom o(
the eogmiton) woaid be a self-contradiotionu

52. If IV tt>e absence of external substratum yon mean the
absence of such ideu as « this (object) is external (to tho cognition ”)—
then in that case, there being no snob feeling with regard to the pole Ac
your ailment becomes saperfluoas.

*

53. And if you mean that the cognitipn has no such substratum (in
tho external world), as the pole and the like,—then this would ~>!»trBdic»
a visible fact.

54. K you urge that “ the same would be the case with tho per-
ception of tho duplicate moon,”—we say—no ; because in this latter case,
wo deny the reality of the substratum (duplicate moon), on the ground
of its being beyond tho roach of the Senses, and not on account of tho
absence of the cognition of the object.

65. For ns, on the other hand, the reality or the unreality of a
cognition IS based npon the contact of the Sense with the object and it

is on the strength of this that we accept the cognised object, as real or
uni*eal.

56. For yon, however, there being no Sense-organs, there can be no
other ground for holding the fact of the cognition having a real substratum,
than the cognition itself

; and as such a denial thereof is not treasonable.

57. ‘ Since yon recognise no externality, how do yon seek to prove
thereby (t.e., on the ground of externality) the theory of the absence of
any real substratum (for the cognition) ? For under such circumstances
(i.e., if you deny the externality of objects), which is the adjunct of

your minor term, the minor term itself cannot be recognised.

The sense of the objection is that on pressing the eye with a finger, yon per-

ceive the moon to be duplicate ; and then if you say that the moon is one only, this

assertion of yours contradicts a fact ascertained by means of your own eyes. The
meaning of the reply is that we deny the duality of the moon, because such doality is

beyond the reach of the senses ; and it is for this reason that we declare the idea of
the dupUoate moon to be without a real objective substratum this idea being dne.

to Stt extraneous discrepancy temporarily imposed upon the eye. We do not base our
denial of the duality upon ^e denial of all objective substotum for the cognition

itself.

M Where the sense is in oontaot with the object, jdll as it is cognised, the opgni-

tion and the object are both real ; where it is not so, they are both unreal.

Because such denial would mean the denial of the cognition itself. (The
3ai^dhas deny the reality of the sense-organs).

^ If you mean to assert that you only deny the fimt of any external object beiio^

substsatum of cognition,-—then we wonld aey that, einoe you do not reoogtiise

MBlgL any external objMt, how oould you haves^ a minor temi aa *'a
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58. Just as when there is no recognition of the qualifioation (or

adjanet), the minor term (or the oonclnsion) is not acertained, on account

of the incapability (of such a term) of rightly expressing an idea
; so

for the same reason, would there be a non-ascertainment of the conclusion,

if the adjunct of the adjunct too were not recognised.

59. For, so long as the meaning of the word has not been folly

recognised, the meaning of the sentence cannot be ascertained. And we
shall prove later on that the minor term really consists of the significa-

tion of the sentence, because it follows from such recognition (of the

meaning of the sentence).

60. (By saying that cognition is devoid of any snbstratnm apart

from itself ” you may mean) either the exclusion or the negation of all

extraneous objects ;
any way, the whole world being (according to ns also)

non*di£Perent, through predicahility^ your argument becomes superfiuous.

61. And again, if you assert ** the absence of substratum ” with

reference to (a substratum) totally different (from the cognition) (then

too, your argument becomes superfluous). If, on the other hand (you

assert it) with reference to (a substratum) only partially different (from

the cognition), then your conclusion would contradict your previously

postulated (difference).

This anticipates the following objection t
** It is only the uon-rooognition of the

adjunct of the minor term that vitiates an inferential argnment. In the present case,

however, what is not recognised is only the externality of the objects qnalifying the

minor term ; and this is only the non-recognition of the qualification of the adjunct |

and as such it does not vitiate the argumont.** The sense of the reply is tliat, in both

cases, the faulty character of the Inferential argument is based upon the fact of the

term being incapable of giving any sense, in the cose of its necessary adjuncts not

being recognised.

69 Your minor term is necessarily mixed up with the signification of such words
as '* external,'* &o. i and again, it is by the significations of such sentences—as " the

oognitions have no external substratum "—that the minor term is constituted. And
as such, the minor term can not be recognised, until the significations of the, consti-

tuent words have been fully ascertained.

^ If you mean to exclude extraneous objects, your conclusion would be of some
such form as t

" Oognition has for its substratum, something that is not extraneous to

it** While if you mean to deny it, the conclusion would be in the form :
" Cognition

has no extraneous substratum.** Any way your conolusion would not go against our

theory ( inasinuch as we also hold all things to be identical, on the ground of all

things having the common cl||raoter of predicahility ; and hence, according to us also,

nothing being extraneous to anything, the substratum of the cogniton cannot be

said to be extraneous to the cognition. Thus then your argument loses its force,

and 8lbomes superfluous.

U Beewnee euperfiuoue **—because we also hold that the cognised object is not

totally extranjMUB to the oognition. ” If on the other hand, ^c., ^c.’*—If your conolu-

aion mean that "Cognition is devoid of any substratum that even partially differs

from it,'*—-then you also admit a slight difference, though only assumed, between
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62. And on aooonnt of ito appearing in the form of tbe objectiTe, it
is held (by ns) to be devoid of any substratum (and hence your ai^umdnt
becomes superflaoua). While if you assert the non-differedoe (of the
cognised object) from the Cognition, then that would go against the
(theory of) distinct faculties (of the cognised Object and Cognition).

63. If you seek to prove the fact of the absmioe of any substratum
for the cognition, at the moment of its being produced,—then, this being
an apparent fact, we also accept (the cognition at the monent of production)
to be devoid of any external object of perception.

64. Ton, however, do not accept its correctness or reality at any time

;

as this too has its end in itself, like the ideas of the mirage and
the like.

65-66. If such cognitions as that of Caitra and the like wero to

have the fact of being devoid of any real substratum as their necessary
character, Ae., then they could never be comprehended by cognitions

arising out of inferential arguments. And hence, on account of there

being a multifariousness of objects, and also on account of the form (of

such cognitions as those of Caitra, Ac.,)—how could tho correct notion

of cognitions having real substrata be dispensed with,—when it is not

actually set aside by any contradictory of itself ?

67. If you take the word ^j^<ityaya ’ to bo tho cognition^ (thus forming

A3 It is in the gonerio character of ** Cognition,*’ that an Idea has an external

object for its substratam. When, howovor, this happens to bo in tho form of an
inanimate ohjeot^tho Jar, /.i. then it is accepted by os also to hare no snbstra-

tam as snob*

A3 We hold that in every perception, there is a threefold process: (1) at the

first moment, there is a prodaction of the cognition ; (2) at tho second, tho roforring of

the cognition to a concrete fact j and (3) at the third, the fall oomprehonsion of the

cognition, And as saoh we also hold the cognition to bo devoid of an extsrnol snbstra*

turn, at the first moment. And henoe your argument becomes snperflnoos.

AA « Correetnsfs tho fact of its having a corresponding object in the external

world. dVe hold the cognition to be without a corresponding reality, only at tho

moment of its production ; bat what we assort is that sabseqaently, at the second

moment, this cognition comes to be referred to a oonordte object. Tbns then, it is only

after the moment of production that we part company with yon, who assert that at no

time is the Cognition able to have any such corresponding reality ; and that at all times

it has an end in itself, and is, like miragio perceptions, always false.

AS Ton hold all Cognition to end in itself, witfiont referring to any corresponding

objoot extraneous to it. But then, the Cognition or Idea, toisiiig out of the argument

yon niged ogrinst ns, oonld never rightly comprehend one fact of the absence of any real

evhetratum ae belonging to eognitione in general ; and hence there being moltiffqj^iNM

objects of Cognition,—*when the existence of tho snbstratnm is not directly denM by

any counter^notion of (be absence of such substratum,—bow could one totally

deny the existence of the substratum, specially when we ere examining tbs form a^
riiotabter ef suoh eognitione as those of Caitra and the likef >

^ It the opponent wore to interpret the word ’’Pratyaya** as the mgtme if

^len it would come to signify‘the word ’Praiyaya ’
; and in aeoqrdanee with
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ttie minor term of your syllogism),—and thence if yon seek to set aside

the fact of the cognition (of this ‘word) having any substratum (in the

fO$t and other external objects) ;—^then yourargument becomes superfluous.

68. If again, (by your argument) you seek to set aside the capability

(of the word cogniHon) to bring about a conception (or Idea), then'your

major term becomes incapable of being ascertained
;
because the argument

itself could not be brought forward in the absence of such capability

of producing conceptions.

69*71. There is no denotation without comecHon ; and this (connec-

tion) is not possible without some difference (between the word and its

denotation). Nor is this difference possible in the absence of an idea

expressing such diflerence
; and this idea too is not possible unless the

questioner distinctly comprehends the sentence and also the several

membei’S of the syllogism, such as the minor term, the middle term, the

Instance, and the two members of the discussion. If you bring forward
your argument after accepting all this (t.e., the fact of the above-men-
tioned cognitions having real substrata), then this conclusion would
militate against your previous assertion.

72-73. Without the difference between Virtue and Vice, and that

between the Disciple and the Teacher himself, being ascertained in its

reality, there could be *no instructions with regard to Duty, <Si;c., specially

as we come across the actual performance of duty^ (we conclude that) the

differeneeof the idea (of Duty from Duty itself) is accepted (even by
your Teacher Buddha) (and as such in denying the reality of external

objects of perception, you contradict your own Teacher).

73. And since we find that the Buddha has accepted (such differences)

in other Sutras (the “ Saddharma*' /.».) ; there would be a contradiction

of your own scriptures too (if you were to totally deny the reality of the

external wwld).

74. And your conclusion on this point is also contradicted (and
hence rejected) by facts known to all persons (who always recognise
objects apart from their cognitions).

74-75. If you hold the idea of all arguments to be false (as having

ibis, if he were to interpret hie ergnment as proving that ** snob object as the po$t
and the like cannot be the sabstratum of the word *Pratyaya% then we would reply
that wo do not deny this conclusion j and as such your argument loses all its force.

W If by the proposition ** Pratyaya is nir&lambana/* you mean that the word
• Pratyaya* is incapable of having any denotation, then your minor term (the denota-
tion of this word ‘ Pratyaya’) being unrecognised, your oonolusion cannot be proved.

^71 The argument cannot be brought forward unless there is a distinct idea of
the words employed in the argument, and their significations, Ac., and until such ideas
have been duly recognised to have oorresponding realities. And if you accept these,
yon oontradidt your own assertion of all cognitions being devoid of corresponding
lealities. Thus then yon are placed upon the two bofns of a diftiftmma

Yon hold all cognition to be false. And in accordance with this, the
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no real snbstotatnm), then there wonW be a nnivemal ttcgation
; and the

deficieiicy of the minor term, Ac., could also be urged (against your anrit.
ment). And, if (m order to avoid these) yon were to hold th^ (ooirai.
tioDS of your minor term, *o.), to have real substrata, then on the ground
of such cognitions themselves, the middle term (of your syllogism and
hence the majm: premiss also) would become non oonclusive or doubtful.

76-

77. If yon urge tlmt your conclusion has for its snbicct “ coj^i.
tions other than those of the factors of the syllogism”—then (wo say that)
the idea of this distinctness (t.e., tlie notion that such and such cognitions
are other than such other cognitions) would bo false. And when this
liappens to bo false, all that has gone before becomes incai>nbIo of being
ascertained. Nor would, then, thoi-e be any difference between the cogni-
tion of the post (yon employ as an instance) and that of the argument
(yon urge against ns).

77-

78. As your conclusion goes on signifying (the falsity) of cogni-
tions other than those of your oryMoient,—tliero would bo falsity of all the
rest; and hence whatever goes before, becomes sot aside

; and thus either
your middle term becomes concomitant with iis own contradictory, or
your (xmolnsion itself comes to bo rejected by (your own) inferential
argament

79-80. (Becaase) in opposition to all tbo alternatives (open to yon)
wo would bring forward this counter-argument:

—

Cognitions have real
substrata in the external world ; and this notion (of cognition having a real
substratum) is correct

; because it is a notion free from contradiction
like the notion of the falsity of dream-cogpaition.”

BigniaoatioBs of all argamontativo assertiona would be foleo ; and honoe yonr argnmenl
oomoB to be a denial of the truth of all arguments. Or again, any and ovory fault-
in the shape of the defioionoy of the various faotorA of your syllogism (the idoa of all

of which you declare to bo false)— could be urged against your argument. ** 2^on-con-
tlusive**

:

The middle term of tho syllogism is **Pratyatwat ("Because it is a cognition,
therefore they have ne real substratum."} But if you admit a single cognition to
have a rM anbstratum, tbo said middle Term becomes doubtful, and as such vitiates
the argument.

W.n Because you accept only the reality of the cognitions of tho various mem*
bers of your syllogisin. " Ceases to he ascertained "—because the Idea of such distinct-

ness being false, the conolnsion of yonr syllogism becomes fanlty in its subject t and
hence the whole argument falls to the ground. " Ner would then ^c."—Becanse when
all notion of distinotnoss is false, there can be no difference between two inch cogni-
tions,as those of the poet and your argument,-^ sh palpable absurdity.

77-78 If in order to avoid the diffioolties urged above, yon have * for tho subject
of your conolnsion, such cognitions as are other than that of such distinctness,~^ihau all

other cognitions would come to be false ; whence all that has gone before—even your
own previons argnmeut becomes false. Thns yon will have to bring forward argnmenta
od infinitum

;

and then too yon will never come to an end $ beoanse each argnmeut
wiir negative all that may have gone before it. Thus then either yonr own argument
will have to be admitted to be fallacious, or (if you avoid this) your eonclesloii
will be contrary to the Premises.
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' 80-81. And if yon urge that this notion (of the falsity of di«am»
ec^fnition) u also false ; then dream-ooguition would never be (oontradioted
and heiice]f false

; and consequently it oonld not supply tlie instanoe (of
falsity) in tlie argument yon hare brought forward against ns.

81*82. And in the same manner, if yon were to accept the correct-

ness of the notions of the momentary character, distinctness and existence
of cognitions, then yonr argument (i.6., the middle term) would become
non-conolnsiye or doubtful

; while if you accept the falsity of such notions,
you contradict your own theory.

83. And again, there could be no such distinction as that into the
“ bound and “ liberated, ”

; and hence you would have the absurdity of
the friuilessness of any attempt towards Liberation.

84-85. If you urge that you accept as false, only such notions of the
existence, 4c , of cognition, as appear in concrete (well-defined) forms
then (wo say that) in this case, we do not find the application of any other
metons of right notion

; and thus, there being no such means, the existence,
4o., of cognition can be scarcely ascertainable.

86-87. Thus then all our cognitions would come to be false, on
account bf their being (concretely) well-defined

$
and it would be scarcely

possible to get at (the ideas of) •proximity and remoteneas^ reality and
unreality, 4o. And (thus) the falsity of cognitions being common to all
systems of 'philosophy, it is not proper to reject the S&nkhya, 4c., and
be partial to the Bauddha philosophy alone.

This Knrika puts thd opponent in a fix: If he accept the falsity of dream-
cognition, he can hare nothing to say against the oonnter-argnment niged in K.
79-80 1 and he completely loses his ground. If, in order to avoid this, he do not
admit the falsity of dream-cogniUon i then he contradicts himself s in as much as he
has brought forward dream-cognition ” as an instance {of fal$e cognition), ia ih&
inferential argument he has urged against’ the llimansaka. This argument, in the
absence of a corroborating instance, would fall to the ground.

» If you deny the distinctness of cognitions, you land yourself upon the Yedan-
iio theory of the “ unity of knowledge ”

i and in that oase, the notion of BondM would
be identioal with that of Deliverance.

•t-W It may be argued that you accept only the falsity of concrete oognitloiisi
and that, cognitions oankave their exiatence, Ac., in their abstract forms. But this is
not righti because such notions, aa^»* the world is only an idea,” •• aU oogniticos are

, moiaantaiyenUUea>* and the like-are not oempreheaded by any person, in th^
abstract forms. As a matter of fact, it is only by means of Inference, Ac., that sueh
notions are ascertained i and as such, they cannot but be concrete, and hence (aocccd-
ing to you) false. Consequently, the notions of the eaistenoe of cognitions, and their
mcpmntmy oharaoter, Ae., cannot

The UgOd adds that if the Bauddha admits the reality of aUtraot cognitions snch
lealHy wonW belong alio to the abstraot notions of thepos#, Ao., and thfii WouU
establish the xylity of.the external world.

Millie, there eonld be no idea of the oomnaratiTU MilAe
prosimitg.or mrnctwmm of obleo^4h lagarfS

^]|jha Bonso-oigau oonoeiued. •
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88. If a cognition be false, wonld it not be liable to rejeotion P
If it were to be false esen without being rejected, then there wonld be no
restriction (as to the reality or unreality of a cognition).

88-

89. For us, dream-cognition would certainly be falsiRed by the
perception of a waking cognition contradicting it; while for joa,what
would oonstitute the difference (between the reality of waking-cognition
and that of dream-oonsoiousness, both of which are held by you to be
equally false) ?

89-

90. Of waking cognition as such, there is no proper (correct)
contradictoiy cognition,—the perception whereof would establish the falsity

of such (waking) cognitions as those of the post and the liko.

90-

91. The fact of waking cognitions being the contradictory of dream-
cognition is known to all persons, and, as such they dilfor from dream-
cognition (which is known only to particular individuals), just liko the
cognition, which serves to reject (a particular dream-cognition)*

91-

93# Obj. : “ Of such waking cognitions* as those of the pew#, &o.,

invalidating cognitions do arise in the shape of those of the true Yogis
(who know all things worldly to be false) ; and this would certainly

make these waking cognitions equal to dream-cognitions (in point of

falsity). And such invalidating cognitions too (as those of Yogis) would
belong to all living creatures when they reach the Yogic stage; and
hence the fact of waking cognitions having invalidating counter-cognitions

becomes established.”

93-

94. But, such Yogic cognition is not found to belong to any per-

son in this life; and as for those who have reached the Yogic state,

we know not what happens to them.

94-

95. Our Yogis too could have only such invalidating cognitions

as would be either subversive of or contraiy to your assertion.

87.83 The sense of the KSrlka is that if even waking cognitions were false, th^
too, like dream cognitions, would be liable to rejeotion by subsequent cognitions ; but

such Is not the case.

Waking cognition, as distinguished from Dream-cognition, is known equally to

all men ; while Dream-cognition is confined to only particular individuals, under the

influence of sleep. Therefore, just as, in the case of a cognition rejecting a certain

foregoing dream-cognition, the former is recognised as contradictory of the dream-

cognition,—so, in the same manner, the character of being the contradictory of dream-

cognition would belong to all such waking cognitions, as those of the post and the like

}

and it is in oomparison with such waking cognitions that dream-co^; ore said to

be false.

M«tS The sense of the objection is tliat, though Waking cognitions are not invalidated

by ordinary cognitions, yet they do become invalidated by the contrary cognitions of

• Tqgls.
'

As yon nrge the cognition of yonr Banddha TogI against our theory, so oonlA

we abb bring fonrard the cognitions of onr own Yogis, as invalidating yoUr theosy#

**BahBSfkttw **'-HWch as the recognition of the tmo oharaoter of the shen, after b hie

bcen ^tistidwii fbr silver. “ Ocatrsrp’*—c.p;, the Idea that • this la not lAvsr*, it dis*

tbgidri^bom the idea t^^
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95*90. And farther, yoa can hare ho instance to prove that the

cognition of the Yogi is such as yon assert it to be. As a corroborative

instance ot *oar assertion we hare the cognition, as ordinarily perceived.

96-

97. If you were to argue that ** snoh cognitions as that of the

post and the like, have got coanter-cognitions. which invalidate them,

simply beoaase they are cognitions,—like the cognitions of the mirage
^

40.;”^

97-

98. (We reply) we do not deny the fact of waking cogpiitions

having counter-cognitions, in the shape of the cognitions of the mirage

and the like
;
and in that form, they also become capable of being invali-

dated, as also through their cognisable object ; and your reasoning is

also incompatible, with ( the cognitions of Y ogis, which you hold to be

correct, and as such) the invalidating agent ; and if yon qualify the pre*'

miss by the phrase other than that ”, then as before, (there would be

several discrepancies in your argument).

99-100. For according to you, to dream-cognitions would belong the

character of being the counter-cognitions of false cognitions (in the shape

of such waking cognitions as those of the postf 4c.)
;
and (in the case of

Yogio cognitions) such peculiarities as you may attribute—/.t., the fact

of its being comprehended throngh the suppression of passion and

You are not to understand that your case is exactly similar to ours ; because

your argument has no corroborative instance s while onr assertion, of Yogio cognitions

having real substrata in the external world, is based upon an Inference supported by
the case of any ordinary cognition : Even at the present day, we find that the cogni-

tions of all men are based upon external realities ; and this would rightly lead to the

conclusion that the cognition of the Yogi should also have a real substratum.

91.98 It is trae that waking cognitions have counter-cognitions in tho shape of

wrong conceptions. And just as false cognitions and their objects are invalidated by

the fact of there being counter-cognitions, so, in the same manner, correct cognitions

too, havitag (like false co^itions) the character of cognition-^, and their objects too

having (like the objects of false cognitions) the character of object^t and having too,

in common with false cognitions, their counter-cognitions,—would be capable ef being

invalidated. We do not deny this foot ; and so yonr argument becomes superfluous.

Bat| inasmach as right cognitions are capable of being invalidated, the cognitions

of Yogis too could not be iree from this capability ; and as it is these Yogio cognitions

that you hold to be the invalidators of ordinary cognitions, your reasoning becoqies

inoonolusive and doubtful. If you argue that all cognitions, $avB those of the Togi^

are capable of bei^ invalidated, then too, you would be open to all the objections

urged in Karikis ft et-eeq.

99.109 You find that Dream-cognition has for its counter-cognition, the waking
cognition } and the cognitions of Yogis, which are both false j consequently the wak-
ing cognitions too would be invalidated only by suoh Yogio cognitions as are false.

Thna then the Yogio cognition invalidating the waking cognitions having bmme
false, you will have to reject all such exceptional characterestioa of Yogio cognition,

as the fact of ijis proceeding from the sappression of passions, Aa, from which you
oonolade such cognitions to be correct. And in this way your reasoning becomes

I IlSlt-contradiotory.
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meditation, TTouId also become rejected
; and tlience yonr ailment

would become self-contradictory.
100-

lOl; There being no rejection (of waking cognitions), by great
men, those wonld be like the Yogio cognition which you accept as invali-
dating praent (mgnitions ; and thence we wonld either urge the rejection
of yonr inferential argument, or bring forward a connter-argament,
and recall the discrepancies in your previous argument.

101-

102. And your previous argument is also open to the fault of
having the middle term unrecognised by both parties, beqause it is non-
different from the major term (or conclusion), and is (hence) unmention-
able (as the middle term).

102-203. As for the ‘ class cognition * in general, you do not accept it as

being both different and non-different (from the individual cognitions)

;

and as for its being totally different (from the individuals), thero is no
such * class ’ accepted by us.

103-104. That there is neither similarity nor the exclusion cf others^

100.101 \7o can bring forward the following ooantor-argnmont :
** Waking oogni-

tions are correct, because at present they are not rojooted by able mon,—like your
Yogio cognition.’* Then if this argument of ours is equal In strength to that whereby
you seek to invalidate all waking oogpiitions, thou ours is only a counter-argument.

If, on the other hand, our argument is stronger than yours, then your argument falls

through. Any way, our argument closes the way of your argument. ** Previous argu*

ment

:

** t.s., the argument whereby you seek to prove the absenoo of any real substra-

tum in the external world, for cognitions*

101.108 Over and above the discrepancies in yonr argument, pointed out above, there

is yet another point against it: your middle term '*Pratyaya” is not one that is

recognised by both parties; inasmuch as the **fact of being a cognition** cannot be

made the middle term ; because it forms part of your conclusion, and as such. Is not

accepted by your opponent. Your conclusion is that ** all cognitions are devoid of sub-

stratum**; and for your middle term, too, you have "cognition**; by which you pre-

suppose the fact of cognitions being devoid of substratum—thus incurring the fallacy

of Petitio Principii, Thus then your argument becomes devoid of a prapor middle

term, w||ioh must always be such as is already accepted by both parties.

108.108 Ton may urge that you will have, for your middle term, ** Cognition ** in

general, what forms part of the conclusion being only a particular kind of cognition,

thereby sailing clear of the objectionable identity of the conclusion with the Minor

term. Bui in reply to this, it is added, that the conception of such a generic entity too

is not common to both of ns. If yon deny the identity of the Close with the Individual,

then you have only two alternatives left
: (1) either that it be both different and non-

different, (2) or that it^be entirely different, from it. Apparently, yon do not accept the

first alternative ; because you do not admit the Class to be identical with the Individual /

and as for the second, we do not accept it. So even now your middle term remains

such as is not accepted by both parties.

108.104 It may be nrged that ** by doss we do not mean a category iooluding many

individuals ; but by Sdmanya (class) we only mean similarUy (so cognition ih general

meaning cognitions that are simUer) and seclusion of others (cognition in generoA then

mesmmg everything that is not non^eognition) j and it Is this latter that is teobBioally

called Apoha, the upholders of which declare that the word eoio denotes neither the
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prove later ^n. Thue tbeiii there ie no general middle iemn which

4e common to botli (of ns).

104*-105* Nor can the oharaoter of the middle term belong to the iw<^

partionlaroognitions (waking and dream cognitions), as they constitute

respectively the Minor term and the Instance of your syllogism; and

because the former is incapable of syntactical relation (with the Minor

term), while the latter cannot in any way belong to (or qualify) it.

105-

106. Nor can the ** cognition ” devoid of its object be the middle

term ; as it has been already explained that on account of the non-recogni-

tion of the subject, there follows the fault of having the substratum

undefined.

106-

107. Thus then your middle term too comes to be contradictory

;

and the Instance becomes devoid of the predicate of the conclnsion—^both -

of these (faults) being indicated by the alternatives that were brought

forward (above) for . the (avoidance of the non-recognition of the

predicate.

107-

109. Even in dream-cognition the external substratum is not

altogether absent. In all oases there is a real substratum, though (in

dreams) appearing under diverse conditions of place and time. As a

nor the individmlt but onij the exclusion of all that is not eow. All this will bo

refntod later on.

104.l0fi The two partionlar oognitioni—waking and dream cognitions—cannot he

acoepted as the middle term; beoanso one of these (waking oognitions, f.i.) forms the

Minor term of year syllogism ; and if the same were made the middle term, your
Minor Premiss would beoomo aboard $ as it would be—** waking oog nition is waking
cognition.’^ And as for dream-oogaition, it forms the oorroboratire instance of yonr
syllogism, and does not belong to the Minor term ; henoe even in this oase, no proper

Minor Premiss would be possible.

10S.106 The Bauddha urges that by ** cognition’' as their mindle term, they mean
^*eognition purs and simple independently of the object cognised The objMtion to this,

however, is that a Minor Premiss, whioh is deroid of objective reality, oannot lead to

any ooxxeot oonolnsion { specially as in such oases the middle tmrm becomes devoid of

any substratum] and as snob, it becomes amenable to the same faults that we
have urged agalnifc the Minor terra that has its subject undefined.

IM.L01 «* Atoea Tide KSriki: Nirelamhanata Ciha Sarvatha Tadi Sddhyati,
4re*^ 4re.f* where it has been shown, by means of alternatives, that an absolute
absenoe of substratum is never met with] and horn the negation of snob absenoe of
•nfastretnm, we oonolude that even in dream-cognition, there is no snob absence.
Thus- then your Instonoe (Bream-cognition) becomes devoid4^ the predicate of your
conifiaaion (whioh is ahsenee of subctrnfttni}. And waking oognitions too, being, for
Abe same reason, not wi^out real substratum, the middle term becomes contradictory
jbo the oonolnsiou] inasmuch as no **oogaition” Is ever found to be withonl a real
•ttbstratutti.

Kn.WI We dream onfydf sueheitemal ol^jeots ai^ we have previoesly perceived.

.

The ^only diffei^eeHos in the dfscnuder of the time and. place of the peieeplimif.'.

canuot-' hc said to be totallv devoid of cmI snbstratnm in.' tim
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matter of fact too, ^hat is oompreheoded by dream«cogaition Is (some
real external object that bas been perceived) either during the present

•life, OP in some past life, or at any other time, and which homes to be
cognised in dreams, either in connection with the same time and place,
or under different circumstances.

109-113. The cause of misconception in the notion of the “ fire-brand-
circle” is the fire-brand whirled with extreme rapidity;—in that of
“imaginary cities,” the particular shape of the clouds, as also some precon-
ceived houses, Ac. in that of the “ Mii-age,” preconceived water, or sand
heated by and reflecting the rays of the sun. And of the notion of “ the
hare’s horns” the cause would be either the horn of other animals, or
the peculiar character of the hare itself. And of the negation of the hare’s
horns, the cause is the baldness of its head (t.e., the absence of protu-
berances). Of the notion of emptiness in the object, the cause is (tlio place)
untouched^by any other object. And in the case of improbable utterances
(such as “Hundreds of elephants on the tip of one’s finger”) the cause
lies in the objects themselves (as under the influence of extreme proximity
giving rise to such misconceptions).

113-

114. Even such objects as are never perceived (such as the
Sankhya ‘Prakrit!’), are found to be comprehended b]p cognitions; and
the origin of these cognitions lies in (its constituent olemonts) the
earth, Ac.

114-

115. It is a peculiarity of “Sense-perception” alone that it

comprehends only such objects as exist at the present time, and also that
it functions over objects in contact (with the senses)

; such restrictions do
not apply to other kinds of cognition (Inference, Ac.

)

115-

116. (If you ask) “How could an object, not existing, bring
about a cognition ?*”—(we reply) whence do you conclude the incapacity
of non-existing objects to produce cognitions P

116-

117. The point at issue between us rests in the fact of

(cognitions having) external substrata; and hence, even if there be no

•

109.US The external oanse of dreams has been explained. These Kiirikiw explain

the external oauseS of the ordiaarj mieoonoeptions of the senses. And it is shown

that even misconceptions are not totally devoid of external realities,-"to say nothing

of correct Perceptions.
118.14 J4 13 only the elements—Earth, Water, Ac.,—‘in their snbtlest forms, that

are called “ Prakriti.”

114.18 The notion of “ Prakriti ” is got at by means of Inference, wherein it is not

neoessaty that the conditions specified shonld apply. Hence the objection based upon
the imperceptible character of Prakriti loses its force.

118.14 That which does not exist at the present time cannot perform any action,

; but this does not mean that it cannot bring abont cognitions ; as we have cogni-

tions of many past and fntiire objects.
li4.n Beoanso the absence of proximity does not imply the absence of the exter-

nal substratum of oognitions.

18
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of the object (with the Senee-oigan), how could thiii affect our

theoijP

117419. Therefore it is only that (cognition), which compreliende an

object otherwise than in the form it exists in, that can be said to be

** devoid of snbstratnm ;
*’ and that Cognition which has * negation* for its

object is, in fact, one that has a real Bnbstratnm ; becanse this * negation’

too is not an independent entity itself ; for it is not so comprehended.

tov yon, howerer, both of these (* absence of substratum * and * negation

as the snbstratam *) together with their oanses, can never be ascertained*

119*20. And like the discrepancies of your conolnsion, the oontra-

dictory character of yoar middle term too would be chargeable (to your

argument) ;—inasmuch as it leads to the subversion of the forms of the

predicate, subject, do.—taken severally as well as collectively (in the

premises)^

120*21. The discrepancies of the instance too become chargeable to

yon ; inasmuch as in any single object, it is not possible to have the con-

ception of parts of the major term and the middle term, also that of

invariiible concomitance (of these two).

121-22. Some people urge against yon the objection that in your
argnment you do not mention any instance of dissimilarity* If yon urge
that **it is not mentioned becanse there is no such instance*’; than
(they would reply) you have not got here the opportunity (for making
such an assertion, as) such an assertion could only be in cfw** of

the conolnsion being an affirmative one.

in.W By “ oognition vntifuntt a 9vh§tr<iikwn ” is meant a wrong eognition or miiocm*

caption,—and not one that eogni$$$ Umlf. And the notion—" this is not a jar haa

also a aubstratam ; inaimaoh as Uils n^pitiTs conosptton is nothing more than

n poiltira oognition, having for its object, the aheenoe of the properties of the Jar

in the particular object. For the Banddha, on the other hand, there can be no cogni*

lien devoid of real anbetratam i beoense the oognition, according to them, oognioea

USJK) Your oonblasion haa been pointed oat to be each aa has ita aoDeot not

known, d»., do. In the same manner, vre are going to show that yonr middle term is

aontradiotory. Year middle term would prove the falsi^ of oil eognitUmi i and aa

mob, il would alsd pxova the falaity of the oognitiona the Snbjeot and Pradieate of

your conolnsion i and as snob it would astnbliah the pontradiotories of yons con*

dnsion.
ISSJl The Instanoe, " Dream-Cognitiim,*’ is snoh as Is devoid of yottr ICa|or tern,

** Absenoe of substratum "s it is also devoid of the middle termi " ths chanotos of

oognition” ) it If dafoid cf the oombinalipn of thaaa two i and katly it Is slso devoid

jU tbs ^ i.s., in cognittod, tshm by

Itaalf, independently of any anbitratnm.

mJI ^Uaetaace sf t * where them is no abssnos of sahatielnm,

ibatelsdo oogpltlon.* not a^atioiiid, The ssnse at this iatbal when

the oonoUision 4 an affirmatife one, ita negation is its contmdiotQiy i and wbm U ^If

i negative its nfgatlon being a nfm-aptUy, tbf friddl# tsfp coidd not

^apply to it. Hence it is not neoesiary to an instanoe of dMmi|arity» hi thd fHi
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24. The eitetion (of the tnsUnoe of disaimilarlij) is poseible,

even in the oaee of the oontradiotoy (of the major term) being a nega-
tive one

** ^*4 which is not transient is not an effect as * Sky-
flowers/ Ao./* an assertion which is quite reasonable.

124-

25. In the case of your argument, however, we have a negative
major term (or donolusion) (“ devoid of substratum »’)

; and hence its con-
tradictory (presenoe of substratum) is positive ; and as snob it is necessary
that the contradictory of your major term should have been supported by
an Instance.

125-

26. And if you were to mention any such, the donble negation

would signify only an affirmation
; and no affirmation could be made if

the object isfive non-ezisting.

126-

27. Under the circumstances, in the case of the negation of the
omniscience (of Buddha) we would have the following form of reasoning

:

“ There is an incapability of His sense-perception, Ac., (to apply to all

things), like our own (sense-perception, Ac.).’’

of oar argumant. The meaning of the Author Is that the Banddhas do not

this assertion with reference to the argament in qaestion t beoanse for them there is

no esse of affirmative sense-perception ; as according to them, there can be no joint

cognition of the middle term acoompained hj the major term of the major

premiss). It is for this reason, that they always base the applicability of their

middle term upon its capacity to preolnde the contradictory of the oonolnsion | con-

seqnently, in the absence of an Instance of Dissimilarity, there can be no preclo-

sion of the said contradictory ; therefore, in the Baaddha theory, it is always neces-

sary to cite Instances of Dissimilarity. Their Kajor term—** absence of sabstratam**

—however, is a negative one | and hence its contradictory cannot but bo positive—
^ a real snbstratam ’*

; and it is qnite possible that the middle term shonld reside in this

latter, positive entity : so in order to deny this possibility, it was necessary to cite

an Instance of Dissimilarity.

lSS.Be Bren in the case of an affirmative conclasion, as a matter of fact, the

citing of an instanoe of dissimilarity is not necessary ; bat snch citing is not impossible

;

beoanse even when the contradictory is a negation one, saoh instances are always

possible g hence those that are clever at inferential reasonings most always be able to

cite sooh instances, the omission of which wonld be a serioas mistake. An erample

of suc^ an Instanoe is given : In the argament, ** sound is transient, because it Is

caused,** we can cite an instance of dissimilarity, saoh as ** that which is not transient

is not as Sky^fiowsTs!*

Ut-*t If you were to cite saoh an instanoe, it could be only in the fora—** That

wliiek is not devoid of substratam is not a Cognition,” and the doable negation—** that

which is not devoid of **—would mean ** that which is endowed with { '* and this affir-

mation ccnld not be made, if there were no real sabstratum.

ffiijf The Baaddha-would retort that these disorepanoies could be charged against

all nsgstiFO airgumettts,-*even to that argament by which you seek to deny the omnl-

of Baddba. In order to avoid this charge, the Author cays that the form of our

argument against saoh ossniseienoe would be this: ** Bnddha’s pereeption cannot

appiy to mioh ohjeots as exist In the/hhou Ac.,—beoanse it is sense-perception,—tiko

out oidiiiarv senie-peroeptlon,-/.<, words**i and thus we sail clear of the sbsm

nhasgssi as the eitatioo of the Instanoe of Oisslmilarltj-** That whtoh oompm^

Ae. **— is quite oocreet.
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127-

28. In a case where no contradictory (of the major term) is

possible, other theorists declare that this (non-citation of the instance of

dissimilariiiy) is no fault; inasmuch as even without such citation the

reasoning is conclusive.

128-

29. Then again, it is only those who admit of real means (of

argument) that can engage in a discussion
; and the ^ not

entitled (to any discussion), because he accepts no means to be real.

129-

30. (Obj.). *^Bnt all the arguments that we have brought for-

ward are such as are accepted by you (to be real, though not by us) ;

and as such, wherefore should you have brought forward so many objec-

tions—by means of alternatives—, in order to invalidate the argument
as such P

”

130-

31. You who are versed in logical rules—why should you argue
thus, with a view to deceive us, as it wore ? Have you not heard that an
argument (to be effective) must be such as is accepted by both parties P

131-

33. In the case of an argument which is not accepted by your
opponent, and which is brought forward as recognised by yourself alone

you have a remedy at hand
; but in the case of an argument which (as

you say) is not recognised by yourself, what procedure can yon adopt P

Because if you were to establish (such an argument) you would be con-
tradicting your own previous convictions (such as the denial of the truth

of the original argument)
j
while if you left it un-established, your oppo-

nent could not be convinced of the truth of your conclusions.

133-34. (Obj.). “That which is not recognised by the opponent
can never convince him; and hence it is only reasonable that the real

character oE an argument should not belong to such. But that which is

U7.8S Having expounded the view of “some people”, the Author propounds
another theory : The Instance of Dissimilarity is cited only with a view to avoid the
chance of the middle terra being either too wide or too narrow, and thereby making
the reasoning inoonolnsive. In cases, however, where the eontradictory of the
Major term does not exist, there is no ohanoe of suoh a oontingenoy ; and henoe there
is no necessity for oiting the said Instance. But by this wo do not admit your argu-
ment as oonolusive ; in face of the nnmerous objections urged above. ^

iS8.80 Only those who accept the varions factors of an argument to be real,

can owry on any discussion. The gunyavidi denies the reality of all these factors |

and as suoh, he oauuot be admitted into the disonssion.
IW.W The gunyavldi says : “Though we do not accept the reality of any factor

of the argument, yet wo bring forward argnments, in order to oonvinoe you of the
truth of our theory ; and as these argnments are in due aooordanoe with your own
tenets, it is not proper for you to attempt to invalidate it ; as by invalidating my
argument, you will be only invalidating your own tenets, upon which my ammentg
are all baaed.”

iao.«l •* Have you not, jre. As taught by your own teacher Dihnoga.
UUW If an argument is accepted by you, and not by your opponent, then what

yon have to do is to bring forward other arguments in support of your original argu-
ment, and therebif convince yonr adversary. But there is no oonrse open to yon, if

yon do not accept, as real, the argument tiiat yon yourself bring forward.
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not recognised by myself—^bat can tliat matter? The fact of the

necessity of the middle term being such as is recognised by both

parties is not mentioned with a view to any transcendental nesnlt, (that

we shall accept it upon any verbal authority). Any person would become

convinced of a fact only through reasoning recognised by himself.

135-36. “ If you urge—* How can you assert what you do not recog-

nise P ’—(we reply) what is even that to you ? I may assert the conclu-

sion or the argument either recognised or not recognised by mo
; do yon

not come to ascertain it ( through my argument) to be trne ?

137. “ It is where the conclusion (a certain notion) depends solely

upon a person (his utterance), that the qncstion is raised—* whence did

this man know it ? ’ Such a question, however, does nofc arise in the present

case (which is one of inferential argument)’’.

138. “For if it were so (and the conclusion depended upon my
assertion) in the present case, then the mere assertion of the conclusion

would lead to your conviction, solely through the non-recognition of any

discrepancy (in my argument). ”

139. “ But because this (conclusion) stands in need of argumenta-

tive reasoning, therefore it is to this (reasoning) that authoritatironess

belongs, and the use of the verbal ntterance lies only in the recalling of

the reasoning to the mind (of the questioner).”

140. “ Therefore just as one who would be convinced of the con-

clusion only through a recognition of the middle term as concomitant

with the major term (i.e., of the major premiss), does not stand in need of

(knowing the character of) the speaker, so would you also be convinced

of our conclusion without wanting to know what we ourselves believe.”

141. “ In the case of such cognitions of yours, as Sense-perception,

Ac.,—is there, in the case of these,any reasoning or conclusion that is recog-

nised by us,—that you should persist upon such (being accepted by me)

in the case of my present (inferential argument) ?
”

142. “ For these reasons, it is not befitting of learned people to

assert in reply that ‘ since the reasoning is not recognised by yourself,

therefore it cannot convince me. ’ ”

143. (Bep.). All this would have boon quite tmo, if the only result

(sought after by your reasoning) wore my conviction alone ;
in that case

the reasoning would be enough for me, oven if it were not recognised by yon.

144. But when the case is such that you, holding that the idea alone

is a real entity, are asked by one-" what are your reasons P ’’-then it

is not possible (that yon shonld say something which you yourself do

not recognise). , . j «

146. And certainly you could not have been convinced of your

theory, through any reasonings, that are not accepted by you, but by me.

146. And no argument is brought forward against a questioner save

that which states the grounds of the speaker’s own oonTictum.

14,7-48. And again, how do you know that such and snoh an argument
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li^r^gnised by as P How ooald there be s^y desire on yonr parti for

uteserting (an argument) , when yon do not reoognise the meaning (of

the argument) which yon knowingly bring forward for me, when I

present myself only as an enqnirer (and not as yonr opponent) P It

was with a fall recognisance of this fact that yonr teachers asserted the

necessity of the reasoning being accepted by both parties.

149. Hence, just as by means of yonr argument yon seek to instil

into me a recognition of yonr conclnsion, so by means of ol^'ections to yonr

argument, 1 shall seek to instil into yon the non-acceptance or negation

(thereof).

150-&2. Jnst as yon, haring asserted a conclnsion, and not recognis-

ing any argument in support of that conclusion, become deprived of

any conviction (with regard to such a conclnsion)
; so would also yonr

questioner, desiring to understand such a conclnsion, and then becoming

cottscions of the discrepancies of the reasoning (in favonr of snch a concln-

ohision), fail to be convinced of the correctness of that conclnsion ; and if

he knows the reasoning to be true, then the reality of the reasoning being

firmly established, yonr conclusion itself becomes impossible ; and so he

naturally does not become convinced of its truth.

153. Therefore yon should entertain no snch hope as that * even when
the reasoning is asserted 1^ me unknowingly (f.s., when not recognised

me as such), the other party wonld become convinced of the correct-

ness of my conclnsion by the direct acceptance of my argument. ^

154. The contradiction between yonr reasoning (the major premiss)
and the oonolnaion is clear, as declared by Gautama. And it was without
a recognition of this fact that otheiu (the Bauddhas) declared snch oon-

tnadiotion to be no fault.

155. ( Obj. ). But it is jnst possible that I may have been previously
convuioed of the conclnsion by means of reasonings recognised by ordinary
people; though this (reasoning) may have no existence in reality

15& (Bep.) . That which is now known to be non-existent in reality^

—

bow could that have been a reality before P And if it was not ^ reality,

how could it have been accepted as sound reasoning P
’ 157-58. 'If it is a correct reasoning, it could not but have a real

mListnooe* Because no reality can*he proved by ah unreality ; for we have
never known snob notions as that of the ** hare's horns ’’ to lead to any
mETect notion ; and the notion of the existence of fire^ based upon the idea

of the existence of fog (which is not smoke), cannot but be false.

159. Therefore your idea of reality, originating in an untrue reason-

ing, cannot but be unreal ; because nothing real can be indicated by th^
wk^ is itself Islae.

IfiO. The different marks, which are taken to indicate the

\ Sin^yonr oonolniioa denies the reality of the suhstratam of all

tknis, thmr^toie^aa eitabliiiimeat of the reality of the objeoi of yonr ppemifsai ren*

t. '4mvenr chwb ennblniiim imiMWelblA.
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alplMbofaoal -ihcio, too, in iheir oim fonna (of nwrks) no not
dercndpf reoliij,

161> If jwtt nx^e that thooe (narks^ aro not real m l6Wort,-v(wo ivplv
that) snob ia tho case with all entiUea : nothing ia aooepted to he
in thaform of lomathing aUe.

162. When the natmal form of the object itself is manifest, then the
form appean aa anch (and hence ia real)

; when, however, aqcb form of the
object is not aeoertaiaed, then it is neither real nor unreaL

163e roar rtatoning^ (t.6., tho middle term and the major term)—
however are tmreal in their own forma ; therefore their agency (towards
prodaoing notions) is similar to that of the fog (producing an idea of fire)^

and not to that of letter-marks.

164. (Qbj.). “ The form of the means has, for ns, only the character

of a * Samvriti
*

(falsity) ; and in that form they are aooepted to be real;

and thus how can they be said to be false in their natural forms P
"

165. (Bep.).. The character of * Samyriti * exists only in word,—and
as such it can never be the cause of true reality.

166. Ton have got no ground for distinguishing between true and

ordinary worldly * reality *
;
and as such how could true reality belong to

a thing which is amenable to worldly means (i.e., that whereto you attri-

bute the character of ' Samvriti ’) P

167-68. (Obj.). But even in the absence of the external object,

only by means of the *Idea’ in the mind, would (all worldly activity)

be accomplished,—through the differentiations of specifications based upon
‘ Impressicms ’ and * Words *. The followers of the Nyftya too have de-

clared that ^ it is only when the predicate, (of the propositions forming

an argument) have become the objects of * Idea \ that all functioning of

inference and the rest become accomplished,—^and not when these (predi-

cate, dM}.) exist in the external world.’
”

169. (Rep.). True, there is such an assertion of theirs ; but just ex-

amine it for a moment—^how could there be any differentiation of that which

is a nonentity, through any representation either in Idea or in Words P

176. And again, how could there be any specification of Words ot

Idea, with regard to that which has no real existence P Even specifica*

tion by word there can by none, because you deny (the reality of; the

word itself.

171-72. And if even such specifications as do not exist, and are

M1.68 Inference, Analogy, Ac., oonld be expUdned as based npon the idaat of the

sabjeots and pr^ioates of the constituent propositioiii i and these ideaa do not stead

ia need of the wtemal reality of objects. Through differences in Impra$$ion§ amd

Werda we oonld have the differentiations into the false end the real feotorsef aa
aignaant, Ac., Ao. ** Followers of Kylya, i #., Pihniga and othara

, «« Ban’s horns ’’can have differentiation based npeo any spsoifloatiep

^it^er wiip^ or idsai

II man hWmiw<» Mm wtntIwaQi. tat of the iwUt/ o| •
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only brought about by An Idea (le,, bare no existence save in Idea), were

to biiDg about the action of the major, middle and minor terms ;—then,

even with 'regard to your argument, all the faults that we urge against

it may be such as have real corresponding ideas, as such your arga«

ment would become subject to all these faults.

173. The mystic incantation that you have urged,—vw., ‘that

Inference, Ao., ere accomplished only when the subject, Ac., have appeared

in idea, and that there is no need of any external object, ’—would also apply

to the fallaciousness, &o. (of your argument), urged by me.

174-75. For you, who base all usage upon representations in Idea,

the objections urged by us would also have to be accepted as established

;

but not so the argument brought forward by you. Because we base all-

usage upon external objects }
and as such, for us, even when the Idea has

appeared, we cannot in any way have any usage devoid of the external object.

176, (Obj.). “ But just as we do not accept the reality of the rea-

soning, so we would not accept the objections (against it)
f
and hence, in

the absence of any objections, my argument remains unsallied.”

177. (Eep.). Then in that case there is no need of objections,—when

by the mere denial of (the truth of) your reasoning, you have accepted the

non-conclusiveness of your argument, which is all that we seek to prove.

178-79. Again, there can be no specification by the Vasana (Impres-

sion or Tendency), because of the impossibility of any cause (for such speci-

fication), for you. If you urge that ‘the difference of Idea (or Cognition)

would be the cause’—then, whence the difference of this (Idea) P If

it be urged that this latter is based upon the difference of Yasana, then

you land upon ‘ Beoiprocity.’ And of the pure form of Idea, by itself,

you can have no differentiation.

180-81. And further there is no evidence either for the existence of

then, inaSUiuoh as we have very distinct ideas of the discrepancies in your arguments,

yon cannot deny the reality of these discrepancies.

i7B, You base usage upon mere Idea; hence you cannot very well ^eny the

objections we have urged against you. We, on the other hand, hold to the necessity

of a real substratum for the Idea ; and hence your argument cannot be binding upon

us, as it is devoid of a real substratum in the external world.

118.79. With this Commences the refutation of the Bauddha theory of ** Vasana.”

118.19. “ And of the pure, ^e.”—This anticipates the theory that the Idea being

self-differentiated, there is no Beoiprocity.

180-81. This anticipates the objection that the said Reciprocity being eternal,

like thb relation between the seed and the sprout, cannot be faulty. The sense of the

reply is that the fact of the mutual dependence of the seed and the sprout is well-

known ; and as such the mutual dependence in this^ case is considered to be faulty

whereas in the case of the Bauddha “Visana,” there is no such testimony of general

acceptance. Even if the existence of the Impressions be granted, these oould only

tend to recall preconceived perceptions, and would, in no case, be able to bring about

the objects of p^ption, such as Red, Blue, ire,
** Because, "—Impressions left

^ppon the mind by past ooguiUons, tend to bring about a remembrance thereof.
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the or fcr Ao (th«oof)5 (and ewi gmnUng it.
.xtatouo.) a. would ouly briug about tb. diffowntiatioa of tto
“Approhender’ <tho Idea or Oog-uitron); and then, by what would tbo
differentiatioa of tbo “Approbeuded” (object of perception) be brounbl
alMutf fieeauM appearing in ooueeiousneM alone tbo Vdeani could o^y
biiDg about a rememhrAneen ^

181-82. (1) Ideas being momentary (transient), and (2) their des-
truction brag total {Ut. without leaving behind its least tmeo), aud (8)
there being no acsociatiou of the inifrettei and tlie *mpre«er (t.e., since
the two do not in any oaee appear togetlier)^—tliore can be no VisaiiS.

•
•**’'"» ***** “*** moment having not yet appeared, cannot

be impreomd hy the foregoing moment; and the following moment having
been destroyed (aa soon as it appears), thera can be no impression,
thweby, of the foregoing

j and even if the two moments appeared to-
gether, they oould have no relation (between them)

j and hence there can
be uo ‘ Yasana or Impressiou.*

184-

85. Both (the preceding and tbe following momenta) being
momentary, they cannot operate upon one another : how can that which ig
in the course of destruction be impressed by another which too is under-
going des^uction ? It is only the permanent entities ("t.e., those that last
for some moments) that can be impressed upon by other entities, which
are also permanent.

185-

86. (Obj.). ** If the subsequent eognttion, which is permanent,
did not differ from tbe preceding one, then there oould be no Yhsani

;

By ^moment” here is meant the eogmtien appesrmg nt the momenta
The Bsaddhes hold all cognition to he momentaiy, being destrojed as soon as pro*
diiced i and hence, aooordiog to them, no two oognitiona can exist at the same time |

and oonaeqaently one cannot impress tbe other. This explains the third reason for the
denial of Vdsani.

I8t.8l, M Bsiap mmntntary, ’'—This explains the)Srat reason for den7iog Vdiand,

"ft is only, explains the ascend reason for deojring Vmsandf that wbioh is

totally dAtrcyed cannot be impressed upon ; nor can any impreesions be produced by
that which has itself been totally deetroyed.

lM.8d, « You haee nrged that permaneat entities are impressed npon by others.

Bat this iswrong : faeoanse that which^is permanent most be accepted as haTiag tbe same
form at aH tis^, past^ present and fntare ; and henoo the form of the cognition thae

oppearod boloro wonld be identioal with that whioh woald appear snboeqnently | and
^h«s on aeeouit of this identity, tbero eonld be no impreseion. While if cognitionsw held to he sndeigouig momentary changes, then, the time of tbe snbsequent

being different from that of the pceffons one, and yet there being a timiUuritjr

between the two eegnitions, we oenid hsfe a FdsenJ; which wonld eolely censlst in the
f*et el4h» setsefasaf idea^^pewrtmg ta the/iriii e/Ms pirwiens Idea, Therefore it it only

^ben the pieeione eognitiea impreseee Ue form npon tbe enbeeqaeSt eognitien, that^ feraMW Is eaid to ssiprsss the latter; andneeneii, there ie no need of any epsmilMH

^UibweeOdwet be possible in tbe aramentnry oogBUieoe. And fnrther, tbe lelatlos

between the two woidd be that of theenseeandeffooti and tbne ell jenf
objeethuia ngiiliig^ ew rdiasd fall te tbd gmmid."
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because of the absetice of any difference between the two. When liowerer

these are transient, then there can be a VAsaua, based upon Bimilarity

and difference (between the two cognitions).”

187-88. (Reply). But for you, who accept the momentary character

of cognitions^ there can be no such similarity. And again, the preceding

cognition can bring about no effect, until it has itself appeared ; nor (can

it bring about effects) when it has (itself ) been destroyed
;
and in its accom-

plished state, it has no continuance even for one moment. Therefore

(according to you) the cognitiun being destroyed as soon as produced,

there can be no moment which would allow for its bringing about its

effects.

189-

90. Then again, since the cogpiition is destroyed totally (without

leaving any trace behind), whence can there be any such similarity ? As,

in the subsequent cognition, there exists no such property as belonged to the

preceding cognition; and barring the sameness of properties^ no other

* similarity * is possible.

190-

91. And if the Yasanft were due solely to similarity, then

in the case of an idea of the Elephant following upon that of the

Cow, there could be no Vasana, because the two are entirely different.

And then ( there being no Yusana in keeping with the idea of the cots)

after that, there would never be any idea of the cots, because of the

absence of its cause (which yon hold to be none other than the aforesaid

Yftsanft). And, in fact, no other idea would proceed from another which

is dissimilar to it.

192-93. And again, there being an absence of all help from any

external object, and hence not being influenced by any extraneous circum-

stances, and having the peculiarity of being totally destroyed,—how
Donld the Impressions ( VdsanHs) bring about any effects in anything like

a serial order P

I81.9S. Therefore your assertion,—that “ the relation of cause and effect subsists

between the two Ideas ’’—is wrong. «

1S9.W, If the property of the preyions cognition persist in the subsequent oogni-

tion, the former oannqt be said to have been destroyed totally*

191.91, In oar oase, as we admit of external objects, the Impressions are held

to reside in the soul, which is permanent ; and hence whenever one object is fonnd to

be similar to another perceived before, this similarity serves to rouse the dormant
onl-impresaion into activity, and it brings about its effect ; and this effect we hold

to be nothing else, save the remembranee of the object. Bat, in the oase of the

.Baqddhas, as they admit of the existence of nothing but Ideas, their Impressions oan-

not have any aids, on which would depend their activity, or in the absence of which

they Qoqld not operate. Hence their theory will be open to the absurdity of all the

Impressions,—all equally independent of external aids—fanctioning at one and the

came time ; airi there would be no order in onr ooguitions ; and at one stroke, we would

oometobave Vnivsrsal Oonseioutness. Bat this too would disappear, the very nest

,

moment, leaving ne devoid of all oognitione, wliioh you hold to disappear so oomplottfy

^•1 not uTltavo iDy tmoe behind them*
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193-96. Ifc is only on the destruction of tlis eause^and not others

wise—that the effect is held (by you) to appear. And hence the destrub*

tion of a single Idea would bring about the destruction of all impressions
(based ibereupoii). And then, the Universal Idea, that had been bronght
about by all these (Impressions), would all in a single momenti dis«

appear.

195-

96. If even on the destruction of the substratum (Idea), yon
hold its potentiality (in the 8liR|)e of impressions) to subsist, then its mo-
mentary character disappears

; and there would be no bringing about of

the effect consequent upon such character.

196-

97. if again you hold the flow of Impressions to be like the flow

of Ideas (t.c., uninterrupted and oontinnons),— then (both being indepen-

dent) no Impressions could be produced from Ideas
\ nor would any Ideas

be bronght about by Impressions,

197-

98. In that case each (Idea and Impression) would bring aliout

effects similar to itself
;
and one could not bring about the other. Nor is

there (in your doctrine) any such peculiar cause (besides these two) as

would lead to the production of dissimilar effects.

198-

99. Therefore this (your) ** Impression must have been assumed

only as a ** false reality’* (samvrili-satya)^ and not as a true reality. But

then, no effect can ever be produced by such (false) entities.

199-

200. He, for whom there is a permanent comprebender (in the

shape of the **Soul*’), can quite reasonably have this Soul as the sub-

stratum of Impressions—this (the Soul) becoming so through repeated

cognitions. Or this (Soul) itself may be said to be the “Impression** itself.

200-

201. In a case where the Laksha water is sprinkled on the

19B.95. « Would bring about, ^c, ’’—because you accept no other cause of the

Impressions, besides Ideas,

195.96. “ There would be, because you hold that the effect is produced, only

upon the destrnctioo of the Cause ; nnd in the present ense, yonr cause, the particnlar

Idea, is held to persist ; and hence there could not appear any effects, in the sliape of

Impressions.

197.98. Ideas would produce Ideas, and Impressions would produce Impressions t

Dissimilar effects**—i,e., inasmuch as you accept uo other cause besides Ideas and

Impressions, you can assert no reason for the fact of an Idea producing an Impression,

or vics-rersd.

I99.M0. The Impressed Idea does not differ entirely from the original ignition | nor

is it indefinite, like the originHl abstract peroeption. Hence the Impression cannot be

said to be either different from its cause, or identical with it. And the fact of the ap-

pearance of another condition does not militate against its permanent cbaraeteri

specially as people recognise the two states of the e.ime Idea to be contignons. If the

condition and the conditioned were held to be identical, then the Soul itself, as endowed

with the Impression of the original cognition, wonld be the Impression | while if the

conditioned be held to differ from the condition, then the said Bool wonld only be the

eubrtfatiim of the Impremion ;
and the Impressioir wonld be located in the Sou].

** Laksha ** Is a kind of red dye produced out of a oertaitt speelee ef

ooobiiiesl. If tbU dye is sprinkled orer a Ipmon-blossoii), tbs fruit heoomss red.
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iMuUt'UoaBdm^ it is ai4/ thft o^otir (oi tii* Ukslil) ilttt is tnumfunred

tor the frnit. For these reasons (detailed above) there oaft he no saeh thing

as Ydsanft.

202. As a xoatter o( faot, this draial of (the reality of external)

o1i^eot§|—^following upon the assumption of snob an ** Impression^tbeory/'

which is incorrect and devoid of reasoOf—was declared hj the Buddha,

With the sole object of alienating the afteotions (of men from such Worldly

objects) )
and somehow or other, some people (the socalled followers of

Banddha) fell into a mistake (and accepted it to its utmost extent, ee the

denial of all external sobstratnm of cognitions).

Thus ends the Nirdlambanavdda,

IThe Befuidiian of Buddhistio Idealism."]

Thr 9^rtav1da.

. 1, The discrepiindles of the inferential argument having been pointed

out, on the strengtii of the (nature of) cognitions,-^atiotlier (scion of

the Banddha) comes forward with nn argnment based upon the incspa-

. hllity of the effect of cognitions (to give rise to any notions of external

Objects).

2. ^^Ton stick to Senso-perception, and the contradiction thereof

yon Urge as nn objection against our argnment
;
now just consider the

following points.'*

'8. Is it a fact that a cognition is able to function, otfly when snch

objects, as the post and the like, have an existence in the external world f

Or is it that the cognidoii rests only in itself as the object cognised, and
not in any extraneous object P

"

4. '‘If it is only the external object that is perceived by the cogni- ^
tion, then the objections urged by yon ai-e right enough ; but if it is the

cognition itself which is cognised, then eaoli and eveiyone of them falls to

the ground.”

5. *' Here then, it must be admitted that all living creatures are

. 'Cognisant of the wellHBstabljsbed fact that cognisability belongs to otdecis

in the shape of blue, yelbuf, long^ shorty Ac., Ac.”

6. "And we do not perceive any difference in the shape of the

cognition and the cognised f nor do we have any clear idea of such and
snob properties as belong either to the one or to the other.”

7. ” Only that which is cognised can be said to have an existence $

^th€rrs can be no existence fot that which is not oognised ; inasmuch as Buek
u thing cannot but be unreliable* Therefore it must be admitted that

Wt. himself never msaot to sntirol/ dsuy external objoets*

dsaial bo only -meant to impress upon tbo miede of hie dkoiplos that woiddbr ebjeeto
wore not worth sWivimr aftort—4kne onlv aaimiB* tik» WjutSttU*
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iliere doM oM mi ol^jeci with ashape, inaamneh m it ia fannd to haTo ftt

oliaraoterof oogniaabilitj.”

8. “ Therefore to thoee -who ere thos ioTestigeting the mattw, it

tiie Gogaition itaelf appear as hsTing a shape ; then the tmstworthinesa

(of the existence of the form) ‘would rest solely in the Cognition
{

there wonld be no ground for postnlating an extraneons object.”

9. *' II boweTer, the shape belonged to the external object, then

aneh an object would have to be accepted as existing, on the sole ground

of its being cognised ; and for the accomplishment of (this perception) we
would also have to accept the existence of the cognition.”

10. '* Now then, which (of the two altencatiTcs) is correct P It must

be the cognition itself which has the form (as perceived). Why P Because

we hare found that it is one and tlie same object which has the shape,

and is cognised as such.”

11. ” And hence if, what has the form were held to be some extrane*

ons object, then’ its cognisability not being otherwise possible, we would

have to postulate something else as the engnittr."

12. *' And in this, over and above the well-defined and ascertained

cognisable object having a form, we would bo postnlating a groundless

cogniter, which would bo formless aud something altogether foreign to the

cognisable object.”

“ 13. ” Atiil if, in order to avoid the postulating of such a groundless

entity, you wore to attribute the character of the eognxier to the object

itself,—the4|jlhe difference between us would be one of names only, as both

of ns wonld be holding the oxistonoo of only one entity.”

14 “ In any case, all that we do is to assert the identity of the

eognieer (Cognition) and the eognited (object of cognition) ;
the assumption

of either externality or internality we hold to bo utterly groundless.”^

15_17.
•« In my theory, though the real character of Cognition is

naturally pure, yet in this beginningless world, there is an agglomeration

of diverse dispositions (or impi-essions) bom of foregoing cognitions ;
and

throng thona, the cognition comes to appear in the various

of blue, do., tinged with the character of the engniud and the cogni^, which

latter, however, appear as if they were something quite apart (horn the

Cognitioa itself) ;
and as such, the cognition does not stand in need of any

e^neons object. The remprooal causality of the Cognitaon and its

facnlfy (in the shape of dispositions) fa without a beginning (and as such,

***
The assumption of one is certainly better than the assnmptleii

U. T<« would be holding the sstwasl sywl to be both the sad the

BSfaiMdi whfle we hold OoffalKoa itself to be both.
a-* fa w*

tihli JnOi me AeMcipitoeil *^*^**^

S»!!^e*«ospt on^ one entity, the OogaWon stone i and yon Mse^

si^iad^tDbieet. Ihengh wnnlsepostnlatsafeohl^ d eegritlon, la. ttl#
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ot many; and tlien agaio,' the asBamption of a dirersity In thefaonUy

(of an object) is more acceptable than that of a diveraity in the object

tbemBelves.**

19-20. ** For these reasons, inasmuch as it is accepted by both of ns,

it is far more reasonable to postulate the form to belong to the Cognition

itself
;
for you however, such postulating would be possible only after you

have postulated an (extraneous ) object ; because so long as this object has

not been established, the Cognition can have no function (itself being

without a substratum)
;
and hence there would be a certain degree of

remoteness (between the Cognition and the forms, blue and the rest).

Whereas in my case, the Cognised would be such as is in close proximity

itnd connection (with the Oognitioa)*'

21. ** For the following reason too, it is the Cognition which must

he held to have the form
;
because being self-luminous, it is accepted, even

by you, to be the means of illuminating the external object, which in itself

is devoid of any luminosity.’*

22. ” And so long as the factor of Cognition has not been compre-

hended, there can be no definite idea of the object apprehended thereby

;

because such apprehension depends upon the Cognition, like the jar under

the light of a lamp.”

23. ” Even when the objects have appeared, there is no cognition of

these, either because there is no illumination (of Consciousiiess), or

because there is some impediment (to their cognition).”

24. ” For the Cognition however, when it has once appeared, there

can be no impediment; nor is it ever non-luminous
; hence it cannot but

be comprehended.”

25. ’’Even prior to the comprehension of the object, you accept the

appearance of the Cognition
; as such, we would have the comprehension

bf the Cognition (even prior to that of the object). And if (even in the

absence of any impediments) such comprehension were denied, then we
uould as reasonably deny its comprehension at all times («.e., even after the

comprehension of the object).”
^

26. ” Beoiiuse, what is that which would accrue to the Cognition,

subsequently after the comprehension of the object),—wbicli did not

belong to it before,—and accompanied by which it has never been really

comprehended, but only comes to be known subsequently as ’compre-

hended ’ P ” *

27. ” The luminosity (».e., the appearance of Cognition) too does not

itaud in need of the appearance of another Cognition; for if it were so

,then the comprehension, of one cognition would require that of another,

and so on od infiniinm ; and there would be no resting ground for an^

pognitiom”
'

yet the uestulatipa of properties is simpler than that of theohtsots
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28^29. We find that, even in the absence of external objects, we
have a reminisoence of the forms of such objects, following upon mere

ideas thereof ;
and how could these reminiscences be possible, if, as you

assert, the Cognition were not to appear as embracing the form of the object,

and if, even in the past, the object were not comprehended only as pre*

ceded by such Cognition P
'*

30. ‘‘Even with regard to the cognitions of objects existing at the

present time, we find people asserting^* this object is blue, because with

regard to it I have such a notion.’
”

31. ^‘Therefore it is only when cognitions have been previously

comprehended, that there is a comprehension of objects. Nor is any

comprehension possible when the Cognitions are devoid of any definite

forms.”

32. ** Because there is an absence of any discrimination (between

the objective form and the Cognition), and because it is only such objects as

have forms that are capable of being comprehended,—therefore it is

Cognition alone (and not any extraneous object), that can ever bo oompre*

bended as having that form.”

33. ** No such assumption is possible as that—‘ in the beginning it is

only a formless idea that is comprehended, and then latterly is compre-

hended the object endowed with a form ”

84. Because such an assertion could be made only after the differ*

ence between pure Cognition and the Cognition as endowed with a form

has been only recognised. And prior to the comprehension of the Cogni-

tion, there can be no comprehension of the object,—as wo have already

proved.”

35. ‘‘ Nor can the form of the object be comprehended as superimposed

upon the Cognition ;
because such a form cannot enter into tlie inner (cog*

nition)
; nor is it able to suppress the object (as it would have to do, if

the form were to bo imposed upon the Cognition).”

86. “Nor could any evidence be brought forward in favour of such

oharacAer (of the form of the object). For this very reason, w.o do not

accept the position that the form is reflected upon the Cognition (as held

by the SautrUntikai)'* j •

37. “It is only the man who has seen the surface of water, during

the day, as witf |ut any reflection of the Moon,-that, seeing at night,

the moon in the lij, can recognise its reflection in the water.”

38. “ Whereas in the case of Cognition, it has never before been seen

without a form ;
nor has there been any idea (in the absence of Cognition)

of the external object being endowed a form ;
and hence m t is case,

there can be no such notion of reflection.” .

39. “ And again, what sort of reflection could there be, in the oa^

of (inoorpoml objects like) sound, odour, taste, ^
there be any notion of the form belonging to the object, when rt li

toitiiwUy oomprehended as belonging to tlio Cognition f ’’
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40. ** Being, as tliej ere, feented (eeparatelj) in ilie extmal world,

imd inside (tbs iiiaB),^there oaii be no mutual oontaot between the object

aiHl tlie Cognition ;
and lienoe no amount of stupidity could giro rise to

any notion of the identity (of the form of the ol^eot and the Cogni*

tion).”

41. Since we do not find any person who is not so deceived, there

eea be no such assumption of stupidity (as held by you). And even if

aueh deeeption eould be assumed, it would apply equally to both (Cognition

cmd Object).*'

42. **And for this reason, it is not proper to assert that the
* form ’ is a property of the oontaot (of the Cognition with the Object) :

there can be no such contact, because of the difference of their positions,

and because of the Cognition being immaterial (and incorporeal) and the

Object being material (and corporeal)."

48«
** Suoh contact cannot be said to consist of eonlenyporeinity or

{ooevality) ; because that would apply to the whole Universe. Nor is

there any euoh position of the object as is face to face with the Cognition."

44. " If suoh oontaot be held to be universal, then taste^ Ao., wonld

come to be perceived even by means of the. eye
; and of all entities, the

•toxsde forms tliereiii enoased would also come to be perceived.’*

45. ** Nor can it be held that the mere existence of the object, ns an

object of cognition, constitutes the said oontaot •, because of wbat sort

would the oharaoter of the object be, prior to the comprobension of its

forme?"
46. " Because no entity can be said to be an object of cognition, unless

it has been recognised. Then, the fact of its having suoh and such a form

would depend u]^ its eharacter of being the object of cognition ; and the

fact of its being snob an object would depend upon the fact of its having

iuoli a form (and thus there would be the fault of * mutual inter-depend*

once')."

47. ^*Tbe assertion of the existence of the two (Cognition and the

Object) 00 free from idl form, and also that of their contact, and tne like,

.weidd be posstUe only when the (Cognition and the Object) have been

rightly diadriminaied in their real forms."

4l^46. **But in the present case the existence of the objeot is not

M Tlie^OI(i«0l ssSsts la tbs sstsmsl world, while the Oognithm is witMa the

waa’omM i^heMtaa no ooeooald mieteke the oae ler the other. This is sbsed st

theoiy that the form melly beloiigs to the object^ whUe, tbreogh piosiiiiltjh

it Is adstshea to heleog te the Oofriiiea.
‘ ti Beoaase Oogaitioai have ao/«W.

, ee If the OQgaitloa of the jer were held to be la ooateot with the Jar, fa^ its

then the huCe of the Jar, as well as its alomio moleoiflss would be peroiit^, ^
4he preeeatati^>0t the Jar to the eye,«->whteh ie sa abaardity.

^
tMt ^/Or 4i(er«i^^iisaasa aeemdiiw to thaBaadiha, thaOegait^

dMtrqrH 9mmmm, iuuiM.iimm
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eodpreneiided either prior to or after (the compieliensioii of the Goghition).

And it lias already been asserted that the dognisable object does not exist

apart froih the form. Therefore your theory of the contact of Cognition

^itb the Object is 'without any foundation/*

49-

50. **Nor can the assumption of the object be said to be for the

sake of the diversity of Cognitions. Because where have we found such

diveraity to be due to objects, that we will have such an assumption ?
*'

50-

51. ** And again, how can there be any produciioti, of Diversity

and Form by means of something (t.e., contact) that is itself formless P Nor

is it possible that the form of the Cognition should originate in an object

whicli is itself formless. Tims then your position becomes very pi*ecarionfi."

51-

52. “It is only by moans of Memory and Ihwm-Cognition that

you could support (your theory of) formlessness; for in those, there is no

contact with an object; mere ‘Impressions* being held to ho thn oanse

(of the forms of such Cognitions); therefore it is ( the agency of) these

Impressions alone that could apply to waking Cognition also.'*

5.3-54. “ Thus then, both by affirmative and negative inference, wo

get at the fact of the form belonging to the Idea. Nor is there any ins-

tance to show the existence of an external object, independently of the

Idea,—as we have of the Idea, independently of the external object. There-

fore your ‘ Contact-theory * could bo tenable, only with reference to Impres-

sions, oven if the Idea were accepted to be formless.**

55. “ Nor is there any I’cason to suppose that ‘ both (Idea and

Object) have one and the same form*; (1) because of the difference in

their positions, ( 2) because of the absence of any contact, and (3) because

f the absence pf any definite notions of the two as distinct.

56. “Thus, for tho same reason, (inasmuch as the two are not

^cognised as such) it cannot bo hold that ‘ the non-discri mi nation of tho

ne from the other is due to the extreme likeness of tho two, ; because it

1 only when the difference has been recognised, that there can be any

otion likeness,—which could not be possible if such differoiico were not

[ready rec^nised ; for in that case, it would be as unreal as * sky

owero.***

57. “ Similarly in tho case of such misconceptions ns the ‘ duplicate

lOon *^{lnd the like, the real state of objects is other than what is perceived

;

teir mpeotivo forms have been rightly discriminated, there can be no snob notions

i tboee referred to in the Knrikn.

iO.H Yon hold that beforo the contact, the Cognition and the object are both

emless. Under the olroomstances, bow oould mere Contact, which Is itself formless,

re rise to the form of Cognition and its diversity ? Nor is it possible for the objeet,

ph yon bold to be formless, to impart a form to the Cognition. Your theory thai

IbaMp untenable. .

'

f >
W4S The forms of Dream-oognltion, Ac., could not be explained, except ihsongli

ipmtet Tlieselore we could also attribnte the forms of pieMnt (waking) Oogiil.

km ifit t^'wme agency of Imprsssione, which asa without beginnbig, withont sndf
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and hence the form that the Idea would tnke in ench cases, conld not he

laid to depend upon any extraneous object.”

68-

59. ” In the case of the use of such words as 'Nakshatra ’ (Neuter)

*T&rak&* (Feminine), and *Tislija* (Mnsouline), and ' Darah* (Masculine

Plural)—it is not possible for contradictory genders, &c,, to apply to one and

the same object. And similarly (with regard to the single object, a fair

woman, f.i.) there could not be sucli diverse notions ns that of a corpse,

do., belonging respectively to an ascetic, a licentious person and a dog.”

69-

60. “"With regard to one and the same object we have the notions

of its being long and short, in comparison with different objects ;
and with

regard to the same object, jar, f.i. we liave the notions of its being ajar,

being earthy, being a substance, and being predicable ;—all these notions

simultaneously appear in the observer ; ar.d this could never be the cnso,

if there really existed any such single object (as theyar).”

Cl. ” For in one aud the same object, the application of contradictory

forms is not possible. As for Ideas, they are different in each case, aud

as such adjustable to the (diversity in the) force (of Impressions).”

62. ”That form which the Idea takes, independently (of any ex Ira-

neons entities),—in that form, you might postulate the object; but in no

case, is any Idea brought about, in keeping with (or in accordance with)

any external object.”

63. ” Thus then, in as much as the form of the object depends upon

the Idea, how can any one assume (the existence of the external) object ?

And as for the Idea, so long as no form has been imposed upon it, it could

certainly rest in itself.”

(Thus ends the expounding of the punyavftda)

:

(Now BEGINS THE REPUTATION OP THE fCNTAViPA).

64. It is not so. Because you hold one and the same thing (Idea)

to be both the cogniser and the cognised
;
whereas you cannot hc-ve any

instance to show that such duplicate character belongs to any single object.

65. Because Fire, Ac., that are known to be illuminators (of the

68.W The words, “ Nakshatra/* ** TSra,” ** Tiahya,” all signify stars j and so if the

object star had any real exittence in the external world, then names of such contra-

dictory genders could not he applied to it. In the same manner, the word ** Dirt *’ is

always used in the Masculine Plural, which could not be the case, if any such thing as

the woman (signified by the word), really existed in the external world. And again, in

the ease of a fair woman, the ascetic looks upon her as disgusting corpse, the licentious

man looks upon her os an object of enjoyment, while the dog looks upon it as an article

of food, which dirersity would not be possible if the woman had a real existence.

ts.to One'finger appears long in comparison with one, while shorter in comparison

^
.with another finger.

^
^ tt 'the form of the Idea may be taken to formulate the form of the object i not

.msvsftA
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jar, Ao.)i cannot be said to be themselves .tUumtna6/e, because they do not
stand in need of any other illuminator.

66-67. And whenever they come to be cognised, it is only a Sense*
organ that could be their cogniser

; while in the cognising of the Sense*

organ, the character of the cogniser would belong to the Idea. Aud when
this Idea itself comes to be cognised, wo shall have another Idea for its

cogniser ;
and in no case can the same object be both {cogniser and the

cognised).

67. “ But oven you hold the ‘ Self * (Atmft) to have the chamcter of

both, cogniser and cognised.’*

68-69. (Though the Self is really one, yet) being somehow or other,

taken as diverse, in the shape of its diverse properties,—we atti’ibuto the

character of the cogniser to (the Self in the character of) the Idea, and the

character of the cognised to (the Self in the character of) substance and the

rest. If.it be urged that ‘then, (even in your own theory) there is no

absolute difference (between the cogniser and the cognised),'—(we reply)

where have you found me accepting (or holding) such absolute difference ?

Tlie fact of the word ‘ I ’ applying only to the Pratyagatman is based

upon the extreme proximity (of the cognising ‘I’ with the cognised

‘ object ’).

70. As matter of fact, the notion, intermixed with the use of the

word ‘ I’, is applioablo to the nominative (kartil) of the cognition ;—though

in reality it is really restricted to the agency of the Self only.

71. Nor is tiiere any comprehension of the forms of the Means of

Cognition, (t.e., the Sense ), the Cognition itself and tlie Cogniser (Self) ;

and consequently no cognisability can belong to the Idea, as before (in

the case of the Self),—even though it is really non-different (from the

her factors).

72. If the cognition of one form were to be accepted to have

lother form for its object,—then, why could not the cognition of an

qect 1^ held to have the form of the Idea ?

73. And w:hen it is held that the cognising and cognisable entities are

entioal, then the comprehension of any one of these would bring about

comprehension of both.

74. At the time when such cognisable forms as the bluet &o., ai'o

68.

M « The fad of the word, .J-c.*—This anticipates the following objection :
“ Even

your theory, if there be a difference between the cogniser and the cognised, how

aid the Bhdshga assert that the word ‘ I * applies only to the Pratyagitml, the

mnan Soul P ** The sense of the reply is that the idea by itself is not the cogniser |

a oluLwoter whereof belongs only to the Haman Sonl as endowed with this ideai and

ain, It if this very Human Soul which, in the shape of substance, Ac., comes to

' the object of cognition, while substance do., by themselves, can never be the

jeot cognised, therefore though in the two oases there is a difference among the

txismriea, yet the substratum of these accessories—rii., the Human Sonl—beingonly :

e, it is only right to hold the word * I ’ to bo applicable to the Human Soul.
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oomprebended, we do not come e;Qro8S any Idea wbioh liac tbe form of tbo

oo^^nising (cognition).

75. And if there were a non-difference, we wonld have an idea of

this (cognising entity ) also ; or else there might be no cognition of the

cognised object either, jnst as there is none of the cognising factor,

76. In the same manner, the comprehension of the cognising factor

wonld always lead to that of the cognised object as well ; the more so, as

the Banddhas hold the Cognising factor (t.e.. Cognition or Idea) to be

pure and fomless.

77. Bat no such (pare) Idea wonld be possible, if it were to be noii-

different from the cognised Object (which has aform)
;
or else (t.e., if the

cognised Object were not to be comprehended ), the Cognising factor too

wonld not be comprehended, just as the cognised Object is not comprehended

(because the two are held to be non-different).

78. And again, as the comprehension of the cognisable Object wonld

not lead to that of the cognising Idea,—and as the comprehension of the

cognising Idea would not lead to that of the cognisable Object,—there

would bo non-Gompreliension of both of these (because they are held to be

lion-different).

79. The clause (in the Bhashya), ‘St (cognition) is connected with

the external world,*’ serves to point out the fact that there is a comprehen-

sion of the cognisable Object, oven without any idea oE the Cognising Idea.

80. But inasmuch as the fact has to be proved to an opponent, we
cannot have the fact of its i*elation to the external world, as a sound argu-

ment for proving the form of external objects, (because the opponent

does not admit of the reality of an external world).

81. Therefore the sense of the Bhashya is that the word “external
”

denotes the cognisable ohjectij blue, yellow^ Ac., as apart from the Cognising

Ideas (or means of cognition). Sense-perception and tlie rest.

b2. This will he explained in the passage (of the Bhashya) “ Cog-

nition is not comprehended beforehand.” In some places again, it Js only

the comprehension of the Cognising (‘ Idea ’) that is indicated

:

83. { e.g.), * I do not remember if any object had been comprehended

by me at that time/—in such oases, people remember the appearance of

the Cognising Idea, independently of the form of the cognised Object.

84 Thus then, if there were no difference (between the eognuer and

the cogMtsed), the remembrance of the one would have brought about the

i^emembrauce of tlie other; whereas as a matter of fact, we find that

there is, in the instance cited, a remembrance only of the Cognising Idea

;

hence it must be concluded that it is the Cognising Idea atone that is

eempreheuded (in the case referred to).

The Bhsshya passage here referred to ia this :
“ It is true Uiat the idea is

r^fi||lfiated befbrehaad; bat it ia not so comprehended; • inasmuch aa sometiines Ire

an object that has been known Is spoken of as nnirnawm” ;

'
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85. And tlie earn coticltision also follows fram the absolute invariable

coooomitanoe of the Oognising Idea with the cognised Object ; and the

reminiscence of the two does not appear in one and the same foim*

Therefore from both affirmative and negative concomitance we find that

the two are entirely different.

86. (ohj:) ** Inasmuch as it is a part o! the cognised Object that is

comprehended by means of a part of the Cognisini^ Idea, it cannot be

rightly urged that ‘ the Cognising Idea would also be comprehended *, because

there is no other cogniser (that would comprehend the fomer Idea)."

87. " And it is not possible that the Idea should be comprehended

by means of the cognised Object ;—because this latter bas not the faculty

(for such comprehension). And if tho Object weiu to be the cogniser, then

the duplicate form of the Idea would entirely disappear."

88. And further, if the cogniser were also made the cogmied^ then

we would have only the cognised^ all in all. And hence the absence of the

form of any one of the two wonld lead to the negation of both."

89-91. "And again it is only by appearance (pi*edominance) and.

disappearance ( snppression) that we get at the comprehension of cogai*

sability and non-cognisability (respectively) : e.flf., of the lamp-light, &o., wo

perceive (at night) only the form (and not the heat, Ac.,) ;
while during

tho day, those thnt are close to the fire, comprehend only the touch

(warmth); and when there is proximity of an odoriferous substanoCi

there is perception of the odour alone. And just as in all these oases the

absence of the perception of other qualities is due to suppression,—so in

the OMse of the Cognising Idea and the cognised Object, there would be no

comprehension of any other form (save the one that is not suppressed),"

92. "It may bo ihat certain things, though they ai’e uon-diffeient

W If the object were rande the cogniser of tlie idea, then both the idea end the

object wonld possess the character of the cogniser ; whereas the Mimiiiisaka bolds

that an idea haa two forms that of the object cognised and that of the cognising idea.

W you would have no cogniser proper, every thing becoming the cognised.

** Hence the absence, ^*0.” If the cognising idea and the cognised object he held to be

-

identical, then, seoording to you, the two being dependent upon each other, if the one

ceased to exist the other wonld alsodo the same f and hence the cognising Idea would

become devoid of any form ; this would be equal to a total denial of the exisfeeuoe of'

the cognising Idea.

At night the brightness of the lamp predominates over its other properties |

while during the day it is the heat of the fire that predominates over its other charae*

teristioa, and so forth ; whenoe we And that comprehension is due to predominance.

For this reason too, in the ease of the Idea and the Object we have the coraprohensiim

of the form of the one or the other according as one or the other happens to ha the predo-

,

minating element. That is to say, we have a comprehension of the form of theidea^

when the idea predominates over the object j
*

dltdominates over the Idea. ... ^
•• Tbii anticipates the following objection t “ Coloiir, do., being compVebeiidai m

froi QM another, It i« potrible that one may prediarinnlp ovor thapM r
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from ihe cognised Object*, may not be cognised (when the Object is cog-

nised)
;
just as^ even when sound is perceived, such properties as its per-

manence or tranntonnees Jbc., may not be comprehended at all.”

93. “ Or if you urge this objection, on the ground of non-difference

(of the Cognising Idea and the cognised Object),—then (we ask)—when one

portion of it has been comprehended, how is it that the other portion is not

comprehended also, f
”

94. For these reasons, we conclude the fact to he that there is a

comprehension of that alone which is capable of being comprehended at the

time ;
and as for both—as urged by you,—they cannot he so comprehended,

simply because they are not capable of being so.”

95. (Reply.) When the object is held to be absolutely single, whence

should there be any possibility of its capability or incapability? And
again, how could you assume the appearance or suppression of the single

object itself P

96* And further, the suppression of one part of your object would

also lead to the suppression of its other part
;
and thus the whole object

being suppressed,—its comprehensibility would be impossible.

97. In the same manner, the incapability of an object too could only

be based upon an assumption. As for the instances that have been cited

(by the objector), in as much as there is a diversity of form, Ac amongst

them, such appearance ” and ” suppression,” &c., could be brought

forward to support our view also.

but how can this be possible in the case of the eogniser and the cognised, which are

both identical P The Sense of the reply is that we do not comprehend any cognising

Idea, to be non-different from the cognised object ; and hence it is quite possible that

even when tliere is a comprehension of the one, there may be no idea of the other,

Thongh.the properties of permanence, Ac., are such as are not comprehended apart from
the objects themselves, yet that is not the case with snoh properties as Colour and the

rest, which are perceived even apart from the objects to which they belong.
•4 “ Objection ”—noted in note 92. If there be iion*diflerence between the two,

the comprehension of one most lend to the comprehension of the other ; and hence

there can be no such non-comprehension as has been urged against us.

“ Capable ***—That which has appeared as predominating over others is

** capable.'* It has been urged nboyo, (K. 85 et eeg.) by the Mlmansaka, that if the

y&nyav&da theory were accepted, then, out of the two—the cognising Idea and the

cognised object— , if one were comprehended, both would be comprehended; and if

one were not comprehended, none would be comprehended. The present Kariki objects

to this view, and says that both of them cannot be comprehended at the same time,

for the simple reason that at one and the same time, both of them could not have the

aforesaid ” capability ; " specially as*the form of the one is bound to predominate over

and suppress that of the other.

M [With, this Kariki begins the refutation of the arguments brought forward by

the ijungavidk, in Karlkas 86 to 94], Because two contradictory properties belonging

to the same object would split the object into two parts.

if As before, so now, if incapability belonged to one part, the other part would also

beomne incapable, ‘on account of the said identity ; aud thence there would be no com-
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98. Even if among Form and the rest, there were no absolute diffi*r«

enoe, there would be various diverse developments of tlie form of i.tio

sabstaiice itself.

99-100. You have asserted (in K. 92) that “ though tlioro is non.

difference yet it is not comprehensible
;

" and (on this we ask)—-when

there is a difference between the notions of such properties as wm-pternaHty

and the like (apart from those of the objects possessing such properties),

how can there be such a non-difference ? For, without doubt, excepting

the distinctness of the idea, there is no other ground for difforentiating

a comprehensible object (from others).

100. Nor is the difference restricted to (difference in) time and form

only.

101. It is the relation of the causes with the effects that is called

‘ non-eternality ’ (the fact of being caused) ;
wliile in certain cases, it is the

disjunction of the constituent parts that is known ns “ non-eternality.”

102. In the case of such immaterial entities, as the Intellect and the

like, destriictibility (or non-eternality) consists in their existence in the

pure foim of the Self. By “ Eternality ” is only meant everlasting exist-

ence (permanence)
;
and it is this (existence) that is called “ Entity.”

103. Relation with the Means of Right Notion and Knowledvre are

called Predicability and Knowability (respectively). Iti all these cases,

thei 0 is a difference in some form or other.

104. Therefore, just ns in the case of Colour &c., even in the absence

of any difference of time, &c., there is a diversitj^ based upon a difference

of ideas (or notions), so, in the same manner, you should accept in the

present case also.

W Though Substance being one, its properties of Colour &e ,
ns identical there,

with, would also be one, and ns such the difference anionK them would not bo absohite.—

yet there is always an instrinsic difference among them, as regards their /orm, Ac., ami

Substance too, though in itself only one, becomes direrse, in accordance with the

diversitjfof the varions forms of its properties,

M.10O It has been urged in K. 92, that, the properties of eternality, Ac., are non-

different from the object Sound,” yet wo do not comprehend such properties. This

Karika refutes that assertion.

100 There being many other grounds of difference, chiefly the distinotnese of the

notion.
,

.

101 Thi. Kitikii .how. Hmt we hare a notion of non oternaJity apart from none

onternal .nbatanoei, whence the .oeertion in K. 92 becomoe falw.
_ . ,

10» When the Self attain, the .teto of purity, all ite nooeiMrie., in the .hape of

the intelleot and the rest, cense to e.Ut , and in thi. lie. the non-permanent cli.motor
^

theee latter. “ This ’’-that le, esistonoo without the permanence i. what i. oalled

« Difference ”-of such propertiee ae entemality and its contrary, frommwh

objects as Sound and the likes

lot You ihonld not reetrict all difference to time and place only.
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: 105. Absolute differeuee^ we do not accepi in the caice of any, idiject;

beoAUse Qhjeets, in the form of entities/* do not differ from one ano^ei*.

106^ All (snob properties as) * non-etemality ’ and the like are eom-

prebended in reference to sotioiiy oanse, Ao
;
and when there is no oogni.

tion of these action, Ao., then they (non eternality, Ao ), are not cognisod,

notwithstiindintr their (supposed) non^difPerenoe (from the objects possess*

ing sneh pnperties ).

107. In a Goj^nition, however, there is no such difference; nor doM it

stand ill iiebd of anything else. If it be urged that there is a mutual

need (between the cognition and the eognind^,—(we reply that) the two are

always close to each other (and as such there can be no snob need).

108. (Obj.). “ In the case of the cognition of blue, Ac., there if| no

snob idea as that ‘ this is the cognition ’ and * tliat the cognised '
; and ns

snob, how can yon assert mutual need P

109. There may not be such a need ;
but even then, tho conception

would have a duplicate form. For if there were no such conception, how

nonld ^he dnplicacy of form belong to the Cognition P

no. The oonceptioii of the form of the cognising Cognition, that is

assumed though the peonliarities of oognitioiis one after the others is

only inferred from iwinembranee.

ill-112. If the Cognition in the first be assumed to have only one

form, then all other conceptions in connection thei'ewith cannot but be of

• 101 Since sll objects, as objects or entities, are identical, therefore we cannot

accept any absolute difference among them.

101 Though the Mimlnsaka does not admit of nny such inntaal reqnirements, ns

asserted in the first hiilf,~yet even if it be necessary to accept soch requirement, wlieii

one is in close proaimity to the other there can bo no requirement that is not ulre uiy

supplied.

lOS ** Duplicate form'’^tliat is as cognition and the cognised object. Though coi-
tion is in rcidity one only, yet it consists of the oharaater of both tlie cognition and

the cognised » and as such, even when it is perceived in its single form, tl ere is a

.oppccption of , it# duplicate character; inasmuch as it inclndes the characteristics

of both,

[IlCLlii These Kfirlkis embody the view of the opponent in the month of the

lllminsaka].
liO ^ ^ssatnsd, A cognition when produced has the form of the cognised

.ohjeot I aiiSl subsequently it appears in the form of the cognising cognition. Thus than,

Wing to the peonliarltiee of one cognition after the other, there ia a remepiibfepce

.that what now appears ae cogniser is the same that had appeared as theespofMd object

;

aM hence it is inferred lihat the cognition appears in a duplicate form,
,

^
IIUIIS Jf the first cognition the Jar were in the form of the Jar,alone^.th^

the second cognition in connection therawith—namely, the notion that. * 1 kqojp >

let •—wotitj^^ also be of the same form ; Sjnd as snob we ooald not assertany
adioiig the serkii of oognitlons in oonneotion with any partjenlar bb|aoh |f

Am oo,(iiUio« WI^ tit* fiNri9^ pa Wiiwi. thmM MOBONOfttion of <UBH«at fonM, thm- wonU b*.* diffwuu)*, swMigttA*
' at^MiStfMtliiniMlni*.-

'
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the iMie Iona. * And it is for ihig reason ih^ the difference between the

oo^mVion of i^jaf and the cognition of that (co^nthoii) is not fally eetafa^

lishedt It is only in the oonoeption of the form of the cognising oognitioii

that there can be any aoonmulation of forms.

113414. Where the first oonoeption appears in a dnpHcate form, and

this is followed by a third oonoeption (snoh as I have that oonoeption

in tliat case, this third conception as well as the former two are ^th
manifested ;

and thns, there being an angmentation of forms, the following

ones would differ from the preceding ones. And again, since there is a

subsequent remembrance of the conception in the form of the oompro*

hended object, the comprehending conception must have boon cognised

before, as such.

116.

But as a matter of fact, wc donot como across any such aooumu*

lations of forms ;
nor can the conception bo defined, without mentioning

the object (of cognition).

116. Therefore Cognition by itself being only one, it is established

that the difference in the conceptions is due to a diversity among the objeots

of cognition ;
and as such what business have wo to postulate another

form (for the cognition itself) P

117. Just as between corporeal objects there is a natural difference,

so too, in the present case, though two conceptions may have the simi*

larity of being incorporeal, yet, could not these too have a natural

difference between themselves P

118. It is a false assertion that after remembrance, (the Oonoeption

is inferred to be duplicate). Becanse its cognition is at that time brought

about by ** Apparent Inconsistency ” only.

119. You have assorted that “ since both the conception and the com^

prehended object are identical in form, therefore when one is compre-

hended, the other is also comprehended; "but it is not so; and certainly, you

have not been questioned by mo simply to afford you occasion for making

any wiljb assertions you like.
^ ^ ,

190. No one recognises the character of both the Gomprehender

MS With this commences the refutation of the arguments urged in K. 110-114.

The of the it that the eognition or conception is by itself purei and

its objeot is an external one, which however does not assume the form of the cogni-

tion. The reason, why the objeot is named in expressing a cognition, is that witboni

the mention of the objeot the cognition could not be dedned.
- . i. ^ ^

lie » Another form"—that is, the duplioate form, partakiogof the oharaoter of

MeogniserMid the cognised.

^ til la there is nq rememhnnee in the case of Intfoepectlon— The Jar bee

kamm Iw »" Th. fart I. *hrt wb«i wa m^mbw • it, fartfa, tip

Tihriani tm lit vnvMiHf towplirtM^ w. «•«» tt fa b. i-* fa

ft to..WpianrtrtrtrtfatU.«»o.pti«ithrtw.M.rt.l«lrtfrt|.rt“l^p^.^

» hrffa rfi MifMniil IP Ipi wplifai tofafrtftr^t tapfalp



m
Md the Comprehended, with regard to one eihgte objtot. . Nbr each
dnplioate character be got at by means bf Inference ; specially when all

ebhoepttons are held to be only.forms of SenserPerception.

121. It is only one form that is comprehended; and yet yon assume a
second ; why then cannot yon assume a thousand such forms, to be included

in that single conception P

122. But there it a natural difference between the Comprehends
and the Comprehended,** That will only strengthen oui* theory. But
not so

;
because they are still identical in their common character of

« conception.*
**

123. But, then, how is it that of one and the same object, you

assume both difference and non-difference P In so doing you accept the

doctrine of the Sihkhya, haying renounced the teachings of Buddha
himself.

124. For if the Comprehender and the. Comprehended be one

(as held by Buddha), whence this assertion of difference (between the

two) P And if they are different, how could you assert them to be

one?

125. The Comprehender and the Comprehended being both identical,

and consisting in one and the same conception,—there could be a concep-

tion of only one form,—bo it either in that of the Comprehender (alone),

br in that of the Comprehended (alone).

126. And then again, if one of the two (Comprehender or the

Comprehended) were suppressed, the other would also be suppressed (since

both are identical) ; and thus then there would be an absence of both

the constituent parts of a conception, which would thereby lose its

oharacter altogether ; thence there would be an absolute negation of it,

127. Or agaixii on account of its non-difference from two mutually

different entities (the Comprehender and the Comprehended), the character

of eaneeptiim too would come to be different,^like its own self. And thus

would be established a double entity (the Comprehended objgot apart

nsTsr hare recourse to inference, &o. ; while by perception alone, no one can ever

recognise the said dnplioate oharaoter.

US The Bmtrantikat and the Vaihhatikat hold that the two are different in them-

selTeo, while both afe non-different from Oonoeptioh; and in this mnoh, the two may
he said to be identical.

IM « Atnrt them to ht one ’’—as yon must do, in aooordanoe with Banddha’s

teachings.

ISi The Ki^ihA thns expresses the reasoning in the syllogistio form: '*The Oom-

preilmM and the ComprsHender, hare only one oharaoter, beoanse .both are identical

with Oone^tion, which is nnifbnn ; and thns both being of only one form, the Oonoep*

ticn too wodd be in the form of the Oomprehended alone, or in that of the Oomprehtfi-

teiinly.’* -

m •< Like iu own stiSf'*— M It has the ohareoter of the OomptehenM
must be difftceat bconi the Oempfehinaer.
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droia the OoDceptioxi comprehending ' iti which yon Bought to disprore,

and which is all that we seek to establish).

128. Hf however, it be only as a matter of convention that you name
these entities **Jnana”; then that may be so. Or the word 'Jnana,*

when applied to the object, may be explained as ** that which is known '*

[the affix having an objective force]
; and when applied to Cognition, the

affix may be explained as either the Nominal or the Instrumental (in the

former case, the meaning being ‘knowledge,’ in the latter, ‘that by

which anything is cognised’).

129. In any case, the duality of existence (in the shape of Compre^

hension and the Oomprehended) has been established
; and such being the

case, you may xnake use of whatever words you like ; and we have got

nothing to say against the word.

130. If it is urged that—“ though there is a difference (between the

Oomprehender and the Comprehended) yet the Comprehended may only be

in the form of another conception (and not any external object as you take

it),”—then, wo ask, what is the ground for holding the Comprehended

Cognition to be a Cognition at all ? If for such grounds you urge only

those that have been explained above (in K. 128), then we also accept

them.

131. There is however no such character as “ Jnina” (Conception

or Cognition) that extends over both (the Comprehender and Ae Compre*

hended) I and as for any such distinct close as “Juana,” you do not

accept any (class apart from the individuals).

132. And even if there were any such class as “Jnana” distinct

from both (the Comprehender and the Comprehended)^—then (in that

case) to these two, the character of Jnana could never belong. And thus

there being a total absence of the form (or character) thereof (of

Jnana), there would result an absolute negation of Jnana
.

^

•

133. Then again, (in the case of JnUna being something distinct

from the Oomprehender and the Comprehended)

,

it could be related to each

of these, either one by one, or as pervading over each in its entii*ety ;
in any

case, it would be open to the fault of being made up of constituent parts-»—

a fault that is urged against the Yai^Sshikas.

134. The objections that have been urged by the Bauddhas against

the Glass*iheory, would also apply to the theory that the Close “ Concept

tipn bears a definite relation to two mutually different conceptions (one

following after the other).

186. If again the class “ Conception ” be said to be identical with

HI If jon aooept aoy of these explanations we hare notbiod to say agai^ you.

*l«f if the class ‘Jnina* were distinct from both the Oomprehendw and ^
Oomprehended, then these two could not haTO the character of J^ t hmics in#

%^&tiott of this name to ihem wcmld only be a misno^

ttl Is the daee related to the whole of each indi^ddiial, or does the cue dm
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fhlrn^ two, th^iir the efotiieid (Karikii 127) difCemioe: would applj to

your oase. And m for the theories of SimUaritj ’* (between- the l^ru
d.iud and the Olasa) and AnOha” (negation of the oontradietoiy)! these

wi|[l be met and refuted later on.

136. Bat as there is no other substance (than oonoepiion)yee’en an

A p5ha ” oan not be possible for yoUk Beoaose for the Idealisti there is no

suoh thing as ** non-idea ” (or non*Oonception) that conld be said to be

negatired (by the ApSha”).

137. Then again, the negation of a negstire factor is in no‘ way

ipossible. (Granted that it is so, eren then) this negative factor would be a

substance other (than the Idea) ; as the character of a substance would

doubtless belong to it on account of its being an object of negation.

138. Thus then, if an Idea (or CoUoeption) were held to be the

negation of ndn*Idea, you' would have a new substance other (than

the Idea)* If you nrge that *Hhe negation would be only an assumed
one (and so no new substance would have to be accepted),” we deny this,

because there can be no assumption of that which oan never exist.

139. Your assumed “ non-Idea ” too would only bo an “ Idea
”

partaking of the character of ** non*Cognition,” and hence it would
be Idea ” alone that would be held to be the object of negation.

140. And certainly, in any theory of ” Class,” there oan be no
negation of the. object (or class) by itself. For never can there be a

negation of a tree by the tree itself.

141. If the Idea itself were to be negatived, then you could not

nsidUish your own ” Idea.” For the character of a tree cannot belong

tO; otlieer objects, such as the jar and the like, which are negatived by the

142. Thus then, it would be a ^non-idea ” (or non«Oonception) alone

that would be a seal entity ; and thence would there be an Identiiy^ (of

the Oomprehendei with the Comprehender)^ And what substratum
would this notion of ** non-Oonception ” have P

.. 143. Fofr you cannot admit of any suoh object of comprehension as
M non-Oonceptien,’! free from all touch of Conception ” (or Idea) itself.

Ol^eetion : “ But, since it is only a substance (other than the Idea) that we

'ir

penneaie through all the iudividuale f If the first, then there Is ac-,M ^^fldsals and the dassi while io the second ceea it would" he eeeeme^'tn
«lweiim whereof it oould not ptMraiieate ihfeii^-^^ill

/** ** *^**“ **• lijr Uma, til. QlittMtor ol "Hm" waM
IwUMbrHui.tMwaiti..

•• vuv VUMnwnW OK " JLOea coma BCS DiHlBe
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i*PJi whf obbM act, w» oomptelieiid the oegetion of the
deaiei,?''

' ^We TC|d]r)v One who does not oonptehend poeitiTe enttiiei
(like the hiU, fto.), whnt can be said of him with regard to (the Oompie.
henaion of) negationa P And aa for the fact of having an end in itaalf, it

ia equally oommon to both (the Conception of a poaitive and that of a
negatire entity).

145. - Therefore (in any Idea) the object of comprehenaion could be
either another “ Idea,” or the aelf of the aame Idea

; and how could we
erer rcjMgniae a contradictory entity (auoh aa tum-Ootieeftioi») to be the
object of the eomprehmuUm (of a Conception) P

146. Jnat aa in the eaae of “heat,” thera can be no conception of

“nou'heat,” ao too there can be no conception of “nomConception ” with
regard to a “ Conception.” For theae reaaona, if there were no other
anbatance than the Idea, there conld be no object of negation.

147. For theae reaaona, then, wo oonolnde that the character of the
“ Idea ” cannot belong eqnally to the Oonipnhmded and the ComprehenJer

;

and hence it must be held to belong to one of them only.

148.49. Then too, we hold thia character (of Idea) to belong to the

Oomprehender only; aince thia ia admitted by both of ua. And when
the duality of objeota haa been proved, namea may be given to them in

accordance with oue'a choice : Both may bo called “ Idea,” or both may
be called “ Object,” or even the Object may be called the “ Compre*

bender.”

149.50. Since Ideaa do not appear aimultaneoualy, therefore two

Ideaa cannot have between themaelvea the relation of the “ Oonetmi ”

(object) and the “ •meatu of Ooneeptim ” (aa hold by the Idealiat)->tbia ia

what haa been aaaerted (by the BhSabya) in the paaaage referred to : “ It

(Idea) ia momentary, Ac.” Therefore the object (of Cognition) mnat be

something other (than the Idea itself.

)

liiip.51. Even when the two Ideas appear simnltaneonsly, in aa

much as they are independent of each other, there ia an absence of any

enqh relation (between the two Ideas) aa that between the “CoMotwad"

(object) and the “meant of Conception} ” bocanso both (Ideas) are equally

devoid of action and instrumentality.

. -IM The iifnt— poaitiva ontitiaa, sooh aa the Ifonntain, thoBIvsr.aad

the.liba^itiUeli, however, an eompmbaiiaiUe by aD ana. Under the oirwaieteeeva
hew eai ha oouvmhond aMsfatiMf U the Banddhs niges that bis Ooaeoptlon had

an aaS in ftaalf, and aa snob, them is nothing impoisiUe in the oomprriMnaioaaf a.

.Ea|atiea,--wa reply, Oat thia is aqnany sewpiahenaloa et ptrfl|N

auNtiisi why fosa,ahonM yen deny these lattivr
, . ^

.^..?Adati«sdfobsl*^n”.thaBanidhaattribntn^fltan^al*^
the flbnifiiahsniTeif as well aa to the Oswyrebsndvri aaditiitafhafscmatallMgiM

.i(n%gb|niptarfo attributed 19 the
-e .a-

viPbiiMbiAstyfssni
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» l£l-52; Itis the Coojanoiion (dr telaiioti) ot lha 'Ohjedt and the

Idea with'jregard to a Conoeptioii—that is known as the relation ol

cause and effect ”
;
and we do not come acrose snob (causal relation) any-

where else.

152-

53. Aud again, in the case of the right and left horns of an

animal (two objects appearing siqinltaneously), there can be no such fixed

rule as that ' this is the effect, and that the cause ’
; nor can both be

both, because that would lead to the fault of “ reciprocity.”

153-

54. And people knowing the real character of the causal rela-

tion, do not define it as mere concomitance, independently of all notion of

Sequence.

154-

65. (Conversely also) we find that though, at times, the cow

would follow the horse, this mere Sequence could not constitute causal

relation. Just as in the case of two moments (of Cognition), when

appearing in different series of Cognitions, though occurring simultane-

QHgly^^and also in the case of the different properties of the jar (though

occurring simultaneously),—(there can be no causal relation.)

155-

56. For these reasons, an entity can be said to be the effect of

another, only when the former is such that it can come about only when

the latter has already existed.

156-

57. You have brought forward the case of the lamp and the light

omitted by it, as the instance of the simultaneity of the cause and the effect.

But in this case also, there is a minute point of time (intervening between

the appearance of the lamp and that of the light)
; though this is impercep-

tible ;
just as is the case with the piercing (with a needle) of the hundred

petals of the lotus.

158. The same refutation would also apply, oven if you atsert the

simultaneity of the twp parts (of Cognition, t.e., the Comprehended and the

Cofinprehender.)

158-59. Nor can it be urged that ” by means of a transference of

potentialities, the substrati6cation would be gradual ”
; because in that case,

the object of Comprehension would have passed away, and it would hb

unreasonable to assert (its) identity (with the present notion).

MM That it, when there it a necewarj and invariable sequence between the tWd.M The reasons that have been urged, in the refutation of the definition of mere
simuItoiMtiy eenstituting the causal relation.

lll-lt The sense of the objection is this : " Granted t^t ^ere is no simnltafiidiy

between the Oomprehendet and the Comprehended! it may be that they may appear,

ima after the other; and thus the one that goes before may be the Comprehended
objaat of that which .follows I and though by the time that the latter appears, the
foimer will have passed away, yet it wiU surely have left toaoes of its potentiaiftlSs

ppi^, .tiib latttti?.. The latter Conoeptioa is brmight about bymeans of tM ImitteaSiooe

former OoneeptiQn, whioh thus oomes to be^Cbmprehended by ft.** ^Tbe
the reply. Is that that which has passed away oan iie^er be Cempre^adetWe

^praent;” and heape, no Comprehension of aforegofio'CiAiSetdftn ft pbisibte.
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159-6L What is compi^ehended by Memory, too, is only the Com-
prehended Object, as intermixed with its past cliaraoter

; and the same^cohM

be said in the present case also (if things were to bo as yon assert them to

be). In a dream however, it can never be so ; because dream-oonscioos*

ness is always false ; as in a dream that which is not prasent is cognised

as present ; and this must be a mistaken notion, because it is always set

aside by a contradictory Cognition (in the waking state). But there is no

such mistake in the present case (of ordinary Conception).

161-62. Therefore, of all ideas of Sense-perception, the past cannot

be said to be the object ;
simply because it is

;
exactly like the opera-

tions of these (Ideas) in past lives. Or the fact of these * not being Cog-

nised as such (as past) ’ may be laid down as the Reason; the instance (in

this case) being “ future entities.”

163. Even if it be the what proof have you got for the asser-

tion that ‘ it is not an Object but a Conception

163-64. The past Conception that you have assumed to bo the

object of Comprehension (by the present Conception),—is it of the form of

the Oomprehender, or of that of the Comprehended^ or of both P If it be

of the form of the Comprehended alone, then it comes to bo a pure Oljeet

for you, only in a different name.

165-

66, And in as much as it is not cognised at any time except its

own (in the past), there could not be any transference of energy (or

potentiality). 'Just as there can bo no such transference from a Conception

that has not yet appeared, or from one occurring in another series, so in

the same manner, there can be no transference from a Conception which

is not strongly realised, and which disappears as soon as it is produced.

166-

67. If (secondly), the past Cognition were in the form of the

Comprehe}ider alone, then it could never have the character of the Oompre^

hended; and then in comparison with (and with I'eference to) what would

it be the Comprehender ?

167-

68. . As for the duplicate form of Conception, it has already

been refuted (K. 64 et. seq.) And (if a Conception were to have such

The objector urges that in a dream, past events are Cognised as present

;

and is met by the argument that Dream-Cognition is always mistaken | and as snoli,

cannot be admitted as an instance of Bight Notion.

lei-tt The reasoning is put into the syllogistic form. ** Past itW*
; just as past

Uves are not objects of Cognition in the present birth. The second syllogistio argnment

is this:*' Ideas of Sense-perception do not comprehend past objects; beoanse these

ars not cognised as inch ; like future objects.*’

There is another discrepancy in this alternative: An Impression is only sosli

as has compiehended its object ; and the former Conception is solely in the form df SSi

^ect of Comprehension. Consequently, prior to the appesmnee of the latterOon^
tiob, (of which alone the former could be the object^ the former could, In ao way,

Jbk Gegalsed. And as such, it could not transfer its potsntlslfties, in tho s!*iif cl

Apmsssionii and in the absence of tlds transference, ws oould net have the MMr
ooBosptica compiehsnding the former*
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ftt libiplieikte oharAoi^) it wottld aita ba oiidinarfly veoo^isad ia aaoh

. {Wliioli is not the case)
;
and even it such were the ease, the latter^ Oon.

eeption wonld not stand in need of another (foregoing Oonoeptioh an the

Oomjmksndsd object), for its fall oogoisance.

168*69. If you hold that a Conception has the dnpltoate fora (<tf

the Oomprehender and the Oomprihended)^ then all right notions wouU end
in the Conception itself (as yon declare that the Conception cognises

itself) ; .
and hence, the past conld never be an object of the Conception. If

(the latter Conception were) of the same form as the former (Conception

which yon assert to be the) object of Comprehension, then (of the latter

Obneeption) the very character of the Ooniprehender wonld disappear.

170. And if it were solely in the form of the Oomprehender^ then

there wonld be no object (of Comprehension)
;
becanse there is no similarity

between the two. And as for the transference of potentialities (urged by

yon), we never come across, any snob transference.
' 171. And the absence of any such transference of potentialities, in

accordance with yonr theory (of Momentary Ideas), has been proved (by

ns, in the Section on Nir&lambana-VAda.’*)

171*72. In the case of Ideas occurring in the same series, we must

deny the relation (between them) of Cause and Effeetf as also the relation

of the Impressor and the Jmprrised,—becanse they are Ideas,-^jnst like

Ideay oocnring in different series (of Cognitions).

* 172*74 Therefore that which is the Oamprehender (of colour /.{. ) mnst

be diflbrent from its object, (colour),—^because the conception of one is not

idways accompanied by that of the other;—as /.$. the Comp'ehenders of

iaski Ac. Similarly the Comprehended object is different from the Compre*

bonding (Idea) ;—becanse one who conceives of the one does not necessarily

isopceive of the ether;—/.t. the Comprehenders of taste Ac.

174-

75. Thus then, the two factors ( the Oomprshender and the Qampre*

Asfidsd) mnstbeconolnded to be different,—^like fotfe, Ac.;—becanse they

are never conceived as identical;—as,/.*., the conceptions oconrring in '

anoUie^ series*.

175-

76. Again, an Idea can not comprehend any portion of itself be-

caitse of its originating in an Idea like its own potentiality (i.e., Fdiaiid)

;

(end for the same reason) there is a denial of the comprehensibility of an

170^ If the letter oonoeption were solelr in the form of the Oompskmsdsr^ thea^
.former Qoald not he He objeoti heoenee the two would be dissimilu^HUie being the

Cesefrehender, end the other being the OompshsnM | end all ObjseHviie Is based npon
<*Proeew*’*-^oQe no such prooees is possible for an Idea or Oonosptien,

.

thn nanddha holda to be a lioa-enHfe.

, follows a serieo of sjUogtos.
,

' Wl^)teaddba holds that an ^ digloatea -hem aa fawnedietely^ rnsitidl.

piimt fi sAssHlsdlbet that that wbSeh miglBites in an Xdfa eaaast Ostoqpptf

J§|||tti|iff|.idrffr, Impressions pradaoed by av Meii^ wid«4 aia;ieil|snw
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IdeR (by beoinae Impresaiona are not equipped with a doplioate

cbaraoter (that of the Oomprehendw and the Oompr$hended).
176-

77. OaitraV oonoeption cannot be the means of the cognition

of the comprehensible part of the conception occnrring in the same

series -because it is a conception jnst as a conception occniTing in

another body (of another man), cannot be the Comprehender thex^fi

of Caitra's conoeption).

177-

79. In the same manner is to be explained the refatation of the

duplicate capability of conceptions. We admit of a multipHoity of facnU

ties elsewhere (e-p., in Atma), because such is proved by other means of

right notion. Whereas in the present case (of oonoeption) there is no

ground for asserting such multiplicity of capabilities. And for these

reasons we do not accept, as valid, the fact of your theory being simpler

and acceptable to both ns (which you have urged in support of the theory

of the form belonging to the Idea, and not to any external object).

179-

80. There is another reason too-—that since conception is the

means of comprehending the object, therefore it (conception) must be

itself comprehended before the comprehension of the object; but this

reasoning is unsound, because the case of the sense-organs—the eye, Ac.—

affords an instance to the contrary.

180-

81. Then again, it has been urged that since the conception is

not repressed, it must be comprehended as soon as it is produced. But,

on this, we urge that the Oonoeption could not be comprehended by itself

(for reasons urged above) ; and none other (that would comprehend it),

has till then been produced ;
hence, in the absence of any means of Oom-

prebension, it could not be comprehended (as urged).

182. If there were no ‘ Idea,* then we could not, in any other way,

explain the existence of objects ;
hence it is that after (the object haa

been pei*ceived), we form an idea (of the Idea) as the means of a right

notion (of the perceived object).

183. The mere fact of non-repprestion by something else cannot lead

to the Clomprehension of anything. As a matter of fact, in the absence

tT?.TI ‘In tIiSMms manlier, “A oonoeption oannot have a double fsonity,

beoaneo it originates in a oonoeption.-llke Impreieions.*’
“ ".-we paH

company from yon when you iaorlftoo ovidenoo to eimplioity | and certainly Ganrava

ie no fonlt, when enpported by proofs i « PromipavoaiyadrisWaai kalpy^nt n»6tf.

iidnyapt “^ .7. k tlw wMiii of oognlitag coUmr ; «id certakljr, th. m Mi_M,wi,k

..eMMrily Oomi»r.h.nd<^ befor. th. of tUoxr. Th^ow
tti««o ftot of tbo Ido. bring • of Oomptohonrfoii OMnot .Sold NflUoiit

4SMnd tor iMldinK Ik own prior Oomprohonrio.. . 1. - H,W Th. Airihor orphin. how tho Oo«pi.li«rioii of ‘ I^
if thw wwri w» IdMi W. eoiiW ih* ^

Oii.ik|ikdu,t»kttrB.#t “iOTMM* l.wkr»i*iiiiy, iiunnw
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of a fully effioietet oamie, eron a (solid) object is not perorived (or cnm^

pi^bended).

184. While fnnotioning towards the Oomprehension of the Object

the Idea does not approach itself (t.e., does not render itself compre-

hensible). Hence, though the Idea is the illuminator (or the means of the

Oomprehension of other things), yet for its own Comprehension, it stands

in need of something else.

185. Or, the illnminatire character (of the Idea) may be said to

consist only of the Oomprehension of the object ;
and there is no Oompre*

hension (by itself) of (the Idea) itself; hence it cannot be its own

illuminator (or manifester).

186-

87. As in the case of the Jfye, Ac., we find that, though endowed

with an illuminative character, they have their illnminativeness restricted

to (their specific objects) colour, /orm, Ac.,—so, we would have the same

restriction in the present case also: vig,: the illnminativeness (of the

Idea) would affect the external object, and not (the Idea) itself; for

the simple reason that it is incapable of doing so (».o., of manifesting

itself or leading to its own Comprehension.)

187-

88. If one (Idea) were to be comprehended by another (Idea),

then there would be no end of (such Ideas—one comprehending the other).

Finding that there is remembrance of such and such (Cognitions), we

must admit that all such Cognitions in a series are definitely compre-

hended. If however all these were comprehended by a single Cognition,

then, the comprehension of all would be explicable by that alone (and

it would not be necessary to assume an endless series of Cognitions).**

189. Your assertion that there is a remembrance of each of the

Cognitions in a Series ** is opposed to ordinary experience. For no ordi-

nary person ever remembers any such Series of Cognitions.

' 190-91. (The ordinary experience is that) when such objects as the

Jnr and the like, have been Comprehended, soon after this, there follows,

through Apparent Inconsistency, the frequent recognition of certain concep-

tions ; and this recognition goes on until one becomes tired of it ; and hence

subsequently, it would be only so many Cognitions, that would be remem-

bered (and not an endless series of them). And as for any remembrancb,

prior to such recognition, of Cognitions, it would be like the remembrance

ii the child of a childless woman (».e., an impossibility).

192/ The notion of remembrance that enters into the element of

the subsequent Cognitions, is a mistaken one; because it is (really) only

a remembrance of the object (and not of the Cognition). And it is

1B4 BeSag engaged in manifeeiing the object, it cannot, at the same time, manilsil

llaelf• 8in^ two independent fnnotions can never operate eimaltaneonstj.

Its It Is the object that is remembered | and as this could never be enplMblf

wilheat a fonner cegnition, therefore the latter has to be assnsMd, through ** AppaiiSt
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thia (rwtteaibtMMM of the objoot) thot leado to tin oognUtnca of a pnvi*

oas OoguHion.

193. The recognition of the Series of Cognitions would ooutinue

only so long as one is not tired of it» e?en if the preparations for its coiiU^

nuance be ou a grand scale. And there is sure to be a break, either

tliiongh fatigue, or predilection, or contact with something else i—just as

there is in the case of objects.

194. Asfor ** the lemembrance of suohand such *’ thathss been men*

tioned (in K. 188) if this refers to the first cognition, then there would

be a Comprehension of that one alone ;
and as suoh there would be no

" endlessness.'*

195. If however the rememhrane^ belonged to every one of the

Cognitions (in a Series), then we would have to accept an equal number of

Comprehensions as well,—and as suoh who could get aside the sei*ies (even

though endless) when they would be in due accord with reason ?

196. If it bo assumed that “ they (t.e., the endless remembrances)

have all got the first Oognition for their object,” then the differences,

among the Cognitions (of the series) coming one after the other, woul

not be possible. n • • t

197. For one, who holds that all conceptions have Oognitwns tor

their objects, the distinction between the Ooucqption of ike jar and t e

Oognition of this conception^ is scarcely possible.

198. And just as such a theorist, when remembering a conception,

remembers it as devoid of any foiTO,-80, when i-emembering a pre-cog-

nised object, he would remember this also as devoid of any foim.
^ ^ ^

199. When the remembrance follows on the wake of a ^Mspiton, it is

because the conception (or Idea) is the moans of (ascertaining) t le exis-

tence of the object, and not because the conception is comprohendca.

l« In th. CM. of .0 object, by Ih. .y., for

h . oogidtion of the obj«.t, only M longM Sy. « "»* “7^’

"

floM not4Mir. to withdmw to other objeotei or until no o
. h.110. tlMm

•sene. The mme U the owe with the Coinpi.hon.ion of oogiu {

ae?er ooald be an ondleM seriM of coguitions.
nnit

•« Th.e.pre..lonoonW.pplyeitl«rto the oompteU to th. •ntnnil

alone. The former alternative has been refuted in K. I •
•

OgHmitlon of this
»• The eerie, i. mwle up of the tret Cognition of

Cognition, end M on og ivfi. And oertninly there ^
n n”
— hwi the

No eoeli difference could be poaaible, if every one o

same Cognition for ite object. h* mi that when
»* The Bnnddh. .Mwibe. • fh»» *»

‘ JfT. O^lti..
Nmemberingit. he reme-her. it ne

J^Tof SfJU-wMoh i.m nlMUMlHy.
•rhhj.etoriM,thereinenibt«i«.^tade^^fc«^^^^ ^ ^

l*»Ith..b.e..rg.dhytheB.^tJJ^j^^ ^
Mtow on Oonoeption, thwofore it i. the OonoepMonw^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

«radi iwfiite. thi. Tiew hy deotaring Out

OoM«pt|DnabMMMlti.on^ ihwngb MCk CoM^ttont «M
«(ahM<w.
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: 20Q. ^Proximiij *’ aiid ReUimi/^* (thut wpgeA hf tbe

Randdha as reasotis for tbe Oomprehensibility 6f the Ooneej^ion based

apon its identity with the form of tbe object) are preolnded (from ibe Oou*

eeption) beeaase of the impossibility of the Comprehensibility (of Ooncep*

tioiis.) Or the two factors (of Proximity and Relativity) coaid be said to

be based cm the relationship of tbe object and snbject (subsisting between

the Object and the Conception) ; and as snob what good would result froni

^ their nou^disjunotion of place (t.e., identity) P

201. It has been urged (by tbe Bauddba) that no form of an object

•ould be possible in tbe case of a mistaken Cognition ; but we have already

proved (in the Section on Nirdlambanavilda) that in some cases (of mis-

tdceni Cognition) we have only instauoes of the perversion of time and

place.

2J2. Even Cognitions other than those of Sense-perception are

brought about by means of past and future objects,—^both during the

existence and non-existence of Impressions.

208. In the case of the object that has never been, or never will be,

comprehended,--p-there being no impressions, how could the Bauddha too,

have any Cognition P

204. If, even in the absence of Impressions, Cognitions were to

appear ; then that would contradict the causal efficiency of Impressions,

vhich is accepted by you.

iO^ l!he Bauddha argues thus t
** The object Blm is not different from its oogni-

rion I beoause there can be no Cognition of anjtbiag that is not identioal with the

Cognition itself. And again, if there be no relation, there can be no Comprehensibility,

tooordiog to us, however, the form of the object is close to, and identioal with, cogni-

tions I and it is on account of this that it is comprehensible.’* To this the Ktrika

>flers the reply that both the Frosimity and the Belativity (of the form of the object

irith the Cognition) beoome preclnded from the Cognition, simply hecanse this latter can-

lot be the object of oomprehension. Therefore you must aooept the oomprehension ofa

brm of the object, which is neither related to, nor iu olose proximity with, Cc^uitiou.

3r again, even in the absence of any such identity, (between tbe Cognitiop and tha

rprm of the objac^Jl we, oouid assert the proximity and relativity of these two, to bo
tmsed upon the rehition of the object and subject, which subsista between them.

^Non-distinotibn of place** is identity ; and ** objectivity ” is the character of bearing

bhe result of Cognitions i and this latter la the definition of *' Comprehenaibility,** d
which no other definition ia possible.

SOI A,.^rong Cognition is only one of an object, in a place and at a time other

than tbe correct ones i and it can never be possible for any Cognitions, right or wrpng,

to afleot Buch objects, and such regions of time and place, as are not known to the

•gent.

^ Bememhrencee and Preams ocour only ^l^en there are impressions; bat lnf(|r-

enUel Knowledge ia attainable, through premiaee, even in the absence of imppM-^

ei^i.

.

MS Beo&i^ the Bauddha aaseijte the forma of Cegaitipna to be due to the

ibasje^ P^vioiw Cogd
and tJMa Ihioty

woutndtded* ^
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. „ 205« And if ih^re be any 'impressiQiia in that cue aliOi then, tlieae

most bave been preceded by a cogniidon (if not in this life, at least in

Bone fonner life) ; and such being the case,, the object (to which the

impressions belong) must have been cognised before at some place or

other (so that this Cognition, at some distant date, mast have given birth

to the ipipressions in question).

206. Thus then, it is not proper ever to assert the absolute non-exis*

tence of an object (with reference to a Cognition). And on account of

the inexplicability (of strange dreams and impressions, without external

objects), it becomes established that the object (dreamt of) had existed

(and had been cognised) (at least) in some previous birth.

207. Sometimes it happens that Cognitions appear in an incorrect

form ; but this is due to certain discrepancies in the cognitions themselves.

In the case of the earth Ac., however, their forms would be cognised

only through themselves (and not as based on Cognitions).

208. Barring these (objects like the Barth, Ac.), we cannot ascribe

any form to the objects of cognition. For Cognition too cannot attain

to its character, unless it is possessed by an external object.

209. And again if this (form dreamt of), and other forms, were to

be ascribed to Cognitions alone,—then what would be the distinguishing

feature in dreams, which marks them as absolutely non est (or unreal ) ?

210. For these reasons, it must be concluded that, this (dream) is

a pure misconception, which, while comprehending an object for us,

comprehends it in a way other than in which it exists
,
and it can never

be said to exercise any independent function by itself.

211. It is for this reason that the Cognition to the contrary (of any

misconceived Cognition) gives rise to such a reasoning as that—“ though

the object really exists in another form, yet this (false) form is imposed

upon it by the mind (or Cognition) (under the influence of a certain

delusion).”

212-13. The same is the case with such misconceptions as that of the

In some preeioue hirth» This has been added, in order to gurd against the

instoncea of anoh Dreams, Ao., as are altogether new to the Agent, and as snoh, nnlike

all his experiences in this life. j u i..-W OhjeetUmi “One can have no impressions of his own head being cnt^ » d

th..liow4n,Pue*pUiuadi«tmto tht eff.otr* •»«
OB'. liMd bdng out o«. wid by certain iniiCone.ptioii., eommon in Dnuu, th.

iinprM.ion Idt by thut .Tent i. trwi»f«red to ooo*. own b^.
•10 By Oxtaun. »1», we only oomprohond certain obJtaU, the only

tbut duriL • Dr«m. the object >. poroeiTod to b. in . fom otb« th.n
,

Aeus^i^ot Itat, Drwd. could norerltaTonn end in tbeawelTM, M taid d«m

iB.ilta Gwidor «.!li witts*God -•••••• to tfc* ««•
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*f^^vdoiib1e moon ”
;
and in the same manner, in the oaee of enoli sjndhyniir

a “ t&rak& ” (Fern.) (“ Nakshatra ” Neat.), dn)., the feminine oharaoter, Ac.;

(1) would be such as has been perceived elsewhere (and attributed here

bj mistake)
; or (2) they might be somehow explained as being merely

Verbal; or (8) lastly they might be explained as being due to such

perceived agencies as the excess or otherwise of the various attributes of

Battwa^ Bajas and Tamas^ as has been snggested by some,—notably, by
^ Patanjali (in liis VyHkarana^Bha$hya).

214. Thus then, we find that the application of the three genders

to the same object, is not un-reasonable. And since the diversity

is based upon comparative difference (from other objects in the exoess

or deficiency of one or other of the attributes
), therefore there is no

oontradiction(if different genders be attributed to the same object).

215. The same is the case with the ideas of a** dead body,’* Ac.,

(with reference to a handsome woman), where the same object (the

Woman) being found to be possessed of all the three characters, the

disposition of the oognising person leads to the recognition of one or the

other definite oharaoter.

216. In the case of objects with many forms, the impression left

after its particular Cognition (at a particular moment) would be the cause

a mistake. Bat inasmaoh as we have no Oogniiions whereby suoh use wonld be
oontradioted, and (hence) set aside, we offer the $econd explanation. The differences

may be only verbal, and not real, fiat iaasmaoh as this also is a grataitoas assamp*
tion, we have a third explanation. Patanjali holds that the Gender of objects, and
hence of Words is based npon the exoess or deficiency of the several Gu^ : That
which abounds in fiottuHi is mascttltns; that which abounds is JRajoa is /smitiine, atid

that abounding in Tama9 is NBUter; this excess or otherwise of the Gncas however
is purely comparative i one and the same object may have an exoess of SaUtoa, in

comparison with one object (thus being tnascaltna) ; while the same object may have
a deficiency of Battwa and an excess of BajoB, in comparison with a .third object (and
as such it would be called Beminine), Thus then, there is nothing unreasonable in*

the use of different Genders with regard to the same object. In the case in Question,

the brightest stars may be said to be Jraseeiine, the lesser ones Feminine, and the

smallest ones ^sttesr—called, respectively, ** Tishya,’* ** Taraki *’ and ** Nakshatra.’*
ail This refers to the objection urged in Karika 69. The Woman Is possessed of

the three properties of a dsod body, a handeoihe pereon, and a moss of jleeh. The
Benunciate recognises her a dead carcase (not fit for touching) | because having
centinaally thought of the body without the Self as dead matter, he recognises only

a dead body in the Woman. A licentious man, accustomed to the company of womeiii
recognises, in the handsome woman, an object of enjoyment. And the Dog, aoonatomed
to fiesh-eating, recognises in her only a lump of flesh. The determining cause of eaA
ct these recognitions is the impression that is engraved upon the mind of each of tH
three Agents. By continuous practice, certain impressions are produced upon Indtfl^'

dual mindsi't^d theee impressions predispose the mind to one or the other forks ct
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of dietormining any ona spedflo form, and getting aside, for the time being

all, other forms.

217. Similarly in the case of the notions of “ length ” (“ shortness,'’

with regard to a single object) and of •‘Qhatatwa”(“ Parthiratwa, ” with

regard to the single object **jar ”), these will cease to be contradictory,—

the diversity of forms being dne to differences based upon comparison (of the

object with varions other objects).

218. And on the mere ground of the Cognition being of multifarioas

forms, it is not right to assert that there can be no form at all
; because

the diversity of forms may only be due to the diversity of comprehension

(in different Individuals).

219. And on the ground of the comprehension (by different persons

being diverse), it is quite possible for contradictory forms to belong (to

one and the same object). There is no such hard and fast rale laid down

by Ood, that one object must have one, and only one, form."

220. We must accept everything just as it is perceived ; and even

the singularity (or one-ness) of an object cannot be held to be absolute.

221. Therefore the forms of objects, consisting of appearance and

disappearance, would be separately comprehended by means of Cognitions,

brought about by the peculiarities of place (time), Ac.

222. Among people who simultaneously comprehend (an object, as

('jar* *Mrthy* Ac.,)—^he who happens to remember a word denoting a cer-

tain form, comprehends the object in that form only*

223. Though the properties of colour^ odour Ac., reside separately in

tl7 This refers to the objection urged in KirikU 69-60. The same object maj be

Umg in comparison with one objecti and skort in comparison with another.

•18 It has been urged in K. 61 that since different persons hare different ideas

with regard to the same object, therefore any one form cannot be said to speelfloally

belong to any object. The present Kiriki meets this by nrging that the direnitj in the

form is doe to the difference in the comprehensions of different persons, based upon

indiridnal idiosyncraoies.
, ,

^eoanse different persons have different comprehensions—this is enough reason

to lead to the oonolnsion that it is possible fora single object to be impressed with

diverse, and even contradictory, forms.

188 We must accept an object to be of one or of mnltifarions forms, according as

we perceive them ; there can be no other criterion. There is no proof of the object

being one only. Therefore there is nothing contradictory in one and the same object

being endowed with varions forms,—when snch are in accord with the cognitions

of individual persons.
.

lit App$aranc€ and d{Mppearafi€0”^ne form appearing in the cognition of one

person, and disappearing in that of another. Thus then the object will have one form

.rtli*oUMr.MOOrdiag m it hmppm to b. oogiiii.d by tki. or ^t pMwn. 8^
iVPMmnw or dteappMruieo rntf bo bMod .pou tb. diSmneM of tlnw, ptaM

« tom, iMi. only know. M. poUewiMi.
. . ^ .t. LIL

•t»TU.nfmtoK.aO. BwithMoptopI* a*"otb.oowooi|to*rt lb.

lb. O^B.pt|on,^ to tbto of tom obM-



yet—ifadir OogoitioD ia veitoieied in aooordaaoa with^ tibe MpeetiTa
fnnotioning of the Eye, the Nose, Ac.

224. In the same manner, though the . oharaefcers ot^ Qkaiawa^^

Pdrthiatwa* &c.—hare tiieir existence equally for all persons, yet their

recognition is controlled by the remembrance (by difEerent Indiridnals) of

words expressing the varions forms (of the jar).

225. Therefore tho'charaoter of the object, though existing outside,

is assumed to be the object of Cognition, according as it is approached

or not approached, by the varions organs of sense, the Eye and the rest.

226. Though ordinary people assert that the external existence

of the object is in accordance with the Conception we have of it,”—^jet

oven these people do not attribute a form to the object by means of

.(and subsequently to) the recognition of the forms of the Idea.

227. It is only as a means of Cogpiition that a Conception presents

to us the Object—as that ** such is the object ” ; because it (Conception)

is only the means (of recognising the form of the Object).

228. Thus then those who hold the existence ^ external objects do

not admit their non-existence, which yon seek to prove by means of Infer-

ences ; and passing over the Cognition of the Idea, they become cc^piisant

of the form of the external object itself.

229. It is necessary for students of Philosophy to explain things ex-

actly according to Cognitions met with in ordinary experience. And (in

ordinary experience) the external object is never cognised to be of the

same form as the internal (Idea).

280. ** If at the time of the Cognition of the Object, the Conception

too were to be cognised as what has already appeared,—what would this fact

accomplish for the Fdrvapakshin P And again, how conld he speak of

another object?**

231. (The meaning of the objection as urged in the Bh&shya is that)

the objector asks the upholder of external objects-*' Do you not hold that

The o<^ition of external objeete is got at by means of Sense-peroep&ni and
yov.seek to prove the negation of these by means of Inference. Bat before your
Inference baa bad time to fnnotion, the existenoe of the external object will have been
recognised by the prior fnnotioning of Sense-perception.M The object is recognised as ** bine/* and not as '* I ’* (which is the real intenud
form).

no The Bhishya says : " fUpadyaminaivMm Jniyati JnSpayati eSrthiniartno

pradtpavadiU yadyueyita** (an objeotion urged from the standpoint of the Bauddha) ;

and toe present Kirika^objeots to this as coming from the Banddha. The fact urged by
the objeotor does not in any way help his position ; in fact it only goes to weakeii ii^

hmsmuoh as be is made to assert "another otjsot** (drthJatorsm)—whioh is cppoae4
'.to the purely rdsahatfc theory.

m This kteiki supporto toe objeotion as urged in the Bhishya. If there la ep
auppremloii, the object is bound to he oomprehended i and as snob, if you deny Hs
;^prMSion, how can you deny its OomimheusiQii P
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there ie no sappressioo of Conception while it comprehends another

object P
*

289. The reply to this question is that we do not admit of snoh

Comprehension, because there is no direct (sensuous) means of compie*

heading (such another object) ; and also because there is no mark (Reason

or middle term by which such Comprehension could be inferred).

232-83. Or, the objection may be taken as applying to other theories.

In these other theories, the Idea is said to be cognised at the time of the

Cognition of the Object ;
and in that case, the existence of the Object

would be struck at its root
;
and it is for this reason that we bring the

objection home to them.

234. ** The passage beginning with * Nanu* is irrelerant (as coming

from the Bauddha) ; because it urges what is desirable for his opponent

;

and secondly, the mention of sequence contradicts what has been asserted

before.**

235. “ And if it be urged that ‘ both (Idea and Object) being momen-

tary, the Cognition urged in the objection is quite proper, and that the

fact of the object being cognised suhsegnently is mentioned only as a past^

event (by means of the past participle affix in Jhyflfah),—there would bo a

useless repetition of what has already been said before/*

This Karika explains the passage of the Bhashya, embodying the reply to the

objection raised by the Bauddha in the passage referred to above. Thougli there is no

suppression there may be no means of comprehending the object; n«r is there any

such oharooteristio of it as would lead to the acceptance of iU Comprehension.

MS.88 This Karika interprets the objection urged in the Bhashya, in a different way,

as directed against the Va^eshika doctrine that the Idea is comprehended simultane-

ously with the Object. In that case, no estemal object could ^

..Mtenoe; beoauM the Oomprel.en.ion of th. He.

forms and when the form lioa once been cognieed in connection with the Idee, there

wonld be no room left for the interception of the eitemal

m Th. Bhiehya lay. down another Bauddha argument i

arfho jna,a«, ^c., paeeage which end. with the amertion that at Brnt ther.

i. an appearance of the Idea, and then follow, the cogn.tmn of The

Mriki 2^ tlmt thi. i. not oppo«d to th. Miminrf thwry. ^ J*
Objmrt i. cognlwd only on the manifeetation of th. Idea; and, to the

mentionof^ Cognition o/fheOWoot i. directly yinet

lartly, it ha. been urged .bore that the cognition of the Idea ..

of the Oblects and tti. i. contradicted byth. prewnt .««rt,on, that th. cognition

of the Idea ft /oiicwsd by that of the Object.
kg, Moood

«t The contradiction nrgmi abore i. met by the

obiMtion .lM,w. hare only theafore«id.im«ifan«fyin mew.
‘~t Ja.

tt haabMn Uid that it i. being man^tafed 0“ *»>•
P'-t"* t'Tiiha

bemi add to h... been «g»i.«i (in the Pant). An^

•BJ object that has once appeared and given rise to an vm,

I the same as the first.]
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236. Here too, the Bauddha doee.not dpeak from hie own standpoint

the fact being that through the assertion of his opponent he is 9|||stakeD

as to the theory of his antagonist and (while lender this misapprel^nsion)
he has put the question (urged in objection 2). .

237-40. ‘*The simultanity o! the manifestation and Oe^^hen-
sion of the Idea being absolutely established,—we ask if these before
the Oomprehension of the Object, or after it, or simultaneous^^Hlh it ?

This theorist (the Mimansaka) asserts the Comprehension of thltwlea to

follow after that of the Object ; and then (in accordance with this theory)
the Idea would be produced also after (the Object). But this is not
possible

;
hence we declare the production (or manifestation of the Idea)

to precede the cognition of the Object
; and thus at the same time we would

also hare the Oomprehension of the Idea (and hence the Oomprehension of
the Idea would also precede that of the Object). And the prior Oompre-
hension of the Idea being thus established, there can be no proper
discrimination between the external (Object) and the internal (Idea)
[and as such by priority we infer the form to belong to the Idea and
not to any external Object).** And it is in view of these reasonings that
the objector has brought forward the aforesaid objections.

241. Even if the Comprehensions of the Object and the Idea were
simultaneous (as mentioned in Obj. 1),—we could not recognise any
form as belonging to the Object (because the form will have been cog-
nised as being confined to the Idea). And it is for this reason that the
Miminsaka first seeks to prove that the Oomprehension of the Obfect pre-

tedee that of the Idea (even thougli the Idea may have been produced
befoi'e).

•W This KSrika sapports the objection as quite proper, as coming from the
Bauddha. The Mimansaka has asserted that the Idea of an object is cognised before
the Object itself j but, at the same time, he has also said that when the Object has been
oognised, the cognition of the Idea follows by Apparent Inconsistency. And from this
the Bauddha has concluded the Mimansaka to hold that there is no cognition of the
Ideas before that of the Object j and from this he has also concluded him to deny even
the manifestation of the Idea before the Object. And thus haring misunderstood the
theory of his oj^pohent, the Bauddha asks:—«• But it is only when the Idea has
appeared,'* Ac., Ac. {Vide Bhashya, quoted above)",

M1.40 These Karikas set out the process of reasoning employed by the Bauddha
as based upon the aforesaid misconception of the Miminsaka's standpoint. The
process shows that the aim of both objections is the same—vts., the denial of the
external Object, and the establishing of the fact of the Idea being the sole entity.

HI The first half of the Karika shows how the aim of the former objection too con-
sists only of the denial of the reality of the external Object j and the sense of the second
half is that if we accept the comprehension of the Idea to be oognised, either prior to,
or simulUneously with that of the Object, then we would be forced to ascribe a form
to the Idee, deny the exUtence of the Object altogether. For this reason, the
first business of. the Mimansaka is to prove that the oomprehension of the
'^^eoedqp that of the Idea^which latter is got at subsequently by means of Apparent
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242. The portion of the Bhfishja that follows after this has already

been eiq^lained above.

242-43. Beoause the character of the Object comprehended is not

remenihered (at some future time), just like an unknown object,—that is

no direw i^ason for asserting the previous non-Gomprohension of the Idea.

TherefcilSfc'with what, and on what way, is the previous non-Comprehen*

sion of Idea connected or relevent to the present discussion P
**

24i.^ For these reasons the present passage must be explained as

being a refutation of the theory that ** the form belongs to the Ideo,

because of its prior cognition**—^because the notion of the form belonging

to the Idea is the result of the argument based on its prior Compre-

hension.

245. The passage ** KHmam huddlah ** denotes the fact of the Idea

being dependent on the Object.

246-47. As a matter of fact apart from the form of the Object,

there is no recognition of Ideas. And the Idea being recogpiisable by

another’s form, it cannot be the object of cognition, because it is like a

Mirage* Thus then, for you, the cognisability of Ideas would be in accord-

ance with a comprehensible ohjectf which you hold to be non-est And

since the form of the Ideas themselves is a tabula rasa^ their cognisability

could only be assumed to have been caused by the disturbance of V&sani

(predispositions or tendencies). And as such the Idea itself could not be

cognisable, in reality.

248. “ The fixity of cause ’* is equally applicable to both the

theories beoause the upholders of * Idea ’ as well as the upholders of

** external objects ” equally take their stand upon the peculiar faculties

of their substances.

249.

* flow is it, that for you too the objects in the shape of threads

* M** The portion of the BMafcya,” “ eatyam piirvam huddhirutpadpati na tn

jnSyati '*—explained above in Karikiis 82*83.

M8.48 This Karika takes exception to the BhSshja passage in reply to the above

ohjeotioA : The passage referred to is :
** Bhavati hi khaln haddeidstal yi^nato*-

pyarthah sannS^ndtavadueyeti,** It is often found that Of two objects cognised at on-

time, only one may be remembered in the future i consequently it is not right

to assert that—“ beoause the Idea is remembered when the object is not, therefore

there oould have been no cognition of the Idea together with the Object*
’

*tt This is in defence of the Bhashya: Though the direct denial of the prfor

eonoeption of the Idea is not quite relevant, yet what we mean by such denial is only

to strike at the root of the resultant theory : namely that the form belongs to the

Idea, and not to the Object. j a
Bhashya :

“ Kitnamikaripatvi huddhiriva thowt*'’—. #* Bten if the IdeaM
the object were identical, it would be more oorreot to attribute the form to the Objeob

Tdeas,
naturally plain (according to the Banddha), could not have ai^

focme ef 'their own.
. , . a.

'

KSrikle 246-68 take exooption to the Bbathya :
” ijn te myatanmtUaf fe*,
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bi*ing aboufc only sach effects as the cloth ? Whei*efore could not these

(threads) bring about ayar f Or how is it that the cloth is not brought
about by lumps of clay” P

250. If you object to the Ideas of * thread ' and • lump of clay *

(as
having the power to bring about idoa» of the ‘ cloth’ and the • jar ’ res-

peotirely ), then^in the same manner, you would have an objei^ion to

the ohfects (‘ thread’ and ‘ lumps of clay” ashaving the properties whereby
to bring about the objects * cloth’ and * jar*).”

251. “If the fixity of the creation (or causation) of objects were
said to depend on the restrictions of faculties (or capabilities—such as

the faculty of causing a cloth is restricted to the thread alone and so

forth), then who could deny the same capabilities in the restriction of the
causation of Ideas (t.e., we would also have the Idea of threads such as

having resricted within itself the power of bringing about the Idea of

cloth) P
”

252. “ Therefore when the objection is common to both theories

and when the means of meeting the objection too is similar to both,—
such an objection should not be brought forward by one against the other,

during a discussion over a subject.”

253. But for the upholder of the “ Object ” theory, we have such means
(of meeting the objections) as the specialities of time, place and the like,

which serve to control the capabilities of the causes, in ( the manifesta-
tion of) their particular effects

; (which resource is not open to the Idealist

who denies space, time, dec., in fact everything besides Ideas).

264. The capabilities of objects too are such as are postulated
through the “Apparent Inconsistency” of the effects and as such
these are known to be real, having their application restnoted to their

respective effects.

266. For you, on the other hand, any such capability, either different

or non-different from the. Idea, is not recognised as real,—apart from its

assumed (unreal) existence.

266-58. It is VlSAMl (Disposition) alone that you describe,by the

When we find that a oertaia oharaoterietio in ‘the effect cannot be otherwise'

explained, we poetnlate a corresponding potentiality in the cause, to which source we
relegate the said oharaoterestio.

m To assume that the potentiality has an unreal existence is only a tacit

Of the potentiality ; and hence a restriction of the causal efficiency.

Ml.t8 You hold that the operation of the cause is restricted by Tfisana. That
any such controlling agency, as that of the Yasani, is not possible, we have shown
under the section of NirHamhana-Vdda, dependent, d'e*”: For us, the Yisani
resides in the ffoai, which being, for us, permanent, it may be possible for the opera-

tlou of the ui^lying Yisani towards the restriction of the Causal efficiency to be
^delayed to a certain extent. But the Banddha holds the Yisani to reside in the
.;;rhichisheld tobemomsntory. Under the ciroumstanoes, how could Yisani (which
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word “ pakti ” (capability). And the restriction of oansalty, that you base
upon the VdsanOi, becomes impossible, Jir#% because such VOmnSi cauuot
exist, and secondly, because they cannot be said to serve the purpose of

sny other object. Nor do you acoeptany such controlling agencies, as
those of Time, Place, Ac. It is with all this in view, that the author
of the Bbftsbya has urged, against his opponent, the argument beginning
with “opico”, 4o.

258-

59. Therefore it does not meet our objection to your theory,

merely to assert thut “ just as for you, cloth proceeds from threads, so for

us too, the Idea of cloth would proceed from the idea of threads."

259-

61. Thus then (we conclude that) the negation of the external

object is not proved by the drat two means of Right Notion (Sense-

perception and Inference)
;
Of Verbal Authority there is no application in

this case (denial of external object),—^in fact it is applicable to the contrary

;

Analogy is not applicable, because you admit of nothing else that would

be similar to Idea; neither does Apparent Inconsistency serve your

purpose
; because it proves quite the contrary. Hence we conclude that

such denial of the external object can only be amenable to ** Negation*’

(i.e., the deni&l is only capable of being denied).

261. Some people, finding that external objects being aggregates

of atoms are incomprehensible, have asserted the Negation (punyatft)

—

thus proved to be unamenable to any means of Right Notion^to reside in

the predicable object itself

;

262. but on account of the impossibility of any comprehensibility

belonging to an internal (Idea) as shown above,—even these people will

have to admit of the comprehensibility of something else. As for atoms,

neither do we accept them to be comprehensible ; and as such, we must

describe the aggregates of these (atoms) to be real (and as such, objects

of comprehension).

too eannot but be momentary) exert any controlling inflnence over the operation of

Causes P In faot the Bauddha’s Yasana becomes devoid of any substantial substratum.

Nor doei^ the Bauddha admit of any other controlling agency i hence all his Causal

operations would become erratic in the extremest d^pree.

StS.Sl •* Verbol authority such as Injunctions—laying down saoriSoes, Ac., and

ss such bearing testimony to the reality of external objects. Apparent IncontUtsney.

Various forms perceived in the world having been found to be inexplicable, we infer,

from Apparent Inconsistency, the reality of the existence of the various objects in the

sxtemal world. And this goes directly against the {lunyavada. Thus then all these

Means of Bight Notion being found to contradict the denial of external objects, the

only remaining Means of Bight Notion is Negation. And a theory that is amenable to

Negation alone cannot but he denied in its totality.

Ml Finding that gSnyaU is not established hy any Pramina, some people seek

to rest it in the Pramdya,—their reasoning being this : Atoms are invMblei thereloco

tbe aggregate of atoms must be invisible i therefore all objects are invisible and ineoia-

prehensible i and therefore they do not exist"

Mi «• TT# must dissrihs, aswe shaU prove later on.
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263. Thus then (the reality of) the external object having been
ettahlished, there can be no unreality of the Idea (either)

; and for those
who know the true character of both (the Object and the Idea), this (the
Couple, Object and Idea) is really a fit object for being made the axle of

the wheel of ** Investigation into Duty.**

Thus ends the CunyavUda,

(SECTION 6.)

iNrSBENCB.

1. Since “ Sense-perception’* has been proved to be not a mistaken

process, therefore, for the same reason, there can be no question as to the

validity of Inference and the rest, as defined below.

2. The epithet known—-relation” either belongs to the cognising

agent; or it refers to a substrate of the middle term; or the com-

pound may be explained as a Karmadhdraya—the words ** one-substrate ”

referring to each of the two members of the relation (postulated in the

Premiss ).

3. Or the epithet may refer mutually to both members of the relation

itself,—the words * one substrate (or part) * in that case, signifying

(severally) the two members themselves.

4. The ** relation ” meant here is that of invariable concomitance of

M Just as a pair of horses is fit for pulling a oar, so these two—the Objeot and

the Idea—are fit for supporting and carrying through an InTostigation into Duty, for

those who know the real oharaoter of the Objeot and the Idea’ («.e., the Mlmansakas).

1 Because Inference and the rest are all based upon Sense-perception.

i The Bhashya passage here referred to is this t Anumanam Jnatasatnband-

hasya, ^c,, ^e.. ” ^ If the .compound ** Jn&tasambandha*’ be explained as an Aoousatire

Bahurrihi- ** He by whom, the relation is oognised”—then the meaning of the

definition would be that ** Inference is the cognition of that person who has previously

recognised the relation, &o. Ac.** If however, the compound be explained as a Gene-

tive Bahuvrihi—** That whereof the relation has been oognised”—then, the definition

. would mean that '^Inference is the cognition, in another substrate (Fire), brought

about by the peroeptioufin the mountain, of smoke) which is a part of the relation

of conoomitanoe with I^e, perceived in such substrates as the ouHnary hearth, the

relation whereof with the smoke has been previously recognised.** Thirdly, the com-
pound may^ explained as a Karmadharaya—** known relation;** in that case the defl-

>nition would mean that ** Inference is the cognition, in another member of the relation,

brought about by the peroeption of the smoke, which is another member of the known
telaWea.**

B Taking the compound to be a Bahuvrihi, there can be yet another explanaHoii V
'

^
That whereof the relation is known belongs to both members of the Minor Premiss

taken'together ; and ** one psxbf of this may be each of these taken severally.

, \ t Intheli^k examine, ^*^There is fire, because there is smoke,** smoke it the

|aiaiis of the cdgnition of ^rs ; and certainly it occupies leu space, and is seen Iw
Shorten, lhan the )ift.
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the ohataotm of the Middle term with the Major term. To the ‘Per-
Taded’- (Middle term) belongs the fnnotion of bringing about the
oouoeption (of the ^jor term), and the ‘ Perrader

' (the Major term)
is held to be the eabjeot of the conception (arrived at through the Infer,
euce).

5e Because the * Peryaded ' is that which, in space and time, is either
the equal or less in comparison with another

; and that which is equal
or mote is the * Pervader ’

;

6. therefore it is only after the ‘ Pervaded * has been i-ecognised,

that its ‘ Pervader ' can be cognised
; otherwise there would be no such

relation between them as that of the * Pervader and the Pervaded *
( t.e.,

that of Invariable Concomitance).

7. Though it is a fact that the ‘Pervaded* is (sometimes) cog-
nised as the ‘ Pervader

;
yet even if its greater extension (in time and

space) may not be contradictory, it could not (in that particular form)
bring about the conception of the ‘ Pervaded. ’

8. This is found to be the case in the instance of the * cow * (pervaded)

and the ‘horned animal* (Pervader)); where the ‘cow* being the
‘ Pervaded * gives rise to the conception of the ‘ Pervader *

* homed
animal.’

9. Therefore even in such cases, where both members may in certain

cases be accepted as the ‘ Pervader * and tlie ‘ Pervaded, * it is the char-

acter of the ‘ Pervaded ’ alone, and never that of the ‘ Pervader,* that

forms part (as the cause) of cognition.

10-11. Thus then that form of the ‘ Pervaded * which brings about

the conception of the ‘ Pervader * is precisely that alone which has at some

previous time been perceived, at a definite time and place, as located in

one substrate, and which is subsequently perceived, exactly in the same

form, in another substrate.

12-13. The Invariable Concomitance of two general objects is recog-

nised through a repeated cognizance (of their concomitance), and through

the renv>val of all doubt as to their difference (non-concomitance). At

times (there is an invariable concomitance) of particular objects also ; as for

instance, the perception of the appearance of the constellation of

“ Krittikft** gives rise to the notion of the proximity of (its neighbour)

“Rohip!.**

f Am in the case of the argnment-“ non-eternal, because, caused

both am equally oo-extenswe, and both may be the “ pervader ” or the '

JBven if we admit the greater extensivenees of any one of these, thoagh this will n^

be oontradiotory, yet any such member of greater extensiveness could not ali^ys^^

rise to the conception of another of leseer extensivenese ; beoanse the former can exist

been bercelved to oo-eiW with Fire, in the eulinasy
it-ll The smofte has previously been pwmwMa w w

rise iu
I^h,todettbsequently,itispe*oeivedintbeiim^^

instantly gives tllS •»

ibt ideaof the Fire exisUng in the monnUin. T
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13-15. In the cognition of an Inyariable Concomitance the canse

is a certain property, with regard to which there is such a notion as that

* it is only when this exists that such and such a thing can exist ’
; (proper-

ties) other than this only tend to add support to concomitances bronght

about by other means. And we do not admit of any ascertainmemt of

concomitance on the perception of only such properties as these latter.

15-

16. Those that employ such (secondary properties) for the accom-

plishment of their conclusions are frequently led away by the discre-

pancies of counter-arguments, that crop up quite easily in their way.

16-

17. These persons are also open to the faults of * contradiction of the

scriptures,’
* and contradiction of their own ends ’

‘ (self-contradiction), ’

* unheard of argumentations ;* and such illogical argumentations should be

avoided by all reasonable men.

17-

18. Animal-slaughter is sinful, simply because it is prohibited.

In the absence of such prohibition, the mere fact of its being * animal

slaughter ’ could not prove it to be sinful.

18-

19. The falsity of all ideas is based on two causes (the discre-

pancy in the means of arriving at the idea, and the subsequent cognition

of some idea setting aside the former)
;
and the arguments asserting the

facts of an Idea being an idea, and of having an origin, are of no use

(in proving the falsity of any Idea).

19-

20. The capacity of leading to Heaven belongs to sacrifice, Ao.,

when performed by the first three castes
;
and hence it cannot be ascribed

to those that are performed by the Qudras, on the sole ground of these

latter being performed by human beings, just like the former ones.

r

11.1 ( The objeotion, that the Karika is meant to meet is that ** if the pervaded be

admitted to lead to the inference of the pervader, then the mere fact of its being a

elaughter would lead to the inference that the slaughter of animals in the saoriSces is

sinful I because there is a concomitance between Sinfulness and Slaughter, in the case

of Brftbmana—slaughter and the like.’* The sense of tbe reply is that such concomitance

is not admissible ; because we have no such general proposition, as that whenever

there is st«, there is slaughter** The property that must be admitted as the* basis of

oonoomitance, in the case in question, must be the character ofbeing prohibited ; because

no one can deny the truth of the assertion that " whenever there is «fn,jthere is also

something that is prohibited in the scriptures.” The basis of concomitance, in all

oases, must be such aa is capable by itself of being directly connected with, the Major

Tml. Suph however is not the case with Slaughter, because even in its absence, we

oome aoroSB sinfulness- s.y., in wine-drinking, Ac.

1«.11 ** Oontradietion of scripture s.^., in the case of the alleged sinfulness of

sacrifice in the ” Agnishtoma.”

17.18 This cites an example of the ” contradiction of scriptures.”

I8.lt This gives an example of ” Self-contradiction.”

18.10 Some people might urge tbe argument that ” saorifioes pei'formed by {Ifldias

lead them tO'Meaven, because they are performed by human agents, like the saorifioes

^:perforoed by the higher oastes.” Besides being fallacious in itself, such an argument

^^mold^ direotly coAtradiotozy to facts laid down in the scriptures.
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SO-Sl. DMxwtibility M bued on the Awteof haTing » begbninii
in time* and on that o< being made np of certain oonstitaent parti

; and It

can nerer be baaed upon snob fusts as that of being cognised after a
eSoi’t on the part of the agent.

2l*82. In the same manner the facts of belonging to a elaee^ and being

eenswil (belonging to a certain organ of Sense) are common to all existing

things (eternal as well as non-eternal)
; and hence, who else, except the

Naiyayika, cioald bring forward these, as arguments for proving the non-

etemality of Sound (or Word) P

22-23. Therefore that, which by its very capability has been found

to be the means of proving the existence of another, can be said to be the

means of bringing about its conception,—^and not that which comes to be

related to it by mere chance.

23.

By means of the double mention of the words * one member * is

mentioned the Minor term which forms one of the roembera of the relation.

24. If ' smoke, ’ &c., were not related to others (the Major and Minor

terms) they could, by themselves, be ‘ a member * (of the relation)

and it is the * Faksha * (Minor term) alone that contains both membera (of

the relation) partaking of the character of both the conceived (the Per-

vader) and the means of (another) being conceived (t.e., the Pervaded).

25. With regard to the unascertained factor (Fire, f.i.) the Minor

term (Mountain) forms the object to be conceived ;
while in relation to

the ascertained (*smoke*) it is the means of the conception (of another)

;

and it may be mentioned either separately or identically, according to the

wish of the speaker :

26. As an instance of the mention of the Minor term in a form

co-eztensive with its correlatives, we have “ non-eternal, because it is

originated ” and “ the smoky is fiery” ;
and as an instance of the Minor

term mentioned in a form separate from them, we have ** there is fire in

the mountain, which is smoky.”

27i It is the Minor term as qualified by the Major terra that forms

the object of Inference. Independently of it (the Major term), the Minor

term can never be the object of Inference.

28. The qualifying (Major term) by itself cannot form the object of

*>-« Tho fact of being eognited is urged as a proof of the destructibUity of

** Words” { and the Kirika meets this argument.

ki* nut to to »y, thot Oon. oonld ba r.g«d.d m .noh m.M*, irith “
which we hare «ioh a notion a. that-’* when thto .xtoto, that inn.t ”*** ^
oueof “brfnff prohibited," and “dnfnlnue,” where we hare a dednite ,.na

pcopoeition :
*' Whaterer to prohibited to einfnl.”

•* Oonrirting of both, It mut partake of the netnre of both. .

.

* “«ro •^ tho mountain) to not known by anyother mean. ^
* *

OMe , wUle the * mnoke* to wmn hy tba eye.
“ ” ”**

W "UMkalV-i^ to •tow oo^tonai^

to Aiith. membera of the lyllogtom are al^y
^rfLurt

itoatton between Uie Kelor and IBnor term, that forma the object of Werenou

84
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Itkferenoei because it is already known. Nor can the qualified (Minor

Term), or botb the Major and Minor Terms, taken singly or collectively,

be the object of Inference, independently of the other.

29. If any of these singly were the object of Inference, then we conld

not have any one member as the predicate (Linga) ;
nor conld we have any

relation of this with the Major term (expressed in the Major premiss) :

80. ' cansedness’ is not a property of ^ non-eterna)ity*
; nor is.

there any relation between these and ‘ sound *
;
nor lastly is there any

relation between these two themselre's.

81-82. Nor is any relation possible between the subject and predi-

cate, taken each independently by ' itself, inasmuch as the relation is

neither mentioned by name nor signified by the genitive affix. Nor is any

predication of the relation with the Middle term exemplified
;
nor can it

have two forms partaking of the character of the asm tained (Sadhana),as

well as of the unascertained (Sadhya).

32-33. Therefore the denotation of the possessive affix (ie., the

r

SQ.S0 If non-etemality** (as the qnalifloation or the predicate) were the object of

Inference, then, in that case, ** oanaednesa'* not being a property of it, the Middle Term
Oansedness **} wonld cease to be a part of the Minor term (** non-eternality” ) } and

under each oiroainstanoea, no Inference could be possible. If again, ** Sound*’ alone

were to be the object of Inference, thou we could not predicate any relation between

this (** Sound**) and ** Oausedness,** because there is no such proposition as that—
** wherever there is causedness, there is also sounds Lastly,if the ** non-etemality of

Sound*’ (both conjointly), were the object of Inference, then we oould not find any
instance of the predication of any relation between the Middle Term (

** Causedness **)

and the non-eternality of Sound.** Because, in the case of all other caused entities—

the jar, do.—we find a relation predicated between a caused entity and a non-etemal

entity, and not between a caused entity and a non-etemal sound,

81.88 3?he conclusion is not in the form ** Parvataaya agnihnor as '* Agmparvata^
sambandho*sti'* Says the Nydya ratnigara, ** The mere existence of Belation cannot
be the subject of Inference ; because it has already been previously ascertained. Nor
does Belation possess of a two-fold character of the Sodhana and the Sddhana Ob-
ject and the Means), whereby, having made ** Relation** the Minor Term we oould prove
the fact of its being endued with Fire. Because a Belation, in general, can never be
endued with Fire ; and as for any jMbiidonlar Belation, inasmuch as none such can be
arrived at, previous to the Inference itself, it cannot be the Minor Term.** And the
KdgiM i “ Is the Relation to be proved as a mere entity, or as qualified by some
property P The mere existence of any object can never be the object of any Inference

:

and Belation has not, like the Mountain, adnal form of the ascertained and thenon-
asccrtained. Therefore Belation cazi never be the object of Inference.**

88.88 The theory accepted is that it is the Minor Term as related to, or quaUfled by,
the Major Term, that forms the object of Inference. And it is true that no such
qualified oonclusion is possible without a qualification. Therefore it is held that such
a qualification is the objeet of Inferonoe, not by itself, but only as the implied neoessaiy
aocompliahmrat of the oonclusion. And sinoe the other members of the
are already khown, therefore it is only qualification (or the speoial relation)—but thlp
only M forming part of tho qualified eonclusiofi—that oonsUtutes the object of Inferon^
pure and simple.
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relation) can be tHe object of Inference, not independently by itself, but

only as implied (in tbe qualified Minor term);

33. As for instance, in tbe case of such words os ** Dandi ” and tbe

like (tbe man with the stick) there being a cognition of the qualified object

(the man with the stick) ^ the relation (qualification) is recognised only as its

necessary concomitant.

34 Therefore these two (Subject and Predicate) are to be conceived

of only as in the forms of the qualification and the qualified. The relative

predominance (of these two) is by some people held to be optional

:

35. According to these theorists tbe qualification (non-eternality)

of an object (sound) is recognised by means of another qualification

(causedness) ;
and there is no definite specification as to which is the quali«

ficotion and which the qualified.

36. In reply to this, some people assert that if the qualiGed object

be the qualification^ then it would become the seoondaiy factor ; and as

such, its relationship with the qualities of the middle term, would not bo

quite clear.

37-38. It is only in its primary character that the qualified object is

connected, through a sentence, with the quaUacation. And it is only when

no relationship with the qnalidoation is possible, that it is assumed to bo

with the qualified subject. Or wo could add the clause “of Sound” (to

(hnsedness),

38. At the time of the recognition of an universal affirmative proposi-

tion, the secondary character of the qualification, which is mentioned

separately, is not a fault.

39. If tlie Fire, ns qualified by the place (mountain), were to be

accepted as the quaAfied subject, then we could not have the do

of Paksha (Minor Terra) given below. Because such qualification of b ire

could only be in the following seven forms
: ^

40-42. (1) ‘The Fire, that has been seen in some place or other,

exists’
; (2) ‘ the pre-experienced Fire exists in space ; (3) ‘ Fire is re ate

to this .(mountain) (4) ‘ the Fire that has been, seen is w“«»ectod with

this.’ (5) * This Fire is connected with space. (6) This Fire is

M-»1Iftlieconola.ionwe«in the Anityahvam

would be only a Mcondwy element ; and Mmiob, it con no
oomoli*

Lneoted with the Middle Term. » Oaae^ine...” U i.

fj
«»tio«toMiert.nyreUtionwiththe q«.lWed object.

“f
Jrrtatatw»-»-wiU have to be ohmiged into-” v«tah Qaidam Krtakatvan^

tonowin* ehjection: “
X"

^

jprimsrv, ^Bound.’ and not with the tseandary, non-etornnlitj.

&3n this east, inaamnoh aa Jtha word “ non-olemality” is

JdfiS
|i.jntb.oenoi.M«;). w. Imv. it. oonaaotlon vrith th. pam- eo-plta, mid to.

•sobndaiy position that it oeonplea in the conclBaion, la no faolt.



0$i|iiiected with some former space* j or (7), This Fire is qualified by this

place.*

42-45. Among these* in the first two, we have the fault of proving
the proved (redundancy)

; and in the rest, self-contradiction. (3) There
can be no invariable conoommitance of the particular space with, every
Fire in existence. (4) Nor is any such concomitance possible of a formerly
seen Fire with the present space ; (5) Nor can the particular Fire be quali-

fied by all space. (6) Nor can it be qualified by any former space. And (7)
how can it be asserted (before the Inference has been completed) that
* this Fire is qualified by this particular place,’ when apl^rt from the parti-

cular place, there is no such specification as this
^ Fire 'P

45-

46. And in the present case it is the place (mountain) which is

perceived before the Fire
; and since it is already perceived at the time of

the perception of the Fire, it cannot be taken as the qualification.

46-

47. As for the place, mountain, in as much as its form is perceived
apart from, and prior to, that of the Fire, it is no fault to have another
recognition of it as qualified by Fire.

47-

48. For these reasons we conclude that it is the subject, as qualified

by the property, that forms the object of Inference
; and such, in the

present case, is the place as accompanied by Fire, Some people however
attribute (the character of the object of Inference) to the * smoko. *

48. Objection : As in the case of ‘ Word* so in the present case also,
it may be the qualification itself that is the object of the Linga (Middle

49-50. Not so : because in the case of the Ding^, there cannot be
an assumption of a multitude of applications

; because it cannot be the
object of Inference

; and the subject too is one that has been previously

(1) That the Wire eeists does not stand in need of proofs. The is the
ease with the (8). (8) O'ertainly, the partioalar space in question cannot contain all

the Fire that exists in the world. (4) The Fire seen elsewhere oannot reside in the
plqoe in question. (6) The Fire seen now oannot oooupy all the space in the world.
(6) No former space oan be occupied by the Fire seen at the present time, fi )

H

mn^ as the Fire is not perceptible by the sense, and as such, is not capable of being
decimated as “

. this Fire,” it is not possible to have as the object of Inference, “ the
Tire a$ qualified by a ' particular jfiaea.^

« That is to say, as in the case of a word—f.i. ” cow”—though there is an idea of
the dsM ‘ coio' os defied by the individual cow, yet the Mimansakaa aco^ the force of
the word ttflie in the class alone i so, in the same manner, in the present ftatm the
tom of the Ainpo may be accepted to He in the qualification. Fire, aloee^and not in
the plaea 09 qualified by Wire,

^

The sense of the reply is that the qualification, Fire^ is perceived only at the^ of the reoognitioD of its relation with the Subject i and as such, it c«^ serve
qualify the Bnl^eot, which is remembered at that time. Oonsequently it Im
asBumed tha^fike a •• Word, ” the “ Iiinga ** has its force in the •• qoalifioatioa.** 11^
can the Lingabe said to have any such appUoation in the Subject, either t beoaaie^
Bubjaet Is such m has already been i^svionsly perceived, by seine other means.
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pBrceiv^dt" As a luttel* <rf fact the object of Inference is the iuhje^ a§

qualijM (by ihe Fire) ; because this alone is such as has not been previously

perceived.

50-51. Oiffeeiion : “ If ‘ smoke’ were the subject qualified, then the

Middle Term would become a part of the Minor Term.'*

Reply : It is not so ; because the object of Inference is a j)ariieular

< smoke/ whereas the Middle Term is in the general form, the claet

* smoke.’

,
51-52. If the character of the means of right knowledge be attributed

to the ‘ smoke’ ,
or to ‘ its conception,’ or to the * remembrance of its

connection/ then there would be an identity of the objects with the final

result, through its action (i.e., the action of the smoke, Ac.), as has been

described before! in the case of Sense- Perception).

52-

53. ** But the author of the Bhashya holds that it is the cogni-

tion of the object that is the means of right knowledge.” True
;
but the

uncertainty, spoken of (by the Bhashya) as attaching to the case of Sense-

Perception, applies equally to all Means of Right Notion.

53-

54. One, who wishes to prove by Inference something that he

has learnt by Inference, must first of all lay down the Minor Premiss, as

explained above.

64-55. It is with reference to the subject (Minor Term), that the

property of the predicate (Major Term) is laid down ; and by means of

M.61 This is an objection against the Naija^rika theory of the ** Smoke ** being

the object of Inference. Smoke ** is the Middle Term ; and if it be made the Minor

Term also, this would bring about an absurd admixture. The reply to this objection is

based upon the ground that the object of Inference is a particular ** Smoke ” in the

mountain, while the Middle Term is the general ** Dhfimatwa.”

M.W The action of smoko and the rest tends towards the recognition of the object

of knowledge ; and thus there is an identification of the Object of the Means with that

of the Result. In the chapter on ** Sense-perception,” with a view to this identity

between the Means and the Result, the Bauddha has declared the “ Idea ** alone to be

both the Means and the Snd (of Perception) ; and in that place it was pointed out by

^ him that%zaotly the same would be the case with Inforenoe also. OonsequenUy the

reply that was given to the Bauddha. in the prerious chapter, would servo our purpose,

also on the present oooasion : vis :
” Such identity directly contradicts the uniformly

accepted distinction between Causes and Effects” | and again—
*• Who can rightly uphold

hny identity of the ass with the cutting P ”
, * i

gnoh being the view of the Bhashya, how can you hold that there is an

unoertaintywlthregi^rd to the emohe^iU eognitum, iherememherance ofiU connsci^,

Tne^^bnt in the section on Sense-Perception, the Bhashya •*P»^*®* "

, doobtfillangnage: Buddhirvi janma vd, 4o.’*i and this uncertainty applies to tb#

d«te of every Promdao. ^
-.4" il-tk Anaignment is that by means of which one seeks to proim somethiy

:iMlw»lu®d suohanaigiiment is made np of the Oonclnrion, the

Itemieei ii^ the Condnsion consists of the ewstime/ Mmer Tc^m {Mem^)

m mm^MhpiheMeierTerm (fire), audit is this thatom;ht ioke hS^p^
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tiiis pretlicatiofi, wbat is implied is the pteclasion of only sach pvopeHiiea-*

as are contrary to the said predicate, and not of those that are compatible

with it.

55-

56. The addition of the phrase “ not in proximity ” serves to set

aside two things : (1) definite recognition (by some other easier means) of

the object in the same form in which it is sought to be proved by the

Inference ;
and (2) recognition (by some easier means) of a form contrary

to that sought to be proved.

56-

58. Because that which has already been ascertained some way or

the other does not stand in need of any other Means of right Knowledge.

That is to say, if an object has been definitely known beforehand in the

same form (as that which is sought to be proved by Inference), then this

Proof becomes useless. And if object has been known (by more trust-

worthy means) in a form contrary to the one sought to be proved, then

there is no room for another proof. Because even before the appearance

of the source (of Inference), its object will have been snatched away (by

another and stronger proof).

58-

59. In the case of all the six means of right knowledge—Sense-

perception and the rest—^if an object is ascertained by means of one of

them, then it is by means of the same that the functioning of another

means of Right Motion is barred
;
because in such cases there can be

no option.

59-

60. The imperceptibility of Sound, Ac., is contradicted by Sense-

peroeption ; and the assertion of their being not amenable to the Sense of

audition is contradicted by Inference.

60-

61. Amenability to the sense of audition is not cognised by means

of Sense-perception ; it is cognised by means of affirmative and negative

premisses, with reference to the case of the deaf, Ac.

61-

62. The contradiction of Verbal Testimony is three-fold—with

U.l( The Bhishja speaks of ** Aaatmikrahte'Hhi huddhXh** ; and by this is meant

the fact that any objeot, which, in a definite form, is known beforehand by some easier

moans (Bense-Pmoptionf. i.) m that very form it cannot be the object ofa more oompli-

oated means of knosrlodge (f. i., Inference) ; and also that if an object, in a definite

form, is cogpiised previopsly by a stronger means of cognition (Sense-perception) then the

same object, in a form contrary to this, can never be the objeot of a weaker means
(Inference).

f6.t8 « Snatched away, The source of Inference consists of the perception of

the Middle Term and the rememberanoe of Invariable concomitance, Ac., Sec. { and

before these are accomplished, the Objeot of Inference will have been already proved—

either in the affirmative or in the negative—by some other stronger proof, (Sense-Per*

oeption) I and in that case, there will be no room for the action of Inference.

te.ao An Inference is set aside by another Inference, only when the latter happens

tp be simpler, {tt its process and more direct and easier of comprehension than the former*

tlLIl •* Xlil^.**—Affirmative premiss :
** Wherever there is Sense of Audition, a sound

heard, as in the case of ordinary people.** Kegative premiss :
** Where there is no

^^nse of Audition, there is no perception of Sound $ as in the case of the deaf.*'
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fofereneeto (1) Present deolaratiooi (2) Former deolaratioo, and (8)

a nniyersally recognised fact.

62-68. (1) “ I have all my life been silent*’ is contradicted by the

mere assertion. (2) If all assertion be declared to be false, then the very

mention of the subject of the proposition all assertion”) makes it self-

contradictory. ( 5) In the assertion “ Because I was born therefore my
mother is barren,” there is self-contradiction in the mention of the reason

(“because I was bom”).

64-

65. (2) To the Bauddha the assertion of the etemality of * word’

is contradicted by his previous assertion (of the momentary character

and non-eternality of all things.) And (3) he who denies the fact of the

moon being signified by the word ” Oandra ” is contradicted by the idea

of the moon derived by all men from that word.

65-

66. If any one were to argue, to one who is cognisant with the

form of both the ' cow ’ and the * gavaya,’ that ” there is no similarity

between the * cow ’ and the * gavaya’ ”—ho would be contradicted by
“ Analogy.”

66-

68. If anybody were to argue, with reference to Caitra who

is alive and whose existence in the house is ascertained, that * he is not

outside the house’, he would be contradicted by ” Apparent Inconsistency”

(based on Negation) ; so also the argning of the non-burning power of

Fire (which would contradict ” Apparent Inconsistency” based on Sense-

Perception) ; the arguing of the non-denotative power of a word

(which would contradict ” Apparent Inconsistency ” based on Inference)

,

the arguing of the non-existence of the Sense of Audition (which

would also contradict “ Apparent Inconsistency ” based on Sense-percep-

tion)
; and lastly, the arguing of the non-etemality of word (which would

contradict “ Apparent Inconsistency ” based upon another ” Apparent

Inconsistency ’*).
,

68-69. There is contradiction of ” Verbal Apparent Inconsistency,

wlien eating during the day having been denied by a trustworthy person

eating at night be also denied by means of arguments. And there is con-

^
tradiotion of “ Negation” if the existence of (such non-entities as) ” hare’s

horns ” be argued to exist. .

70-71. Thus has been exemplified the contradiction of the relation

of the qualification (Predicate). We are now going to describe the contra-

diction, with regard to all the means of right knowledge, of the natural

form and apeoifio property of the Predicate, the Sabjeot, and both of

thee, (taken together), denoted respectively by direct assertion, and

indirect implication.

The examples of the three-fold oontrediotioB of verbal authority are : (l) «y
who says “lam silent” oontradiota himself j (2) If " all assertions are false, *2^,

thbi e( the i^kw Uio is (8) Ifcm iebow, hie «e*h«

^bem..-
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iion of both, by its form and speoifio property ;
mMmuoh as it » also the

wgnition of these that is proved to be unreal (by the general

the epecifio properties here contradicted are momentanness and Absolute

unreality.

76-76 By the mention of “ the perception of one member ” (in the

dednitionof Inference laid down in the BhSshya), are set wide 000^
oases where there is doubt, non-cognition and contrary conviction in ths

mind of either one or both of the disputants.
^ ^

76-77. In such instances as “ Fire cannot burn, because it is cool,

word is non-eternal, because it is amenable to the sense of sight, and t^e

lite "—there is a contrary conviction in the minds of both disputants.

*77-78. If the facts of “being caused," and “ being a property'* be

brought forward by others as reasons against the Mimansaka, (with a Yiew

to prove the hou-etemality of Sound) then the reasons would be contrary

to the firm conviction of one of the disputants (the person addressed, <.e.,

the Mimansaka) j
and if such reasons be brougM forward by the Mlmftnsaka

himself, then they would bo contrary to the conviction of the person

addi^essing (t.a, the MimSnsaka himself)*

78-79. If in any case, ‘ smoke ’ be doubted to be “ fog ” by one or

both of the dispuants, then it would be three-fold “ Asiddha.” Such are

the forms of the direct contradiction (of the Middle Term).

7U7S This IS the oontradiotion of a partioalar property of the Predicate. ^

U.H This ie the oontradiotion of the form and tlie speoifio property of the Subject •

** Contradict iU 9ton /orm.’*—Beoanse what is enjoined cannot be sinfol. " Bpee(fie

propcrtVi Beoanse what has been enjoined oannot bring pain to one who does it«

74.71 Speeifie properties contradicted, ^e."—Beoanse by the general statement, “ sl^,

oogniUons are false," the oognitioneof momentarineea and wnreality would alsQ

falsa.
'

•

'^74 tJpiill now, it has been proved that the mention of the word " Aeanwilkfehta,*

in the definition laid down in the Bhlshya, serves to preolnde all mistaken forms ejl

oonolnsion. And with this Karikt begins the treatment of the Fallaoies-^* AiiddlMhf**

" Ansik&ntika" and^Virnddha." And first of all it is shown that thb mention of
•* &kad«9edarsenit" serves to set aside, from the definition, all forms of the Fallacy (fft

"Ariddha."

>
TATI Sinoh no dispntant will admit that that Fire ie oooZ, that Sound'
I© the function eighty therefore the Middle Term is oontracy to the noMos i

7t.7» « Therefore, ^-c.," the donbt resting in one dispntant/sad in both c
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^ nimwoald Wthe differed I(iriii8 of the ooiitridietioii (el

th^e^KiddleTenn as based on that) of its substratum the M&imc

. Temn, the subject of the oonolnsion), inasmuch as even if the Middle Term
be knourn by itself, it does not actnally serve as the Middle Term until it

oomes to be predicated, or related to the Minor Term.
80*i&L In the case of the argument ** the soul is omnipresent, because

its action is found evei'ywhere,’* we have a Middle Term whose substraK*

tarn (the soul) is not accepted by the Bauddha
;
and with regard to

which there are doubts even in the minds of ordinary people.

8L>83. Since there can be no processes on mere verbal non*aocept*

ahoe, therefore it is only the assertions of snob facts as are known by

both parties to be false that can be accepted as fallacies in an argument.

Any other reason will have to be accepted as valid, if the other party

proves it to be so (to impartial umpires) ; bat incase that the invalidity

of the Reason be proved by the first party, it will constitute a disore-

‘^ncy in the argument of the other disputant.

83-86. The two causes of a fallacious Reason, Doubt and Contra-

diction, are set aside by the mention of ** JnAiasambandhah” For only

< three are the grounds of Doubt, or nncertainty
; (1) when the Middle

.Term exists in the Major Term as well as in its contradictory, (2) when it

does not exist in either (existing only in the Minor Term), and (3) A
case where in one member (of the conclusion, either the Major or the

Minor Term) exist two contradictory attribntes.

85-86. In the case of such Major Terms (predicates of the conclu-

sion) as “ eternal ** not arising from an effort,” caused by effort,” and
“ eternal,”—^such Reasons, (respectively) as ” knowable,” non-eternal,”

*

19.80 It ia only as related to the Middle Term, and thereby forming the Minor

Premiss, that the Middle Term can be accepted as snch.

81.8$ This is tognard against each unreasonable disputants as would bring forward

th4 fMt 8f their own non-aooeptanoe of the Reason, as an argument against all that

they ihay find to be going against themselves. By this safeguard, the disputants can

bring forward only each facts as are nniversally recognised as forming part of the

theory that they may be upholding.

(1) is a case of ** Sddharana ” (2) that of ** AsadharaTM *’ and (8) that of Virud-

mivyahhiM.
88.88 The first syllogism is : Word is eternal, because it is knowable j

** but knots-

exists in sfornai objects, like the Soul, &c., and also in non-eternal objects, like

the jar,Ac., and thus it is Bidhdrana (or Common, Too Wide). The second syllogism

it thus :
** Word is not caused by an effort, because it isnoii-etemal |

** but here, non-

.
tforadli^ is such as is found in the jar as well as in the Lightning, the former of wbfoh is

br^i^t. about by the effort of the potter, while the latter is not caused by any eifeQ|t.

syllogism Ui this :
** Word arises from effort, because it is non-etenis)|

^ fallacy as In the last. The fourth sylloc^ is t ” Is

it is immaterialt” whefotoo immataridlitg iis such as

I Bipaeg, Ac., also fo nob-eternal tUo|^^e ^
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ja(m*6terna1/" and “ not endowed with a form { Immaterial)/ are eom-

mon to both (the Major Term and its contradictory). [
** Non-etemality' *’

has to be taken twice in the former half].

86-87. In the case of the argument earth is eternal, beoanse it is

endued with smell/’ we have an “ uncommon ” Middle Term
; and it is a

cause of uncertainty inasmuch as it is wanting in one of the grounds of

certainty.

> ; 87-89. The common ” Middle Term too is a cause of doubt, inasmuch

as it is found to give rise to a dual notion (those of the Major Teim as well

as its contradictory), and because two contradictory notions cannot belong

to the same subject. So also in the case of the “ uncommon,” wherever
(either in the Major Term or its contradictory) it does not exist, by means
of the negation of that, it would point to the contradiction of the
negation of both

;
and as such it would become a cause of doubt,

89-91. The fact of these being causes of doubt, refers only to certain
particular objects, because with reference to certain other objects theso
are found to lead to certain definite conclusions, through negative and
affiimative concomitance,—as for instance, in the case of proving ” absence
of action ” by “ immateriality,” and in that of the “ presence of smell ”

^ing ascertained in a certain particular form of earth
; and such Reasoiis

p .f"“*
O'*®* ‘h* Earth alone. The gronnde of certainty are ,

f1) Eiiata^ of a .nfaatrate other the Minor Term,- (2) » Non-exiitence in any place

"wertained.” In the '< Common " or

ta^iuoh a Middte Term cannot rightly lead to any oonoluaion at all The faotii

K l!",,
'> “wjtowi

mon,” lti.fonndinno other place mralh. M- m
the " imcom..

Term nor In ita oohtradlotory.ird
a^.nt'tl, T"’;*"

*“

eannot he aaid to he a oanse of doubt.
* ^ ofneither i and a. ipob, ii

0M||mtexitt8ininah thinga a. Action
^ “** '*‘*®®®* Immateriality^

on&notiarre to preolnde anoh thinmi
’ *** henoethe Bm»

Tern haa been aMertained
,

’• and an snoh*it h!
*•***«•“ alwonce of the Major

we proceed to prove " abaenoe of aotion ’> *>.
®* ^oabt j when howeveir

not foand in anything that ha. any ,o«„„
beobmeii .nob aa ih

abMioeof the oontradicKay of the Malor tI.!!^
“ ** *’**

olBriw.', in the «ime manner, the rnnnnn
leads to a.deflnite eon.

' Itoh'^ia made the Minor Term •’but wha^’.
*****“•

(thejer.uyja the Minor Term uJn j

*"* ®*rt«a parttoular fom Of
<««•«» the pwewio, of Odonrlli nthnrTTr”^

•• we have the aflntatiVe oo^#
^WteoowCa. - form, of Barth. It
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iiem the purpose (of promfif oeiiaia odnolusions with regaM
patHaonlax^ form of earth)* '

« : . v-V
91-

92. Where the non-peroeptibility of air is sought " to he proved
by the absence of shape—we get at the idea of the perceptibility of Air
from the fact of its being felt by touch

; and in this case» we have the

concomitance of contradictions ( Perceptibility and Imperceptibility).

92-

93. Some
'
people call this J&tyantara,'* Others again call it

“ common ” in parts, or “ uncommon ” in its totality*

93-

94. When the conclusion of a certain argument is negatived by
the aforesaid means of right notion (Sense-perception, Ac.),—then* from

the refutation of this argument, we have a definite conclusion (based on the

ailments whereby it has been negatived), because this latter itself has^

not been negatived.

94-

96. Sometimes, two Reasons though giving rise to Doubt, when
taken separately, each by itself, yet on being combined, lead to a de-

finite conclusion (as in the case of proving a certain object to be a post)'

we have the terms “ Vertical height ” and “ presence of crows.” Two such

reasons, as are not mutually contradictory, are able to lead to a definite

conclusion, both severally as well as collectively. Therefore it is only such

Reasons taken severally as are mutually contradictory that have been de-

clared above to be causes of uncertainty*

96. The contradictory character (Yiruddhata) of the Middle Term
has been said to be six- fold, four-fold, or one only (by different theorists).

97* When the conclusion—either the directly expressed or the one

implied—is negatived by the Reason, (then we have its contradictory).

In the case of the proving of * etemality ’ by * causedness,’ we have the

contradictory character of the Reason based on the contradiction of the

predicate of the conclusion (because * causedness ’ is opposed to ^ eterna-
^

lity').

98-JOO. We have the contradiction of a particular form of the

M.W When one of the two contradictories exist, in parts, in the ** Sapaksha” and

the ** Vipaksha,” it is a case of the Common and when both of them do not exist

anywhere in common, then we have the ** Uncommon.”
94.M Simply Vertical Height by itself iS not able to ascertain whether a oertain

object is a post or a man ; so also the mere fSact of the jgreeenee ofthe crow is not enongh

for the asoertainihenb of the post* But when the faots are taken together, then they

lead to the definite conclusion that it ie a post, ” Not mutually oontradiotoiy, 4o.”—
such as the presence of smoke, and that of a smell arising from tamtnp—both of which

lead to the obnolusion as to the preset of Virs,

91 Oontradiction of the Predicate* >

'
~ 19*100 Implied conclusion**—because when a word has been ascerta^ed to havB

lti:pavpo8e of edification satisfied, with reference to its shape, then there is Mfidnr

thee necessity of admitting any other signifleaUon* Oannot have its sipaflSedtioa,

vHfiihathbliMkoltheohapeof thewG^ having a meaning becomes contradiot^^ by

^iteniBa^*!||tensnee of affix,** which proves the frasoi^qf meoiiffiBi: Bthsr
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prMicftte (Major Term) when we hayeim argnmeni snoh ae*—^tbe abape^oi

aword has a meaniog even before the ascertainment of its oonneotion wttfa

its recognised meaning,—because it has an affix,—as after (the ascertain-

ment of its recognised meaning).’* In this case, the implied oonotnaion is

that a word has its meaning restricted to its shape ; while afterwards,”

the word with an affix is found to have a meaning other than the shape;

therefore even before the recognition of such signification, the word cniinot

have its signification apply to its

100-102. In the case of such arguments as— (Inference)

is distinct from Substance, dsc.,—because with regard to it we have the

notion that * it is here,’—as for instance, * conjunction ’ {Sa^yoga) in snob
oases as *this jar is here’ ’’—we have the proof of the “ absence of Samav&ya ”

in the shape of Opnjunciton** (Samyoga), Thus in this case we have a
Reason directly contradicting the form of the subject ( ** Samavdya ”)•

102-

103. In proving the unity of “ Samavdya,** like ” Sattn** (esnstetice),

we will have the contradiction of a particular property (unity) of the
Subject

; because, like “ Samyoga ” we have a diversity (of “ SamavUyas ”).

103-

104. When one is proving to the 8atitr5nttka the fact of the
eternal existence of the Self, by reason of its being impartite, like the

we have the contradiction of the forms of both (Subject atid
Predicate).

**

104-105. There is contradiction of the specific characters of both
(Subject and Predicate) when there is such an argument as—“ The eye, <fec.,

aw for another’s (Soul’s) purpose because they are made up of a coglomer-
ation of parte, like a bed, &c.”

105-106. In the « bed ” we always have ” coglomeration ’’ and the

SZ.'*'’
where both are with regard to malmal

abed) weoaBBot proye “ tbe being
thoSoal or Self (which is mi»a.tmal)

; and thus we have a contradiction.

fn. ^ (
“ ey». baing

Brora HbT'’ 1 Self). While, what the argament
p es 18 the material (or partite) character of the Soul. And further,

" flsAsosa » whioh i« <lM
twoeofthe domtuva » is foniid to prm

10I.1M Beosnie to the BaviriniUn fiiA Iljs .

ot eoTwingi " Aki,a bring a mwe iion-«m:i"^r
” nothing more than the “ rtsMieo

ThBsUien,byinwiiBof thesme Mamnl. fh
^*“‘*’0 nool»neeo(HheteniaIity.



thm iroiild be anotbev unwished for conolTi8ioh*-^ots., the fact of the * e;e/

Ao.» being the eroIntioiiB of “ Self-oonscionsness.”107-

108. The instances of the similanty and dissimilarity of tlio

Predicate (Major Term) are cited with a view to describe the invariable

eottoomitanoe of the Reason with the Predicate.

108-

100. And it with reference to the Reason that the Major Term
is predicated. It is the Dharma ’* which is the pervaded Subject, and the

pervader is the other (i.e., the ** Dharmi ”).

109-

110. The characteristics of the Subject are—(1) the mention

beginning with ** which,” and (2) mention previons (to that of thePredi-

cate)
; and those of the Predicate are (1) mention by *‘that,” and (2)

” eva ” (definite).

110-

111. As a matter of fact, a word denotes its meaning, indepen-

dently of the wish of the speaker ;
and the fact of such meanings being

the causes of the conclusion depends upon the power of invariable oon^

comitance alone.

111-

114. Hence when, not knowing this (peculiarity of Invariable

concomitance), the speaker wishes to lay down mere associaliou (of the

Reason with the Major Term), or when by mere perversity of his attach-

ment to a contrary conclusion, he does not lay down the invariable conco-

mitance of the Reason, or even when desiring to make a mention of it,

be does not use the proper words suited to that purpose, e.fjr.,
** in the jar

exist causedness and deitructihility ” or the destructible is inyariably con-

comitant with the caused,”—then in such cases the character of the

Reason would belong not to what is desired to be so, but to something

else which is altogether undesirable as the Reason. Therefore that wliich

is meant to be the Reason must be mentioned, as being invariably eonco^

mitant (with the Major Term).

self-oonBoionsness. Thus then, the Beason—the presence of a eoglomeration of parts^
would oome to prove, though example of the Bed, that the eye, Ac., have notliing to do
with the evolutions of Self•oonsoiousnesB—a oonclasion not quite palatable to theSSrikhya.

With this begins the consideration of tiie disorepauoies of exemplification.

108.L0t In the syllogism, **
non-etemal, beoanse caused,” ** oaus^ness '*

is the
Beacon, and ” non-etemality ” the Major Term ; and the example in its snpport is—” what-
ever is caused is non-etemal, as thejar where ” whatever is caused ” is the Subject and
'* non-etemal ” the Predicate.

I10.UI A Qonsideration of the Subject and the Predicate is necessary, inasmuch as it

Is on the expressive power of words alone that the denotation of meanings depends :

and only such meanings or Objects can be used as Beasons in an argument, as are fouid
to be invariably oonoomitant with the Major Term.

1U.1U « Xay down mere aeeociation, e.p., ” Word is non-etemal, beeanse it is

/Oanosd, (lor instance) in a jar, ' deeSruetibilityt is oaueedneee. " Contrary conclusion^

.4chf.4(ii,Ao., not tnHedi example, “.Oestmctibilify Is oonoomitantwith eaaiisd*

ness.** When eock is the case, theu cautednees ceases to be tho Beaaon, the ebaiaotir
WbevopC passeaover to BsatruerittZOy. And for the pnrpow of predttding Mh^ifhlse
^•ifffiipiahfctionsi a oorreot statement of an Ihstanoe is netesiafy* '
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•. 114-116.

iJ^i^be admitted, thoagh it

« mentioned as endowed with both eiernality and sUpeleuneu ;
yet finding,

inTbe tie o£ Action and the like, shapeleuness not concomitant with

e<eloI%, we can have no invariable concomitance of the Reason, hence

tbep^lusu,noni.a^men^^^^^
concomitance, (affirmative instance

of) similarity has been mentioned, the mention of an inatenM of Dissimi-

l2ity is not required. (1) When, even on the mention of the “^noe of

simUarity. the questioner, having his mind turned to me« association d^s

not notice the invariable concomitance ;
or (2) when he d^s not even oo

for instances of similarity; or (3) when the speaker fcmself mentions

only simple association, or (4) when there is contradictory affirmation ;

then (in such contingencies), with a view to counteract these, onr end m

accomplished by ( au instance of) dissimilarity, which serves to remove all

preconceived notions to the contrary. And in this, the ‘‘ Reason ” is helped,

to a certain degree, by the aforesaid “ mere association.”

121«r22. The relation of invariable concomitance (of the pervader

and the pervaded), subsisting between the negatives of any two entities,

is found to be exactly the reverse of that subsisting between the entities

themselves.
. . •

122*124. For instance, the existence of “smoke” being invariably

concomitant with that of “ Fire ” the absence of “ fire ” would be precluded

lli.116 (1) In tho argnment ** Sound is Eternnli because it is shapeless, like Action,”

the instance—AoLion— is devoid of eternality (Major Term). (2) If Atom bo the

Instance, then wo have an instance that is devoid of the Middle Term { as an Atom is

not aHapeless. (3) If jar be the Instance, then inasmuch as the jar is neither shape-

less nor Eternal we will have an absence of the Major and the Middle Terms. (4) If

Ak^a bo instanced, then we have a total failure of invariable concomitance itself $ since

the'^SsutrAnHAa holds tho Akl^a to be nothing more than a negation of covering } and so

by citing Aki9a as the Instance, we make the Minor Term, “ Sound,” a non-entity } and

thence the premisses themselves fall to the ground entirely. The failure of Invariable

Ooncomitance is farther shown in K. 117.

U8.11L With this begins the consideration of Instances of Dissimilarity.
"

IMUIM Postitvs:
” Wherever there is smoke, there is fire—to., theM can be BO

sssoke without fire.” Negative i ** Wherever there is no fi[re there ia no smoke,—-4r.p

aU Ciies ot absence of fire are pervaded by oases of absence of smoke” In tfiefomer
is the concomitant of “fire”; while on the latter, “the absence of fire** la

the oonoanutant ot the ” absence of smoke*”
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firomibafi slnoW*), and would co^eziBt with the absence of ** emke^* and

thnB become the invariable concomitant of this latter (non-smoke). Oon*

Tersely the “ absence of Fire ” being invanably concomitant with absence

of ^ smoke,” “smoke” would be precluded from “absence of Fire”; and

thns having no room anywhere else, it would become the invariable concomi-

tant of “ Fire.”

124-

125. When “ existence ” and “absence” are both mentioned (in

the instance of dissimilarity) as being the pervader (vylipaka)^ then we can

not assert the preclusion of the “ Yipaksha ” absence of Fire, which is the

ascertained substrate of the absence (of the Major Term), from the “ per-

vaded ” (smoke).

125-

127; Therefore when the existence of fire is sought to be proved

by the presence of smoke,—it is always proper to assert the “ absence of

Fire” to be the invariable concomitant of the “ absence of smoke,” and

not otherwise. (Because) when there is (assertion of) mere association,

or when there is contradiction of the premisses,—then cither the matter in

question is not ' helped, or something quite to the contrary comes to be

proved by it.

127-

128. (Nor is the matter in question helped) when the meaning

(of the instance) is devoid of both together or one by one, e.g., “ That

which is non-eternal has shape, as ^ atom,’ ‘ Conception,’ and ‘ Aka9a.’
”

128-

129. For the accomplishment of the invariable concomitance (of

the Middle Term) with the Major Term, we have the asse^'tibn of the

I84.18S When, in the instanoe of OiBsimilarity, the VySpaka \s the negation of that

which is the Vydpdka in the original argument—i.e., in the case of the proposition

“ where smoke is, 6re is if, in the instanoe be asserted the proposition that ** where

there is absence of fire there is absence of smoke,” then we cannot get at the preclnsion

of the absence of fire” from ” smoke,”—».e., we cannot have the proposition that

” where fire is not, smoke is not.”

mjn « It ia always, ^c.”—It is necessary to assert that ” where fire is not, smoke

is not.”^

IS1.S8 *<Both”— 1.6 ., the negation of the Reason, and the negation of the Major

Term. In the case of the argument ” Bound is eternal because it is shapeless,” if, as

an instance of dissimilarity, be cited the proposition that ” that which is not eternal Is

not shapeless, as an atom ”—wo have the instanoe devoid of the negation of the

Major Term; inasmuch as the atom being eternal, it is impossible to speak of its

absence. If ” Conception ” were cited as the instance, then we would have the instanoe

devoid of the negation of the Reason ; because Conceptions being shapeless, it is im-

possible to assert the absence of shapelessness with regard to it. The instance of Akl^a

would be devoid of the negation of both the Reason and the Major Terms ; inasmuch

as the Aka^a being both eternal and shapeless, it would be impossible to assert t^
absence, either of etemality, or of shapelessness with regard to it.

' V»M With this begins the consideration of the Fallacy of Deficient PremisMS—Alt.

Defideacy of invariable ooncomitanpe. When such U the case, the premism thssa*

idvssbecpme imposrible, nnSL heiooe there is no ne^ of dtifig any instam cf dfai^*

%r in the absence of 4he premisses themselves, no amount of instances sie^

help us to arrive at the correct conclusion*
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K rri«7zi»^. -».^ ^»“ <‘<- ^

»

""^Kr^ereforeeven where aseooiation « perceived we^.mot
wu.

Tjvedicate (of the conolnsion) ;
beoaase

I„,..nrtj..i. “‘TjCtoiti «„.»t I».*i-
mere asBOCiation is no ielation, ana y

*ble
though the “ jar » is ao«pted »8

^owed

with .fc«pe and ^eruoKJj/. yet H mnnot be ac^pted M the instan^

beoaose. in the case of “Action,” &c.. we find that there « no mvanable

oonoomitance (between the present o/»hope and »o»^fer«oWy).

m 132 Though with wferenoe to Inference a negative Instance is

required in the argument,-(1) because of its being aocep^ by all (both

2ties, the Bauddha and the Mimausaka), and (2) because of the non-peiwp-

tiou (of a certain thing) being much eB8ier,-yet this fiwt alone is not able to

preclude (affirmutive Instances) from forming a part of an Inf^ntml w;^-

Lnt, leasous for which will be detailed in the section on “ Words (in

consideiiug “ Apoba”).
, . . j.»

133, There would be no chance of the comprebension of negations^

beoauHO there is no invariable concomitance among them. And since tliere

is snob a thing as “ Samlnya “ (class, generality, homogenity) among objects,

therefore we could comprehend, in this, an invariable concomitance (of the

particulars).

13A Some people hold that even after a general affirmative instance

has been cited, it is equally necessary to state a negative instance, for the

purpose of a definite preclusion (of piopositions contrary to the Premisses).

135. “When (the invariable concomitance) of the Middle Term

in the Major Term has been ascertained by means of the affirmative

instance, it implies the preclusion (of the Middle Term) from every other

iS9.b0 Iq the case of the instance, “ That which is not eternal is not shalpelesi as

the jar, we oan lay oar hands upon the assooiabion of the two negations in certain

oaua bat even then ihe instance will not suffice to prove the etemality of everything

(of Sound, f.i.) by veason of shapelessness; inasmnoh as thougii some shapeless things,

ns Aka^a-'oro eberniil, yet there are shapeless things—Actions f.i.—that are not

eternal.

.. II0.SI Hecauae Action is shapeless and yet n<m-etamal,
IBI.I8 The Banddhas hold that it is only the negative instance that has to be

brought forward and not an affirmative one. In an affirmative instance, they urge, it is

extremely difflonU to get at any general proposition—suoh as “ all oases of esistence

of smoke are accompanied by oases of presence of dre." In fact it is impossible to have
any idea of “all smoke”—past, present and future. On the other hand, all nsgetive

propositions me easily oomprehended.

, » Thrt (hem i. mob » tUag u "SAminy*" wfil b« pnmd in »M MoHon ol.
Akfii.” And when there is suoh a thing, the difficulty of the .of tha

general affirmative pcopositibn vaniehee.
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ihii^ (frbifAr k u^sbaiu^il^gtinm^ tlmefore (a negatrfa inatanioe)

B«rt68 the purpose of restrioting the plosion to a definite object (t&e

absence the Major Term).” ; ,

ISfi. This has not much significance because this is already implied in

the mention of the Minor Term (in the conclusion) as it is only the negation

of the pervader from which the pervaded is always precluded.

137.^ It is for this reason that when the tohUeneea of cloth is assertedi

there is a preclusion only of such properties as are contrary to ” whiteness,”

and not of others, like ” length,” &c. We oould apply the same law to

the case in question.

• ' ' '

133. ” The double form of Inference is not possible
; because just

as the relation of fire and smoke is known by Sense-perception, so also

is that of motion and approach (so both are of the same kind).

139. ” If it be urged that these (motion and approach) are not cog-

nised by Sense-perception in the case of the sun, then (we reply that)

nor (is the existence of fire and smoke) cognised (by Sense-perception) in

the place before us (the Mountain). If it be urged that the concomitance

of fire and smoke has been so cognised elsewhere (in the culinary hearth),

then (we urge
)
in the case in question also, we cognise (the concomitance

of motion and approach) in DSvadatta, by means of Sense-perception.

140. ” If it be urged that (in the case of the san) there is the necessity

of another substrate of the Middle Term, and in this lies its character of

being the SHmUnyatodrshta Inference^—then (we urge), the same case holds

with * Fire and Smoke.* **

140-142. Hence (in order to meet the above objections) that alone

should be called a case of ” Sense-perceived relation,” where it so happens

that in the case of two particular forms of objects—such as the *
fire

’

us The espression, “ the mountain is fierj ” is meant to preclude the negation of

fire alone. That ** fire exists ” does not necessarily mean that the fire alone emietsi hat

simply that the fire itself exists,

U8 This Earika begins a series of obieotions to the foUowing^passage of the Bha-

shya. **Tat tu dwividham, fratyaltehatO’drUhlmambandham edminyatodnahtaeamban-

dhanca, tatrapraiyahahatodriahtaaambandham yaihd dhumahrtidarganat agnyahrtivijndnam,

aSmdnyatodnahtuaamhaTidham yathd Divadattaaya gatipdrvdkm degSntaraprdptmiipalak^

ahya ddityagatiamarantm''

U9 That is to say, then too, the two inferences cited cannot but belong to the same
class.

,

140 The meaning is that if the upholder of the Double Theory asserts that he has

per^iTed the oonoomitanee of motion and approach to a new place, in the case of Dera*

dat^*and accordingly he infers (from the special case noticed before) the concomitance

ol'wofiofi in general with approach in general, and then refers back this general coaolu-,

^buW the particular case of the Sun, which latter inference thus comes to hare thS
^

e^rsoter of the Simdnyatodriahta Inference}—theSauddha would retort that the s|ttib

regard to such easels as hare been cited as instaimas of tike

' rf^f^kaiwiodriathtd XnfOfenoe.
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and the ‘ smoke* issuing from thaifwrH-

particulars alone ;
and then subsequently

to another place, he happens to reoog-

lisTthrexi'stence of “fire** by means of (a remembrance of) the parti-

oular * smoke * noticed before.

142-143. On account of his former cognition (of the concomitance

of ‘Tire’ and ‘Smoke*) such a person Buspe'bts the existence of ‘fire’

whenever he sees any * smoke,’ and finds (on inspection) that in every

case, (his suspicion is justified and) ‘ fire ’ does exist. The frequent repe-

tition (of such suspicion and its subsequent verification) gives rise to a

definite general premiss (that ‘ the existence of smoke is always accom-

panied by the existence of fire’). It is the cognition of such particular

relations that has been laid down by Vindhyavasin.

144. Since the relationship of the Minor and Major Terms rests in

the claw, through some specification of it, therefore the particular form is

not mentioned (in the Bhashya).

145. Though ‘fire’ and ‘ smoke’ (other than the particular forms

of these forming tlm subject of the argument) may be cited as forming

an example of a “ Samanyatodrshta” Inference, yet the example of the

‘ sun * has been cited here, with a view to pure “ Samanyatodrshta.”

146. The fact of “ Ssmanya *’ being an object of Sense-perception,

has already been proved, and hence it is that the “ Samanya ” comes to be

recognised as an entity. And now we lay down reasons (inferential) in sup-

port of both these facts (t.e., the fact of “ Samanya ” being a distinct

entity, and its amenability to Sense-perception).

147. The inference of ‘ Fire ’ from “ Smoke ” has a distinct entity for

its object,-—because it is a means of right notion other than negation,—

like auditory cognition with regard to such objects as are amenable to, and
in close proximity with, .the particular Sense-organ.

froiueed hy burning dried eowdung

etBarfire—them is recognition of

1 tio.a

lU The Kirika ftutioipatos the objection that if the example just cited is based
upon the cognition of a particular form, why does the Bhashya mention ^he word
“ Akrti ’* (Glass) ? Tbe sense of the reply is that though the instnuce cited is that of a
particular fire, yet it has been cited with aview to the class (“ Fite”), in which the parti-

cular Ure is contained.

1** Though the example of another Fire, &o., would do well enough ; yet the case o!

these is intermixed with the Pratyakahatodrahta, which aspect it generally hears ii

ci^inary parlance. While in the case of the Sun, we have an example of the puw
AMMsyatodrshfa, nnmixed with any apparent ftnge of the Pratyakahatodrihtae

This is levelled against those who deny the ” Sjlmanya*' ns an entity. In th
section on Sense-perception, the Samanya ” has been proved to be a distinct entity ii

the section on ” Akfti.”

W For instance, any cognition of Sonnd, prodnoed hy the organ of audition, hai

f;
^ Sound, The same may he said with regard ^

toferonoe also; This argument is aimed against those Banddhas who deny the fact o
^InfewTO having a distinct entity for its object. « Amenable ” and “ in dlose. proxl

«o., have been added, in order to preolnde all chance of
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148. ‘Sfimanja is a distinct entity/ and is amenable to Sense-

perception,—because it is a cognisable object other than negationi—like

the epecific character of an object.

149-153. (1) Since there can be no Inference without the Middle

Term, and (2) since no one accepts as the Middle Term anything other

than the * S&manya,’ and (3) since no nncognised Middle Term can

lead to anything,—therefore for one, (the Bauddha), who admits of no
* Samanya ’ apart from the Inference, there is no other way font of the

aforesaid threefold difficulty) except haring reconrse to an Inference (for

the purpose of having a recognition of a ‘ Simanya ’ to be utilised in

another Inference). But this Inference too could only be brought about by

a Middle Term associated with the notion ofa ‘ Samanya ’
; and this (Middle

Term, * Samanya’) too, being only an object of Inference, could be conceived

of only by means of another Middle Term through an inferential argu-

ment, and so on. If such bo the course of assumptions, then, there being

an endless series of Major and Minor Terms, Middle Terms and Inferences

with regard to a single object (“ Samanya”), even thousands of eeons would

not suffice for the recognition of a number of objects (by means of

Inference).

154. Even if the Middle Term be a SdmUnya we could have its cog-

nition from something else.” If this be urged, then (we ask)—Is this

' something else ’ a correct means of right notion P or is it purely

false P If the former, then form the same source you could also have

the cognition of the Major and Minor Terms also.

155. And thus you would have the complete annihilation of Inference

itself
;
inasmuch as the idea of ^ S&minya ’ would be got at by means

of other proofs (and that of particular forms is of course due to Sense-

perception).

156. If (however you stick to the second alternative, then), the idea,

of the Major and Minor Terms, arrived at through a Middle Term recog-

nised by means of an incorrect means of knowledge, would always be a

false one,—like the notion of ^ fire ’ derived from the perception of * fog.’

157. ** But just as the Remembrance (of the relation between the

IM The Bauddha adds :
** We have the notion of the speoifio oharacter of an object

by Senee-peroeption ; and this gives rise to the speoifloation of the particular object

;

and it is this specification that appears to have the character of Sense-perception,

(thought in reality it is not so). And from this specification we can have the notion of

a Middle Term, even if it be of the nature of your Samanya.'*

jfVom the same eoiirce,
** The Bauddha does not admit of any proofs besides

Inference and Sense-perception.*’ If that ** something else ** be dependent npou the

contact of the senses, it becomes Sense-perception, pure and simple ; if not, then w»

<muld arrive at the notions of the Sdmdnya of the Major and Minor Terms exactly in the

’same way aa that of the Middle Term.

IIT That is to say, just as a Bemembranoe, which is not a proof, brii^ abe<|jy
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various terms), though in itself not a oorreot means of knowledge^ heodoM
the means of arriving at the oorreot notion of the Major and Minor Terma

;

so would also the notion of the.Middle Term (be a means of arriving at a
correct inference).”

158. There (in the oase of Eemembranoe), to the previous cognition

(whioh is the origin of the Remembrance) belongs the character of

correct means of knowledge ;
and the purpose of Remembrance lies in the

mere recalling of that previous cognition.

159. For the comprehension of the Middle Term, no means (of know*
ledge) is possible ; and in the absence thereof, Remembrance can in no way
apply in this case.

160. If anyone urges that the comprehension of the specification of
an object has the character of ‘ Remembrance,* inasmuch it is not different
(from the comprehension of the specific character of an object, which, in
the opinion of the Bauddha, is a matter of Sense-perception) then verily,
such a person will also have the power of having a Remembrance of the
son of a barren woman I

161. Nor can the specific character of an object be the cause of the
cognition of its “ Samanya **

; because we have never perceived any invari-
able oonooniitance of the former with the latter.

162. And, further, 1

- * — *»*.M#v*vi* vfJuvuiUibitnVG

J

of the epecifio character would make this character a ‘SSmSnya,’ like
causednese’-

j specially ae no unique (specific, aOdharata) object exists,
or has ever existed before.

’

njJSl “ Middle Term belong to one which

h«cefLr w specification and(hence) unnameable,—without previous recognition.
161 Even such particular properties as are specified cannot become

0* knowledge) could hrbg about

,

only to .ooh olijact. keoause H rrfer

independent object ot it. own yet it owe. •.
T*'o»Bh it is nnaUe to haTO ai

object, at of a re.

it bMome. a oorreot «».th oi Imowl.,)
^ “ rooalHng that objeot oorreotly

Klrikt doe, not bold •^‘^wity cited in the I.;

^
«• Th..oognition'‘of tberplS:rbT^'

te:^t of tbo “BtmJnyn” orolnwto whioh
acoompanW

f<^Vr cannot belong to the latter,
't belongs. Therefore the truth of th(

if it oonid bo e eotlon of tbo fidmday.. onh
of an objeot, no relation can be asaerted t#

* because of the speoUio oharaotei

ths^Twm. th.. th, laj^ncl 0» bi
»l boeansoot thrtrb^mwslaM.
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tk4Middle Term, xmless they are related (ib eometldog else). And for the

same reason even the tdeb of these (nnrekted) entities cannot be the

Middle Term.

16iL And if the Middle Term be accepted to be of the form of a
< S&manya,’ then yon have the same endless series (E. 149*158). If any ,

relation perceiTed in connection ^ith something else (be admitted as giving'

rise to the Inference of a' ' SfimSnya,* otW than the one with reference to

which the relation has been cognised) then any and everything will give

rise to the cognition of anything (there being no restricting agency).

166. The recognition of the relationship of the Major and Minor

Terms ought surely to be looked for (in all oases of Inference). But,

prior to the action of Inference, the Bauddha can have no idea of it.

167. Nor is a knowledge of the Middle Term possible, through mere

impression (Vasana) ; for (in that case) the cognition of the Major and

Minor Terms too would be arrived at in the same manner, and not

through the three-membered argument (in the form of an inferential

syllogism).

168. Where the Middle Term is a negative one, it cannot be an object

of Inference, since it is amenable to other means of knowledge ( Sense-

perception)
;
hence the aforesaid discrepancy does not apply to it.

169. One, to whom cognition of the Major and Minor Terms arises

from a Middle Term, which is cognised by Sense-perception,**for such a
one, there is nothing more to be desired.

170. Even in a case where the cognition of the Major and Minor

Terms is due to an inferred Middle Term,—the first Middle Term must be

one that has been cognised by Sense-perception.

171. In (such Middle Terms as) “causedness” and the like, the

character of the Middle Term belongs either to the action (of being caused)

or to the agent (the * potter * f.1. ) ; and both of these being amenable

to Sense-perception we have not to look for them (for the accomplishment

of the cognition of the Middle Term).

17S. Similarly Verbal Testimony and Analogy, Ac., being based on

**SamSnya,’’ any discrepancy in the cognition of it ('^Samanya”) causes

discrepancy in all of them.

173. Thus then, for all the means of right knowledge, it is necessary

16S There can be no recognition of any relationship between unrecognised

Simony0$ of the Middle Term and the Major and Minor Terms; and these Simanyas

cannot, in yonr opinion, be cognised without Inference. Therefore there is the sasM ;

*

endless series of Inferences as pointed out in Earikis 149-168.

M6 If negation were not amenable to Bense-perception, and if it were an object of
^

Inference, then the cognition of one negation would depend upon that of anothw and: '

soiOD^ ed infioUim s so the aforesaid fault of endleseness woold apply here also.
;

.119 That is to say, the Inference of the Middle Term (oi toe argnment in

inust have a Middle Tenntoat has been cognised by Bense-peroeption^ ^ v?
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to be preceded by Sense-perception. And Simftnja” must be amenable

to Sense-perception; since there would be no other means of oognaising it.

174. Or else, how could even a particular object, (cow, f.i.), be Bind to

be amenable to Sense-perception, when in comparison to other objects (t.e.,

its own constituent parts), it is also said to be a ** SSmanya.’’

175-176. For instance, colour, Ac./ are all Samfinja’* in comparison

with ** Blue, Bed, Ac.” ;
these latter again have the character of ' SamSnya

'

in comparison with particular forms of themselves (different forms of

Blue, Ac.)
;
these particular forms again would be SSmSnya

;
” sp on

and on, till we come to atoms
;
for the colour of even a binary compound

is common to the two atoms composing it.

177. There is process (of reasoning) based upon the final atom
as a specific entity ; nor does amenability to Sense-perception belong to it,

either singly, or in masses.

178. Those that are not cognised separately, cannot be comprehended
as a whole either

; nor is it possible for distinct (atoms) to be the object
of the cognition of non-difierence.

179. And again, for the Bauddha there is no such thing as a concrete
whole ; end it is not possible always for all people to have their cognitions
bronght about by an object which is non-existing.

180. Then too, there can be no concrete whole without many indivi-
duals belonging to tbo same class. Therefore even when these (atomsl
form a concrete whole, their stomio character remains unaltered.

181. And thus it is proved that even in an invisible object (atom)
yon have a “ Saminya ” (the class « atom"). Because it is only in what
we call a ' SimSnya " that there is an idea extending over a number of
homogenous objects, oven if wo do not hold them to form one oonorete
whole.

182. Jnstaswe have the sensual comprehension of a “SgmSnya"

HI of the rest are all based Dp(m fk>n8e-peMepMoii.

wldeh « «* parMonlar entity,

Infmnoai, thnTl^aing o^r^Uie"
subsequent

Britt

wffl ba kl!*
- *!*

** tbongh atoms are not visible singly, Uasses of them
tbe reply i. tb,t th, grata.

™ TheBinddhah^r^taa”* • !
a. idMittaal.

wbala eoDstittttad by tboae parts BotiT*
exiatenoo of a

«»«..tewboto,UnotSttSt‘fc£^^L\‘*”^^^^ « ««•

osption. upon 4i. noii.«^
snd heno. h, cannot reawmably base II con-

^ Thie sntioipatei tilie followinff • •* W« maw v*



that. OW oerUin homogenoiu objeota (*» fppminu a oonci^

whole), 80 we would also have a similap perception of a « Sdmtoya” «»at

inheres in each individual.

183. The T\fi»n«n»«haa,
again, do not necessarily admit the enstence,

of atom^, and so upon that ground you cannot postulate the falsity of a

perceived entity.
, . , . <

184. One, who would deny the visible concrete whole, by means of

invisible atoms, would also assert the absence of the hare, through its

horns
! , , . . v,. j

185. It is only when the existence of a concrete whole is establisbed

as a fact, that the existence of atoms is postulated, and that simply as a

for the accomplishment of the idea of the whole.

186. Therefore an object is to bo accepted, just as it is always per-

ceived,—be it either as a “ Simanya” or otherwise (specific entity).

J87. In comparison with the genus (SSmSnya) “ Being, the class

‘ cow,’ comes to bo accepted as a specific entity. Therefore one who holds

the specific entity to be amenable to Sense-perception, need not deny the

existence of the ‘ Samfinya ’ (Genus).

188. If it be urged that “ it is not os a genus (‘ SSmSnya ’
) that

a ‘ Simfinya ’ is perceived by the Sense,”—then (wo reply) Is there any
*

such idea of any object perceived being a specific entity P (The fact is

,jhat) 'whatever a person comprehends can bo spoken of in both ways (».s.,

as a class and as a specific entity).

Thus ends the chapter on Inference.

(Sbotioh 6.)

ON WORDS.

(VSBBAt AOTHOBITT.)

1 Ohj. “ Wliile treating of Sense-perception, Ac., what should bo

laid down is the definition of Verbal Authonly in general ;
how is it, then,

that t^o definition of Scripture has been put forward (in the BhSshya)

s

itt It the perception of atoms militate against the theory of concrete wholes,

formed of these atoms, then we can safely say that the postulating of atoms is by no

a necessary element in our theory. Wo admit of the atom, merely as a hypo-

thesis to expiain the oxistonoo and formation of concrete wholes.

188 Just as wo do not aUeayt have a recognition of the eow as a class ; so too we

do not slwavs have the recognition of the nnspeoifiod epooifio entity. Hence, if

its flense-noroeptibiUty, then, on the same ground we could also deny tte

periptibilKT^ the nnspecifted specific entity (accepted by the Banddhah For^ »numns. we conclude the fact to bo that all that we perceive is perceived in a

twofold chsLter^.. (D « al^aot idea (2) the thing ..

b^onging to a partlonlar class, and en^wed witt

i ShOihya : “ faiiram ^hdavtjnSnit fuamtkr«t^rthi tH^nonam,
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M hnmedly-(«.«., without Verbal Authori^ in general hariiig. l»en

defined) P

2.
** To leave off tbe definition of the generio term and then to men-

tion the definition of the specific term is a most absurd process ; for this

reason too the definition of Scripture should not have been given (now).

3.
** The cognition of an object produced hj the knowledge of worde^

mentioned without any specification, cannot be the definition of a parti-

cular form of Verbal Authority (Scripture).

4. ^ Scripture ’ is the name given only to such ‘ words *—either

eansed or eternal—as lead, either to the activity or to cessation from

activity of certain human agents.

5. ** If there be a description of the form of any (action), that

too becomes ^ Scripture,’ inasmuch as it forms an integral part of

the * word,’ as leading to the activity or otherwise of the person addressed.

6. “ Since it is only when the BhUvanH is praised (or decried) that

there is activity or cessation from activity
;
therefore it is to that alone

that the name * Scripture ’ can correctly belong, and not to mere words**

7. Rep. The author of the Bhashya has got to explain the fact that

the Means of Knowledge need not be examined
; and it is only in the

course of this that he lays down the definitions of these
;
and so he does

nob chatter away about things that are not directly essential to his own
Scripture (Veda). ^

8. If he were to lay down the definition of ‘ word ’ as occurring in

ordinary human parlance, it would not have served any purpose of^ one
wishing to explain the Veda.

9. The definition of “ Sense-perception” has been given, because it

is of use in the deciphering of letters, &c,, at the time of learning the
meaning of the Scripture.

10. Since it would, have served no purpose to define such words as
occur inordinary parlance, as “biing the cow,” Ac., therefore the definition
has been stated in a form suitable only to the ‘ words ’ constituting the
Scripture.

11. Since there can be no specific term' without its corresponding
generic term, therefore after having exemplified the specific, it is always
easy to get at the definition of the generio term.

12. Even the generic form (the cognitions of objects by means of
words) IS here restricted to the specific form (Scripture)

; because of the
ptiMliar It baa already been laid down that “ Oodanft ” (orging)

(E*liortation)are both (synonymona with) “ ^tra"

^ ” Arbhavada pasMges.”

U
the

’'?““ "Ot aerTe any porpoM of the Himiaeaha.

OodaiU, which iiiiynonymou. with
*"*“«* » ooiwldenithm ^



' 18. JuBtas the word ** Godatift’* refen to the Vedie oodanft’*

alone,, so the words the metining cf w&rda ** and ** cognition of oljoeti *'

(ooonrring in the definition given in the Bhfishya) refer to those ooonring

in the “ Scripture” only.

14. ** Sense-perception and the rest ” have been declared to be no

proper subjects of enquiry ; and since ” Scripture ” is included therein

the fact of its being no subject for enquiry is implied in the same declar-

ation.

15. The Bauddhas and the YaifSshikas declare this (” Verbal Au-

thority ”) to be included in ” Inference.” The Sankhyas hold the two to

be distinct, but do not lay down any adequate grounds of difEerenoe.

16-17. They declare that the ground of Inference is that the apocu

fication of sentences and final letters (of words) endowed with impressions of

foregoing ones—and the desire to utter

^

are not found in the case of (the

terms of an Inference) ” Smoke, Ac.” But here they are encountered by a

double fallacy: (1) ” Vaidharmyasamd” (the similarity of dissimilarity),

and (2) “ Yikalpasama. ” (The similarity of doubt). Evejn among In-

ferences of such objects as ” smoke,” ” non-etemality,” ” Homed-ness, ” Ac.,

there is a difference ;
but that does not make any difference in their com-

mon character of ” Inference.”

18. So long as any discrepancy in the tripartite character (of In-

ference) is not shown, one who would speak only of very slight points

of difference, would become open to refutation.

19. (They urge that) ” in the case of words we have cognitions iu

accordance with optional usage, which is not the case with smoke, Ac.”

;

Ab the generic term ** Oodani” is reitrioted to the Bpeciflo term Vsdic ** Coda-

ni,” 80 the genenio term in the given definition wonld refer to the specific term

“ Soriptnre.'*

l«.n “ Similarity of dissimilarity : The Bauddha argnes : Verbal Authority

is nothmg but a case of Inference ; because it is brought about by affirmative and

negative premises }
just like the idea of fire obtained from a sight of the smoke*

The Sinkhya meets this by a counter-argument :
“ Bmohe, Ac., are devoid of any verhal

speoifioation which is present in Verbal Authority 5 and on account of this vital

difference between them, the two processes can never be identical.*’ This, however

only serves as a counter-argument, and does not quite refute the Bauddha reasoning.

“ Similarity of doubt *• : Even the production of cognition by means of affirmative

and negative premises is, in part, devoid of verbal expression ; s.p., the cognition of fire

from smoke ; while in certain oases it is accompanied by such expression ; as in the

case of Verbal Authority. Thus one part becomes Inference, while the other does not*

(For Vaidharamyasama and Vikalpaeama, See Gautama’s Nyaya-Sutrae). ** That does -

not, The mere fact of the presence of a point of difference does not necessarily
J

»

make them different in class.

It Signs and gestures are understood to express something; and surely there le;'^

jBo articniate utterance in this ease, the meaning being comprehended by tnesiig^^

ftte^eomrted signs.

27
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but here also, we have Self^oontradiotion with reference to signs made

bj the different parts of the body.

20. As a matter of fact, gestures of hands, Ac., are capable of

expressing correct meanings, when their meanings have been previously

settled ;
consequently these meanings come to serve as the middle terms

(helping to arrive at a correct conclusion by means of Inference).

21. In the case of ** dependence upon man” (as a ground of

ence) too, we have the same Self-contradiction ; for in that case, there

would be no truth in wordi and Yedic sentences (none of which depend

upon human option).

22-23. *'The recognition of relation” (between words and their

meanings, urged as a ground of difference) is also found to be peculiar

to the case of the different forms of Inference : in the case of Verbal

Authority the relationship depends upon human agency (the utterances

of a trustworthy person are true)
; that of ‘ smoke ’ and ‘ fire ’ rests upon

(sameness of) ylace
;
and another case (that of the rise of the ocean-

tide on a fullmoon night) rests upon (the peculiarity In fact

the fact of depending upon human agency is made, by the Bauddhas, a
ground for asserting the non-difference of ” Verbal testimony ” from In*

ference—basing their assertion upon the invariable concomitance between
” trustworthy assertions” and “ correct assertion.”

24.

The difference of only a few such words as “ apurva,” and
the like (woi’ds whose relations are not perceived by any means save that
of Verbal Authority, and which therefore cannot in any way form subjects

of Inference) is not enough for asserting the difference of all (‘Verbal
testimony *)

;
nor are these few words distinguished from such words

as ” Horse, <fcc.,” because both have the common character of being
words.

25, A word, whose relation (with objects and meaning) has not
been recognised, cannot express anything. Therefore the absence of any
relation (with regard to these few words) cannot serve to differentiate
them from Inference, •

26, Nor can a difference (between Verbal testimony and Inference)
be asserted on the ground that in the former there is identity of form
among “ word,” “ its meaning,” and the “ idea of these” j because this
(identity) has been fully refuted (in the Chapter on Sense-perception).

** gronna of expresBirenen is no ‘sue sign of

to iteelf. tA«,r ewsrium, The ergnment being s « Tm^wortbr•MMtion IS true, beo^ a is in keeping with the reel .tote of thinL*
^

c.rt;n“rarnUrnt“ o{the. cogniUon of

Utonoretotioh. the, cannot
»*«»etooina*dm iLenw,
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27. Wiih a view to the case of reflections (in the mirror), the argu*

ment '(based npon identity of form) becomes doubtful; A ^person under-

stands his own face to be exactly like the reflection that he sees in the

. mirror ;
but that does not preclude this cognition from being a case of

Inference.

28. Eren if the cognition of the similarity of the face with its

reflection be accepted to be a case of direct Sense-perception, we will

find the argument contradicted by other instances
;

e.g., when from foot-

prints in the sand, we infer the identity of the prints with the feet of

persons that may have passed by that way.

29. By a single sentence uttered but once, there cannot be an indica-

tion of many meanings (simultaneously)
;
therefore the mere fact of a word,

expressing contradictory and non-contt*adictory meanings, cannot serve as

a ground for asserting its difference (from Inference)

;

30. because (in the case of Inference too) we find the same thing

with regard to the Middle Term, both when it is a true Reason, and when
it is not. If it be urged that since there is contradiction, there can be

no Inference,”—then, for tho same reason, you too could have no Scrip-

ture (on account of the contradictory significations of words).

31. In whichsoever sentence we have only one meaning, there we

cannot but admit of an identity with Inference
;
and certainly if a sentence is

uttered only once, the meaning desired to be conveyed cannot but be one only.

32. The fact of the appearance of many ideas, as forming the deno-

tations of words whose meanings have not been ascertained, is present also

in the case of such Middle Terms as are not very explicit (in their appli-

cations) ; therefore that cannot form a ground of difference.

33. The non-mention of an Instance (in the case of*' Verbal Testi-

mony,” as a ground of its difference from Inference) is found to be too wide,

inasmuch as it is found to bo the case in (Inferences from) * smoko,' Ac.,

where the Middle Term being too well known, the Instance is not cited.

n the experience of common people is that they cannot see their own face

directly, it is only its reflection that they perceive in the mirror ; and in the case of the

hand, &o., they And that the reflection in the mirror tallies exactly -with what they see

with the eye ; and from this fact they infer that the face too most be exactly like the

reflection in the mirror.

80 The perception of ** smoke,” proves—(1) the existence of Are, (2) its heat, (3)

its capacity to barn, and (4) origin from fael—all at one and the same time. This is

the case when the Reason is valid. In the case of an invalid reason, also—s.p.,
* Sound

is eternal, beoanse it is caused’—we And that the argument as stated proves the

etemality of Sound, while the same reason, through well-ascertained invariable oon-

oomitance sdso proves its non-eternal character. Therefore the mere faot of express-

ing Averse and contradictory meanings cannot serve as a ground for asserting any

absolute difference between Verbal Testimony and Inference.

Ml s.p., when the presence of Smoke has not been quite ascertained.

88 ” Not oited as also, in the case of Inferences employed for one’s own convidflbh,
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34. In the case of a word not often used, people stand in need of

the rememberance of some objeot related to it (in order to comprehend

rightly) ; and with regard to which word, one comes to remember that
** this word bad been used in snob and snoh a sense.”

85-37. Here, the arguments, that the opponent brings in support of

identity (of Verbal Authority with Inference), have not been refuted

(by the S&nkhya in giving proofs of the difference of Verbal Authority^,

from Inference). (These arguments are) : ^'Verbal Authority is identical

with Inference, (1) because of the existence of affirmative and negative

premises
; (2) because in the case of Verbal Authority (as also in that

of Inference) cognition is preceded by the recognition of a certain relation,

due to the previoas sensuous perception of one of the members; (3)

because, not touching objects of Sense-perception, it is a means of know-
ledge other than Sense-perception; (4) because its object is a SiimlU
nya\ and (5) because it refers to all the three points of time (past, pre-
sent and future),—-exactly like the Inference of Fire from smoke.”

88. Certain Mimansakas seek to prove the difference (of Verbal
Authority from Inference) on the ground of the difference in the objeot
(of Verbal Authority)

; since, they argue, Scripture has its application in
such oases as are not touched by the former two (means of knowledge ;

Inference and Sense-perception).

89. But, in that case, no Verbal Authority could belong to human
utterances. “ Be it so.” Then by what means will you have the cognition
of the meaning P “ From the idea present in the speaker’s mind (inferred

from where do you get at this * speaker’s

40. This idea cannot be the characteristic mark (and hence the
^Mon. Middle Term) of the meaning of a Word : nor can this (mean-
ing) m any way be the characteristic mark of the speaker’s idea. By
means of these is brought about the cognition of particular objects;
and hence the character of Inference (which always has a ‘ Samfinya’ for
its objeot) must belong to it. ,

J. T-
,f

•Tu..«ah„™hrti
—metljr like th. word ‘ oow.’ '»

k>«>wii>g people had wed U In Out mbm

•**^00 of fli. fronTtliV^^i^tten
** ' *' «*

. MimMut ptmpHM of the 8m<^ wW*i.
°*** ** Infeieno. w.

»«"«. ooBoonitMo. between Smoke and ilro. a.^^ of the invn-

ttia oeM of Worde a1«>, we ha.e a
** P?”**’^*'* onlinar7 heuth. In

foUowe the TtmmUrant$ of the iwnnom^^!TT?r
**»“’

•• " JVom vihtrt, ^..’’—without nni]
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4l« Therefore when the meaning of the speaker is not amenable

to Sense-perception, fto., then (in that case) even a human ntteranob

beoomes a Verbal Authority for the listener.
'

42. (Says the Bauddha) ** Even then, you (the Mimftnsaka of E. 88)
fail to prove that the meaning of the Scripture is not au object, of Infer-

ence* For there too we have the Word as the characteristic (Middle

Term), just as ‘ smoke ’ is of the ‘ fire.’

43. “ The mere fact of its not being an object of Inference, does not

prove it to be the object of no other means of knowledge
;
for certainly,

the mere fact of * colour * not being an object of the sense of Hearing,

does not prove it to be imperceptible by the organs of Sense.”

44-

45. Under the circumstances, some people of our own party,

not oaring to trouble themselves with the subtleties of argumentation,

admit that ” Verbal Authority ” is a particular form of Inference, and
as such, the means of obtaining a notion of Duty ; for in the case of Duty .

(which is yet to come) what has been denied (by the BhSshya ) to be the

characteristic Middle Term is only one in the form of an object (and not

in that of a word).

45-

46. (To these people we reply) : Well, we do not object to your

desire to call ” Verbal Authority ” by the name of ** Anamfina.” If, how-

ever, there be an identity of form and character between Verbal Autho-

rity and Inference, then the knowledge due to the Veda ceases to have

any validity, because this latter has not got the character of Inference.

47-48. In human utterances, it happens to be endowed with validity,

on account of its similarity to Inference, inasmuch as (in that case) you

have the concomitance of trustworthy assertion ” and ” correspondence

to the real state of things,” as the basis of the inferential argument. In

the case of the Veda, on the other hand, since there is no trustworthy

personality attached to it, and as such there being no concomitance

SI Therefore it is only when the idea of the speaker has not been dnly recognised

by Senst-peroeption that his ntteranoe can hare any verbal anthority ; and not that the

recognition of the speaker’s idea produces the recognition of the meaning of his

utterance.

In the ease of Duty, ^c.—The Bhishya has laid down the fact that, in the case

of Duty, which is yet in the future, and not amenable to Sense-perception, there can be

no Inference. Hence if Verbal Authority were made only a special form of Inference,

then the Veda would cease to be an authority for Duty. With this objection in view,

these ” some people of our own party ” seek refuge in the assertion that ” it is

only a Middle Term of an objective form that has been denied with regard to Dutyi

and as we can hold the Ward to be a Middle Term applicable to the case of Duty, there.
'

.

OSH be no contradiction.”

If you give up all the necessary ingredients of Inference, then VerbSV
,

AuthorMy comes to be called " Anumina" only income; ^nd as the word ”^nmiba^” ;

only WMiis a” cognition, foUowing upon certain other cognition,” we do n6f^ob|eM^ to

this name being apj^ied to Verbal Authority.
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(i^gnised), the charftcter of Inference cannot apply to it, and it ceases

^
^49. “ Even the accepted truth (as perceived by other means of know-

ledge) of even one part of the Veda, would give it the character of In-

ference ; F.i. ‘ The passages treating of Agnihotra, &o., are true, because

they are Veda, like the passage declaring ‘ deftness ’ of the God of Wind

(which is found to be true in ordinary experience)
' ” P

60. It will not bo so, because the argument fails in the case of the

passage which declares the sun to bo a post ; or again, the Agnihotra

passages too would come to have a subsidiary character, like the passage

“ The sun is the post.” And further (if Verbal Authority bo accepted to

be a form of Inference) then there would bo no end to the counter-argu-

ments (proving the invalidity of the Veda), as described before (under

Butra 2).

61. For these reasons it is only when Verbal Authority, in the Veda

as well as in human utterances, has its validity apart from the character of

Inference (which is sought to be thrust upon it), that the validity of the

Veda can be established.

52. For the same reason too we cannot have the fact of being the

exhortation of a truBtworthy person, as a definition of Scripture ”
;
because

in the Veda, there is no possibility of any trustworthy speaker
;
and in

the case of ordinary human utterance too. Validity cannot rest solely upon

that fact.

53. This has been explained before (under Butra 2). Therefore the

idea that is produced by Verbal testimony must have its validity in itself,

—

provided that its contradiction is not perceived (by other and simpler

means of right knowledge).

64. The only similarity that this (Verbal testimony) has with In-

ference, is that both are valid. The opponent has however tried hard

W " Subsidiary eharactsr, ^c.” In the case of the deftness of Air (as declared in
the Qmti passage “ Vdywrvd KsMpishthd devata we find it to be true, broause it

tallies with other means of cognition. Therefore in the case of the Agnihotra passi^iE®

also, we wonld have to admit its trath, on the ground of the results tallying with
the results obtained by other means of knowledge. And thus these passages would
come to be only secondary passages, laying down the ezoellenoes of objeots oognised by
other means of cognition. Just as the passage ** The Sun is the post** is accepted as
l^ng down a peculiar ezoellenoe of the Sun. « Oounter arguments ** -.—these are des-
CSW^ed in full under Aphorism 2,—and these have been refuted on the sole gpronnd of the
Teda being self-evident, and as such depending, for its validity, upon nothing else save
its own inherent strength. If, however, it is admitted to be only a form of Inference,
thm all the arguments, urged by the Bauddha against the authority of the Veda, would
** doubled vigour, utterly damaging the cause of the Mimdnsa phflosophy.w The definition given in the BhUhya is the only correct one.

^ Testimony is twofold : in the form of Word, and Sentence. The Wordw been poinded by the qualification “ asannikrishtaf^ in the definition given by the
Bhiriiyaj inasmuch as the Word being before us, perceived by the Bar, oannot be s^d
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to prove tbe two to be identioel ; hence it is that we also consider this

qnestion (of the validity of Words) here.

55-56. Of the characteristic Middle Term (of an Inference) and of

the Word, we find the objects to bo entirely different : it will be shown

hereafter that the Word has a ‘ SamBnya ’ for its object
;
and it has been

already proved that the Minor Term is an object endowed with a particular

qualification. Therefore, so long as it has not got such a qualified object fojr

its object. Verbal Authority cannot bo (called) Inference.

57. In the case of Verbal authority, anything other than the “ Sam-

finya** belongs only to the sentence ;
even when no second word is uttered

it is always inferred through^he force (of the uttered word).

58-

59. If it be urged that “ even in a single word, we have the

denotation of a certain object, as characterised by a certain Number, —(we

reply) such is not the case with “ Avyayas ” (Indoclinables). Even where

these (Number, Ao„) are denoted, they only qualify the particular indiridual

(and not the whole class ) ; because the action, signified by a different word

(the verb), belongs to the Individual (and it is with reference to the verb

that the Number of the nominative is determined).

59-

60. Even in the case of sentences where, such (qualified) words

as ^^Gomdn ” (‘one who has cows *) are used,—though the word is qualified,

yet it cannot servo as the Minor Term of an inferential argument, because

it is already a definitely established entity. Specially as (in the <»seof

such words) the denotation is only so much as has been previously

ascertained (and hence there can be no ground for the interference of

Inference).

to be “ asannikrishta.” Consequently it is not necessary for ns to prove the difference

of Word-ooguition from Inferential cognition. Still, sinoe the Bauddba has laboured

hard over the identification of Word-cognition with Inference, we cannot but spare

a little space for its consideration.

66.66 « Hereafter «.e., in the Chapter on ** Akriti.”

67 This anticipates the following objection :
“ A word is also found to denote a

qualified^bjeot ; as for instance, when one asks—‘ who is going’ P —the reply is :
* The

King’; the meaning of the reply being—“ The King is going:'* The sense of the

Korika is that the instance cited is one of the use of a Sentence, and not of a Word, the

reply being really in the form of a oomplete sentence :
** The King is going.” The

wanting words are inferred from the foroe of the Nominative ending in “ Baja, ’•

which stands in need of a verb, to oomplete its nominative signification.

68.69 The elaes is always one ; the differenoe of Number belongs to the individual,

which, according to our theory, is not directly denoted by the Word, which denotes only

the Class.

69.60 «« Cannot be the Minor Term It is only a known object, sought to be proved

as having a property not yet known, that can be the Minor Term in an inferential

argument. In the oase in question, however, prior to the ntteranoe of the Word,

nothing is known ; and when the Word has been uttered, the qualified object Is at

once recognised ; and there is nothing left to be proved, which conld form the Major

Term of any Syllogism.
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61-62. JByen ia this case howeyar, th^re is a diifarenea (from th^qualif,

fication of the terms of a syllogism),inasmuch as there is a diffeirenoe between

the meaning of the noun (“ Go, cow ) and that of the (possessive) aftx

(*< Matap ”). Nor is there (in the case of the word) a cognition of the

qualification and that of the qualified object, independently, eaoh by itself..

And again, in the case of Inference, the cognition of the object with a

qualification is preceded by that of the object itself; whereas in the

case of the Word, the case is quifce the reverse.

62. (Objection): ** But wherefore is not the ‘‘Werd” made the

Minor Term (object of Inference), as with regard to its having a defmiU

meaning (as the Major Term) f
”

63. Ill that case the Reason (Middle Term, ** ^abdatwa** ) would be a

part of the conclusion. It is only when a particular ‘ smoke * (the .one

seen issuing from the mountain) is the Minor Term, that the class * smoke’

in general, is made the Reason (Middle Term).

64-

65. We cannot (in the same manner) have

class * word’ in general) as the Reason
;
and that there can be no such

class as ** Go^abdatwa ” will be shown later on. It is only the one particular

individual (word) (and not a class) that can serve as the Reason. If it be
urged that “ it can be so through the difference in the manifesting cause
of the same word (as forming the EUu, and as forming the Minor Term)”

;

(we reply) we are cognisant of no idea (of any such difference based
upon difference of the manifesting agency).

65-

66. And again, what sort of specification can you have in the case
in question ? It cannot be one either of time or of space. If it be

•l.W And hence the whole need not be taken as one word. ** Nor if there, ire'*
in tlie case of an inferential argament, the smoke, for instance, is peroeiye,d by itself ;

and so also is the Fire, and so again the Mountainm Whereas in the case of the Word
“ Oomdn ** the word cannot bring about any separate cognition of the signiflcation of
the possessive affix by itself. And again, ire,** The Mountain is recognised before its
qnalifloation (the existence of Fire ) ; while in the case of the word Ooman ** we have
the cognition of the Cow before that of the person pofseaeing the oow.W The syllogism being : (Jahdo*rthavdn (the Word has meaning) (Johdo^St (be-
caaso it is a Word), Ghatapatidivat (like the words ghaia, pata), ^e.**

Whit 1... have got to prove here it the preaenoe of a definite meaning t and~rt..nly the •• 9abdatwa” oannot..in any way, help to prove eneh premnoe. "Bi$

V
*" qnertion that oan he aeierted ae the Wttw

Minor Term, the ohjeetion, vi. . the anomaly of the

enn hm ^
^ 'ising a part of the oonolnsion—remains untouched

-.r, ^ a-Berenoe in the manifeeting agency of the Word In the two

m I
sort of speciflcation is asserted with regard to** Word” as the Minos v.
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argied fihit " it is taken as apedfled by the cognition of ite meaning," tiim

(we adc)* what then ia left behind that would form the aubjeot

Inference P

.

66-68. Nor ia any anoh power, as that which oauaea the meaning tO'

.

be eogniaed (inferred) aa belong to any particular (word). No such power

can belong to a part of the particular object, as it does to (a part of) this

clou ‘ Fire.’ Because power can belong to the elan alone ; and for the

lUlinw Term and the Middle Term too, you cannot bat have the Olau ;

hence Inference cannot apply to the case of words as endowed with a

certain meaning. ______

68-72. And again, how do you define the fact of " Word ” being the

property of the Minor Term P As a matter of fact, there is no relation-

ship except that of action and agent. The King being the supporter of,

the man, we have the expression “ the King's man ’’
; the tree exists

in the branches or the branches in the tree ;
hence “ the tree’s branches ”

;

in a place occupied by Fire, we have the agency of smoke, with ragard tp

the action of eowtenee. In all such relations as the causal and the like,

there is always a certain action. And until the form of the relation has

been recognised, there can be no such assertion as that “the* relation

exists ”
;

nor, in the absence of a relation, is the “ Qenitive-Tatpnrusha’’

possible ;
therefore the fact that the Word is “ pakshadharma ’’ {property

of the Minor Term) can never be rightly ascertained.

73-74. When (in the above, manner) all other relations have been

precluded (from the compound ‘ pakshadarma ’), if some people were to

assert the fact of Word being the pakshadharma (property of the Minor

*•.•8 If that which is inferred be not the meaning, but a power to make the

meaning oon^wehended, then—we ask—to what faetordoes this power belong P If it

to the word " Cow ’’ then we become open to all the objeetions urged in K. 68

eteeq. In the ease of "Fire,” the dau has been found to extend over all indW-

dnal Firm j
hence the remembrance of the Fire and the Smoke in the cuUnary hearth

leads to the inference of the existence of fire in the mountain. There can, however,.be

no snch pervasion in the case of an individual, which therefore can never be the object

of Inference. “Feu hem the same, S'e.” Since a Saminya (class)-" Word

aUmais your Mhior Term j and the Middle Term-" ^abdatwa ” is-also a BSmSuya -,

so sAo is the Major Term. In such a case, then no Inference is possible.

In an Inference, there are three factors j with regard to the Middle Term i (1)

the fact of its having a relation with the Minw Term, oonstituting the Minor

Premiss • (8) its existence, in common with the Major Term, in a certain substratum, and

thus eousWmtingthe Major Premiss and the Instance t and (8) Non-existence in a pla«e,

Where the Major Term never exists, and thus helping the formation of the Major

Premiss Kirlkts 68-84 prove tiiat in the case of " Word ” as the Middle Term, thu

ntfaetorisnet applh«rf>te» ** Midelhe application of the soMufi

aotor.andKIriktaW-flSthatof the third- “Oaifefes Ta*pwmsha”t tbe-eempea^.

•erd w we OBB analyse as " pokshospa 6horwoh." v..

W.14 *• Uka negatfen"— j««t •• is held to be the object of neg^n.

' Si'
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Term, Meaning) in coneidemtion of the relationnhip, that the word beitm to

the meaning, t’w., that the meaning forme its object—

m

in the case of * ne>

gation,’ —then those people too will have to explain in what manner the

Word has the Meaning for its object. There is no coexistence in place

or time, do., between the two ; nor is there any proximity (of the one to

the other).

75. For these reasons the fact of the Word having the Meaning for ito

object can be explained only by the fact that the Word brings about an

idea of which the particular thing (denoted by the word) is the object

;

and in this “ bringing nbont ” alone lies the action (that would justify any
relationship between the two).

76. Thus then the expressiveness of the Word (with, regard to the

particular meaning) having been previously established, such a ‘ paksha-
dharma ’ cannot be the means of the cognition (of the meaning)

; and hence
for this reason too, there can be no Inference.

77. (Because) the fact of the Word being a property (of Paksha)
would rest upon its expressiveness (of the meaning)

; and its expressiveness
would depend upon the fact of its being the property (of the Paksha in
order to fulfil the conditions of Inference),—and thus there is a mutual
interdependence

;
and hence this assumption, too, will not hold water.

78-79. Such people as are not cognisant of the relationship (that the
Word bears to the Meaning), do not know the Word apart from its form (as
he^) ; and hence there is nothing else on which the notion of the Word
being a ‘pakshadharma’ could be based; for certainly it is not on the
mere ehape of ‘ smoke,’ &c., that their character of “ pakshadharma,”
>s based.

79-80. Nov can the character of “ pakshadharma ” depend upon any
previous relation. For even if this relation (of Smoke and Fire) has
not been previously recognised, one has the notion that this mountain
has smoke m it,” which asserts the fact of smoke (Middle Term)
being the property’ of the mountain (Paksha). And it is -In this
point alone that lies the difference (of pakshadharma) from the second
factor {sapakshasaUum).

COiwpwiae^IrfSISndf recognised by some

this OMmot be • V^mnn, » .v Pakshadharmati.’’

in this paint, 8in« the
^

Minor Premisa) does not detwini) n
relation predicated in the

Middle Term j therefore it ^0000^ recognition of the relatione of the

ft. a M, nhuoQ ., *,
ft— -ft ft “P<»

wsnt o( Muttons between the mssuLj
*™^-b«ing as it is. only a gmmal State-

tbe Minor PNmits is the statement of th
beforehand | whereas

bssrs to ths Minor Ter*.
’

^ the partionUr relation that the Middlo-Tann
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81. In this case (of Inference with regard to Word), since the

Minor Premiss (pakshadharmati) is nothing more than the prerionsly

recognised relation (t.6., the Major Premiss); and since there is no

relation prerions to the recognition of the Meaning, therefore, snch a

Minor Premiss can never be any means (of getting at the Meaning of a

Word).

82-

83. Nor (in the case of Word) is the Minor Term previonsly cog-^

nised ; therefore there can be no Minor Premiss based upon it
;

(in the

case of the inference otfire from smoke) however the place * Mountain,’ is

snob as has been known, prior to the recognition of its property (smoke).

And that (meaning) which is here assumed to be the Minor Term, is also

the one which is sought to be cognised by means of Inference.

83-

8A And so Imig as that (Minor Term) has not been cognised,

the predicate cannot be ascertained ; and if it be snch as has been already

cognised before even the Minor Premiss has been ascertained, what else

remains, that would be learnt by means of the Inference got at by

means of the subsequently cognised Minor Premiss.

85-86. Nor can you ascertain any affirmative concomitance of the

Word with the Object ( Meaning ) sought to be proved by Inference. For it

is by means of a certain action that we arrive at the notion of the concomi-

tance of anything e.^., where smoke ta, there the presence of Fire, as

an invariable concomitant, is clear ;
but we have no such certain idea

that * whenever word is, meaning is sure to exist.
’

87. For the meaning is not recognised as being concomitant with the

word, either in time or place. If it be urged that “ Word being

eternal and all-prevading, we can always have an idea of such concomi-

tance” then (on that ground) we would have (the notion of concomitance

with word) of everything (and not only of the one definite meaning).

88. In this way, the Word being omnipresent, and (for the same

reason) there being no negation with regard to it, every word in existence

would bring about the notion of all things in the world.

89-90. Thus then, there being no affirmative concomitance, eitlier in

time or place, if some one were to assert the cognition of the (form of the)

Word as concomitant with the cognition of the Meaning then (we reply)

even this (conpomitance) does not exist ;
because we find that, even with-

out any idea of the Meaning, there is a cognition of the Word,—in the

case of illiterate people.

The Minor Fremiis is not any advance upon the Major Premiss, towards par-

tioularieation.

M.8I « That which, If the object sought to be cognised hj means of the Infer-

ence be already previously cognised, what is the nse of the Inference P

8I.S4 « Cannot he asesrtavMd i.s., we can have no Minor Term.

. lUiterate persons qnite rightly comprehend the form of the word only by the

Bar, bat they may not understand its meaning.



91. (If it be urged that) “ we may aesume such oonocmaitancer wheii

the Word is repeated (to the person not comprehending its tsteiiiilf

the first at utterance ” ;—(we reply) in some instances we find that

even if the Word is repeated a hundred times, its Meaning is not compre*

bended.

92. {Objection), ** But we have a clear case of concomitance, in a

place where the words are such as have their relations (with meanings)

definitely ascertained.” (Reply). Well, if the relation be ascertained prior

to the comprehension of the comcomitance, then such concomitance cannot

be held to be the means of getting at the idea of the meaning.

93-94. It is an acknowledged fact that Inference owes its origin to

invariable concomitance. But when the concomitance proceeds after the

expressiveness of the Word ( with regard to its Meaning) has been recog-

nised, how can such concomitance be said to be the cause of the cognition

of such expressiveness ?

95. Therefore it must be admitted that the expressiveness of a Word
is recognised independently of any such concomitance. Whereas (in the

case of Inference) prior to the cognition of the concomitance of smoke
(with fire), we do not get at the notion of the presence of this (smoke)
bringing about the cognition of the presence of fire.

96. If there be the recognition of a negative relation between the
idea of the Word and tlie Meaning not yet known

;
even this, oocutTing

afterwards, cannot be the means of bringing about the recognition of the
meaning.

97. The relation, that we will lay down as being the means of the
ascertainment of expressiveness, will have both affirmative and negative
bearings

; but these (affirmative and negative relations)cannot belong to
the recognition of the Meaning (of Words).

98. Thus, as to Sense-perception, so to ” Verbal testimony” too, the
character of Inference cannot belong

; (1) because it is devoid of the three

,rf

*' " ^“"'*’'*** present day reodere of the Teda rqieat the whole

meaning^
* **^'^** ' ****’ *****'* * ^ comprehend its’

wort .V*
™ **** form—" where there ie no object, there is no

Se^th^elj^r Mmahimeelf doe, not now mdei* tie word eon-

of the meaning them i. no
flUteratepareone. If itboaMertedtWH..

thie b^mee nntme, wHh regudto

relation between the Word and^ ®* ‘*®

relation eave that of thn n^jT***”*’
® ****‘ «•“>**»«« '>«‘*« wether

efter ita pnrpoM ^ roowmIMon
fniaUedjand ae inoh, ft

“
,

* *'‘*"l>w»»i»«»e*s of the Word) has been

*w^tion of the meaning of the Wert!"’
** ***®‘“*®*‘“ bringtog ahont of Oe

>e o) Verbal anthorify!’^

ieferenoo haring been proved to be iaappl{eaUe..t^f^



{wAori^ a^ (8) beoaue an object like that of Inference is .preelnd^

(fEOinrteing the object of Verbal testimony ”)>

99. It is only when the “ Word *’ is accepted as a means of know-

ledge that, we can disonss (as above) its difference or non-difference (from

Inference). Bat, as a matter of fact, the meaning ofa word is not recognised

by means of the cognition of the * word.*

100. Because a word when used, is used with reference to four kinda

of objects : (1) object directly perceptible by the senses, (2) object not in

contact with the Sense-organs, (3) object that is previously known, aud

(4) object that is not previously known.

101. The word, that is used with reference to (3) the object that is

already known (&o.), that which is perceived directly by the senses^ is

used only with regard to objects that are already cognised (by other

means)
; and thus, there being nothing more denoted by the Woid, all that

it does is to describe (what is already known, and hence is not, by itself, a

means of knowledge).

102. With regard to (4) an object not known before^ there is either

no knowledge (produced by the Word), or there is a cognition of mere

relationship (between Word and Meaning). This ‘ Relation * is not the

meaning of the word ;
and that which is the meaning (of the word) is

got at by other means of knowledge.

103-104. In the case of (2) an object which is not in contact with

the senses, and which is not known, there can be no idea of the meaning

expressed (by the Word). And in the case of an object which is behind

the Senses, but known, we can have only a remembrance. And since it

is only to objects already cognised (by other means of knowledge) that

Remembrance applies, it cannot have the character of an independent

means of knowledge. Because such character (of the means of know-

ledge) depends upon the means leading to the specification (or deter*

mination, of something not so determined by any other means).

Kft. Inasmuch as it brings about an independent determination

at the time (of remembrance), wherefore should not we assert the

character of an independent means of knowledge to belong to Remem-

brance, as we do Recognition (Pratyabhijna) ? ”

106. By means of Remembrance we cognise only so much as has

In onr opinion, it is the Sentenoe, and not the Word, that is, the means of cogni-

tion. In that oase, there oan be no occasion for the above disonssions.

lei » By other means, The object denoted by the Word is cognised by means

of Sense-perception, and not by that of the Word.

VS At the time that the object is remembered, it is not perceived byanyctlUW

meanh of knowledge-
vs M Beeo^tiem** proves the esitienoe of the object at the partiookr time i ibd as^

snbh^tt Is held to be a ** FVamlna ”1 Wberets at the time that we remetnUr an object,

know whether at that time, the object exists or not.
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been previously determined ;
but in accordance therewith we ha^e no idea

of*the existence of the particular object (remembered), at ihetime of ro-

memhrance.

107. The Word too does not differ from the means of remembrance,

inasmuch in the case of that too, that which is expressed is nothing more

(than what has been previously determined by other means of knowledge).

If there be anything more that happens to be cognised, it cannot be

expressed by the Word.

108. Even though cognition by means of the word be an object of

Inference, yet inasmuch as Verbal authority is attributed (by us) to the

meaning of a sentence, it does not touch the position of those who assert

Verbal testimony ” to be a distinct means of knowledge (apart from In-

ference). (i.e.. We, the Mlmansakas).

109. Since in the case of the meaning of a Sentence, the cognition is

produced by means of the meanings of words (making up the Sentence),

without the recognition of the relation (of invariable concomitance) neces*

sary in Inference,—therefore it (recognition of the meaning of a Sentence)

must be held to be distinct (from Inference), like Sense-perception.

110. This Reason (the fact of the meaning of a sentence being arrived

at by means of the meaning of words contained therein, without the recogni-

tion of invariable concomitance) will be established in the Chapter on

Sentence” (Sutra, Adhyaya II). And none of the arguments urged

by others (in support of the identity of Verbal Testimony with Inference),

can apply to the case of a cognition brought about by a Sentence.

111. It was only on account of not having perceived any Sentences

with definite meanings, that finding cognition to be brought about by the

mere cognition of the meanings of words, the Bauddbas and Vai9eBhikas,

—being afraid of the difference from Inference being established (if

oogpiitibn by means of a Sentence were accepted),—have laboured hard to

prove the identity of the ** Cognition by Wo^ ” with ** Inference.”

Thus ends the Chapter on Words*

(Section 7.)

ON ANALOGY.
1-2. “Being asked by the town-people ”

‘like what is a gavaya* f

If oogmtion by means of a Sentence be admitted, then there can be no question

^
the idenUty of Verbal Authority with Inference. It is for this reason that the

establish the identity of ” Word
vrtth Inferenee,“-hoping thereby to prove suoh identity of “ Verbal Authority

”
Mso, which would, therefore, have to be rejected as a distinct means of right notion.

^^^**w*
Bhishya : ” Ufatninamapi tidr^am asannihrshteWthi huddhimut^

pMefaUyothigavayadar^anam gormsianaavo.’* (Analogy also is sUnUarity anA brings
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if the forester sajgtliat a ‘sravo^a is jaatlike the cow’—then we hare
whatjs oommonly known as Analogy.” According to the view of pabaVa

however,' this is nothing apart, from ” Verbal testimony ”
; and hence

Analogy ’ is explained in a different manner.

3. Because in the above instance the object (of Analogy) is got at

by means of the personal recognition of a roan, and is also recognised as

explained by him, hence it is * Verbal testimony ’ pure and simple.

4-5. How can any validity belong to the recognition of an object

by means of (the perception of) another object similar to it,— such recog-

nition being exactly similar to remembrance brought about by constant

pondering, Ac. P In other cases (e.^., that ol Fmiyahhijnfl^ Recognition)

the object is specified by different time, place, Ac.
;
it is not so in the case of

the instance cited, because here the cow is remembered only as being in

the town,

6-

7. According to some people,—the name ‘ Analogy ’ belongs to the

cognition of the gavaya in the forest, when belonging to such people

as have heard the assertion of the similarity of the cow to the gavaya,—

such cognition being tinged by an idea of similarity with the cow. In

this case too, in the case of the gavaya we have Sense-perception, and

in that of * Similarity ’ we have mere remembrance.

7-

8. ” But in the recognition of the object as tinged with similarity^

there can be neither remembrance, nor any application of the organs of

Sense.” Well, if the perception of the gavaya does not produce any ideas

over and above that which is due to the previous assertion of the forester,

then such recognition would be nothing more than remembrance
;
and as

such being mere repetition (of a former cognition), it could have no

validity.

9. If there is anything in excess (of the former assertion), it is only

such as is amenable to Sense-perception ;
because it has already been

proved that so long as there is contact of the Sense-organ with the object,

the cognition that we have is Sense-perception.

10-11. Invalidity attaches to the factor of remembrance, as differen-

sbout the ooguitlon of an object not in contact with the senses ; e.^., the sight of

the gavaya reminds onebf the cow).

The definition given in the Bhashya means that when one object, on being

produced, produces the recognition of another object similar to it, then we have what

is called Analogy. Against this it is urged that this would only |^e a case of remem-

brance* Tratyahhijni (Beoognition) is considered valid only because, over and above the

mere recognition of the object, it cognises the object as being the same object that was

perceived before, but occupying another place and time in the present. There is, how-
ever, no such fresh specification in the case of the gavaya and the eow^

•-T In order to avoid the objection urged above, these people add ** Unged,

as a fresh speoifioaiion, on which they rest the validity of Analogy.
^ ** It has been proved under ** Sense-perception.*’

ia.il Kveu in the ease of Bemembranoe, hivalldity does not attach to every part pf
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tktod from the factor of Sensnone peJweption. Brett the fact of n

ledeeof the assertion of similarity w not of ranch help, inaemnoh as th«

(rerognition of similarity) happens also in the case of Sttoh
.
people al hare

never heard of the assertion of similariiy, bnt havittg known thd ooW,

happen to see the gavaya in the forest.

12. If it be nrged that “ in the case of such people there is no idm

of the name ‘ gavaya' (we add) the name is not tho ob/ect ; and this (the

object gavaya) is completely recognised by them (as resembling the

^3. Nor then can the relation, between the word (‘ gavaya *) and^ its

moaning (the object, animal), be said to be tho object of recognition ,

because when the object, (animal, gavaya), has been ascertained to rMom-

blethe cow, the relation of the animal with the word {'gavaya') is

recognised by the help of the previous assertion of the forester.

14. Nor can it be urged that in the forest, there is a recognition

(PratyahhijnS) oi this fact (of “gfavaya” being the name of the parti-

cular animal)
;
because the denotations of words being beyond the Senses

»

the present instance cannot bo anything more than mere Rememberance.

15. The factor of Sense-perception has been proved to enter also into

the case of such cognitions ns are intermixed with Verbal expressions.

it ; the factor of Sense-perception that enters into it, in the shape of a perception of the

object before the eye, cannot but be yalid. But the invalidity attaches to the factor

of remembering something that has gone before. The speoifloation-- the remem-

brance of such people aa have heard the aaaei'tion of similarity does not add any

validity to the remembrance, because we have notions of similarity, even in the case

of snch people as have no idea of the said assertion, and yet recognise a similarity of

the well-known cow with the gavaya, whenever this latter happens to be seen in the

forest.

IB TheNyaya theory—that the object of Analogy is the recognition of thb denota-

tion of the name '* gavaya ’’—is here controverted. No sooner has the man seen the

gavaya, and found it to resemble the cow, then he remembers the previous assertion

of the forester, and from that lie directly concludes that the object that he Has seen
resembling the cow, must be the gavaya'* that the forester had described. Thns
then, we find that,tho recognition of the name “ gavaya ** is due to pure Verbal Autho-
rity, the assertion of the forester, and the element of Analogy does not enter into it,
•• Th«n"—i^., in ooam vhern tbe penon know, of the previons deepription by the
forrester.

ta*
Pvatyabhynd, there i. a preMnt faotor of SenM-peroeption, upon whidh ite

ralMity wsU. The opponent wek. refuge in this fact, and lays that tbe raanhae
known tbe name gavaya" to belong to aomething that rewmblee the cow, and
^noe..«)on a.hewe. .noh on object in tho foreet, the name flaahee upon him,

-
of the animal lending yalidlty to the remembranda of tbe

e. To thu It II r^lud, that the denotaUon of the name oan never be amenable to
Wperoytaen, andhenoe the idea of the name meet be a pure oaee of Boraem.mm, and as anoh, it oonld not have any validity.

haiaa M^!^!..
' ®“*^*“* **‘“**®*“h»nt with the propone oaiortionotihafetMt^heeaaidea of the,...,, with^ notion of woldi,
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you moat menikm so^ne peenliikr transoendeuial obj^^ endowed

w^itb memblanoe, to be the subject (of Analogy).

16« And further, when yon accept the fiict of Sense-perceptiou bay*

ing the character of a positive function, how is it that Besemblanee

cannot be cognised by means of that, just as ** class, Ac.,” are.

17. For those also who hold the theory of unspecified abstract percep-

tion, this cognition of resemblance is a semhlanee of Sense-percepiion. But
they attach no validity to it, inasmuch as according to them, there exists

no such thing (as Resemblance).

18. Tbe fact of ** Similarity ” (or Resemblance) being a positive

entity, however, cannot be denied
;
inasmuch as it consists of the pre-

sence,' in one class of objects, of such an arrangement (or coglomeration) of

constituent parts as is common to another class of objects.

19. The similai ity of constitnent parts, between the lotus-leaf and

the eye, would rest upon the fact of the presence, in one object, of parts

of the same class as those in the other.

20. Thus then Similarity comes to be of different kinds, inasmuch as

it can rest upon one, two or three of the following points

—

birth^ property

^

substance^ action^ power and specific charader.

21. These properties themselves do not constitute Similarity; nor

again is it the multiplicity (or repetition) based upon these (properties).

It is only the class,” or ‘‘ genus,” Ac., as qualified by multiplicity (or re-

petition), that is cognised as similar.

and snoh an idea may be amenable to Sense-perception. In the case of one who knows

of the previous assertioui the factor of verbal expression cannot be so amenable ; and it

is for the sake of this that we have reoonrse to Analogy.” The sense of the reply as given

in the Karika is, that we have jnst shown how the factor of Sense-perception enters into

the latter case also. Therefore in order to establish Analogy, atf an independent means

of knowledge, the Naiyayika, will have to assert the existence of a peculiar object, which

ressembles*an object that has been seen, and which cannot be perceived by the senses*

But snch an object does not exist ; therefore the Nyaya theory fulls to the ground.

hi The Banddha holds Sense-perception to belong to a specific abstract entity

(” SwadHarma”) alone, devoid of all concrete specifications. So he can very well

deny resemblance to be an object of Sense-perception. The Naiyayika however holds

the Glass to be amenable to Sense-perception ; so he cannot very well deny the fact

of Besemblance being amenable to it.

17 << Ssmblance, because it is qaalified and concrete.

1* That is to say, where the Similarity lies, not in the fact of the objects themselves

resembling each other in the arrangement of their constituent parts, bnt in that of the

parts, severally, of each of the two objects.

io « Of birth,•• e.g,, Agni and Fire both have their origin in Prajapati*s month.

** Property as, in the case of two piotnres* " Substance as in the case of two men

wewlng similar jewels. ” Action ”—as between the kite, bird—and tbe saoriftoe,

” PojU^ as between the Lion and Dfivadatta. ” Syecifie character as between thf

FMeMtwitaaard9aiMa sacrifice and the seoond PraySJan

R Similarity is an inherent relation, and as such, it rests in the Class, and
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23. If it be asked—** how then do yon explain the similarity of

twins?’*—(we reply) we accept it because we actually see it so;^hdw

strange, that you should ask such a silly question ! For Similarity belongs

sometimes to many, and sometimes only to a few ; and this peculiarity

does not in any way affeot the fact of similarity being a positive entity.

23-

25. These classet have their end, in the end (or destraction) of their

substrates. Then the fact is that, inasmuch it inheres in innumerable

(many) substrates, the destruction of any one of its substrates does not

lead to its utter annihilation. But this fact does not necessitate the

hypothesis that all cUusei are eternal
;
nor do we accept the utter annihila-

tiou of any cZasr, inasmuch as every class has got its substrate somewhere

(even when many of its substrates have disappeared).

26. And Similarity diiSers from the {classes) in that it rests upon a
ooglomerafcion of classes

;
whereas the classes appear also severally among

objects of Sense-perception.

27. In such cases too as where we recognise the similarity of parts,

we have the Similarity resting upon the fact of the homogenity between the
parts of each of these parts.

28. Thus then, we shall have a Class devoid of Similarity, at a point
(in an atom) where there can be recognition of identity with anything
else.

29. In a case where we have the recognition of a single class as
belonging to the principal objects themselves (and not to the parts), there
we have a notion (of identity) such as “ this is that very thing and
where there is difference, there we have the notion of Similarity only.

^

30. “ What would be the class, in a case where we recognise simi-
larity in pictures ” p There too we have the resemblance of the various
earthly colours, Ac.

31. From among colour^ taste and odour, wo have the resemblance of
one or other, in different places. It is not necessary thatthe notion of
Similarity should rest upon absolute resemblance in all the parts.

fhe Class, how canyon eiplain the similarity of

oonstituttng the OUms.

iw. we reo<«»iMTc*aM -•< » “n
" ooMUtnte. I« • om.

tt. nation of Identity. It i. only whin

'• ^wo^hnJ.
w* l*»yo not got the meinhn. of the hnninnhody}

tt iuJItiollS; of portnre. oolonr. Ac
Jlnoh prmriy. The aenaa of

piotnre, there is no odour or any other

kncSZl even npen the r^4.
thoae of ooUmr and the like.

* P»otiire we have many resembUmoM, snoh.i^
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i : 83. In tho eartbi ftb-t all tbeso (colour, odour, fto.), naturally eiist

(always) ; but one or other of these is perceived according as they become

manifrated in the Tarious manifestations of it.

88. Ifothing, that is a non*eiitity eyeu in potency, can ever be

brought into existence. Fropertiea are nob difEereut irom their sub-

strates ;
nor are they identical with them; they occupy a middle, posi**

tion.

84.» Thus then, Similarity having been*proved to be a positive entity,

whenever it happens to be in contact with the Sense of sight,—^be it per*

ceived in one or both of the members (between whom Similarity is cog-

nised)—,
the fact of its being an object of Sense-perception is not dis-

puted.

35. Like a Glass, Similarity too exists wholly in each of the two
members

; therefore even when the corresponding member is not seen

at the time, a notion of Similarity is possible.

36. Hence though ^in accordance with the Naiyayika explanation) in

the case in question, the recognition of Similarity follows upon the remem-
berance oE the cow,—yet since Sense-contact at the time lies in the

* gavaya' (seen at the time), therefore the Similarity must be an object

of Sense-perception.

37. For this reason, it is the member remembered, recognised as

qualified by similarity, that forms the object of Analogy ; or it may be the

Similarity as qualified by that member.

38. Though Similarity is recognised by Sense-perception, and the

* cow ’ is remembered^ yet the * cots aa qualified by aimUarityi not being re-

cognised by any other means. Analogy comes to be recognised as a dis-

tinct means of right knowledge.

39. E.g.^ the place (mountain) is seen by the eye, and the * fire
’

is remembered (as being concomitant with smoke) ; and yet since the object

to be cognised is a qualified one (the mountain as containing the fire),

therefore the character of a distinct means of right knowledge is not denied

to lnfc|^ence.

40. In a case where a notion of similarity is brought about by means

of objects that are not really similar, we have only a (false) semblance

of similarity.

Ml As a matter of foot, odour, &c., also exist in tbe picture, but are not manifested.

U That is, that which does not exist in the cause, can never be brought about.

o.f. 6lnkhya Kariki 9. ** Propsrfws.”—This is in reply to the question,—** Is similarity

different from, or identical with, its substrates ” ?

M Whether tbe coto and the gavaya be both seen at the same time, or only one of

them be seen at the time of the cognition of similarity.

t8 The NySya theory having been set aside, it must be admitted that the deftnl-

Uon given in the Bhashya is the only true one. It is not the similarity of the gavaya

JbhMt it the object of Analogy, which pertains to the cow, as remembered at the time»

imd reODgnised as similar to the gavaya that is directly perceived by the eye. '
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4142. This is said to be a felsa semblance of similaritj, bemsie:

ii'is subsequently set aside by an idea to the contrary, the similarity cf

an elephant in a stack of hay ; in which case when one is snfRciontly near

the stack, he realises that there is no real similarity between the stack and

the elephant. That notion of similarity, which is not set aside eren on

close proximity to the object, is a case of real Similarity.

43-

44. This (Analogy) is not Inference ;
because in it wo hare no

assertion of any relation of the Middle Term (i.e., we have no premises)

Prior to there cognition of Similarity (by means of Analogy), the similarity

is not known as a property (and as such cannot be asserted to qualify any

terms) ;
since that which is perceived in the *gavaya* cannot bring about

an Inference (of its existence) in the cow,

44-

45, That (similarity) which resides in the cow, cannot be the

Middle Term ;
because it (the similarity of the cow) forms part of what

Is to be proved. The * gavaya ’ too (as qualified by similarity) cannot be

the Middle Term, because it is not in any way related (to the Minor Term,

the *oow,’—and so there can be no minor premiss). Eyen the similarity

(of the gavaya in the cow) has not been perceived by all men, as being

invariably concomitant with it (the cow).

46. In a case wherever only one object (cow) has been seen (by the

person), whenever the other ( the * gfuva^a ’
) happens to be seen in the

forest, the cognition of this latter is produced simultaneously with that of

similarity (between that object and the one seen before).

47. If the * cow ’ be asserted to have the character of the Middle Term,
because of the concomitance of the class * horn, Ac.,’ (in the * gavaya ’ which
is seen) j—even that we deny ; because the action of recognition of the
class * horn, Ac.,* ends with the mere recogpiition of the * gavaya ’ (aC

similar to the cow).

48. Even if there were any idea (of the cow) produced by these

*.45 It is the similarity, in the cow, of the gavaya, that is the true object of
Analogy: whereas that which ie perceived by the eye is the similarity ae located in
the gavaya j and the latter conld not give rise to any Inference that would bring abont
any idea of the similarity in the cow,

w!**
* This anticipates the objection that there is a rela*

tion between the cow and the vavayo, namely, that of sirniioWey, and the assertion of

^ reUtionwoiUd ooMtitut. the Miaor Premug of the ioferentlHl wgament. Th,M the '• that th. oow hea not been reooRnited by itll men to be InTaviablyWnitant with theyaMya. Hence though there i. a relation, there can be no nhh
eOHomitanaeaeuneoeiiary foraa Inference.

be said to be .form of Inferenoe, beeaue it ie fewid to

l be me. it f» tb. firrt ttaa. he

pwnMot bom. l<«cl. to the xtoegMUtm ik
i Similar to the oow : and there it ends. Bo It can. have Wf
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(iumff, % would be devoid of auj notion of Bimilarity^ beeauie ibe

*cow ^ is similar, not to horns, &0.S but to tbe a.

49. Having got at the notion of ^ similarity (of the cow in the

gavaya)^ following upon the recognition of horns, &c ,—the idea of the'

*oow’ (as being similar to the gavaya) is brought about by that of the

gavaya,

50. If the fact of the similarity of the parts (horns of the oow with

those of the gavaya) be brought forward,^—^then (we say that) we would

have an Analogy of these parta) ; and certainly the existence of the cow

is not inferred in all oases where horn, Sdo,^ are seen to exist.

61. For, one who would infer thus, would only be landing upon

mistaken notions
;
and the idea of the oow as existing in the village is

nothing more than rememberance.

52. Analogy being thus proved to be distinct from Inference,—there

being no oonoomitance (of the factors of procedure, jlSre, ^c.), with the

passages enjoining the Saurya,” <ho.,—^how could mere similarity bring

about the association otflre^ (with the Saurya ”) P-^In this lies the

use of Analogy.

53, In the case of the corn ** Vrihi,” kept for the sacrifice, being

spoilt (or stolen), we have the use of the ** Nivara,*’ Ac., which latter are

the recognised substitutes of Yrihi, simply because they are similar to it.

This too forms an instance where Analogy has its use.

53-54, In a case where a substitute is denoted by the subsidiariesi

if by means of others (not subsidiaries) we get at something which is

influence in the recognition of the similarity of the gavaya^ in the eow, which is the

real objeot of Analogy.

The horns might recall the oow, but they cannot in any way bring about the

idea that the cow is similar to the gavaya^ which is only possible when the similarity of

the cow has been peroeired in the gavaya,

W (1) First of all, we hare the perception of the horn ; then (2) follows the recog-

nition of the simihirity of the coio, in the gavaya $ and then (8) lastly, appears the notion

of the Bjpnilarity of gavaya (Seen now) in the coto, that had been seen before. Thns

then, there being an interval between (1) and (8), the former cannot be said to be the

direct cause of the latter. “ Oases **—of the perception of the gavaya^ for instance.

21 That would give rise to a notion of the similarity of the horns, do., and not to

that of the cow.

22 If the horn alone is perceived, and the similarity of the gavaya to the oow is

not recognised, then alone oonld the former be the Middle Term for the Minor P’remisB

of your Inference. But in that case, there being no recognition of the similarity of the

gavaya to the oow, we oonld have no notion of the similarity of the gavaya^ in the

cow. All that we oonld have would be a notion of the oow as we knew it in the village f

and this woflld be a case of rememberance only. Thus then, the notion of the similarity

of the gavaya, in Hhe cow remains nntonohed by yonr Inference. And as it is this simf*

laHty that we hold to be the object of Analogy, this cannot but be accepted as a lUk*

tinotmeans of right cognition.
v

<2 Mdsitoh oonoomitance bring rebogtni^ Inference. Ho 0^,
^22^ of oogniltoii is applicable in the oase. Between the ** AgnCya**"^ !^
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more like the original (than the one denoted by the subsidiaries),—then

the former, which has only a slight similarity becomes false, on the

ground of its greater dissimilarity. And farther, we have a quicker recog-

nition of the second (».«., that which has greater similarity), even in the

absence of any idea of tlie former (t.e., that which hw only a slight

similarity) ;
and it is for this reason also that it is sot aside (in fayonr of

the one which has greater similarity).

Thtu ends the Chapter on Analogy,

(Seetion 8.)

On Apparent Inconsistbnot.

1. A case,—where, in order to avoid the contradiction (or irrelevancy)

of any object ascertained by means of any of the six means of right notion,

an unseen object (or fact) is assumed,—is known to be one of Arthapatti
”

(Apparent Inconsistency).

2. “Unseen” means ‘ not cognised by any of thejflwe means of right

notion *
;
because that produced by “ Verbal Authority ” has been declared

to be apart from the ** seen ” (perceived)
;
inasmuch as this latter (Verbal

Authority) comprehends also the means of cognition (pabda) [whereas the

other five comprehend only the object of cognition] ,
and in this lies its

difference from the other five.

3. (1) The assumption, of the burning power of fire, based upon the

facts of its burning a certain object ascertained by means of 8ense~percept%on

(oonstitntes an example of the first kind of “ Apparent Inconsistency ”)

;

and (2 ) the assumption of the mobility of the snn, based upon the fact of

his movement from place to place, which is ascertained by means of

Inference (is an instance of the second kind of Apparent Inconsistency

based upon Inference).

4. (3) Apparent Inconsistency based upon “ Verbal Authority ” will

be explained hereafter. (4) The assumption of the fact of the compre-
hensibility of the ^ cow’ (as similar to the gavaya)^ based upon tke fact
of the ‘ cow * having been perceived by ‘ Analogy * to be similar to the
gwaya (is an instance of Apparent Inconsistenoy based upon Analogy).

6 The assumption (5) of the eternality of words is based upon the
foot of the expressive power of words, which is ascertained by means of
^^^pparent Inconsistenoy” (resorted to) for the purpo se of the definition
of the denotation of words.

Therefore the proper-

to th.

» “ Kt. ••-l...ing out V«rUl Authority. '

ArthSpatti based upon another Arthapatti; it is explained in the follow
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' 8-7. Thfit is to sajy inasibiioh as the denotation of a word cannot

be otherwise defined, we assume (by Apparent Inconsistency) a eapres-

slve power (in words) ;
and as the latter is not otherwise possible, there*

fore we arrive, by means of another “ Apparent Inconsistency, at the

notion of the etemality of words. All this will be explained under

the aphorism “ Dar9anasya pararthatwSt [ I —i

—

18].

8-9. The absence of Oaitra from the house havinp^ been cognised by

means of “ Negation,” we arrive at the notion of bis presence outside the

house ; and this latter has been cited (by the Bhftshya) as an instance of

another (sixth) kind of “ Apparent Inconsistency ” based upon” Negation.”

The instances of other forms of ” Apparent Inconsistency ” have been de-

tailed under the treatment of the discrepancies of the Minor Term (cAap. on

Inference^ K. 66 et seq.).

JO. From the perception (by means of * negation*) of the absence of

Oaitra (in the house) we get at the notion of his presence outside the

house,—and this is different from the process of Inference, inasmuch as

in this case we have none of the appurtenances of Inference,—such as the

assertion of the premises, Ac., Ac.

11 . Because, whether the object to be cognised be (1 ) the object

(Oaitra) as qualified by existence outside, or (2) an outride as qualified by

the existence of Oaitra,—any way, how can ‘ non-existence in the house *

(which is brought forward as the Middle Term) be a property of the

Minor Term P

12

-

13.
” Tlie house, as qualified by Oaitra’s absence ** cannot be the

property of any (of the two alternatives pointed out in the last Eftrika) ;

because at the time the object (^Oaitra or outside) is not recognised as quali-

fied by absence in the house ;
for it is only the ‘ house * that is recognised,

and not Oaitra.

13

-

15. Nor can no)i-virihility (ot Oaitra in the house) be a Middle

Term, as will be explained in the chapter on “ Negation.** Therefore

” because he is not found in the house ** cannot be accepted as the Inferen-

tial Reason. The non-visibility having led to the ascertainment of the

negation of the object of cognition (Oaitra), there follows the notion

•.1 No Denotation is posaible without expressivenesB ; and this latter could not be

possible, if the words wore not eternal.

a Object to be copniwd ’'—which will Be the Minor Term of yonr syllogism.

Those who assert Apparent Inconsistency to be a form of Inference, pnt forth the

following syllogism : “The living Oaitra exists outside the house,—because he is

livingud is not found within the house,—like myself ’’
: where “ living Oaitra” is the

Minor Term, “ exists outside ” the Major Term, and “ non-existence in the house,”

the Middle Term.
, . « ^

lS.iB « At the time t.s., when we go to his house and find that Oaitra is not

there. .

'

‘

' lAtt Because “non-visibility” is one step farther removed, being intervenedBy fcha’

. mUm the kbMiiM QbikitM fiwm bU hm...
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. —i-’J- the house ;
and hence this notipn c^hiiot bfe-said

2 " l.d (..» io ‘H,.

Term belong to the abseneeof Oaitra, this residen ,n the Aouie (and not

»

the Minor Term, Oaitra •, and as such no premiss would be p^ble).

16 Nor can such an object, (Minor Term) as has not been perceiTed

before,’caneyorbe the object of cognition (by Inference) j a^ in tha

present case, neither ‘ outside,’ nor ‘ Oaitra has been perceiy^ before (as

with the Middle Term ;
hence no premiss is possible).

17. Ohj. “ In a case, where from rise in* the river-surface yon mfei-.

that there has been rain in the higher regions, how do yon recognise the

relation of the Middle Term (me in the river) with the unseen higher

reaione (Minor Term) ? ”
. , - ^ • a-l

18. In this case we cognise the fact of the falling of ram over the

higher regions with reference to the region where the river ^ risen. Or

this too may be explained as only an instance of “ Apparent Inconsistency.

19. In the former case in question the “ absence in the house of one

is made the Middle Term; bat the cognition of this is not

possible until “ his existence outside ” has been ascertained.

20. (In the case of the Inference of fire) the existence of smoke is cog-

nised independently of the existence of fire ;
because at the time of the per-

ception of the existence of smoke, there is nothing that depends upon fire

(for its existence).
'

21. “ Absence in the house,'* pure and simple,—apart from devoid of

any idea of the person being alive,—is also found to apply to dead per-

sons
;
and as such it cannot be the means of getting at the notion of his

existence outside.

22. Whenever the notion of his absence in the house is accompanied by

the notion of his being alive, Caitra, being precluded from the house, is con-^

ceived to exist outside, (without having any recourse to process of In-

ference).

23. The notion of a general “ absence in the bouse,’* by itself (with-*

out any reference to any particular individual), cannot bring abont any

notion of Caitra"

s

existence outside.

n This ease is admitted, by the Mlmlnsaka also, to be one of Inference. Hence
the objector brings it forward as equally open to the arguments urged by the Kdriki

against the theory of Apparent Inconsistency being only a special case of Inferential

•fssoning.'

i 19 The syllogisin being—“J'hs region where the river hoe risen (Minor Tgcm) If<

eueh ee had rainfall over its higher regions (Major Term), because of the rise in^
river (Kiddle Term).” Finding this explanation not suitable ha relegates this

instance to Apparent Inconsistency.
“ Absence in the house, of one who is living ” cannotff^ accepted aa true, so

teng aa vre have not become cognisant of his esietenee outaid^; till then, the former .

haa ail the appearance of absurdity. Thereforejfc^ Middle Term
dgpMident upon the ooaolusion, which vitiates the vaiiditj oi, tha Infereimp i
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>1 24 It ia only when the fact of his being alive has been eaiabliahedt

that the notion of his absence in the house can point to hia eziatenoe beidg

outaide, haying preoluded it from within the hoaae.

25. Thus then we find that absence in the house^ independently of

idea of his being alive^ ia (alao common to dead persons, and as auch) con-

trary (to the conclusion) ;
and it is only the character of being not con-

tradicted ihat is held to belong to the eonclnsion of your Inference.

26. Theiefoi e the house being cognised by “ Sense-perception,” and

the absence in the hotue by ni^ans of Negation,”—the idea of his existence

(being alive) [which is all that is left of the Middle Term, after the first

two factors, have been cognised by means of ” Sense-perception” and

” Negation ”] is the same that is recognised as being outside.

27-28. It is only for the accomplishment of the Minor Premiss, that

“ existence outside ” has been introduced ;
in as much as it is only aS'

qualified by this that the person can be the object of Inference, by means

of the concomitance of the Middle Term and the Minor Term, Ac. Thus

then, if the cognition of the Minor Premiss, Ac., be produced by the cog-

nition of ” outside existence, ” and that of “ outside existence,” by the

Minor (and Major) premisses,—tlien we have an unavoidable mutual inter-

dependence.

29. In the case of ” Apparent Inconsistency” on the other band, thia

fact of being contained in the object to be proved does not constitute a

fallacy,* because it is actually meant to be recognised as such.

In that ouse, your conclusion becomes only an impUcation of the preiiiiBses, and

not an independent proposition.

8b In your inferential argument, if mere absence in the house be made the Middle

Term, then it f^pplies to dead persous also, and as such, contradicts your own oonclusion*

It is only when the idea of absenoe in the house is qualified by that of the person being

alive, that you oan have the ooiiclusion of his being outside. This hns been shown in

K. 22, to be only an iinplioation of the premisses, and not an independent proposition.

Thus then yon must admit that in fact your conolusioii is nothing but the premisses

tliemselves stated differently.

conclusion—existence outside—becomes only a pnrt of tlie Minor Premiss.

Tlie Middle Terra oonsists of three factors : (1) non.-e»i8lence (perceived by means of

Negation) (2) in the ffoass (seen by the eye) (3) of one who is alive, Ihe fiist two

are cognised by other means of cognition, and the third implies his existence outside,

and ns such the conclusion is no advsnoe upon the Premisses.

87.88 “ Thus then, The fact of his being olive cannot be recognised, until his

existence elsewhere (other than the House, from where he is found to be absent) hM

been ascertained ; and as this is a necessary factor in the Middle Term { and hence in

the Minor Premiss), therefore it seems that the premiss itself depends upon (the recog-

nition of) ofjitside eeistence ; and as this is what is sought to be proved by moans of the

premisses, there is an absurd mutual inter-dependonoe.
^

' »» In the on. of Appnront Inoonsistenoy, tte inolmion of tbe objort to be oogoiM

in tbs notion of •* absenoo from the honee," nooompnnied bjT that of hU being ebre, doe^

not n«eet i»e mUdity ndrereely j beoanae it U a peoulierity of tbie pMticular

«* dognition that it leada to the aeeamption of eometbing elie, m ord,r to nroidwe

80
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31. Invariable concomitance too, in the case, could be reoogfiieed

only when his existence outside has been ascertained. And inasmaoh as it

has not been recognised before, it cannot be the means of the cognition (of

outside existence), even though it exist (subseqnently)
; beoanse'^ab*

sence in the house ” and ** existence outside have neyer been perceiTed

to be invariably concomitant.

31-

32. In the matter of such concomitance, there is no other means
o£ knowledge, save “ Apparent Inconsistency,” by means* of which the

notion of one (absence in the house o£ one who is alive) brings about that

of another (existence outside). If there be no such assumption (of tho'

one by means of another), then we cannot get at their concomitance.

33. Therefore at the time of the cognition of this relation, one of

the two members related must be held to be recognised by means of

Apparent Inconsistency ”
; and after this the Inference might follow.

34-85. If one, sitting at the door of the house, were to assume Caitra’s

existence outside,—(thinking that) ‘ when he exists in one place («.e., the
garden where he is seen) he does not exist in another place, [ the house)’

even then, the fact of his non-existence everywhere cannot be recognised (by
means of Inference)

; because there could be no invariable concomitance
between the Middle Term and ‘ non-existence in one definite place.’ '

3G. {Obj ). “ Well, non-existence in a place before us is cognised by

nppnrenb irrelevancy of two woll-recognised facts,—in the present case, absence fKom the
house, and being alive, the inconsistency whereof could be avoided only by the assum-
ing of tho fact of his being outside.

» The existence of tho Minor Premies has been refuted in the above Elrikis.
How b^ma the refutation of Invariable oouoomitanoe (embodied in the Major Premies),
US applied to cases of Apparent luoonsistenoy.

of “existence outside,“ and “ ablenoe from tho bouse.”

. ,

‘’y®’’®’*''®" bnt by that time Apparent luoonsistenoy will have doile its
special work, and thus jnatiHed ite distinct

fl,.
’* do®® cognisant ofthe oonoomitanoe of Caitra'. ntssnos from tho house with hi. ..isfence outside «>mewhero

himZ?",
‘''® ’"®“ ‘ho door), and hence this man seeing

tT , !.'T‘“®’‘
“ '‘® *" °"® P'**® ‘h-ifwden) »>• oannot bo

from the honm w-tl*''** f

**® woognise the oonoomitanoe of absenoe

OQgnisant of any ooncomitiviioe wiHi
uunuvv uo

"We recognise the fact that
The ObjeotM

•nother place (both places being before onr 0700^ ^ T.'Ts"
"®* P™*®"**'*

Tnferenee of his absenoe from every other vlZ ii Vu?
be i. seen.” The reply to this also is thf!^

“‘®‘>“ «
--gnised is with reference to the absence fm^ ? n®^”’

*'**
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moi^iisof Negation; and, in the same manneri this means of kno^edge
(Negation) requiring no special efEort (on the part, of the cogniseiOi

we would get at the notion of absence, from everywhere else, of one who
if found to exist in one place.”

37. But Negation too cannot lead us to any correct idea of ** non*

existence everywhere else ”
; because 'such negation would also apply to the

case of objects that are positive entities, but are at a distance,*--80 long as

we have not gone to that particular place.

38. It is opiy when we have visited different places, and found cer-

tain objects not existing there, that, in the absence of any other means of

knowledge (of the objects), we conclude that they do not exist (in those

places).

39. (If such be the fact) then we could have no concomitance

between the absence of fire^ and the absence of smoJce^ because we have not

visited every place (where there is negation of fire).”

40. He, for whom the object of Inference is “ absence in another sub*

strafe ” (vs., of the Middle Term in a substrate where the absence of the

Major Term is ascertained, t.e., the “ Vipaksha”), will be liable to the

above^ objection. As for ourselves, the more fact of our not seeing (the

smoke, in two or three cases of the absence of fire) is enough to bring about

an idea of the absence of its concomitant (fire).

41. ” Well, in the same manner, in the case in question also, the

relation (of concomitance) between the absence of Caiti*a (in the house),

and his existence (outside),—being recognised by means of Negation,—

becomes quite possible.”

the non-existence of something in a place near us, so could we also do with regard to

its absence from all other places. And the concomitance of absence from the house

with existence outside being thus arrived at by the man at the door, the course of In-

ference would bo clear ;
and there would be no need of any distinct means of knowledge

in the shape of Apparent Inconsistency.

•1 Mere Negation we have also got with regard to such real existing objects as are

at a distince—due to the mere faotofonr not having gone to that place. So mere

Negation cannot be held to be a sufficient proof of non-existence.

S8 The Objector urges :
“ You have a Negative premise in the case of your stock

example of Inference * where fire is not, smoke is not.* would become

impossible ; because so long as you have not visited every place where fire is not, you

cannot assert any concomitance between the absence' of fire and the absence of smoke.”

40 We do not stand in need of any idea of the absence of smoke, in all oases of

the absence of fire,—only two or three instances are sufficient for our purpose, just

as we do not stand in need of asoertaiDiog the existence of fire in every case of the

existence of smoke.

I When affirmative oonoomitanoe has been ascertained (between the Fire and the

Smoke), if only a few instances of the oonoomitanoe of their oontrarios be neoessary^

as you nige, for a successful issue of the Inferenoe,—then the existence of paitra, in
^

ohe place (the garden) being found to be oonootnitant with his absence from aao^^

pkiGe (the house),-*sad thus even in one plaoey the oonoomitanoe of abMuoe' fsom titi
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1.7.43. But tho fwt iB that in tbe case of Fire and Smoke, tlie extene

*• beinff limited, their ooncomitenoe is well-known, and even w

IITalwence of any idea of conoomitenoo between their negationa, «ie e*w.

tenoe of amoke i« enough for the recognition of the existence of 6r^ In

the case in question on the other hand, one of the concomitants (aWce

everywhere eUe) having an endless extension, even an idea of concomitance

is not pospible.
. , ^

•

44 « But the recognition of another place without Caitra, is in this

wise: 'Another place is such as Chaitra is absent from *there,—because

that place is other than the one where he is found to exist,—like another

place before us (where be is found not to exist)/
”

45. This argument is such as is also applicable to a contradictory con-

elusion,—the process of reasoning being ‘ another place is snch as Oaitra

is present there,—because it is a place other than the place before us

(where Oaitra, does not exist),—like the place (before ns) where Caitra

is seen lo exist.*

40-47. When the person, as a whole, is found to exist in one place,

this not being otherwise explicable, we natnmlly conclude that he cannot

but be absent from everywhere else. Therefore even the recognition of

your invariable concomitance can only be arrived at by means of “Appa-

rent Inconsistency.’* So also in the case where a sight of the effect leads

to the notion of a potency, in the cause, of bringing about the effect.

48-49. If it be urged that “ the effect may be made the Middle

Teim (and thus the case may be proved to be one of Inference),**—(we

reply), no; because (the arriving at the notion of the peculiar potency

does not stand in need of any relation (of invariable concomitance).

The Potency could be recognised (by means of Inference) only when the

fact of its being related (by concomitance) bad been ascertained, and not

otherwise. Butin the recognition of this Potency, any application of Sense-

perception, (Inference, Word, Analogy and Negation) is impossible;

house with existenoe in the gerden having been ascertained,—the mere feet of the non-

recognition of any fact to the contrary wonld lead ns to the invariable oonooinitanoe

of presence in one place with absence from another ; and thns the road of Inference

wonld be clear. ^
4I.4S “ Eefsnston heivg limited**—^because the class ** Fire " and the class “ Smoke

inhere, In their entirety, in every individual Are and smoke, and thns their scope being
Htnited, the recognition of their concomitance is easily arrived at ; and hence it ie well

known not to stand in any urgent need of the idea of the ooncomitanoe of their nega-
tives.

8.47 Thus then Apparent Inoonsistenoy has a distinct and independent object of
its own. In the ease of Oanse and Effect the existence of the effect wonld not be other-
wise explicable ; hence it is by means of Apparent Inconsistency, that we are enabled
to assume the* existenoe of a peonliar potency in the oanse of bringing about the partL
Hfblar effect.

8-4S ** Potency ” is not amenable to Sense-perception. . .
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benee tibia can be oognuied only by means of “ Apparent Inoonaiatenc^,”

whieh is a oorreot means of knowledge (even) in the absence of the thrte

factors of Inference.

50. In the case of the snake and the mongoose, the idea of their res-

peotire defeat and rictory, based upon the fact of their standing to each

other in the relation of the killed and the killer, is not cited (as an-

iMtaTinA of “ Apparent Inconsistency ”), because it does not differ from

Inference.

61. On the hearing of snoh assertions as that" being fat, a person

does not oat daring the day,” wo arriTO at the idea of his eating in the

night ;
and this is a case of Verbal “ Apparent Inconsistency.”

52-58. ' Some people refer this to the Meaning, and others to the

Word j
and they declare it to be identical with “ Verbal Authority.”

Because, they assert, it is by means of this (Verbal “Apparent Inoonr

sistenoy ”) tliat all Vodio rites are regulated ;
hence if this were different

from “Verbal Authority” (and Scripture), such rites would becoma

non-Boriptnral.

54. Others hold that the fact (of the person eating at night)

forms the actnal denotation of the statomoiit heard (that ‘ being fat, he

eats not in the day’). While there are others who liold it to bo the deno-

tiition of another Sentence, intermixed with the denotation of the said

statement.

55. The fact of his eating at night cannot bo held to be the deno-

tation of the statement hoard
;
beoanso a mnltifarionsness of denotations

is not proper (in words), and exprossiTOness does not belong to the

Sentence.

56. The meaning of a Sentence is recognised, only in the form of

a (syntactical) connection among the meanings of the words iconstituting it),

and the denotation of ‘ night,’ Ac., is not got at by means of the Sentence

containing the word “ Day ” (t.e «
“ He eats not in the day ).

M *Other commentators hare cited this as an instance of Apparent Inoonsistenoy j

but the Bhashya has not accepted it because it is only a process of Inference.

M.W Some people hold that the result in this esse is the fact of his eating at

night. Others assert that the result is confined only to the amrtion, ” he eats at

night.*’

« Vedic Actions, ^c.”—The “ Apurva”i8 RBiumed, beoenae the Canaal Bfficienoj of

the Saoriftoe itaelf towards the final result is not otherwise explicable.

tt Even among those who confine it merelj to the woi*d, there is a difference of

opinion : Some hold that h$ eats at night forms part of the direct denotafion of the

assertion ** being fat he eats not in the day.” Others hold that the denotation of thie

assertion leads to another, vie :
” He eats at night.” And the result of Apparent In-

oonsistenej is said to be the denotation of this latter assertion as mixed up with, and

ted to by, that of the former.

M Therefore the fact of his eating At night cannot form part of the direct dOmpta*

tion of the Sentence ** he eats not in the day*.”
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67 « Bating at night” cannot oonstikate the gyntaotionl conlieotioB

of the Sentence containing the word « Day.” Nor are ‘‘night. *o.,” partfe

onlar feme of “ Day, Ac.,” whereby these latter wonld bo expressiTO ot

the former.
, . , ,.x i. . ,i

68. And again, since the Sentence (“eats not m the day”) has ite fnll

function in the denotation of another meaning ( the denial of eating in tha

day), therefore no second meaning (in the form of eating at night) can bei

attributed to it. And for this reason, this meaning ( that of eating at nigU)

must be (lield to be) denoted by another Sentence (“ He eats at night ”)

present in the mind of the person (who has heard the assertion, “ Being

fat, he eats not in the day ”).

59. Though this Sentence (in the mind of the person, viV, “ He eats

at night **) partakes of the character of “ Verbal testimony,” yet, we have

got to assert what, from among “ Sense-perception ” and the rest, is the

means of getting at an idea of that Sentence.

60. Thus then, to a Sentence not uttered, “ Sense-perception ” cannot

apply. Nor can Inference ;
because this (Sentence—“ Bats at night ”) has

liefer been seen to be comcomitant with the other (Sentence—“ Fat, he

eats not in the day *').

61. Even when any relation (with the Sentence “ Eats not in the

day*’) has not been recognised, if it be accepted to be the Middle Term (in

the Inference of another Sentence, “ Eats at night,” which has not been

found to be related to the other Sentence “ Eats not in the day ”)—then

the mere utterance of such a Sentence would bring about the idea of all

Sentences.

62. Nor are all Sentences, that are amenable to “ Apparent Inconsis-

tency,” found to be related to all Sentences
;
and therefore there can be no

Inference with regard to them.

63. Neither mere existence, nor any specific entity, can be recognised

by means of Inference
;
in the present case, what is inferred (according to

you) is only the mere existence or a particular Sentence (” Eats at

night”). t

64. And BO, in the present case, the object of Inference is not (as it

ought to have . been) an object, whose independent existence has been
previously ascertained, a.s specified by a property the independent existence
of which also has been previously recognised.

^
All the Sentences" Wlien there is no restriction as to the existence of the rela-

tion of conoomitnnce between the Sentences ** Eats at night” and "Eats not in the
day,** tlien, any and every Sentence could be taken to bring about the idea of all otlier
Sentences in the world ; whioh is an absurdity.

« The object of Inference has been proved to be a " SamanyA ”
j and hence mere,

existence, or any speoiflo entity oan never form its objeot.

•Attwir***!!****!'**®”®’'* exirtenoe of » deBoito obioot tint'
Wdald form the subject matter of Inference.

* ' *



' 36. ** Wliat we recognise (by means of Inference) is fche Seutenoe tbat

is heai*d ( * Eats not in the day ’) as qualified by the other Seutenoe Eats

at night ’)•'*, Bat in that case yoa would have a Minor Term such as has

im unknown qualification.

66. And again, if you hold this the Sentence heard ”) to be the

Middle Term, because of the absence of any other characteristic Middle

Term ;
then you will have the Middle Term (Minor Premiss) forming a

part of the conclusion, as in the case of the Word.

67. In the same manner, we can disprove the fact of the Sen-

tences having the character of objects and properties : If the Sen*

tence Eats at night ” has not been ascertained, it cannot qualify the other

Sentence ;
while if it has already been ascertained, it cannot be the

object to be recognised by means of Inference.

68. In the absence of the particular relationship of action and agents

there can be no property
;
and since otte Sentence is not the denotation of

another, therefore it cannot be its qualification, in the form of its object.

69. If it be urged that inasmuch as one Sentence leads to the recog-

nition of another, it must be held to be expressive of it,”—then in that

case, we have the absurdity of a multiplicity of denotations. And the

character of property, derived from Inference, would be useless.

70. Nor is that Sentence Eats at night ”) cognised by means of

the meanings of words (contained in the Sentence ” Eats not in the day ”
) ;

because it is not in any way connected with them. The character of

words is such that they indicate the particular forms of their denota-

tions, because of the inconsistency of their general forms of these (in con-

nection with the Sentence in which they occur).

AS ** Unknoum qualification -heoaase the Sentence ** Eats at night *' can never be

recognised as a qualification of the Sentence “ He does not ent in the day."

AS That is to say, if the Middle Term be the same as the Minor Term,—vis., the

Seutenoe that is heard. " In the case of the word **

—

i.e., as in the argument brought

forward ^o prove the fact of words having distinct denotations (see above).

A8 « Since one Sentence, —The relation subsisting between the object and its

substrate is not possible ; because one Sentence is not the object of another. This rela-

tion would be possible only if one Sentence were the expressed denotation of another.

W ** Derived,from Inference, ^e,”‘-Thia anticipates the following objection: “We
grant that one Sentence is not the denotation of another ; but one Sentence in clearly

such as if inferred from another,—and hence the sentence Bate not in the dap, being the

object of Inference based upon the other seutenoe as its Middle Term, itself becomes the

Middle Term i and as such could be laid down as the qualification of the other Sentence."

The sense of the reply is that the Inference having been got at before hand, the

subsequent ascertainment of one Sentence being the qualification of another is entirely

useless.
' 10 SRhe character of words, The word "jar ** denotes the class; but inasmaojii

as this denotation is hot consistent with the particular Sentenoe " bring the Jar«",tt is

aiccepted to indicate an individual jar. There is no such relation of Ciiss and

between the two Sentences in quesUon,
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7j There is nothing in the words « Fat, sets n^ in the day ?• thaj

could not be compatible withont the other Senten^ “ Bate at mght ^

is tL any other way in which the words “Bate .ot at day ” can be

related to that particular Sentence (“ Bate at night ).

72 73 If it be urged that “we can assume a different Sentence

denototile of the Senfence, ‘ Bats at night
' "-then (we reply) that the

same objection (of want of connection, Ac.), would »PPly

tion also i
for any number of such assumptions cannot liberate it from the

(objection of) want of connection. Hence it would be far better to

accept its denotation by means of the first Sentence.

73 And further, in the case of your Inference, both negatiro and

positive concomitance would be denied to exist, as in the case of the Woi^

74. Nor is there any similarity between the Sentence heard ( Eats

not in the day ’’) and that which is not heard ( “ Bate at night ”). Henro

the case cannot be one of Analogy. Similarly with the meanings of the

two Sentences.
. • x-

75. Botli similarity and the character of being the characteristic

Middle Teim, having been precluded from belonging to the Sentence, the

same would be the case with the meaning (of the Sentence) also ;
hence

the question caunot be included in either of the other Means of Bight

Hoiicii (“ Sense-perception," Ac.).

76. The Sentence “Eats at night” is assumed, because without

such a Sentence, the meaning denoted by the Sentence heard (“ He is

fat, and Bats not in the day ”) would be absolutely inconceivable.

77. “(1) Why should not the above case be explained as—‘because

78.78 “ Want of connection**—between the words of the asBiiined Sentence and

the Sentence “ he eats at night,” For the sake of that connection, you will have to

aBsame another Sentence,—and so on Sentence after Sentence, ad infinitum ; but not.

withstanding all these endless assamptions, the want of connection will continue just

the same; and in tlio end ^ou will have to accept the fact of a Sentence being recog-

nised by means of an nnconneoted Sentenee ; and then the assumption of a new Sen-

tence becomes nselees. And it has been already proved that there can be no denotative

relation between the two Sentences themselves. Hence your theory falls to the ground.

18 There is' neither a positive invariable concomitance between the two Sen-,

teuoes, nor any oonooiniianoe between the negatives of the two Sentences, &o., dso., Ac., ns

was explained in course of the refutation of the theory that meanings belongs to Words,

v ^8 ** Siinilarity.’*—Since there is no similarity between the meanings of the two

fibilitenoes.

78 The Sentence heard is, on the very face of it, impossible, and its meaning oonld

never be conceived of as being in any way possible, unless we recognised the fact of

his eating at night, which alone can render the meaning of the Sentence possible, to a
certain extent. And thus, inasmuch as the new Sentence is cognised simply with a
view to avoid the inconsistency of the Sentence heard, it must be admitted to be a case

of Apparent Inconsistency, pure and simple.
11 This objection emanates from one who holds that the object of Apparejot

Inoousistency is the tnsaniiig of the Sentence “ he eats at night ** and not the SenteniM
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meauitig of the Senteooe heat'd is not poseible withoat that of the

other Sentence, therefore it is this latter meaning that is assumed ’ P And (2)

like the meaning of a Sentence, why should not this also be included in

Verbal testimony ” P

78. But all specially qualified cognitions are such that they presup^^

pose the words (that give expression to. such cognitions). When the Sen-

tence has once fulfilled its purpose, anything other than that cannot be held

to form the object of “ Verbal testimony.**

79. “ If there be no connection (between the two Sentences ^ Eats

not in the day* and * Eats at night’), or even when existing, if it be not

recognised,—then (in that case), the Sentence (‘Eats at night*) being

recognised would not be true, as it would not be based upon any Means of

Bight Notion.*’

80. Is there any heavenly ordinance declaring the fact of such conneo.

tion being a Means of Right Notion P In that case, how can the character

of such Means of Right Notion belong to “ Sense-perception,” which is

devoid of any such connection (or relation of concomitance) P

81. If it be urged tliat “ in the case of Sense-perception there is

connection between the object and the Sense-organ,” then (wo reply

that) at the time of the perception by the Sense, such connection (between

the object and the Sense-organ) is not recogfuised by all persons.

82. Even one who recognises such connection does so only after he

has had the Sense-perception ;
and hence this connection cannot form

part of the means of right knowledge (“ Sense-perception,”) itself ;
since

so far as the functioning of Sense-perception is concerned, the connection is

as good as non-existent.

itself. (2) Just as, because the connection of the meanings of words is not possible,

therefore even though it is not denoted by words, yet the meaning of the Sentence is

assumed, and is accepted to bo amenable to Verbal Testimony in the same mannen

in the case in question, the meaning of the assumed Sentence '* lie oats at night being

recognised in order to avoid the inconsistency of the meaning of the other Sentence*

could b2 accepted as an instance of Verbal Testimony.

18 The first half of this Karika meets the (1) and the second the (2) objection of the

last Karika. The object of Apparent Inconsistency—the cognition of the new Sen*

tenoe—is a specified cognition, and as such, presupposes the existence of words (consti-

tuting the assumed Sentence) $ and since the meaning will have been signified by these

words, it could not be the object of Apparent Inconsistency. “ When the Sentencey

—HM> long as the Sentence has not attained its object, whatever may be signified by it,

must be accepted to bo its denotation ; and hence the meaning of a Sentence becomes the

object of Verbal Testimony. So long as the words constituting it have not been construed

with one another, the Sentence remains with its object unfulfilled. And as soon as the

oonstmotion of the Sentence has been got at, it attains its object ; and when this has

^en fnlfllled, if anything else happens to be implied that Sentence, ouch Bubsequent

implication cannot be accepted as the object of the Verbal Authority of that Sentence.

; 88 As pood Because it does notin anyway help the ooguition of t^

O^jeqt, coming, as it does, only after such cognition has been arrived at.

81
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83 Some people (the Baaddhas) hold the “ Bye
83. Some p p coeniMoii of their vanotu objeots, without

be such aa
. , . , . ^ as these people hold the fiwt of the

cognition by means of there (fiye ana

« i»..-P~Tiart tot .t to <“•• “•*

to‘^S‘tto(‘ ApJtoto.tot^”)

tnepom*
. v o„ point we have arrived at a correct

i. «»» -. .h.^
to. „«n. rf rigto to..itog.i ..a » =“» “to to »~pto to . a»htoi

and indenendent means of right knowledge).

86. In a place where, in the absence of connection, no "

produced, there is no help. But even in that care the connection does

not constitute the ground (or cause) of ^aliity.

87 In the « Mim&hsa-yaetra ” (1) Wherever a fmti is assnm^

on the ground of another fmti, (2) When a passage “assumed to apply

to a definite sacrifice through « Power, Ac.," and (3) Where the result,

Ac. (of a sacrifice) are assumed from outside,—in all these cares we have

no conception of any (inferential) connection.

9» Bye-and Ear-oognition is lield to be trne even in the absence of any contact

between these organs and the object (m held by the Banddhas) ; and hence jnst as want

of connection does not in any way affect the validity of these cognitions, ^ «
every other case, we could not allow the validity of any cognition to be denied on the

only gpx>nnd of the absence of connection.
^

84 The existence or absence of connection does not in any way determine the vali-

dity of a cognition.

86 « There is no help we must admit the presence of connection to be ane^
Sftpy concomitant of the validity of that particular cognition. “ Oround ofvalidity, —
The only such ground that we admit of is the absence of any oogfnition to the Contrary.

. 87 All theso are cases of the application of Apparent Inoonsistenoy.
^

(1) In the

absence of a certain a Smriti passage appears irrelevant or inconsistent | and

with a view to this a QruH is assumed by means of Apparent Inoonsistenoy, s.p., m
the case of the Bmritis treating of the Ashtaka, whose basis in the Qruti is only assumed.

(2) A certain saoridce is enjoined 5 bat its deity is nob named there $ and as without a

.^Mty, thd saoridoe itself would bo impossible ; and with a view to remove this inoon.

^ilstonoy, we get at the name of the Deity through the force of a certain word in the

mantra mentioned in connection with the sacrifice. (8 ) In the same manner, in the

case of the Vigwajit saorifioe, the result is not mentioned, and as the injunction re*

mains incomplete and inconsistent in the absence of a result, we assnme a resnlt, ill

the shape of the attainment to Heaven. And in alt these three oases, the only way yi

getting at a satisfactory oonolusioh Is by means of Apparent Inooiudatenoy. Audi

though in all these oases, no oonneotlou is recognised, yet no one.oan deny the aliditl'

. and eorrootness of the assumptions.
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88. All tlieeie and buoIi like oases wonld be inexplioabloi if' Ap*
parent Inoonsistenoy were not different from I^erenoe.’* If, even
when having snob a distinct form and obaraoter, the name ** Inferende

**

be given to it, then you may have your wish.

Thus ends the Chapter on ** Apfarent Inconsistency.'*

(Seotiok 9).

ON “NEGATION.’*

1-

2. In the case of an object where the aforesaid fi^e means of

knowledge do not function towards the comprehension of the existence of

that object, we have Negation as the sole means of cognition. The ascer-

tainment of the non-contact (non-existence) of an object depends upon

the validity of this (Negation; as a means of cognition.

2-

4. The non-existence of ourd in milk is called “ Prior Negation”

(Pragabhava) ( 1) ; the non-existence of milk in the ourd is called “ Des-

truction ” (Dhwansa) (2) ; the negation of the horse, &o., in the cow, and

vice versd is known as “ Mutual Negation ” ( AnyonyabhSva) (8) ;
the lower

portions of the hare’s head, being devoid of hardness and a sapernu-

merary growth in the form of horns, is called “ Absolute Negation”

(Aty&ntabh&va) (4).

5-6. If Negation were not accepted as a (distinct) means of cogni-

tion, then we would have the existence of curd in milk, of milk in curd,

of the jar in a piece of cloth, of horns in the hare, of intelligence in the

earth, Ac., of shape in the Soul, of odour in water, of taste in fire, of form

together with these two in the Air, and of tangibility and those three in

the Aka9a.
7-8. Nor again could we have any usage with regard to the

differentiation of causes and effects, Ac., if Negation were not classified into

S8 All that we want to prove is that the form and character of Apparent Inconsis-

tency au0 distinct from those of Inference. This having been satisfactorily proved, if

even then, yon persist in calling it ** Inference,** yon may do so. The word may • be

explained as that which is the means of something cognised after (or in the wahe of) some-

thing else {Anu^pagedt, mlyate an^a) ; and when thus explained, the name ** AnnmSna”

is applicable to all the means of right notion. And as snob, we have no objection to

the name being given to Apparent Inoonsistenoy.

1-8 Says the Bhashya :
** Negation too, being an absence of all other means at

notion, gives rise to the notion it emists not with regard to a remote object.” To
this an objection is raised : ” That which consists of the absence of the means of

ri;<ht notion cannot itself be the means of right notion "
i and with a view to this

objection, we explain the word ** Praminabhava** (absence of the means of right notion)

as the absence (or non-appUoation) of the aforesaid five Framanas. By mesns pi

thpse five objects as cognised as existing, while by means of Negation they are oogniapd

a§/0um'^eieting.

TU. Kiriks to kTeUed Bgaiort thoM who bold thitt bdng
o<^ d«r«r bo aimau of notioa s the oud doea not extot whDetho plttc luto, ft



th«ie of different kinds, such as Prior Negation, &o. Nor agadn is OToh

clalisieoation possible with regard ^to a nonentity. Theref^

ffluetbeanen^tity. For what ieths^gation of an effect, other thau th®

existence (continuance) of the oanseP

9 Or again, Negation must bo an entity, like the cow, «o., because »

is capable of forming the object of the notions of collootive afSTmation

and differentiation ;
and also, because it is an object of cognition.

10. Nor can it be asserted at will (without any grounds for w doing)

that such a notion is only an (incorrect) imposition, or that it is a mis-

taken notion; therefore the fact of the character of general and

particular belonging to Negation cannot be said to be false.

11. By mei^na of the word “ Pramanibhava” (in the Bhashya) is meant

ihe non-appearance of “ 8ente-perception ” and the reet. And this is either

a particular modification of the Soul, or the cognition of another object.

12. With regard to au object, which is ever both extant and non-

h ODiy this prior negation of the onrd wherein lies ita character as an effect. No sooner

does the card come into the eziatenoe than the milk ceases to exist ; and it is in this

subaeqaent destrnction of the milk that lies its character as the oanse. The other

examples of negation shown aboTO wonld be impossible if we did not admit of the

aforesaid classifioation of negation. And since no classification is possible for a non-

entity, therefore we oonolnde Negation to be au entity ; the more so, becanse the nega»

lion of an effect consists only in the etuience of the oanse, i,e,, so long as the cause

continues to exist there is a negation of the effect.

11 If Negation be accepted to be a particular modification of the Soul,—i.e. (in the

present case), the negation of the particular modification of the Sonl in the shape of the

sensnons perception of the jar,—then, such negation cannot but be accepted as a means

of right notion ; inasmuch as it brings about the oognition of the non-existence of the

jar i and the effect of this means is the knowledge that the jar does not eeiaU If howeTer,

this oognition of non-existence, arising with regard to a distinct object in the shape of

the atsencs of the jar, be called Negation,** then the effect thereof wonld be the

acseptanoeor abandoning of the object, &o,, &o. The meaning of the aforesaid

Bhishya passage would thns come to be this : ” The absence of Sense-perception
and the rest giving rise to the idea that it is not, oonstitntes ‘ Negation/ which is a
distinot (the sixth) means of right oognition.*’

^

*> Bvery objeot hu a double oharaoter : with regard to its own form, it exists
ai jor, a jar exists) •, while with regard to the form of another objeot, it does not exist (<.#

.^and M cloth the jar does not exist). Both forms are equally entities ; sometimes people
^iae^e one and sometimes the other. This is levelled against the objeotion that,
^muohaa thereisno such independent entity as Negation, apart from the hare
gWition of the ground

®*the jar in a partionlar place is
Mueo^rt^uth. place devoid of the far), and this latter i. amenable toSeuee-
I^ption, then u room left for au, other indepeuaent meaue at oognition in the^ o( Ke^tiou. The eeuee of the reply ie that the foot of the non-exietenoe of the

M
““P

J
means that the Oloth «» He non-eaietent form inheree in another

^eot, a “ rooh, prodnces the oognition of its non-extant form in

^ non-exiotentform of the oloth oonld never be cognisable
**• independmiiWjeetter Hegat»on,ai a dtotmotmeane of cognition.
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extant wiib reference to ita own form and that of another object respeo*

tivelj* Bome people cognise only certain forms at certain times.

13. We have the oompreben8io^)>’ of the cognition of that fomii

which has come into existence, and with regard to which there is a desire

(on the part of the agent) for comprehension, and it is by this that the

cognition is named.

14. But daring all this time the other form continues (latent)

helping the cognition of its counter-entity. Because in the cognition of

each of these we always have the touch of the other.

15. The ascertained definite notion of positive existence—such as

this is (the jar) and nothing else ”—^is not possible, without a tinge of

the cognition of the absence of everything else.

16. Nor is the cognition ** it (jar) does not exist” possible, without

a notion of the object itself ;
for there can be no cognition without an

objective substratum.

17. Sense-perception ” and the rest apply to such cases where there

is a comprehension of the positive (extant) form of an object ;
where,

however, the object of comprehension is the negative form, the only

action of these (Sense-perception) consists in their non-appearance.

18. The idea that this is not ” is never brought about by means of

the Sense-organs; because the Sense-organs are capable of having

contact with positive forms only.

19. ** Well, you have asserted that * non-existence ’ is non-different

from * existence ’
; hence the Sense-organs could have contact even with

non-existence.” Not so ;
because we do not admit of an absolute identity

between the two (what we do admit of is only comparative non-difference);

as in the case of colour^ d^.

20. Even when there is an Identity of the object (as in the case of a

fruit, which is only one), we admit of a certain difference among its

properties, colour^ taste, odour, And the comprehension of these exis*

/.IS ^hen the jar has appeared in its extant form it becomes cognised, and the cog-

nition is called the ** cognition of the jar.*’ When, on the other hand, it is the

non-existent form of the jar that has appeared in connection with a particnlar place,

We have a cognition of this non-existent form ; and this cognition is called the ” ocg-

nition of the absence of the jar” ; and this latter cognition is the object of Negation*

I
IS In the cognition of the jar, an idea of the absence of the jar ever oontinaes

llatent, helping (by its negation) the cognition of the jar itself, and the cognition of the

absence of the jar is admittedly accompanied by an idea of the jar itself.

t

lS Just as Golonr, Taste, Ac., are each different by themselves, but are considered

-different, as oo-hering in the same substance.

so Just as in the case of Colour, da, there is difference in reality (though tere is

> a seeming identity), so also in the case of existence and non-existence ; though

ihey are really different, yet they seem to beideutioal inasmuch as both of them inluuw

m the same object. The diffemnce between the two is also proved by the fact that

«aof them (existence) is comprehended when it has appeared and the other

mistsncs) has disappeared, and vice vsr$A»
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t«noe noB-oxfateuce depends upon (the) (nppearanoe of the one)' and

diaappeftrance (of the other). •

21. The gi*onnd of difference,%)0, is found to be thw : In tbe comp^

hension of existence we have contact of tbe senses as the means, while

that of non-existence is independent of snch contact.

22. Of colour, ^c., too, some people explain in the difference to be

based upon the difference in the means of their (respective) comprehen-

Bion just as in the case of one and the same person having the character

of Son (with regard to his father) und father (with regard to his Son).

23. (According to ns) the difference among colour^ 5*c., is always

based on mere cognition. They cannot be held to form a composite whole

on the ground of the identity of their location.

24. Colour, Taste, ^c,, are held to be one, on the grounds of their

being entities and properfws,—and as being both identical with the

substance and each of these again is held to be different from the other,

when considered individually in its own specific character.

25. In the same manner, if, in the case in question, we had not the

difference based upon a similar consideration of the individual specific

character of each {existence and non-existence), then in other places we could

not have any idea of the positive and negative characters of a cognition.

26. When there is a contact (of the Sense) with the object, then we

have a cognition of its form and the notion that it is. On the other hand,

the notion it is not is due to the absence of such contact.

ts Some people hold that colour is cognised by the eye and odour by the nose'i

and in this lies the difference of colour from odour. Just as the character of the Bon
is cognised with reference to the Father, and that of the Father with reference to the
Bon, so, in the same manner, we could have the difference between existence and non*
existence (as correlative entities).

They are different simply because they are cognised to be different. ** They cannot,
This is levelled against the objection that ** if suob be tbe case, then we would

have au eternal difference between colour and taste, and between existence u’^d nonV
existence ; and the idea of identity could bo explained as being due to the fact of their
existing in one and the satfte place ; and thus forming a single oouiposite whole, which
is cognised as the object (fruit, f.i.) The sense of the reply is that this is not correct]
inasmuch as an independent object forming the substratum of properties baa beeii|

proved to have au independent existence apart from its properties (vide Ohapter on
,^i^nse.petception»*).

between etUtmee and non-etUtenet we do not aooept both diffnrann. and oon^
ffiibrnee, in aoo^nm ^th the aforecaid ooneiderationi, then, with wgard to oni
and ^e eame ob}wt (jar f.i.), we oonid not have the oognitioni of both it. ezietenoe andnon-exh^, ae bneed reepeotWeljr npon it. po«lti.e and negatiye form.. ;

end
“O”**®* tbe eenee, i.aionae.ooinprah«iaed t

endowed with tbe piteenoe of the Jar) nolt in,

W.. i* 0/ the jar, and w on. niV
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, 27. After the olyeot (ihe place inhere the jait h not) hae been parceited

(by the Eye), and the oounter-entity (the Jar) hae been remernberedf

ihen follows the notion that it (thejar) is ftot, which is purely mental (and

bS saph) independent of the Sense-organs.

28. iEaring (at first) seen the mere form (of a place), and latterly

happening to remember a little of it, if one is asked as to the non-presenoe,

in that place, of another object, he at once becomes cognisant of snob non-

presenoe (by means of '* Negation ” pure and simple).

29. Nor (in the case of Negation) do we find the character of Infer-

ence ;
because there is no Middle Term. If it be urged that ** we

have for such term, the positive form (of the object whose existence is

denied),” then (we reply) this cannot be, because the positive form

does not form an object of cognition at that time.

80. There is an appearance of the cognition of the negative form

only when the positive form does not form an object of cognition. When,

S7 This anticipates the follovving objection :
** The Eye perceives the place, and

Negation brings abont the idea of the non^ewistence of the jar ; how, then, oonid we
have the notion of this non^ewistence as qualifying, or residing in, the particnlar place f

**

The sense of the reply is that the process may be thns explained : (1) The place is seen

by the Eye ; (2) the jar (which has been seen before, and which could have been sCen

if it had been present) is remembered ; (8) then there follows a purely mental process

which gives rise to the notion of the non^emwtence of the jar. The qualified notion of

such non-existence in a place can be explained.a8 having been brought abont by the

collective action of all the aforesaid three processes*

28 A person has passed the morning at a certain place ; and all along he notices

Only the bare p1a6e, and nothing else enters into his mind. And in the afternoon he is

asked if a tiger had been to that place in the morning. He calls up the place in his

mind, and at once becomes cognisant of the fact that no tiger bad been to the place;

and he replies to the same effect. Here we find thnt the non-existence of the tiger

R
men cognised while he was at the place ; in fact, no idea of the tiger had

f t head, so be could not have realised its absence at that time. Nor is the

Ifore his eyes, when the question is put to him. Therefore tlie idea

on-existence of the tiger that he now has cannot be said to be due

iction of the senses ; nor can it be said to be due solely to the non-

)n of something that could have been perceived if it were present (it is spe-

gainst this alternative of the Nai^dyika that the present K&riki is levelled) |

lecanse this would be the cause of such notion of the tiger’s absence as would appear

it the time the person was at the place. As a matter of fact, however, in the above

instance, we find that so long she was there the idea of the tiger never entered his

lead ;
and so the non-perception of the perceptible cannot be the cause of his snbse-

inent cognisance of the tlger*s absence, which must, therefore, be admitted to have

r
nthe result of** Negation’* pure and simple, os aided by the former jpere^ton

the place and the slight remeinbranee of it in the afternoon.

fn At that time—».e., when its non-existence was cognised. That which is tu^

ecgnlsed cannot constitute the Middle.T0rin.

’18 At tbe time that the object is cognised to exist, it ctmoot, be

hia-extaai# , .
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ai cognition of the
. predicate of the Minor prtT^

^”„r«rrisrwr”U..^. <• *»

’”'TlBT«ifwVc5me‘^B^BnA caeeae where the exiatenoe of

been
of any ooLption of invariable ooncomitanee.

of the existence of any object with the non-existence of a,nother object,

fj. « !..« aJ oi .,»,a.»g i. a» wid

hip moans of snoh invariable ooncomitanee.
. jj

rii ^pfe a. PI* p«»«.rilT k.™ » ia» »<

••aa.m.aa.taipg . OU. rfnoa-conooimlaip.. Bi.

«ofln<tw«o/e«M«ence cannot serve as the Middle Tera^

36. When any relation is comprehended, it is necessary t

members related should be cognised. And by what means would you h^e

the cognition of non-«Butence (which you assert to bo related by invariable

concomitance, to existence)?
, . • xi.

37. At that time (i.e., prior to the comprehension of the relation),

the cognition of the member related could not be due to the Middle Terra

(because it has not yet been recognised as such). Hence the cognition

of non-existence must be asserted to he due to some other means of know-

ledge (besides Sense-perception, Inference, &c.).

/hey cannofjL

W This ialeyelled against the view that the exUte'nee of the place (and i
^onldT

the jar) may be aooepted to be the Middle Term. The sense of the reply is t noA I

been already shown (in the chapter on ” Word ”) that the Word cannot be the pro^

its denotation i and the same process of reasoning may be employed to show

long as the non-asistence of the jar has not been cognised, the existence of the ploca v
.

^

not be cognised as qualifying it. Beoanse in the absence of the substrata

where wonld the qnali&oation snbsist ?

tt Though the presence of the place may be found in one case to be concomitant

the absence of the Jar, yet at another time we could And the jar existing in tha

Same place. No invariable concomitance between the two is possible. t)

If, without any restrictions, the oonoomitanoe of the existence of the
^

doth

with the nonexistence of the horse were to be accepted as a means of obtaining h

notion of the non-existence of the jar, then such an uncontrolled premiss would be

an universal solvent, bringing about the notion of everything in the world.
^

II Whenever we perceive a place it is not necessary that we must directly beeoiwe

eogniHVitot thea else. Thus, then, we And that no case of.eds-'^

tence is invariably ooncondtant with non-existsinoe in general.
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38-S9. The non-appearanoe of Sense-peroeption and ilie r08ib» would

ooostitate tlie Middle Term.” There cau be no relation between this.(nonr

appearance) andanypaWteuhir oaseof non-existenoe. Then, there would

be a dietiiiot relation between this and non-existenoe in general. But nofM

esriUence in general is not capable of bringing about any cognition. And

inasmnch as there is non-concomitance of this (non-appearance) with

the particular cases, how conld these be comprehended by means of that

non-appearance) P

88.B9 This objeotion emanates from the Banddha, and his position is thus outlined

in the Nydya-ratnikari : If that which is capable of being seen at a place hiippens to

be not seen, then it cannot be existing in the place; and since I do not see a jar here

(which I should ha^e seen if it had existed), therefore it does not exist here at this

time. This is only a natural inference. Non^perception is nothing more than the per-

ception of one of the two objects of a relation; as, in the case of the place and the

jar, we see the place alone ; and this constitutes the absence of the jar. Thus then

this non-peroeptioii being only a phase of perception, we cannot hare the endless

series of negations urged above ; .because the perception of one of the two members of

a relation is cognisable by means of the Sense-organs ; and this is held to be identical

with the absence of the other member (the jar ) ; for the sake of such usages as have

been shown above. For these reasons, the non-appearance of Sense-perception can very

well serve as the Middle Term, in the case of Negation. Or the inferential processmay

be otherwise explained. The existence of a visible object is always accompanied by its

perception ;
consequently, the absence of perception must mean the denial of exis-

tence. " Tiie sense of the reply is thus explained : The absence of the jar cannot be

rightly inferred from the mere negation of Sense-perception, fto. Because such a pre-

miss could only lead to the inference of a general non-existenoe. While as a matter o^

fact, there never is any notion of such non^eeietence in general (which oonld be pos-

sible only at the time of the Universal Dissolution); the cognition of non-existenoe

always rests in some particular case of non-existenoe; and this cannot be inferred from

a general negation, do., inasmuch as even when the gar exists, we have a general form

of negation (in the negation of the cloth). Then the non-perception of the jar may be the

Middle Term. But we ask—what is this non-perception of the jar? If it is, as yon

say, only the perception of the hare place^ then this latter is a general assertion,

and is possible daring the existence as well as the nOn-existenoe of the gar ; and as

such oaiihot lead to the inference of the otssacs of the gar* Then, the perception of

one of the two members cannot servo as the Middle Term ; because we have such

perception of one member, also when both the members .are perceived. If the wow

ssisfewcs of the gar, be explained as the non-perceplion of the jar,—then, at the

time of the inference of such negation, and alpo at the time of the compre-

hension of the affirmative premiss, we would stand in need Jof a series of non-

perceptions, one after the other, ad infinitum ; and as in the cognition of the

Middle Term, bo also in that of the Minor Term, we would have the same endless-

ness ; because you seek to prove the absence of the visible object by means of the

absence of its perception ; this absence of perception also, being an absence, could be

cognised (according to you) only by means of another absence ; and so on, od infinitum.

For these reasons, we mnst admit that the non-appearance of Sense-perception, Ac., is the

.

mmactf the cognition of Negation, by itself, mid not by being made the Middle

^em of an inferential argnmentj and when this has onoe been, admitted, then ppon^

this basis yon oan raise any amount of inferential fabric.

82
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40-42. Anjihing'tbafc is not fully known cannot serre as tbo^ UidSo'

Term. If it be urged that this (non-appearance) is well known,-—then (wo

reply that) ibis too, being a negatire entity, could have beenoognissd Odljy

by means of another negatire entity (t.e., another non-appearance), as the

Middle Term; this latter Middle Term too would have been compre-

hended by means of another,—for nothing that is unoognised could eveir

be the Middle Term ; and this cognition too could only be by means Of

another Middle Term i.e., the Middle Term and so on, wo would have an

endless series (of Middle Terms). In the case of the Negation of the

Minor Term too, we would have the same endless series* Therefore (in

order to avoid this endlessness) you will be forced to admit of a resting^

place where this (non-appearance, a negation) itself would be the means of

cognition, even in the absence of a Middle Term.

43-44. An effect, in the shape of the notion *
it is not,’ is seen to

proceed directly from the non-appeamnce of Sense-perception, d;o. ; and
it is for this reason that we accept the fact of this non-appearance being the

means of the cognition, because of its immediate (and invariable) prece-

ence. You (the Bauddha) bold that cognition to bo inferential which is

brought about by means of the threefold relation (the two causal, and one
natural)

;
and certainly a case of non-appearance (a negation) does not

stand ill need of a cause (and hence no causal relation is possible in the
casein question).

45. If it be asked ** how can negation be a means of cognition P
”

(we wply) of what form is the object thereof ? Just as the object is

negative, so would the moans of cognising it be also.negative.

46. Just as in the case of a positive entity, nothing negative can be
the means of its cognition

; so in the case of a negative object, nothing
positive could be tho means of its cognition. ^

47. There is no royal command to tho effect that only a positive
entity can be the means of cognition. The character of being tho means of
cognition would, in the case of both (positive and negative entities), rest
upon the fact of their bringing about definite concrete cognitions bf their
respective objects.

^

^-49. If you deny the fact of negation being a means of odgnition,
.imply on the ,^und of it. being a negative entity, taking yonr stana on

J . ® ^
^ all cases it is only a positive entity that has been Se4n

could not be eiaer
(non-i^pearanoe)

, , .
i-erm, or an object of any oognition. And

above*

c^roums ance8,yon could not explain the common nsagbs sho^

Neither the non-appearances of other means of cognition, nor a

' BaaMhMholdthat all ishKed^
the .nNt.vria

" " X»» ,!«». » 1 -*T. aatore of the thi|«s eonaetarf....
heoMue the ,1 Men. end ia anenaUe V> viaoel tmvfVd,
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iM^gi^toan (or preaioa.te of any thing)* The place,

fherewehwe the negation (of the jar), is not related to this (honw
appearanoe).

51. The non-appearanoe maybe related to something else, that ja

not near (ns at that time). Bat this iomething eU6 cannot he the object ^

of cognition,—because it is devoid of the character of predicate as well as.

that of the subject,

52. There would be a relation of this (non-appearance) with lega-
tion, inasmuch as it has a negation for its object. But this fact of nega-

tion being an object depends upon a comprehension of the negation ; and
when this (negation) has been comprehended, nothing is left that could

be the object of the Inference (having the ' non-appearance as the

Middle Term).

63. Between the two there is no other relation, such as conjunction

pr Inference. Thus we see that so long as Negation is not comprehendedf
the character of the predicate cannot belong (to ^non-appearance, Ac.*) ;

and when this has been comprehended, then your inference would become
redundant (as proving what has already been comprehended, even before

the comprehension of the premises ).

54-55. (1) The absence of the piker five means of cognition differs

from these, “ Sense^perception,” Ac.,—-because it is denoted by the Word
** Negation,’’—-just as among the objects of cognition (by the sin means of

cognition), the object of “ Negation ” is negative, while those of the other

,five are positive entities (2) Negation (or non-existence) is cognised by
a means similar to itself (».e., Negative),—because it is an object of cogni-

tion,—just as positive entities. Therefore Negation” must be distinct

from all things positive.

56. That all actions do not become related to all the results, that all

sacrifices do not become related to all the subsidiaries, and that all these

subsidiaries do not become related to one another,—all this is cognised by
means of this (Negation).

5% Thus, by means of arguments, as well as by Verbal testimony,

the six means of cognition have been differentiated and defined in the

BhSisbya. Besides these (six) two other means of cognition are accepted

by some people. But these are included in the aforesaid six. Hence the

sixfoldness of the means of cognition is established.

58. The notion of ” hundred ” as existing in the thousand ”—ex-

plamed as being due to Probability ”—is only brought about by the fact

pf the invariable concomitance (of a hundred with a thousand) ;
and as

. A positive entity cannot be a subject buTing a negative entity for its predicate

nor can. it be the predioate of a negative subject ; because the two are mutually ePU--

;'1^teiy. '

*1 ^ Fjwe«rie8Heioiip,*’^<.e., oh the authority of Jaimini, who has watneji^
My iteiiieaaiof rl^^^

*
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mb, it IB identical with Inference. And* mnob of what k known In tbr

world as ** Tradition” k not alwajs true
; and whaterer happens to 'Ins

true that does not differ irom ” Valid Testimonjr.”

Thut end$ the Chapter on Negation,

Section 10.

OITRAKSHEPA.

1. In the first instancoi our opponents (the Banddhas, Ac.)i had

objected to the Yedio passages appertaining to snpernatnral results (as

Heaven and the like } ;
whereas in the present passage it is passages ap«

pertaining to worldly results (acqairement of cattle, Ao.), that ate

objected to,->-and this too by the anthor of the Sntra.

2-3. ” (1) Passages, trmting of the Oitrft sacrifice, Ac., as leading to

Such results as the acquirement of cattle, Ac., are false,-—because, thon^
they treat of perceptible objects, yet no such objects are actually perceptible.

And again, that which is so (treating of perceptible objects, and found
to be devoid of any such objects) is always found to be false,—just as

the assertion of a liar that * there are fruits on the river bank,' w’hen no
such fruits are found to exist.

4-5. ” (2) And again, the Citrft sacrifice cannot lead to the acquirement
of cattle,—because it does not bring about such a result at the time of its

performance, as do bath and feeding, Ac. Or, (3) the acquirement of cattle

cannot be the result of the Citrfi sacrifice,—^because it is not seen to
exist at the time that the sacrifice is performed,—like Heaven, and the
pleasures of satisfaction. As a negative instance for both these syllogisms
we may have pleasure attending upon shampooing,

6. * If it be urged that immediate sequence is not mentioned (in
the passage Oitrayd yajita pn^ikdmah),^—we deny this, because such i'm-
mediate consequence is clearly implied by the assertion j and it is also
signified by implication, which also forms part of the Word.

Thi.* ai.
thoV6«la WM qaMUon.d. (ridttuptv).

rf liBhkiioniiiiaii *!».>?
******•”“ and th. reit ate th» UMUt

2S *®> *«•” Th«form.roM«rtro« w«
Th. pnMnt obiution h?***

molt., and emanated from oppomtitKi

S.I «« Ahsaneg »» •

^ to proceed from the aphorism itself. *
^^ 4-..,

act ^ fdW immediately th;

HeaTea, wSt fiSd to
,*'“®

noh oaimot be mM to be ita
•• Hbrtornrtd j ahd a.

,
tbe of ^ pj^*^**' »»y I* «dd dM> of nieh-reiMMh*

ie got tbe 2ee‘^hSTw “ “"® *» «*»
- • The wme of ? **?

*®®^*®" wxpililtieit « Oattle. * ‘ - --— of ftebbiedioa to the ohj«,tlou. 1. that the bhoro fM|i.
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r ^Beoaose no dtiier time is speoifledy and: btomsie soflii^is the

idimcter of actions in generali therefove immediate seqnenee mast belong

to the case of snob enjoined saorifioes as the Gitrfi and the like. ^

8. ^'In the above, instance we have non-agreement with ordinary

perception
;
in another case we liaye ntter contradiction

; becanse we see

with onr ejeSi the body being burnt to ashes, which is contrary4o a
journey to Heaven.

9. ** The passage mentioning * yajndyudhit &c., is false,—^because ol

its contradiction by Sense-perception. As an afiSnnative instance (of simi-

larity in this syllogism) we have the stone-passage (** Stone is floating”) ;

and as a negative instance (of dissimilarity) the assertion of a trustworthy

person.

JO. “If the sacriflcer be said to be something apart from thO

body (that is burnt) then, in that case, that Bomething could not hold the

sacrifloial implements (and hence could not be called ‘ Yajnayudhi *),

Nor again, could the character of yajamiBina belong to this aomethhig, la

fact the very fact of the existence of any such thing (apart from the body)

can hardly be believed.

11. “ If this (passage of heaven-going) were a direct injunction (like

the Citra passage), then there would have been no difference between this

and the instance of non-perception (instanced in the Citrft passage) \ and

as such it would not have hem mentioned, separately. ,

.12. “ And again, if the passage were an inju.nption, then tbe contra-

diction could have been removed, by assuming the result to follow at

some future time. As a matter of fact, however, the passage is only an

assertion of an event affirmed to happen at the present timej and m such

it does not admit of any such explanation of the contradiction.

to the ground, beoaose the passage does not laj down that the aoqaisition ot cattle if

to follow immediately after the performance of the sacrifice. Bat the original object

tor replies that though snob immediate sequence is not direotly mentioned, yet it is

distinctly, implied by. indication,, which is only a partionlar form of verbal denota-

tion.
*

8 An(fther case,*’— the passage “ i^sha yajndjfudfn ynjamandh ofnja$& iwargam

lolfcamydti,*’—referring to the sacrifioer, who is dead, and is placed upon the funeral

pyrs with all the aaoriAQialimplementa in hU hands,—laya down that snqh a sacfr^V

proceeds direotly to Heaven. The sense of the objection is that inaamnoh aa thq

body which bears the implements, is seen to be burnt to ashes, the mention * of its

journey to Heaven is contradictory to direct ^nse-peroeption.

.
^ assertion of a trasbworthy person is always in keeping with facts of Sense-

perception ; and it is only as such that it is true. Tbe present case is not so ; hence H
false.

^ K IV This refers to ^he Bhishya passage " im ca na vdHN, Aq.," and is witkf^

nsfffcnfe.to an objection that such anaMovtIon of the Bhishya is saperfinous; . beeaufa.

Whetherihf passage ia a Vidhi or not, it makjss no difference in the above argumonki^.

The sense of the Kiriki is lhait ^e Phlfhya adds this in order to Aifferentiate ihf

uafiege (rpm the OiW pasiMge.
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13* ** Tbonglif as a xnatfcer of fact» tlie body ^ being bnmt, Uie ae*

eertod resuU could not belong to it, even if the passage were an i]i|na^«

tion,—yet on the stirength of (such) an injunction there ootild be anaet,

sumption (of something apart from the body, to which the result, Journey*

to Heaven, would appertain) ;
and it is such an assumption that is Sai

aside by the Sentence (‘We ce ne ydtiti vidkih *). .

14. « Such (contradiction of facts of Sense-perception) is iound to

be the case with almost all ^ribecfldei and Wenf/es 5
hence all these may

be made the subject of the above proposition (t.e., asserting the falsity ctf

vedio passages as those above cited ‘ Esha yqfndyudhii 4o,, Ac.)

15. “Such being the case, falsity would also belong to the passages

laying down the Agnihotra, &o,
;—because they are parts of the Veda,—,

like the Oitra passage, Ac.”

Thui ends the Chapter on CitrdkshSpa.

SSCTION 11.

SAMBANDBlESHfiPA.

1-2. The argument proving the theory of the author is this
: (1)

Vedic assertions are not false,—because in regard to their own significa*

tions, they are independent of the speaker,—like the notions of the word
and its denotation. (2) Or, Ideas originating in theYeda are true,—because

they arise from sentences that are eternal,—^Uke the signification of a Sen-

tence. And ill this case we also have the support of the arguments shown
before (under Aph. 2).

8-4. Taking his stand upon the fact of the relation between word
and its meaning being eternal, the author of the fihSshya has set aside

the invalidity of the Veda in order to establish its self-evidential charac-
ter. 'And after this has been done, the objector declaras its falsity on the
ground of its originating in the absence of any relation (between word
audits meaning).

4-5. That there is a relation, and that it is eternal have been declared,
by the assertion “ AutpattikastUf Ac.,” with a view to set aside the falsity

(of the Veda). Both of these facts are denied by the objector; of these
two, that there is no relaiion between Word and Meaning is here oonsideiy
ed ; and thatitisnon-etemal will be considered later on. (WdnArds, 45, 46).

** condition of contradiction is the same, such Haatias
may also be held to be falie, on the sole ground of tbeir being contrary td 8ensb-
peroeption. -

14 In ft. BhUby% weUt. '• autpatUtaao,
f-*.,

•• wbioh proxw tb* tbMiy iMhto
to«rti^binewrfft.Ved^ *o., .nd learw for a while tbe bbieothnw urged iir tb«

I wbm tb. aafteiiftiitr o* tb. Ved.bM bMA one.^ w«wil« b.T.M uiwued. j

.« >» no Mliktimwith ito n<wii«, wknimuvZ, \ . .... wwra OH no niKUm WIUI »»
tb.dMtobn^eri,l*f» ISi. awwin* .f fti* b fti^ ttw



6oi0ii Siaoir no o§bBi^ veTation ia posaible^ oontaofc or oonneotion alone

ramains behind; And it ur in this relation alone that we have tha anre cog*

niaanoe of.ordinary people. Oonseqnently it is the presence of this relation

(between word and the object denoted) that is denied (by the objector) ih

the following manner : The word is not related to the object denoted,—be^

oanseit is not found to exist simuUaneously in the same place with the

other,—like the Vindhya is not related with the Himalaya. ” In the

same manner non-relation may be proved with regard to the object denoted,

or with regard to both of them. In order to establish the minor

Premiss of the above argument (that they are not found to exist in the

same place), the instance of the ‘ rasor,’ has been brought forward

(by the objector in the Bhashya). Men of the other party (that of the

author himself), taking their stand upon the relation of denotativness

(expressiveness ), say : If the objector seek to disprove the existence of

the relation of contact, then yoar effort is superfluoos (because we also

deny this in the case of the word and its meaning)
;

if, on the other

hand, you seek to disprove the existence of all relation, then your

argument is contradicted by such cases as those of the words ** Father

and Son,” Ac. Similarly (if all relation be denied) then the predicate

(absence of all relation) of the conclusion fails, in the case of the instance

of the Yindhya and the Himalaya, which bear to each other, the relation

of existing on the same Earth.

11-12. If the relation of expressiveness be denied, then there is con-

tradiction to ordinary usage ; and contradiction also to the objector’s owU
declaration,—because it is not possible, by means of words devoid of all

relation (with their meanings), to explain one’s theories to the other

party.

between the Word and its meaning has been ascertained to be eternal, it wonld also

imply the eternality of the members related ; and being eternal, these orald not

have any discrepnnoies, in the shape of faUity and the like,—and these haring

been sgt aside, the self-saffioient authority of the Veda wonld become established*

Consequently, in order to strike at the yery root of this reasoning, the objector is

made, in the Bhashya, to deny all relationship between the Word and the Meaning.^

t-lO Says the Bhashya : ** If there were any relation between the word and the

meaning, the utterance of the words * Baser ’ and * Sweet Cake* would bring about a
eat in the /ace and its JiUing with sweets respeotiyely.” It may be objected to this

assertion on the part of the objector that there is no such rule as that the two mem-
faerajrelated should always oo-ezist in the same place. With a view to this it has been

declared that no other relation save that of Conjunction or Contact is possible, between

the Word and its meaning ; and hence whenever one of them would exist, the other

^Wemd surely exist.
** The other party, says the Bhishya i

** That relationship"

whidh can be here pointed out, Ac.”
^ S.lb n PufAer and Son, In the casw of these words, there is certainly a relh^n

between their denotations,—and as such a total denial of the relationship

''--w deotaMd bj^ objMtor.



v^OCATtemA.
12-

13. Then, as a muiter of fact, in th« aoUon of denotation (of ex-

pression) the objective character belongs to the object denoted, and*

of instramentality or agency to the Word

;

13-

14. Since both (word and meaning) are predicates in the ooni^

prehension (of assertions), and as snch both are accepted to be conoomi^i;^

tant ;
and the relation of the word and its meaning consists in the fact

of both of them being restricted to one comprehension.

14-

15. Though there can be no relation between the different oases;

yet jn the case of an action, we have the fact of one thing being the
helper and another the helped, cognised through the connection of that
action

;
and it is this (fact of the meaning being the helped and the w<»d

the hel^per) that constitutes the particular relation between Word and
Meaning.

'fhe action of. denotation, belonging to the Word, has for, its result, the com-
preheneton of the meuning

j and this ie none other than a knowledge of the Word
which, when considered in relation to its result in the shape of the oomprehensioii of
the object denoted, is known as the action of denotation. And in snoh a case, that
which is the o^eot of comprehension, is aooepted to be the olfjeet denoUd by that Word %
and the Word is either the means of comprehension, or the agent that makes the
meaning comprehended by the person j the consideration of these two altematiros is
reserved for a future occasion. , v

».l* TW. antidpsteBthe following objastioii , « Bwn th, *boTe fMto be accepted:
•Il^t they can proTei. that the Word and the Meaning belong to a .ingle notion

denotation, and not that they are in nny way related to„one another. ” The Mine

^
t^ reply is that in the case of the predicates of propositions (as both the Word and

*’** ^ *’y t*** *««» the action
in which they TOhere, they are naide concomitant

, and therefrom resnlta the relation
**‘«Snbject and the Predicate, there ia thi. con.comitM^ Theanbjeotdrawathe action to itaelf, and the notion rererta to it only^ « P«rt of ita own. In the oom

to the aoomnptahment of ita oomprehenaion, tahea to the action of Denotation,

*«>• Word and it.

Tto!^of».W *** (0* Denotation).

Denotation which ha. the

»W
*”“• 'orita objeotire, tto object cow, and oonTBUrty: ‘

l^icular context doubtful.
’

HowereHna h'*
word, in*

antfaorieed by the ecrlplurca we are toriraJ
*“®’‘ *'**'*

relation above explain^ roLinainbmt J

®

being only exoeptiona to it.

’ *-8®"«»l>ty of oawa, the other .OOMt
^

>fMpa to maie Ihe'^^wnin'; ***1 1?®*“"* ***• ®y*«^ .Vh® Viwi;,
hew ia between the Word and ita

®* "*•*• » •"* ,



fumtrnnmum, ej^

^ tt pjfimd (lAOfCf) iavariabte tion^iodiiiaitoa'

iaikifcjblie wwm (qf sigaifioation).

J6»18. ' *‘I£ by the Word ^ fianjnft ’ (namo) be meant the fact of ift
faeing the mease of oomprehensiou, tlien it oonld sot be the integnd
part.of denotata. The name ia poeinlated by usage aocordiiig ae the^

Word k found leading to the oomprelienBion (of the meaning)
; and^

the same itself does sot signify the meaning, so long as the relation

(ei: the name with the meaning) has not been ascertained. Therefore
the enjnressiveness of the name follows subsequently, as in the case of

smoke (which leads to the inference of fire, after the invariable concomi«

tanoe of the two has been ascertained)* And hence, like the smoke, it

(name) would not form the integral part of denotation.”

18-2L This (Sanjna) is not of the same character as smoke, Ac.

Because in the case of these latter, the inference (of fire from smoke)
resultjsi after the invariable ooncomitance (of fire and smoke) has been
ascertained, before which there ia no idea of the smoke as being the

means of eomprehendiog (the existence of fire); whereas in the present

case (of Verbal denotation) there is no idea of invariable concomitanoe

before that of the denotativeness (of the Word). Whenever the relation

(of the Word and the Object denoted) is recognised through the asser*

tions af old (knowing) people, there-—and in no other form—at once follows

tlie idea that the Word is the means of the comprehension (of the said

meaning).
,

21*24. In some places old people assert that 'such and such a
meaning is to be understood by such and such a Word in other places

they say * this is the expressive (Word) and that the expressed (mean-
ing);’ while in other cases, younger people find that there is an action (of

the middleaged person following the Verbal utteianoe (of an old person

iii'ecting him to a certain oourae of action), and thereby they infer that
the middleaged man must have comprehended the meaning (of the older
matins utterance), and decides that * because the middleaged man has
ludersttod the Word .to denote suoh a meaning, therefore ordinary people
know these to have the oharaoters of ^being the expressive and the
expresped respectively/

. The eoDOomitaaoe is recognised onfy after the denotation has been aocdmpliehed,
i^na never before that*

' la the case of smoke, the comprehension ie preceded by the idea of invari-

^hle pouQOihitanoe, whereas in the oase in question, it is quite the reverse.

This antiefpatos the following objection :
** Inasmnoh w it is only a Sen..

httered by the old ntaa that is found to express a meaning, denotativeness nrasl

Hcatenee, andnottb the Wordi,**' ih» eehse of the reply ie that Ihopg]!

^l^.tfmtpsQohdmixedup oompreheaslon, when the . Sentesoe ^ bring tha ehw;i

when it is lollowed by another dUrsetton—’ take away the:. ttcgs%

aeto aeeosdingly^-^hen the boy looking upon



diOKlTlSTKi.
24-

26
Thii8,thongb,inthebegiiimng,thedenota«»ene8B (of aW*wlr)

iM found to be mixed up (in the Sentence), yet, 8n^nentlyj>y umtm sif

affirantire and negative conoomitanoe, the meaning of the Word la aeee^

tained apart from the Sentence.

25-

26, On account of the presence of anch mnltifanonB denotations,

partaking of such diverse fectors as dau, property, eobetance, action, and the

Lmifold sub-divisions of these, quickly brought about both directly and

indirectly (by indication),-ordinary people hare no cause to enqniro into

a definite ascertainment of the one specific object of denotation.

27-29. People versed in Syntax (the Mlmftfisakae) however only dis-

criminate it in order to get at the comparative strength and weakness (am<^

the diverse significations of a Word). (For instance) a wori denotatiire

of the ekus is weak when expressing a particular individual through

indication, beoanse such indication (of the particnlar individnal by a

word denotative of the eUus) is intervened by the close (iutenrening

between the toord and the indivulml indicated). Therefore it is necessary

that some discrimination be made as to how much forms the (dtrcrt)

dmolatiott of a Word, and how much is indicated by means of the denota-

tion, through an eternal relation.

29-31. Since when the general word ('cow') is nsed, and there is

no mention of any particnlar kind (of cows), we find the former (general

name) applying to the particnlar (kind of cow) also {
and again since

when a higher genns is named (f.L ‘living beings’), if the particnlar

When the word “ oow " is nttored, the person brings a particnlar animal, which is not

brought when that particular is not used. Suoh are the affirmatiye and negative pro-

cesses by which the denotations of individual words come to be ascertained.

*7.89 The aumnum ganua ie the claaa ‘anbstanoe/ and as the species included

therein, we have the elaagaa, * Earth,* * living beings,’ ‘ oow ’—the one following being

a species under the preceding olOss, “ Earth ” is a speoifto of the class • substance,’ and

generic with regard to * living beings. ’ Now, if the word ‘ Barth ' be made to ez])roMi

the speoiflo olaes of * living beings ,’ it can do bo only by directly denoting the ohiba

’Earth,’ and thereby indicating the class ’ living beings ’as included Witlrn itOetf;

this indication being necessarily intervened by the denotation of the olasi ‘ Barthi’

and thereby being a little weakened in the process. We have a Sentence in* thb

Yeda—“ Ahavantye juhoti"} here the word *juhoti* directly denotes the home fa

general, and indicates, through that, the particnlar Homa, the ” Patnisanyftja,”' faff

instance.
^

Another sentence is—” Odrhapatgi patniaany^in ”
|
which directly dOBtoM

the particular Homaa as to he performed in the Oarhapatya fire s and hence we
that the relation of the Patniaanydja to the Q&rhapatyn is much closer than thad wi^
the Ahavaniyaa s and accordingly this latter is set aside in favour of the former. ""'If

the oomparative strength of denotation, Ao., were not determined, then we vrould - lia^
no standard by whioh to arrive at a definite oonolneion fa the case cited.

W.*l When the word ” Cow ” is uttered, even if the parttoolat “ fed ” kind
be not menrUoned, the former generic name ” Oow” is faund to apply td

. diSerentkindsof cows ; and thus we see that wherever we have the olasi
have the name” Cow.” Ohihebthef hand, When a higher Oenna-^lkibitafiofi" «r
” livings beings’*—is named, ateh Biefa ia no ihantion of any othar spadii tlfciBi ^*lie
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^Beies of tliis 0 cow ’) bo not named, the former name (* liring beings ’)

ch^-not give any idea of (the particular * class cow ’)
; therefore from

anoh uffirmative and negatire concomitance, there arises' the idea that

the word ^ oow * denotes only that object which has the dewlap A^c*

.8l>32. Thus we find that at first we have (in the word ‘ cow ’) the

character of signifying (the object cote); and based upon this is its deno-

tatireness (or expressiveness) : and this is the relation, of ike name and

the'named^ which is here spoken of as a restricted particular relation^
* tnva-

riable concdfnitanco*

33. Inasmuch as, prior to the recognition of the relation (between

the word and its meaning), the words *cow,’ &c., do not signify the

object,-^uch words cannot hare any denotative power,—like the words

* Devadatta ’ and the like.”

34. Jnst as it is by usage alone that a word is cognised as signifying

an object, so it is in the same manner that we have the cognition of its

DenoUtive power, which is recognised to be the means of that sig-

nification.

35. • Just as the cognition of the form of the word helps the final

result (in the shape of the recognition of the meaning of the word), so

also does recognition of the relation (between the word and meaning)

;

and this does not take away the denotative power of the word.

eoto, we do not have the word oow '* applying, in the absenoe of the definite dnei

'Cow.* Thus we find that when the eoto exists, the name "Cow** applies to it; and

when it does not exist, the name does not apply,—and accordingly wo oonoinde .that

the object cote, as characterised by the presence of the dewlap, Ac., is denoted by the

word ** Oow. **

9U88 The particular means of signification are threefold : (1) the senses, which,

by their mere presence, give rise to the idea of the object, as being in contact with

themselves j (2) the Inferential Middle Term, which gives an idea of the conolniion

through the premises
; (8) the expressive power of Words, which gives an idea of the

object, immediately after it has been ascertained that suoh a word signifies snoh an

dbjeot. Jn the case cited, we find that as soon as the mere fact of the word *' Oow **

ignifying the object cow has been ascertained,—even if no other relation between them

is recognised—, we at once obtain an idea of the signification of the word " Oow, ”

whenever it happens to be prononnoed ; and from this we oonoinde that each a signi-

fication, in the absenoe of any other relation, must be based upon a relation other than

those of the Sense-organs and the Middle Term ; and to this portlonlar relation, we give

the name " Denotative ” or " Bxpressive ’*
$ and it is this relation that has been called

invariable concomitance ” above ; because in the case of the Word and its meaning,

wepannohhave the ordinary invariable ooncomitanoe based upon the identities of

Uloatipa or duration.

M The objector has been made to urge, in the Bhishya, that "if the word is ex«*

pvessiveof the object, wherefore does it not signify it the first time that it is heard by

hjerwm •* f T^argument is explained in the Briki :
just as the word " Devadatta'*

.can have no inherent denotativeness, Ao*»Ao.
*

»StA*»aas**-i.s.,theprooesswherebythnobject is signified by the word. Thii

iBVtdjjifS iimt.ttrikaat the denotativepower of tbeword.
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SO. Jn fact, whatever is known to be the meatie of the

ment of anything, it always stands in need of anzilliary cansos.; but ^tbia

does not destroy the power (or capability) of the former accepted caiiBe* .

'

37-

38. There is no cause, either in tbe ordinary world or in .thr

Yeda, which does not stand in need of an accessory aid, afforded by «
knowledge of the process (of the causal action), which latter is necessaiy

'

for the accomplishment of a fall idea of every causal rdationship,
,

38-

39. The cause is distingnished from the procest, by means of a
discrimination of the intimate (cognate) from the foreign (heterogenous).;

and sometimes the said distinguishing depends upon the option of tl^

speaker
;
for when one is much troubled by darkness, he is found to eai-

'

claim * what is the nse of my eyes, when my seeing has to be brought -

about by the aid of the lamp ’ P

40. But as a general rule, we find that, since a blind man cannot
see even by means of hundreds of lamps, therefore in the case of the
perception of colour, &c., the only manifesting cause is the eye (and nbt
the lamp), ' ,

41. The eye is accepted to be the cause, (1) because it is- cognised
to be stronger (in the case of tlie specific visual perception) than the con-
nection of the body, soul and mind, on the ground of (these latter being
common to all perception, and the eye itself) having a specific relation'
(to the perception in question), and (2) because it is fonnd to be in closer
proximity to the seat of visual pei’ception (than the accessories, lamp, *o.)

42. In the same manner, in the case in question, the cognition of
the relation (between word and meaning) is only an accessory. If you

W It Ib not the Word alone that stands in need of an accessorj in the shape of
the cognition of the relation between the woidandits meaning; snoh is the ease
with everything that is known to be a cause*

« Eren in the ease of viraal peroeption we -have the need of Iwbti but tiiia

*’'*^«* 0* the eyeheving the feonlty of Tieton. In feet'• mowiedge of the proeeM of the opention of the eaneee^ot the Sm for inetenw.—’^
tho foil rwognition of it* eaneel effioienoy. • .

’

«ye
objections “When both the eanM (the den^.

~l.fnii-!Xrif
“ We do not *M-«Tenwh*>tibo-^

end the Mind' !il i7thLIIu»i«T
the* mnet ho « tt,

"'"^"ey)’ therofor* it U tbia letter eoMMOtioa

*h...id«»nS?.7«ir e^T ,
The *«^ «f tbo ,.,1, .toi*b*h

“ The ml oena* i*^ pe*e^^,-tb*t of eyo.ler ihatuoe,.«M
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io to ibe cfaiM the ground of eimplioHy, then vhei'efore

ehd^td ainjone diBenade joo from snob a course P

' 43i The passage of this Bli&shja beginning with just as the ejrifp

Aoifr ” points but the contradiction (inrolved in the argument brought for^

^wardby the objector, in Kftrikft 88). And, as a matter of fact, eten in the'

«a8e of * Devadatta ’ (cited as an instance, in the same Earikft), people^

accept the presence of a latent (denotative power).

^44r. Inasmnch as even in the presence of external lights in the

shape of lamps, colour, Ac., are not perceived by the blind, and beoause of

the immediate sequence of the final result (visual perception) (to the action

irf the eye), the Eye is accepted to be the cause (t.e., the means of visual

perception).

45« ** The relation of the ndkne and the named (t.r., the denotative

relation) has its recognition dependent upon human agency
; and as such

it does not exist prior to the existence of men. If such relation be desired,

then it cannot but be caused (t.e., not eternal).

46. ** Since the two are located in different places and time,

therefore, there is no similarity between these two {Name and the Named)^ *

—^just as between theyar and a piece of rope, and hence there cannot be

any natural relationship between them.**

Thus ends the chapter on ** SambandhOkshBpa**

Section 12.

ON « BPHOTA.**

1. When the substralei has been recognised, the comprehension of

the object of which it is the substrate becomes an easy matter. And

because the enquiry deals with the relation, therefore the Blmshya has said

“ now, in the word ‘ cow,* 4o.*’

. ' ik** Latent, ” 'brooght about in full force, as soon as the name is given to

a particular individual—( Vide eh, on ** Sense-perception ”).

' tS **Buman dyeney”—-the cognition of t^meanings of words has been shown to'

bedependent upon the utterances of experienced persons, do. This show* that, prior to

the ^steSoe, of these people, the relationship between the word and its meaning did

ot exist. And as such it cannot be eternal, as laid down in the BhSshya.

It is a fact of ordinary experience that a relation is fbund to subsist betweSu

two Objects that are in some way identical. The name and the named (t.e., the word

dhd its meaning) however, are in no way identical, either in extension or in duration,

sS'rikoWn by the Bhlshya^ •• The twrd i§ in the month, ^e,, Just as, there beii^-!

^ natOral connection between the Jdr and the rope, their only' connection is brooghtt^

ehentri^ human Sgeney,-^,* in the -same- manner, in the case of the Word anffW'’

ssimlagi ^Mve being no natural relationship, the denoMitenets of words oanO^^jw^'

db^deasj^ by hamhb igenoyi and as rack, it Oahnot be V
** >-> <>

'
'

'
'

*
. •. «

'
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2. Who bj liimself Tvould give anj t^ply to such theorists as hold

Uieones contrary to the facts of Senso-peroeption ? Gonseqnently tho

Bbdsliya cites the opinion of a revered person.

8. Those, who hold the cognition of the word to depend upon the

comprehension of its meaning, may rest for the time being. At priesent

we consider the cognition of the word as (it appears) through Sense-

perception.

4. Our “ Sense-perception ^ is not incapable (of giving rise to the

cognition of the word) ;
and when the object (the word) has been ascer-

tained by means theieof, no other more capable means is possible, with

reference to which (the cognition of word) could be considered.

5. Therefore when the word has been cognised by the Ear, whether

it denotes its meaning or not, it has the character of the Word ;
and it

is only thus that tlie fact of common experience is not contradicted.

6. If the capacity of the word ^ Word * depend upon the compre-

hension of the meaning, then an entity, other than the Word, will have to

be postulated,-^l)ecau8e the word * Word * is not ordinarily known to be
so dependent (upon the comprehension of meaning).

7. Because smo^e, Ac., leading to the compi^ehension of the existence

of Ac., cannot be said to be words
;
and again becanse they do not give

any sense,—^tlie name “ Qabda ** could not bo denied to single letters.

8. Even prior to the comprebension of the meaning, if a word be
duly cognised by the Bar, tlie name ‘ Word *

cannot be denied to it. Con-
versely, even if a meaning bo comprehended, the name *W rd ^ oannot apply
to that which is not comprehended by the Ear.

The KirikS aatioipatea the objection that the opponent liae objeoied to the presence of
any eternal relation between the word and ita meaning

j and henoe what was neoessary
for the Bhuhya to do waa to prove the etemaliiy of each relation. The aense of the
KInka ia that after the nature of the word itself has been aioertained, the oonsidara*
tion of ite relatione beoomei an easy matter.

j
Bhiiya : "The word * Ganh * ie nothing more than the letters gs, an .

and the r^rya-ae declared by the revered Upavareha." The KIrikt means that the
name Of UpajMsha is given, not with a view to ehow that the opinion is not a-
(P^ble the Anthor himself, bat only tc cite the authority of a revered persQi|.;

«mtt.diot,hy bSmidI, th. iNrii thwwtoi «t mok o1«tw pMpI.

SiT-y ^ ^ •omrthtag qiat. apwt from the

** ** ‘ *’*«*'y peroeptiWo fact.
.

thmi tb.
‘*“®"

‘ »ord U nt^Uag mofo

tho irotd^itwobmM^*
"—<•••> iMted opon tim draotetton of ib. mnnlog , by

Mow to ttmt
of ^ «W«oo ofPlio,
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9t As a matter, of fact, we find that indepeiidautly of one another, by
moans of ahditory perception are comprehended, in their respeotive forme,

the letters (constituting a word), and not either a preceding or a subsequent

object.

10 Even when the letter is uttered with the least effort, it is either

clearly recognised as a full letter, or it is not recognised at all.

11. Apart from the letter itself, its ocnstituent parts are never cog-

nised ;
nor are these ( parts) ever found to be intermixed with the letter,

as the threads are with the piece of cloth.

12. And since these parts are never cognised ( by means of Sense-

perception), they can have no oogniserin the shape of a Middle Term. Nor
is there any scripture laying down such cognition with regard to it. And
since it is not perceived (by the sense) Analogy cannot apply to it.

13. Nor would there be any inconsistency in the letter, if the

existence of sucli parts be denied
;
just as there is no inconsistency in the

case of such parts (of binary compounds, as atoms) not having any further

parts (of themselves).

14. Why too, should not the letter, devoid of any constituent parts, be

cognisable by Sense-perception P As in the case of the Aka^a, so in the

case ill question also, we would have for the Middle Term (in an inferential

process leading to the cognition of such partless letters), an idea (of the

letter) devoid of any notion of the parts.

15. Like Aka^a too, even when there is difference of locality, there

can be no real difference among the letters themselves. **But then if they

if that were the sole differentia, then a single letter, not capable of giving any sense,

would cease to be inolnded in the said class. Both these, the inclusion as well as the

exclusion, are equally absurd.

9 The letters ga, &o., are those that are heard by the Ear ; nothing besides these

can be so heard. By the phrase ' preceding object ’ are meant the constituent parts of a
letter, and bj ' subsequent object * are meant the clasaes ^ Gatwa ’ * Autwa* and * Goqab-

datWa, * the word * Guuh * considered as one component whole apart from the letters,

and such other assumptions as the ** Sphcta ** and the rest.

« This kirika proves that as a fact of Sense-perception, no constituent parts of

letters are ever cognised. No intermediate course is possible. Even when the letter is

only whispered, it is either fully recognised as the letter, or being not heard it is not

oo^ised at all.

H They are not cognised by means of Inference.

18 The atom which is a part of the binary compound, is accepted to be without

any parts of its own } and if there is iio' inconsistency in this, there can be none in the

denial of pairts to letters. Therefore the cognition of any such parts of letters cannot

be'said to be due to Apparent Inconsistency.

It ** Middle Term **-—The argument may be thus stated—** Letters are without

Iparts—bSoanse we have a sensuous cogoition of these as devoid of parts—just as we
bate one of Aksqa.”

It Though the letter ga may be found in different places, yet it is the same erisjr-

%hero, just as the Akiqa istho tame everywhere. Withthis Karikft begins the dsidid.ol

ibe^^StthstgiieatotijMts*’—spokenofinK.9. And the Author begins with the dlwialol

dhe.Mans^* Gatwa.** The meaning ie titat all * is one aadthesame, the diffe;^it|



were all the same) there could M aokfeadf difference ani^g.lKc^i^t

( Reply). How then, have yon the idea of singlenees (of the elan *

16. Question :
“We have the idea of eingleneBS with regard to flio cicteir

Oatwa ’), and that of diversity with regard to the individual pa*f. We

»

do not hold to the diversity (of the individuals) alone ^ and therefore it'

is not impossible for us to have an idea of singleness (of the olos#).”

17. But in tim case of letters, apart from the class “ Word ” (• (JaW

datfva^), we have no other class applying to them as distinctfrom t&e indivi-

dual (letters). And if there is no other class (applying to the individual

letter), it can only be a letter (and not a class ).

18. The idea that it is the same (letter) does not savour of similar-

ity, because there is no similarity in the absence of a similarity of con-

stituent parts, and there are no such parts in letters. -

19. Because the letter is an object of Sense-perception, therefore'

the preclusion of its contraries can be of no use (in its cognition) ; nor, at the

time (of the cognition of the letter ^a), is any denotative word or any

Middle Term, cognised (and as such the cognition cannot be either verbal

or inferential).

20. Question :
** Just as in the case of ga^ &c., we postulate the class

* Word ’ (
*
^ahdatwa ’ ), and as in the case of the different species of

cows, we have the class
* Cow,’—so in the same manner, why could not we

postulate the class * Gatwa ’ (as applying to all ga*s) ’’ P

21-23. Answer: When the different individual cows, and the different

pa’s, have been recognised in the foi*m of individuals, they become, as suoh,

incomprehensible by any idea of class

;

and it is for this reason that we
admit of (such) classes (os * Gatwa ’ and i 9<^bdatwa ’ to admit of the^ com-

plsoes where thej ocoar not making themdistinot individnals. Henoe as there ianq*

niuliiplioity of individuals, there can be no snoh class as ** Qatwa,** The objeotor nrgM
.

thnt if there were no multiplicity of individuals, we could have no snoh notion as that
* lids ga is long and that ga •

is short. * &o. The Author meets this by a counter*
question.—“ How can you have any idea of the singleness of the class * Gatiwi,Vwheii,

,

you hold the individuals to be entirely distinct ” f

That the ga is the same as the one seen elsewhere,
i* The Bauddhas assert the preclusion of the contrary (ApOha) to be the means jgf.r,

^nising an object. The Karika means to say that the cognition of a letter ci^ot
be amenable to this negative means, beoanse it is tonnd to be peroeptible ^ the ,

^Hts^ I nor do we know of any word that oan denote the Istier ; therefcwe a eocniitSoiiL v

*thi. la^r ^nnot be held to be Verbal, and as no proper MiddleCi 1.1^^
it cannot be inferential.

^ It is proper for the,Bauddba, who denies all class, to deny the class Gafisa ^*

But ^e admits of suoh classes as ‘‘gobdafiw” and t why.t^^
shouldhedeuy the class which is similar to these? -

W. 4.i>7 the of “ 6(rtwi« Mdk . eUu, aol witbrni,Iwymw fa that w.,.*...* oog.faM(

-faa4“ » " • y****** “ to tk. CM..*
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pM^easioii of ibe icows and^a*#).. Whereas in the ease of the

pireipenoe of each diyersity as the long ga^ the short ga, &c., the one indiyir

doai ga is not recognised as distinct from another indiyidnal ga. Therefore

the letter (jga) being one only there can be only one Idea (with regard

to it). The presence of such diyerse specific cognitions (as the * long gOf
*

the ‘ short ga,' &o.), mast be explained as being due to the diversity

of the manifesting cause (the uttering of the letter with different degrees

of effort, &c., &o.)

.24. Jnst as your class * Oatwa,' even when cognised by means of

such particular instances as the long, &o., is accepted to be one only,

—

so would also be our indiyidual letter.

25. You accept the diversity (iu the Individual case of the long ga, the

short ga, ^c.), as caused by a diyersity in the specific characters of the

individuals constituting (lit. manifesting) the class; and we could also

explain the diyersity (iu the case of the long ga, the short ga, 4c.), to. be

caused by the diversity in the degrees of effort used in the utterance of

each of these.

26. Therefore all that is necessary in cognition we can get from the

letter alone
; and whateyerjs perceived (to be distmot) in different indi-

viduals is well explained as being due to the different degrees of effort in

utterance. Hence such notions, as those of the class * Oatwa

'

and the like

must be rejected as useless.

27. Even if such a class as * Qatwa ’ were subsequently assumed, it

would be extremely difficult to prove the facts of its being omniprosent,

eternal, and inhereing in every individual (ga),

28-29. The individual letter, on the other hand, is accepted by

both of us
; then, just as you attribute eternality, 4o., to the assumed (class

‘ Oatwa '), BO you can attribute it to the individual, which is an established

entity for both us. Thus too there would be no difficulty in accepting its

inherence in the individuals (because all the individuals being identical, the

character of the letter ga must inhere equally in all).

« - mm
bhat * this is a oow and that is a cow, * 4o., 4o. Snoh notions of every * ga ' being

a (Jahda would not be possible, if there were no snoh class as * Qahdatwa,** which latter

therefore we cannot deny: In the case of such notions as the * long ga* the short

' ga * and the like, the diversity is dne to the difference in the degrees of effort in the

utterance of each letter ; and the diversity being thus explained, it is not admissible

to 'postulate a distinct class in the shape of Qatwa** The length, ahortnese, Ac., are

the properties of the same individual * ga* just as * bravery ’ 'cowardice,* &o,, are those

of the same individual Devadatta.
’ V Even when you admit of the class ' Oatwa, * you cannot deny snoh diversities as

those of the long ' ga *, the short '
ga, * Ao, You would explain this as being caused by

the diversity in the specific characters of the individual long ga*8, short ga'a, Ao, ^t
in oir cose also, though we hold the letter io be one only, we could explain the diver-

hy'us being based npon the differeat d^rees of effort in the utterance of the long

•ttd the short ‘ga, * Ao»

34



m
.. 29-30. In the oase of the ooneonantSi we here no each

(ae the long, short, which dirersx^is reoognised (mly on aocoiui^cSf

the tinge of the rowel (aocompanying each consonant) ; and with xegai^

to this diversity, we discriminate the fact, that it is not found to

to the pure consonants (by themselves, apart from the acooxnpanyiog^

rowel). .

81. Even in the case of the vowels, the notion of long, short, 4m
would only be dne to extraneous influences (of the different degrees o|

effort in utterance),—because it belongs to the letter,—^just as the notimm
of the class * letter ' and the * consonant ^ belong to the letter, and aro

due to extraneous influences. ,4

32. The letter ^ga’ is not reoognised to be the substrate of the
ela88 * Gatwa,’ as abstracted (from the individual * ga ’),—because it is xu)^

comprehensible by any other idea save that of the individual ^ga*—Ube
the class * Gatwa ’ which is assumed by others (Vai95Bhika8).

33-34. Since our oonolusion is a negative one, and since the two
premises also are negative, the fact, of the instance being such as is

not accepted by any one of the two parties concerned, does not in any
way affect onr argnmeht. Or, for the above oopolusion (‘^tbat the letter

ga is not recognised to be the substrate of the clou ^ Gatwa ’
*’>, we can

hare another reason (Middle Term or minor premiss) based on the fact of
its being a letter,*—like the letter * dba.^ This conolnsion is not oontraiy,
to Sense-perception, because a coutradiotory propositimi is never cog*
nisahle.

86. In denying the class ‘ cow,' on the other hand, there would be a'

decided oontradiotion of a foot of Sense-peroeption ; because (hi th^
abseuoe of such a class) there would be no such notion of the elan (‘ oow’")
and the indmdnal cow (as belonging to it), which is a fact ordinaiiJv
perceived by the Sense. . *

36-37. In this latter oase (of the class ‘cow’), if the object were
one only (*.e., if all individuals were identical, as in the oase trf the lettw gel^
then (in that oase) wo could not explain the diversity (of the *

blao]|,

•S44 This anticipates the objeotion that inSsmndh as the Mhnlnsaka himielf doei
not atot of the olaia Gatwa « how oonld he oite it as an inetanoe in hie axgnmei^#
The Senw of tte reply 18 plain, « Ooneradtctory pn^aiWoa^-that thm is a elM^ i

^ individnal ” po.« The meaning of the Kiiika

peiw^ol”"
P®«»Ptihle, onr oonolusion cannot besaid to be eontmy tc Ssasss

Utto,.,,; ^ haTeprored ttatall the laaiTUsafodhfr
*** je " I. one only. In the ease of the oowl on WsiflfiMf

.« J ^stinet infflTMnri weh a. the v«doew,.tha WnkemSui
** tU«eo,r» eoMeqamrtly.hWBMbhAtle.

ih. Olui It

** ““y aiittnet iadhrMuJi, we MSMllSI
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||i^>ined Aa)i iM beiag due to the diVereity inimy manileating agency^

BbcMttee {in tl» case of the class * oow there is no other manifesting

ligencysave the indiridoal oow ; though in the other case (of the letter

gs;^ we hare the difference of degree in the tone of utterance. The’
dass ^ eow ’ is always found to be indicated by the indiridual cow ; henoh

it is tiiat among the different indiridoals we become cognisant of the

tingle cbMs * cow.’

88. Queition :
** One, to whom both wte objects of auditory perception,

30u1d hare the dual conception ; for you, however the tone of utterance

being supersensuous, how could any specific cognition (of individuals) be

brought about by means of these (tones of utterance) P*'

39. In reply to this, some people assert that when a sound is cognised

by the Bar, as affected by the difference in tke degree of tone,—^then it is

that there is a comprehension of thjs degree of tone, brought about on

locount of its being mixed up with the letters.

40. Or, that there is no cognisance of these (dhtoanis) ; it is the mere

cognisance of ^dbda that is brought about by means of dhwani. Bven

the Yai^Sshika becomes cognisant of the intensiiy, dx)., of the Sound

only through affection (of the

BS The conoeptiomi of the indiMwd and the tloM afe, in oar opinion, both objeoti

if auditory perception ; end aa anoh, it ia goite powible for the objects of these oon-

leptioni.themselree to be perceived by the same organ of perception. Year
m the other hand, oonaiating aa it dees of differenoes in the intenaity of the vibra»

aon of the air particles, cannot be amenaUe to snob perception ; and as snob this oonld

aot bring about any oonoeption of the letter ** go,** which is an object 'of auditory

peroeption.

: ' 19 The degree of tone is neither airy, nor oonsisting of the oonjnnction and dis»

hmetion of air-warea i it is only a property of the Air, a partionlar form of Sound

known as * Dhwani ’ or * NSda,* Ao. Sonnd is of two kinds'^ne being in an entirely

uidiftereiitiated state, and the other oonsiatiDg of the varione letter sonnds \ both of theae

iqnally belong to the olaes ** ijhbda.** Of the latter sort, are the lettere * ga,’ Ao^ while

^e sonnd of the dram is of the former kind. Thus then, in the form of DfiwonU is ,

Pprepesty of the Air ; and it is this that is the manifesting agency of the letters * ga,*

ho. Oongeqnentiy, as soon as the air-waree, in the form of Dhwani, have litmok the

^mpannm, the Bar becomes affected by them i end by means of the Ear thus affeoted,

becomes peroeived, and is oomprebended, sometimes, as an nndlfteren*

kjlitedfonnd, m in the ease of the dmm, while at other times, it Is found to manifest a

PWtaiii distinct letter—sound i and having thereby become mixed up with the ntter-

the letters, it comes to be oogniaed as thns mixed up. Even in the utterance of

letters, we are cognisant of the mere sound, as apart from the letters, specially when we
iiffnCSQAtlate the distance of sounds, through a diffmnee in their intensity. Therefore

mpOr -ipeh also, Dhwani is an object of Senae-peroeption, being perceptible iy the Bar j.

paid hsnee even for ns, a dual oonoeption is not an impossibility.

? JWil KIriks presents another solntion of the difflonlty rais^ in K. 88. Bva|t.

iheblass*a0«wa,’ 8ooepte the presenoeof the dENMi
Ae. these he oannot:ro|iMeBt as the.pijaMi^^

’f \Soi|n4 which aooording to him . is itself a property (of AA^)'
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41-44. (1). Those who hare their Tninda affected hy the perireesities

o! bile, perceive * sweet ' to be> bitter/ and ‘ white * to. Ite ‘ yellow ? ; (fl>,

similarly those who are running fast, or moving in a boat, mistake tba

fixed mountains, &c., to be moving; (3) and again those who have applied the

fat of the frog to their eyes, mistake a piece of bamboo to be a serpenjv

In the same manner people have an idea of the class (
‘ Gatwa’) as having

the properties of highness and Icnvness, by means of the highness and
lowness of individual letters ‘ ga,’ <ho.

;
just as in the above cases, there is a

mistaken cognition of the manifested hitiemess^

.

, even in the absence

of any cognition of the element of mistake in the manifesting agency (per^

verted Sense of Taste, die.), brought about by the recog^nition of their tru4

causes (the perversities of bile, &o.).

43-46. Some people hold the short and long sounds of the same
vowel ( wr

)

to bo distinct individual letters
; because, like the high and

low sounds (of consonants), the utterance (of the sound a) is not necei^
sarily concomitant (with that of a). And thus they postulate a class
* Aiwa * as belonging to the three individuals (a, a, and 5).

incapable of having any property of its own. [The Mimnnsaka holds Sound to be a
diitinot substance]. Gonseqaently, the Vai^eahika holds that though Highness or Low-
ness cannot belong to the Sonnd, yet they are cognised by means of a conception which
is affected by the differences of intensity of the tone of the utterance. In the same man-
ner, in onr case also, when the has Dhwani entered the Sar, and leaves it soon aftqr,
than, ill that case, the affection of the Ear oausod by this speedy striking and retam
oontinues for a very short time j and thereby the Sonnd too comes to be produced, at
that very time, in accordance with the aforesaid affection of the Ear, and disappears
soon after

j and this speedy appearance and disappearance oonstitates what is known
as the shortness or lowness of the Sound, its highness consisting of a longer stay in the
Ear of the air waves {Dhwani), and hence also of the Sound, its^f. And thus, though
the shortness, ^c., really belongs to the manifesting agency of the Dhwani, yet through
extreme proximity, they come to be attribnted to the manifested Sound j and the
Dhwun% only becomes the means of rendering the Sonnd cognisable j and as such, it can
be the weans of differentUting the individual letters, as short, long, Ac.

* Ibis anticipates the following objection: ** When Dhmmi, ihe
mistaken notions of shortness, &o., is itself nnoognised, how can the shortness, Ao., .ba
cognised? lu reply, the Author proceeds to cite a number of well-known ezamxdes

K •

uotions even in the absence of any recognition of the
•aokmiiKxmoeptloM. People, with diwrdered bile, peroeive

'So too la t\ie ooM ./ 1
oogntotmt of their bilioiu diiotder-

l«tt.|L«mBd),‘^»eatathtrtJiSI^‘“"
“* (thet preoedei the pwthndMr

for inetenoe^be high or low, it ,1.

the tong rowel -
the oMeot the rowel howerer, rre here

*!?.-**
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’ 46-48. Otliers however assert, that the assamption of saoh a class

ihtiot proper $ because the name Aiwa' could not apply to the long and
the aouto (which are pronounced ft, and |); in the same manner,, ther

Mne ^ Atwa ’ would not belong to the short and the acute
;
nor could the

loute belong to the other two ;
inasmuch as it cannot be recognised as

l>elonging to. each of the three,—as we have the name ‘ cow ’ applying ta

all the cows—be they black, or red.

' 49. The word “ avarpa-kula” may be explained as being based upon the

identity of the location of the utterance in the body,—^like the /ore«^ and the

like; It is only an expression denoting a collection (of vowels), and it is not

indicative of any such class (as * Aiwa ’)•

50. The distinction of the letter itself into long and shorty would be

oontradictory to the theory of the eternal character of words : for, how

oau the letter, which is eternal, be said to be measured (in its utterance)

by duration (of its pronunciation) P

51. Therefore it is the utterance of the vowel that depends upon the

duration (length or eliortnesi) of pronunciation, as lasting for two or three

moments. The letter itself cannot be affected by such duration.

52. Obj. But in that case the length, Ac., of the vowels would (like

highnesSf ^c.), cease to form an integral part of the letters
;
inasmuch* as (ac-

cording to you) it will have nothing to do with the expressive (letters and

words).” Bep. For ns, the means of denotation are the lettere recognised

as such (Zony, ehort^ &c., by the specialities of pronunciation).

53. A meaning is got out of only such letters (either long or short

or acute) as have previously been found to be denotative of that particular

meaning. If it be asked—“ how can there be any (correct) comprehension

of meaning by a mistaken means?” (We reply that) the mistake does

not affect the comprehension of the meaning.

This anticipates the following objection :
** If there is no such class as * Aiwa *

bow would you account for the presence (in the Mahdbhiahya of Patanjali) of such an

expression as * Avamdkulaf * as applied to all the Towels ? ’’ The sense of the reply is

said expression only serves to indicate all the vowels taken collectively ; exactly

as the word forest ” indicates all the trees considered as one corporate whole ; and

the comprehension of all the vowels by means of the single expression Avarnakula ’’

is due to the fact of all vowel-sounds proceeding from the throat.

M The meaning of the expression ,

** a short vowel " is * a vowel that lasts for a

short time* ; and this would be contrary to the theory of the etemality of Letters.

hi The * Hraewa ’ ( short ) is held to last for one moment, the “ Dirgha ” (Long)

fbr two moments, and the ** Plata*’ (Extra Long) for three moments.
bh The fruit, mang^, is once found to be expressed by the word ” Amra** as ut-

tered by an experienced person. Latterly the young man will comprehend the fruit

only as denoted by that particular combination of sounds which he has heard from
the older man. Thus though the tength, Ac., are the properties of the pronunclatf(Hi,

yut they are so* mixed up with the Letters themselves that they are mistaken to be
the properties of these latter $ and hence they come to be accepted as fbrtniii^E

integral parts of these.



64. Joafc as the speed of the horse, though a prop6H^y of leisi^

(the horse), may be indicative of the (dashingor urgent) busintse of tite

so, for ns, could the specialities of pronunciation be attributed to lettered

56. “But if *0., be not eternal, the expr^sive word would

also become non^etemal.” This objection is to be set aside in a ihannisr

similar to the treatment of the order of letters forming a word. *
'

56. In the same manner the comprehension of the accents, hroad^

depends entirely upon the speciality of pronunciation (and does hot belong

to the Letter), We never recognise any difference based upon aocenfai, iff

we do in the case of the length^

57-58. If we accept the accents to be forms of one and the same Letthrjf

then we could explain their difference (as broad, Ac.), in the same manner

as we do the highness, Ac. (of pronunciation). In this case (of the differeiitfy>

accentuated vowels) we do not stand in need of any other sound, im we dd
in the case of another Letter. And it is these sounds (and not the vowelw

themselves) that have to be accepted as endowed with the charaoteirs os

softness, acuteness, &o,

58*59. Even when the Letter is one, the sound is of two kind8,-Mme
serving the purpose of indicating the forms of Letters, and another

Does not affect, ao.*’—The mistake lies only in the attribution of the propertfet

of length, Ao., to the Letters, and in nothing else beyond that. Hence though the means
of comprehension is a mistaken one, yet that does not touch the truth of the oomprehSn*
afon itself, S.g., the notion of the redness oi the crystal, which is a mistaken ode,'

leads to the inference of the presence of a red object near it| from which we conclude'

that though the means may be a mistaken one, the effect may be quite true.
tt Therefore the vowel is only one; and the properties Of length, do., belong ihF

reality to the duration of its utterance, and are only falsely attributed to itself, 5

t* Become non-etemal ’’—because the word depends for its denotation upon thS^

length or shortness of the vowels constituting it. Just as though the oi^ev, in-
which certain Letters appear in a word, is not everlasting, yet the word itself is eternal
so in the same manner, though the spe^Uties of the pronunciation may be non-eternidr»

yet that does not affect'the etemality of the word itself.

W The length, Ac., of a vowel are at times found to change the meaning of
and in this they are found to produce—•though only as a mistake—the notion of a differ^ •

ence between the long vowel and the short | but no snob difference is found to exist
the case of accents. Bo the claims of these latter are even much weaker than tkoiSif
of the properties of length, Ac. . r .

* .d
17.18 •« In this ease, #-c.”-Thi8 anticipates the following objection * " In the eadt of

tte different accents, we cannot but postulate so many different sonnds as briohgtiigo
10 the Letter } and hence, wherefore should we not accept a difference among the VaSlWili^
phases of the same vowel, instead of assuming so many dietjnot^sbnnds ” ? The -sense*
of the reply is that, of any one Letter,—whatever itsaooent, Ac.f might be-^e soifnds
arealways of one and the same kindi and as such we have not got to postnlato' WWiffW'

distinct sonud has tube admliMMt

1.7
conjointly and simultaneously demie the word aid ttoto

w 'I «
comprehension of the Letters , and those that (Mtio it

ass those that follow at the heels of the comprehonsion.
" ^
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ih^ oamprelie&sioQ (of snob formci) ;^the0e two beii«

^ of bringing about tho dofinition (of tbe Letters) immediately
Md'gradaally (respectively).

^ ,
j60. Thus thra we have the comprehension of the long^ &o., when

there happens to be a ooglomeration of the sounds of the former sort. Sinco

it is the Letter itself that is comprehended by means of these sounds, as

lasting during the specified time.

fil* And the recognition of the Broad and the rest is by means of

these (sounds) aggregating simultaneously. On the aggregation of the

others (<.e., those sounds that operate gradually) we would have.the differ-

ence of pitch : viz : lotr, Ac.

62. Though the character of the Letter has been recognised (at the

tot moment), yet the sounds gradually bring about a cognition of the same
{letter, (during the subsequent moments) ; and it is not any other Letter

that is cognised.

63. Even if among Lottos, there be an absolute difference, based upon
the existence of individuals and the class,—then too, Jaimlni’s theory. (of

the etemality of words) remains untouched.

64. Because, m tW case, all the arguments, in favour of the etema*

lity of the individual * ga,’ would be transferred to that of the class ' Oat-

wa *
; and the mention (in the BbUshya) of the Letters *

ga,* * au,* Ac.,

M ** Specified time ”«*one moment for the short vowel, two for the long, and three

tor the apute. The latter part of the Kariki anticipates the following objeotion i

** The long vowel is comprehended only when the sound is found to last for two mo*

ments. The sound would, in this case, extend all along the comprehension ; and

as such, the long and the rest must be admitted to be comprehensible by means

of the sounds of the second sort.” The sense of the reply is that though, as a matter

of fact these sounds are those of the graduai sort, and as such, bring about the defini-

tion of the vowel sound only gradually, and extend all along the comprehension, yet

even during the long time ^ 2 moments, it is only the letter that is oomprehendedi

And as that alone which helps the denotation of the meaning is accepted to constitute

the form of the Letter; it is only with regard to this denotation that its long form ia

VSBpHhended; consequently, even though this form may have been comprehended at

the first moment, yet it is recalled to the mind only subsequently. For these reasons

the sound must be admitted to tend to indicate the form of the Letter ; and hence It

is quite correct to say that the Long, Ac., are implfod by means of the sounds that

help in the recognition of the forms of Letters.

Thongh the text reads ” JDvutddthah ” (Hwh and the rest), yet inasmuch as in the

oase^of the Sigh the sound does not extend throughout the cognition, the Syiyarat>

isBkirs exifiains the compound as ” those that ave proceeded by the Druto (High), Ac.”

-HsCe the ATsdittfii and the Lota.

. ftA vowel, either short or long, having been cognised, all that the subsequent

aopsAi (la deepmr accents) do, is to help in the expression of the same Letter; no othes

MtaAtmqffessed.
it should not be understood that we deny the class * Qatwa^

favouring the theory of the etemality of wordia We deny

toamwe dd not find smy good masons to icce^ v V
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wottldbeexplainedasrefemngto thedasses ‘Gd»a,’ Mu«t(W,’4o.; andM

nch there would be no contradiction.
. j

65 The Letters cannot bo said to bring about - an aggregaH teord,

because each of the Letters is indicated by individually distinct efforts, and

mh of them is eternal and all-pervading.
, . , ^ . ,j

66 And when the word ‘go’ ia not thus brought about, how wuld

we have any such class as ‘ Oogabdaiica ’ ? Nor is an assumption d any

such class possible, just as a class of letter (
‘ fifatwo ’

) (is not possible, as

67. The notion of the sameness of a word (as uttered yesterday and

to-day) is to bo explained as being due to the identity of the Letters compos-

ing the Word. In the same manner is to be set aside the asssumption of

any aggregate tehole, apart from the component Letters.

68. The assumption of an aggregate identical with the Letters how-

ever, does not militate against (our theory of) the character of Letters. In-

asmnch the Letters have the power to signify the meaning (and as such

they are capable of forming an aggregate word, whioh, liowever, can have

no existence apart from tliese Letters)#

69. Letters should be accepted as being denotative of a meaning only

according as they are known (conventionally and traditionally) to have

the capability of expressing such meaning.

70. With reference to these Letters, subsidiary as they are to the

denotation of meanings, we have also to admit of the facts of their collo-

cation, and of their being uttered by a single person, and that too in a

certain definite order.

71. The fact of the speaker of all the Letters being one and the

same, and that of their being uttered in a definite' order, being the means

of the signification,—what determines such signification is that order

of the Letters, in which it has been previously found,, by the present

speaker, to have been used by experienced persons.

72. The simultaneity of the utterance of the Letters being impossibley

it is not accepted (as in any way aiding the denotative process).

^ An aggregate whole can be said to be brongbt about only by snob oonetituent

parts as happen to exist simultaneously. But the Letters are not so perceived ; as each

of them is brought about by a distinot effort peculiar to itself. If the mere fact of

all the Letters existing at the same time (even though not so perceived at the same

;

^.tirne) were to be the oause of the complete word being accomplished! then, inasmuch
all the Letters are eternal and omnipresent, every Letter—>a combination of Letters-?^

could be said to be the cause of any and every word.
W This anticipates the objection that each individual letter cannot signify the

meaning of the word, and the whole word cannot be comprehended at any single
moment,—how thou can there be any signiSoaUen of meanings? The seme of the
reply is that the denotations of Words are based upon Coirteefion.

Any number Of bonidbe uttered nt one Md tbe nn* time, only by
ifferpnt ]^r8onB

} but as a matter of fact, we find in ordinary life, that a Word^t*^
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fn iHe case 6t Bwh Bimnttaneiiy) the only possible course would
^e to haye a multiplioity o£ speakers. But we do not find such niultipH<»

bUy in the case of any ^notation.

78. Those objects^ that are capable of an action only when aotj[nj|(

simultaneously, not able to do the act when they are not united
;
just

as those that are capable of acting separately, one after the other, in a
certain order, are unable to act conjointly.

74-75. In the case of the sacnfioes PfimamSsft and the rest

(six sacrifices constituting the “ Dar^a-Pfimamfisa”) we find that they

have' an order of action (three being performed on the Amftvasyg and

the remaining three on the Paumam5si),-*tliough they act conjointly

(in bringing about a common result, in the shape of heaven ) ;
and in the

same manner, in the case of acquiring the Yeda, we find that learning

(consists of a gradual process of learning a letter, then a word, a Sen-

tence, and so on, and yet all these processes have a common result, in

the shape of an acquirement of the Veda). In fact eirerywhere we find^

that the Means, &o. (the three factors of a BhavanS), though gradual iu

their function, yet lead up to an action at one and the same time. There-

fore there can be no objection against the gradual (utterance of Letters

constituting a Word).

76. All actions are recognised as complete in themselves, and any

subtle differences among the actions themselves are never recognised..

77-78. When, however, the various parts of an action, though inher-

ing in a single process (lit

:

means to an end), are separately recognised,

distinctly,—then, in that case, the idea of simultaneity is a mistaken one*

How then could there be any simultaneity in the case of many and dis-

tinct actions, inhering in separate processes, and occurring in a gradual

order of seq^uence P

srliose component letters are pronounced, not by one, but by many persons—is inoap.

able of expressing any meaning.

bearers carry a Falki conjointly, which they could not do if they went at it

3ne after the other. In the same manner certain letters, combining in a definite way,
vn found to express a meaning, which they could not do, if all of them were uttered

limultaaeously (by different persons).

TtiW « Three foctors,*’ ets. : the Besult, the Means, and the Process.
W idl actfons end in their respective results ; and when the result has been

stained,' then ehme is the Action foalised in its complete form, and as saoh an
ketfonixatwaysrecogniicd asecmpiets, t.s*, with its result duly accomplished. The
joint action of letters is only through its result, in the shape of the full denotation of *

ihe meaning; and as forthe* subtle funotidning of each individual letter (comprising

^wmrd>towardC this result, it is never cognised sejHurately. ^

1 11 Bven id^e case of the single action of Homa*—where the different actions of
Mming tbs Bsitir, pcmrinp the UbfitUm, Ac., are each separately noticed—there fs no

simnitaneity. fienoethere can be ho’ such simultaoeity in the oaseei^jthii

ta<^PfivBamisI saotifioes, which comprise numy scUons.

35
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79. In a dose where an aoiies^ hrom the . oommencemeiit of its.

functionings, to the final falfilment, of its result, is recognised at one ^nd

the same time, as constituted by all the yarions fanctiohingSi—*with

enCe to such an action we haye the use of the Present Tense*

80. Therefore in the case in question (d the TTord), we would haro}

the present tense applicable to its action,—^inasmuch as it is recognised

in its entirety, as functioning from the yery beginning in the shape of a,

desire to speak (on the part of the speaker), to the final result in,the shape

of the recognition of its meaning (by the listener).

81. The distinct actions of the indiyidoal letters (oonstitnUng the

word) (though extant) could not be recognised in the absence of the ful-

filment of the final result; but this fact (of non-recognition) does not

proye the non-existence (of snob individual functioning).

89. Thus then the action being inferable from the final result, the

present tense becomes applicable to the action of the Means (TTorcb, ^c.)^

iii accordance with its position with regard to the result.

83. In the aforesaid action (of signification) the olose proximity .qC

something is necessary. But the mere fact of the others being to a oertoin^

degree removed from the final result, does not lead to any notion of their

not forming an integral part (of the Word).

84-85. With regard to the signification (of the object cots), dne

potency certainly belongs to both pa and an, though the former is removed

This Kirlka antioipates the following objection ;
** If there is no simultaneity^

how do yon esplain the nse of the Present Tense in connection with them ? Tte
stase of the reply Is that the Present Tense is used with regard to that action whidkii
seen from its beginning to the end, and as such no sfumltaneity is necessary.

Though the action is to be inferred from the result, yet when we hare once seen
that a number of letters, in a certain definite order, leads to the signification of a certain

meaning, and from this signlfioation, when we hare onoe inferred the action of the Let-
ters,—^then, at any future time, whenever we find the same Letters arranged in the same
<^er, we oome to apply to it the Present Tense. This antioipates tho following objec-
tion ; “ At the time of the fulfilment of the reanlb, in the sbspe of the significatioiB,

the functioning of the Letters will hare ceased, and thus beoome pagt ; hoWptieeflp
could the Present be applioable to it P ” The sense of the reply is that the final reeuH
has already been onoe seen before, and the fnnotioning of the Letters has also been
Inferred from that result j hence latterly, whenever the Word ia found, the fnaetiomng
of Letters is at once inferred and reoogniaed as Prsseat, as on the previous ooossion.

This antioipates the following objection t ” If all the Letters be accepted to be
^,:^meeM of espresaion, then, it beoomes necessary that We shoidd aiwnme am imfroikiam
prednoed by the Word taken as a whole, which would be the direct means of the oow-
niUon *lda impression would, on aooonnt of its oloser proximity,
alweys helmig to the last letter of the Word.'* The sense of the Karika is tbsk

tJI
^ ^ eqwdly nsoessaiy. andhanoe

thess]U^^Id aim be edmitted to form integral parts of the Word.
^ nsoettaiy that certain Letters shopld jBome,
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two'stepB (from the knpreseion U the word ae a whole), and the latter

l^only one ;
beoanee, it ie dnlj when they are located in this order tbat they

de2h''(o<^jdntly) eignify (the objeot). Jest as theViearga has a signifloanoei

only when it ie at a dietahoe from the other letters composing the wcvd,-^

eb, in the same manner, in the ease of those (9 and au) idso, the signi^*

dcance does not depend upon the immediate proximity of the one or the

dther (to the final impression of the complete word).

8fi. And where one letter is incapable (of signifying an objeot), it

does not follow that all (taken together) are also incapable. Because we

see' that the parts of the cart are incapable of carrying corn, Ac. (and yet

the cart os a whole is capable of carrying them).

87-88. ** But in the case of the cari^ each part of it has a certain

capability of its own,—all those indiridoal capacities conjoining towards

the accomplishment of the carrying; whereas, in the case of Letters

(composing a word) the only capability (of signifying an object)* belong^ to

their aggregate, while no snch capability is found to belong to the indivU

dual letters ;
inasmuch as the Letters individually—each one by one-

do not signify even the least portion of the object (denoted by the complete

word composed of those Letters)/*

89. But the action of carrying paddy, Ac., for instance, that is per-

formed by the cart, is never found to be done by its constituent parts*

as you would wish it.

90. If it bo urged that the parts of the cart too are capable of carry-

ing something (if not the whole cart load), then (we say) in the present

ease too, we have, among individual Letters, the capability of bringing

about a notion of themselves (if not that of the objeot signified) ;
and in

some cases single Letters are aptualiy found to signify even objects (as in

the case of the letter ka^ Prajapati).

91. Even he, who holds that an impartite Sp^ta is implied by the

ideas of the Letters, is not free from the above objection (urged against

the Mimansaka).

For, in that case too the Spkota of the word is not implied by

91 otjseeftm’*—against the theqiy that it is the Letters oonstitutiog a

word that signify the object.

9t Bven in theoase of the sounds (of Letters) it is necessary to admit their proxi-

mity, the fact of their belBg uttered bj the same person, and also the fact of their

oeourring in a paitioular order. And sinee Uiose that ooonr in any order cannot be

iiinuitaiieoaB, therefore we ehall have to aesnme an imprsitian prodooed by the whole

woMT/over and above theasSumptioa of the Sphota. And the ofajeotion against ns,—

Ub. * that if the inditidoals have no power, then their eggregate oav have none—

indies to the fiphota theesy aieo 1 beoauee even in that tba Letters individnsUy are aati

held to signify the fiphoto; fbr if anjane of the lettoss signified the oom^Mai

there would be no use fbr the other Isiteini Hanoe the gpbote-«-Ahaovy

ti^i^nlKramnd in need of thaedeaniption thatthe SphOd ieimplied by allthe Lellei#

taken the 8phota itself signifying the impression '4diht^lsfids ua tha^
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^eh individuftl Letter (composing it). Nor is the flSpiote iodiostei »i

narts ;
end in its absence we cannot have any cognition of it. . >.•

98.

And those that are individnally incapable, are incapable, aleo

when takMi oolleotively. And the arguments that yoo (the upholder «f-

flpAote) would bring forward to meet these objeotions, would eerve ouft

purpoBO. ''J

94. The existence (of SpUia), its distiootness (from the Letters), and

the denial of any parte (of the iSphote)—those three aseumptiona you

would require over and above what is necessary for our theory. And rt iO:

for this reason (of avoiding unnecessary assumptions) that we seek (to-

prove the fact of the Letters themselves) signifying the meaning.

95. (Even if we do not admit of a residual effect Sadskftra) there

would bo no inconsistency in the cognition of the meaning. Because

for this cognition we will have, for the cause, that which immediately

precedes it.

96. (The cognition of the meaning) always appears subsequent to the

cognition of the last letter of the word, after the cognitions of the two

(letters ga and au) have gone before. Therefore it is such (cognition of

the last letter) that we hold to be the cause (of the cognition of the

meaning).

97. Even without any residual effect (Sai^ski^a), this last Letter

would come to signify the meaning,—being helped to this capability by.

the letters that immediately precede it (and through this precedence help

it on to full significance).

98. And it is this (help) which some people call residual effeot

(Safiskap^). Because it is only this that is found to be free from the

assumption of anytliing unseen (and transcendental, or merely ideal).

99. Or, it may he the Impression (produced by the letters) that is

called the residual effeot.” Because all persons think that there is a

** residual effect” in the case of all objects cognised by any definite

cognition.

100. The only diversity of opinion lies in the faot of this (flffliUjiliB/WjF"

being the means of the cognition of the meaning (of words) ;
and as a means

of ascertaining this (causality) too, we have an invariable concomitflCkioe, as

in other cases.

meaning. And oertoinly it ia mnoh limpler than this to aasume a potency, In the
rXiettera taken oolleotively, of eignifying the impreaaion that wonld denote the meaning
^ef the word*

» That there ia anoh a thing ae BixhMra is admitted by all men } the only dillte.

enoe of opinion liee on the point of ite being the means of eog«**ff**g trVh meenlng ef
the word I and here too, wo have to admit ite oanaal potency, on the g«wmdof(iitvatl-
able>eoBoomitanoe«-aa ia explained& the following JTSHM.

ICO gnQ cognition of the meaning, only when there ia an impraealoni^aiid^
ihit Invariable oonoomitanoe helps ua to establieh the fact that Impreasiim>ie the.imiini
ef the cognition of the mtmning.
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t SfiAskl^ be gsoondlen^ then the assomption of pre*

oedenoe (among letters) also beeomes gronndleBB
;
and hence there eould he

1^ <ei mcrntioned above in Kftrlkft 97).

10& Thongh it is an acknowledged fact that “ Sahskfira is the cause

d remembrance, yet that does not preclude its applicability to other

pnrposese

108. Therefore it is not that the Bhashya has assumed the existence

of a (useless supemumary in the shape of) SahskSra- The only impercept.

ible that it has laid down is that of its being the cause of the, cogni*

tion of the meaning (of words).
* 104. And even the Sphota—theory is not free from an imperceptible

factor ;
as the capacity of signifying the effect (the meaning) is equally

applicable to Impression and Sphota.

105. And, inasmuch as the incompatibility (of Safiskira signifying

the meaning) thus disappears, it cannot lead to the assumption of Sphoia,

And the assumption of a Bahakltra too, preceding (the manifestation of

Sphota) is very necessary for you.

loio. We would not admit of anything besides sound (Sphota) with

regard to the cognition of meaning,—-only if such sounds were perceptible

by the sense, or if the Letters themselves were not amenable to Sense-Per-

ception.

107. If you are over-anxious to have a simultaneity of Letters,

then we may allow that on the ground of their etemality and all-pervad-

ingness (which makes all the Letters simultaneous) ; but this simultaneity

cannot be said to constitute their capacity of expressing the meaning.

108. Thus then, in the case of Letters that are comprehended gra-

101 The Letter is deetroyed as soon as it Is uttered, and if we deny the fact of any

Imprestion being left by it, then there would be nothing of it left to help the following

letter ; and when this help would be dpnied, then the precedence of the former would

be useless | and it would be impossible to get at any correct theory with regard to the

significance of words. Therefore we oannot totally deny the existence of SahskSfa or

Tmj^RSsion.
lot The spoken of by the Bhashya is none other than Fdsand, Which fs

the emitted cause of memory. The only thing that the Bhashya has assumed

and ifliioh is not amenable to direct Sense-Perception, is the capability of the Fdsani,

to bi^g about a cognition of the meaning of Words.

IM You too must necessarily postulate a certain unseen force that conld imply the

fifphota, Which would signify the meaning. Thus then, our theory is simpler than

yours, inasmuch as it does away with the intenrening agency of the 8phota$ and

certainly, the BahsleSra is as capable of denoting the meaning as the Bpkata.

..
IM This anticipates the following objection 9 “Yon.deny tbeSpheteon thegnmiid

ei'Bt^kara which signifies the meaning j but'why should yon not deny the agencgi^aC

the Lettm also, and hold the signification to be due to the sound only P Thepeiiie

c^ the reply is that Letters are. peroeifcd by means of the senses, Spud as sipch^ -lkt

'^SDsce.reasonable to hold than any imaginary ffphoto.

ifil Por in that case all words would signify all meanings.
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duiily ins Jeflnile o^er, their jwBition-he it either s&nnmwA^^

etliMwiae—is the only csnte of the oogiiitnm of mesm^.
„L

109. Or (the fact may be that) when the Lettora havo gra^^
comprehended in a dednite order, there followra recapituWed (or Jfe^ned)

oogEn of all the Letters (in the form of the ^mplete W^) ; and- it m

^8 complete recapitulated cognition which is the means of the cognition of

110 And in this (recapitulated cognition ) wo hare the aimnltaneiiy of

Letters. But the cognition of the meaning does not necessarily ddpend

upon the fact of this simultaneity being peroeiTed by tiie senses. -

111. Some people assert that this cognition the Word) is of a

variegated character, consisting as it does of the existing (the last Letter)

and the non-existing (the previous Letters that have some before) ; as in

(the cognition of each word, the last Letter is always comprebmided (at the

time that the word is recalled as a whole).

112. Others however hold that when the last Letter has been Com-

prehended, there is a simultaneous remembrance of all the other preCed*

ing LetterSi brought about by the impressions left by each individual

letter.

118. Thus then, though there are gradual cognitions (of the Letters

hx a definite order), yet, all theorists admit of a mental recognition of all

the Letters as constituting a whole word.

114. For, if this be not admitted, then in the case of the perception

of a certain number (one hundred, for instance) of the same object, each of

which is perceived one by one,—there would not be any collective re-

cc^ition of all of them as making up a hundred (such objects).

115. Thus, then, though the previous cognition, by the ear, of

Letters, is one by one, yet subsequently there is a collective remembrance

of the whole, which is purely mental ({.e., perceived by the mind).

116* And the Letters thus recalled are not,^ in any degree, removed

from the cognition of meaning; and hence it is that ordinary people

make the assertion that the cognition of meaning is obtained

Word.”

101 This is the view favoured by the Author himself. According to this theory

the pronunciation of the second letter is aocompenied by the remembrance of the pre*

spading letter.

lit When the last letter has been heard, all the rest are recalled ; therefore ihA"
bognitlon of the last letter is direct sensaal perespeioa, and that of the others' reiiiem^

trniics ; and hence the variegated character of the word-cognition.
Ui This alternative does away with the variegated character, because the final

cognition of the whole word is made to follow aflw that of the last letter, and not aimnl^
teneeusly (as in the previouB alternative). Thus then the- final oompxehensioa of tfie
Word beoomes a caee of itenerntran^ pure and simple.

IW Bmuse the oognition of the meaning follows immediately afteir the rObogn^
iion el the complete word. .

. v..; a
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Beiipg.1^ Mtnkyliy the aforeseid variegated cogaitiQQ^ some,

pk^le hold that apart from the Iietters eomposiiig there is a durtinot

qogpHion.of the.wQird 'V(3aiih»”.aiid that this cognition is amendde to l^nse*

Perception.

118. We admit of the fact of thia cognition (of the whole) being

spmetliing different from the cognition of each of the Letters. Bat the

cognition of the Word cannot be anything totally apart from that of the

Letters composing it*

119. Even though the cognition of the whole word {Oauh) bh

something other (than that of the Letters), yet any cognition of the

three (Letters a ^and:) cannot belong to anything besides ths three

Letters themselves.

120.
.
We do not deny the fact of the cognition of the word Oauh^*

as a single component whole. This idea of the singleness of the Word is|

dne to the fact of the word (as composed of the three Letters) being the

object of a single opgnitioni and also to the fact of the whole (trio of

Letters) having a single end (that of signifying the object cow).

121. In the case of the word ^ Oauht** the idea of one-ness may be

dne to the fact of the Letter ^ following very soon after a, and

also to that of there being very little interrim between the two syllables.

In the case of snoh words, however, as ** Devadatta,” and the like, the dif«

ferenoe between the Letters is quite clear. (As a matter of fact the idea of

one-ness is a mistake).

122. The construction of the Bhftshya passage ought to be ‘U&e word

U not sabsidiary,”—because the causal efficacy (of signification) belongs to

the Letters (composing it ) ; and it is on this view that we have the ordi-

nary assertion ( the cognition of meaning is got from the word

128. The Ablative in ** pabdat **
(in the, sentence ** fahM arthapra^'

tltih ”) signifies causal agency. In your theory too, there would be an inteir-

vening factor between the cognition of meaning (and the cognitimi of the

Word,—^the manifestation of Sphota being the intervening factor).

That is said to be subsidiary, which, being known in one shape^

is used in another. And (in the case of the Word) we are not cogaU

sant of any other form of causality (than the one we lay down).

IIT The Oiammarians hdd this view of the perceptibility of the Sphota. They

ere led to thia by a false analogy to the perceptibility of the last letter of the word.'

(dee above). “ There U a cognition, ^eV’ t.e., hi the form of the Sphota.

1» This KSrika refers to the following Bhishya pasMge : •*aaugai$ha eabda iti

H na gauno *k$hariahu nimittabhdvah.” This Is objected to on the gronnd that the

Wly portion seems to imply that the word qualifies ^ohebrd.’ The

h<mver, explains it thna : * ha gaupah gdbdah dUhairhhu nimittahhivah.*

All eanses have their own opemtion Intervening between themselves and tbefir;

effects; sad in the case of Words also, we hate only this mnoh of interrim i imd "iS

snob, this causality is none oOisr than the one we Are. cognisaQt of in the esse\ 0fiU
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' 126. The intenreniioii of the operation of the eai^

todl lnsee; endin the oaee of the Word, it le only o|^«^
(which ie found to intervene between the Word and its Bignifloa«ien>|'

therefore this ie no real intervention at all.
xt.

126 When, as a matter of fact, people do not give the nam

«Word’? to anything besidos the Letters, how conld there be any ei^‘

i«ertion as “ meaning is got from the word,"
J>

*

signified by them (<.fl., the letters composing the Word) (when yon hold

that it ie the Sphoto that signifies the meaning) (and hmoe the aaid aa-

ertion is not compatible with the Sphota th^
).

^ . u..
'

* u
127 If the cognition of the meaning be said to be brought about by,

the Sp/lo«a, manifested by the Impremon produced by the ^uition of the

Lottere,-then the causal agency of the Word becomes subsidiary to the

greatest degree (inasmuch ns between the Word and the cognition ,

the moaning, wo would have two intervening factors : the Impression and

the Sphota). •
• t. • •

128. The utterance of the word is not for the purpose of bringing.

about the SaMra; this Sa^shara appears gradually in connection with

the word, used with a view to the signification of the meaning;

129. Therefore a Word is called (the cause ofc the signification erf

meaning) with a view to its effect,—being, as it is, used for the sake of

that signification, and in the manifestation of the whole Word (by means of

the Letters composing it), there is no intervention. (In our theory, the

Letters are held to manifest the word directly, without any intervening

processes),

130. Or, the previous residual effects ( Sa^shUfas) may be taken to

be parts of the process of the signification of the Word ;
and the last

letter of the word would bo the manifester of that Sa^whdfa ; and since

this (last letter) is a word, therefore we would have the primary character

(of the ordinary assertion—“the meaning is signified by the Word”)-

[this is in accordance with the theoiy that the meaning is signified by the^

last letter of the word as helped by the impressions left by the preovMP”
letters].

131-182. * In words and sentences, either tb^Lettciirs, or the Sounds

(thereof) do not point to any such agent of signification, as the Sphot^-^

just as the lamplight (does not point to any intervening mainfester)

because the Letters have existence,—^like the ‘ jar,* Ac.* :—these and other ..

arguments like these could be easily brought forward against the assump*:

tion of things not cognised by ordinary people.

133. And again, the Sphota cannot indicate the meaningi—^be-
cause it is something altogether apart from the Letters- (composing thO -

other Muaet. Bence the oausality in this prelent case cannot be said to„ be of a.
. seoonmry or Bobiidiery character.
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jar, 4a. Nor u tbero any eontmdiotion <in thia) of

pmW^hlB beoaw the object (Sphota) itself, is not estebliehed (as

m eatity)*

134* He who would deny the existence of Letters would be theiahj'
Dontaidioting the perceptible fact of the cognition of the meaning follow^

iog immediately on the perception of the Letters (composing the Word),—
just as the denial of the moon (contradicts a tisible fact).

135* Or (we may cite another argument) :
* The cognition of mean-

ing proceeds from the Letters, because it follows immediately after the

cognition of these ;—because that which is so (t.e., follows immediately after

something,) necessarily proceeds from it,—as the notion of Fire from that

>f Smoke.’ [That is to say, as the notion of Fire following immediately

ifter the perception of Smoke, the former is accepted as proceeding from
he latter].

136, * Or like the lamp, the Letters Qa and the rest are the indicators

jf the objects ^ cow,* Ac., because these objects are always recog^nised on
the utterance of the Letters

; and because the Letters are always recog-

aised prior (to the cognition of the object).

187. ** The denial of the Sphota as apart from Letters, is of very

little use in regard to Wordfi.** But we have made the above attempt (to

refute Sphota) simply with a view to establish the tinith of the effects

brought about by the different members of the Sentence.

Thus ends the Sphota—VAda.

Section 18.

On ‘‘AxgTi.**

1. If the denotation (of a word) be something apart from the Akriti

[class or fom)^ then we could not establish either the relationship (of mean-
ing with the word) or the permanence of that relationship. Conscious of

this (difficulty) we now proceed to establish the fact of the Class (Akrti)

RRITTfae object of denotation by a word.

Vbe sense of the objection is this : Ton deny the Sphota to be anything apart

From the.Letterss but in that case we can accept it as a part of the Word, and not

of thfLetters i and as snob the Sphota theory would remain intact."

The position taken up by the reply is that in accordance with the Sphota theory,

no parts of sentences are held to be operative,—the sentence alone, ao a whots, being

Accepted as indicative of its meaning as a whole. Hence by the denial of Sphota, wp
Bstablish the reality of the operative faculty of the parts of sentences.

1 If in every case, the Individnal alone were the object of denotation, then, in as

ninch.as such Individuals could uet be omnipresent, there could be no relation between

bhe < Woi^ and its Meaning. The Glass or Form on the other hand, is etsmal i mid as

Bueh, quite oapahle of relationship with the Eternal Word;
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2. In ooarfie of this wo shall also try to establish the e)cistenoe of tho

Akrti, and in order to prove the strength or weakness (of its olaims to de-

notability) in comparison to the Individnali we shall later on (in the

Akrtyadhikarana) lay down the grounds for accepting the fact of the Akrti

matter being the object of denotation.

3. It is the Class itself that has been called “ Alqrti ”—^which sign!-

6es ikat hy which the Individtial is specified (or characterised). It is that

which is comfmn to all the individual objects, and the means of a colleetive

idea of all these (individuals) as forming one composite whole
4. As the means of such collective idea, there is a commonality^ which

is signified by the word (‘dkr^r),—this fact is admitted by all
; and in this

there is no difference among the several theoristis.

5. With regard to all objects there is a double idea, in the shape of

one consisting in its differentiation (as an individual apart from others),

and another (a collective idea) consisting of its homogenity (with others

resembling it in certain respects, and thus, with it, forming a Class^ a
corporate whole). And this double idea is not possible without the double
character of the object (as an individual, and as belonging to a class).

6. If the object were perceived merely as an individual, then there
could be no idea of (its belonging to) a Class. And (rice versd) if the
Class alone were perceived, then there would be no occasion for any idea
of the Individual.

7# Nor can any of the two ideas be said to bo either mistaken, or of
only secondary importance

; because the conviction of the double idea is
always so firm, that the mistake must he on the part of those who assert
that the double idea is a mistake—(therefore the double notion is absolute-
ly necessary).

8. And further, since the two (the Individual and the Class) are no-
where perceived in their primary form, therefore there can be no assump-
tion of the secondary character (of the idea of either the Individual or the

W6 mwt
*** *®«*P**"«« abwlnldy twele... OonMqnaiitly

.^,1 j,- comuMfaiBtt.
'***'*’ accepting it, in preteienoe to the Indiril

to.ti;.Lt.rhT4i:ft2:^;"'‘"“'^

beoanw^to^only t*™*- The J** accepted,

diiAli DQtteuiiKr y * ®o*^orete collective idea of a number of indlvi-

, that the idea Of the Tndi.

-m, hate them ae primaryV ^ ** aecondary, where elw eciitd

it «nhe fonnd elmwhew in it, pri««Tch!^iJ^
“ ia one place, cnly »
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6faMs)« (Nor oai^juiy of iiiom be said to be false or mistakeOf because)
itJbas already been proved (in the NirdlamhanavOda^') that all ideas have
oonnterpart realities, as their objects, in the external world.

9»' There is mutual dependence between the Iiidiridual and the.
Glass : the Class belonging to the Individuals, and the Individuals to
the Glass.

10. A Glass devoid of IndividmU does not exist, (
—^because of the

absence of Individuals)—like the horns of a hare. And in the same
manner, because of the absence of Glass there could be no Individuals

(without a Class).

11. Or, these two premises may be mentioned in the forms because

one does not possess the character of the other.*’ By this change, there

ceases to exist the slightest difference between the Individual and the Glass.

12-13. If one were to assert the capability of the Individuals to bring

about ideas of commonality, without (admitting of) a separate entity

(in the shape of Glass ”),—for such a person, of what sort would be the

capability of denotation P (1) Will this capability be cognisable, or non-

cognisable P and (2) will it be different in each Individual, or one (and

the same for all) P It it be one and eognisabley then it comes to be a Class

only mentioned in other words.

14. If the capability be non^oognisable^ then the Idea (of singleness or

commonality) becomes devoid of any basis (and as snoh false). Because

no object is accepted by mere existence (unless it is, in some form or other

actually cognised).

V If there were no IndiTidnals, there could be no Glass ; and the only peculiarity

of the Individual is that by its individwUiatic character^ it specifies the eov/monality (of

the Glass) ; and hence without the Glass, there could be no Individual.

10 The two arguments are
: (1) The Glass without Individuals (as assumed by

others) does not exist : because it is without Individuals—like the hare’s horns. (2) In-

dividuals without the Glass do not exist : because they are without the Glass,—like
the hare’s horns.

"""^"Thepremiss—’’because of the absence of Individuals”—implies that the Individoa

is something different from the Glass; and in order to avoid this absurdity, the

premises of the foregoing arguments are stated as follows
:
(i) ’because of the absence

of the individualistic character*; and (2) ’because of the absence of commonality.^ The
argument thus changed becomes capable of prosing the non-difference of the Glass from
the Individoids. Because the premiss signifies that the difference of the Olaee from the

J^ndividuaU is concomitant with unreality ; and it follows from this that their non-diff^

erenee must be concomitant with reality—t.s. real.

12.1S This meets the following Bauddha argument : ” Even when you admit of a

Glass, you have to assume that it is capable of producing ideas of similarity; why
should we not, then, attribute the same capability to the Individuals themselves P

.

It is only the cognition of the common character that can be said to be capalilo

of being implied by the Individual. If, however, the capability itself becomes non,-oo|;«
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15. loasmachas the Indmdtuile themsidTee am diSer5ivt from ami

Another, they can never be cognised by a single Idea ; because (being maai^

and diverse) they cannot have (any notion of single commonality far) their

object. And as for the capability itself, it does not belong to these

(Individuals).

16. If the capability.be different (in each Individual and something

vrholly different from the Individual itself), then there cannot be

one idea (embracing all the Individuals). And if the capability of each

Individual were identical (with it), then too, we conld only have ideas

of the Individuals (and not of all of them collectively as one ' corporate

whole.

17. For these reasons you must also admit of the CZoss, which is

apart from the Individuals and their capabilities, and yet embraces all

Individuals, and pervades through each of them.

18. Thus then, for us, there is a distinct object of the Ideaof single com*

monality ; and it is a natural property of the Individuals. And as such, it

may bo named either “ Sam&nya,** or “ Akrti,” or “ J&ti,** or “ ^akti.”

19. (Ob;.): Well, even in the case of such (sammum genuses) as

Satin'* and the like, we have an idea of their forming a Glass ;
—^how could

aissble, how can it lead to the eognitien of iomething olse f If the capability is not cog-

iiiied, how can that which is said to be the object of this capability be oogniaed P And
henoe all ideas of any single cormonality mast be rejected as utterly groundless*

It This anticipates the following objection t
**
It is not the capability that is the

basis of the idea of single commonality | the Individuals themselves constitute this

basis.'* The sense of the reply is that the Individuals being many and diverse, they

can never be the basis of any idea of siaple commonality, which must be the object of

a notion of something which is one only. It is only a single form that can be the object

of a single notion i but you do not admit of any single form embracing all Individuals

(as that would be nothing more or less than admitting the Class) i henoe you cannot
reasonably hold the Individual's to bring about any notion of oingle commonality* As
for ^e eapdbilityt though you admit of its existence, yet, in as much as you deny its

coition, it cannot serve as the basis of any notion of oinglo commonality
with regard to the oase in question, it is as good as non-existent*

^

i* is the capability different from the Individuals or not P It appears as one ) but
if it be different, it could not appear as one. And again if it be different, how could it
denote any riugle comwonolitv, by means of the Individuals, that are many and divermP

# r
^ Individuals, we could have no other idea save that

"
And these Individuals being many and diverse, they could not form

the basis of any notion of single commonality.

.
**"*• “»**«*>» nor thdr eaiM»«{ty an Jmmd

oteattobe tha bnU of tlw notion of iDgloeommoMaUt,] "net, ^e.*~ili* Ola*.
roddn M a t»bol. ii noh of the IndiTldnata.

» Though then^ be no OJm. OioMM-eiioh aa « gottwrftM,^ faa Ihia woildM o^en in the ebaenoe of anch fnrOier otoaiea, we
the Idea of a CioM of Olaum, as ona in which many diWtteeo1aaaea,aaah4a
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tif^bei^njrtiioh idea withoat the exietenoe of another more ^eztenefvh

Ohies p” ^
-

20-

21. (Beply). This argument tliat you bring forward is exaotly met
by the case of the forest. For even though the idea of the further Glass is

mistaken, that of the Minor Glasses gotwa^ ’* &o.—can not be so. Ba*
canse prior to the utteranoe of the wo^l {*gotm^ &o./ in the case of the

classes ^aptrahcra/ &c.), we have no one notion of commonality
with regard to all (such Glasses), as we have with regard to the individnal

cows (in the case of the Glass *Gow*).

21-

22. Some people assert than even in this case (of Glass of Glasses)

there is a perceptible similarity consisting in the fact of their being*
** things” (and thus oonstitnting the Glass ^ Vastutwa'*). Bat if sach

assumptions were admitted, then there would be an endless series of

Glasses ;
in as much even between the iummum genus ” Vastutwa ” and the

minor Glasses ” gottea^'* Ac., there may be assumed to be a similarity (con-

sisting in the fact of both being Glasses, and so on, ad infinitum ).

23. And since the Individuals too are things^ there would be an Idea

of Glass (” Vastutioa ”) with regard to these (Individuals) also, just as in

the case of ” 8atta^'* ^o. Therefore, there can he no such class (of Glasses)

<aa ” Vastuttoa.'*

24. Therefore, in the case of Ac., the application of the word

** gotwa*' ** agwatwa^** are found to be included. But in as much as there can be no

Class of Classes, this idea connot but be admitted to be a mistaken one. ** And,” urges

the objector,
** on the same grounds, why should we not reject the idea of the Class

*gotwa* also, as being a mistaken one P*’

ao.si » The Forest is nothing apart from the trees in it. And hence
though the idea of the ** Forest ” apart from the trees is clearly a mistaken one, yet

the idea of the trees themseWes cannot be so. Similarly, in the present case, though
the idea of the Class of Classes may be mistaken, that of the Classes themselvei cannot
be so.

** Beeause prior to, ^e.”—In the case of the Idea of the Class of Classes, thg idea

^ oLflingleness is merely verbal. When the similarity of the borine oharaoteristioa .Is

perceived to exist in a number of cows, without an expression of the idea of simil^ty
in the word ** Qotwa,*'' we have not the remotest idea of any other class, as ** Agwetwaf*
It is only when the word Qotwa ^ has been uttered, even without the perception of

any eimilarity, Ao.—that we remember similar words, like Agwatwa*^ and the like;

and the idea of similarity among these various classes {‘* Ootuoa,** ** Agwatwa,^* Ao.),

lies only in the verbal form s in as much as there Is nothing common among them except

their ending in the abstract affix ** twa.^ And hence such an idea cannot but be a
mistaken one.

ffi Individuals are things, as much as the Classes) and hence, if the Ideas of Olaaa

be said to be b&sed upon verbal expression only, the Individuals would be as entitled to

the Idesi as the classes themselves.

M How then. Is a single word **8iminya*^ applicable in ootnmgn to all ct^iieef

Inasmuch as it has been proved that this similarity is only verbal, and it aot
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(emmonality) is dae either to the faotof the one (name>.a|ip^

loff to many and diverse classes (as *gotiva/ ^agwatwa^ *c.), or to ttmfc

it bringing about a single Idea (with regard to the various classes).
^

25. The Glass resides in the Individuals, because the Glass is not

perceived in the interval between the perception of two Individuals.

A.tid we do not admit of any (omnipresent) Glass like “ IkSga.
*

,26. Or, even if it be admittki to bo omnipresent, its manifestation

irould depend upon certain capabilities (in the Individuals composing it).r

/tnd such capability would be inferred from its effect in the shape of the

manifestation (of the Glass).

27. Therefore that (Individual) alone would be considered to be

capable, the presence of which would bring about the manifestation (of the

Glass). It is for this reason that the Glass (^gotwa') is not perceived in

the presence of any and every individual.

28. Though (all Individuals, cows, horses, Ac., are) different (fixim

all Glasses “goieto,” ^^agwatwa** Ac.), yet the capability (of manifesting

one Class) belongs only to certain (Individuals) ;
while some (Individuals)

are wholly without such capability. And certainly no exception can be

ti^ken to the natural capabilities of things.

29-

30. For instance, to such facts, as the burning of fire and not ot ^

who could take exception ? It is merely accepted as a perceptible

fact, and no other reason for it is looked for. And the mere absence of any

other reason, does not make the cognition of the fact (of fire burning)

groundless false).

30-

31. In the mere fact of pointing out (or manifesting of the Class

oonstitate a real Claes in the shape of “ Samdnya** this application of the name to all

classes must be explained as being due to extraneous influences ; and as such influences,

we have the facts that the name '* Sdmiaya,” though only one, belongs to all the

various classes, and brings about a single idea embracing all classes.

•• “ And tee do not —The Glass can have no existence apart from the Indi-

vidoals I and hence it cannot be said to be omnipresent, like ** Aki^a, which Mmf*
independent existence of its own.

M It is not perceived in the intervals ; beoanse at that time there is no individual

endowed with the requisite capability.
^

VI Only that Individual can be said to be ** capable,*’ which manifests the Class.

The class 6'otioa” is manifested by the individual cows alone; and hence no other

individaa1s-*as horses or elephants—can be said to manifest that Class*
VS Though the individual cows and horses are equally different from the classes

Qotwa and * A^wattoa* yet the individiml cow is capable of manifesting the former
class and not the latter.

That which is perceived by the Sense does not require any othey proof to
substantiate it.

W-Sl If the idea of the Class were produced by Inference, we would stand in
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Of tbe Indiyidoal) no ooaooimt^^ property need be looked f6r; b^nse
BOoh manifestation is not inferential; and in the case of setise«peroeptioii|

wbat would be the use of any further definitions, fto. (of marks and
ohaiaoteristios, Ac.) P

31*32. Then tugtdn, the jelationship between the Indmdual and tba
Class is purely natural, and not based upon any reasoning. Consequently
we do not require any other Class, for the establishment of such relation-

ship. And like the aforesaid capability, the natural (character of the

relation) cannot be questioned.

38. Or, even if the relationship were based upon some ressons,—-since

it is only a reason or ground, in some form or the other, that is required,

—

therefore when certain Individuals have been perceived, (they themselves

would supply the necessary grounds for the relation), and nothing else

(in the shape of a fresh Class) would be needed.

34. Question : **Wherefore do other Individuals not signify the Class P

Answer: Simply because such manifestation is not seen to follow from them.

And since such non-application of one set of individuals to another Class is

only natural, no other grounds for non-manifestation, need be sought after.

85-36. Question : Since you do not admit of any further ‘S&mfinya’

(a higher Class) for the controlling of the application (t.e., the relation bet-

ween certain Individuals and Classes), therefore, why should not the notion

of the individual cow be independent of any such controlling agency as that

of the Claes ‘Cow * P And just as, even though (all individuals are) equally

different (from the Class) yet the capability of relationship belongs only to

some of them, (independently of any other causes), so too we would have
the cognition of the individual ‘cow’ (naturally by itself), without any
other causes.”

of a conoomitant property. But as a matter of fact, it is only a case of Sense-percep-

tion. This anticipates the following question : “ By what mark do we know that

sjoh an individual will manifest such a GlassP" The sense of the reply is that it is

only Inference that stands in need of such a mark ; Sense-perception does not require

it.

IIJM This anticipates the following objection: “The individuals being m|^,
they cannot be the cause of any one relationship,—and as such we shall require anotfier

Class for the establishing of the said relationship.” The reply is that the relationship

is natural, and not based upon any estraneous grounds.

M How is it that the individual cow does not indicate the class * Horse * P
' 8t.8S If many and diverse individuals be the grounds of the esistenoe of a single

Glass, we may have the same Individuals as the causes of the single notion of the

individual oow; and we need not have any such thing as the class *cow.’ And put as
iunong certain individuals, equally different from the Glass, only a few have the natpi^
m^iability of being related to the Glass | so also we could have a natural yqjpitiftbm

^ thj'blass ' Oow ’ without any other cause.
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«, oognitions, »t»enoe ot oJ^eot8,-iro nocmHly roqaiw » OUm^

tDart frow tlw IndiTidual.
i. _i. i_ *u*.

*^38 All appearing without cowosponding objeote, nuut,m
ibsono^ of Buoh obieota. be rejeoted u Wee. ^nd the exietenw of the claw

(“oow ”) here cannot be eaid to be faulty, on the ground of the absenee of

89.
^
If the Olasi were not admitted, then there oould be no fnno&n>

iuff of* Verbal Testimony and Inference (as means of true cognition).

B^nee there could bo no relationship among individuals, on account of

the endless number (of these).
^

’

40. And further, this (relation) is of use to the person (in arriving

at Inferences and Verbal Testimony), simply because of its bei^ so

peraeived. Whereas in the case of the relation between the Individuals

and the Class, there is no need of perception.

41-42. When the object, in the shape of the OUm ‘ cow/ has been

cognised by means o£ the Senses, Apparent Inconsistency leads to the ac«^
^

»7 With regard to the different kinds of oows, we hare an idea of a single oom-

monality oonsisting of a character that is common to all cows. And sinoft there can

no idekt without their counterpart realities, therefore we must admit of a single class

** Cow,'* independently of the specific characteristica of the individual oows.

BS It is a fact of common eiperience, in the case of different kinds of medicine

effeoUng a cure of the same disease, that even many and diverse agents conspire to

bring about a single end. Therefore even in the absence of any farther assumed.

Classes, it is only reasonable that the diverse Individwls should directly point to a
^

single Clais.

10 Verbal Testimony is based upon the relation of Word and Meaning t and

'

ference is based upon the relation subsisting among the various terms of the syllogism.

If we had no Classes, all relationships would have to be based upon Individuals t v
ns all Individuals (innumerable) oould not be perceptible at any one- time,' no relaiioiU^

ship would ever be perceived. , .

00 In the case of Inference, a relationship is of use in the argument, only wheirtO^

lias been duly ascertained, as existing among the terms concerned.- Of the

however, the relationship with the Individual is based npon the very nature of the twof,"

and as inoh It does not stand in need of being aotnally realised in perception.
41.4S Even tbongh the capability (of producing a single idea of commbi^il^^

I^Botsod by certain Individuals) exists, yet, in as much as no Idea onn exist witl^o^i .

^|ts oonnteVpnrt reality, we oannot but admit of the reality of the Class, as tho reat^

;''4bieot of tlie single notion of commonality produced by the aforesaid capability f
and .

hence if the Class be denied, the capability itself becomes untenable.
'• Tkt eapabilityf ^c."—This is in anticipation of the argument that the cofeWl^

j

itself mlfd^t be accepted to be the object of the notion of oommionality-^tber^y
av^ Witt tte moMrfty ot porti^tbig tte OIom. Th. snw. of tlri
mhtMle. of- tt. Olaw is vMllMd by and a. fMb A Js
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c«ptaaeo el e singfe eepel^ty m the oontrolling agent (of snoh i^dation
batwem the In^TidniUa and the Glass)

; and this (capability) being now
established, cannot set aside its own oanse (the idea of the Olat$). The
capabUily itself oannot be the object of this (single) notion (of oommow*
atity); baoaase it is not perceptible by the Senses.

48. The regresaus ad infinitum, that you urge on the ground of (the
necessity gf having further and further) other Glasses, could only tend
to the rejection of (all ideas of) OUm. But such rejection is opposed to

facts perceived by the Sense.

44. Either the relation (between the Individual and the Glass), or

the basis thereof, is not the means of cognising the Glass. It is only when
the individual object has been perceived (by the Sense) in its true form,

that the Glass is subsequently definitely ascertained.

45. Since the dewlap, &c., and the class ‘ cow* are both connected with^

the same object (cow), therefore the existence of the dewlap, ifec., tends

simply to point (to the Olass as related to the same individual objects of

which it itself is the qualification). And it is not necessary that any-

thing that serves to point to something else must be an integral part of it.

46-47. And when there is no absolute difference between the dew-

lap, Ac., and the individual cow, and again between the class *cow * and the

individuals (composing it), then the reply to the question— how is it

that the class
^ cow ’ applies only to the objects endowed with the dewlap,

Ac. ? *’—would be that it does so simply because the Glass consists of

(is identical with) it (the individual endowed with the dewlap, Ac.) Tlien

as for the question—**Whence this identity?”—^you must understand that

it lies in the very nature (of the Glass and the Individuals composing it)^

».

rMonable to admit the Class as the real object of the notion of commonality, than the

papahility, which, at best, can only be inferred,

44 Thus the ascertainment of the Olass is independent of the relation, &o.; and as

such cannot be rejected.
^

This is in anticipation of an objection to the Bhoshya passage, where it Is

d^ared that the Glass ('cow*) is qualified by the dewlap, Ac. ; this theory makes the

lootjpitioieof the Glass *cow* dependent upon that of another Olass * dewlap’; and this

against the standard theory of the independent oogpiisability of the Olass * cow.’

^he sense of the reply is that when the Bhishya raised the question-* what Is the

"^eaningof the word’ Oow’P—the reply given was that the signification of the word

OQUatsM of the class endo/wed with ihe dewlap, ^o,, meaning thereby the object endowed

2 theM. The peculiar wording may be explained on the ground of both the dewlap

JMie Class ’coto’ being related to one and the same object, the individual eowi and

fio dtee oair we admit the dewlap as qualifying the Class. ''And it is not neeessary,

because the dewlap is not an integral part of the Class ' eow,' that is no reason .

It e^ld net be accepted as defining (or specifying) It.

41.48 This sapptfei, from the Author’s own standpoint, an answer to the qnoalioii*^.

,

87
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« 48-4d. Thus the fixity (of rdation) is establidied in aeoovdanee

with ordinary sense-perception. And the difference ainong^ the vavtoiia

classes *Cow/ (*Horse ’)> Ac., are based on the very nature of things, and

are not due to any difference in their respective manifesting agencies; for

if it were so, then like the shortness, Ac., (of letters), the difference among

classes would become false. Then again, we ask—On what depends the

^ difference between the manifesting agency (thesummum genua ** VMtutwa*')

and the individual objects, elephants, Ac. ? If it be said that the difference

is natural,—we can say the same (with regard to the difference of the

Minor classes themselves,—thus doing away with the intervention of a

Bummum genua),

50. If it be urged that the difference is due to the peculiarity of the

manifested class ;—then there would be mutual dependence. Therefore the

diffeinnce between the classes (‘cow* and ‘elephant’) and the individuals

(cow and elephant) must be held to be based upon the very nature of

things.

51 Ohjeetion : “Since the Glass extends over many (individuals) and

the Individual over nothing but itself, therefore they (the Glass and the

Individual) cannot properly be held to be identical ;
and hence (in the

cognition of the Glass) there must be some secondary imposition.

what is the ground of the peculiar relationship between the Class and the Individoal f

This ground is held to be mere identity.

48-49 w The differencet This is levelled against those that hold that all clasaea

are identical in the aummum genua ‘ Vastutwa,* and that their differentiation into the^^.

minor classes is due to certain manifesting agencies in the shape of the words ' Qotwa ’
*

* afwatwa,* and the like
;
just as in the case of Letters, the only difference lies in '^the

Intonations—short or long, high or low, Sto, ^“ We can aay the aame, In the case of individual cows also, there is a naKsM,
difference among them. Thus, then, though * Vaatutwat is one, yet, owing to the diff^^
ences among the individual cows and elephants, if it be held to appear manifold, in thi9

•hape of the minor classes, “Cow” and ** Elephant,’’—then, in the same manner, in as
much as there are natural differences among the individual cows themselves,
individuals could be taken as forming so many minor elaaaeai especially as the, only
ground for * rasfiihea* appearing in the forms of the minor classes " Cow,” “ l^phimt,’^
ko., is the fact of its difference from the individual cows and elephants. This

^^Ipable absurdity) consequently, we cannot bnt admit of a elaaa “Cow,” whioli 14
distinot from the elephant, Ac., and yet embraces, within itself, all individual cowlf' ,

And in this manner, the necessity of the minor elaaa ‘cow’ is established, apaci tmg
any manifesting agency in the shape of a summim genua.

Mutual dependence.**r-Tlie cognition of the manifested depending ^

mnifestlng agency, and the dilterenoe of this latter from the individuals, nscessi^
for the Mid manifestation, depending npon the peculiarity of the manUesfed elaar. ,^ ^ identical, the idea of the Oltuw vmsh^eeiiib^.^
»wWkaB, car only a secondary characteristic imposed Upon the IndivMnaL
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eaohdifferent individiial)>—^because the Class is identical with those that

are different (among themselves)—like the specific character, (of the indi-

vidoalfi)* And again, we most admit the singleness of individuals,—because

they are all identical with the one (Glass).

58. Then again, ** how can one and the same thing, (the Glass and the

Individual being identical, and thus one and the same), be both one (in the

form of the Class) and many (in the form of the Individuals), and then too,

extend over othei*s (as a Glass) and be restricted within itself (as an Indi-

vidual) P How too, can the same be both the Glass and the Individual ? These

among others are the inevitable contradictions involved in your theory.”

5t-55. Eeply : It is not proper to urge these contradictions (as they

do not apply to our theory) ;
because it is only when the Individual is

cognised as being identical with the Glass, that it can extend over many

things
; and the class too is known to extend to nothing beyond itself,

only when it is perceived to have become identical with the character of

the Individual. (Thus there ceases to be any contradiction).

55-

56. In the same manner is to be set aside the (contradiction based

upon the) fact of (one and the same thing) being both diverse and one

because in one shape (that of Glass) wb may have singleness, and in another

(that of Individual), diversity.

56-

57. He who urges the diverse character of the Class is to be shown

that ( the Glass has that character) when it is in the shape of the Indivi-

duals
; and hence we accept this character, as also the single chamcter of

the Individuals, only as appearing in the shape of the Glass.

. , ^ The sense of the objection is this: **The Class is identical with all Individuals

the Individuals differ from one another; hence the Class as affecting one Individual

must be different from that which affects another. Secondly all Individuals being

identical with the one Class, they must all be one and one alone.' Thus then, the theoiy

of the identity of the Claes with the Individuals militates against two of your most

ohearished notions. The first syllogism, brought forward in the Ksrikii does away with

the very character of the Class—vis that of being one and embracing many Individnale
|

and thg second syllogism strikes at the character of the Individuals, which are held to

j^many and diverse.

ifc is only when the Individual has acquired the character of the Class that

it can extend over many Individuals; and the Class too is restricted within itself only

when,it has acquired the character of the Individual.

Kins The Class • Cow,* in the shape of the red cow, differs from the hlach cava

\

where*

Ue own generic ehape^oi the Class * Cow*—it cannot but be identical with the

blaok cow also. And this does not constitute any self-contradiction, as it is always poi*

'jihle for one and the same thing to bear one relation to one thing, and the

.v^athHC to another thing.

The contradictory character is admitted, as explained in the foreg^dng Sllfti i

hehee your syllogisms become entirely superfluous.
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67-58. As in the case of. the variegated edloar. wo can i^tionh^y fi*

npra any one of the variona colonrs (withontany oonteadiotion), sim^
the object (oolonr) is of a variegated oharaoter,—so. in the same

manner, we could fix upon the diveiwity or unity (of the Glass or the In-

dividnid, without any contradiction, because in different shapes both axe

capable of baving tbe two cbaractere).

58-

59. He who would seek (by the above arguments) ta prove the

diversity (of the Glass), after having separated the Glass-oliaraoter (from

the Individuals), will have his premiss failing. And if the premiss vrtfte

to be fulfilled, then it would simply be proving the proved (».«., redundant) •

59-

61. When the Glass is cognised as identical in form with the divers

Individuals, then the object appears only in its individual form ; and when

this (individual character) has appeared (to consciousness), the (character

of) Glass continues to lie latent in it, helping its existence ;
and though

a real entity, this (character of the Class) appears to us to be non-existing,

because it is (at that time) not perceptible (by itself, apart from the

Individual).

61-

62. When we are cognisant of the Individuals themselves as non-

difEerent from the Glass, then it is the Glass itself that is perceived (and

the Individuals continue to lie latent).

62-

63. When, however, an object of variegated character is cognised

at once (without any concrete cognition of details), then difference, non-

difference, diversity and all things else become latent.

63-

64. But no word can express such an object (in the abstract)
;

(in as much as) all words apply to the generic forms (of things).

W.W The premiss is in the form—** becanse it is identical with diverse Individnals.’*

But when the Class-oharaoter is removed, then the identity ceases to exist ; becanse
it is only the Class that is one and identiealf embracing all Individuals. Thus then if

the Identity is aooepted, the Glass-oharaober of the Individual oannet hut be admitted.
11.68 Thus then, the Individual and the class are oognised, equally, in the aame

msiuner, aooording os occasion presents itself. Therefore none of the two can be deassd.^
These two cases are of ooncrete cognition ; while the next KSrika cites a case of un-
qualified abstract cognition.

«-64 The first half of the K&rika anticipates the following objection : If the form,
of the object be as described in the foregoing Kirlka, then, how oau you explain the.,

assertion of the Bbfishya that • the class is the denotation of the word * ? For it is the
real form the object (which bas been shown to be abstract) that a word ought to denote

,

« Itbmmes entirely disconnected from the ob]eot>onght to be signified.** The uense
the rei^yisthat no word can have any signifioanoe with regard to the variegabid

oharMter of an object taken in the abstract 5 sinoe words apply to oertaiu porUonu o|

#
^ o«eot,T-thBt is to say, the Mea'

Gloss as contained in the idea of the Individual is what forms the object of
^iUgnilloation.



r 64^6^ Itn Tiew of the ^ect as a oomplete whole ((not sigoiBed.

the word), some people assert the separation of certain parts, of the denota*

tion of the word to be false. Bat the fact of the generic idea (of dais)
being a part (of the denotation of words) cannot be denied.

65-M. He, who explains ** Class ’* as being meiwlj the similarity among
individaal objects (should explain), what lie understands by the woid
** similarity.” If it be the fact of the varions individuals having one and
tlie same form (and character), then this is exactly what we mean' by the

word “ Class.
”

67-68. If however, by ” Similarity ” you mean the Similarity offormt

then you must explain whose, and with whom, is this similarity. For, in

their particular forms, the cow that is red is not similar to that which

is black. If (it be urged that) the former are similar to the latter,

in that they have similar limbs dsc.,—then (we say that) the idea of simi-

laiity that we would have would be in the form like the black cow and

this could not give rise to the notion of (both sorts of cows belonging to)

a common Class * Cow. ’

69. Even by mistake we could only have the notion that ** this (red

cow) is the black one”
|
and not that ‘*it belongs to the Class ' Cow

For the form of tlie red cow is not the form of oow in general,

70. There would bo no idea of “ Cow ” with reference to any other

64.66 Sinoo words do not tonoh the complete forms of objects, as they esisti

therefore, on this solo ground, some people assert that the separation of the generic

from the other elements of the object is a mistake. The sense of the last sentence

added to the reply given to this view is that, though this separation may be considered

a mistake, yet no one can deny the eaistence of various elements in the idea of an

object ; nor can any one deny the fact of the generic idea (of the Class) being one of

these elements. Therefore Words, according to their capabilities, must be taken to

tonoh only certain elements of the object (and not all of them) ; and this fact cannot

be rightly construed into a disconnection of the Word with the real character of the

object.

61.68 If the similarity were to rest in the Individuals, then, we could not perodve

any similarity between the red cow and the black. Even if there be certain similaritiei

of bodily shape, limbs, Ac., all the idea we could have would bo that—* the red Oow
is similar to the Uaok Cow,’ and this could never be the source of aurldea of tho

comprehensive Close ‘Oow’—in the form that ‘both the red oow and the black

equany belong to the Class Cow'

If it be urged that the idea of Class is a mistaken one, based ou similarity,—

even then, in the case of the two cows, red and black, the idea would be that ‘the red

cow is the black cow,* For any idea—either correct or mistaken—of thg Class ‘ Oow,

in this cose, there is nooause. The form of the red Cow ^c.” For if it were so, that

the black or the white oow would cease to he called a * Oow.*

10 The generic, idea of the ''Cowrie found to belong to all cows—black, red, 'dsH

and yet you seem to restrict the name to only ?ed ones. Theiefove your iheoip.dkl*

tinctly militates against tho well-establifhed fact of the generic idea (rf Csw
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eowB besides the black one, even if they were very mncb iifnilar to if. Bat

snob an idea (of “ Oow ’*) is actually found to exist. And yet yob do not

admit the existence anywhere of such a generic form as the '^CoW^^^n

general.

71. Nor is any other Cow ’* known to exist, on which you could

base the notion of similarity (extending overall cows). And again, with

regard to two objects that are similar, no idea that ** it is that ” (t.e., no

idea of absolute identity ) can exist for ever.

72. Since the idea (of Glass) belongs to all men (at all times), it Cdh-

not be a mistaken notion
;
specially as it is never found to be (contradicted

and) set aside (by any perceptible fact). And if (even in the absence of

any such contradicting fact) we accept an assumption (of its unreality),

then all ideas could be rejected as false.

73-74. As a matter of fact, we do not perceive any particular virtuO

iu any particular individual cow \ what, then, is that one inJividual^ which'

would be called a “ Cow ’’ (and on a similarity with which we would apply
the name ‘ Cow * to other individuals ) ? If some pristine individual (the

first cow created by God, f.i., wei-e said to be such an Individaal),^then,

inasmuch as we have never seen this pristine individual, and hence can never
have any idea of similarity (with it), we could never have any generic idea
of *0ow * ta general (through that individual Cow).

y **Nort .J-c.*'—This is in anticipation of the following argument: “The class
eoio is not the similarity of the black oow, bat a similarity with n cow which is simi-
lar to all cows in existence.’* The sense of the reply is that you do not admit of any
n/ih generic entity as the * Cow *

} and yet you cannot reasonably deny its existence,
cognised by all persons.

“ tj-c.**—Ineveryoaseof mistaken notions—as in the case of silver
imd shell--one is for a moment deceived by similarity, and takes the one for the other i

<^ohave any idea
of the dentity of the two objects. Such is the case with all mistaken notions:

in
m due oonrse of time. In the case of the idea of the Cton,

® eternity, all men have had

wynly woh t te.g.coattou.d .iriwwJly reeogniwd idea ounot be dieregkrded db

11^
Mphwied whet ie meant by • Similarity.’ « Worm <d.<^

of the
rdidnd., would bring about Ideae

1- 1 •!«» the idea of the wdd flimil*.

Bodies) the maiiT and
absence of an all*embnoing'6lM (of
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74*7&/ Andfurth^y there oftu be no idea of Bimilaritji in ttl^^absoiid^

of OtasseSi of the lunbs (of the cow)
$ for au idea of a OliUB is not pro*

dueed bj the indiyidaals alone.

75*76. Then, as to the qaestioii, whether this similarity is diSerea^
or not different, from, the individuals,—(it must be admitted that) simi-

larity must consist either in the Class (i*.6., if it be said to be different

from the Individual) or in the Individual itself.

76-77. It is for this reason that in his own woi*k Viiidhyavasin has
explained that sameness of form ” {Sdrupya) is not an object absolutely

different (from the Individuals). And it is only by mistake that ^‘simi-

larity ” has been asserted by (yai9e8hikas, on the basis of Vindhyavftsin’s

assertion) to constitute what we call a Class.

Thus ends the Chapter on Ak]|lti.

Section 14.

“ APOHA.*'

1. Those, who have assumed the Class (‘ Cow ’) to be a negation of

the absence of Oow,^eren these people have clearly, by the assertion of

the negation of tlie absence of OoWf admitted of an entity in the shape of

“ gotwa ** (the Class * Cow *).

2. It has been proved before (by the Bauddhas) tliat a negation is

only another form of positive entity ; and hence, please tell me what is

that positive entity, which consists in the negation of “ Horse ” Ac.

3. The specific (abstract) form cannot be held to be such an object,

because it is undefined (abstract and unqualified). Nor conld it apply to

75.16 This is in reply to the following theory : “ Similarity does not mean the Simi.

larity of bodies, but an entity altogether different from Individuals and Classes.’* The
sense of the reply is that we have never oome across any similarity, which is distinct

from the Class, and yet different from the Individuals (vide Chapter on Analogy),

1SJI1 VindhyavSsin has said—‘ Sdriipyam Sdmdnyam and this only means that the

Class (Sdmdnyd) consists in Sirttpya,—that is in the one single form which is common to

all the Individuals (composing that Class) ; and yet people have mistaken his *8Mpya*
for * Sddrgya ’ (Similarity), and have gone about asserting that it is something distinct

from Individuals, Ac., Ac..

t The Bauddhas assert that the Class ’ Cow ’ is only the negation of all that is not

cow. This is what they mean by * Apoha.’

6 Besides the class ' Cow/ there can be no other positive entity that could be the

sidMtnitam of the negation of * not-oow.^

A To that which is undefined cannot be attributed any positive obarsoter—tos^

Nothing of a negative oharaoter.
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the iti^Tidnal black cow« ft<»., beoaose that wdald nc^ be tXMnmofi (to all

oowi).

4. The forms of tlie black, red, Ao., are not common to one anotikOiS'

and for yon (Banddlias), there is no one entity which conld be common to

Uie rest, for, in that case, there would be an endlessness of the meaninge

(of that one entity).

5. All non-cows (horse, Ac.)* cannot be negatived directly by any in*

dividual (cow); because it is not the idea of the h/ack oow which is

brought about by the negation of non-cetc.

d The idea of the black cow is brought about by the negation of

cows that are red, Ac. (t.e., the negation of all cows that are not Hack), Ifl

on the contrary, this idea of the black cow were to negative the

absence of cow in general^ (and thus be tantamount to the idea of cow in

general)^ then,—^jastas it does not negative itself (since it itself is a cow),—
BO it could not negative the other kinds of cows (red, &c.,-r-becauBe these

too would be as much Cotes, as the black one), (and thus the well-established

fact of the black cow negativing the other kinds of cows would be contra-

dicted).

7. Thus then, if you were to assume that there is partial non-nega-
tiving, while there is general real negativing,-—then this simultaneous
affirmation and negation would involve a self-contradiction.

8-9. For these reasons, there can be no negation of the ‘ non*oow* by
such individuals (cows) (as have their forms confined within themselves)
Nor is a conglomeration of these (individual cows) the means of negativing

s ** And for you, ^c.”—For us, there is a oIobb * oow * which ia common to all indiv-
doal oowB, and which we ooald have as the Bubstratum of the negation of ' not-oow.* As
for the BanddhaB, they do not admit of any Buoh OlaBB. Hence if they were to admit
of any anoh single entity as 'oow,* then, in that oase, in as much as there are many
kindB of cows, the one word (signifying the single entity) would come to have bo
many distinct denotations, separately, with regard to each separate individual. And
such endlessness of denotations would be far from desirable. Specially as we can
conceive of no relationship of a word with endless denotations. Hence such a woM *

could never be imed. That ia to say, if particular kinds of cows were to be the substrate
of the negation of * not-cow,*—and thus form the denotation of the word W—then,
inasmnch as there are endless kinds of oowa, the word * Cow ’ would come to have in
numerable denotations.

oow

*
‘ nol-cow* would be the cow t« general^ and not any particnlar

in --nrflnnrn^
witidwd wen to b. nooeptod, then toe indiridnal Uiwk oow.

nb.trrtnm of toe negetioa of .11
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^ ||W*»00W8. BeoftU80| m ilmt oABd, we oonld have an idea of * oow * ta
gen^li only at a time when all the individaal cows would be simultan*
eonsly peroeired (which is an impossibility)

; and then too, the idea of the
oow in general would be only such as would rest in all the individual cows
taken together as one composite whole; and we could not have the name
• oow ’ apply to each individaal oow taken separately by itself

; and as for
applying to a conglomeration of all individuals, this is impossible (because
all individuals, past, present and future can never be perceived at one
and the same time).

10. Therefore that one form alone, which resides in its entirety in
each and every one of the individuals, can be the means of having an idea
of oow {in general). And this (form) is none other than ‘cowness’ (».e., the
character or property of belonging to the Close ‘ Cow,* which is common
to all individual cows).

11. Ohj

:

“ Bot in the case of the different sorts of Negation, you do not
admit of any Glass in the form of a positive entity.** Reply • Bven in the
case of these (we hold that) the Glass (is a positive entity, in the shape of)

existence itself qualified (or limited) by non-appearance^ &o.
12-18. When that (existence) is qualified by appearance (contin-

uance), Ac., then it is known as a positive entity
;
and when that (very exist-

ence) is qualified by a negation due to the presence of other entities (like

the curd, &o., in the case of milk), then it is known as a negative entity

(negation of milk f.i.) Non-eternality (or DestructibilityssPradAiraitsdi-

hhOva) belongs to a positive class (consisting) of the action of being
destroyed.

13

Ac.P

synonymous with * non-Brahmanahood’ ; and the idea produced by the
word * non-Brahmana * does not refer to any one individaal caste

;
because

it equally signifies all the .three, Eahatriya, <fcc. Nor can it be held to

signify the three conjointly^ because this notion of * non-Brahmanahood ’

^Mgahhiva* signifies an eaisienee that has not yet appeared^ and so on, the
various phases of negation may be explained in terms of positive entities.

This explains how, in aooordanoe with the above theory, we oonld differentiate

between entity aiid non-entity.

lA.if In this case, the idea of non-Brahmanahood belongs equally to the Ksbatriya
the Vai^^ and the (ladra; and yet non-Brahmanhood cannot be held to be a positive

class I specially because we do not know of any such class as would include all the
three otstes

; the one that is possible is the class 'manhood’ but it includes the Brah-
caaiiMalsa Hence In this case, you cannot but/idmit a negative class ; why, then, can
yen -net find your way to accepting a general Jpohaf ‘*Maeh of the three, ^c."—<,s.;

A pildra is as much a non-BfuAmona as a Ksbatriya.

88

-16. ** What would non-Brahmanahood be with respect to Kshatriyas,

Manhood belongs to all the four, and as such cannot be said to be
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belbngs to each of the three aepinratoly. fhclreloro, tto imly' diei 'lAfUt
'

we conld have in the present case would be ‘ noh^Brahibatiabood * {negtftNH

of Brahmana) ;
and this is a negative entity. And just as we have iba

notion of (Jlass with reference to a negative entity like ** non-Bi^hmana,^*^

so, in the same manner, we could also have such a notion of Olaaa with

reference to the ‘Class’ (when we explain it as the ^ negation . of non*

cows *).”

16-17. (In reply to the above objection) some people hold that ‘ non*

Brahmana’ is only one word, like the word “ afcsha,” applying to (signi-

fying) each of tb'o three castes (Kshatriya, Vaigya and ^dra). Bnt this

explanation could not apply to the case of “ non-jar.” Becanse in this

case (of non-jar) there being endless individuals that are. not jar, we are

cognisant of the fact of this word ” non-jar ” being common to (i.e., de-

noting) all of them. For this reason (some people hold that) tlie reason for

the denotation of the word “ non-Brahmana ” applying t6 Kshatriyas, &c.,

lies in the fact of certain actions and properties belonging to these latter,

and not to the Brahmanos.

18. The true exaplanation however, is that the Glass ” Manhood,”

common to all the four castes, is precluded, by means of the negative pai^ticle

(in the word “non-Brahmana”), from all Brahmanas,—*and. us such,

the class “ non-Brahmanahood (signifying manhood precluded from Brdh’^

manotf) is cognised as a positive entity ;*-’ju8t as in the case of the men^

tion of (special) purposes, Ac.

16.11 « liiiie the word ApohOf &o.,”—^that is to say ‘non-Brahmana* Is not achtw con*,

slating of Kshatriyas, Vai^yas and Qndras. It is only a word that has three denotationa,

pointing to tiie Kshatriya, the Yai^ya and the 9Qdra ; being in this like a word that

has several meanings. The word * non-jar * cannot be said to have different signifioa-

tions. For, in that case, this one word would have endless meanings, in as much as it

can refer to all things in the world, only excepting the Jar.

“ Some people, ^Ci'’'-Bat the explanation is scarcely correct ; becanse it will n6t

apply to the case of the word * non^jar.* Because in fhe case of the word ^ non-

Brahmana* we are folly cognisant of such properties, as Valonr, Ac., and iletione, as

&ghtmg, Ac., that belong to the Kshatriya, and not to the Brahmana ; while we know
of no such properties as, not belonging to the jar, belong to all other things in :the

world. f

18 «* in ths case of the mention of special purposes Ac.**—When it is said—* brhig.a
.man fof carrying a flask of wine,’—the speoial purpose for which the man is wanted^
vis : the oarryinH of the wine—being incompatible with any other caste bat the
the Word, • man,* in this case, is taken as signifying a person helanping to the godra^
onl^. In the same manner, in the case in question, the force of the nsgaUae in, * non*
Brahmana ’ which takes the place of the special parpoie (in the instance dted) j^rvfc^
to diioonneot qumhood from the Brahmanaa, and as such signifies all .men ihat are^e^
BrahmOfmt, which refers to all the other three castes eonallv : as sneh canbo
as a positive enUty.
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flMp^uhflod,” M KuhatHyalioOd,” *0.), M?hteh resides in the three oasiies (Esfaat-
riya, yai^ya Odd gudra). yet, through the force of the negative (in *^ho!i.
Brahmana”), the class manhood ” is cognised as inhering in the oastes
(Kshatriya, Ac.)

'

20. Through the diversity of the denotative power of words, wc
have a diversity iu ths cognitions with regard to the Oastes,-^aB whra
in its natural form, the class manhood ” is cognised as residing in four

substrates (the Brahinana, the Eshatriya, the Taisya and the 9udra), and
yet, thrbngh the preclusion (of BrahmanaS, by means of the negative in

noa-Brahiiiana) it is Cognised as residing in only three substrates (Eshatriya

Vaifya and pUdra).

21. Just as to the eyes of the eagle and the crow belong the faculties

of seeing a thing at a distance and in close proximity respectively; so too,

to a single class ** manhood ** would belong the capability of denoting
(a general object) “ roan,” as also (the more specific object) ” noii-Brfth-

maiia.”

22. Ill a case where wO' have to use a sentence in the form “ manhood ”

rending in ohjecte other than Ihdhmanae^ there We use tlie word “ Abr&h-
mana and such actually is our cognition also.

23. In the case of **
noti«jari” on the other hand, all the cognition

we have is that of the clnss ** earthy substances ” other than the jar,
'

24. A word (** Brfthmana ” f. i.),—being precluded, by means of the

negative, from its singular (individual) character (of Brahmanahood),

—

comes to reside in only its generic form (“manhood”) devoid only of

that (aforesaid individual character).

^ This meets the following ’objection :
** The single elaaa ' manhood * cannot reside

in four and three substrates.’* The sense of the replj is that though the organ of per*

oeption—the eye,—is the same, and the object—dead body—is the same, yet the eagle

sees it from a great distance, while the crow only when it is very close to it.

^ We know of many instances where compounds are used in the place of sentences.

In the same manner, the word ’ abrShmana ’ could stand foe *men other than Brah-
manas,* the explanation of this fact being that the negative in ' abrdhmana* while de-

noting directly the seclusion of Brdhmonas, indicates indirectly the claaa ' man,’ a$ re^

latsd to Brdhnwaahood. Consequently, to mention the word ' abrdhmana ’ is as much as
to say * men qualified by the absenoe of Brihmanas.’

U The word * Brshmana* directly denotes the single class Brahinana^ and indirectly

mdieates the classes Man, Living being, Ac. When the negative particle is attached to

thle WPfd,-rin the torpn.
* abr&hmana’—it serves to preclude the individual character of

BrdbfafffihhQed.alQne. And as snob, the word cannot but foil back, for Its denotatlinr,

aponthenearestgeneriocharacter ef nieftAcod (which is not negatived), which, hoir*^

mosthe liee foqm the stnguliW fAfttSGter of Bvdhmaaakocd, which h^
cled^ by the negative.
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^ ^ 25. When the pattionlar form (BrShmanahood)' has been thm fire-

eluded, the word (** non*Brahmana”), standing in need of a Glass (whioh it

could denote), is restricted, by the next higher Glass, within itsdlf (•'•e.,

within such a Clnss).

26. Because there is no ground for setting aside the first (Glass

manhood” that comes next to the one precluded), therefore what is

left behind ( as the denotation of the word ” non-Brahmana ”) is manhood ”

as apartfrom ” Brdhmanahood'*

27. The negative having once precluded (the singular character of)

” Br&hmanahood,” and thus having once become the qualifying adjunct (to

the specific character), if some one were to assume the preolusion, by the

same negative, of ” manhood,”—^then it could be so only in an indirect way.

28. Therefore whenever any specific form (BrAhmanahood f.i.) of a

Glass (” manhood ”) are negatived, it is this same Glass that is naturally

cognised, as located in other specific forms (Kshatriya, Vai^ya and Qfldra).

And such is the experience of ordinary people.

29. Though the idea (of “manhood”) is common (to all the four

castes, including Brahmanas), yet the negation (of Brahmanas) is accept-

ed as a matter of course. And the meaning thus being accepted as being

(that Glass) devoid of that (negatived element) alone, we have an idea
of the others ( Kshatriyas, Ac. ) also through similarity.

30. Or, in the case of such words as “ non-Brahmana,” Ac., we may
accept similarity alone as being the object of denotation. And this is

» Brdh^nahood being preoluded, the denotation rests upon the next higher
class * Man/ and cannot go beyond that, to ‘ Living being ’ for instance. For so long as
the needs of denotation are supplied by a lower class, it is not right to go beyond it.

This anticipates the following objection i “ The negative in ^abrahmanOf* while
precluding the direetty expressed Brahmanahood, might also preriude the indirectly
indicated manhood.** The sense of the reply is that BrAhmanahood being directly
expressed, the negative cannot bnt qualify it j and when the negative has once served
the purpose of qualifying it, it cannot be taken to apply to another entity, which Is
only indirectly indicated by the word in question.W Inasmuch as a Class cannot continue without the Individuals composing it,
when one set of Individuals is negatived, the Class must fall back upon othea sets of

It M eommon, yet, iawmaoh a. the aegatire pwtiole wttm to pMolnde
(Mid "BWTe) Br^manaluMd, the oImb ‘manhood ’ mut be aooqited to redd, in the te>mM^ thm«te.-jr,hotW,e,roi«.«ml qudra. « SJiailartt, “-The denotation.

Mihw “***^®®^®/®’®^>»«'«a*jand inetead ol aooeptingi h, (hi., hi alto*

VT T *• *ea*«able to MioeiX the OhaMta,
predadedly the negative, and thecogai*

tioool then i. far OMier than that of Hiy thing dM. .

mar ".T”? *T*?"®**
j®**®*^ *«•. I»7 ‘e^i'dhm.eo,' we

tm^dgniBed hy the negatire purtide, the word * ahwOeiMia *
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VMed upon: a similarity of parts. lafaot, it is also in tho absence of Bay

such (similarity of parts) that the similarity is perceived.

81. In some cases, even without any similarity, we can have a sig-

nification by means of a word accompanied by a negative,—this being due

to each causes as proximity, Ac.,—as will be explained later on, in oonneo-

tioQ with the case of the non-seeing ” (of the rising sun).

32. ' In this case (of * non-seeing,’) we require an action other than

seeing ;
and we do not recognise any such action other than the formal de-

termination {Sanhalpa)^ because of the proximity (of this latter, to the

injunction ‘^one should not look at the rising sun ”).

33. The negative particle, occurring in conjunction with a noun or s

verbal root, does not possess the actual negativing faculty. For the word£

non-Brahmana ” and non-Yirtue ” only signify such other eu

tities as are contrary to these.

34. Even where, in connection with a verb, the negative bringi

about the cognition of a negation,—*there too, the listener recognises only f

positive entity, as indifferent (or apathetic to the action signified by tin

Verb).

85. Thus then, ail negations ( Apohi) would rest in positive entities

heingma easts Bimilar to the Brahmatut. This similarity too consista in the similsrit:

of the Individuftls composing the Brdhtnana class with those composing the daa

Kshatriyaf Ac, Though there can be no similarity of parts among the various object

that are not-jar, yet similarity does not always consist solely in that of the parts | i

often consists of a similarity of relationship, eg has been already shown above, nnde

'Analogy.’ And among all the objects that are not^Jar, we find a common relation

ship,—in that they are all of the earth.

This refers to the objection that If similarity were expressed by the negative

then, how could a negative have any meaning in a place where there is no similarity ?

tt The negative accompanying the verb ' to see ’ (in the sentence in question) sign!

fios only the negation of seeing, and indicates the determination—' I will not see,’ Ac.

Ac., because this is mentioned in close proximity to the Injunction. And the Injnno

tion too is not a negative, but a positive one, being, as it is, mentioned among thi

observances laid down for the Beligious Student. The meaning of the Injunction thni

comes be this—' one is to make a formal determination that he will observe the mb
of not looking at the rising sun.’

M This refers to the objection that the negative particle, having the sense &

negativing, how can it have an affirmative meaning ? “ Ahruhmana'*^ castes other that

the Brahinana ; and *Adhanna*»YUse,
88 Even in such instances as 'na pibH,* the meaning is that the ' person addressed

is to be free ftpom the action of drinking i* thus the object signified by * wa pihHlig tks

person himself as fine from the specific aetiim of driaktnp—which is distinctly a poslllvi

entity.

The fubstrates of all negative idess having been proved to be positive eotitiea

as qualified by certain limitations,—inasmuch as the Individual, the black or the M
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^nd agaiu, if (all generic ideas) be assumed to rest in negatm* enti^

then, until we reach the final individuals ( stoms), vre could not get jatamy

positive entity.

36. And as a matter of fact, none of our usage is based upon such

final individuals (atoms which are imperceptible); nor is any definite

cognition of those (atoms) possible. Consequently, the word Afoha is

only (a subterfuge) to express a void 9 negation of all exist*

eiices), in other words.

87. And ill accordance with that theory (of all tlie ideas

of Horse, Ac., would have to rest in their own speciSo (sensational) forms.

And in that case it would be an useless assumption to state that those

ideas signify the negation of (ohjecls) other than Ihemselves (t.e., the Apoha).

38. And (tlie ideas signifying themselves), you would have a Claea,

in the form of a positive entity, in the shape. of the Idea. And therefore

it was an useless effort on your part to have assumed an Apoba, ns forming

the denotation of objects, and yet independent of any external (renl and

positive) objects.

39. And this Llea appears, in the shape of a real entity, with refer-

eoise to the signification of words. Therefore we must admit of a positive

entity—not in the form of tlie negation of other ideas (Apoha)—to form the

object signified (by a word, “ Cow ” f.i.)

. 40. Just, as even in the absence of any external objects, we have a
cognition (in a positive form, and not in the form of an Apoha) of the mean-
ing of a sentence,—so, in the same maimer, we could also have with

regard to the word
; and why should we assume nn Apoha ?

cow, oonld not be the substrate of an idea of all cows,—you rouBt admit of a positive

entity in the shape of the class ‘oow.^ If all generic notions bo held to rest upon
negative oiititins, then, for- an idea of positive entities, we wonld have lo go down to indi-

vidual atoms, which alone are wholly free from a generic character. But as a m.att6r

of foot wo do not fall back upon atoms in onr ordinary usages. Therefore nil generic
ideas cannot he held to rest npon negatives.

W It is only for an explanation of the gross forms of things that* we postulate the
existence of atoms; hence when the gross forms themdelves woold be- negatives—
non-existences—then the atoms oould never be oog^ised. Thus then, it wonld oome to

^ negation of all existences. The A^ha theory thus comes to be only a roundabout
way of putting forward the Qunyovidaf which has already been met before.

W 1 he^ Qunyavadi holds that inasmuch as there are no entities in the world, all
ideas have their own speoiflo forms for their objects.

tt The objodt of tie Idea of a Horse would be that Idea itself- a positive entity;
ai^thus the Idea itself would constitute a class induding all HorsesW This meets the theory that the above idea is only a negative* entity, an Afo^,
hO'Seose of the r^ly is that the idea that we have is in the form of a 'CesDik which is

difUnctly a positive entity. '

. .

v
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of ioih0 ideas i^Apoha), Since' the idea ^nda only in liringing^ about , xtn

own (ormf iherefote it does not bear tlie burden of any other (ideas), i

42, Words signifying different Olasses, as also the words signifyii)^

diffeinnt individnals, would all come to be synonymons, if the signift^I

tion of words were to consist in Apoha ,

.

48i Ohj

:

“ But, since the Apohas (of different words \ are different,

therefore this objection cannot apply. If however, you base your objed*

tiod -upon all Apohae considered as constituting a single ckue ‘ Apoha,'

then, the saine may bo said even with regard to your positive entities."

44*45. Reply

:

As for us, our Olnsses, being positive entities, differ

from one another ; and, not being mixed up with one another, they never

attain to unity. Whereas, for you, how could there be any difference

among Apohas, being, ns they are, devoid of any specifications in ibho

shape of commixture or unity or multiplicity, &o»

46'. Or (if you admit of differences as belonging to Apohas, then)

inasmuch as it would be different (in different individuals), it must be a

positive entity—like the specific (idealistic) forms (of Ideas)* And if tlie

character of a positive entity be denied to it, then it cannot be many
; and

as such you are not freed from (the absuidity of) making all words

synonymous.

47-48. 01^ : " Well, we could have a difference’ among Apohae bn the

ground of difference among the objects negatived by such Apohae*^ Reply \

41 We'might speak of .an Apoha as being the denotation of a word, if we were ao-

tnally . cognisant of any such signifioatiop in ordinary pnriance. As a matter of faot,

however, whenever the word * oow ’ is nttered, we have no suoti notion as the rejection

of all that is not cow. Hence we cannot admit of any suoh signifioation in the form of

Apoha, which is contrary to all experience.

4S All words signifying Apoha, they wonld be all synonymous.

The sense of the objector is that *** cots’ Is » Apoha of non cow; ^horse* is

Apoha ofnon^horse; and thus the varioas Apohas being different, the words cannot be

said to be synonymous. Jf however, If even in the face of different indivfdwil

Apohae, you base your objection upon the unity of Apoha ns a clase composed of the

vaidonItApohat,—then in the cisee of your positive entities also the signifloattons of ali

w<^s may be said to rest in a single elass ' Fastu’ iThing) ; beoanse there can bb rn)

doubt as to all objects belonging to that class. And on this ground, we could ilirgs

against yon, the faot that snCh being the case, all words woold become synonymons.'’

4t.46 Difference is a property that can only beldng to positive entities, and not io
the itegali^ whtoh is devoid of ail specifloation;

AS Hpeelfio forms of ideas differ from One another, and are, on that very ironn'd

aeespM to be positive entities (vide *€4h^vidaf) .

-

47-48 The objects negatived by the Apoha of *oow’ are the horee ai^ oQ|b|

. aniaMid^ and tfa^ negatived^ by thai ot ’horse’ are iSie cots, ^c. Thus thOitf ft

AlffaniBee aweiig the objeoto ^negatived Sn eaOh esse.: Any seoondaiy



Riitth«ei8non»tamldiffeiwoeam<>ng-^»»«; and if the^ »» »

Mnirht to be based upon something else (the object negatived, ti.), then ,

such dilleronce can only be secondary (imposed upon <hem from outside, md >

not belonging by nature to themselves). And for the same "sron it is n

right to wurne a difference (among Apohat) on the ground of the diver-

gity of the substrates (of negaiion).
^ , x* i.-

48-49. Nor on the mere ground of the diversity of relationships, can

shy difference be accepted even among positive entities how then wnld

it be declared with regard to a negative entity (ipoAo), which is neither

definitely cognised, nor related (to anything), nor differentiated (from

other things), nor endowed with any definite speoifio form ?

60. For these reasons, jnst as even when there is a difference among

the individuals (cows) no difference is held to belong to their Apoha,—so,

in the same manner, the Apoha cannot be many, even if there be a differ-

ence among the objects negatived.

51. Then again, if such difference (among Apohas) be accepted, then

the flection of non-cow (i.e., the Apoha of * non-cow ') would reside in each

iii^4|fMlual (cow) ;
and such being the case, you could not have nn Apoha

you wish to be common to all individual cows—the black, red, &o.

52. When even their substrates, that are connected with those Apo-

hat^ are not able to differentiate them (into distinct Apohas)^ then, to as-

sume that they would be differentiated by the objects negatived by them

that are altogether extraneous to them
!
(what a stretch of philosophic

insight
!

)

53-54. In (the signification of) “ non-cow ” the only element in excess

(of the signification of “ non-horse ”) is the horse ;
and again in (the signifies

-

oannot . nfleot onr argmaents. " SubstpUes of negathnf* The individual cow,,

horse, do.

M One and the same Devadattawl^ be in one place one day, and in another place

on the next day ; and though his relationships will be changing, yet it oannot be held

that the Devadatta in the two places is not one and the same. What then, 4^0^^

How can snoh an indefinite thing cognised as different on the mere ground

diffOvenoe of relationships P For certainly no relationships with it can be i

Though the individual cows differ among themselves, yet you accept, i

Apoha as embracing them all. Why, then should you hold the Apoha of * HomK A be

different frpm that of * cow,’ on the mere ground of there being a diffed^, eimmg 'the

. ,pts of objects rejected by the VivoilpohasP '

ti Thereby your Apohfl0oM lose its generio bharaoters anp^ suehit could

not be a substratum of our Class. This would be the case if the dUBermiee ol Apehae
were based upon the difference among their substrates, and not upon that of the

.

objeetsrojeoted.

•W4 <• Non-cow” m all that is not oowi the hone + other animahk - JU tlia
;

*non-horse’* • all that is not horse s {,s., the cow -f all othstanimalfc-



'

"i

m toljr elemwit in exi^ebs (of tbe Bignificalioii^ «iumw
00#’^ ii Ikef the rMt of ihe objeotg negativod-4htf ehphaiU,
oofttmOo both (« non-oow and “ non-howfe ”). Tims then there majbe tk

diftmnce fbetween the sighifloaiiotis of non-cow •' and “ non-howe”)onn^
count of a single point of diffeienoe

; while on account of many points of non.[
dilFerence theie will be non-difference

; and thus inasmuch as the property

.

of an ol^ect is based upon that element which exists in the greatest quantity,

wa must admit of non-differenCe (among Apohas) ; specially as in the.

sighieoation of two Apohoi just mentioned, the element of non-difference

is much mow than that of difference^

55. The ‘‘ oote,” consisting in the negation of the elephant^ Ac., can«i

not be differentiated from the ^ horse** (which also consists in the negation

of the elephant, Ac.) And hence if the ‘‘cow” were to negative the*

horse,” then the identity (proved above) would be contradicted.

56. Obj r ” In all woj'ds it is only one object negatived (by each) that:

exceeds (those negatived by the others). Hence on the ground of this onO
uncommon element we would accept the fact of that word negativing that

one object alone.”

57. Reply

:

In that case, the lion and all other animals, being ihe

objects negatived by the Word ” horse,” and also bearing the negation of
' non*coie*—which is the ground of the negation by ” horse”*—would come,

to be named ” cows.” ^ v

58-60. If anyone bold that all (animials other than ihe oow)

constitute the Apoha (of. the word ”cow”) then (we ask) in

The non-differenoe among the individiial cows is based npon' the identity of

'

objects rejected by their Afoha, Thus, inasmuch as the elephant, Ac., are re-

jected' by the ' Apohas of * cow’ and * horse,* these latter would belong to the samS)

class I exactly like the individual cows. And so the rejection of the cow hy * horse ’r

would be exactly like the rejection of the one cow by the other oow,

‘ M'In the case of * horse* and * cow,* the element in the signification of / non-eoto,

which is different from that of non*horeet is the horse i exactly as the sow is, in that of.

* non^horse* different from that of ‘ noa coio’ F Thus then, on this ground of difference,,

the objedt ' rejected by *' cow** must be the horse only, and vice vers^» And thus is

establtsh^ a difference,between the objects rejected by < oow’ and by ’ horse.’
.

« If •’non-cow” - horse only, then the oaimola that are rejected by “horie’*
‘

[xfhiefa is Identlbal with fion-coti/) would bear within themselves the rejection of

iKm-dbw’ which is the grdnnd for ths| rejection by ” horse ”{ and thus, being the

tejedtions of «• non-oow,” they wOnld be iWioal with the eoio ; and in this way, the

lion' end other animals Would come to be called ’ cows '

!

' '»8.SS VAtid in one, I'c.”—Because in any individual oow—a black one, f.I.—we^

weald have Apohae of ell other cows and other animals-an endless number. . Specially,

nq cue Apoha would be poselble, snob ee would embrece all individual cows. ^

bsace, #0.”?4not .<h»tent. withHvJngaoeiidl^W of^clapses, ^jreeb^*^,
Mivldiial eowB, we would come to^think tbai^ Just ae the horse belongtn

39



^LOKATiWriKA.

Wo (A^fihaX be aBsertedP Kit bebeJdto«pplyte' .

^bftt meaner can th«
tWs cannot be^ beonlttb'

'V

would be an endless number of the ohjeots iwi-

ilL’Jd (2) on account of the divewity of the objects negatiTed we would

We^diTersity otApohas (and not a single Apoha) embwcxng (all cotw),

iVt !« oneand a dngle individualwe would have the inherence of many

ftf the cow that would be held to be signified by the word cow. And

hence we would have an idea that these (individual cows) belong to a class

ither (than the “coic’’). just ns we have with regard to other classes

^*61-62. can the character of being negatived belong to the

animals (otlier than the cow), taken ns one corporate whole ;
because they

cannot bo considered as a corporate whole in the absence of any one pr^

perly (that would be common to them all) ;
nor, as a matter of tact, 0

they co-exist either in time or place.
. -. .j .i.\

62-

03. Then again, there is no whole apart from (the individuals)

thomsolvea And if it be non-diffei-ent from (each individual) then wo

have the same endlessness.
,

63-

64. It it i>® asserted that “the individual animals are ne-

gatived (by the word ‘cow’) in a generic form (of ‘ non-cow ’),’’--then

Siev cease to bo positive entities. And how could a negative entity be, in

that case, negatived)? Then again, that which is ne^tive can never

be positive. And further when a negative is negatived, the resultant

is always positive.

Aim other than the cow, eo also do Ml the individual cows 1 heoauee if theee latter

he held to belong to the olaae cow, we cannot hot admit an endless sends of olasses—

one olaBi for each aeparate individual.
, , n *J

•I.M The character of being nn animal belongs to all other animals, as well as to

ths oowi oonseqnentlythat oonldnot be held to be the “property of objeotstobe rejeot.

ed by the word ‘ cow’ *’
i beoanse that property belongs to the cow also.

^

IS-tt The number of individuals is endless ; and if the whah ie identical witw .aaoli

indivldnel, then there must be as many whole* as there are individuals j beoanse

indWidnal is totally different fromtbe oilier.

«l.«t OVeoHon: “All individuals are inbladed in the generic term‘non-oow 4

and it is fn this form that they are rejected by the word * cow.’ ” * The sense of

rtply is that a negative entity cannot be either the rejector or tho^ine/eeferf. In a plaoe

where we have the rejection of a negative—e.g. “ That the Jar ia not here Ie wot’-’r-*

the resnlt ia always an affirmative one—vti., “ the Jar <#.” In the aame manner, the idea

of the cow also,—if it be held to be only the Apoha of a negative entity (wSm ‘nee#*

cow' inolndin^ all the animals other than the cow),—wonld be in the form of

ctew,’ whldiis the ‘cow,* a positive entity. Thus then yon fieally have to aooeptoer.

view of the ease.



kfonk. m
.0 »6K^66L (In yonr theory) there oould be tio definite eognition o( enjr

diffemoe among the individual animals negatived,--^beeanse theri is fu>

divmity of character in a negative entity. If it be asserted that * theur

dilEmnoe wonld be due to the difference among the dpohof them^

selves,**-»then, yon have mutual inter-dependence; the diversity of

<^non-oow” depending upon the diversity of the Apohaa signified

by the generic term *^cow*’ (as just asserted)^ and the diversity of

Apohas signified by the generic term cow ” depending upon the diversity

of the non-cow” ( which has been said to include all the animals nega-

tived by the word “ cow,”—see Eirikft 47).

67-69. If the horse, Ac., were all non-cows,” then they would all

beobme distinct negative entities, with reference to (individual horses) the

Earka,” and these (the ” Earka,” &c.,) too would have the same

character of negativity, based upon the fact of these too being generic

66.6$ All other animals being * non-cow/ how do you differentiate each indivi-

dual among them ? For, certainly, the. negative, non-cote, cannot be said to be endowed

with diverse forms ; and inasmuch as no diversity among the ob]eots rejected can be

recognised, your assertion in K. 47 falls to the ground. ** // it be aeeertedt* 4o. The

sense of the objection is that in order to avoid the fact of snob words as * horse,*

‘ elephant,* Ac.—-the ideas whereof are rejected by the word * cow *—boing synony-

mous, we have been obliged to hold (vide K. 48) that there are distinct d|>ohaa, for

each distinct individual animal, rejected by that word. This leads to mutual inter-

dependence, as shown in the teat.

61-68 This anticipates the following objection ! “ Non*eow is not only a negation

o/ 'coiM, but* also other animals, the horse, and as such, there ceases to be any

mutual inter-dependence.*' The sense of the reply embodied in the Karika is that the

term, " Horse '* is a generic term, as compared to **Karka,*’ Ac. (the names of in-

dividual horses) ; and a generic idea, according to you, is only an Apoha, a negative

entity. The same is the case with the ** elephant," " lion," Ac. Consequently, the

** horse" too being a generic term, and hence (according to you) a negative entil^^,

—and in the same manner, the elephant, the lion, Ac., all being negative entities^*

on acoonnt of this common negative character, there could not be any difference

among the various animals (see K. 65). It might be urged that the difference among

the horse, the elephant, Ao«, could be based upon the difference between individual

animals. But then, even the individual Horse, or the Blephat, is a generic entity, with

ieferen<m to its particular limbs, Ac. s and thus being a generic entity, it cannot (ip

acocvdanoe with your theory) escape the negative character. Hence, there ooold be no

difference based upon individuals. This reason could be extended so far down as the

atomSi And thus all these having been shown to be generic entities, and hence nsga-

ttvci what would be the object to be rejected by the word ** cow." The individual

'Obw also cannot escape the negative character ; and it is only the individual cow that

has been held to be the substrate of the Apoha, which however it cannot be, on accowit

df its negative character. “ In ordinary

,

Ac.*’—sill verbal usage is baaed upon a ocg«

•hisaPoa of relatloiishipa perceived by the senses* The atoms being imperpeplQi^a

'We cup-liever be cognisant of any relationship of these j and hence no v^dml fwa||p

MM ha based on them.



' in <5oiiipMisdii With 'thelt ’ftpBofflo Huof^Wi Ad» '''Stidli

ivhii would bd the objeot ifejeoted ? Atid' wbere too, would bo tbo\^aUw9

SoteuBo in tbe ease of the individual oowb we would (in the same'poiau^)

have the same' (obAifiioteV of generality and negativity). Tlierelore, hotti

these obaractdrs (of being the object rejected, and that ,of beihg the

Bubsti^ate of the Apoha) could only belong to the final atoms ; . but Mh
matter of fact, in oSrdinary parlance these (two characters) aro not cognised

as belonging to these (atoms). '

.

« }
' 69^fX). Between the atoms of the eocs and those of the horse; thdrelis

no such difference based upon the difference of fomt or of^ehiM, brvbt

of modification* And hence, even in the case of atoms, itcannot

bedifferentiated as to which (atom) is the object rejected,’ and which

the substrate of the Apoha.

71-72. No person is able to cognise all individual cows (t>r honids,

Ao«), as a.11 equally being the subtrates of Apoha, so long as any positive

similarity among them is not recognised. Nor is any person able to ascer-

.tain the objects i*ejected—horse, elephnnt, Ac.,—unless one single property

.be cognised as belonging to (all or everyone of) them. And. therefose

ho Apoha can be possible.

73-74. Either Inference or Verbal Testimony cannot apply in a case

that is devoid of a positive relationship. And withont these (Inference and

59.10 The atoms composing all animal bodies are only those ^of the earth | and

'these do hot differ among themseWes. The objeots rejected are theses of a different

blassi ahd the Substrates of Apoha ere all of the same ohisB. As no difference of

is oognised among atoms, no differentiation of snob character is poseible.
’

71.11 Leaving atoms aside, even in the case of gross individual cows, thbre cau

hdio differentiation of objects rejected and the snbetrates of the Apoha, so long as a
'positive graerio term ie not admitted. For so long ae no positive gronnd of similarity

•is redognised as belonging to all the individnal cows, they cannot be cognised aa beiong-

ing to the same class t and hence they cannot be regarded ae the snbetrates of the
^Apoha (signified bj the word *cow ’)^ In the same manner, unless a ground of siml-

larHy ii cognised es belonging to aU com, nothing can be recognised as being dissimilar

to them. Hence, the horse, the elephant, Ac., can never be cognised as beio|*tlie

xAjeotS Kjected. *And thsr^ors, j*c.'*--beeaa8e unless there is some ground.’df/iM*
larity among these various objects—a ground not applying to the oow^hey ehu'^sdl

<tie regarded as commonly being the objects rejeoted. And oonseqnenibly. the Apoha
theory would fall to the ground.

7I.1€ This anticipates the following objeotfen: ** Among the inditidoal oosra,W
•have a common element, in the shape of Apoha; and thie would fOfm a AMjAeMt
'greiiadof simlliMrity.” The sense of the reply is that a Olaas it pevo^Udeibrtke
MteMsi and hence all the objects, in which wo perceive this eaistOnoe of thlu 'eiaalb

oognised as bdonging to thiA class; ahd those in whioh this olMsiaiiot«iouid‘to.

Your Apohe* od fiha etbir Imii^
^iMpsieaptUilo by the seasesi andas saeh it oould only bo oognfeallehyrliifBiSiawt
or Yerbsl Testimony. Both of these however depend upon thaoAfmattevOi stldifflMfli



eatkbtiBhMi bov
MtiltliittB be (oo^i^) eny positive relaiionsbip with the nespeeifled

tnwispeoifio forms (of objeots^ And ainoethe Apoita itself has nhft^t
Mm established, vfliere oonld we have perceived sny positire relstftmhip
(vrith (he ^ha) P And farther, no positive relationship being recognised,

.-tlnra can be no validity to any Inference or Verbal Testimony that eoald

be bi’ouglit forward in snpport of the Apoha.

75^ Nor, on the mere groiind of non-perception (of the conlmidio<>

<torj), oonld there be any oonolneion anived at by means of these two
(Inferenoe and'Verbal Te8tiiiiony)e fieoanse, since nothing is perceived

nothing is left that could be indioated (by Inference and Verbal Testi-

moiiyV '

,
.

•

76. If^ then, even in the absence of any grounds of similarity (among
individual cbfCtf),-^there be an assumption of why] should

not tbe r^scfion of uon^cow apply both to the eow and the horse.
' ^

positive relatiOnShipa But as a matter of faet, no oognition of any aneh relation ie

poiaible, with regard to the und^nsd spedfio forms of objects ; because these latter

are not amenable to any of the recognised means of cognition. And inasmuch an this

specifio form is the only entiby, heaides Apoho, that yon admit of,-<-when no relation-

.•hip with snoh forma is cognised, how can there he any Inferenoe with regard to the

Apoha f The relationship, necessary for the establishment of the premiss cannot be
based npon the Apoha itself ; beoHuae prior to the cognition of the relationship and
iihor subsequent Inference based thereupon, the Apoha has no existence. ' And inas-

.rnuoh as no positive relationship is ongnised, how oan there be any validity to tire

Itiferenee or the Verbal Testimony, that would npply to the Apoha ? Thua then, thh

dpoha itself, not being established, there oan be no notions of homogenity or hotSrd-

genity, based npon it.

7^ This anticipates the following objection :
**
Inference and Verbal Testimony

wonld establish the faot of negation by means of ths Apoha (of entities other than

that of wbiob the ApoJ^a is ooghised, f i. of the eoie), on the sole gfouud of the oon-

'perception of any premiss contrary to the oonolnsion, which is also a recognised

ground of Inference.** The sense of the reply is that when a positive relationship Is

noSpereSived, and (according to yon) its oontrary too is not perceived,—then, in thdt

CHss^ nothing of the relationship being perceived (either in the positive or in the

negative,form) how oonld Inference or Verbal Testimony, in snoh a case, lead to any

oonshisioiif For instance, just as the word * cow,’ not perceived in oonneotion with

aoiKeioS (hoi^ ^.,) signifies a'negatkm of these latter } to in the aame manner the

satee word, having never before been peroetved in oonneotion with the eow itself (AS-

cording to the alleged bads of the Inferenoe of yonr Apoha) could also signify the

aogaSion of this aloob And thus, signifying the negation of both, the cow niid the

'BOttHMNr, the Word, ao Well ao dw Inference hosed npon a noh-pereeption, trooldleaid

Ac She cognition of nothing I

« - 7A li there is no cimilarity, the disWibntion of the oharaoters of the Apoha ^Be
dfajsot vcieoted hy the Apoha) aqd the Apoha nwiS beat tandom, withont acy edwM*

Andin os>|A b»tliili« 'hone gnd Sheveew fCeld< be-aoSeiSed

thisnUoelaftoidoted Igr polpablo ahsnrdity I ^



ftOKAflVnu.

•p^' 77. Differenod from the hhek/oomiBe(mm(mlHAh1^ih^.r^

the horse* And if no ((enerio tei*m (ns the elass oow ”) i» accepted^ then

whereto could the Apoha of the cow apply ?

78. The rejection of non-cow is not recognised by means of the

senses ;
and the fanction of the Word too does not apply to cases other

than those (that are perceived by the senses)
; for on (the basis of) the

perception of what coaid the Word function P .

79. For reasons detailed before (in the Chapter on Negation**),

Inference cannot apply to the present case. And for this reason, there

can be no cognition of any relationship (of the Apoha with any Word).

80* Those people that do not know the meaning of the negative

word (^^not**) can never be cognisant of (any such negative entity as)

77 Though according to our theories, Apohfi ooald be the object of Nef^ation, which

we hold to be a distinct means of right notion—-yet in the absence of a positive

generic entity, on what grounds ooald similarity or dissimilarity be ascertained ? For,

Apoha means mutual negation ; and this would apply to the case of the Red and the

Black Oow, just as much as to the case of the Red Cow and the Karka Horse. That
is to say, just as the Red Oow differs from the Black Oow, so also does the Karka
Horse differ from the Bed Oow, specially as you do not admit of any such generic
property as belongs in common to the different kinds of cows, and not to the horse.
Therefore, just as the rejection of the Karka Horse is common to the Bed and the
Black Cows, so also is the rejection of the Bed Oow common to the horse and the
Black Oow. Thus then the Red Oow would be as homogenous to the Black Cow, as
it is to the Karka Horse. Consequently, there is no ground for specifying the grounds
cff any Apoha (of the “Cow*' f.i.) If the mere fact of rejection by any one entity be

sole ground of homogenity, then, inasmuch as this could belong to the most
dissimilar and heterogenous snbstanocB,—like the Tree, the Lion, &o.,—being, as all
these objects are, capable of being rejected by a single word “ horse **, the Tree, the
Lion, d;o.y would all be regarded to be homogenous

!

I* It i. only thow objects that hare been peroeirea before by the sensee that can
be mentioned by words) the Apoha howerer is not so peroeired) and the only oth«r^ty ttat you admit of is the speoifio forms (of IdMs}) bnt these too ore not percep-
tible by the senseso Under the oiroumstanoes on what could you base the use of
ywr words P In fact the upholder of the Apoha oannot explain the use of words ut

TV The only ground of inferring the existenoe of something that is not pereeptilds

perceived now, yet it is present elsewhere,
and if it were present it would oert^ly be perceived. Jind In this case, the ground of

m
d be the noa-psrceptton of eomething otherwiee perceptible i and inaemmdi

u k 4. 7
* negative factor, we would require another Inference for its esteb-

l^n&enti end this again would have to be based upon another negations this nsgap
upon another Inference s and so on and on, we wonld have an endless leriss of

MgatioMMdIi5ferenoes,whiohwonldbe very far “Ibr ehwrsaiaa, Ao.*»
Binoet^ dyohaii not amenable either to sense-peroeptton or toM ( . - *

of
^ tegsfdedtobethe objects rejected, oklyla ili»Mm



{and yet they may be found to have an idea of tbe wA)
hence there can be no (reasonable) denial of a Glass (in tbe form of a
positiTC entity).

81-82. And farther how would you get at the fact of any object*

being denotable by the word non-cow** P (If it be urged that) we
would understand that to be so denotable, in connection with which we
would not find the word ‘ cow* applying, at the time that any relationship

with the object so denoted is asserted,**—then (we reply that) if you were

(in the above manner) to have, from a single individual (whose relation will

have been asserted, on which basis you would get at the denotation of the

word ** non^oow*’), a cognition of all that is different (from that Individual),

-~then all these latter would be the objects negativted (by the Apoha of

** cow*' ) ; and thereby no denotability would belong to any generic idea.

83-

84. It is an established entity, the cotr, which is negatived (by the

Apohaiani this ApoAa is only the negation of the cotr. Hence (in order

to explain this Apoha the cow should be explained. And if this (cote) be

said to be the negation of the non-cotr, then there would be mutual inter-

dependence.

84-

85. And if you admit of the cow as an (independently) established

entity, for the sake of having an object for your negation Apoha^ then

the assumption of the would become useless (inasmuch as the idea

of cow is admitted to be established independently of it). And in the

absence of an idea of the cow as an established entity, there can be no

idea of non^cow
;
and ns such how could you explain the idea of the cow to

be based upon the idea of the non^eow f

85-

86. Between two negative entities there is no such relationship as

that between the container and the contained, Ac. Nor is any specific (abs-

tract) positive entity ever cognised as related to Apoha,

86-

87. How, too, could any relation be assumed to subsist between

a negative Apoha and a positive entity (the specific forms of ideas) P

and hence it could not but be cognized by means of the word. Then those that do not

understand the meaning of the word ^non*’—^f.i., small boys—cannot understand

the worci ** non-cow”, and yet they do have a cognition of the meaning of the word

”oow.” Hence we conclude that the word ** cow” must signify a positive entity, in the

shape of the close ” cow.”

9S.M The upholders of the Class-theory can assert the denotability of the indu

vidual oe qudli/ied hy the c/oss (though this is not what is admitted by ns). As for you,

on. the other hand, yon can never be cognisant of the denotability of anything qnalifled

by the Apoha. Because one Apoha cannot be qualified by another, as both of them
being negative, between them, there can be no such relationship as that of the oott*.

tainer and the contained, and tbe like. Nor can it be asserted that the speciflo fonili

idos».piay bequalified by tbe Apqhai aa noauoh speoifio forms are signified bywords
.

” net which colours, Since the sp^fio forms of idees are not coggieed,



quxvrUnti.

..u^oan be ao quelWeaHon to Wythiag

iwdi merely exL (aad i. act elgaWed^ the word). BeoeaMMit w wlf

Smt which ooloam the qualified objeot by its owa idea, that oan be called •

;

*^*88
89 la fact, ao toogaitioa of diwfco ia produeed froai the worda'

••borse " *0 i
and the oognitipa of the qualified object cannot be such e«/

is without aiiy idea of the qualification. Nur can a qualification of a,

oei-taiu oharaoter bring about an idea of a differeut character. Hence,

when the object has been cognised to be of a certain charao^, how ^ .

* qualifloatioa, which is of an opposite oharaoter, be said to bdong to it?

^
90-91. If e^en in face of the opposite character of the oojeot, a

anolifi(»tion (of the opposite oharoolor) be asserted to belong to "

any qualification would belong to any object (without any restriction).

Hence when the qualification Apcika is of a negative character, no post-

tive character oan belong to the qualified (specific forms of ideas). The^

fore you cannot have, ns the denotation of the word, any positive entity

cia&lifiod by A-poh4i%
^ ^

92-94. Though Verbal Testimony and Inferential premises cannot

properly function towards an idea (or object) which is dotoid of (not

qualified by) the Apoha, yet the cognition of the oogniser {brougU about op >

a. word) rests upon n positive entity alone. And sinoa no entity in the

shape of the specific forms (of objects) appears in our cognition (of the

they cannot he afleoted(oolonrea) by the idee of anything t and as snob, they cannot.

Have any quaMfloatlons. ... - ‘.
a, aia

•8.89 The cognition prodaoed by the word « horse ” is of the form of a posirtie entity,

iotheahope bf o hors# j and never in the negative form of an Apoha. Consequently

apart from any peonliaErities of the qualified (speoiflo forms), the dpoho itself oan never

have the properties of a qualification. Inasmuch no the dpoho is not cognised as the

qualification, there oan be no idea of anything qualified by it.
^

« Ifpa-cpw. t'our qualification, Apoha, being of a ne^tive. obayaoler, it oan

never be oognieed as belonging to the idea of a positive entity.

98-»t This antieipatos the following Banddba argument :
“ The only positive entities

that wo admit of are the undefined speeiBo forms of idwt ; and tbm, being amenable to

Senie perception, cannot be treated either by Verbal Testimony or by luferenoe; hence.

BO an object denoted by a word, you must ampt tbe aforesaid specific term (wbiob is

a positive entity ) as qualified by tbe ilpoho.” Tbe sense of the reply is that, though a

word cannot, in accordance with your theory, signify an obfeot unqnalffi^ by Ibh’

Apblia, yet, inasmuch as ordinary ezperienoejnpports tbe fact of a word signifying a

positive entity (without any negative qnallfioations),—we cannot bnt aCo^t tbe tmtb^

of lueb denotation of a positive entity, even without a qualification in the sbaim of an
^

iIjMKd I bhoauoe we cannot very rightly deny a foot of common esperience. Tbni tbettg

it being established that the denotation of a word must be a poMve entity and tof tbd’^

aletesaid reasons, the speoiflo forms of ideas not being Mpable of being ^e'

deniM by' a word,—wb oaniiot bbt idmit of a j^tlte snrity-^'^o^teMW
a poriUve ohun—da being the ol^eet denoted by a word.



fomgy 1^ #6
fliiUiBd, ^beOauid it is sii unqualified abstract entii7^^and» list^>.sfaui

Ui Ss ikm reoUei^ess io assert something not signified by the voia te be
fbe qualified entity ,wtherefore, mmnst aooepta positive gene^ efiiil^

tjS be the object cognised and denoted by the word.

8^96* When the character of being the ' negatived object cannot
Iqmg to individuals,—because these are not denoted by the Word,—then it

is only, the generic form, (class ) that could be the object negatived (dpoha)

;

and because of the fact of its being negatived, it must be admitted to

be a positive entity. Because no negative entity can be the object

negatived, on account of the impossibility of the negation of a negative

entity (as such continued negation would give rise to an endleSs series

of negations, as shown in the chapter on Negation).

.

' *96*97. In the case of ( tlie cognition of) one. Apoha^ We have a clear

peroeption of another Apoha^ in the shape of the rejection.of some generic

positive entity. If the negation of a negative entity were different frons

the negative entity Itself, then it could only be a positive entity; and if

it.were nou-differeot from it, then we would have (the abSi^ity of)

the cots being the tioft-ootc.

. , 98*99. Though in the case ci other words (like cow, fto.), we
could somehow or other, have positive entities as the objects negatived,7*

yet; in the case of the word ** entity (sat), the object negatived by it can*

not. be other than V non-entity itself; and then (if you were to’ hold

that objects negatived must be positive entities), to nan-entUp would be*

long a poiitive character—an absurd contingency surely ! And farther,

without the ascertainment of the non-enti/y, we ootild not have any hlsa

of entity
\ and the non^entity (being only a negation of entity) cannot

be cognised (without the cognition of entity) (and this would involve a
most undesirable mutual interdependence).

100. Nor can either the difference or the positive character of the

Individuals cannot be the objects of denotation by Words i beeanse that would

giye |ise to an endlessness of .denotations, the nnmber of individuals being endless*
i

W.yi^Iajbhe case of the 4l»oh<i—in the fom of the negation of soa-eoio—we have

the sdjectioh of a positive generic entity—in the shape of the clan * horiM,* or ‘‘ele*

pHjmt/* 4^.]i and thns all the objects rejected by an Apoha wonid oonie to be positive

g^^o If, however, the object rejected be asserted to be of a negative^.

ehj^qi!i^^ its oontradlptmy*-«.«.|^ the class .^cow’as rejecting the *non-oow’7*^

cps|^ qi^j be e positive generic entity | otherwise, if the negation of a negative mtUy
bajjatt tf[be imn-different horn then we would have * oow*«* nonooow,*—a paljpaUsVj

ihoddhas dMlare that thongh the denotation of a Wdrd if ^aways

hMumd men are Impaile of

posih^^tMiid oi aimiiai^ty anu^' <^esbe, diffsmt' ffom\oee‘‘es»|^r^|^



demtiTo^l be'e*pti»inea da Wi« gtorfud 'o» thedl^tty of

SLiiuw& oit« be bo Vatana with regarf to a negatm

, 101 And farther, excepting rememberaaoe. to no ottieba^n oaj

«hefan(rfioa(or force) of Fftaafl apply. Therefore the Fawn# oaP^

with regard to an object endowed with a certain definite character (iwgatatd

or i)teitiye),prodnce a cognition of another sort (or cha^r).

~ loa for yon, the difference of Words (from the objeote denoted

V tbeii) cannot be based npon the VOsata; b^nee the ep^fc

(Abstract) forms of Words cannot have any denotability, iimBmnob m
(specific forms) are never aotnally co^ised.

v •

108 And on account of the diver$ity of these (momentarily changing

eneoiflo abstract forms of Words), these forme cannot bring about the

idea of a $ingU VOsanS (which could he the means of getting at an idea

of imy generic entity). Nor do yon accept any such single^ P®?
,

®

generic entity, as “Word,” that could bring about the smd («nple)

• 104. Thna then a generic entity, in the form of the Apoha of amther

upni (».s., the Apoha of ‘non-cow’), being accepted (as the denotation

the Word “ cow "),—inasmuch as this too is in the form of a

entity (iJid or negatim of “ i.on-oow " )—we cannot admit of

any' diference among the objects denoted (by the Word “ coU? ).

. 108;. And just as there would be ho differdiice between two expressive

Wbxdsi so; in the same manner, there would bo none between tho^ex-

pvesdve (word) and the expressed (meaning). And it has alre^y been

proved above that there can be no such diffoMnoe based upon the difference-

among '^10 objects nog^tived. • _
'

.

^

dt^totlona of *words cannot bnt be admitted to reet in the negativCi of their oontn^io-

t^B j imd that though this is of n negative character, yet- it ia cognieed- an positive,

on account of eternal V^nSa that help to bring about, snoh cognition. This is denied

iifthe iirika 'on the ground that a Viaana is prodhced only by perceptions; and

as PeroeptionB belong, to. positive entities alon.e, no Vdaand can belong to o nQga,tive

entity. ’

,

lOl The only use of the Vdaan4 lies in its being the means of reni9mp0ing or

the bbieots perceived, in the post. . It conn.of, ^c.”—with regai^ *

;

tlVe entity, can never produce a notion that it is negative, as held by.the Banddbi^
'

' lOI piyarsnce is a property of positive entities ; and inasmaoh as the only pteltive*

edtiiy tEatyou aSittiit of i# the nndedned specific forms pi words (as ybn admit tto

Qitlibr spb^b Ipc&ms. save, those of 'the ideas of objectsj^-^and as these luildefinbd forjM

oanweyer be op^isedt as bearing any relationship^ (because no relationship

nfted 'in octoniitloifwith nnddined entities)’,—the Word 'oanhbt but Cease tb ’Mye ahy

denotability I and tenoe. yon cannot base the. d^ereaoe between VTords.^d thoobjcottl

dteiedbyAi«m^ajpbn.7dMi^^^
c . ^

lOiyiaig lA dAfSretieO is pos^le nin0ng“tli4 denoffop Wof^^^dQ

Mibno ' -
. . . , f. »



• illioXla; ^11

.V/,* ' T^vIjKiftaot a Word, .so loag as it is nsit c<W>prtbettiitiH

OSK^ in any 'way signify anything. As a matter ^of ^ it & 1k6t

peroeired, to be so capable, by the sense^rgahs '; nor art tlien any {nflnK>

eAlM pkwmises dr anthoritative assertions (asserting any snch mpab^ty),
that eonid lead to the oomprehensioh of thaib Apoha, It tre were Id
assnme aily sooh inferential premises, Ae., then we shohld nrge that, in
that case, we would liave no’ resting ground, in the absence of any fimndh*
tioh based npon sense'pmeeption.

108. The oharabters of being the m^Msed and the expretthn eant

not'beibng to the two Apoluu (of the Meaning and the Word respect*

accorditig to your theoiy' these (Apohai) are non*enti*

ties,—jhst as (na snob character can belong) to “ hare’s horns ’’ and ” sky-

flowers.”. ’

•

109. If you were to urge that—^the aforesaid premiss beoanse they
are non^entities ”) is faulty, inasmueh as we have the inference of th^

a(^6nc6 of rain from the absence of clouds {when both these absences are

non-entitie8)i*’^hen (we roply that) according to hs negations too are only

positive entities, (see above) ; in fact, the task of' explaining the Validity

of this ^ferenoe also rests upon yon (who hold ae^^ion to be a n6n'>ehtity);

110. One, who does'not admit an object in the shape of a word to

have a positive character, cannot possibly admit of any negation thereof

;

inasmnch as negation is always preceded by affirmation (that is to say,

it is only tlie positive character of an object that is negatived by its>

negation). :

HI. As a matter of faot, even the negation of a negative entity, which
is expressed by a double negative, can pertain only to a positive entity,

~

and not to a negative entity, because there can be no conception of this

latter (which is devoid of any substratum;.

112-113. ^‘Well, then, by the same argument (we conclude that)g

the ApoAa does not differ from, a positive entity; and thus the aforesaid

105.107 « No riating pZaos ’’-^b^use for the accompliihment of this premiss, w#
Would require enother premiss j and so on and on, ad

no Thus then, Negation depending n^n the positive ohSraoter of' things,-^Md*

this laitery aoeording to yon, being onfy the denial of the negation,-^yon strike' 'y^r-

self against the immntable rook of mntnal interdependence.

lU Idke the dpoha of an object, iha "Apoha of the Word^, b^gdevdid of a
real subetsatum, can never be oonoeived of and the spOoiSo form's' of these, bring

only iii.4hd'abistmot, can never be reah'sed'ln 'oonobption. Conseqdentiy we banned

bnladarit:of a poeitive
'
generio entity;- At for mcample, even the use' of a dpnU#

nkgat|Td^Tliia is not noa^soto V>*^n pertriu' Only to a posiNVe 'entity, the Ann.

above i *apohyamani edhhStAbhdva ivavagiahyate* ^
' y ^

.: j umma The eense of the d5jri<€oa Is One dpoha does sot differ emiihmtp

.beoanse both are non-entities; in the same masiMr, nd AptHiia wouM dlllbir



fUtOKATlaOXA*

JSZT *ta. •*,•"“«« «I tait, joa »» ta™ no taftal. Hr

‘~5?iS^«S^t2:tta. u) hat. ,.taa«..,^Wi2:
rwrud *o «a olijeot which is in mlity negative,—or that we have

notiSi beiongig to an object which

ease of an object of negative character, any idea of positivity wonW w
t^y groundless; whereas in the case of a positive entity, even neg^ve

WBseptioiis are quite possible, in view of 4nothm entity.
-

115-117. Agam, if to all objects we attribute the character of being

denoted by the AjwAo,—then, in the case of such expressions, as ‘‘ the biro

lotos,” ^hioh hare mixed denotations, wo could not have the relatioiirtip

of the qualification (blue) and the qualified (lotus), and also that of co-exten-

siveness (of the property 6l«« with the object Wim). Because the nejfohoa

^won-Mus is not always followed by the ahaenee of nm-lotus, n« ***^“*“^

therefore they could not be cognised as the qualification and the quali^.
^

117-118e Nor could those relationships belong to the words ( blue

and ‘ lotus’) themselves, independently of their denotations ;
because there

can bo no co-oxtensivonoss between the two Apohas (of the words), mas-

muQh ae those {Apohas) are entirely different from each other.

podii^ entity I becmse this latter too is in reality, only a non-entity. The positive,

endties however diffw among themselvee, through their abstract speoiao properties,

and upon this difference, we oonld base the difference among the various dpohes s end

thnsweMttolearof the absurdity Of making all words synonymous (as urged above).-

The sense of the reply is that if yon once admit that Negation being a property of the

entity, cannot absolutely differ from it,—you come to accept a positive generic entity

Because barring this acceptance, yon can have no means of asserting any diffemuM

ai^o^g the various Apbhan as the specific properties, that you speak of, cannot effort

the requisite means | inasmuch as they can never, by themselves, be conceived of.

Then the only point at dispute, between you and me, is whqt we show below.

11S.1U The only point of difference between the upholders of Apoha and ourselves

nop, isi that, while, admitting, like ourselves, the final bonoeption to be of a

fikaraoter, they hold the real character of the objeot to be negative | while weholo'

this also to be positivei and even the negative oonoeptioiiB that we have, we rettir back

to the primary positive character of the ol^eots. The senseof the latter halfrt the.

ffofika is that the notion of positivily with regard to a negative entity cannot bat bo*

MgartedasamistakeibutamisUke we can never have unless thdre is some grtbirt

lor it. And as we have shown that there is no such ground, this alternative oannotber^

tenabilei On the other hand, in the case of a posidfeentity—the eo«rfi.«*^wd ettt^

alwaya have a negative coneeption, that of its act bsing somsthwg else,—the

Icq these lessons, we csnnot hut admit of a poaitivd generio entity id thodiit|woi«

the cleti *oow/ dse., Ao. . .

* if

au^. njulint, *0."—Th. 4ipofc. of ' W..’ i. iUawMtt hom:mk.Ok.

* 1(1^ *
I aqd ee SBob they can psfm 00-esi^
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19. If mbh *ofr«aLtoti«iv6ii688 beMM to belong to tbe denoleUQiur

(rf'the^mrde C Bine* and * Lotos *),—then, we ask—in what manner emr

ibej be cdniained in any one snbstratom (in order to be co-extensive) P ' W#
know that an abstiaet speoifio entiiy is never cognised

; and any

b^dM this yon do not admit of. Then, as for the ondogiiised oo-extensive-

neshof the words (as based npon the abstract specific character of their .

denotattons),—of what nse can this (nncognised f^t) be P

' 120. If it be held that what is denoted by one word (f.i., cow ’*) is

anoljeet qualified by ike negation {Apoha) of other otjecfs,-—then too, the

perVi^on (».s., denotation) by the word becomes weak (or impossible),

on aocoont of the dependence of this (denotation, npon something else).

* 121-122. Jnst as in a piece of sugar, the sweetness not denoting the

on account of the difference in the negations of these-*, there

isno notion, (produced by the expression/ street-white ’), and (hence) there

is no relation of qualification and the qualified (between the‘ two) ; so^ in

the same manner (in the expression * San-ghatah *) the meaning (of *8an^

according to you) being the negcLtion of non•exi8ta^ee {non-8an\ the word

(* San ’) would not touch that part of the denotation which consists in

the negation of non^ghala.

123. If it be uiged that there could be such relation (betiveen the

118.119 A negative entity can never be the contained, Co-retentiyeneBS can belong

to tsrd words, only when both of them sigidfy the same object, either directly or in-

directly. This is not possible, in your case | while in my case, as we hold the ’ Olaee

0 Iiotus ’) to be identical with the property (* Bine ’),—though the word * Bine* signifies

the property *Blae* and the word ^ Lotas* signifies the Glass of Lotases,—yet,

inMmach as both of these oo-ezist in the individoal Lotus before ns, there can be no

discrepancy in our theory.

199 If the word by itself were to denote an object, then, in the case of the exprm-^

sion * Sen^ghatah* the object signified by the word *San ’ would be precisely the same $M

that signified by the word * Ohatah * i and in this case, it is only right that there shontd

be a co-extensiveness. On the other hand, if, as yon hold, the denotation of a word

consisted in the negation of other object "- npon which negation the denotation would

betotallydependent,—then, the word would signify on object qualified hy the

negation efnon^San | and this wonld certainly be totally distinct from the negdtiw cf

Noa-Ohak. Blmilariy, the word * would signify the negation of non-Qhata, which

would be totally distihot tram the negation of non^San, And thus, the denotations of

th# words bring tctriiy distinct, there oonld be no oo-eztensiveness between them.

19UI9I la the case of the expression * tiktp madhurehf' even when it has some

tteashig, this can only be in reference to the sugar-pieoe itself ; end the only reason of

this ^-signification lies in the foot that the one word * tiitakf according to yon, de-'

nofos only tbe negation if aon-hittsfi and the word * madkura * the negation of noa-sioelfi

denotations being totritydist^i^ fooih etch other, there Mold, be

oo-extensiveness between thenu 8o also^ in tlm case of the expression \8m;
C . t ,

'

, . I \

lir'lf It imniged that tbe denotathm iff the word tbe olbiiiS ’yiig^



tl8 ^QKiriitaiKA.

deoMatioBft of* 8an* a6d'* gliaJkX)^ in the f6rm bf objeto (signified by 'eaoh

of these))—then (we‘ say, that) .snoh rel&tioti cbnld only be' based on 'the*

entity ” (sa^^d) ;
iind certainly no One dteies that the objects belongifigr

to the clou ** Jar ” are included in this class (*** entity *’).

124. Such an implication, of the word by the doss entity*’)^

cannot be denied on the ground of that class being a positiTe entityv

Because with regard to the recognition (of the meaning) the action (oh

the word, in signifying that meaning) is tiie same, whether the class * entity \

be a positive or a negative entity.

f
125-126. The form of positive objects (in the case of ‘ Ban ghatah\>

though impaHite, is yet expressed by words, only in parts. Because the

eognition of the word * San* alone does not lead to the cognition of the jar.

Therefore (in your case also) you have the fault of ** non-signification
**

(of-

the San by the word *8an*) and you have also (equally with us, the faulb

of ** secondarineSs.**)

- 126*127. Since it is the qualifying adjunct, therefore the Apoha, like

the class, must be the primary element (of the denotation) ; and hence (just

as youhave urged against the Glass theory) there can be no denotation of an
object as qualified by that Apoha^ —because such an object would be only

secondary (and ais such cannot form an object of denotation). If you urge

sy ihB negaticn of nofi»8an, and that as snoh,^ thiawould also tonoh the negation of non*
yhafo,—-then, wo wonld reply that this assertion would be a taoit admission of the Glass
theory { beoanee an object qualified^ ^c, ^c., mast be a positiye entity | and in that ease
the neoessaxy oo-eatensiveness beoomea quite possible. >

Ui That the class * entity^ is a positive entity cannot be a ground for denying its
signifloation of objects qualified by ee\eUnoe\ because whether the object denoted- by
the word * San* be positive or negative,.so long as it denotes an object, an implioation
by it, of the Qhafa, cannot be denied. •

...
U6.1M This Eirilcd anticipates the fullowhig objeotion :

** In the Class theory, tbft
objeot denoted (by * San* f.i) being always positive and oonorete, cannot bnt be partite f
and hence even if one part of it is oognised, the. other parts remain unoogidseds
whereas • on the Jpoha theory, the obj^ denoted being negative and abstract, tbe^
mere negation .of non-San would lead to Hxe oognition of the inqiartite whole, all at
onTO; and hence the functioning of *words, .aocording to the two theorists, oimnot^be.Md to be similar.** The sense of the reply. U that even if you hold the object denoted^

kii

^ be impartite, you must admit the word * dan* to denote one pa?^

n “Other part, and it is onjiy subsequently that the itwo

? X

aad produce a joint effect, in the shape of the denotation of a singlp objeot^

iiifJTtt to the fault

ol^ urged against ns the objeetiea^ denotation, Uxat of individual becomes only



flM( A eniiiyi debient^*^^^

(m my tha.t)> ifrUiai mta, U'ootild rtdt llw a qualified -adjauet elQwv (aad^

heisoe'the bl^eot denoteid'liy ‘ dan* coaid aot be one that is gual(^'6j tiia>

ApoJia of *Aon*daa}’' and tbu' would mean the total up of yottf’

gronnd).

128. The objeot qualifiedby your Jpoka could only consist of different

indifiduals ;
and yon have yonrself explained that these (individuals) ean-^

nc^ be the objects of denotation, because of endlessness and oontradiotionu<

And certainly,' you do uot admit of hhy stn^Zs objeei qualijkd by ApoKa (that*

could embrace the individuals in one corpoiute tvhole, like our OImb**)
* 122-lSO. There can be ho suoli tiling as ** Apohavattwa'* intervening

between the Apoha and the individuals (contained in it). Even if you'

were to assume some such intervening entity, we would ask,—Is this a

positive or a negative entity? If it be positive, then it is the same^

as ** class ”
; end if it is negative, then all the aforesaid objections (urged'

against the denotation of the Apoha alone) would apply to it.

130-131. Or again, if this (intervening entity) be assumed to consist of

the relation (subsisting between the Apoha and its substrate); then (we reply

that) the denotability of such a relation cannot be desirable to you (since*

you have urged many arguments against such deiiotability.) Nor is there

Miy such single object, as would serve as the substrate of Apoha^ and as such,

exist in another object. And for this reason too, no generic entity is the

object of denotation ;
nor lastly, can it be the qualification.

The ApoUiatshave urged against the* Glass-theory the objection that indiridnals*

can never be the objeots of denotation, beoauae that would give rise to endleas denota-

tions on the one hand, and many overlapping and self-oontradiotory denotations on the^

other. The same objection is shown to apply to the Apoha theory also. In fact, the

upholders of the CUass theory escape the anomalies by postulating the Oiaw, which forme,

for them the true denotation of the word, and which, as. occasion presents itself, ig^

cognised as qualifying distinct individuals. This loophole for escape is not available

for theApehist; because if he admits of such a corporate whole, embracing all in-^

dividuals, he would only admit the Glass theory. *

UO.UL << Ton have urged; The Uanddha has argued that if the denotation of

word consisted in. the relationship between the Glau end the Individual, then there

would be no po-extensiveness. - This same argument may be applied to the denotability

of. the relationship between the Apoha and its substrate. “ Not ia there any eueh single

otjsct, ^0.*’—If you aooopt any such single objeot as the'jar to be the substrate of.

Appha,-«-then, this object could not exist in- any other objeot; and hence such a word,

could not denote a generic entity.

, I.S., it if not only onaeoount of the want of the co-extensiveness of snoh

atfin^e objeot frith angr other bbjept^ that the said genqrio oharaeter is impossible^ but.,

it *is also :imposBible tw. the following .»anon r Even if yon hold to the theory of the-

irord tint would indude all aach mbatiatM,—no gmote dionflter ooidd Moog po ll|,, II,
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ilM Don-j&r, Ao.)f while these latler do not inhere in the fonaaOrr eomiet

qnently, the Apoha of *Aim* cannot be qualified by those <il|x)hea); intM
same manner as Blue " is (qualified) by the sucoessiye higher ^egrataujoC

its shades. •

188. On account of its doubtfulness we cannot hare'even An indireot

implication (of the ii|M>has of non-jar^ do.), as we hare that of* the dbjectf

(fire) by means of its characteristic (smoke). Because ihB Apoha (of

A$an) in its general form is not such as cannot be acoomplished withi^

those (Apohoi of non-jar, do.)

‘ 134 In the same manner, there oould be no implication pf the object

(the substrate of Apoha) by means of the Apoha, Because the Apoha (that

the Bauddha holds) would apply also to the hare’s horns ” ( and certainly'

in this case, the Apoha could not be said to ipdioate a real object; inasxfiuoh

as there is no such thing as apoparts/idnarydertta).
‘

135. And farther, no gender or number, Ac., oould possibly bdOng

to an Ajpoha (a pure negation). Nor could there be any relationship

through the individuals (said to constitute the Apoha)^—becaute these;

(individuals) are not (according to you) denoted by the word (which you
restrict to the denotation of the Apoha).

136. Iffor can the individual be said to be implied by the Apoha^

because (you hold) the individual to be a specific abstract entity. ‘ And.
that which is not,understood as thus implied (or indicated) cannot be the.

object of any such specification (as that by gender, Ac.)

it for tbit reaton that when any one oh]eot is spoken of at giuilf/ltd hy ' eeittenct/ * the

tame word oannot he applied to any other obj^ ; and henoe even tuoh a word as ' Satti*

oan not serve at the qnalifloation.

IM Jiut at the data * sat* does not indicate the olati *jar/ which latter dbet not

exlat in it, and hence the former it not qualified or tpedfied it,—to the tame would be
the cate with the dpoha of * dsot/

W « It not suck, ^t.**—Without fire there could be no smoke. There is no mb'
iMationdiip between the iljwka of and the ij^kas of non-Jor, fto. ^ The A^ha Of

A$»t oouM belong to the iljpoka of the jar also. So dl that we can say ia that the Apoka^

of Aiat would raise a doubt with regard to the Apeka of non-jar, *

1^ If the word be held to denote the snhstrote of Apoko, then we would iave the* ;

.

abaurdity of the indioation of another Apoka, as shown above. If on the other band,
^

it will be held to denote the Apoka only, then, there can be no indtetkm of the real'
objective substrate of the Apoka, Beoauae the Apoka being a negi^ve quantity,—ahiS'^
as sddh being applieable to suoh absurditieo as the * hare*i hems,*—oaisnot be taken to
be neoettarily indicative of a real object.

MS In the Olast theory, thongh the word denotes the Olasi^ yet tlile liteer {mflliita

the indlvidudt,^ to whioh apply all such apedflcatlons these ef Nnteber» fio.: Bat thin?
it p^ble <^ly wdMu we eooept the h^vidual to be a definite dohoreU bntliyi but ywrb^^ bi‘ an nndsfiiied spe^ abatricl eutityi and as sadii aboaidiig to
spsetfieeSon oMsbeleaB to it.
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t WT*.* Then again, the Apoha$ ot gendw, nnmber, fto;,€Haiot bf thMi»
Mhealietiie objeots of apedfioatioa; and as for theobjeots the&ualVM^

can they be cognised, by means of words, to be the objeots to' hi
iptified (inasmuch as yon hold the objeots to be indefinite and absiraot
Md'as snch not denotable bj woixU) P

138. And further, as a matter of fact, without ( the particular
of right notion which we have termed) “Negation," there can be no
notion of any negativity. And as for the objeots “ cow," Ac., we do not
fiqd them to .be in any way amenable to the said means of Negation.

139. And again, in the case of verbs, we are not cognisant of the
negation of something else (the necessary factor in an Apoha) ; because in this
case there is no object of negation in the shape of any exertion (or prohi.
bition), .

140. E^en the doable negative * na-na ’ (that he cooks not is not) only
serves to deny the negation (of the action of cooking)

; the verb ‘ cooks/ on
the other hand, by itself stands on its own nnnegatived (positive) form.

141-

142. And farther, the specification of verbs as unfinuhed (‘ pre^
sent’) and * past,’ Ac., would become groundless; inasmuch as the Apoha
(a negation) is always a finite and complete entity (and as such, can never
be either unfinished (%.$., present), or past, And in the case of an
injunction and other similar oases (invitation, ftc.), we are not cognisant
of any negation of other things,

142-

145. And again (1) of what form would be the negation {Apoha)
of a negative connected by another negative (na-na) P (2) And then too,

in the case of (conjunctions like) ^and’ (cAia), d^., where there is no
negative element, there can be no negation {Apoha). (3) The meaning of

a sentence cannot be said to consist in the negation {Apoha) of smsthing
she. (4) In the case of such words as * ananydpoha* (the negation of

something that is not different), we cannot conceive of any meaning.

,

[5) And, lastly, where could we find the objects to be negatived by such

irordsas nameable,” ** knowable,” &o. (which are universal, and as Bnoh>

lo not leave anything untouched that could be negatived by themselves) P

[f you ^ere to assume a new object' to serve as the object'of negation by
these words (' nameable,’ (we say) it would be far more reasonable

to accept a positive (generic) entity (which would form the denotation of

iaoh and other words).

145-146. Since it has been proved (in the chapter on ffUnyavdia)

1st TheexpreMion'najpoeatf* simply mesas the dbssnes of the action of eooMng^^^

Bad act the prohibition of the action.

ISO ^he hitter * na* serves to aegstive the former ‘im’ sod the ewt by tUM in Itsc

ms pv^ae positive form remains free from negation.

. ia.ts ia only an jssternal objeot that can be either denoted ornagaSivid#^

J1
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^ daottAatioli of 'a^ word^dcm » la^soJMI (di^iofegni^'

j|i9»>i-rth«refo^^ ddndiaMlity> oimfiofc belong io Miy

a4Dd)oi mat! )
',
nor canr{»iich an intenial iactot) be the ol^cist of inigita|fii^

oanftot apply to these internal feotoas (IdeaSt d».) i|i|K

ajpkin of Bttoh woi'da fts ‘Beam/ ahd the like we can:conceive cl^aH

4pni^,(objeot to be negatived). l .

.147. If yon were to aasnme. the ApohtU of paatioulaii indhridnalli^

on m^e, ground of one particular being the contradictory of another^thcn

yon wonld have the notion of such .
contradiction based upon' ii|)ehae»« ^fP

that of Apohaa upon the contradiction (mutual interdependence). ^

148. Eren the specifying specification of the same Glass. iS noi

in a positive form. The fact is that the word (7tnpapd *’ (a kind of itvee)

partionlarises the generic term ** Tree,” only after it has negatived the

** PaUtfOt” do. ( as being not-(iinyajpa)« •

149-150. Even the non-negation (dficpoha) of the 0ia«s, dc., cannot

be postulated, on the ground of their non-oontradiotory character. Because.

Hence it oannot be urged tliat the object negatived by the verb * <^kB * is the idea of

iioa-0oetiii(jf« Since ibis idea is not an external object, the argument must fall a victim

to the reasonings brought forward to the chapters on QiinyaDada and NirdlambanavSda.

.
Itl The particular tree of the tMngo will have such trees as the Banyan, , for

the object of its dpobaj and so on. ** Mutual^ ,—because there can be no notion of

digerenoe, unless we have a notion of the thing itself ) and this latter notion cannot

but he based, aooording to you, upon iipoka j and this Ayoha you now base upon %
digerenoe among the partioular individuals.

^ ttl This refers to the objection that the contradiction among individuals is due,

not to the dpo?ux, but to the fact of each of the individuals belonging to the same class.

aeiiae of the reply is tjhat inasuiuch as the Apohists do not admit of a positive ehitt,

they oannot base the contradiction of the individuals upon any such Class. " Their

epeeifisation, is true that the oontradiciion lies in the fact of their belonging

to the same class ; but this specification too is alvmys preceded by the Apoha. Because
’ the weird ^ ^infapa ’ has no positive signification, in the shape of any particular tree,there-

- fOfeit is not in thia positive form that it can be said to speoify the tree. ^Asa mattcMlf

;

febtt the word ^^inqapd* in the first instance, aooording to you, negatives all

^ 9fseapd, and then withdraws the name *tree’ from the *J*aUf;a,'

r^triots it within itsetfi and thus at last, it is the Appha that is the. sole hajiis of
09ptrs4iotion. 6uoh a negative ^gnifioo^p aliu) gives rise to another ainiirdlW f.

* j{ffi^apS* being taken to negative all that ia may be accepted as ne|^m^
iug the * tree' alios because the trea also is nof^lpitifapd. “

IMfiO This refers to the view that, a particular term ' * does not
tlier V*osrel‘ ^ tfee*

| beoahse there> is «i6 ticiitradietloft bbtWeen these. Thir isu^
of the reply is that the Apohists have no means of ascertaining such a non-ooati|^«.

dtothin, sh'^long as they^donot admit of a pest^ye elasa to which the dUtesenf
hidifidiials o^td belong. Because so far as the uordt ^omsslTea are eonoeiw^f a|^
Mlthaoig^thiAtW^m^^^ deiiots, wo oaimet Be ocgniiawl of oittmi the 0011^%

thefictt^ntradietioB of theso,^ And ssmmdlysasfisr tlw^objeotitlmt .

rntpry, lAn Apohisl^not base his idsa^ the oohtradiotioauo thesof hosaolo^hV^^
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¥«rjbal forms of words (independently of their signifieatibns) t

^.)i depend npon the forms of objects (toWdMbMd hy
1wVoid}; beca^ (aoe^ Apohist) the objects hdM Sub

iiblL^iiMth words. And fts for the Apohaa themselres, we osll USeds^Sil

cognise ^he o(mtradiotory eharaoter, &c.| of fliese, before the- ^ord< blii

nlfwdy fanetLoned (to its fullest extent). ^ ^

l&i’. As for the Word itself, it fnnotiona only with regard to such aii

eU^ asis not amenable to another (means of right notion)
;
and as siuAi^

mwbatfonn can it be said to belong to any generic class ? '

152. If it be said that the cognition of the negaftm of iho (mifiMsiory

(anyfljpola) could be' based upon the specific forms of the words them*

sdrcSyf-^theni there being a difference between the words “ Vrhaha ^ and

taru ” (in form^ though both denote a ttee)^ how could you deny thb

negation of the one by the other ?

158. As a matter of fact, without a touch of (the action of) words,

the Apoha cannot be cognised, even by means of inferential premises.

not admit of any definite concrete object being denoted by a word. The only slternatiTS

then left to him is that of the Oontradiotion, dc., being referred to the Apohaa signi-

fied by the words. Bat even this will not hold. Because inaamnoh as these* Apohaa

are not recognized before the word has already fnnotioned, we can nerer hare ai^
notion of the contradiction, Aa, of these Apohaa, And it is for the comprehensioa of

the full signification of the word that the Apohist has had recourse to the determinatlQn

of the contradictory character, Ac. And thus there is an inevitable mntsal* inter-

dependence.

The sense of the Ririka is that we have no means ^f ascertaining the fact that

the particular term *Q%ngapd*io not contradictory to the general term' 'Tree.

Qecause no snch cognition is posaible, until we have become cognisant of the lelatlm^

borne by the word in question to a certain Apoha, That is ^ say, it is only when the
Apoha, %,a,, the denotation of the word—has been oomprehdhde^ that we can attribstw

any to it.,^ And so long as the form of the Apoha is not oognisedr-dicw caUi

it be known that this Apoha is generic and that specified. Nor have weany othas.

means at our commai^, save the word, for acquiring any idea,of the Apoha, Hence la .

this' alsQ^ the Apc^t capnot be free frpm the aforesaid mi^ual intsrdepsiidenoaw K.

.

^ iO This, anticipates the theory, timt-**** prior to the fmmtioning ofthe wwrd^ws^

the f<^ of itf ApohOr its gsiWKfo or specific tiiaraoteEj^ mid

Aa,of these,—by mfsanp of Inference} and then we Could have ideas Cfiths-

i|H|ts^ of the w^ and itf iignifioatioB, Ac.** Tha aiaae CC ths JTMfchv

an, inferential premises can have te its subject iMdy snchA thfog as' has beafi'^

cognised to have certain xelal^ohs with certain other thingsi tadcoam^ppaiilfV'^

s|t fs tha^Apoha has not bean ascartained, wa cannot he ecgnisaot of < any reiilitui^t

by lt| and as smc^ hqw oenld these Jba aayJiifoistttlillisBandaea deaifogwitfo^

an nnoognisad ApobaP That is to ,iay>.imW ewhava^imdasstoeii^^^ WApoiha mean, how can we nu^ aiqr inferences withregavd to thmaf ^
. jf
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Um Ofttt these premises aeoertain the ocrntradiotoiy or the oofi-CMiotoadiai^

,

tosy ohenoter of these Apohoi.

154.155* We have already refated the theory that the negation (oe

oontradiotion) of one (t.e., Pal&fa) by the other (the word ii

beeed upon the fact of the former being never seen io be expressed; by thse

latter. And (if negation were based upon the me^ fact of one word not

being need to express a certain object) then, since the generic term

(*^t|m”) is not held to be expressive of the iudividaals (PaZO^a, finfapHf

Ac.), therefore a negation in this case (of the individual trees by^
generic tern ** tree an absurdity) would be inevitable. And as for* a
word being applied to au object, somehow or other,—-we have the appli-

cation of the word “ kshatriya '* with reference to a Brdhtnana (endowed

with warlike propensities) ; and in that case we would have no negation (of

the Brilhmam by the word kshatriya ”).

166. Non-negation, based on the fact of the one being in need of

another, is equally applicable to the case of the verb and the noun; and
thus there would assuredly be non-negation of the verb “ stands,” by the

noun ” the tree” (an absurdity).

167. And again (in the case of ** Bdjnah purtuhah'*) if “ JBZjfnaA”

164.166 «
"have already refuted under the Kdriha * earvatraiva hyadrahtatwdt

prtUyayo ndvayiahyatef The sense of the refutation is that so long as the word is not
fully comprehended in all its bearings and relations, and then usedi-e-it is never
fbund to express anything; and as such the word * (Jinyapd* would negative not only
the * but everything else, even the Qinyapa tree itself.

^

166 « Somehow or other.'*—Though we find the general terip applied to particular
individuals, yet such application can be based only upon indirect indication, and not
n|^ direct denotation. For the word *tree' cannot be said to directly denote the
(Jinfapi, And if we Were to attach much importance to such indirect indications, we
would have a difficulty in the oase of the word ‘ Kehdtriya * when figuratively applied
to a Brahmana, who is endowed with the qualities of the warrior. For this single
instance of the figurative use of the word would annul the sole condition of negation (by
a word)—the only such condition, according to you, being ‘ adfehtatwaf the fact of the
word never being uiMd with reference to the object; and so the word ‘Kahdtriyo*
would never negative or preclude the Brahmins. And as for direct deuotatioil
even the general term does not direetly denote the individual.

wfow to the theory that inasmuch as the general term * tree’ stands iifc^ of every one of the individual trees, it must be taken to be related to every one oA
Ms^none of v^i^ could be negatived by it. The sense of the KMti is that if

^

^
^ ^ sufficient ground for non-negation, then we would be

M^theabs^ty^tedout in the second half of the rdrtftd, where it is shownW^vwb tostand^needsapla«.andthepfw‘tree*req^ watht and hence^M^t of^ mutual need, the word* tree* would not negative the verb • stondt^’

i2r t
beoome synonymous.w la both eases you are faced by anidjsurdity.



umi to negative **purmhih^^' theni thia latter ooald not be qualified by the

former. On the other hand, if it were not to negative it, then there would

be.an identity, as in the case of ** blue lotus.*’

158-

159. It is asserted (by the Apohists) that in tbe case of the

series of words—*'tree,” “earth,” “Substanoe,” “entity,” and ’*know*

able” (where the one following is more extensive than the preoeding)«

taken first in one, and then in the reverse order,—if we were to accept a

positive denotation, we would have the (absurdity of) every word denoting

all:the above five objects. But this assertion is not correct; because as

a matter of fact, all words are not found to be applicable to all cases.

159-

160. (If a word be held to denote all the various parts or shades

of an object simply, because of) the location (of all these parts) in a single

substrate, then, we would also have the functioning of the eye towards

taste, Ac., also (simply because these rmide in the same substrate, a fruit,

as the colour). And just as the cognisability of the different objects

(oolour, do.), is restricted to each separate sense organ, the eye, Ac., so,

in the case of words too, we have the applicability of each word restricted •

to definite classes of objects j and so there can be no such admixture (of

denotations as urged above).

* 161. When the word (f.i. “tree”) has peased to function (after

having denoted its specific objecb free),—the denotability of “entity,”

Ac., is possible, but only through concomitance and non-coucomitance, as

leading respectively to deficiency and excessiveness.

168.1S8 The sense of the objeotion is this t " If we were to accept the positive

denotation of words, then, inaunuch as all objects are complete wholes, the words

must denote the whole objects ; and in the case of the five words cited, a free has got

the character denoted by each of the four following words ; and hence it is that the tree

is always recognised as having a five«fold character | and consequently all the five will

have to be accepted to bo constituent parto of the tree. And then inasmuch as the

.

object tree is an indivisible whole, and it is as such that it is denoted by the word

* tree,* all the aforesaid parts of the tree most be held to be identical# The word

‘ knowable * too^ while denoting knowahilUy would denote the tree and the other four ^

of the aforesaid, but in the reverse order. But as a matter of fact, wo find that this

latter ptocess is not so sure as the fbrmer, and hence is not equally probable i and In

order to avoid this absurdity, we must deny the fact of words denoting positive objects.**

The sense of the reply is that all objects are not necessarily indivisible ; and hence it is

qpdte possible for a word to denote one portion of it, while other parts are denoted by

other words. And thus, there can be no identity among the denotations of the words

dtefU That the object is not indivisible has been shown above. ^

lil The word * tree* cannot properly be taken to signify the earth, do., directly.

The functioning of a word ceases as soon as it has sen^ to denote the tree alone.

Aikevthat it may indirectly indicate the higher genus of the ear^h, on account of the

olais *tree* bvi^g included in the class ^ Barth.*- But in thhi case, the indfilSiton.

Berth will be deficient in one point, having been dragged ftoifi the higher to the ^low#



162 far tI»i6Wec«dit jr«ttliWiiii^

i^io hold genewil words to ap^ly «iieolfio olqeots. Spe^r»^^
your theory) there is no dlff«eo«50 betwoen the ohjeots

ehlities) and the factor denoted woirds;
^

‘

:

163. . And again ono—who (Mke' the Apohist) would attriontse w,

negative entities, like the Apoka, euoh pi^perties as ringlenmts,

pervasion, over each separate iittKtndttal,—oonld also adiait of a piece of clow

yrithout any yams. *

^ ^
"

. i; 16A For these reasons, it must be admitted that we can nave^m

negation of something else only in the case of such words as have a neg^ve

* particle attached to them. In the base of words other than ^these, it is

only the positive form of the object that can be denoted.
.

^

,' ,166. Some people (the NaiyityUm) argue thai the denotation (of

wdrd) has not the character of negativing things other than itself̂—because

it is a means of right notion,—like the senses of touch, Ac. But this

argument is rendered doubtful with regard to those words to which nega?

tlve particles are attached.

genas. So too, the Bame word * tree* may be taken to indicate a pertienlar tree—the

faiMgift f on account of thii latter being included in the olaaa ‘ tree *
} and this

indication -will be a step higher, as in this oaae the lower is raised to the place of the

higher. For these reasons, the word must, strictly speaking, be taken as having Its

denotation confined to a partionlar object only.

IM The Apohist holds that the general term * tree ’ denotes only an abstract speidifio'

entity, which cannot but bo hold to be indirisible ; and as snob there could be no distinct

fBiaton< in the objeot denoted ^and henoO it ti only the Apohist that can be a viotiin to

the objeotions urged in the Karikl FrkshatwopdrtWvodraeya, Ao. ** BecausSp This

aseetefehe following objeotions :
** The Banddha ddhs not hold the words to rest with the

epeoiflo entities, because this would land him in endlessness, Ao. ; what he aotually holds

Vs be 'the objects of words are the negations that have their distinct forms-deflnitely

^dividnalised, either by the- individualities of the objects negatived, or by those' of

their hthmdaat VdsanSs ; and as these are different from one another, the above objection

eennet applyto the Bauddha theory.'* The sense of ^e reply is that aooording^ta

« AfoHist, there is no differenoe between the objects {spseifie snttttssy and thelaotenr

denoted by the word (ms. NsgaHens)* For if he wove to admit of a Net^diou. thatiwonU

indnde'yiMeee speoifio entities, then that would amount to an*' ndmiesfam of iU<€MefV

and we l|j^",»alroady refuted the theory that them oanbe any difference amongIh#

objects negatltpd based npon the differenoe of Aok > ^

iptMit ie oonstrained to attribute the aaid
.

pnqperUea^ihat beloiigtAM^^

ll^Ufe itaa) to I otherwise he falle ii^totho dUnltof endleeaneso» Ao*/. AoA t

hit simply absurdWtdlMAsAo poaitive properUei to.uegativo entitiflff i

, lit i* JFca-oow** • neipktion of tho'oowi and not.tfaat " Oow-”- w impetowvb/lwtmHMW
;

. Jit Up to tlm last fferOsI, the xefutatign of the Apohorthd^ hae4)celf^h0ied

OKdlnaayoRPcrime» TlmJiahMibtitoaeekitOTOru^^ inferential ecglif:!

yit ^ pwwpmdad hs the premut g8rijti> This argument

W. meana vi X!||At.ocgnitiQo,.aB4
,
yet aagattet ^towtaasaiiii .



I poritttreWjbneg^fft) lin «Mde ih«iklbi)Mte

«jf ‘^ ttmdiirioiii- tieu' ttguibeat' iMoomes'doabtt&l '(noi ignlvMi^

Md 1ieii6»’QiioMtaiii) with' a' vieW to aegatire argaaaenta; Mid itaMbl'

beoomes oppoead to oertain {aoto aooaptod by all penons.
’’

'169. . U yotir otmoIarioB,—that “ the irord does' not negatiTcfi do.t*^.

It^st to the ageh^ iff the word (in n^tiving),-i-or, it it refer to the fMit

i^ words denoting negation alone,—^then it would only be proving ithift

is already an aooepted toot (and as sneh beoomes redundant),

- 168. It the oonolnsion mean that ' a word doe* not in any teay apply ta

on '%’eet whtcJi m the negation of ite confrudietory,—then that would go-

'tgaihet a formnly aooepted view: for certainly,’ in the cow we haveik

negation of the hone, do. (which are' contradictory to, t.e., somethiiig^

other than, the eoto).

169. i%e instance .(that yon have cited in your syllogism, that of the

sense-organs) is such as is entirely at variinnoe the conclusion. Because

the eye, do. (the sense-organs) do, as a matter of fact, apply to objects that

are the negation of something else, though they do not comprehend this

(negative aspect of the thing).

170. If, again, the oonolnsion be taken to mean that ‘ the idea (or

cognition that we have fram a word) tt not coloured by any taint of the

negation of other things,*—then too, the argument beoomes redun^nt;

beoause though the denotation of a word is' actually in the form of a

negation, yet it is ordinarily known (by means of VOsanll) as being a

positive object. .

171-172. Again, if the conblnsion be taken to deny the fact of the

Apoha being the means of the application of the word (to its denotation),—

IM If Uie oonofaision also ineloded asgatlTe words,-W.a, if it be assarted that even

negative words have no negative denotations,~then the argnment becomes dovb^ilpk

hinsnst as a. natter of faot, even the VaiySyita admits of negative premises ami

aegnments, Whloh prove the oonolulon oidv by nsyattvfay the contrary cf the contHmetmit •

and oertainlv, this goes agafaut the^nniversaUty (rf the assertion that no neyativ* wurdea^

hevrnSyaMasdsnetstien*. And farther, all ordinary people are cognisant of the asgar"

tive. difcotatjons of negative ivoeds i and hence the argument in question stoo goes''

againat a popularly.accepted nothm.
*"

' Ml What doe* your conduston neanf Does it mean that the word is never a-

Mesas of negativing f H so then, IfcIs vedandant; beoause the Benddha does not hold'

toe word to be snob a means | Ml that he holds is tost the word Is '*ej>r*Srtiwdii«||ti''.

Uon. 'Seoondly, if yrar oondusion tteea tost' word*’ otwnot ' debote nefetim oalv,^

todatoa lt beeomss rednndaati bbosttse toe ApoWst doss not hold wriiii to have

th(Sr dtaotatkm negation pure and simple, by itself i though it is true ^t herrMdv^lH'^'i

'towdesotations of Ml words into the negMVS ftrm of toS Aiio)tab--7et he Mwayb
,

tofinptttwpMptoleM^^ •••

u niav " gsBiniini ef a douM"—With logard to S thitwls S dbubM^I



i)mf ibis too would go agamst a fomorly accepted thoor^ : iimBfltnbli as

you do admit of negation (VyatirBka) being a means (of denotation). In

the case of Inference too, you baye the same thing (inasmuch as the

negation of the contrary of the major term is also accepted as a means of

getting at the middle term and the premises) ; and so the very. basis of

your argument the middle term) becomes doubtful. And lastly, jom
argument is doubtful and inaconrate, when yiewed as against a perceptible

idea that we obtain on the remoyal of a doubt.

173. And further, your argument would also be contradictory
;
inas-

much as a word resembling in action the sense-organs, Ear, dec.,—such

words as “Self,” “Mind,” “ Aka^a,”—would cease to signify their,

meanings (because none of these objects are perceptible to the sense-

organs).

174. Then again, “the application of a word to a positiye object

cannot but be through Negation,—^because the word is the means of infer-

ential reasoning,—like negatiye premises.”

175. And again;—“the word cannot denote the Class, or an Indi-

yidnal as qualified by the Glass,—^because it is a means of right notion,—,

like the senses of touch, hearing, Ac.”

176. It was in yiew of such counter-arguments being ayailable for

the Apohist, and on finding that by means of tinferential) arguments we
cannot arrive at any definite determination of what does, and what does not,

constitute the denotation (of words),—that we have treated of the question

above wholly in accordance with Usage.

Thtw ends the AjpohavUda,

post or a human body standing ’ ? When we go near it, the doubt disappears, and we
have the idea—* this is a pole, not a man ’—whioh is thus found to partake fully of a
negative element.

lift If in the matter of the denotations of words, we were to depend wholly upon
inferential arguments, without having anything to do with usops,—then inasmuch as
the self, d»., are not amenable to the senses, or to inferenoe either, the very same arga«»

ment that you have urged above may be utilised in proving that the word ** self ” does

'

not signify what it is accepted to signify^.#*, it does not signify dtmd,—beoausd' it is a •

means of right notion,— like the ear, eye, &o. You cannot bring forward any argu«'4'

ment in support of the fact of the word “ self ” signifying Atmi^ unless you have reoonrae
to Maps. For this reason, you must base sU your arguments against J.poha, upon nsage^

:

and not upon any inferential reasonings.
lit Agaiust the Naiyiyika’s inferential argument, the Apohiot pits another infers

ential reasoning. And without having a recourse to usage, there is no escape from.,
the dilemma.

lit q^his embodies another oounter-srgument.
Ilf Therefore the IfotydyiSa was wrong in oalUng in the aid of Infarenee^ « lerv^

.

dlibolishiagtheitoio^oIJi^
^ ^
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THE VANA^VAtiA.

1. P^eciion

:

How ia it that it is asseried (in the fi&Mya) ^a^

^e Ahrti idla$8) ia qualified by the dewlap^ $*0., when, as a matter of uusti

Vjfotea (an which is related to that (individual oow) wh^h ^
endowed with the parts (dewlap^ Ao.)i does not reside in these parts;

themselves P
’*

2-3. Eeply : These parts are related to the class
^ Oow/ only through

thoir relationship with a certain individual (cow) endowed with these

parts# Hence, inasmuch as these are peculiar to that particular Class

** Cow,’* they may be taken as specifying that class.

In the individual (cow) there is an inherence of many classes^ such as.

“ en%,” &e, i and the “ dewlap,” Ac., assuredly serve to specify (or dislin-

guish) the class * cow * from those other classes.

4. The dewlap, Ac., are not the manifesters of the class *cow’; nor

are they qualifications (of it), like properties (gunas). For if it were so,

then there would be no cognition of the class ‘cow,’ until these (dewlap*

Ac.), had been recognised.

5. (If the manifestation of one class ‘ oow ’ were to depend upon other

classes “ dewlap, Ac.,” then) we would have to assume the cognition (manif.

festation) of these latter themselves by means of other manifesters ; tbps

there qould be no resting place from such assumptions ; and oonseqnently

^here would be no definite cognition of the class ‘ cow*’

I Thisrefergto the following Bhaghya pageago •aiha gawrityaeya Jso*Hhah ? sSb-

mivigiahta ikritiritV The genge of the objectfon in the KiriM ig that it ig the iiidivi.

dnal oow that ig endowed with the dewlap, &o., and henoe the class • oow* ghonld' never

be gpoken of ag qualified hy these. /[
t-S By the declaration that the dewlap, Ao., qualify the elasa *oow,* it fg n&t

meant that the relationghip between thege and the olagg ig that of qnalifioation pibper,

ag in the CMe of blue and lotusi bot that the partg mentioned—the dewlap, Ao.,^

ggrve tO' specify the class **oow’* and differentiate it from other classes. And thjtt

tfpeoifioation is baaed upon mere relaiionship in general. And inaemnoh as the dewlap,*'

Ae.,- ere related to the class ‘ oow,* through th^r direot oonneotion with the isMcUUuA

oowg,-—iven inihe ^tieenoe of an inherent relation (ag in the cage of bins and

wdald not be anreagonable to aooept them aa specifying or characterising the dass

** dew**»']ngt as the ear-ring, though not bearing an inherent relati^hip to the wearer,

sertei to diatingulah her from other persons, not wearing it. And though many Other

prepertiee—suoh as * exiitenoe* and the like—inhere in the individual, yet inasmuch a^

these properties are common to individualg of many other olasseg, they ooni^ he

aoeeptod as specifying the oow i whioh can be specified only by the dewlap, Ao., which

egist in no other animalg.
• T-

t They are not the manifesters of the oow **—as the smoke is of the ffWe, |lptoiAlA

ev^ ibftoe the exietenoe of these has been duly aMertatn^, with re^ to

WltMiwJ, tht.t.rw»gniwdM . ww, **., brtoaging to tii. oiu. "cbw.**
' •

'
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fi. And farther, if the dewlap, *o., were the mwnifeBterB of the cl|W

‘cow** then) we oonld have an idea of ‘oow’ only when we wonld hnvo

all of those (vit'., dewlap, hoofs, horns, Ac.) Bat, as a n^ter

foot, a simultanoons cognition of all of these is never possible.
•

7. 1?herefore it most be admitted that just as the parts (making np

the i^vidnal oow), by the mere fact of their existence, bring about Ae

i dea of exteiuion in regard to that individnal,—so wonld they also (bring

the ideas) of the clow (to which the individual may belong) end the

^^porties attaching to it, Ac., Ac.

8. Queslion

:

“ If so, then how is it that we have no idea of the ctarf

(oow) in a place where these (constituent parts the dewlap, Ac.), are not

at all cognised (*.e., where these do not exist)” P Answer ; ,
The very

simple reason for this (non-recognition of the Class) lies in the fact that

the cognisable object (Glass or Individual) does not exist in any other

place than the one oconpied by its constituent parts.

9-

10. The truth is that when the Class “ Cow ” has been recognised,

there appears a cognition, of the dewlap, Ac., as occupying the same point

in space (as the “Cow ”),—this latter cognition being due to the inseparabi-

lity (of the cognition of the ‘ Cow ’ from that of the dewlap, Ac.) Or, on

account of the absence of any absolute difference (between the dewlap, Ao.,

and the individual oow, and also between the individual cow and the elas$

" Cow”)i the Class may be said to bo qualified by the dewlap, Ao.

10-

11. It is with a view to reject an inferential reasoning of the

adversary that it is added (in the Bhashya) “ being perceptible to the

• “ Jfifver possible ”—and hence no cognition of the oow wonld be poBsible

!

7 Our idea of the extension of an object is due to the fact of the mere existence of its

parts. That is to say, we believe it to be extended, simply because of the existence of its

parts I and it is not necessary for ns to have a distinct cognition of each individual part,

before having an idea of extension. For if it were so, we oonld find no resting gronnd^

untilwe reached the Atom ; t.e., in the case of every object, we wonld have to be cognisant

of its Atom,—a palpable absurdity ! In the same manner, the mere fact of the existence

of the dewlap, Ac., is sufficient to give ns an idea of the class “ oow“s and it is not

necessary for ns to have a distinct recognition of every one of its distiogniahing fea-.

tnres, in the shape of the dewlap, the horns, the hoofii, and the like.

t The sense of the reply is that onr Class is not omnipresent, like that of the
Ifaiydyikai and we do not admit of its existence in any. place, save the one where tl^
Individnals as characterised by the Dewlap, Ac., exist. Therefore the non-cognition of

the class is dne to mere Negation,—in the shape of the abs&nee of the said constituent,

features, and not to the non*cognition of these features.

As a matter of fact, it has been i^own that it cannot be the qualificationf hnh
it can be accepted to be so, on the ground that there is no very great difference aniong.

the three.

.

uai Hatingjpit th. qnMtlo»-<<b tlw ikfH «t bring iho a>
iiyl>oglwi>*‘y—ib.Bhftfcyaii.pll—

I na fntyMM taH Hdimd bhovit—Ui^barir (Bring



m
MIMS, it cannot, And the^argnment employed by tbe tJtvmmry it

this : The Class is nothing apart from ‘ the Indiyidnal,—^beoanse in the

absence of the cognition of these (individuals) there is no idea of that

(i.e.f Class),—^jnst as is the case with a sartes, a erotad, a foresi, Ac. (where

no idea is possible withont an idea of individuals constituting these.’*

12. We ourselves do not stand in need of the statement of any arga«

ments (supporting our theory) ; because it is known, and accepted by, all

men. And against our opponents trying to negative our theory, we can

bring forward the fact of their theory contradicting universally-accepted^

ideas.

13. Olgection ; But in case the Class were perceptible by the senses,

there could be no difference of opinion (with regard to its existence).”

Beply

:

The, very fact of there being such a difference with regard to the

means of right notion themselves, whence could argumentative people (like

you) agree as to these (fundamental bases of all cognition) ?

14. And even with regard to ” colour, Ac.”—objects that are accepted

to be perceptible to the senses—these (worthies) have an objection ! And,

as a matter of fact, no sane person objects to the existence of the Ohus.

16. We find various usages based upon class—notions,— the case

of offering curd, iakra^ Ac., to the Brdhmanas and the Kaundinyas (respec-

tively).

16. By the word AkrtV* here (in the Bhfishya) is meant Oldsr, and

not the $hape. Because in the case of Air, Fire, Sound, Ac., we are not

perceptible te the senses it cannotbe the subject of a syllogism). The sense of this is

that our adversaries seek to fvove, by inferences, that there is no such thing as ClasB

;

but all such reasonings are set aside once for all, by the fact of the Class being per-

ceived, by the senses, to be something distinct from the Individuals ; and as snoh no'

amount of inferential arguments can shake our theory.

W We do not require any inferential arguments, either for strengthening our own

position, or for assailing that of the opponent. In both oases we take our stand wholly

upon Popular Usage.

« The objection is clear. The sense of the reply is that even with regard to snob

things as the means of right cognition, wo have an endless divergence of opinions,—

speoialljr with regard to the forms and the source of such means. Consequently, if the

mere fact of there being difference of opinions were considered sufficient groniid for

deling the existence of an object, how could the Bauddha establish his own two

mms of cognition—vtf.. Sense-perception and Inference.

14 Colour, 4o., are perceptible by the senses i and yet the Bauddha denies their

exigtence, and resolves the whole external world into mere Idea; and hence he cannot

reasonably deny the perceptibility of an object, on the sole ground of there being m

ffirieireiioe of opinion with regard to it.

n The Injunction is in the form—" give curd to the Brihmanas, but Tahra to the

XalUtdlnya.** Here, unless we accept the word ** BrUhmana'* to denote tbe.gensn^

dost Briimsmti (which includes the Kakndinyay-^na could not justify the em^^,
#ith togatd to Kaundinya,



'of lAtr Oapt :(tlM»gh wo iwo IcogBlwat. rf .«ie ofcMt

^ixo^Ao.)
. I-

'
•• y.y. ii-i

• 17,
AnJ father, with eahh individnoi,. we a/re OOgnieaat of • difttodi

akd^ (And tbtui we w’onlA heye en end^M* series of 'shepeA, and

of comWMwaltfy). And if the oommonnUty were to consist in the Co^K^

tion (d the constituent patties, then it would he destroyed on a disnM^iim

^,jbl|efle (pi^tioles).
. a ’t \

1 ,18. If it be nfged that we could have shape'* iteeM 8e.(a olMw)c

(to all shapes, thus avoiding endlefisnoas and explaining the idea oil

commonality),-then (we reply that) this (class « shape ”) would be eqna^f

turnon to the Horse, the Cow, dec. And, as a matter of fact, wo aM not

cognisant of any such dau as (he “ shape,” apart from what is p<9nlarl)t

knoMTQ as the class “ Cow.”

f 19. And further, though we recognise a sameness of shape in aft

similar objects (f.i. the gwoaya), yet we never have any idea of the cIom

‘•Oow”with regard to these. Therefore it must be admitted that the

(llosk is .something entirely different from the Shape.

90. In the mention of the Baeaka^ *c., the Bhashya has exempli-^

fled the dories Bucaka^" and the rest. (But this is done with a view

to show that) in all these different (shapes of gold) we recognise m

common class
** Gold.”

21-23. When the Vardhamanaka being broken up, a Bucaka is made

(out of the same gold), then the person who desires to have the former

n « And <f, is nothing more than a qonglomeration of certain particles j

and coglomeration as a whole is bound to disappear, whenever there is the slightest

disjunction of the particles. Consequently any commonality based upon this conglo-.

meration could never be anything permanent.

I® The Cow, as well as the Horse, has shape ; and hence if all the notion of com-

monality- that we have, with regard to all individual cows (taken together), were, to

oonaist in the mere fact of their having shape i then inasmuch as this commonality, would

Mong to the Horse also, it would also come to be oalled ** Cow.*! As a matter of fact,

even the notion of the commonality •• ahapednesa” (covering all individual cows) ia not,

possible without ea idea of the doss ** Cow.**
^ ^

;

I® 'this refers to the Bhidiya: ** Bueahah ewastiko vardhamdnaha iH

ehem df^yet#.” This passage is explained with a view.to prove the fact- of Close beipg,

perceptible by the senses. [* Baeaka* Ac., being the names of different kinds of goldei^

qyiipneiits}. If the Class were net something different from the shofs, then, how oould

WO have any snoh oomxnon name as ** Gk>ld/’ applying to objeota of saoh diverse sbepy#

e;|jd^ Jtessfta, Ae. «

H-M In this process of the breaking up of one omynent, and the meking of suotlsiig^

out of the same^d, the indiffprenoe eviooed by one who wants mere ydd, wsoli be

possible only If ho equld perceive a oeiMn character persisting in the gold, iadeggiw^

es0y cl its three itates-*-of dsstmotion of ono shape, the ocntinmuice as a uHih> SbA,:

tbe remsldiig of it into another shape. And the cmly obmmou dhei»eter ijhplA



Ili^eBttwrsorrj,' while one deriring the latter omamefit likea the (h^oMhk
labile a third persoti who only desires gold remains indifEerent^ anaffeeled.

Thf^rerthe object (gold) mast beadmitted to have a threefold ohaneiH

iert Beoanse naless the object partook of produeiion^ etmtinMnce iM
d^airudum, there oonld not be (with regard to it) the three notions* (of

Uke^ disKkB end indifference )•* There can be no sorrow (or dislike) with-

oi|t destraotion (of the object desired) ; and there can be no pleasure

rritliont production (or appearance of the object desired) ; and lastly^

th^w can be no indifference without continuance or permanence (of the

desired object).
.
For these reasons there must be a permanence of the Olas$^

24. In the case of a heap of Mudga^ 3ea$ainum^ too, where we are

not cognisant of any difference in shape'among the indiyidnal grains, we
have an idea of a single commonality (belonging to all the.grains, of ^eesa^

mum, f.i.), which is distinctly amenable to Sense-perception, <ko.

25. In the ease of a person seen at a distance, we haye (in onr minds)

a doubt as to his belonging to the Brahmana-olass, &o * ; and this would

not>be possible if the Olasa were not perceptible to the: senses.

26-29. The specification of the Class is brought about by certain,

agencies, in the shape of the peculiarities of colour, do., and those of Time,

Place, do. (For instance) Oold is assuredly distinguiehed from Copper

by its colour
\

Boiled butter is distinguished from. OiL by its odour

and iaato\ Fire covered oyer by ash ia distinguished by its iouoh\

the Horse at a distance is distinguished (from other animajis) hy its

found to persist thus is the commonaltty ** Qold i’* and as each we oanuot but admit the,

ohm "gold” to be eternal. " Therefore the object must he admitted^** ko, Beonnee we

oome across these three feelings, therefore we must accept the object gold to haFS a

threefold character. " Permanence of the Olaee "^It ie only because we have an object

in the form of the gold, that we perceive it to continue during all the three states,

through which the mase of metal has passed daring the above process. And because it

ecmthiuee thus, in all the three states, therefore the Olaee must be admitted to bo acme*

thing permanent and everlasting.

^ This fact shows—(1) that the Glass (" Brahmana,** f.L) is something other than'

the Individual, because even though the individual person is perceived dejinttelft Jdf

thera is A doubt as to the elaee to which he belongs i (2) and also that the oUm i» ameor.

able to Senoe-peroaption } inasmuch as we find that when the person has come soar ns,

we httie a definite idea of the Glass to which he belongs.

This anticipates the following objeotlon’t " If the Glass is perceptible by riiei

muiOl, how ie it that we do not reocgnise Bfihmandhood by means of the eye, aS'

^iokly as we do the fact of the objeot before ue being an individual manP TbeaeasO'

ef/^the reply is that the Glass depends, lev its due qpeoifioatimi, upon certain agencies,

*

hi tisaahepe of certain peculiarities of Colour, Time, Place, de. " And eometimee^

ht't'Pieoe where man’s conduct is rightly mgnlated, there are certain aotiona that acp*

performed by the Brihmana elone. This would serre to distinguish the BrftfwisiHP

4N)ia.Umotksroari;M»
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neighing $
the Jar, *o., are distingtiieh^ (f«ym one another) by thi^

shape; the (castes) ‘ Brahmana,* *o., are distinguished by their (Myin

(^h and parentage of the individual), and sometimes ilso by adtitei

(where they happen to be) properly regulated by the King (of the

Toalm).

80-81. The fact of the Olaei inhering in each individual being thiii^

perceived (by the senses), it cannot be said to be contradictory (i.e., un-

reasonable). And even though such is the case (^.e., though it inheres in

every individual), it cannot be held to bo many, because (with regard to the

Glass) the idea we have is that of single (commonality). Nor can the

singleness of the form (of Glass) be set aside by a difference among the

individuals to which the Glass happens to be related (by inherence).

And the absence of omnipresence^ as also that of parts^ is to be proved in

the same manner as (they are proved) with reg^ard to sound.

32. Just as a single individual, even when met with at different

times (and in different places), is recognised to be the same,—so, in the

same manner, would also the Glass, though inhering in different (in-

dividual) substrates (be yet recognised to bo one).

33. The question—whether the Class belongs to the individual in its

enUreigt or tn parts,—^is not proper with reference to the Class. Because

apart from the individuals themselves, there can bo no idea either of en-

tiretg or of parts (with regard to the Glass, which, by itself, is impartito).

34. Therefore (it must be admitted that) we are cognisant of the

mere fact that the Class inheres in the individuals. And there being no

occasion for any further questions, the above fact (of the Class inhering

in the individuals) rests within itself (i.e., wo take our stand upon this

well-ascertained fact).

35*36. The contact in parts, which we perceive in the case of the gar-

M-ll Thii refers to the following objeotion : “ Does the CUua belong to each of

the individuals, in its entirety,—or does it pervade through all of them, like a thread

passing through all the beads of a neoklaoe P The former alternative cannot hold

;

beoanse a Bmgle.ob)eot cannot reside in its entirety, in more than one place t and as for

the second alternative, how can there be a recognition of anything pervading over all

individuals, of the past, the present, and the future P Oonseqnently no idea of the

'

class is pmible.’* The sense of the reply is that the Glass inheres in its entirety in

every indi^dnal | and as for the possibility of such inherence, in as much as we aotually

perceive it to be so, its reality cannot be gainsaid. Nor is it altogether unreasonable

;

as it is quite possible for a single object to be similarly related to a nnmber of objeebsj
** Omaipivstiies, A.Glass is suoh as is not limited in space } and not that it esisith

everywhere. The fact of Sound being without parts has been proved under • Sphetar^ f

and that of its being not omnipresent will be explained in the chapter on *

on. ‘ " •

The thread, through its parts, is in contact with every one of the beadi^ '«wi '



. Vam^a*

.
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l^iuidjihe threw} (on which the giriand is stmiig)i aad the coaloo# iia»

whioh we peroeiye between animahi and their propertIe8» and*

betwjeen.tlie roioe and its .properties,-H^ll these are due to the patiiitef

oharaoter (of the thread) and the non-exteneire (limited) character of tiie.

properties respectively. And inaamnoh as both these characters are

wanting in the Olass^ we can have none of the aforesaid contacts with

reference to it. '
i

37. There is no hard and fast rale restricting the methods of relation

to two only. Because the three methods (explained in K. 20 et seq), just

as the two just mentioned, are alse possible, on account of their being

perceived by the senses (as described above).

38. If it be urged that the threefold relation perceived with regard

to the Glass is not perceived anywhere else (and hence no such relation

can exist),”*^(we reply that) in that case, the same would be the case

with the garland, Ac.; because there is no equality (or similarity) between

those two (the relation of the string with the beads and that of the pro*

perty with the animal), nor is there any (equality) of these with the

relation borne by the Class to the individuals.

39. For, the heat of fire does not cease to exist, on the mere ground

of its not being perceived elsewhere. Nor is the relation borne by the

Glass to the individual got at by means of Inference, so as to stand in

need of a corroborative instance.

40. Thus then, a relation (the one borne by the Cfass), which, in iU

proper form, is perceived by the sense, cannot possibly be rejected on the

ground of the form of other relation8,^specially when we are not oogni*

sant of any (such) peculiarity in the former (as would place it in a position

of weakness in comparison to the latter).

41. And again, it is not proper to reject a principal element (in the

shape of the Class and its methods of relationship), on the mere grbnnd

part of the thread being in contact with one bead, and so on. And the properties ol

Ac., of the animal, reside in it, in their entirety. The reason for the formei

fact lies in the fact of the thread having so many parts ; and that of the latter lieiii it

thefM of the properties not being omnipresent. The OUub on the other hand, is omni

pMSenti inasmuch as it belongs to all indlvidnals of the past, the present and th<

fntuiei and as it is so perceived, it cannot be said to inhere in it$ onHratq in eaol

individuaU .

S^ Because a certain property is not perceived anywhere, save in a single sub

stratOi-iHhat cannot be a reason for denying its existence altogether. For Instance

HTamitA is found fn Are only; and certainly its existence cannot be denied.

has been shown above that the relation borne by the Class Is perceived tq

the>4|niiss.

q,l.7iiig.tcMia|on Uw tirafoUiMM ot MbtioMbiiM jrra iMk to pnm til

okaoMf of tlie- dlMt. But M • DMttw of tut, tU. mothod it mbMfvimtlO'tli. ladi



ofitba uiAppUdabilitj of an' oleiaofi^t it OvOn flit'

dioate. ‘Beoanso (in ad rajedting llie Olasd on'the groiiiid- 'of the giid'w

applioabiliV) would be tajeotisg a faot .of i^nsd-peMl6ptidn^‘dib 'thi

ground of loferehbe (an abenrdiiy).

. 42. Therefore it is proper to reject only that element which is fobhlft

tobe wholly incompatible. Bnt this cannot lead to the i^jedtidn 6f sdttd^

thing else which is quite compatible with actual facts.

I
' 43. Thus then (the cognition of Otaa being due to Sense-perception)^

the 'Glass, all-pervading as it is described to be by the VaifgshiiyB

is recof^ised only in that place where it happen^ to be manifested by'tlie

Individual
;
just as a letter (though omnipresent, is cognised only whdii

manifested by particular utterances).

44. Therefore (it must be admitted that) the idea oi *cow,* 'e^h

regard to the individual cows, is based upon the single class '*Oow,'*^

because in the idea of all of these there is a tinge of the cow

;

and beoanse

the idea of all these (individuals) is of one and the same form,--^u8t as

the idea of a single individual cow.

45. The idea of the ^cow ’ is not due to the black cow,*^—n6r is it

based upon any other (particular cow) 'because that idea of cow is- pos-

vi^aal, which, in its turn, it eubordinate to the Clast. Hence the* fact of the inafipli*

oability of the two methods of relationship (accept^ by you) cannot lead to the isjeo-

tion of the Class. ** Because, The Class and its methods of relationship ere all

matters of Sense-perception ; whereas the fact of the absenoe of any relationship on
ibe gronnd of the inapplicability of the two methods, is got at by means of Infer*

enoe. . ^

. 41 What is impossible is only the applicability of the two methods of relationritip

to the case of the Class. Therefore we must reject this applicability. Bat this does

not necessitate a rejection of the Class itself.

.4t Though omnipresent, the Class—*Cow- f.i,—is nob perceived srerywhere |

bebaoM that which manifests it—the Individnal Cow—esiats only in.owtain plsMoes.'
^

44 Having proved the existence of the Class, ea based upon Sense-perpeption, tbs

author proceeds todte'certalu syllogistic arguments. The minor term of the sylio^m fs

the fhet of the idea of one Individual being Hke those'of other Individuals i the Hajcr
term it the fact of this Idea being due to a stspls ekiss (**Cow"). And the rsisMlii

«te V—(1) Because the ideas of all these are tinged by the form of the " Cow*^5

beoause the ideas of all individual Cows are of one and the same form.
That Idea wbiob is tinged by the shape of the Cow, is always of one aadibd danib
form, and as such, must be based upon a single entity—s.g., the Idea of saeMkdi^dM
Cow.

' " '
•

41 Idea of Cow is not brought about by a pa^eular Coyr—tbe blwak
beoause tbe ^d Idea fa preseut where tim UMbusss fa alMeut,-^.^:, in Ifae ease
MufarCf eesfa. Just ac the’noUon of ifarth** eaiiudt be said to be doe bn tiMlptiitf
of the Jar. The Kiriki mentious two OouoluilCiis that foBow from jibs samsfpBHjjll^
tik frHfa fa What hmi'beeu 'explained sM %he Weottd fa topresssd fa ‘ Ufa

U 4t toiSd, \ ‘
j

'



^ro> a^eafle of that povtioalar

Um id«a of ** earth" erith regard to the jar. ..

' ...The idea of 'ooif ' haa for ita <d>ieot aomething tb^-oEm

'fvow ”) (hat ioberea in .OTeejc one of the indiriduahi^hMiiae ‘^th regaf§

to «Ter7 indmdoal <oow} there is an idea of the " oew," irhkdi i# eoni*

plate iu itself,—jnat aa the idea of eTer7 single indiridnal eow {ta|nn

i^t^one).
47. Thongh inhering in each one of the indiTidaals,.the Glass

h due,—beoanae (with regard to it, ^re ia a single idee of class

*' Cow "),—just as in the case of negatiTe ezpreasions (like "non.Brfth.

nana," &o.), there is negation of the Brthaukna, ho.

48. The idea of the "cow" is not baaed npon similarity (among the

indiTidnal cows),—beoanse, beii« valid («.«., oorreot) it is bronght about

by identity,—joBt as the recognition of a certain individual object (as

b^g the same that was seen before).

49. And certunly, it cannot bo argued that with regard to the class

"Cow” anysneh stnyls idea (as serves to embrace all the individuals in

a single notion) is false. Because in this (recognition of a single idea)

there is no discrepancy in the means (by which we recognise the single

SS.The idea of the Individual OowrsiUes in its aeUretf In that Indlvidsalt and

as suoh is held to have for its objeot, tbe«di}setive 'Cow.* In the same awnnerj the

notion of "Cow" hat for its obisot something that la oommonly inherent among all

individual cows; and this oan only bo the OlosS “Oow."

*1 That with regard to which there ia a ringle idea must be one; oven if iuhsr.

inglnmanyindividuda lor instance, the nsgiiUve word “Non-Brahmana" applies in

itsontiretytomanyindiTidusls-vis«theKshntriya,tlieVaiflya,dfe.: andyettheii«Btt«m

Brihmoafcood most be aoeepted to be one only; and this because, with ccgatd to

alloases of the abssnes <d BriAmanhoodwo have a single Idea,—that of ncs-arlfcmsa*ood.

Oonseciacntly, even the muWpliolty of sobStrates dose not toad to any auItipUoity of

thetdsa Itself. 8o also in the case of Class , thongh it inheres in every one of fhe In^

vidaSls constituting it, it must be acoepted to he one, and one wig.

«l The idsa of the Cow is based,npon a reoognitioa ed the (hot of (he CUsss eew "

t-v—i~. in one Indlvidaal being identioally the same aa that which is.fonnd to. inhstp

inaaotherlndlviduolOcis. And anohau Idm oodd not bo based upon slinllwiliy, wWo|t

dtters wte every two'lndivMnala. Ih fact, Jnat as a c!erWnIndl.v|dual-:B«i^.fJ,-t:

having bean ones seen, ooaaes to be teattpdieA. ngeto.: as. beiag the s^ ?«*«»«

cote the aaam manner, in tike ease el the 0)aas."aow,” whan we have oom rseog-

Maad it ahNMvteB the Biseb Oow, if we happen to Bee.snheeqafiitly. a Bed Cow.,

we atenMoenolade that Os Olassiakirlng in this latter » enoUy the aome as that

wUhb.Miafed in the JMse* Oow. , Andse cm, we oossS te bpvo e ganaral Idea of th#

«ISSe.»Cow," ajwrSAemtheJnidisiisatQovib
, ^

rv«8*a Idee that hat ones heaeasfniasd can be se|eetsd aa Mse, onlp^t) ,g •!

aiJSSbte tiswweooaaaaaansa aeosMsAswin themem br.wb^b.m get ^the)^^
'.^riMccmit^.sir«m .ti^..mtfm mmt

alMd^ai to oontsadiot, endjby ita eqswiw .veUdf(liSatSl4dei.(^#m7ipWt:.|P^



jite fLomltmcA.

tteft); nor id there any stronger oonviotion) to the Odntraiyi thai^OfilA

Ycjeotit.
/.*,•?50.

' OhJ, ; In a place^ where the fact of the Glass hietilg iomiettihSlI

other (than the Indiyidnal) has been proved on the |p?onnd of the

sabiiity of the GIms apart from the Indiyidnal,—^he instances of ihb

^forest,* AM bronght forward, in order to show the non-absolute

doubtful) character of the argument ;--and as sach how can • irreleyatt<^

be urged against this (citing of * forest/ ifro. ) P

51. If we were to bring forward the fact (of the perception of Gkiis

apart from the indiyidnals) as an argument to prove (our position), thM'

it would be quite proper to urge the non-univeraality (of our preihisesy.

But as a matter of fact, we bring forward (the aforesaid fact of Sensed

perception) only as an objection (against those who deny the ,existence of

the Class altogether) 5 and (it is with regard to the citing of * forest, * ftbi,

against this objeetiotif which is not an argument, that) ** irrelevant ” has

been mentioned (in the BhdsTi/ya).

oaie of the idea of the Class ** Oow *’ howerer, we have none of these two contingendleB^

and henoe the idea cannot be rejected as false.

W Bays the JBhiihye; ** asatyapyarthantard ewsnjitiyakihhavatipratyayahtpayktiryii*

iham vanamiti yatha iti cH asamhaddham veeanam, Ac., do.’* And the objector in^tto

Kiriki shows that the citing of the instance of the Forest, do., is not ** otambad^^,”
inasmnoh as it strikes at the very universality of the premies brought forward by the
Bkishya to prove the fact of Class being something different from the Individnel.

Because the Forest is also recognised as something diffei^t from each Individual Tree
iu it, and yet as a matter of fact the Forest is nothing apart from those trees ; there-

fore the mere ftwt of the Clau being reoognised apart from the Individuals oonatitut-

ing it is not enough reason for holding the Class to he something different firom the
individuals.

fi The fact of the Class being something different from the Individual is peieelyed
by the senses 1 and as snob, for proving this we stand in need of no arguments. The
fact is that the adversary having denied the existence of the Classapart from theindivi*
duals, we present before him the fact of the Class being aotnally pereeieed by
sensesto be something different from its oonstitnentlndividnala And as this Is no
inferential reasoning that we bring forward, it is not right that you should seek to set
It aside by citing an argument, baaed upon the instance of the forest. BpMal^ >ms
Beuse-peroeption depends, for its validity, only upm a correct functioning of thees^liMt
and not upon any non-contradictiota, Ac. Consequently to bring forward- a •oUtesy
ittitinoe of the Foveet—even granting the validity of yodr reasoning wlth .fS<igird

thli,-^ld never smve to invalidate afact of direct Smtse-peroeption. All
instance can do is to show that such is not the fact in every case. But any -Mli
excepUoiial inatanoe cannot afleot any particular caac of the Class Whidi is direoBy'^
orived by the senaca, and aa aueb, can never be set aside, except when We?iBfeiiioe,
If msoNi qf ihdesdeest the fliet that the elnw is not perceietd apart frmn ihs iadimUItjlfM mUm asfhisitiioteogDlSediuoainountbf iiiithnoeec(|n sbalm the yidM^f^fe^
fMftnnaediipw^re^
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r 97 thia. :(aiidntioa of tjie faol of iha Olass being pevoinTedi. io he
«pert from the individoals) we only meant to show that , the avgniimtiv

JbacQ^ight forward to prove^ the non-existence (of Ola$$ apai^ from the

li^xidtjialsX ie contradicted by a fact of di^t Sense-pereepiioii. . Thfb

fM^oeaent brought forward by the adversary (with a view to
.
prove the

sei4 ^UTexistence of the OZast, &o.)9 has already been shown, above (in

^Srlka 13),

.

,
•dS. Nor can the falsity .of the above fact of Sense-perception be

.nrged on. the mere ground of tbo falsity of a like, perception with regard

to the forest. ;; Becanse the falsity . of one (Sense-perception) cannot lead

to the falsity of all (facts of Smise-perception).
.
And hence the citing

of.
*
forest,’ ison

.
cannot but be declared irrelevant.

64. Just as by. the falsity of the cognition of the /oreff, &o. (as some-

thing apart "from tho trees), the cognitions of fotfe, Ac., do not become

folse icufe, Ac.,—so would the cognition of Class too (as something apart

from the individuals) (not be rendered false, by the falsity of the cognr

tion of the forest). Or else, you must mention some peonliarity (with

regard to. the cognition of Class) (that would differentiate it from the

case of toHCf Ac., and thereby save your position).

‘ 65. The idea of singleness, with regard to a foresi as cognised apart

from the trees, may be a mistaken >>ne, because of a discrepancy in the

shape, of remoteness (of the forest^ from the person perceiving it from

a. distance). In the case of the OZos#, however, there is no such discro-

papoy (and hence it cannot be false).

56. (In the case of the cognition of tho forest as one), when one
.
gets

^
IS This refers to the following objection :

** Even If sneh be the case, the instaaoe

of forest, 4o., may be accepted as invaiidnting the fact of Sense-perception, urged by
She Mimansaka, and as such there would be no irrelerauoy in the matter." The sense

the reply is that because the perception of the forest, as something apart
^
from the

tnsest is.false—that cannot be any reason for denying the tmth of other facts of Sense-

perception,,so even thna the irrelevanoy renudns jnst as before.

M » Peonliarity "—no sneh is possible.

;
*1 A co^ition oan be accepted to be a mistaken one, only when there happens to

he pome^dJacrepanoy in the means of that cognition. In the ease of the person^ who
.(Umself at a remote dittanoe from the forest) makes the aasertiou that the forpst ie

femsfhfng apogrtfrom trees in it,—we may consider this to be a mistaken notiott, bSoanse

si ftt iemotenssaof the forest, which is a great disorepanoy in the process of Sense-

MpVBtfon » luid ,there is every ohanoe of enoh eenenone. perception being mfsteken.

ASilhv cape, of the cognition of the Olese however, we have no sneh disorepeiiey, and
JH^^h.ijhoanno^bnt be accepted as corrept. .

(.^l^^j^Anotoer reason for rejecting atootof Sense^peroeptionealalsellesintliefliel

.vUvi^ lNdng inch as is snbesqnently set aside by^another ooiivio(rb>ngotby,ajnM

Jhll^totjvemea^^ The. said Idee the Ibrert way be eoreJeotoblei bnh that d tlm

Cfaii is never found to be rejeoted.



m
illiir' trees,' tilii^ngl^Mli^’ tit' tte idea' (df iritt' re^l^ to

•tilM, ioMlMe
;

'wWeai, oO bieetiB trtwteter, te t^e idea tit 'Obu$ j^MUt
%ii eiitity a{»«^ fmn the InSividnidB) eVer found to b# Boi Midoa' ^

'
^ 57*58: Thb idea of the singleitem (of the foreei ae apart frbln4to

'trM),^(ha8ed only upon peToeptfony, as eonndered independently of

^dtation of) the toord (**Yana **)i^ba» been rejeoted (on the groundtf

the remoteness of the observer, who could not be expected to Bee thil^p

Idghtily from a distance). And as for the Idea of singleness (of the lowest)

upon (the fact of the /orest being the only objebt denoted byy the

Wo^ *''ForesV*-*-thi8 (Idea) may also deenr to one who is in the mlddle^of

41ie forest (and not at a distance). But even this Idea may be taken to be

false, because of the impossibiliiy of ite being amenable to (any mesaiB of

light notion) dense^perception and the rest. As for the Cias#, it is always

1h the same character (of singleness, apart from the Individuals) that it is

cognised by all the means of right notion (and as such, the idea of its

hingleness, Ac., can never be set aside).

69. ' Aa a rule, a word is almys used with ^ferenCC to an object

'^hidh has been cognised by other means of right notion. Oonsetfue^ly
whenever it happens to be used, with regard to an object not (otherwise) per-
')Miived,^as in tbe case of tbe ‘^fore8t|JJ—it must lead to mistaken (notion)*
^

^ W. (I.) Some people hold that the singleness of the forent is always
bogBMble by the word alone ; and, as snob, it would always be time,

Khdugb there were no support from other ( means of right notion)
;
just as

the (cognition of) ta$te is true, though it is hot supported by the ear,

fit any other means of right notion, save the tongue.

61* Falsity, caused by the non*8upport (non-cooperation of other
means, of right notion), could apply (to the case of the Idea of the singleness
pi the. foreit as signified by the mord) only »/ ii were not cognised* When
however^ ithaa once been duly ooguised, the mere absenoe of - exfraneoiis
oerroboration oannot in any way affect its validity.

62. That the teord can apply only to snob’objects m urO amehajblo fb
o&cr meaim of right notion, is not accepted as a rule applyingto words.

L*
“ were oabr hamd upon the woid^^^

the various riewstato^ above gCii*

^^•^^tthaHea^tlwriiigtoiiamcf thefrimU^Wmd, aud iaUroa^ and a» sarir fthe gaie of this oauttoa sefte 1o fUviMMiBriit
It fr oidylio wortthathithsii)^

J
tws Idea cf-i!ilgtsa^^s would bt

•IgBifiod it. When hoWtef the idea Uii lidd^uiise

! M
®f «thor tvpp^ - ^ u

•**^ *W» Beshota«ot «b wurdsn^ui iw
abi^e aUthe reit-.tUt aw oogu^



.u ta (in the oM of the Miaol tTio 'ringl^c
Of^Jlbf^) wo haw iliO sapporl (of oiher means of right nofSoii^t ft^

esmtioti as the /orsri is <«ly the many trees (considered togetber) | il«l

^HMe'tMOB snrely are eognised by other means of right notion

perception, f.i.) ; and as for the number (singularity in ‘‘ Fanam ”)i this

loo A found to bo'.oognieed (bf other means of right notion) mother
bb]eets(the jAr, f.i.)

.

•

f : If it bb nrgedr that the many (trees) oannot be denoted by a
single word (Forest”),^we rep^ that) we could hare raoh denotation,

as in tbe case of the iihag94ha compound* And if it be said that in the

ease' of the Bka^ha the nmaber is changed (into the plural),—then (we

ireplj that) we may leave ofE thisjaetor (of the change of number) (and

ryai the fact of the denotation of the many by a single word remainfl

common both to the hka/^ha in ‘ ghiiGh ’ and the word Fanoei ’’ as lig^i-

lying the many trees).

65. Thns then we find that the compatibility of imgtdarUy (with tlie

many trees) can be estaUisbed by means of a nnirersal affirmative premiss.

And thereby we could have the number (singnlarity, applying to the trees

as constituting, the. forest)^ even though it is not cognised by any other

means of right notion ;-^ju8t as wo do admit* of the movement'of Ibe sun

^(iWhidh is not cognisable by any other means of right’ notion, but is

^tablisbed only by means of Inference)*

I.. 66. Some people explain the word ** Fanom*’ as denoting.the com.

fnanality or close of ** many ” (i*e., Bahutwa » multitndinonsness) as located

'in ({.c., belonging to) the trm. And certainly, the class mnltitadinou^

ts In the ika^iha oomponnd, many jar* sre signified by the single word

The second objection means that the ikofisha in *ghatsy is Plnral, whereas ' Vanam*

Us Singular, and as snoh oonld not denote fkang trees. The sense of the replj is that

ihoiigh the word Yanam’* will diffir from the ikagiiha in the point of its number,

jet the fact of one word signifying many indtridmils remains tbe same in both cases >

aud it is this alone that we seek to establish*

tt As a matter of fact, singularity belongs to the trees themseWef. Since the name
* raaaffi* applies to many trees,, and the relation of singularity (in * Fdnam') with the

mia^eahiiotbeeogiilBedliy any,other means of right notion,—therefore we,must hare

'teocmrse to a imirersal afiMnakve premiss, whereby we oonld establish the oompetl*

MMynf the denotation of the noon (“Fsmi’^ denoUng the many trees). wHh the

^^dauota^Dir of the afilr (the Aoonsaitito gingalar).. This premiss ijt that ** the itfs that

Ikfioend joined to a nonn ooimooti its own denotation with the dbjeot depbtod by tbe

,'sillimf'' f!rom this prenlis, wo oonotudb that there isarefaitieu.betwem kheofaie^

Aiotodiy the imri the many trsss) and the singularity denoted by t|o

^lingiAir AoonsaiiTO alls in "
"

’•Tindfng thatnoamonntof lhferenoeoanlead tothooompatlhilityof

this mmtd men the aoeeptfng of Inflreiioe

opposition to a feet of 8oiiae«poroiption,*tho Kiriki throws ont another sqggaotiieu;^



aAa

MW " i« only oa«» *» Btog^^Uns pnnb^ i», *f.F«w»’' l)W»9lif>

Sb oompatiUe wi* the 4e««»tation,ol ««»» .trees). ; Or (we nay

View that) thecto* “Foreet” reeideein the trees (and; thne tw.^
fffpgnUr io “ ra«oe»” becomes compatible, as the class “ Forei^”.isp^r

ona), . '

67. Even in the absence of any snob single object that eonld be.tbe

snbetrate (of the denotation of the word “ Foiio”). (stidi denotatioil ds

possible),-Hiut as (thongh) the whole (has no one substrate apart trcns

the parts constituting it, yet it is aco^ted) to be one, and so fiortb. • And as,

for the fact of the manifestation (of the tingle fwest) by means of .the

many trees, not in contact with one another Oike the parts of a w*ele),T»

since such manifestation is perceived by the eyes (as really existing u
the case of the tingle forest and the many trees), therefore it c^ot be said

.to be iooongraoas.

68-

69. The word “ Fena’* may be tbe common (generic) name* of

denotation residing elsewhere (fee.| in the individuals) : Just as we find the

name “ wandering about** applying to the momentarily changing parted

cular movementsy—so in the same manner, is distinctly cognised the Class

“ Forest,** even though its substrates are many and diverse.

69-

70. (III.) Or again, the “Forest** may be accepted as one, on the

ground .of (all the trees conjointly) bringing about a single effect (in the

shape of the denotation of the forest),—pst as the word •? Gau&,** thoii^

made up of several letters, Oa and the rest, is yet accepted as being (in

O

'

VI Jut M the whole has no substratum apart from its ^rts, so the word ** forut**

hu no substrate apart from the trees contained in it. The two uses being identioid,

we cannot rightly deny the one while admitting the other. ** Ineongruoua,'*—Though

the manifestation of the single forut by the mony trus, or vice verad, is a fact self-

contradictory in itulf,—yet inumuch as such .
manifestation is cognised by Sense-

esiertence to have a.real eaistienoe, it cannot but be admitted to be true. h
ho.st The moTements that are ^ways diuppearing are also included in a geuerie

term I and as for “forut,” thongh the indiyidnal trees, the substrates of ^Ugeafgip

.notion of the Forest^ are many and variou, yet, we cannot deny the correotneu of the

gu^o notion. .
- •

Though the letters, making up the word “Gauh,” -are many,

much M all them letters o(^oint1y bring about the only effut, in the shape of the aigni-

itoa^tt of the object Cow, the word is admitted to be one ,onlys Similarly, in .the^.iyiijivf

cl ^e Foihet, though it consists of many trus, yet fnasmnoh. as ail these JrafSt-ysm

Jdntly bring about the single effect, in the shape of the manffeatation of the For^ fihf

.o^Uon of theu trus ,ia aoupted as one oompulte. wltole. .Thou t^ tl^il|g

idways found to ,esist singly by themulres cannot hare any single 4eiut aeM^d IS
hd tkef are ^e uuau of somany direru ideas (of various tseu) i

thsM cannot beheld to be included in the denotation of the dngle wiiitd>.^*-SlPifljtf

, And u a utter of fact, wUeu treu.ara at grut diatanou fmn^oiie another,diMg are
|wferoallsd**foiut;!^,

. .

,J i
. . .A . V j .i ,, ...
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np 6( iltMe letiero 'taken ebnjointty) one Mtttf (denoti^

Aiid'asior those treea that aa^e always known to etisilringly

Uft^mselTes (apatt frbm other trees), the word “ Forest ” is not m^t ^
spply to these.

‘
^

70-

71.. (IV.) Or, in the ease of such terms as Series," ^^Gron]^"

Forest," Ao:,'-^yen in the ahsenbe of the ringhnegs of the objeOts (denot-

Bd ^by these),—^we may explain the notion of singlehesis -as being indireetiy

Ifidibated, thrbhgh the peonliarities of place, time and action, Ac.

71-

73. We have the idea of Forest" with reference to a eolUetton

0/ but wo could not hold the idea of the etcMS "Oow" to belong

io 9b eoUeetion of cows. Because the idea of the eUus "Gbw" is similar

to that of the " troe " (inasmuch as just as to each of the individual

trees belongs the character of "tree," so to each individual cow belongs

the idea of the elasi "Cow"). Nor can we assume (the idea of the Class

"Cow" to belong to) a collection (of individual cows) ;
because that idea

of the class " Cow " does not resemble that of the ' forest ’ in the point of

the* non-cognition of this latter apart (from the trees constituting it).

' 73-74. Nor can a conglomeration of the dewlap, Ac., be the subs-

trate of the idea of the Okus ("Cow"); because the operation of these

(dewlap, Ac.), ceases with the bringing about of the cognition of the

Mtvidual (cow) ; whereas the idea of the eUu$ " Cow" rests in the com-

itAmality of the entity common to) tliese (individuals). Then,

even if you deny a corporate whoh (apart frbxn the constituent particles,*—

M held by the Bauddha), the Clan still remains (untouched).

75-76. By means of the arguxnents explained before (in support of

the existence of Otass apart from the Individuals), we could also prove

Inasmuch as the trees conjointly exist in one place, or at the same time,

or have the same Joint action,—these special features indirectly point to the notion of

sbipaisrtfp with regard to the Forest,’* even though the objects denoted by the

weld—vis., the trees—are many and diverse.

.j. Deet not recemhlCf ^c«”—The /orest is not perceptible, apart from the

whereas we are cognisant of the Clan ”Cow,” even apart from anj individuqi otm

fiMil ma^ oome into our view.
. ,

» V 1F.14 The conglomeration of the Dewlap, Ac., is only capable of bringing abont e

aegnition of the individual cow; whereas the idea of the Clan ' Oow’ pstenda over all

ilidhidual eewe, which are, on tbit very acoonnt, considered as belongiog^to one and

Ihd same class. '* Therefore eveni The Bauddha holds that the Whole is nothing

Aom the constituent partidest f.e., the Jar is nothing more than a oonglomeratiofi

bf athnw. But we have shown above that the Close is something quite deferent Aitp.

ijklAghwneiattoii of parts. Therefore the denial of the whole doss not alM
Hba CidsSi , .

•

AW We admit oSthe Cion, sliaidy ^ account of the fact of the.,eagpftlQ|i,li|^

tingle nwnonaliigax^Me^ 9W many Individuals. In the asMO mumh



^psmamk.

/0{ (hfr. Iidb)b alsa Bui Mwmii itkb 4WM«)f IMI <M
Mistitmt parted thm'ooiild lie bo abaoliito diSeiBiieo.; ipMiiiiiolhf

Abe ClABi fiooK the Individoabi this JFkoh abo ie never oogfftiaed.ife

wholly apart (from its oonstitaeot parts). . :

70-77. ]^th diSerenoe and noa-difEmnee (d the WIMe^ ’from the^

Parts) have* been' affirmed and denied by some peofile. But between ttie^

two sets of arguments it has never been ascertained which, is the strongbr

and which the weaker ; therefore it is beet' to take the middle course (f.#.,

admit of both diffwenoe and uon-difEerence, partially).

78» Thus then, both difference and non-difference bmng affirmed as

well as denied (with equally strong arguments), it must be admitted that

(both these characters apply to the Fhole^ which thus becomes of a vesrie*

gated character), like a multi-coloured object ; and as such it, is incomot
to assert that it has only one character (f.L cnhmr, in the case of the

object).

79-

80. .This fact of the non-absolntebharacter of an objeoti does net

render our cognition of it doutbtful (or invalid). Becauso it is only where

the cognition itself is doubtful, that we' can have its invalidity. In the

present case however, onr cognition is perfectly oertain, ets., that ihe

M of aon-ahsohib (or douhlful) charade (and as snob, the validity of

this cognition oannOt be doubted).

80-

81. The fact of the non-cognition of the TFAob, when the parts

have been mentally abstracted, is dso possible for the AMkya (who holds

the differenoe*-theory), on aooonnt of the destruction (of the l^ole) also

being in the mind (of the person who abstracts the paHs).

ioMmooh as we hare notions of stnsisfisfs—with regard to ajar, f.i., even thongh it is

made up of many oonstitnent atoms,—we must admit of the existenoe of onf oprpprats

whoKf, as somediing ffiflerent (though not absolntely) from the oonstitnent partt.'
'

W-T? «*But bstween, The arguments on bpth sides are equally W(Eiak and
* eqully etrong.

The doubtful o^raoter of the objept doM >ot fn any way fttvauiui^ onr
cognition of it. it is only where the oognition it|elf IS doubtfnl—as in the case of tbs
denbt as to whether a oertain oljeot before u it a' man or a post—thati thq^

ooe[nition, there oan be no y^dity to it In the oatp In question hoWpter^ ' Ws
haVe a d$finiH oognition, not doabtfnl in the least, of the dnplipata Ohanbte of the
object; and heme the oognition cannot be said to be donbtfnl or inwdffi. ‘

;
•

Thenphoiaersqfthe**nqn-differeiioe**theoryiirgeuf(dlowa: "WhenwsB^-
5t^ Sbsti^ the oonstitnent atoms, one by one, from eny objeet, we Andth^ etenlutf^
nothlnf is left behind ; and hence we cannot think of way wkd$ api^ ITom lUts ‘pstrfs;^

dPhoeense of the ffijrM is that this ailment is not bytmy mosimsiSiSu^l'bf^^
;«Nn dbs who holds the tehole to be distinot from die politic admits &»wM# to te iowf
aaenatyidnatoan sggloinfirationof parts; and oonaequmtly,when thsfMfSsInWl^
l^t^ elwleasked, the

tbkis btisf e; Msta desirMon of tber objost ItbMdnctlSrMiidM



'Fiuliluaiick m
81*82« • The relftiion ihat the whole bears to the parts is roeognised

ioibe snob as eimultaneonfiily extends over (all the parts) ; and hones the

questions^whether the whoU ia related to eaeh part in ite entirety^

&o.—with regard to this, are to he rejected, just as they have been witii

regard to the Olaee.

82-

83* If the idea of the Class ** Cow were due to (that of) the
conglomeration of the varions parts, dewlap and the rest,—then we oonld

not have the notion of the Class *‘Cow** (which we may have cognised

with regard to one cow) with regard to an individual cow (other than the

one with reference to which the bovine character has been cognised)

;

because the dewlap, Ac., belonging to one individual cow are entirely

di&rent from those belonging to the other (and as such the idea of one

could not apply to the other).

83-

84. Nor is any commonality of the parts acceptable to the ad-

versary (the Bauddha, who denies all positive commonality). Therefore

it must be admitted that the idea of the close ‘*Cow” is brought about

by something other than the dewlap, &o.

84-

85. The idea of “ forest ” that we have—-with reference to a

forest other (than the one that has been once perceived to be a collection

of trees and so forth),—is said to have for its object the class tree ” with

many substrates (in the shape of the many trees making up the forest).

85-

86* Just as, even though the Olass by itself is one, yet it has

multiplicity, in view of the individuals (included therein),— so too, though

the individuals are many, yet they may be considered as one, in view of

the Glass (to which they belong).

the parts have been taken away). In the absence of the parts themselves, we cannot

be cognisant of any conglomeration of them.

I1.SS because there is no occasion for such questions. {Bee above i

^*na M hhid4ivinirmvM kartsnyabhaga^viJealpmam),

8t.88 Any idea—of the bovins character, f.i.—^brought about by the Dewlap

seen in one cow, cannot be the same as that which is brought about by the same thing

seen in another cow* And thus we would have to postulate as many bovine eharaoiere

as thereaere individual cows.

This strikes at the theory that the notion of the Olass “ Oow ’* could pertain

to all the cows, only if we had a class in the shape of the parts of the cotc}— l.s., the

class ** dewlap ** would include the dewlaps of all cows, and so on. But inasmuch

as the Bauddha denies all positive Qlau, even this refage is barred against him.

M.8S The idea of the Forest has been analysed above into that of the Class " Tree **

icith euhstraUsi and the sense of the Strike is that this idea may be accepted

i^'the commonedity inhering ia all forests.

' ,The OUlss by itself is onei but in the shape of Individuals, it ia many* 8o toia

ersely, the Individuals by themselves are many ; though one dnly, in the shaM
Class.
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86-89. In the matter of denoting either one or many (oh]Eots)i

words have their power (of denotation) irrevocably fixed by conventiojip^

Some (words), like **Ambara*’ (sky), and the like, denote the indiridnal

with its own number singular). In the assertiq^ ** one com is ripe

(said with reference to the sheaves of coi‘n in a
,
field), the word

(^^Vrfhih^*) denotes the class (**Frlht”) with its own number (singi^lar).

In the case of the sannahanana (prepaiiition) of the wife” (”in accord-

ing to the Injunction Pa/mia santia%dl”) the word (*' Palnfm”) denotes

the individual (wife) as qualified by the number (singularity of the Class).

(In the Injunction ” Fasanldya kafmjalffn Olabhet**) the word ^*Kajnn9

jdliin ” signifies the class ” Kapinjala

91-

92. The word “ DSrSh,'* whether used with regard to an individual

(wife) or to the Olass, is always used in accordance with the number of the

constituent parts (i.s., always in the Plural).

92-

93. The word “ Fo»o ” (used always in the Singular) on the

other hand, signifies many individual (trees) as qualified by the number
(singularity) of the Class; or it may be taken to signify the (single) Class
** Tree ” as located in many individuals.

93-

94. Similarly in the case of all such words as “ Series ” (
** Crowd”

)

Ac., we always have some ( singular) qualification or other, in the shape

of epnjunctiont Ac. (which serve to justify the Singular number). There,

fore the notion of singularity (in these) is not groundless.

94-

95. If the idea (of single commonality), that is common between

the Forest and the directly perceptible Class, be said to be non-existing

(I.6., false, with regard to the Class, simply because it is found to be false in

the case of Forest),—then (even such known objects as) the trees, Ac.,

being equal to the Class (on the ground of sense-perceptibility), (would

M.89 The Sky is one ; the Coma are many ; hence the Singular ia based upon the

Class, The word * potni * refers to the wires of all persons performing the Baiva-Pama-
saorifloe ; henoe the Singular number, in the word ** pdtnim** as' appearing in tbe

entenoe mnst be accepted as referring to the singleness of the Class “ PatnV* The
riass ** Kapinjala'* is only one; therefore the Plural number mnst be explained as
pertaining to the. plurality of the Indiridnals.

•l.« This lays down the oonventional mles. «

The singularity of the word “ Series ** is based upon tbe fact of many indivi-
duals beil^( joined to one another in a certain fixed order ; and thus this is based upon
Conjunction.

•*.** The idea of ecmmotudity baloiig. to the 7oMet, and aim to the Olaw.
being foond to be falm in the oaw of the Forest, it it he said to be falm in the earn of
the Olaw atao,—then the irell-reoognieed peroeptibility of tho 01am most »lm)^
rejooted at falee. FoUoiring the same oonrse of leMoOing, senm-iMnOpHbiUt, hsliut
monnon -to tho troee, to tho jar., in tho mmo way a. to the OloM,—Inaonioh iu,k hfi^
hMnfoaadtobe.(alminlheaamof.thi8last,ttoaimot hot be rojeotod a. Mm^.with
i,g^ to tho others also. And this wonid iqean th.tm sonsoou jMn!eptie& iatfn^
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k9,re to lie rejected As false)
; and we 'would finally come to Nihilism (the

theolry of f&uyavada),

9o-96. In fact the idea of Forest ” apart from the ti^ees (oonihined
therein) is only an object of what is a mere semblance of Sense-perceptioli

mistaken Sense-perception)
; and as snob, it cannot vie with

caCnot be held to be similar to) the (idea of) “ Glass," which is an object
of direct (and correct) Sense-perception.

96-97, If yon urge that if there be equality between the Class and
the Forest, then the Forest also becomes an entity (apart from the trees),"—
then by this assertion, you would bo renouncing the (refutation of the)

Class-theory, and pointing out objections against an altogether different

theory (with regard to the nature of the conception of Forest, Ac.)

98. Thus have wo explained things in accordance with the nature of
Words and their Meanings as accepted by all people. In fact, in philoso-

phical treatises, we cannot use words in an arbitrary sense assumed by
ourselves. As a matter of fact (as shown above), in accordance with
ordinary usage, there is a di^erence between the (ideas of) Glass and those

of “ Series," “ Forest," Ac. If however, such difference bo not found to be
reasonable (in accordance with general popular usage)—even then that

would mean no rejection (of our theory).

Thus^ends the VanavUda.

(Section 16).

SAMBANDHiKSHEPA-PABiHABA.

1. The Word and its denotation may be as you have described them
to be. But you ought to explain the Relation (between them), for the

sake of which you have taken all this trouble upon yourself.

2-3. "This ralatiou having already been explained (before), why
should the question be again asked ? And the reply too (that the Bhashya

9&.S6 Therefore the instanoe of the **Forest*’ cannot in any way affeot the validity

of the idea of Class,

M-9T xf the case of the Class** is exactly similar to that of ** Forest jnst

as the Chass has an existence apart from the Individuals, so. also would the Forest

eome to have an existence apart from the trees.

M *'Nbf^‘eee{oa*’—because, even in that oase, we have already proved that the

idea of ** Forest ** is not false i and so even if the case of the Forest were similar to

that of the Glass, none of the two oould be false.
' 1 This refers to the Bhishya I

** atha hah Bambanihah, &o., &o.” The sense of the

AliHhl is that even if it be granted that the word is made up of letters, and that ita

denotation oonsists in the class,—we have yet to explain what relationship the denota-

tion beaani to the word.
'

mooing lies in the fact that the meaning is cognised on the eognitipu pf the word*
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gires to the question) cannot be the correct replji because it does not

mention the form of the relation. If, on being asked * what is the medieme

for fever?'—if one were to reply *that by which it is destroyed,'—what

information will have been afford^ by this reply P
"

4. In view of this objection, some people declare, that the author

of the Bhishya, not being satisfied with the explanation (of the relation

described) above (in a previous chapter), has again raised the question (of

the relation between Word and its Meaning), with a view to laying down

(and explaining) another relation.

5. Since the relation of the name and the named^' (which is the

relation that has been explained above as subsisting between the Word and

its Denotation) follows after the comprehension (of the Word), and the

comprehension must have been preceded by some other relation (because

without some relation no comprehension is possible); therefore that

relation of the “ name and the named " cannot be a (causal) factor in the

comprehension (of the word).

6. Even before one has come to know the fact of (such and such a

word) being the name (of a certain thing), he comprehends its meaning

through the cognition of some other relation; and it is later on that

he comes to think of the word being the name ;
(therefore the relation of

the name and the named " cannot be the means of comprehension).

7. Others hold the relation (between Word and Meaning) to be one

of invariable concomitance ; inasmuch it is only this (relation) without (a

cognition of) which, the comprehension of the word could not bring about

the comprehension of the denotation.

8. This, however, is not right; because in the Bhashya there is no

mention of such a relation (as that of invariable concomitance). If the

reply given in the Bhashya alone be taken to imply this relation (even

though it does not mention it), then why shonld the sentence in ihe

Bhashya not be taken to imply the contrary (that even without the

relation of invariable concomitance, comprehension is possible) P

The Mnse of the cbjeotion is that this alone cannot be sufficient; as this does not

make quite clear the specific relationship borne ; specially because the reply is a mere

begging of the question. As the meaning of the Question is—'* what is the relation

by which the meaning is cognised on the cognition of the word ?**—and the Reply that

is given is only a paraphrase of this, just as in the counter-instance; " that whereby
fever is destroyed" is only a paraphrase of the term “ fever-medicine."

* This supplies one answer to the first quesidon in K. 8.

1 The latter half of the Kiriki sets the relationship into, the Reply given In thd

Bhashya.
t Whtf should, When the sentence denotes neither the ntoessity of t&e

reURon nor its oontrary,—then it is as* reasonable to infer one thing as ' the diMr
Thavs is no reMetlve rule.
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• 9. And then again, the (application) of the relation of inTariable

eoQOOmitance (to the case of the comprehension of words) has already been

set aside. And as for the Name, the fact of its (application to the oase of

the Word and its Meaning) comes to be recognis^, through the usage of

ordinary people; and even when the Word is not definitely recognised to

be the ^ name,* we are still cognisant of its denotativeness (of the meaning),

10. Therefore it must be admitted that the (treatment of) ** Bela*

tion " having been interrupted by a consideration of the nature of the

denotation of words (in the chapters on Sphota^ do.), it is again brought

forward simply with a view to the consideration of the question of its

etemality or non*etemality.

11. The expression—**on the comprehension of the Word, the

meaning is comprehended ’*—also points to the power or denotativenees (of

the Word),—which (power) consists in the fact of the Word being either

the agent or the instrument (or means) of the denotation (or significa*

tion, of the Meaning).

12. Ohj :
** The relation of denotability does not belong to the Denoter

(Word) and the Denoted (Meaning) by themselves. And as for compre-

hension, this is based upon certain conventional rules laid down by men

(in Dictionaries) just as (we comprehend certain meanings from) cer-

tain gestures of the eye.”

13. Bephf

:

Is this conventional rule ’* made in accordance with the

requirements of. each individual mortal being, or of each utterance (of the

V As a matter of fact, there Is no such invariable concomitance as is mentioned

above (under ** Sphota ”}. Even before the word is cognised as the name, it is known

to be the denotation of a certain meaning ; and this is due to the fact of onr finding

experienced old persons using it in a certain definite sense ; and it is only when an old

person says that such and such a word is the name of such and such a thing, that we

become cognisant of the fact of the word being a Name. The Nydyaratnikara adds

** Though the word is not definitely pointed out as being a name (at least not in so

many words),—yet the DenotahUity^ that we are cognisant of, and which is quite

different from the sense-organs and the other means of right notion, is nothing more

or less what is meant by ** Name *’ {* Name * • that which denoUe). For this

reason, it is certain that it is the relationship of the * Name and Named * that is the

chief factor in the comprehension of meaning. Consequently, the fresh raising of the

question cannot be attributed to any aversion to this theory (explained above), and to a

jdesite for pointing out some other relationship in the shape of invariable con-

oomitanoe,^ Ac.**

U •« Power,” ‘ Denotability,* ‘ Name,* dss., are all anonymous—all signifying the

.factuf the word being either the agent or the means of signifying the meaning.

It With a view to the refutation of the objections, urged in the chapter oo

jSflunbofidhJfcsh^,*' against the Belationship, the Author first of all recapitulates the

pbjeetions. The sense of the objection Is that the Belationship not being natoral, ft

oanaot be held to be eternal* ^
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wird) P Or Ib it made <mo« for all, at the beginning of ereatiob, by

person (Brabma f.it) ? .
-

.

14 And, does the relation differ with each (diffoient person and

utteianoe), or is it one only P If it be one only, then (being common to all

indiTidnals, of the past, the present and the future) it cannot be said to be

eaitsed (and hence non-etemal) ;
and if ii differ (with different indmduals),

then people would surely be cognisant of some such differences.

16. If the rale be different (with each different individual), then it

would be necessary to assume a power (or denotativeness) with each of those

different relations (fixed by convention). And then too, a peraon, who has

recognised the donotaWlity in accordance with (the rule laid down by)

one person, could never understand the word when used by another

person. -

^

.16. If it be nrf^ed that each word will be comprehended in accord-

ance with the rule laid down (with regard to it) by some olie person,—

.

then, how could a word, with regard to which different conventional ruleft

(of denotability) are laid down by different people, be at all comprehended :

(to have a definite meaning) P

17. If it be held that there is an option among the many significattene

of a single word,—this cannot be; inasmuch as the one (conventional^"

denotability) necessarily rejects the other (and there can be no gronfid foi*

option). Nor, in ordinary usage, are we cognisant of the (simultaneous)

co-ezistence of these (different conventional denotabilities). .

18. For, we find that all usage is based upon only one (out of the

many diverse conventional denotabilities). Whereas, if the relation were

to be governed by differont rules laid down by different persons, no one

(relation) could be the means of the comprehension (of the word).

19. Even where there is no difference in the (form of the) Word or

ill that of the Meaning in a case where the same word is applied to

Becaase the Rule, and henoe the denotability, differs with each person.

M With regard to a word of which the convention is laid down by a single person,

tiiore will not be much difficulty in comprehending its meaning. But with regMd to a

word where there is a difference of such oonventional denotabiHty (as in the case

of the word ** ptla** which is made by us to denote a tree, whereas the Mleeehas makd
it denote an elephant},—how could there be any comprehension P

ft It is 'Only when there is a single relationship between the Word and its Mean-'^

ing,—‘that we can say that snob and snob a person is trustworthy and ^e other is not,

If, however,' the meanings of words were 'to be regulated by different persohi, ii^

'

acoordanoe with stray rules laid down by themselves, then, all persons would be eqnatlj^

tmstwcrthy,—a palpable absurdity.

U Wealwaysoomprehend the Word as bearing one and the same relation to ihi'
*'

msaniag^ Henoe there can be no option with regard to thid relation t it ninsi be

aoesptsd to be one only.
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wne be a maltiplioity of persons (i.e., if the

lelrtion subsisting between that word and its meaning be said to be

different, in accordance with the rales laid down by different people)

>

then no option would be possible ; inaamacli as the person comprehending

the word) is not found to doubt whether this or that is the relation^

(between the Word and its Meaning).

20. And again, on the word cow ” being pronounced onoe,'—the

persons present, willing to comprehend it, being many,—^if the relation

were optioniJ, then some people would comprehend the word, and others

would not.

21-22. If it be urged that ** we could have a simultaneous oo-existence

(of different relations) with regard to the difference among the persons

(holding the different relations)”,—this cannot be ; as such (co-existence)

is impossible, on account of the speaker being one only (who must have

used the word with regard to only one relation in his mind) . And if there

,woi^. ck difference between the ideas of the speaker and the hearer (with

regat'd to the relation borne by the Word to its Meaning), then all ordinary

pal^lanoe would become faulty
;
inasmuch as the relation in the mind of

' of the hearer would be quite different from that in the mind of the speaker

g^and which latter he desires to be conveyed by the word he uses).

' 22-23. In order to point out a relation (for the sake of) the hearer

what relation could the speaker have recourse to ? If it be the one which

be has already known, then the speaker cannot be said to point it out to

• him (because he already knows it)
;
and if he points out an altogether new

relation, then this latter not having ever been known by the hearer to

lead to the comprehension of any meaning, (ho could never comprehend

the word used).

24. If it bo urged that ” in any case ( whether the relation be one

It would be comprehended only by that person who had aooepted the relation In

which the word had been used.

II.IS « Oo-ezistenoe”-*One and the same word may be aooepted to bear the differ,

ent relations, at one and the some time, in aooordanoe with the opinions of different

persons** “ Speaker being one only”^Sinoe he oau hare only one relation in his mind •

therefore only those among his listeners will comprehend him who would haveibat

relation tallying with that which they themselves hold. Other people would not com-

pmhend him, at least in the particular sense that he wished to be conveyed.

" Farlauce, Ac.”—^Because the hearer not comprehending the meaning desired to

be conveyed by the speaker, there would be an inextricable confusion, and all intellf-

gent conversation would cease altogether.

\ This is the reason why Convention cannot be held- to be different withr

dpsrent pemns.
. 1

—

... . ii Jt may be all very well with the hearer i but the speaker himself cannot a^

word in a certain sense, unless he knows for certain that the word would convey that
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known before, or not) tM end of the bearer (viz., the wmpretienifon of

the word) would be accomplished nil the same”;—(then; we reply), tbkfr

the other person (i e., the speaker) could not tise the word With regard td

relation which he himself does not know to be the well-established (meaid

of getting at the comprehension of the word). If* it be urged that the

objection urged in k. 22-23 applies also to the case of the Jar, Ac ,-—(we

reply) it is not so : because in the case of these it is the elafz jar *’)

which is held to constitute the mining (of the word).

25-26. Though (even in the case of the jar) it is not reasonable to

point out (to the hearer) an individual which he already knows to bo

denoted (by the word),’ and the denotability that may be newly pointed

out is not known (by the speaker himself) to have, the power of bringing

about the effect (comprehension),—yet the denotability (of the individnsl

jar),—in the matter of fetching it f.i.,—is based upon the (Tact of the) class

(“jar” being the object denoted by the word, which fact is known both

to the speaker and to the hearer). And this (“ Class ”) has no beginViing

in time ; whereas your relation has a beginning (depending as it does upon

conventions made by persons).

27. If you admit of an eternal commonality (Class) (covering all the.

Relations), then our position is established (since yon also rovei*t to that).

But still (even though you have modified your theory with mine, yet, it

. cannot be the correct theory, because) it is not possible (for the denotation

of a Word) to have a double form.

28. Because the Relation is only a particular kind of potency (or

Denotability)
;
and of this (Potency) there can be no different individuals.

And further, the Potency being only inferable from its effect (which is

one only), it cannot be many.

meaning. It m the Class, And hence, even to a person who is already cogni-

sant of this denotation, we could point out that this/’ a certain individual before ns,

belongs to the Class Jar }’* and this will be conveying a new information to him $ and

yet in due aooordauoe with a word whose denotability the speaker is cognisant of^

Consequently the objection urged in K. 92-28 cannot apply to the case of the-

indhridnal jar.

ts.Sf «< ^nd this has no beginning, ^c.**—Inaamnoh as the Class has no beginning,

our theory is unaAeoted by the question—*' Before the Class existed where did AhiVj

denotability exist P ” This can only affect the other party who hold the relation to be
a caused one, and hence not everlasting.

Zf « Double formV^thnt of ^he Class and the Individnal—is not possible : and hfnM
your theory oannot he correct } inasmuch as you ettribute this double ohaxaete to Al^t
denotation of a Word. ,

ttni.FotoiiC7 Mngoiie »nd on. only, It oumot be di?id.a. Into indiTi^ptot'
apwiPIyM tb.Mtetano« of t)MFoienc!yoMib.infwNdaalyhoM it. Pbetei
wwtly it could Iwininy only if itaoSeotoirmiUHiy. A. a nwttw of fnot, b«irin^
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^

i(y' owtain Awt* an inexplioabta; aad thaae &eibi »««ti»»g

fm anlity (film) alone, it is ik^ tight to aasnmo awHHi

^ridnalik

' S(V8L At the time of the mention of the Relation (as hj the
qgeaker bimaelf}, on the woid “ oow ” (fi.) bmng nttered, some peqtle

wonM nnderstaiid the word hy means of their oompreheneion of the (new)
relatkm ; whereas others would not do so (being non-coipiiaant of the new
rdatSon fixed upon). Thns then, we see that if the relation did not mist

(ftom time immethorial, and were only ooined by different speakers) tiien, all

pMBonsoonld not understand the word. If itbeargnedthat, “if tlie relation

were ever existent, then all people wonld comprehend it (which also is not

possible),’ —we say it is not so ; becanse the relation, thongh eternal, is

not cognised )>y certain people at a partaonlar time (and so the difference

with regard to each person governs, not the relation itself, bnt the cog*

nitioa thereof by different people).

82. The word, being the means of the comprehension of its meaning,

stands -in need of its own cognition (by the hearer). Hence even thongh

ever-extant, the relation oonld not express (its meaning), so long as it

itself were not duly recognised.

33*8A With regard to an object that exists, we often find that (in

some oases, and by certain people) it is not perceived ; whereas that which

is absolutely non*existeni, is never, by any person, known to be extant

;

becanse the two properties of esiifwioe and no»-esti(enee, being mntnally

contradictory, can never belong (simultaneously) to the same object.

84-85. Ohj.

:

“ In the same manner, there is a contradiction between the

Imoum and the unknown.'* Boply i The OogwUion resides in thepemon; aad

since there are tnany penono, this (epgnitiou of the relation simultaneously

with its non-cognition) cannot be incompatible. Because the cognition doea

not contradict tile non-oognilaon residing in another person.

we fiafi theeS«^Ini]iealispeo(iliedenctBtl(m,tobeoiMODly, in the form of the

dlus| ibMritora the Potency oaanot be many,
» “iMf-of the denotation of a word; and this is quite noBonsUyesplilae^ as

(UMrh% to Uie one eni%, Olassi and as snob it is not right to apply the denotation

fofi^ladMdaalat whteh are maiqr.

til nsr meai^ Of ’ a word can never be comprehended until we cognise the

Nlsthm Ishtisting between them.
mas n is a foot of oosunen espeiienoe that an Otjoet, thongh asisting, may not

MT'piiealfSd:; and it is qofte posslbia that the relation, thonghesMbiAmay net bo per-'

esh^” Ifc however,a were iriwUyaeassilttent, it ootid nevee be pesoeifed to exist.

i’»^^BiatihnSenieoftiiedt|MtleBiittstthepre|isrttssa<etiatoneeand HOB esistoaee

tii^‘^iii*to'1Mtog totbe lifeBBt'aad ihtiltofy thi timraotass of halag aneNn.aadialC

Mdioreotidnotbalotottoffetewetiltitia^^ Vheasnsselthesapiytotilii;

,

« •
• '

f



8i. Qn tiu ottnr bita% MMMli; eiAImm m4 iHw.<iii^i>ite tlifw^
W omkadaotiofi, oki aotoHlt^ tntb iwidiiig tit (it

tea^j^ilw iUMion itsell^. AiidBlAoaA|««l%y<^7 (^,.«Hid)W ifip^
than one) of tbis (Rdation) has been denied (in KSrikBi 28, 29), MMM^!A9>

wa.o^not baee the dompatibilitj^ (<rf exietenee v4b a riinii4aiieon|;iM>d-

exi9tenoe)-ogktM graand <01 n^tipli^y> (wm have dona in: ihOi-.MMf

of.fMRwat). ,

87. The vbite oolonc, placed befote '4he bliadand Che noC^bljindf.ia i)!p|i

.

pemypd by the Uind^ while it is pevQeiyed'by Cho oCher. BnC cWdeAC
(of its oogttitioa by one pe^n ited non-eognition by anoCheK) doea noti

' prove that it is both mm-exiatenrandiexiatenC.

38.. There is no ooi^cadiction - in rCbe former case, beeanee there 4
a dirwnty, among the peraons, baaed upon the fact of one (peraon with

eyes) being ot^able (of perceiving colour) and the other (the blind person)

being incapable (of peineiring it), Apd of perception (of theiooloar) too,

there is no other reason, save the fact of its existence.

'39. Thus then, the 4eoguiti<ia <4 nsage. being equal (on aooonnbof its

efficiency to prove the esistenoe of t)m' Relation between ’VTord-andits

Meaning) to the organs of seiiserpereeption (which also infallibly proves

the existence of the object perceived),—only those, that are endowed with-

tbs. Cognition of the relation belongs to sSyeral persons ; sad hence it is quite pdeeible

4ntntonSend the sapie time, it may be hnotm to one person and tmitnoisa to

ni^her. XxistenM, on ths othet.haadt betoncpriethe B^ntion itssit i and an this is one

oniy, it esanet have bothBkistsnes and Non.eKiatenoe.ntode and the same time.

*i The snbetntesof Fei!eeptieani^.Nbn.fiwoeptionsre dietinott whemna thabot

sistsnse and Mea.syistiaQe ismm only : vin^ Coionr. Conseqneatiy, tbongh it isqnUe

pqwihlalbr one perspa tc peraeire iVwhUq tbp other does pot do eo,>-yet .4 oaanot be

SSMJtsC the. e^iW-is both «taat and. non.exiitfpg.

m " And of pe^idion, ^ie antioipatee the toilowiag argnment : Granted'

ttiet there eta he fioth-hsietenM and NonreKistenoe of 'the Belatioa t even thea, we' coidd

hoid' that. inMmneh an seme people'do 'iiet peieetrs.lt, It does not edm The
sense of the reply as embodied in the eoeond half of the KirikS ia, that the mere teot

ei:adarteia.«bieg not hsfaigpaeotired.har^aome..people, ean never eataUisb -its .Hn^
eniatenmi beeaww the aon*peroeptidn jnighli^ daq to some. deteotbi.the pSioe]H^
aM|ilty'sd.thesNim.Mtii.w)dlqth*'4^^ .pqsoeli^; by- opp paoeii, .tifmsy'bie

pwaai*ad.hye|hw«erswis. Aen.iimttm.<d.fiajh.1tjiatM.feot ,«f e eesti^ ibiag..;Mim
pecetived that can oodolosively establish its eaist^eei fee, the shnpie rwp|>in;tiiadft

.ttethilii'did.»Qt wia| M..a<i|1d sdffs|.:h%go hs«l..P!Msi^ 1«f s»y pessoe,

qneatiy If the thing happens to be petoeived hp ntingls pcgsoa,

lpseiptieif;efc«»sBi«p».to,estiia hwTO».dni4»ti ths .fsct thnh j

'

•
.

, iliT)he-,«aspa!«f' visd^PRsepC|ep,i9,j^Hitrf^ who ia.^ti|eq|.«icp^
oaxMemsseMiANP.,. Ae-thn>«w.fiiMpe&tjM thsm!Si»o*'^,;i^
inJtaiasssw^sSMil)mdi«ft.%,M^AAi^^
^s^wim^eethHwdHsiiw^wJMfMhP;!^
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j^., '^osji^tfaa^ am
il^l6li*‘ii)'1Wti<^ WWte diteiB j[beltog

^^(ion, thereby),rM6aiBlittg iWBliiikd (in iho mttwr « Wiili^ jUil^

cepteiAJ, OBunpi (coinpvabaod it)t .
.

’ici Anatbongh this'^psage) is onobnly, yet it vUl, by

Ci:, t^jii wilw)$ition—bslp (all fdtnre nomptebsttsion),—Ubt tbe *!

of the foe*’ (at Agnihotra). the remembrai^ el it i»ill, of .w^,

aiffMi —^jikethejfetohing .of tbe“il«at»o<ra”?ire.
•

'•.•• '
ifoifipemns igrttoint (of the Ifeistioh of a Word wiib a'ttetam

B^ing). ihe'Belatipn ioomes in a vreU-eetaMisbed fortn, tbtptttib pMttens

t^tiota ’(i.e.,.^roin people who have tao^ it b^re. tlipm, and w fto eg

^tuin)'} and thewfore there can be no beginning

the) Eelation (to the Word) ;
and (as snob it must be held to be etortif).

*42 ^e theoiy, of the aceomplishihent (of the Bplatien) based upon

(conventional rales made with) each

loie^tod in the BhOihya. And as for the fixing (of the relate) atUih

be^ningof Creation,—(this cannot be; since) we do not admdi wbJ

snch time (the world being etenial and as snob having no bepnning

'”
**43?44. Olj.! “Bat,. if there bo each a Borson as would crotto the

world, and then set going the processes of BV»wo and * !

uses and relations of words, for the sake <tfthe
fTJSSJ

hotinany way vitiato theVeda;** B^tyrTettbis.tbtol^y to

to prove, as au.omnisoioqt porspnj hence wo have not i^Htod. It (b thO

jIffmantB system).

« One who performt the dally Agnihotra W
pwfomiaiioe of any other •aorilloej aa the ohoe “"**•“'‘.‘2 "

STSa In the mm. manner,

thk 'one oortultiott helM u* to oom^reUend it in -OTorJ^ ea •
,

Ito a rofuUion of tto " omnimient" itemm, •«• ato"**^
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.. 45. At a time wjiett all tbie (earth* wrtev* 4^^ not

coeld have been the oonditioa of the oniverae P As for Prajipati,MiWiialfy

what ootdd be his position ? and what .Ilia form P "
'

,

46. And at that time (when no men existed) who wonld iGSOW.fiiia

and explain His character to the later created peroons P (If it be hdAtIrtt

JEe cannot be perceived by any man* then) withont perceptfon (or! eogttir

tion of some sort* by some person)* how can we determine thm (fart

^

His existence) P

47. Then again, in what manner do yon believe the-world to have

.had a begin^i^’^g in time? (If it be held that it is brought about iy

a desire on the part of Prajfipati* then) since Prajftpati is (held to be)

without a material body, Ao.* bow could He have any desire towards

creation?

,48-49. And if He has a body* assuredly this body could not have

been created by Himself ; thus then we would have to postulate another

creator (for his body) (and so on, ad injin{itm)» If Prajapati’s body be held

to be eternal* then (we ask)—so long as earth (water, Ac.)* have not been

produced, of what material would that body be composed ?

49-50. Then again, in the first place, how is it that He should have

a desire to create a world which is to be fraught with all sort^ of troubles

to living beings? For at that time (of the beginning of creation) be has

not got any gniding agencies* in the shape of the virtue (or sin), Ac., of the

living beings themselves., Nor can any creator create any thing, in the

absence of means and instruments.

51. Even the production of the spider’s net is not held to be without

some sort of a (material) basis ; as (the net is spun out of) the saliva* which

tl AU piece exists In one of the substsuces. Henoe if these did not exist, wheie

could Freilpad stand? Andof what materials could his body be composed?
SI If Pn]ipati has a body, it must be held to be eternal s and when one body

wonld be eternal, how oonld we dmiy the etemality of other bodies—onr own, for

instance? The only gronnd of the b^ef in the tranaient bhaiaoter of our own body
oondata in the faot of its being corporeal or materiaU and when one meterial body Is

there is no reason why F!raJ&pati*o body should be held k» be etenvbl* Far
If bit body is etemel, oars also must be eternal.

'
< ^ ^

saw People hold that all the trouble in the world la due to the Vioioiii*desAlrt

Uvinghpinga in the preyions birth. Thia nay be quite trues but at tin very begfiSwlBg

of creation, therebe^ no prerionebirtb, no snob gnidihgirtna^Slu would In
and the blame of creating a troublotwwortd would rest with tin ereM^

jil Aren grantiius the agency of YirtiM and Tkw, that stoim ooiUdiam
iiN crMlon ofwQrias. Because U is always out of some sort inatevW m

like, that aotrtain thing—fj^ the Jar—ia made t wldlePrajirtfibMgrtinwirt
matsrialatheads andaaanoh there he^r no meterial basiaon which BAMdd^rteaed^

.
IBM you supply Him wiUi are the unseini agenriM of Yirtuc and TIsai and^rtfii
;^ld be of no initial help to Sim. . ^



OBi of i|i4 body of the udoiele (fliee« Ao.), eeten (by . the

52. (If it he held Pvejipeti oteatee the world, oat of pity,

tiMH, '^ My) in tiie abMOoe of (Ajeota of oompeasion (in the riiepe of

liiHhg petaone), no (or Oompeasion) eonld be possible for Him. And if

Be were ntged to ereetioDB by pore oompeasion, then fle would oreete only <

iM^y bdngs.
'

'

58. If it be urged that “ without some pain, neither the creation nor

the* ooutinaatioa of the world would be possible,”—then (we reply that)t

'.when everything depends npon the mere will of the Creator Himself, what

oenld be impossible for Him P

' 54. And if He were to depend upon Laws and Agencies, then this

fact would deprive Him of His (boasted) independence. (Ton say He

desires to create the world,—will you lot me know) what is that end which

He desires, and whioh oonld not be guned without creating the world P

55. For without some end in view, even a fool does not act. Then if

He were to aot so (without any end in view), then what would be the good

of his intelligence P

• 56. If the activity of the Creator wore due to a desire formere amuse.

mMt, thou that would go against his over-oontentedness. And (instead

of -affording any amusement), the great amount of work (required for

creation) would be a source <ff infinite trouble to Him.

; 57. And His desire to destroy the world (at Pmlaya) too wonld be

hardly explicable. And (above all) such a Creator could never be known

by anybody.

58. Even if He were known in form, the foot of His being the Crsotor

could never be known. Beoanse, at that time (».e.,intheinfnnoy of creation)

what oonld the Uving beings, appearing at the begmning of creatioii,

understand P

^ 59. Theycouldnc^undMstandwherofrwn they have been bom; nor

r. -H It la we who fMognise sad bow down to tbs law that without Mn the;Worid

osMnptasiVt. Toor Ofsatoc,bowe»er, being apU-poworfnl,oouIdannul the said law,—(I

He worn leally mored to ONatfam by sheer oompasdon-and oreete aworidetse.

.*• IfbB* wonld, in Oat ease, the aottm being ^tbootany inott*e,yofflr

CbMtMWCidd teaeehto HwIbwdMM of tbeSMtosaa This AwdUna Is hdd to bo

nooidatolHiaBlisadaosaehttaoaldnatbaTeaay moUfo for its aottvity. Thns than,

isMSaash as year Qmtui too would aot without a aiotiva Be also would baTOtoba

itoni|todtobeBon4alall%iatiaadoerlainly thisoouldnotbeaveiy palataUo morsrt

,H->MOaehasreooursatoaaaiiaseniont withaTiewtopleoseliiiaself. Hmsefftbp

(UMte wants amassMtr Beoanaot be aoM to be gtaqiaUy happy and oontatoed,

m after PtoHoati tew flntthsdhtoi^toWttoBS.



^id nkeif know th^ steki oHhe 16 miUikj ;w^ M'^'ktk^ik

PrajSpati being the Creator.
t ^»*Tv

'

^ 6D.' XTor^ iebnld tW idcie that ^egr ir(dfati ISd^dwn eiuer-

tion (with regard to His being Ordator]), bo al^etHer'tt^stVaiAjl^^^^

beoanse eren though Hd may noi batO JerMted %ho W6rld; ' Ed
l^eak bl having dohb so, ihorder todhb# Off Eh gi^ {)6W6r.

’

61. In the same manner the Veda that would prooded

would only be dottbttal; and faenoe eoulH'not W iacLmitted as a 'sure proof

4K His exhtenoe (and oreatiVe pkiwiet). And aS'ftMr that CVeda)'kMeh lb

Memali how bould it make a mention (ctf foots/and ptbbeeies With

ence to the creation of living beings, do.) P • ‘ /

62/ For, if tfieTeda 'miisted before ihe bl^eeta (brea'ted), then there

can be no'oonnection between tills (Veda) and theobjebts oreated. therefore

the passages (occurring in the Veda) (wbiofit appear to describe theproeesh

of creation) mnst be interpreted as praising np sometiiing else (t*e., some

injunctions of saeridciBs; do.)

63. The idea common among ordinary people- (that the Vedatnen^

tions of the creation as proceeding from Prajipati) is a mistaken one^

caused by certain valedictory passages (praising up certain injunotions).

Because whenever a passage is not duly considered and interpreted together

with the passages that precede and follow it, it is bound to give rise to W
misconception.

B4. The use 61 -the Mahabbftrata, do., too to the matter of

r/iama, do., is in the form of iefflng stories (exemplifying and praising

up certain duties and sacrifices), just like that of the Vedio passages

(wbieh seem to meniion <mrtain prooesses^ while they only praise up

eertam saorifices). Therefore the notion (of the ereation proceeding from

Prajapati) got from these (ie«, passages^ occurring in the Por&eas,

would also be (mly a mistoken one.

65. Because mere 8toty«fieHing cannot have any nse, fUirefore in all

these (stories making up the Purfioas) we must admit of something that

ebnld be the bi^i 6f praise or dkrpraise (bmbodied in tlib storieS)

this aontefkitig may be that which Is en^joined either in iheVedai Or in

HrePurfinua theifiselves.

66, If there were, uny- such thing as thor^ret oefiri^ of tl^e X^da

ai Siaos there ie a ’mentkili Of ersatiob, ft nitiit' have beeU SokpoiSd
thesveiit./- . ' :

-
• :

/’*

ti «2itd eeuaeQlW'<^'.e., the Veda that esieted before the oreatioii

eoUldndt'dptik Of the' event.
'

‘

. '
.
tt The et^ of the oreetion mentioned in the l^arioae mast aleo be taken tWIr'iM

fiiialt«w^lnWybt^^ : ^

W >The seebad^ haH of kie iTeriU^^eihi tlsieiy
-Tedaliealateai intheboBbm bf'Pyptpetl/^d at the ^Ue^n&g of ie



woqlAviawii li»M. »

Tij^rniiftiTi
«T«>m "»»«» »ii idea of. ttie faet «(.ite..^<)ii;

iijU^ aan^ytinA ii^ aaybodjr .(but being eternal in. itself). Tbe ;t}u|Kif^

jth^t Jmitag nAiTiMal dies^ntien tl|e Yeda. resides in (tbe ftxfon

Bfa|l!paii;.Qaiild»Aiti!!MrtkOn)y.b« -
.

't

> 6t. If, hbiWTer,. yw •senme th« etemality Qf tiie Creator and in^

processes of oreation.attd di8solution,--tl»en too, we could only admit- of

ai gMiud prooisas of oreation, snob as we see in ibe ease of present Uring

bmpgs;(orCatiag.the H
68. And .ab for a..“ firqj^ ” in the form of universal destmehoni

wo find no proofs for admitting it. Nor could suoh an action (of destmc-

tlonjontho pattof Prajl^tiawve.any useful piwpose..
. .

69-70. A*v* -for such souls as have (the load of) actions (Dhartna and

Imnglit fortb by Him into its fnU activity ; and this fact of being brought into aotivity

does not neeeasarily imply its non-etemality. The moaning of the KSriMis ths.t the

theory teterred to. is satremdy improbable, . and has already been refuted under

**
ei^With this KiriM begins the coneidoration of the TaifiMia theory, which is

thus summed up in the Nyaya -ratnihara t “The prooee^ of creation and diwlntiem

are Aftera hundred ysare of Brahmft have elapsed during the eristonoe of the

world; there arises in the mind of Ood adedre to destroy the world » and In obedience

to iUris deeire, them oomei abont a nnlvnaal diejnnethm of atome, and in the end all

thatAi left behind, le only a number of dUJeinted atoma of Barth, Water, Tir^

iMoo, (f.«, Spaoe) and Seal: daring thie time all the Dhama and A^mw m^vi.

dnslW ate kept in abeyance by Divine Willi thessDtermo and Adhorma lie Intent

to the soul of eeoh todividnal. When the period of diesolution paame, the same God

ssetog the squls of men lying idle, withont ebtaintog the toenlte of

mtoleede, takes pity on thsm; and this pity givss yiss to a dssire on His part to?

orsatlon. and airsotly all homogenous atoms lieooma.eomhtoed,-lhs» ombinatioiis

into ssiitenoe all the vsrions objsots of the wodd] and then tho Dhomn and

aZ^ of tho men are let loosei and this going forth into activity oomes to tfmt

the of esgli individaal aonl.^throwing acme of them down into anin^ life,

widto laisi^ others to Uvee to noWer fapiiUsa, And then ttos^
with^visw to esplsin pharma and AdJtormo to the world. Thw it le

Veda wmff to dIBer with eaoh oyole of oroation. But inasmuch as
**"*J*“^

toe(snSb,DM VedB,,the Orsstiou and tto JJ^lutton,. rtould M be slwns^

nnd so slao the Oreator.’* Tho sonsonf the second half of the «nfc» is that

dj|m}toneoas.oisatton as the sppakss of, im never, oome

^TSEsfsry i^ooess > didinotty, gradnsl, Henee wo osnnot odmit of any snob

no iiAdlig^cminr oorM ham xeoeiine.to snob a

iiseiiWsonw Wyimporttoh pwpeso of hlsi.apdstopsiw cannot t J.

fflmBsioim.esi«»febolisw'fn*,HnhpffalD4sioIa«om . «
'

(jhs^ Bhatma and AdftsratA l*i"S*Ag ,»l«>ot fSSMf^

Mtham^doniesi
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Aiharma) apon them, there cftn he ho OhiilMOe^40*91^

enjojment of their resalte. Nor oen tiie reevMi hf one egBon beife^'

triinei by any other notion (in the shape of the Oientor’s des^ as held'

by the VaiigBtkika) g end it is not possible for ell aotionB to oontume to

remain deioid of their resalts. Nor is there any siagle aqtiony the xefnll^

of whioh could be the non«fraition of all other eoBons (and wUoh aing^e

notion would thereby keep the other aotionB in cheek).

71. Then again, if all the actions (of persona) were to be destroyed,

^at the dissolution), then no future creation would be possible ; for, nndm^

the circumstances (t.6., if actions were destroyed), what could the means
of bringing out these actions (out of their latent state) P

72. If the desire of Qod be held to be snob a means, then that

(desire) in itself could be an efficient canse of the creation of souls. And
if creation were dependent upon Ood*s wish, it would be useless to

assume the (agency of) actions ^Dharma and AdAanna).

73. And it is not
• possible for the God’s desire too to be produced

without any cause. If there be any such cause (of the production of
the God’s desire), then that could also be the cause of the (production of
the worldly) elements also.

74. If one were to argue that ‘ the production of the bodies of living
beings is controlled by an intelligent agency (in the form of God’s
desire), ^because they are made up of certain constituent parts,—like a
house, Ac.,’—-then, he should bo answered thus •

76-76. If.by « control” it is meant only the fact of some intelligent

The Vai^ahika holds that when the Qod desires to create again, then the
Dhoma and Adharma of men come ont; and it is in aooordanoe with these that'
he i^nlates the nest oreatkm. But when all actions are destroyed at iValofa
they would cease to tetet and \here would be no means of bringing them into

» It wonM bo a needlsss oomplioatioa to assnma that it is Qod’s wish that
manifests the destroyed notions which regnlata the oreation. God being omiiiereeeiit
and mnipotent, if His wish bad auythiiig to do with the oreation, these wonld ba no
need for any other agenqy.^ ^ •tonwli u tin. vonUlMatertnuln&tioa

w

dissolntion. If, on the other hand, ^a desira be non-atamal, there must be^e oanse that gives rise to ft in Shemind of the Oieator. And then for tiieactivilr

*— ft)rth«Qoa>.dMlw,iftlnwln.Mli»inMfcan.^ ot «** iroria, mhI ant, wetfa b. «o aMd tt fmtn.litlivM intsnsediate sgenoy, in the tiiape of the Qod^s desbe.
X . M 1.

..ww, mwM. vuviv wvwiii

.y*"*!***..'-**?*^ ** *i»t th.
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«^^^lMan|;^the (MQBe of owotie*,—tben, inoBinooh at ofl oi»0«« ooa^

bC^pm^lUbOd by the ootioas of all llTiiig beings (vhiob' are ' intcilltgWrir

ag^i^Ti ycSnr argnmenfc would become redondani. (proving a faol' ahel^
p^v^; for no one denies the fact tbaUbe diversity of the world is rqpi.

by the actions of living persons). (And yon have the sOme rodnn*
dfiiicy) evdn if by ** control ” you mediU that the creation of bodies ik

p^eded by the desire of an intelligent agent
; because the actions (of

, living beings) too are preceded by it (t.e., a desire, to act, on the part of

thelcting persons).

Ifi however, you mean that the creation follows immediately after the

desire, then (we say that) there is no such immediate seqaenoe even in tlie

case of your own instance (the making of a hofue not following imme-
diately after.the desire of the builder).

77. Tour premises too are inconclusive (i.e., deficient and doubtful),

with regard to the bCdy of Qod Himself. For His body too must have

had a beginning, inasmuch as it is also> body, like ours (made up of

constituent parts)

.

78. If it be argued that the pr^uction of the God’s body too is

controlled by His own intelligence, and as such this (case of the God’s

body) does not go against the conclusion (of the argument mentioned in

E:, 74),”--then (we reply that) the bodiless God, being like an emancipated

soul, could not exercise any control. «

79. And if in the case of the jar, &c. (that you cite as an instance)

you refer to the superintendence of the potter, &c., then the control of the

God would not apply to these (and as such the instance could not prove

the fact of the creation of the body being controlled by God)
;

if, on the

other hand, you mean that the making of the jar ia controlled by God,

then yon would have the deficiency of the major term (that ia to say, the

fact of the jar, &c., being controlled by God is not recognised by us, and

henioe these could not serve as instances to prove the same with regard to

the body, Ac.)

80. And if you take the instance (of jar, Ac.), as it is commonly

^ Tl And thus the body of the God also would have to be eontroUed by an intollig*

ent agent, in aeoordance with your argument. But you deny any suoh control over

thw^rlne bo^, and thereby you weaken your own argument.

H Bodiless Qod "—If God were*to control the production of his own body, then

he^todd do so only in a bodiless statof inasmuch as so long this eontrolling force has

notbOen exerted, bis body could not have bemi produeed. * And just ns a soul that h*r^^

been emancipated from thO world and has become bodOese eadnot exert any continll-

ini^lbtoe over anytoidg, so too a bodlleae God oovld not enertAny control.

Vhe Jar Is fonnd to be made bgr'tie^potter, who is not a god, and who is peHUIr*^''

ahlj^M Hsiice in ncoetdatios wtth this instinct the argnment wonld stand thusi

body is not oreated by a Qodi^beeam itIs oontrOBed by intolBgence^es

46 r



taoogoiflecl, then flie premiss would ooniradiot (the oonclusion) ; hmsmin^

gs in that case (the instance would lead to the conclusion that) the

te., are produced by one who is not a God, and who is himself periahahtei?
81-

82. If it be held that God does not Himself carry on any opera-

tions, as the potter does (towards making the jar),—then, how could <an

insentient entity (in the shape of the atoms) follow His desire P • Therefore

the creation of the atoms, Ac., could never be brought about by a mere

desire of His.

82-

83. Of a Peraon who is Himself extremely pure, the modifioatienS

(in the shape of this universe) could not bo impure (as the world is found

to be). Dharma, Ac., too being absolutely under His power, it is not right

(and reasonable) that there should be pain (in this world). And if the

activity (of the world) were to be dependent upon (i.e., regulated by)

these (D&ama, Ac.), then that would be accepting something else (s.e.,

an agency other than God’s desire).

84. The God himself being absolutely pure, and there being no other

object (at the time of creation), what could bring about the activity of

Nescience, which (in falsity) resembles a dream P

85, If the mobility (to activity) were held to be due to something

other (than Brahma), then you would have duality (since you would be

admitting the existence of Brahma and something else to stimulate the

the jar, fto. ; and thus the premiss that yon brought forward to prove the creation to

Have been brought about by a God comes to prove something quite to the contrary.
SUSS The Kirihd combats the theory that God does not actually work out the

creation Himself, as all that he does Is to express a desire, that Is instantly obeyed by
the eternal atoms of matter, which proceed to oombine homogenously and thus form
the endless substances. Against this theory the question Is put—how could the insen-

tient atoms be cognisant of, and obey, the wish of the God P

SS.88 Now begins the refutation of the BOvMya^Vidinta theory that the world is

only the modiftcation of a single Person, who is extremely pure, Ao., Ao. If then, it be
held that the evils In the world are due to the past Adharma of the men,—then, inas-

much as this Adharma also would be under His guidance. He might, on aooount of His
extreme purity, remove the impurities of the world, which would be left absolutely fure
and happy. Further, if you grant the fact of the creation of the world haying its

ohacaoter regulated by DWma, Ac., then that would amount to an aooeptece of
agencies other than that of Divine Will, operating towards the oreation of the world.

St Btou the VidSnta theory is not tenable by itself. Because when nothing but

.

Bnduna existB, what is it that causes the Neaoienoe to operate towMs creation P .It
eiMjd not be Brahma Itself | as That can have nothing to do with Neaoienoe, whicih is a
llle entity and whose functioning is as unreal as a dream.
S*jSS If Neaoienoe were natural, then to whom would it belong P Gertainly not
Bi^l as that oonsista of Absolute Knowledge, and as snob oould not have enjebsi:
naition with Nesdenoe. Then the existenoe of Nes^nee apart front Bnhma wotdA
Weg about Duality. ubove all, if Nescisnoe, lUee Brahme, wsrt natural, It
uiever be set aside, and lwaoe no DeUveranoe would be posrible.



SikBAtJOHilEBBlntfiBlBlUL. ^
to of NoMnenoe). And if NeioionAe ita^ Tren only nnfainl (md M
Boi inquiring any atimolation from wiihont), than none ooold. atriko

(and we could not have any pelivetanee).

16. A natural exiatenoe (like that of Neaoience) oonld he^ deatroypo

by the influence of aomething unique (».e., some auoh agendea aathiM

editation, Ao.) But for those who have their only means (of den-

loe from Nescience) in the Self, there cannot be any unique

J7. Even for those (the 8ankhyas) who hold the Person (sod) to be

Ive, how could there bo any functioning of the Attributes, at

(of creation) P Becauae till then there would be no hanm (of the

Nor at that time oonld there bo any false cognition ;
nor «uld

> beany attachments and aversions (that would disturb the equilibrium

le Attributes) ;
because all these are functions of the Mind; and thia

1 will not yet have been produced (at the beginning of creation).

89. Some people hold that the cause, of the bondage of souls, lies in

r actions existing in a state of latent potentiality. But this is not

sot; inaamnoh as tho offoct is not produced from a cause which is only

it (and does not function towards its production).

90. Tho potentiality of tho curd,—so long as it is only lying latent

lie milk (and has not come out in the curd itself)—is not able to bring

it tho DSdhfka (a special substance prepared ouii of the curd). Thw

intiality of the curd in tho milk is the cause of tho curd only (which

reparod directly from tho milk) ;
and as for the DOdhika, its cause is

afhing elso (*.«., tho potentiality of tho DadhXka itself, in the curd).

91. If tho effect wore to be produced from the cause sfi'K in « riots

*• The Adwaiti hold* that the only mean* of de*troying Ne*olenoe i* the know*

e of *e1f ; but einoe thi* fa not poeeible, and no other adequate mean* fa ad*

ed, therefore Neeoienoe, if hold to be a natural entity, oonld nerer be deotroyed.

n How begin* the refutation of the Wahhv* theory. That theory fa

dooi not operate towards the creation of tho world, which is brought by a distw

I in the three Attribute* of Primordial matter, that fnnotion along, wd bring abmt

rarions objects of creations and the agency that dfatnrbs the eqnilibiii^ is that

ihe*itar«M of persons to take tiieir Mrths in the forthoomiog creation. The saase

he HSWM fa the flretoroation oonld not hare been due to any •noh Karma I beoanse

then none niriitode .

*0 The Mfidka fa made of the ourd; and in milk we have the potentiaUty of me

1; ooneeqnently, if latent potentialities were to bring about eftoot*, lAe

Id be prepared directly from the milk. Similarly the child oonld perform the fern

the grown*np man; as it ha* all the strength and energy of the man yiag

^^Bcnuss eren when the eOeote of Ufa uetioi hare been brought uhcn^, sad

SiiliBfod. the aotioB fa not aushwyedfas au entity oau nerer be deetioyad),

use Irimts end if tatcut oaaste'wuie te bring about tiwir rifaefa, what wpnM^



of laUtU jpoiefUiaUiy there would be bondage (to t>e ,8Q|d),

1uirtna)f even when this latter will bave idreadj produced its resiplts.
,

92. Because it is held (by tbe 8dnhhiya$) that even on its destruo-

tion (by fruition) karma continues to exist in a state of latent potentiality*

In fact even the performance of an action would be useless, as even before

(it has been performed) its potentiality must exist (and this would bring

about the result for the sake of which the action is sought to be performed*)

93. And then, why is it that you do not postulate Attachment (aver*

sion), Ac.,*—in their latency (at the time of creation),—to be the cause of

bondage (of the soul) ? If you say that you accept karma (to be the cause

of bondage) because it has not yet produced its results,—this cannot be;

because there could not be even a manifestation (or appearance) of that

karma.

94r. Then again. Knowledge could not be the cause of t)eliverance

;

since it is not a counter-entity (contrary ) to the potentiality of koflrma (and it

is this latter that you hold to be the only cause of bondage) ;
for, assured-

ly, Knowledge is not in any way contrary to the potentiality of karma,
9o. Though it is understood that actions are, like attachment, Ac«,

there to prevent this action from producing its own, in the shape of the bondage of the
soul I and thus no deliverance would be possible.

** Must exist, ko.,—because the Sdnhhya holds that everything that is done or
produced in this world already exists in a latent state,—finally in the Prakrit!.

ft Because at the time of creation also, the attachment, Ac., of the sonl must be
continuing in their latent state,—why cannot you attribute the soul’s bondage directly
to these P And why should you seek for its cause in the actions only P The sense of
the intermediate objector is that certain actions, before they had produced their
results, had been restrained in their activity, at the time of Dissolntion, by the desire
of God} conseqnently inasmuch as these have to bring about their effects, it is these
that we hold to be the cause of bondage. The latter part of the Kdrikd rejects this
explosion on the ground that, if a latent cause were to produce its effect, an aoi^n,
endow^ with all its potentialities, would at once bring about its results, even before the.
Mtion has h^ time to manifest itself. The purport of all this Is that', as shown in the

.

fmgmng an action would (in accordance with the activity of the latent cause)

M J
iff^wts, even before it is performed (and thereby manifested) j and as sosh

tt WHldnrt nuk, to^ lengtli of time, without bringing nbont its in iMto ho

I?
^ otortton. And it in eqnall, inpottibl., in nnoordanoo with

** P«>d»«• tta w*nlt *t the time, m it nhonld nppw
itoMii oif*M i**^*?*i.

*•***•' •WMding to yon, on notion nnik pradnoeiti.itoiP'.inVih oB, M nbo that the notioa onnnot

ika Mi&M
*»o»ght nbont hy IgnonuMO, an noon nn knowledge wonid iwaoVvtte^nn wonld oenie to be performed. But they would ntiUoontine# to mdnt in thfrir

mnwnnch m theie potentinUtiae of eothmn would not be the eliatn-
no Mmnnt of knowledge oonld leaioee them. And, neooidiitgtoyoet

»y^«w eleo toiag ri»nt thefe eonaeglwatiy, theiw intent p«tentii«(Mi
eetuna wonld be «iire_.^ farint^ nbont thehrjlfMrta in the a|iapeof thf-aipiClKr
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twoaglitvboat by ignotwoe, yet Knowledge oatmot set aside these (addons
as existing in a state of latent potentiality):

96. That there is destmotion of aetions- by means of Enowledgsi is
not proTod ; as is also the theory that (throngh the force of knowledge)
the Action exhansts itself by prodnoing its result in the smallest degree (in

order to free the knowing sonl from bondage),—just like some crime oom*
mitted by a royal prince (which is let go after only a nominal punishment
has been inflicted upon him).

97. If, even now-a-days, an action in a state of latent potentiality

were to be the cause (of its effects), then it would be quite reasonable to

speak of its causal efficiency even at the time (of Dissolution) when the

only entity held (by you) to remain would be the Prakrit.

98-

99. ^In ordinary life, we find that it is the function (or active

state) of the mind (of a person), that is the cause of (his) actions. But
this (activity of the mind) does not exist at the time (of Dissolution).

And (even if such activity of the minds were possible at the time of Dissolu-

tion), since (at that time) all minds would be mixed up (in the Prakrti),

there would be an admixture (of their functions, and consequently also) of

the actions. Therefore that which is called ** AdhikHra (t.e., the actions

in a state of latent potentiality) cannot be held to be the cause of bondage.

99-

100. Even if Adhikdra *’ be taken to mean capability^ do separa-

tion (of it from the Prakfti and the Soul) would be possible : as the capa-

bility of the soul to enjoy consists in his intelligence, and that of Prakrti,

to be enjoyed, in its non-intelligence. And these (capabilities) are never
absent in them (Soul and Prakrti).

bondage, and no Deliveranpe would be possible. Therefore knowledge cannot be held
to be the means of Deliveranoe.

M There is no cause for believing in a destruction of actions by knowledge.
Vf Because you hold that at the Dissolution, all things become dissolved into, and

oontinne to lie latent in, the Prakrti-(Primordial matter),—to burst forth again into

creation at a snitable time,—^you must admit that the actions have their potentialities

lying latent in the same Prakfti i as, aoobi^ing to you, nothing can be totally annihi-

lated. And thus, even at the Dissolution, there would be nothing to prevent the actions

from bringing about their effects.
‘ ^ Admiaturc **—all the minds and the actions due to them being mixed np In

the Prakrti, the actions of a soul in bondage might belong to a sonl that has been
deliver, and vice twsd.

tl.ioo Some people hold that in the aissertion that ** the cause of bondage is the
AdhUtira,** what is meant by the word * adhikSra ’ is not the potentidlUy of aetUnu (to
ho ymfomod), bat the eapahiHiy of iho Ptahrti to U enjoyed and that of the Soul ^
eiifoy^' The-ffSirtkJ rejects this explanation, on the ground that neither the Ptekfil
nor the Bool could ever be severed from this eapahilityi and as such, the caose Of
beniigeeotttineingforever, thdfeoonldbe ho DeUvetanee

;
just as intolUgende nevOr

leaM thOSoul, ea, in the same manner, non-ioteyfgmioe never leaves the PrakfU/
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' 101. If Tg&onuioe be held to be ' the oftuse of the piod&eil^ ol

aoiions,—then from the destrnctioii of Ignorance could reenlt only

production of (fresh actions), and not the cessation of the testlUB l^bf

preyions actions).

102. It is not by means of Sense-perception (Inference), SUCii that

Knowledge is cognised to be the cause of Deliverance. Nor does the Ybfta

dedare that deliverance results from Knowledge, such as it is held to be

by the BU^nkhjas and others.

103. That “ Self is to be known ” has not been enjoined with a view

to the attainment of Deliverance. All that it indicates is the fact that

the knowledge of self is a cause of activity towards certain sadA-

floes.

104. And when this (knowledge of self) has been recognised to be

(enjoined) for the sake of something else (t.e., engagement in sacrifices),

the mention of results (** He doth not return,’* d;c.), that we find (in con-

nection with the passage—** The soul ought to be known must %e

taken to be merely as a valedictory declaration (meant to praise up the

knowledge and its results in the shape of activity in saonfices) ; and as

for real results, there can be none other than Heaven, &o. (mentioned as

the results of various sacrifices).

105. If Deliverance be held to be merely the enjoyment of pleasurec^

then it would be synonymous with Heaven and this is perishable (c^
not eternal as you hold Deliverance to be).

106. Because nothing that has a cause (t.e., that which is caused)

101 i^iie destmotion of the oanse ooald onijr result in the non-production ofl^s

further effects. Oonsequently, even when ignorsnoe would be destroyed by knowM^,
«U that we could expect would be that no more actions wofild be brought about. Bht

the destruction will, in no way, be able to affect the fruition of the seeds sown by thS

actions of the past} for the simple reason that this fruition is not the effect of igsedrl

anoe, whose destruction, therefore, could not affeot the former.

101 The Veda, eren seemingly, lends its support only to such knowledge as ii held

bj the^YIdinti to be the means of Deliverance.

l<a The knowledge diMriminating the Boul from Prakrti isof use in the JyoHshMiA
and other sacrifices that iMd to results beyond the physical world ; inasmuob as, uiiMs
the Soul is learnt to be discriminated from the Body, how can people beBefe ifiil

such results as are not obtainable in this physical world could be attained by nied'f

And unless one believes in the possibility of such results being obtained, he can never

engage himself in the performance of those sacrifices of which the results are

accrue to the performer in a superphysioal world. Consequently, it is with a vi^

«king people take to the performance of such sacrifices, that the Boul isenjoined'ihFbl

tinguished from Prakrti. And having this perceptible result, the said kmnrf^

Tot he said to have any other, In the shape of Deliverance, Ao.
los Bondage consists of attachinent to the Body r^uid it is the negation of

^caealiliilisDriiveranee. TherofbroDa&veraiioeiiiiistbeheld to be the de^fmiaa sf
'

\ ‘ .
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19 , Warn io be imperiahable (eternal), theretoe one oonld be deli-

I^aliverance aronld be possible) only through the absenoe of

th^ CMise (of bondage)—(an absence) due to exhaustion (by fruition)

all terma (karma being the sole cause of bondage).

. 107i Barring its negative character, there is no other ground for the

et^mality of Deliverance. And no negation can ever be the elEeot of any

action (therefore Deliverance cannot be held to be the effect of Knowledge).

108. The fact (as to the manner of Deliverance) is that for those that

haye come to know of the real character of Self,—all their past actions

having been exhausted by fruition, and there being no subsequent residue

(of actions),—the body is never again produced (and this is what is meant
by Deliverance).

109. It is only for the purpose of enjoying the results of our past

actions that ohr body is produced
; consequently, when there are no actions

(left to bring about their results), there is no cause left for such produc-

tions (of the body).

. 110. One desiring Deliverance, therefore,.would not engage in (t.e., per-

form) such actions as are either prohibited or are enjoined with a view to the

attainment of certain (material) results. But he would continue to per-

form those that are enjoined as necessary (and to be performed daily)

;

and those that are enjoined as to be performed on certain specific occasions

(such as eclipses and the like),—^in order to avoid the sin (accruing from
the non-performance of such actions).

111. The effects (of the necessary sacrifices f.i.) are known to result

the present body and the non^produetUm of any future body for the parHeuhr Soul,

Bondage again is dne to Karma ; so when Karma is destroyed by fmition, the conse-

quent Bondage ceases by Itself on the cessation of its instigating canse (Karma) g and
thus Deliverance being of a negative character, wonld be eternal 1 in ikot all total des-

tiMtions are eternal 1 and Deliverance too has been shown to be only the total deetrue^

tion of the present body, do., do.

> BR The result of knowledge is what has been explained above, in K. 108.

109 " Body is never prodecsd.*’—Because it is only Karma that brings about the* ecu-

Snement of the Bool in a body. Says the Kd^ii 1 ** Since all persons so delivered are
also fonnAto be knowing the oharacter of the s^, therefore we most admit that siwh
.knowledge is only an indirect ansiliaiy aid to Deliverance; but it cannot be held
to be<ihe real direct final canse of deliverance ** (see above).

lie This refers to the following objection: "If such be the ease, then onewho
defiles Deliverance wonld cease to perform the actions enjoined in the Veda; bnimnso

9 he were to perform snoh actions he wonld be sowing seeds for the reaping whereof
,hejl^d have to take another birth in the physical world." The sense of the Kdfiii
,ia fiiiir,
^

"2b avoid sin, If be does not avoid sin, he will have to be bom agali^in

reap hMvert

letos to the foUowb^ okJestlpiif "Bven.qf necessary aetlonav-»the^-4d^
0^ and the like,--certain remits, In the sha^ of Heaven, do., aremenfioned hi the^



ihiym ddtirod hf ibe bb wih thisj^^^

to one wbo does not desire themr And as this (arerdion to losalts)^

in one who knows one’s real self/ ih is. in this that sneh knowledge o^4S
^ be of indirect use (to the attsinment of peliv^rance).

"
;

112. It is not at all necessary for people who are oonsoions of their,

bodies (as being the only impeditnent to Delireranoe), to have an idea of

Creation and Dissolniioni beyond (their own bodies), with regard to the

whole nniverse.

1 13. Therefore the theory of Creation and Dissolutionmust be admitted
to resemble the present evezy-day processes (of production and destrno-

tion) ;
and any particular idea of these with regard to the production and

destruction of the whole universe cannot be established, for want of proofs.

114-116. Even the existence of a Creator is to be rejected -in the same

manner as an omniscient person. Any such Creator cannot differ from

ordinary people, except through (an excess of) Dharma; nor is Dharmu
possible without performance (of actions)

; and performance is not poasibld

without an idea (of the action to be pmformed)
; this idea is not possible

except from the Veda; nor is (|i knowledge of) the Veda possible without

(a comprehension of) words, Ac. Therefore it must be admitted that all

these (Words, d;o.,) existed before the Creator. And again, snoh a creator

may be proved to have been preceded by the Veda, on account of His being

an intelligent being, like ourselves (who are preceded by the Veda).

117. It is impossible to give an adequate reply to the people who
assert (the fact of the Creator being preceded by the Veda) on the ground

of these reasonings (explained in K. 114-116). Therefore the followers of

'

YSdai oomsquently, even if one were, to pj^rform these necessary actions, he weald
have to be born ag^n for the enjoyment, pf these results.'* The sense of the reply is

that the person dMiring Deliverance, perforins these necessary actions, not with a view
to their results, but simply with a view tp avoid the sin accruing from the neglect of

the necessary actions ; consequently, the reeidts of these aotione oan never aceruS tp

him.. ''Indirect nee, ^c.’*—If there were no knowledge of Self, the person would not

have an avereion to reeultei and as sudr, he would perform actions With a view to their

results, which would thus'seorae to him, and he would have to he bom again for the

'

enticing of these resnlta. Thue wedod that the knowledge of Self is of indirect Use,

'

in that it indirectly saves the person from fhUing Into the meihea of aotioDli and thehr^'

.

results*

' Hi In order to establish the poasibnity of Bondage and DeHTsranoe, it is

nsesSSaiy to have distinct ideas of Orsation and Dissolution with regard to the Bo^.^
Tk||WfUre the mention of "Creation** and "Dteolntion** with regard to the
nniwlm mnst be taken to he meant only to eulogise Destiny, and hence to induce
to Mferiu su^ seefidees as would turn the tide of that Destlnyi ^ ;^t.Ut Brajipati cannot be accepted as the Creaioiv U|dees faehe semiring



{ef Wtndi) W Iwiiig wl^otil/ p
(f.e., eternal))

^,118-llft. Thoee persoiiB-^who, finding SenBe-peroeption inapidipaUa

to the oaBe> seek to prove,, by Inference, the eaiatenoe of an Ordainev df

the (meaning of the nrords) “oow,** Ao«, on the ground of these being

related (to the objects denoted), like the words **Di7iha,** &c. (propen

names fixed by onrselyes),—are to be met by' this counter-argument: *aU

people come to know the relation of the words cow '* (to their denotations)

from other people,—because they use the words,—*like myself.’

120. ObJ. : If such be the case, then even the relatidns of (proper

names) ’Devadatta, ’ do. (with the individuals they signify) would come

to be eternal (which is absurd, because the persons themselyes . are not

eternal).” Eeply

:

(Though the inferential argument Just brought forward

would justify such etemality of proper names, yet) this idea of eternality

would cease on account of its contradiction (and consequent rejection) by
a fact of Sense-perception (the perishableness, of the persons named),-^

specially as this (Sense-perception) is more authoritative (tlian Inference).

121. Or, as a matter of fact, in thq case of proper names too, the

denotability may be regarded as eternal, even though its appHoation (to a

particular individual) may be non-etemal. And it is the non-etemality

appertaining to this (application) that leads us to mistake the denotabilify

(to be non-eternal also).

122-

123. In the case of (commonnamm) ’’ Cow, ” do., however, there

is no such mistake; because, in this case, the application too is eternal*

Tor, as a matter of fact, the Belation (between the word and its denotatton)

must be admitted to exist before all the people that are found to use it.

The relation being thus established (to have existed before all personsueing

it, from times immemorial), there could be no beginning for tha.t relation.

'

123-

124. If a word be taken to signify its meaning on the ground

of its being used by a trustworthy person,—and not through its own

il8.US (( Jill people, We find in our own otse, that whatever word we use,

w» use it only in that sense which we have learnt from other people. So from thialhoti

wacan opnolude that all persons must nsp words only with snch meanings as they may

have learnt from other people^

We find that the relationship must exist before it can be made nse of^
anyttie. Thns then, inasmooh aa the word had been foand,to have been nsed, since

time out of mind, to express a oertain meaning, we most admit that the peoolkr rda*

tiUi^ilp between the word and that meaning must have existed, even before thi^ gme.

OOniequently the relationship cannot be oonoeived of as baring a beginning in time, .

iminustadinit ittobeetom^
. *

^e iJMvffa says that we see not oognistot of any originator of ^
and that there ew bu no.sn^ osigliiatori and Ow

WW^ rest whonir upon a^ uql^

47
'



.fritei^ent denotabiMty—,
then, how is it thatwe have no eognisanoe (^hiV

direct or recalled to memory) of the trustworthiness (of that person) P r124-

125. For example, the Banddhas, so long as they do not reoogqjjfl^

an assertion to emanate from Bnddba, (their trustworthy source), they,

do not accept it as true, even though there may be an idea brought about

by the sentence.

125-

126. Ohj,

:

“ But when a certain conventional rale is laid down

by someone (ns that * d and ai * should be known as * tfrddhi ’), people accept

d and at to be styled * vrddhi^* even when, subsequently, they cease to re#

member Paniui (the originator of the rule). Therefore the remembranoe

of the originator cannot be regarded as necessary. *’ JBqpIy .* But the

aphorism itself, carrying with it the name of Panini, would lead to an idea

of Panini (being the trustworthy originator of the rule). •

127. Then again (in the case of the word “ cow ”), wo hare no asser*

tion (of the rule) in the form that ** the word eow is to apply to the object

with the dewlap, <bc.” In fact it is impossible to make any such (asser-

tion), because the words dewlap^ ^c.), (of which the assertion consists)

could not have got theirown relations (with their individual denotations)

known at that time.

128-129. Foi^ these reasons we could in no way have any comprdieit*

sion, without (an idea of) the originator (of the meaning of the word)>

1S4.1M Those who take their stand upon the trustworthiness of .the sooroe of the

assertion, do not accept the trnthfalness of anj assertion until they have found that

It has emanated from one of these trustworthy sources. So, if we held to the view

that a word can denote a meaning, only on account of the veracity of the originator

of its connection with that meaning, then, in the ease of every word, we would stand

in need of an idea of the originator, of the signifloanoe of that word, in order to he

ante of the meaning applied being authorised by a trustworthy origin.

matt This refers to Pdnim’s Siitra—* Ffddhtrddaio * (I—*i—1). The sense of the

reply is that as soon as the Sdtra is cognised, it is directly known as one of Hnini%
Sitraig consequently the StUra must be held to carry, within itself, the authority of

Panini’s name. Therefore every idea of the Sitra and its meaning is necessarily accom-

panied by an idea of the originator of the SHtra. This is found to be the case with nil

words whose trustworthiness depends upon the character of their originator,
'

Itl Unless the meanings of the words, 'dewlap,' 'animal,' do., are all known
generally and distinctly, how conld they be need in laying down any rales, do. If ooO
mie were held to be based upon another set of mles, pertaining to each word of the

amrtion, then these latter roles would stand in need of another set of rtileB,’sndw.dt
and on, ad injtnitum,

the case of visible things^ snoh oomprehension Is quite possiblei

falRase sueh things are capable of being verified by other means of r^ht notloa. In
awMer ease,—where f.i. Pinini lays down the mle that "one should use theSsMerit

' (hwV and not the vemaoularword ' UM,’ because in using the formsirwe acqalie

a Wtain Virtne,"—whe^ the Firfas Ik not capable of bring verified by any-hUlie'

of knowledge, if use the word ' Chnih* in pretorenos to the others, We^Wonlfi'



i SAMBiTOElXStfemBIHiLEA.

I^iumghrib the case of the words refeoning to ordinary perceptible facte^
snch as the -ease of ** Vfddh% ” noticed above—‘Snoh comprehension may be
p<isible,-^yet in a case where the rale is based npon Dharma only (an imper-
ceptible thing), we could have no sure oompreliension, without (an idea

of the rule emanating from an authoritative source) Panini.

129-

130. And again, the comprehension of the letter A in ** AgwalA^
yana,* brought about by the change of the simple A (in AgwaUiyana) into

the broad A (in relating to Apu>aUiyana)-^(in accordance with

a rule of Pinini’s that if the nominal affix kit be added to a noun, the first

vowel is broadened),—is never recognised to be correct until it is known
that the change is in accordance with a rule laid down by Panini.

130-

131. In the case of visible objects, there may or may not be an
idea of the .originator (of the word) ; but as for the use (of words) in the
Veda (where for the most part only invisible transcendental things are

spCken of), such (use) would not be possible withont a remembrance of

the originator (of the meanings of words).

131 « 132. How do you apply the word Cow ” to the cows existing

in inaccessible places ? If it be said that certain persons (who have managed
to get to the place) have seen them (and found them to agree with the

denotation of the word “ Cow,”)—then (we may ask) why could not the (all-

powerful) originator (of the meanings of words, as accepted by our oppo-

be sure of having what is right, only if we remembered the fact of the restriotion having

been laid down by a trustworthy person.

1S9.180 The word *A^ldyana,* when prononnoed with a broad (in the begia-

ning), oonld never be believed to signify * relating to Agivaldyana* nnless we knew that

the word * Agunildyana ’ had undergone a change on account of the addition of the hit

affix,-—a change authorised by a trustworthy lawgiver, PSnini.

180.LSI Inasmuch as we have no idea of such an originator as that spoken of in
.K. 196, the denotation of a word cannot be based npon the fact of its emanating from
a trustworthy eouroe; and consequently the Word must be accepted to denote its

meaning, by its own inherent denotative potency, which is uncaused and eternal.

. .
iU.llS In Butra 5, we have the word * Avyatirika* ; and this word is explained as

^sepes of wry ineofnpatibilityt either (1) in time, or (8) in place, between the Word and
its Dengtation, In connection with this, the Bhdehya explains that, just as wp fipiit

the word ‘ Oow * in one place, denoting the animal with the dewlap, ^c.,—so woold we
(also find in all other places, be they howsoever inaccessible. And consequently, inas-

mnoh as no human originator could reach these inaccessible places, how oonld ^le

eigaification of- the wmrd * Oow ’ (embracing as it does also inaccessible cows) to based

npon the authority of any such personal agency ? For this reason, the Denotation most
ha accepted as being due to theiuherent denotative potency of the word itself.

With the present Kerikd begins a series of obieotions against this interpretation pf
JitoDAMfei and the sense of these Is that the Ifimlnsaka oonld not be sure of 1^0
woad fOow ’ being not incompatible with the inacoesmble cows. Could never be

n#^C4’'rraad as such the word oonld very well have iU signtfleation based w
^^tinaitwerthiaeM of a personal agency*



milt) go there P Gertaitily being ell-mtmnie (Odd) Hie eeoeeeioif id

plane donld never be restrained. ^

ld3-134. As for the meeting together of the many (originatontetdf

trord-meanings), who ooald deny a meeting convened for a special (imi^

portent) purpose P While, as a matter of fact, a rule laid down in one

place (by one person) is used by people in every other place—6.y., the rule

With regard to “Trddht” (laid down by PSnini). Therefore it is only

the second interpretation (absence Of incompatibility in ftme) that can

be accepted as correct.

134-135. If someone were to assert that the origination of the rela-

tions (of words and meanings) is based upon certain other relations that are

accepted to be already existing,^then, it would be hard to say which (words

ahd relations) are the self-established ones (not requiring human agency).

185-136. Because it is not right to assert that words, other than

those known now-a-days, are those that existed before (and on which

the origination of the meanings of the present words is based). Nor do wo

perceive any difference among the words that are in nse at the present time

;

(and hence we cannot assert some of these to have existed before the

drigination).

^ This refers to the objeotlon raised in the BhiBkya against the theory of the

•ignifloanoe of words being based upon the trustworthiness of personal agencies. The

ol^eotion is that, inasmnoh as there most be many snob trustworthy personsi we

could not know that all of them agree on the point of the mles regarding the signilioa-

tlon of words. The sense of the Kirikd is that snob important issues depending upon a

committee of the trastworthy persons, it is Just possible that there may he such a

meeting; bat as a matter of fact, wo find that no snob committee is necessary.

** Second %nterjpnkitionJ*^Jt has been shown that the interpretation of the word

as * absence of incompatibility in place '—will not do ; as that will effect

oor own theory as mnoh as—if not. more than—that of onr opponent. Therefore wc
mast take it In the sense of 'absence of Incompatibility tn time that is to say, there

is no point of time at which the word ' Oow ’ does not signify the animal with tliediwlap,

jhs. As for the aforesaid penonal agineietf these oonld not exist at the time of

lliBSolation I and hence this Interpretation will completely demolish the portion of oor

o^nent. In onr own osiSe we could explain the signiflcsaioe of words as be!ng bas^
npoU thisir own denotative pcMnayt whioh continues at alt times,—a foot proved by
«ae fo‘ the Vsdo. Thtu then, there can be no inoompaUbiliiy iit time between the Wqrd
d^ithi denotation.

This refera to the ShUhya : If no doHofotioiM toem admitted te to wiff detfoW-

ifoiitw, then no new eigni/leatione could iho oterituted to wor^, ^o., ^e, (of; ffdfiftd 11^.
8|»e pedpte deslro to escape from this dilemma by declaring that they admit of 4ke

fllsnAcienoy of bertsln words (in riAirdIng their denotation]. The sense.of the ICiriM

tit this is not posrible; because it cannot be rightly dedned which are the few words
tefb self-softclent l« their dehotativeness.

•* JWW i^t'*-^beoaiise ndbody knows of any sndh words sa mdsted tieteit

^nd have ceased to exist now. •
'



tSft-lal Otfring iht3 etaniility of the Wotd end its U^oingt thjsre

conld be ilo other reason for (holding the et^lify of thh
(between these). Therefove (since the etemaTity of Words aqd hfeaningt

bee been prored above) in the Veda, there can be no beginning for the
relation (between them).

137-

188. The inference of the origination of the relations (between
Words and Meanings) is negatived by the fact of the absence of any
means (of asserting or laying down that relation)

; and as for the inferenoe

of the uon-assertibility (of a pre-established relation by ns), it is set asid^

by a fact of direct perception.

138-

139. The only means of comprehending the meaning of words
lies in perceiving (and noting) the repeated comprehensions by experienced
people (of words uttered by other experienced persons). And certainly

this means is found to fail with regard to (i.e., can bo of no avail to) people,

who do not comprehend the relation ( between words and meanings, prior

to the laying down of the rule).

lM.i87 VVe have proved, in the seotion on * Words,* that the Word is eternal | and
also, in the section on * Akfti

*
that, its denotation is eternal. And then, inasmuch

as no Word can be used without a meaning, we cannot but accept (even on the sole

ground of the etemality of Words and their Denotations), the eternality of the relation-

ship between them.

Itl.lSS One who would give birth to the denotative relationship of words, could never

utter any sentences himself j inasmuch as he would not recognise any pre-established

meanings of words. And as he could not utter any sentences, how could he lay down
any rules with regard to the meanings of words (of. K. 187 and 184-85) P On the other

hand, those who, like us, accept the pre-established eternal relationship of words and
denotations, can very well lay down and explain to others, in well-chosen words and sen-

tences, the fact of such and such a word having such and such a meaning { consequently,

the argument of the opponent—that *a young boy could not understand any sentences,

because he would not know the meanings of the words used ’—becomes refuted by the

perceptible fact that when certain words and.their denotations have been explained tp 4(

young boy, he readily comprehends the meaning of the sentences composed of thoim

words. And no amount of Inferenoe can shake the truthfulness of this perceptible fact.

ljlS.llS It cannot be asserted that the Mimdn$aka cannot make any assertions with

regard the relations of words. Because, In the first place, according .to tho

ioMa, no such assertion is necessary i as young boys come to .comprehend the .ineaniiigs

of words by picking up a word here and a word there, out of the conversationi of

older people. And then this knowledge comes to be supplemented by the explanations

that he Is favoured with from these old people, who are cognisant with previously

'^aitablfiihed relationships, and 'are capable of making any number of assertions with

ileipird to these. For our opponent, on the other hand, none of this would be possible i

^hiebahse before the meanings will have been laid down, for him by his trustwOri^

^ereons^ they did not exist for him ; and as such, in what words could the *
tniit-

worthy person* express the relationships, that he meant .a certain word to besf .a

dflUite nisaning ? Nor could the thistimthy giude carry on any eonversatiqpfi fjoai

which you could pick your knowledge of the words*



139-

140* Even saoh means, as gestares of the band, dxs*, could not

exist at the first actions (at the b^inning of creation). Because the

meaning o( these (gestures) could not be known unless there were other

poraons (using them).
140-

142. (According to us) the young inexperienced observer (1) per-

ceives the word, the experienced persons, and the object (talked of^—the

oow f.i.), by his senses (the Ear and the Eye),-—(2) cognises, the fact of iho

hearer (the directed experienced person) having understood (the meaning

of the word uttered by the older experienced person directing him to * fetch

the oow * f.i. ), by (a process of) Inference based upon the action (of the order-

ed person,— and fetching the cots),—and (3) lastly, he comes to recog-

nise, the fact of denotability resting upon both (the denoting Word and the

denoted Meaning), through Apparent Inconsistency based upon the fact of the

inexplicability [of the action of the directed person, except on the ground

of the denotability of the Meaning (the object cow) by the word “ Oow ’’

;

and the consequent resting of the denotability in both Word and Meaning].

Hence we find that the relation (between Word and its Meaning) is com-

prehended by (the joint action of) three means of right notion (Sense-

perception, Inference and Apparent Inconsistency).

. Thus ends the Chapter on SanibandhakshSpaparihitra.

It cannot be arged that— Sentences are not the only means of explaining

the meanings of words} as Gestares could be easily used for that purpose.” Beoanse ayen

Gestares could explain only such meanings as would be kuown to have been established

beforehand as expressible by suoh Gestures. And hence Gestares could not help you

any farther than the Wor^ whose meanings are laid down for you by trustworthy

poraons. Further, it is only when we find one person performing a certain act

in aooordauoe with the Gestures of some other person, that we realise that Gestuiwio

be significant of that act ; theve oan be no other means of oomprehending the meanings

of. Gestures. But at the beginning of Creation, there could not have been any perspu

to understand, and act aoboyding to, the Gestures of the Creator. Conseqneytly, even

the help of Gestures does not earry you a step farther than your former theory with

regards to Words having their relationships laid down by trustworthy persons.

I40.M The IfyiyaratnSkara interprets the’ last line in a diffisrent way ; It takas

U to mean that, though Sense-peroeption and Inferenoe help in the cognition

rbhdionsfaip, yet it is only Apparent Inoonsistenoy which is the direct and Immediate

mean*'of its oogoition. the translation, however, follows the interpretation cl tke

by preferenoe,—inasmuch as the tiriiha itsc^, celling the cognition of tip
* Bsfeiaimship ' ertpramdnala,’ does not appete to have made any diflerence in the dsjgeds

oi^lp accorded by each of the three means of oognition. the difference in tbe tiao

iBiSrpretationB however is not of mtioh oonseqaencei^-iu it comes to the saurfikiigk,
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CITBAKSnSPA-PABmiBA.

1« The two arguments}—that have been advanced above (in the

chapteron ** OUrUkshSpa^^) to prove the fact of the OHrH,'* Ac., not having

any results (in the shape of cattle, &c.)>—have their premises unproved

(ve., false); because the immediateness (of the result after the action)

is not laid down (in the Yeda).

2: The immediateness (of the appearance of the result after the

action) cannot be held even to be indirectly implied (by the passage en«

joining the performance of the Oitrlk for the sake of acquiring cattle)

;

because, as matter of fact, it is not impossible for the results of actions

to appear without some specification (with regard to time or place, Ac.)

3-4. Since actions become mixed up with one another with regard

1 This refers to the reply given by the Bhishya to the arguments on * OitrikBhipa^

The passage referred to is the following :
* naht ^Uyati kfte karmani tivatyhia phalam*

The Citrakshipa argument is mentioned in the BbSshya thnst Karmakali karma*

phalhia hhavitavyam^ Tatkdlam hi mardanamtatkalam mardanaaukham na kdldntatam,*^

And this latter has been resolved by the Vdrtiha into two distinct arguments s

(1) **The Oitrd saorifloe cannot have the acquisition of cattle for its resnlt,—beoanse it

does not bring the cattle in its time,—like the Bath, Ac.**

;

(2) “ Oattle cannot be ac*

qnired by means of the Otfri sacrifice,—because at the time of the obtaining of oattle,

the Oitrd does not exist,—like the attainment of Heaven.” Both these arguments are

to be refuted in the present section ; and the present Kdrikd strikes at the premises. The

sense of the Kdrikd is that the premises—” because the Oitrd does not bring the oattle

in its own time is false ; because the action’s * own time ’ is not the time immediately

following its completion! because the relationship between the Action and its

Besnlt can be cognised only from the Veda ; and the Veda does not declare that the

Besnlt is to follow immediately after the Action. Consequently by the expressfon

‘action’s own time’ (Karmakdla) we must understand that particular time at which, all

impediments having disappeared, the fruition of the latent potency generated by

the Action in the past manifests itself ; and as this would be the exact time for the

appearance of the Besult, thwe would be nothing incongruous in the non-appeamnce

of the oa^e immediately after the completion of the Oitrd sacrifice.

t ”lscattss, ^e.”—If we found that the Action could not bring abont the Besnltr,

some specification of time and place is made, then, throngh Apparent Inconsist*

ensy, We could have made the passage enjoining the Oitrd saorifloe to imply a specifi*

cation of time,—vie. ; that the result of the sacrifice would follow immediately after

^ completion of the sacrifice. As a matter of fact, however, we find that the result

dr the OUrd sacrifice can os reasonably appear during this life, as during the next

}

jand hence we have no Inoonsistenoy of either time or place, on which we could Idl

iisslt, for the implication of your ” immediateness of sequence.” The peculiar potency

ef aaCKlfloes is sachibat, onee psKtemed, it penfste for any length of time, lltfthe

JhMl.hMheanfh^yafle(mip& ? ;^
M fhis meets the tofiowfog argument: "We infer such imoMdiatenaae oTfilfe



m
to tpooe, time, fto., and it often happens that the result of one aottbdW
been only half-realised, therefore the frnitkia of one notion is often fount t(f
be deferred (to appear at some fntnre time). Therefore the idea of
immediateness most be regarded as groundless. '

;

4-5. The &ot of Sen^peroeption, Ao., 'not agreeing with (Snppbrti'
ing the declaration in question), it does not in any way vitiate the (vnlidity-
oO its Verbal Authority. Beoanse the disagreement (of Sense-peieeptiab)
with regard to immediatenm cannot in any way set aside the injanction
whose application is free from any speoiecation (of either time or place) s

inasmuch as the defects of the two (the Sense-perception and Injunction)
are totollj different.

6. (On the contrary) it is the inference of immediateness, which yon:
deduce from the similar instance of the » rubbing,”—that w:onld be rw>

Beialt fronUlie utaN of soUons in general." The senes of the JUriU is that whmi

their^tionwill be postponed till all the reanlte of the former action Lye beeit^ured. Sooh teipg the ease, and we dnding, in erery-day Ufe, one Action follow-mgm ol««ly on the heel of another a. to become mi«d up, it i. not poeeible to Z.
f “>« completion of the Actions. Bays

the Jfri^aMtMfeira: «In ordinary esperienoe we find that certain aotione. by thdr

tare
|
^e haw their reanlte remored on aooonnt of oertain apeoiaUties of time^aee,*0.

1

wUle in the oase of others, it may happen that the remits of some other totion
not hare teen mmpleted. For these reasons the idea of the of

the saqnenoa of the Bemlt cannot bat be false."
~»wmoss or

Ti.-V *** objeotione teongbt'forward in FAriMs 2-8 of • OUrMOilpa.*'

Sll.TI*h.f
in the present KiriU i. that the fact of to

appear immeditoly after the oompletion of to CiH-4 saoriiioe’'^not in any way adrersely aCeot to InjnnoHon of this aaorifloei inSsmnoh «a
'

tolnj^tiondoe. not s^y to to. J the appearance73^7- teto

tI
aftw «io saoriiloe. -Th* tht tm J,

toSr«»T?
n««-peroeptaon a the Cattle is restricted to the time immsidiat^

'

to
wherem to Injnnotion Uys down merely the acqnisltion <tf

tliff. Cattle, without asy restnotioa of time. Cooeeqaently the fact of th« non '

^mption of the Cattle tfimediateljr after the saori^oe does not oootradiot the IM '

h!r7m. K
^ *" **“ *aJn«o«on.-«id ittedte«^n to he not incompatible with the tot of to lum-mmeamnee the OaSe i-’

Imtodietely aftoto..ori8e.,-ttemtoe wedonot see how^TJJ^i^^^tiie
WVtoy to aside by moh Umited non-pereeption of the Cattle. In tot, If to

?*** “* toer time ton tot at which to saortoe is Bniehhd,

.
hss argued tob-to Sesidt the Aotisn mto idwws MtoM*

yffStet j^ni^TT 7*
^^-** *** ******** Ti* toStesg el.to

is fNted liytiie liffursto tessd efen toi Iwtow Js. to ImmsMdr:"



CITRiqpitlifc»MlHlilU. 8J|t,

by 'fcbo “ non^pevoeption ” (of the oiittle immcdieiely after the

.

samfiee) 3 inaemaoh as both refer to the eame objedt.

7. (In ordina^ life) we find that even in the case of aotione^ the
attendance on one’s master—the ends of which are quite visible, even
thonghtheresalt (the satisfaction of the Master) has been aooomplished,
yet, through some impediment or other (either seen or unseeu), it takes a
long time in manifesting itself (in the shape of rewards, Ac.)

8*9. The final result (in the shape of the harvest) does not follow as
soon as the com is sown. If it be . said that in the oase of the corn we
have an immediate effect in the shape of the sprout (growing out of the corn
sown),—then (in the case of the ISaorifices whose result is the attainment
of Heaven) we may hold that the Heaven results immediately after the
Sacrifice) (in a subtle and etherial form) and it takes time to mate-
rialise into a condition of being enjoyed. For, in the case of every effect

being prodnoed (from a canse), there is a certain marked sequence in the
process (of its prodnction), which is natural to each and every one of

them.

10. Even if (by the instance of rubbing) you seek to prove the fact

of the OitrO^ d^c., having immediate results, then too, your argument

sequence of the Eesnlt to the Action; and as it is the immediate sequence that is nega*
tived by the fact of the non«appearanoe of the Oattle immediately after the sacrifice,

and as thit Inference would be opposed to a fact of l^ereejftion (negative), it is the former
that should be rejected, and not the latter.

1 Another instance is that of the effects produced by medicines, which appear
sometimes very long after the medicines have been administered.

If it be argued, that in the oase of the Com, there is an immediate result in

the shape of the minute form, which takes some time to develop into the final result
of the Harvest, on account of the natural impediments in the way of its attainment,«i«i

then, we can say the same thing with regard to the oase of Heaven, Ac., also, that
are brought about by means of saorifioes. We might argue that after each saorifioe there
is Immediately produced its result, in a subtle form, which takes some time to become
sn^oiently materialised for actual delectation, because of certain natural impediments .

in the way of such accomplishment. And in both these cases, the orderly process, ,

be^nnlng with the appearance of the result in its subtle form and ending with its
ultimate ^alisation, would be only natural ; the interruption, in both oases being due
to natnial impediments in the way of immediate accomplishment. Thus then, from,
the,.|aipt of our non-peroepiion of the attainment of Heaven, or of Oattle, immediately

^hwthe oomidstionof the2)ar^.lVfaafiMid, or. the Oitri, sacrifice, cannot lead ns .

to tbrbiferenoe that the sacrifices can have no snob results.

The translatioa follows the reading ^ pnofitardphciahiism,* ^ which has been
oocppisd' by the XlSgikS^ The ATydycraaiahara however reads ^antmtarphalatiufam^i,

and eiplaina it thna :
“ If by the non-peroeptlonof the Immediate resnlt of the

MoAidnsi je« seek to prove the Ihot^ of there being no such lmmediatsrssalts,fvthett,

InapmeHaa ws also accept the lhet of the lesnlts not beingimmediate, atltjoos^eiag^.t

voiMbIt wsaless, as you wonid be proving what wsaleo aoeept.aatrne/l ..Bnt«th&|^..

48
‘



bteomeB redandAiit» proVi^only what we also admit; for {wb also admit

of snoh immediate prodaction of the resalt in a subtle etiierial fomil'i

or else, bow oould we have the folljodeveloped results at auj otherwtiiue

(if we had no sprout-like germination in the beginning) P

11-12. Finding a disorepauoj in the case of serrioe and other per-

ceptible means finding that service, dsc., do not always bring about

the results in the shape of cattle, wealth, <ko.),—we must admit that for the

aaquirement of cattle (in this life) there is some unseen cause, other than those

that we can perceive (to-day). And then, too, the application of the oauseSt

other than what we accept, is groundless; inasmuch as such agendes

as those of “ God's wish ** (held by the Vaigishikas), “ Potency ” (of

Matter and Soul, held by the S&nkhyas) and the like, have been shown tO

have neither Verbal Authority nor Reasonable Pi*emises, &o., m support of

them. Therefore we must accept, on the strength of Verbal Authority,

the OiirH sacrifice performed at some time (either during this or in some

previous life) as being the cause of the obtaining of cattle.

13. The bringing about (of cattle) cannot be said to be without, any

cause. Because (the necessity of every effect having a cause having been

proved by all the means of right notion) all the means of right notion

cannot be invalid. In fact, in the present case, the Word (t.e., the Veda)

indicating an adequate cause (of the acquirement of cattle : in the shape

of the OitrH sacrifice) cannot be said to be invalid (untrustworthy).

14. And those, who hold that the results of the OiirH^ &c., must

appear in this very life, will nol be able to show any cause for the appear-

ance of their results (cattle, dns.), in favour of those who have never

.

performed those sacrifices daring their present lives.

reading and its explanation do not quite clear up the last foot of the Kirika, Hence

the preference given to the reading adopted in the Kegiki,

. JI.IS Unlesa we admit of an Unseen Cause, we cannot explain the acquirement of

cattle by one man, and not by the . other,—when their visible efforts are exactly the

same. Then the qnestion is aa to what this Unseen Cause is. All other causall

agencies, postulated by the various philosophical aystems, have already been proved

to be inapplicable (under the aeotion on * 8ambandhikahfyn)» It has been shown that

no suoh agenotea—as that of Divine whih and the like—are proved either by VerM
Testimony, or by any prooeaa of luferenoo, or by any other means of right notion.

l^ipMlore, we cannot bat admit that tiie person acquiring the cattle must have, ataomo

time op. other, performed the Ciens saorifloe; and the ground for this belief is samllad.

by the Yedio injnnotioni—* one desiring oattle should perform tiie OUri saorifioe

v 'll It cannot be urged that the appearance of the oattie is without any eaaie i so

tteas wo have verbal authority dIstiaiDtIy ptiinting to the fact of^ the Citrs twmtijjOU

wKg an adequate means to its attainmant, . .

Wo find that persons who have not' perfonned tho Citri In tiiis lifs lmfMh*
tamed cafctte ; and as wo have.shown thatthere ii no other meeaa cl acqntrfagJi^nm

must admit that it iadnedpthemen hating pSfforoed the Citfiin hk pidtioiis



V.} BcKMtfB (ooooirdiitg to these thedriste) the elEeots of tbe OtM,
^ (performed daring some previous life) must have been exhausted in

the course of that' life
;
and portions of' the (previous) enjoymeht of

Heaven cannot follow one to a new life.

16. Beoause actions, which have one definite result attributed to

them (by the Veda) cannot accomplish other results for us. In the asoer*

tiou of (Jautama too, the “ residue " must be interpreted with reference

to the OiM sacrifice (in the present case, where the effect under consi*

deration is the acquiring of cattle).

17k If the effects were held to be merely natural (i.s., brought about

by chance, and not by any adequate cause), then even such results, as follow

immediately after the Action (e.^., the rains brought on by the KSriri

sacrifice), would not be believed to have their cause in that Action.

18. And then (if this Chance Theory were true) people could obtain

the results (Heaven, Ac.), even if they were, like the Ml9ch6hha$, not to

perform the actions enjoined by the Veda (as bringing about those

16 The latter half rejects the theory that the cattle may be a portion of the joys

of Heaven that the person may have been lately enjoying before his birth into his

present life.

1^ This meets the following theory: **The cattle might be the remains of the

j(^s of Heaven aooomplished by means of the Jyotishtoma performed in a previous

life ; as declared by Oautama (in the Nydya^stUraa)

:

*The person having ozperienoed alj

the effects of his deeds, comes to be born in a station in life, which is fixed by the

residue left of his pnst deeds.* ’* The Kdrikd declares this to be impossible ; because the

JyotUhtoma has been laid down as having the joys of Heaven for its result) and as

such could never bring about any such result as the obtaining of cattle. As for

Gautama’s assertion, it must be taken to mean that whenever we perceive a matt possess*

ing, in the present life, something for his aoqnisitton of whioh we do nob find any

cause in his present actions,—we mutt oonolude that this acquisition must the

remnant of a like possession of his in his previous life, brought abont, at that time,

his previous performance of a aaerijice whereof that acquieition is tnentioned in ths

Vtda as the epecijic result. That is to say, even if the obtaining of cattle during ike

prmnt life be held to be a remnant, it must be the remnant of the cattle, to whioh the

person must have been entitled by the previous performance of tho OUrd saorifioe, in

eome past life of his, and which he must have been unable to obtain, in full, during all

tds initerveoing Hvet. And thus the obtaining of cattle could be the result df the

Citrd taorifloe only.

' IV Beoause It is always easier to explain an effect as natural, thau seardi fpr'lfe

oatnitt Ac., and thus all effects woifid come to be looked upon as due to mere

- 11 The authority of the Veda lies in the Injunction of certain sacriflobt, with a

tha fulfilment of oertain defliilte ends. If these ends were held to be fulfilM

bjr mere chance, and not by those elaborate sacrifices, then no sake persim would he

^lihg to undergo all the trouble of performing these latter. And aip a necessttiy

hhmliMittauoe of this, people would cease to havd any faith in, and regufa^ hh^
ubnlifett by, the Veda*



rMulfai). And oonwqaeiiUy all the aathority of the 'Phda
to the groondt •

•
. ' ric

' 19.- And again, if the cattle wen almy$, as if eommaid, to
follow immediately (after the saoniflee), then the saoridoe would
to hare a purely perceptible result, and in this it would come to reseat^
the case of a pi^tire bringing about the movement of the bowels.

...
^ results were to appear during tMt

lH») we could not explain the declaration of the BAdelyo—«f^ experienced
in previous birihs are not remembered”; nor that of the SSfnfc—“'flie
Scripture has its purpose in pointing out facts not got at (by any other
means of right notion).”

a
Injunction is found to be Without any speci-

fitotioii of time (as to the appearance of the result),-^ must it always be
aeoepted to be ; as anything (idea) beyond that (which is directly signified
^ ® is groundless, and as such cannot (reasonably) be com*
probended (m connection with that Injunction).

22. Even those (NaiyOyikai), who hold to the theory of immediate
sequence (o t e result), and explain the cases of non-appearance- of

W rMtitt.”—If the result of the 0itr4 were always

dnrinff fiia 1
.

pertormenoe of the saorifioe, or even at any time

Vohld
the feet of the Oitri leading to that^resalt

enoef.

’"*** loA Invariable Oo^itanoe (Infer-

StSn Vedio switenoe enjoinh.g the Citr4 would

wTd JL?i « de^ptire of a foot of Wperoeption , and thus It

of «i
tbewby losing all its injunctive authority. In the oaee

hence wa nnnM^ 1 1.

oxpooted, being interrupted by impediments t and

!33t. mS>";irh3L‘tr conoomiuno" (of "the ST^Ithi;
the Tedio pusaU eiiioiuinn3h«**i^’?*

uncertainty wonld be a fit oldeotfor

am, fr^TtSt Z distinguish the oese cited in the

woognise
** says t ‘We do aet

life. Facts a.
between the Aetion and its result neosssar^ 1* the

mast aposM in tha n ***”T^*
****' **“ *****y» *hat the Msulte of saorifieea

In the
«M udlo InjuaotidA.lwB

llSwS Fmlf’t. ^ miyethermaLdf

fl^mt life, it wnM ubuv^ the result of the Citriwere to ^n>uur in the

SjdoJrie^i^r; »*“W»P««i, m>dheu.eth.mM.te

Hfei~hoWKi5tllte<to3^
*•** •* *•“ •PPmr dutinrUm piWMtt

' ^ ^

^ of t&o Mqoonoo of Osoto' Mlit |



malte boiiig due to some diaorepiBoy in tlie AoUon iteelfi m tlao

in the same position as the npholders of the ** Ghanoe ” theory.

23. The fact of (the attainnient of) Hearen belonging , to a fntave

life will be proved in the first part of Adhyiya VI ; and the absence ol any

fixity of time (».s.| whether belonging to this life or the next) with regard

to the aoqnirement of cattle, dso. (will be preyed) in the. odAikanulm

(section) on ** Togasiddhi/* (iv—iii—27, 28).

,
24. Besnlto, in the shape of the acquirement of cattle, Ao,, are held to

ooqnratany time possible (either in this life or in the next), and not

belonging exclmively to the next life. Therefore even for one, who would

be in an extreme harry (to obtain the resnlt), the means enjoined (f.s., the

OUr^ sacrifice) would be the same (that is enjoined for ^o sake of the

result to happen either in this or in the next life).

,
25. T^t (result) which is common to many porsons-Hiiioh as the

obtaining of raim and the like—must naturally be accepted as such

(common)
; and since by all persons it is only immediate (or approximate)

rain that is desired, therefore, it can be rightly regarded as belonging to this

life ezdusiyely.

26. Though in this case (of the * K&riri ’ sacrifice bringing abont rains)

the voot ** Kami (to desire) ” is not qualified (by a specification of time ;
and

as such it is similar to the case of the OUrd) yet we indirectly get at the

specification of the result (as belonging to this life), as otherwise it could

not be desired. If, in some case, the ISCdrlrl, be found to be non-produc*

tive of its result (in this life), we must conclude that, in that case, there

undoubtedly exists (the force of) some other (contrary) action (performed

by the person at some previous time) whose result is declared in the Veda
(to be contrary to the obtaining of rains ), and which has not beenatf enjoyed

by this time.

Thus ends the Chapter on ** OiMkihBpa^parihdra,

and as such he is open to the objection against the ** Ohance ** theory (Vide KiHhi 14) i

aad he will not be able to explain the aoqoisitioud cattle by one who is not found to

Mvepeffoniisd the Ctilni during the present life.

Alhls meets the objection thatti there be no speoifloation ol tifus, then Hmvin
my, soinetimes, be attitined during the present fife»

.
• H H^ether the person be in a huny or not, the means hr the same, Sis., tbs per*

Isepeasaef the CiM saprifica

throegh Apparent Znoonaiatesey. If the resolls did act

b!dlMi^>>thtfirQrid, they wo^ If the JrsriH is fSciind,aonietimes; net

to^ bfiag.jdioat rpinlaU, we ,mast .conclnde . tiiat the perlosmer hes had eome tesidllli

left^ some eetioa done by him in the pcevionsltfei whose resnlt must have bese essi*

tmlrJta^mtolihe. jKSriri,^whioh latter leaalt hae had no time te be spint’np fis

rfpjivietioii, and still persists ie.ecMater*Sttttiig the sffsete of the



(Sicnpiev 18r>

ITMA^VIDA.

J. Tbongli it is true that the Sottl oan bare oo diraot eeaneotion with

the siMriftoial implements, yet it is possible for it to have an iniifM

relation, through the body. *

; 8» The perceptibility (signified by **JB$ha^** in the sentence

ytffnSiyiMi yqfam&nah anjtud awargam loham y&ti ' ), though really pertain-

tug to the Body, is indirectly referred to the Soul also (on account of its

connection with the body). Conversely, the approach to Heaven, though

rmlly (primarily) belonging to the Soul, is indirectly (and secondarily)

referred to the body.

8. By the denial of the Soul in ooimeotion with this particular

passage, all the Veda is rendered open to objection. Because (if there

be .no Soul, then) the relations of the means and consequences laid down
therein, become incapable of being established.

4. The Vedas have declared that the results of sacrifices appertain to

the. performer, in some birth or other; and if the Soul were nothing

more than mere Idea, then it could not have the character of the performer

{df actions) and enjoyer (of results).

f
‘

5. If, after the perishing of the body, nothing is held to exist, then

many sacrifices failing to bring about their results (in this life), the Vedic

jpassages, mentioning these (sacrifices as leading to supernatural resolts)f

become false.

' 6. Theiwfoiw, it is with n view to establish the autbonty of the Veda,

that the existence of the Soul is sought to be proved here ; even though

the single passage in question JSsha-ycijniiyudhi, &o.”), may be explained

away as being, an ArthavMa (because the mere explanation, of this one

passage does not free us from the aforesaid difficulties with regaid to the

authority of the Vsda).
* !' I ,

' *

.1 It has been aigoed n^er * that the Vedic senteiici—‘ItJIa

dhi, 4o.,’ is not true; 4o., 4c;, 4c. (Vide tnpra). And to this the BhJfhcdVCplIec-^
'•Qarirciasihatidhdd yot (stya so*pi hhavati * | snd it is <^i« psMsage
that the K&rihi is meant to explain. ** the imideiiieats are related to

Mw-body, and the. body to the Seal
d This meets the objection that the sentence in question may be taken aswwisic

4^hia>ldei which obviates the Aeoeesity ef having leooofee to the eb^ tarlbtohied

ii(||^b^pretatiens. Tk« .MIM si Um KInife* U that Ui. mc^TumIIcw of tko pnVMIm
IfiPH*' i* nof wlwt wo.Ho 4rMsg>ot|'Whm*««nMiil.'tli.tif
epllMdmM, tkw th. Vedo Him. all ita aoUiMiiy. »

ni^.a owtaiu MfficillM laad* to Hoafm ooidd an* b. tmo, V Unn Wbtd noWal to
M,wiwiootho}«i]»orfl4Kr«a( aa^^tlwMjf^i*i^]«Irft hiiikkd



7# W5d liold ihftt the Sonl is soueiliieg diffa?ent frem the hodji llie^ *

senae^oigeiie aiiid ideas, and that it is etecnal; while all the Teat, the Md^v\

Sso,^ are .perishable.

8-9. Oly.

:

If it be eternal, even when it has the oharaoter of the
deer and the snjoysr, then,-ra8 at the time of the enjoyment of the result,

it is not cognisant of the relation between this result and the action (thahit
may have performed to bring it about),—having no snoh idea as that
* these results that I am enjoying are the effects of such and such virtuous

or vicious deeds that I had done (in my last life),’—how could it havejany
liking (for a,virtuous action as being the cause of good results, Ac., &o.)f .u

10« ** And when one does not recognise a result to have been brought
about by any action of his own, then there oan bo no difference between
the enjoyment experienced by one’s own Soul, and that by other’s.

. II. “ jind even while doing a vicious deed, one might think that at

the time of the enjoyment (of the result of this action) he would not
remember it (to have been brought about by that partioular . action of
his),—and thereby he would not avoid that yioious deed.

12. “ Thus then, even in accordance with the theory of the etemality

(of the Soul), you have, with reference to the result, the disappearance of

In the test plaoe, it Is not possible for an eternal entity to be either the dosr,

or the eepsWencsr, as an eternal entity cannot bnt be free from all activity. Bat even
if we admit snoh characters, for the sake of aignment, then too, inasmnoh as at the
time that the resalt is experienced, no person Is found to have any Idea of the action

leading to that resalt, that he may have performed In his past lives, he cannot have
an idea of any action bringing about any particular results either good or bad. Hence,
he could not be attracted to the performance of any actions with transoendestal

results ; and that would mean a total cessation of all sacrifices.

That is to say, we cannot be sore whether the resnlta we are esperienoing in
the present life are t^ effects of actions performed by other Souls, or of those done by
our own Soul. And thus there being an Inextricable confusion, one would be tempted
to give up all sacrifices, hoping to obtain the results of those performed by othei«'|.

specially as there would be nothing to convince him after the fact that the leaulta he
would experience in his future lives must be only those of his own actions |

iwvanse
daring his present life, he is never able to fix.upon any relationship between the resultfi

he'ds ex|lhrienoing now and the actions that he may have performed In his past

tl The person wonld not avoid an evil deed; beoanae he would be nnaUe to establish
any oonneotion between the evil effects he may be experisnoing and any pajit dssds of
hi# awn. And thus he cannot be convinced that evil deeds bring aboutevilconseqfienses.
And as he wonld not avoid evil deeds, when tsnnpM to them :by the pr0mi8a>oi
tewscaiy pleasaves, of whioh he Is quite s&re,rrhe. w<»ld he nnwllliiig to locsgia

thisa.pleasaiis in oonaideniitioii^ of future ovil.coussqaenoes, the ohaaoce whafispi

fiadida ha, at .lM|ih«>teaAaly doubts ^ „

# do shum ahave^ H may happen that, am If. thsJkml ha atamah thalMhs^
mi^ not exporianca the raanlt of hia ow» .daad» ^Whereai h# j^ay<.ahpasismiAlH^^



atP (iuwm&mtA.

lAM lUM barn dose (hj the SmiI), 4iidi9pMv«dDeof wliiibMi»id>ifi^^

eiMfly eimiler to whet yon fa«r« in|^ igiihiitthe theoi7of.iieh-etenublily ;.

iMsd eonsaqaently (sinoe yon cannot aroid the ohjeotion) it is heedless to
piOTe the eteniality (of Bonis)/'

]8< Btfljf : This does not affect onr theovy : becaaBe« for nS| a remsBM •

bmnoe (of the action) is of no consequence in the enjoyment (of its lesnlt)

;

asmeither engagement in, nor avoidance of, an action is due to any remem<
beKoee (of it) at the time of the enjoyment (of its results).

14. An idea (of a certain action leading to a desirable end),•—the
existence of which, as the means to engagement in that action, is songht
after,—is already distinctly ooginsed, through the Veda, by the learned,
before his engag[ement (in that action).

15. Even subsequently to the performance of the action (at the time
of the appearance of the result), people versed in the Soriptnres do have aa
idea' the result being due to a particular action in some previous life.

And it is only such persons that are entitled (to perform saorifioes).

as for unlearned fools, it docs not matter if they hare no sneh idea
(beoanse such fools are not in any case entitled to the performance of
saoriflees).

16. Such ideas (or remembrances) need not, in every case, be amenable
to all means of right notion ; therefore the idea got at by one of
rifi^t notion cannot be' rejected on account of the fact of its not being got
at by the other moans.

otter pSopte'e aotioas. And ioasmiioh as this seems to be the only important objee.
tknthat^n have urged against the non-eternality of Sonis,—it is no nse trying
prove their etemality,—as this too has boM found to bo open to the same objection.» «de avOter, #v.«-The prooess is as follows; (1) the operation of the #er.
^^1™**** W Aotloa itaelf, (8) th« ezperionoing of the Resnlt ; and we find that the
eipatienes oomes three degreea later than the original operation i and hence this latter
cannot be said to be due to that.

W Bven though one cannot have any idea, Ut the time, of the esperiei^ng of a
nisnlt,orthat of the Besnit being due to any partienlar action of his,—yet, the idea

SLf
notion leading to a certain desirable resnlt is obtained by ns, ftoia the

Yed^whneaneh causal sequenee ia.disttoctly laid d»wn)i and this idaawbald bean^ to lead ns to the perforautee of Uia* notion, for which we would not stand in
,aaMof ai^ remembrance of the result having teen actually brought about bv that-
anted (in a previous life).

r «»•

* ssster of ibot, even at the time of esperienoiag the people
*** *«lntenshlp to a ptevhmsly-peifonaod action. And^iWb thsM would.

.

...Tir II****
becosring engaged in sacrttcMi aadanfor ignswih>i

iP^iiSi it does not essiteii whetheMtey do, er to not, psotown any seerahws.

I"*
***** ***** •““eaisamenablatotte Terbal Autocviiy <^ttoTeibi4

teti^ tty nasMotnetst tetwiHistaa«ni the Itetn of^Aot",



.'-r do^s tioi itod^tiuid ilin^ bpfxk. Boidk- ^mt wiioii^OT^
xMiU 'Wffl MKirfio to liiiDi teueitoan ignoml focd ;.aiid*aaBiidbiifttoPCf^

bB Imb BO olmoe of perf^fniing tbe Bofcioti (and henoe even if he hea iiBA

the idea neoeflBflry to lead him to a eertain Vedio aoi{oii| it dosBB-ilil

master)*

18. Ab a maitei^ of faot^ even though at the time of the enjeyineBl

of profound Bleeps we have no idea of the enjoyment being, dne to the
Roftness of the bed we had prepared^—yet we are led to prepare onr .eoft

beds beforehand*
’

19< And further, if one were to realise, at the time of enjoyment, the

fact of its being the result (of a certain well-defined action),-^thenf as. in

tlie case of roads, Ac., so in the matter of sacrifices also, the Veda would

lose all its authority.

^ 20. 0^*. : If your Souls be inactive (without any action), ,on -ao*

count of their etemality and* alUpervading oharaoter,-*-and unmodifiable

by pleasure and pain,-^what sort of the character of doer and evyoysr can

they have P

21. ** If it be held that at the time of tbe performance of an action,

and at the time of the appearance of pleasure, Ac., the character of the

Soul is transformed, then its etemality disappears.’*

22. Reply: Wo do not deny tbe applicability of the epithet ** non-

etcrnar* to the Soul; if non-eternality ** mean only “liability to modi-

fication "
; as such liability does not necessarily imply destruction*

n ** No chanctf*’—-beoauM it is only the learned that are entitled to the perform*

ance of Vedic actions. (Fids Adh, III.) * *

tp As a matter of fact, no suoh idea is necessary, at the time of tbe esperbiice of
the result, for the taking np of an action.

i* If suoh an idea .were possible, then it would be a oaee of oonneotion between th#

Besalt and the Baorifloe being amenable to Sense-pevoeption and Invarlabls

eomitanoe^ Oonieuuently, jnst as in the ease of the Bead, the faet of its eonneottol

wMh ^6 oonvenieat passing of the people is ammiable to Sense-peroeptioa i and heaee
the Tedio passage speaking of it comes to he taken as a Yalediotory sentence deterfb*

iog a pei^ptible result,—so really in the same manner, in the case of SaorifiM elBS,

the relation between ,these end their results being held to be amenable to.Sansi-per^

oeptlen, the Vedio passages deoUwatory of the fiMrifioee would have to be UAm SB
VaMiotocy eentenoei describing a well-eatablished iaot rand ae snoh, the *VeAt small
ooase to be^the eole authority for luoh saorifioei*

\fB^**l!nmn hebatanaotioa,howeaa,hebe ihedoeff And when to Is naaflseted

i^yfoisore and pain, how (oaa to be the m^offerf ^ the oidy objeote to to enjoy^ asi

pleosutenadpaia.*’

;
it ^Uttopiinrfpalehiwnotsrof tto ftoacaabadiiiaa tia^

r ,r
, .

.r"I* Mt Amy IMI’* UMUtr to-ao4i(l«*U«wrmd tk^jji^
Umb in thut «a Pml 'wMftMdb*

'

*49
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I8>2S. If (h«re ever was an absohite dsstmotioo of tiie Soi^ iliei ife

Sbnld Bare tbe disappei^de of the notions pwfomedi and the appeaittaoe

of those not performed by it. These, however, do not apply
; if there' be

only a ohange in its condition, as from ohildhood to yonth, Ae., we find

people performing or avoiding actions in this life according as they
them to be prodnotire, respectively, of either good or evil, at some other
stage of his life. In fact in the case of no action do we find the resttH
following at the same stage of the person’s life as at which it was per*
formed. And since the Son! is not utterly destroyed, therefore pe<^le do
not take the enjoyer (of resnlts) to be other than the doer (of actions)

(even though there is necessarily a change in his condition).

26. According to my theory the Person (t.e., the Sonl), while passing
through the different conditions of pleasure, pnin, Ac., never, for onoe,
reKnqnishes his oharaoter of an Intelligent substantial Entity. '

27. If modification (ohange of condition) were identical with total

destruction, then, when a man in trouble would regain happiness, he would
either lose all those (character of Intelligence, Ac.), or continue in a slate p'f

trouble (simultaneously with that of pleasure).

28. Therefore an entire continuance or an entire cessation of all the
traits of the Person (with the ohange in condition) being both impossible.

Whst we object to, in the cue of the Soul, is the SMertlon of its li—tniction. For
oerteinly, the fluotnations io the surface of the sea do not bring about its destruotiont
and like the sea, the Soul oan nerer be destroyed, notwithstanding the eT-dlees
momentary transformations that it undergoes.

lt.H If the Soul were destroyed at death, the otfeots, accruing to one in the nest
birth, of actions performed in the prerions birth, would be aooming to one who has
not performed the notions i as the performing Soul will have been dead along with the
pwfoiming body. But we hold that Death means only a ohange in the state of the Soul |

Just like the chu^s from childhood to yonth, from yonth to old age. And certainly
there is no gdnsaying the faot that the person that performed the action (say of
teeming the alphabet) in his ohildhood is the same that is iitlHs«ng it in his youth.
In foot all etteots of one's deeds affeot him at a period of life other than that at whidi
preoisdy the deeds are donei as the state of the person is undergoing momentary
ohaaget.

•• Dnrlng the variont stagea ,that the Bool paaaee throngb, it all along remaloim intelligent and eobitantial entity. That ia to aay, ita inheront oharaoter remaina
the aHme. And mere ohangea in eztraneotia condition cannot mean di$truetUm,

W “Of continite^.^e^^^Tiiat ia to aaji in order to keep op the oharaoter of th#
tnmtigmi, jre,, it wonld be neoeaaary fw it to keep to the aame oondiHon of ;A change of condition wonM, for yon, mean total destrticNbfi. - 2

88 When a aerpent haa been lying coiled np in a oironlar form, and ^en reranMif
|tfiihtnralfbrmbynncoiltngita^,^m oharaoter of « Snake* perrading idl
img, in both conditional thongh the poaition has been changed. In theh-iiiili
Wipner, in the caae of a perMn who haa been eipeHendng tionbloila tfmea^ W Mi

diangea and he htbomea happ^ and contented, the oharaeter of the Fernoa-^
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w« ih$te i& both partial oontinaanoe (as d the permumt
Qhfuaptm of Intelligenooi &o.)i and partial oesaation (as of* the ephemej^al

state of pleasure or pain), like the serpent in the different positions of a

csirelet Ao*

29. And the obaraoter of the doer and that of the enjoyer do uot

belong to the conditions (of the Person's life)9 bat to the Person who is

the substrate of all the different states ; hence it is always the doer that

enjoys the result of the action.

80. s And as a matter of fact, on the appearance of a new condition

(of life), the former condition does not become totally destroyed; but

teing in keeping with the new condition, it merges into the common
character of the Self (Intelligence, Ac.)

31. It is only the Individual conditions that are contradictory to one

another. Over all of them, however, equally pervades the common
character of the Soul (Intelligence, Ac.) «

32-

33. In the theory of the non-existence (t.e., non-etemality) of the

Soul, however, the person performing enaction, would know beforehand that

**I myself (i.e., my Soul, that performs the action at this moment)

having been destroyed (the next moment), either its result would not appear

at all, or, if it appears at all, it would affect some other soul than mine

and hence he could never be tempted to perform any action
;
and as sudi

the Veda would lose all its efficient trustworthiness.

33-

34. Even if the upholders of pure Idea alone (the Bauddha

Idealists) were to admit of another birth (for the same personality), thqf

could not but have the enjoyer (of the results of action) different f^m the

performer (of the action itself),—because they hold the Ideas to be

momentary ({.e., one idea does not exist for more than one moment) ; and

farther, b^ause, being devoid of action and omnipresence, one and the

same Idea could not reside in any other body (than the present one ; and*

hence the Idea” that would perform the action in this life, could not*

exist in another body, in the next birth, at the time of the enjoyment of .

the results of that action).

85.^ Obj. ; We hold that the ^ Series’ (of Ideas) that performs the

aetioBS would also be the enjoyer (of the results) ; and we could explain the'

Intelligenoe, do.—would remain the same throughout the two states, even though the

ststes have been changed.

IS if the said oharaoters belonged to the state of Iffh^ then inasmuch os the

penonfs condition at the time of the pttformance of the action would not continue tiU-

the tinie of the enjoyment of its result, the sfeoysr could not be held to be the. same-

as the, doer. According to our view, however, the coqimon character of the Batson,

lutiWgenoei peraiata throughout hit lifei and ae.anoh, the Person rematniug the saam^‘

the sn/oear would alwaye be the same as the doer. .

. f Thieseries is eternal, as well ae oi^ipresent.



Habng ili6 mouMfite dl 'l^edn: ift the ssmie tmy mT ycf& hMH iifx.

"JiWfled the^drwioeof (xmffltidat (bl the

> B6. Beph/ t In fhot it k eztmmely hard for jbn to prbre t&elac^
fmomentorily changing) Ideas being the doer of actions extondiiig otrer a

kmg time ;*-*speoiaUy when l^ere are thonaands of Ideas (ib yonr series)/ the

petformance of a single aiction by all these, Wonld be like the ** KnhiMjm "

Xitt-Which' an action ettending Olvera long time being incapable of being

finished by a single person, is finished by a large number of persons^ tme

mnitfg after the other).

' 89. Then again, i the Series be not held to be different '(from^ the

Mleidnal Ideas constituting it), tben the indiridbal ideas (forming the

Series) being non-eternal, yon could get at no doer (of any action).

88. And (even if adomr were possible) he would be totally different

firom tile enjoyer (which for you would be an altogether difcrent ide^

existing at the time of the enjoyment of the result of the action)

;

as such, you wonld have the fault of the result appearing in favour of

an agent who never performed the action. And we do not urge iigaiiimt

yea the fault of the dtsappeatanoe of the result for one who has performed

the action} beoanse (in aooordanoe with your tiieory) there is none who

km perform the action (and as sneh this latter fault does not apply to

ypo).

39. On the other hand, if the Series be held to be identical (with the

iadividnal Ideas), then the mention of the word ** Series ” weald come

tobe ooty another espression for the same individual Ideas ;
and the objec-

tioiis against such a oonrse have already been stated above. And further,

the. Series being itself a nonentity, could never get at the position of the.

^rformer of actions.

40. If the Series be momentary, then.you havC the same objections.

U it :bc regarded as not momentary, then that would be an abandonment

of your theory (of everything being momentary), and you would have qotte

anew Substaaoo (otherthan Idasi, which are thei>aly entities you admit of).

' Hfotiutt It is uiBiiiStry^ the Peer to eznt lai aIoiig,fnim the cosiaienbeDient

of the aotiou to its So fsoh ooiitii]|iiimoe woald bo poseiUe lor

idear.

. if aose who eaa|iw/om,*’ ^'ap*«-As shows itt ^

M "ffononiietf/’-rlnasmuoh as aU individael ideas are beings ttoiaealevfiy ^dee^'

tmyed^ the series oompripiiig these oaonot bat be a negative eatity.^ ^

to ••goiM otJectioii.”W.e., the impowibility. of any one doer for ao aotifih4al|mig:

'f|u-asylBBq^4Bf time.

0 VAeftetatftaaeai'W-Aiid thus, too, It would be an abandoament bl yeaip4lHiidvy ^

wat ideas ore the only entiiiee, which xou bold to-be moMutaiy. > ffben,:if tbe.iiMi'

were to be non-momeidary, it will have to be aooepted as' something other tbab the *

^ Xd^ ihemfelvei.



’ iTJIA-YlDA. m
H* ihb SiatiM^be and'y^t^ ttbn^dilbreoi {rMD ibaitidiYidttil

Ideas, tiMi wotwcmldW^ tbeir identity aswei) as differeifo0
, as. iii tile

case ^Ibeoo^iaer and tbe cognised.
' '

*

42* Tlietnfore the S^es must differ, either entirely or piaptfadly,

((rdm the IndiYidaal Ideas)
; and thns this series would come to -be the

same thing as the Sonl (held by the VaighkilcQs and the 69Hkhya9),

43«44. We oonld not have the notion tliat the Series ’* (that enjoys

the* resalt) U the iome (that, performed the action), nnless there he an
identity (Mweeb the two). As for instance, in the ease of the Series of

Air, tiamp, Ao., the genuine character of the Air, do., oOntinnes the same.

And a notion of identity, as (between the ^ Series *’)
' based oii the fnoi of

both of them having the genuine charaoter of ** (Cognition,** has been sat

aside in the^ohapter on “ (Thus tlien, in accordance with
your theovy, the enjayer cannot be the same as thej9e9/orm6r)i And we
have also set aside (in the chapter on NtrUlambanaveda) yonr theory of
** Impressions,” whioh yon hold to be left upon the mind by theaoiions

we perform, for the purpose of bringing about their resnlts.

45. And no mind (or Idea) can, in aecordanoe with your theory of

Universal Homentariness, continue for any subh time as yon iudd the

Impressions to subsist. And further, since your ” Series ” is a nonentilyi

it can in no way bo ” impressed ” upon by Actions*.

46. Even if you were to. hold Ihe result of the action to be enjoyed

by the Idea ” prodnoed gradually by a Seriies of ImpreasicfCS (appearing

l **Ca9e of the Cognieer and the Cognieed/^^Xt has been shown sbore, under
ginyavdda, that if the Cdgniser and the Cognised were both identical With Idea, then

we would have differences in the Idea itself ; inasmuch as, in that case, it wonld be

identical with two different things ; and along with this we would hare an identity df

the Cogniser with the Cognised. In the same manner, the Series being identical with

the Indiyidnal Ideas, all those Ideas wonld become Identical ; and at the ssmo time fff

would We a difference in the series itself, as this would be identical with different

ihdiridnals.

AS The ratVeshiha holds that' the Soul is ah intelligent entity, different from the

CogrtUione^

" Yon oannot explahi how the series is identical : and hetee yon cannot prove
that the SMjoyer of the Beenit is the same as the Performer of the Action'.

JBTaVing in the above manner proved the' enjoymehta of Besults, the Banddfaa
hap i^oonrse to the '* Impression ** theory. He holds that Aotiops, being fri||ileQ-

taidly ffehting,' can never keop on till the. day of its final fruition. The sense

the Is that tliis loophole also '& bhrred against* yon | as it has already been

Shown to be nntenable, under ** iftrdlamtanaveda.”

.
Ai Yon hold that the Impression oontinnes fioih the time that the Action is per*

WnAd,to that of its' fruition.' But 'inasihnoh ae no mind oonld continne for sni^

ttitttfr wherein Odnld the''Impre8sio^
'

* T
* ' '

'AS'; Yiit rhftos to the following theory : "Though no sTogie Impression lonh

more than one moment, yet, the Impression produced by the Action In one lden,^jriil



own after (he other)^-^tIien toov there being no identitj .betwet;| the

mij<^ng Idea (and the performing Idea}, yoa would be .dearly q>eii

faolto of the disappearance of the result for one who hae perfonaed the
action, and an appearance of it for one who has not performed it.

47. And further, it will be eatremely difficult for you to prove any dif-

ference (of this enjoying Idea) from those brought about by other Series, on

the ground of cause and effect. Nor would that remove the objections of thepe

(disappearance of the result for one who has performed the action, do.,j&c.)

48. If, even in the absence of any such causal relation, you were to

prove (the identity between the enjoying Idea and the performing . Idea)

in some other manner ;--then, all other grounds (of identity) that you
can bring forward—such as the facts of their residing in the saute Earth,

having the common character of **ldea,’* and so forth—would belong
equally to all Ideas (and as such would establish an identity, not only
between these two Ideas, but among all Ideas).

49. In fact, even an idea of sameness (ns in the sameness of the earth,

dro.), is not possible, without the continnanoe of one entity for some time
(and as such it is not possible for yon, who hold all entities to last only one
moment). Therefore it is wrong to assert that the ** Series ” (that enjoys),

belongs to the same ** Person (Idea) that performed the action.

produce another like itaelf in the next Idea, and bo on and on, till the time of the final

firuiUon } and it is the last of this series of Ideas, which is to be accepted as the
Msioysr of the Besnlt.” The sense of the objection to this is that, even then, the
Idea eidoying the Resolt would not be the snms that performed the action.

41 Ifan Idea be held to be the Sojoyer, even in the absence of any identity between
this Idea and that which performed the action leading to that Besnlt,—then, any and
every Idea conld bo held to be such an enjoyer. If you assert that, ** the capability

of an Idea to enjoy is regulated by the relation of cause and effect, and as such no stray
Idea could be the Enjoyer,”—tlien, in that oose, in aocordanoe with your theory of
Momentary esistSnee, no such causal relationship would be possible,—as we have,
already shown under the section on ^Nirilamhanavida,* Even if such a relationship

were possible, it could not save yon from the objection of *' disappearance, Ac.”
if Any other reasons that you will bring forward will be found to apply to alt

Ideas I and as such they oould not prove the identity of the performing with the enjoy^

ing Idea alone.

44 In order to avoid the objeotion of *'the Disappearance of the Result fdir due
who has performed the Action, Ac., dw.,’* the Banddha has asserted that what enjoys
the Result of the Action is the ** Series” oontinuous with the Idea that performed thd'
Aotion, and as suoh the enjoyer would be the same as the Performer. But the Unfiy^
eanhot be the same os the Performer, unless both of them had a oommon substiateV

f
loh would oontinue from the time of performance to that of the appearance nfits Blyinl^r
a matter of foot, however, no suoh oontinuanoe is possible for the Bauddha who M^s
things to have only a momentary esuteiibe s and hence he oanhbt reasonably bSy

the enjoyer to be the same as the Performer, and as suoh he can never esoape.Dfbm
• the bbjeetion in qaesUo|f>

' ^ ^ .
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50. BeoaiiM the words ** that lirhfeh (when used toge^er) olm<»

not spply to different objecfs, therefore evte the upholder of the theory

of the Series of Ideas, mast admit of a smgle permanent positive eniify

(like oar Soul,’’ that oonld pervade over, and be the snbstrate of, tlie

Idea performing the action, and the Idea etjoying the resnlt). »

51-52. Obj\

:

Jast as the fatlier is tempted to perform actions for the

accomplishment of certain resnlts for his son, thongh he knows the son to

be other than himself,-^so, in the same manner would the individual Ideas

(be led to the performance of actions, even though the results would be

enjoyed by other Ideas). And just as the children of our people, though

bding as different from the performing person as the son of this latter,

yet do not obtain the results of that action,—so, in the same manner, the

Ideas appea^ng in one Series ( would not enjoy the results of tlie action

performed by an Idea appearing in another * Series

53. Reply

:

But we are not cognisant of any such (disinterested per-

formance of an action by one Idea, for the sake of another Idea obtaining the

results). As for tlie fother, he is led to support (and improve) his son

in the hope of fulfilling a certain end of his own (support in old age).

There can be no such motive in your case (because the perfoming Idea

is destroyed in a moment, and as such cannot hope to be in any way bene-

fited by the results accruing to another Idea).

54. People do not support their sons, d^., with any other end in view.

And certainly, that (person or idea) which is destroyed cannot obtain any

benefit from supporting its own line or series.

55-66. One,—who, in accordance with the same instance of the father,

Ac., asserts the existence of another resnlt (to distinguish the perform-

There is no other means of getting rid of the aforesaid objeotions. And If

sneh a single pervading entity be admitted, it would be none other than what we call

“Soul"

51.

tt Series '’-Family} "Idea performing the Aotion” -the Father; "Idea ex-

periencing the Resnlt**- the Son} and "Ideas appearing in other series ’'-obildren

of other familiea

i>.M^Says the Banddha :
** Apart from the final result of the Action, which may not

appertain to the Performing Idea, there is another resnlt in the shape of the enjoyment

by one member of the aeries of the resnlt broughtabout by benefiting another. If alatfaer

benefits a son, iaorder that the son may impart a benefit on the other son (/.t. when

thefatherexhertstheoneiiottobeattheotherlr he has a oertain end in view, thongh

the Result may not aoome to himself, lu the same manner, th^ only end In view

of the Performing Idea may be the beneflto^p of another Idea which would bring

about the fnlftlment of some purpose of another Idea i thongh the resuR may net

•com to the Performing Idea Itself.” This theevy, however, Is not quite tenobtoe

beemise what oonld be the motive of toe second Idea In benefiting *tlie third t If you

maheits end eomrist In the mntiml benefit aooortted toone another, thea, inch aii-eMlpi|a

tom would go on without end; and the only possible lestlng-gfoni^ would bb^



m ^LokirSmu.

itag Muft), briinglit about iiy th^^ bcttwit of jone nMabeK the

ijaime SeriBS mi the peirfoming 14ea)^ aedei^Joyed bjr aBothA^ tnemMe {Xdeai

ef the same seHe6)i'—oonld'haVe b'O resting groand« epaH from tto eiijbjN

ment of the result by the :first,-(perfotming) Idea itself. Ifor do jou aeoapt

any subsequent individual Idea to be exaoUy like the performing Idea (ai^

as- such thinking the result to be bue following from Hb own ectioa).^

57. The grehteV the distauoe Of tlie appeai^noe of the reSnlt, the

greater its liability to destnietion, on account of the greater iutevvat

(between the performance « of Jbe action and the appeartaee of the

TBSult).
'

58. The bringing up of children that we come across among animals,

be held to be due to their ignorance, but the action oi knowing intel*^

ligont men cannot possibly be sa

59. It is not possible for thb Ideas to transfer themselves into ano-

ther body (at re-birth ; ef« R. 34) ; inasmnch as we are not cognisant

of. then* exit from the present body.

60-61. The flame do., move from one place to another, only when
tliey are blown upon by the wind; whereas there is nothing that could

move an Idea from the body in which it has appeared (which is its cause).

3eing immaterial (formleas), the Idea could not by itself move from
one place to another* And fpr the same reason (bf immateriality) it is not

possible for the Idea to move about even while the Body is living.

enjoyment of the Besalfc by the' Performing Idea itself. This, however, will not be
possible for yoni as you cannot, oonsistenily with your own theory, admit the con

-

tfainknoe of the Performing Idea from the time of the pMormance of the Action to

thet of its FraitioS i nor can >'Oii accept the existence of any other Sid>seqiient idea

that could consider itself identical with the Performing Idea, and thereby consider

the result to have followed rrnm' its own Action | as all subieqaent Ideas are equally

Cerent from the origiual performing Idea; and the only entity that oonld*point to

any suoh identity would be the poiitive one of the class * Idea,’ which would not be very

aooeptabie to you. >
*7 The Performer can think the result to be his own, cmly if it follow oontigaonaly

with himself. If, however, the Remit be removed from him, then, the greater the
degree of the removal, more will be the obanee.of hia oeasing to thj^it bit

own s and as snob there ’would be idl lAe less eonneotiaiQ bstween the Perfomier and
the Result.

.

-

ft, Intelligent persons aip led toaotion, only by the idea of the Aetien being oapabta

of leadinjg to a desimble end i wid' this has bean shown to bo impossiblo: lor
, tbe

Pamddba, . - i

IS Th{tisn0po88xblo b6imeseulth#isunatevialHy ol ldeae: Uto only ninam
fmitv tluA can either tniiifc^ itself or bs ^w»wfemd,fwm one .bol^ to auot^ i

S04I Rven when tbe be^ (a Usings hiqr mothm^ef IOsm is not pesrfble. f Beeauee
tboJdep wernmiAsiMimdmveillMh oftenJoee.oaniieetieB wtUi

eeboth endflmth, wenld^net bsLtlimsii onwiiNg Am*
^t^eevermBtsofooen^^ atoiaiy>nieilm:iAtbedynea*ktell^^



: «». All Bodjr hm Ibwn iiejeotod by Viniliya.

Tltiii. iWe.too find no proofs of its ezistenoo. /

68. That the subtle bodt. endowed wHh oil sogte of mnhkU

is snddonlybronglit into ezistenoo (at death), and as suddenly disappears

(at re-birth), is o(nly an imaginary assertion.

* 64. Bren if saoh a body ezisted, there are no grounds for beliezing

in the movei&ent (f.s., entrance) of Ideas into it.' And oonsequently the
assamption of the Ideas being thrown into the nezt body is also groaiidv

less.

66. To assert that the Ideas ezist in the embryo is a sheer piece

of reoklessness. Sinoe no sense-organs have been prodnced in the embryo,
no objects oan be oognised (by It).

66. And of an Idea (or Cognition), we do not know of any other tonn
than.that of a cognition of objects. It is for this reason that no cognition

is possible in a ooma (even though the senses continue to ezist).

SI Some people hold that the Ideas acquired by man during the present life are

transferred to him at his future birth i and in the interval, the Ideas oonthine to ezist

in a subtle Xlii^a Qatira, which lies encased in the Body dnring life, and becomes dis-

engaged from it at death, to oooapy the nezt physioal body of the Person. Anf
inasmnoh as this subtle Body is the seat of Ideas, these latter can be easily transmitted

from one body to another. The Slriki says that it has been shown hj Vindbyavasin
that snob a subtle Body has no ezistenoo at all.

Inasmnoh as there is no cause for its sudden appearance, and as sudden dilk

appearance, the statement must be regarded as a figurative ezaggeration and not
,
a

statement of facts. Beoanse there is no Body apart firom the five elemental and any
Body oomposed of these cannot be subtle.

M The Ideas being immaterial cannot enter into the subtle Body i and for ibis

reason they cannot be transmitted to any other Body.
M If the Ideas of one Body were to be transmitted to another, then, the embtyo

would be abready possessed of the Ideas of the previons life i as a matter of fact, however,

the embryo cognises no objects i and in the absenoe of the objeota of cognition, theca'

oan be no reason for asserting the presence of the Cognition or the Idea itself. It

mig^t be asked—" How is it that your eternally intelligent Soul does not oognise

objeote in the embryonio state f ** The reply to this is that, thongh our Bonl is etsr-

ndly ini^ligent, yet for aotnal oogniUono, it stands in need of such aooesaovies as the
organs of sense, do., and inasmnoh as these do not appear in the embryonio state, the
Soul is unable to oognise any objeots. Then, as for mental cognition, the mind too
is under the infinenee of his former fiTsfiiia ; and as snob its functioning is hampered
in the emlivyoiiiie state

; but as soon as the sinister Karmic influence is set aside^ eon*

soiousness is regained.
'' tt Inasmnoh a^ in a state of ooma^ there is no cognition o/ oVeefe, we oonolude that

thsre ie no oognitioii nt all in that etate i though the regaining of oonsdonsnees woaU
fedioate that osrtaln eognitiooe ezisted in that state, yet^ Inasmnoh as we find Ifee^aisitt

not >feoognising ai^ objoots,'wo oonolndo that thece are no oegnitlaBS or IdoaS

mln|iisiid ijiis eeosation> of oogoilionmnshhe dowto tim osmatfen of tim fsmMlsisM
of the seuBe-oKgans. . .

^

5Q



: 67. < Npi* ban it be held that at that time (in the embilyimlo'etate^ the

Idea oontinnee in a state of latent potentiality. BecMkusei in 'theVabaeafbe

of any snbetratbrn for such potentialities, their existence cannot be admitted.

M. If the potentiality of Ideas resided in the material senseior^ns,’

then these latter would have intelligence
; and there would be- no re-birth

(inasmnch as the Intelligence and the Ideas would all die away with the

death of the sense-organs, which being material, would be bound to die'

wiHi the Body).

.

69. And further, (if the potentiality of Ideas resided in the sense-

Ot^gins) then, all Ideas would be brought about by the sense-organs them-

BelTes,«*the8e helping the manifestation of the potentialities by modification,

discrimination, Ac. And hence the Idea could not be held to be preceded

(and brought about) by another Idea (as held by the Idealist Bauddha).

70. In the same manner, you could have no instance to prove the as-

sertion that the first Idea (of a person) after the embiyonic state (t.s., at

bii*th) has its origin in another foregoing Idea.

ih If in the embryonic state, the potentiality (of Ideas) be held to

ei^ist, without any substrate, for the sake of the accomplishment of subse-

quent.Ideas,-T-then, these would be nothing but (our) “ Soul *’ under the

name of Potentiality.*’

*7 in fact, this potentiality cannot be anything other than the idea itself, according

to.the Idealist,

,
We find that whenever intelligence is Joined to the elements (e witli the olay

lathf maUng of the jar), the object, jar, being developed oot of the elements, we come
to realise that the intelligence that took part in its making is something other than, and

tp ^he duly discriminated from, the material form of the object. And in the same
manner, if the potentiality were,to reside in the material sense-organs, then we could

get.at the Ideas (of which those were the potentialities) only by discriminating the. im-

niaterial factor froni the material effects brought about by the senses themselves; and

the appearance of the Idea could not, for this reason, be said to be due to any previons

Idea.

' 10 The Bauddha asserts that inasmuch as during life we find all ideas to be due
to some iHrevious Idea, we can (rom this deduce the fact that the very first Idea that

a person has at birth must.be due to a previous idea; and as this latter idea must have

Okloted in the embryonic state, we oannot but admit of the persistence of Ideas in that

state. The sense of the Kariha is that the Bauddha basM his argument upon the

instance of the second and subsequent Ideas appearing at the birth ; but as a matter of

iaot, these ideas are d^e, not to any previous Ideas, but to the sense-organs ; and as such

the argument becomes baseleas.

1i It has been proved that the potentialities of Ideas have no substrates | henee the

, fftkM takes up the other alternative for consideration. Boal ’’—because we aldo hold

t|p Soul to be without any suhstruto, and capahls of mooing from oas hodg to the other:

as the Bauddha holds his ” PotentiaBty ” to have these two ^laraetereaties, we
the same.entilg, with^WeseQt emoes-we mOl it ” fihml” while yon aapfa tt

> PitetlaUtv.”



Ji we weretoaMameenjsalMtni^ far the potentiaiity«jniiA

stoate ooald be none oUier than the Soul. And as a matter ol fsoti tba Mi#*
teiiee of: Ideas, like that of flame, babbles,' Ae., is not possible wjilycMita

substmte.

73. Therefore you must admit that there is a Person (Sool), beazitig

the potentialities of Ideas, and being eternal, omnipresent, and capable of ^

(migrating into) another body. And as snob, even though not actually

moving, it would become connected with another body. :

74. On account of its active character, the Soul comes to be the per-

former of sacrifices. We do not hold ** motion ” to be the only form pf

action, as held by the Vatfishikas* ^
,

75. It is not always only such an action as inheres in (f.a, belongs ,tp

the body of) the performer himself, that can be performed by him. All

that is expressed by a verbal root would be an aetwn (and hence motion

cannot be held to be the only form of action) ;
and we find that the charac-

ter of being the performer of an action belongs to a person, even when the

action properly belongs to (is performed by) another person, (and therefore

it cannot be held that an action must always inhere in the performer

himself).

76. Of the different forms of pure being and Idea, Ac. (the immaterial

factor) the Person (i.6., the Soul) himself is the direct doer; and as for the

motion of the material factors («.d., the body), these too are brought abou^^

only by his superintendence (or guidance).

77. As whatever actions ai'e performed by the body, the sense-organir

7S The proof of its eternality consists in the fact of its being recognised.as the

same at different points of time, and also of distinct Todic declarations to. that e^t.
And as it is not material, it mast be all-pervading, like the Akiiia ; and as snoh it donl&

become easily connected with another body { which could not be possible if ft were

material and as saoh limited. It is only a mateml object that requires movement in'

order to become oonneoted with new bodies. The soul, on the other hand, being im-

material and all-pervading, does not stand in need of any movement. *

IS This refers to the following objection :
** Being om^present, the soul could

have no notion j and as such it could not be considered as the performer of saori^cf^y

The sense of the Kdrikd is that it is only action in the shape of movement that ia

possible for an omnipresent entity | other kinds of action are quite compatible with

omnipresence. And, like the Naiyiyiha^ we do not reduce all action to the terips of

Vmotion.'

It There is no suoh rule as that all the actions that a person performs, most neces*

aaiily appertain to his own body. For, we actually find that even when an aetieuie

peiEfbrmed by one per8on,mnother person is also accepted to be its perfbrmer, by reaaee

qf his having either urged the former to action, or helped him in it.

It Without the guiding Soul, there could be no movement of the hands, Aa» -‘ And
^i|oa of these movemmits alsQ.the Bool mast be regarded as the Festemier*

Tt **Triehr0pard(obim**-n'.e., because he iiNijcys the results of all aottai.



im

4kgM all uAi to be done by tiie Petwm hitttself; beoauee they m ^dbne

‘tl^hiieBerd tohim. - ^

18. Sinoe these—the body^ sense-organs, fto.,—oonld bate no aotton

withoat their belonging to the Person, therefore eren with regfard to the mo-
tion (of hands, Ao. ), they cannot be said to be the doers, inasmnoh as they are

hot independent (of the intelligence of the soni, eren in this form of action).

79. Since it is only snch body and sense-organs, &o., as are earned
by the Person for himself by means of previous deeds, that can perform
the ‘actions,—the character of being the performer of the actions must
belong to the person; jost as the actions performed by the “

(sacrificial priest) and the “ axe** (have their real performers, in the first

'ease, in the Person who engages the priest and pays him for it, and, in the

second, the person who uses the axe).

80. Jnst as, in the case of the sacrifice, the action is held to be per-
formed by the mere instrumentality of the priest, on the ground of the
Veda declaring the ** buying” (of the priest)

; so, in the same manner, on
account of the Veda enjoining “ g^ing” and other such actions (which are
not possible for the Soul itself directly), we accept them to be brought
about through (the instrumentality of) tlie Body, &o.

81. For, just as the “buying” cannot apply to the Soul, so too
^ going” cannot apply to it. Therefore the fact of the Soul being the per-
cformer of such actions, as declared in the Veda, must be accepted as being
possible only through (the instrumentality of) something else (in one
case, the pried, and in another, the Body, ^e.)

82. And again, just as in the case of cutting, which resides in the
wood, Oevadatta is accepted to be the doer

; so too, in the case of going,

which resides in the Body, we could hold the Person himself to be the doer.

83. If it be urged that, “ in the case of cutting, the idea of the Person

^ Deprirsd of the iotelligs&oe of the Soul, these can have no action.
W The meaning is that the Body, fto., are only the agents and instraments of

astioni and as suoh these cannot he held to be the * doers’ i as the ’ Doer ’ is that person
who <filtains these instn^ttSnW, through his former deeds, and then uses them in his

ptesent aotiomi.

so ”Ba|fiiip**-*-eng8glng him and paying him for his services. And as he is paid for

the Work, he cannot be the real 'performer’ of the saorifioe. And inasmnoh as the
" buying’’ that is enjoined oannot apply to the master of the saorifioe, he oannot but
iOOomplioh the ssoriniBe by engaghig certain priests to perform the details fdr him,
ttmfiarly in the ordinary actions of morinp, Ao., enjoined for the person, not being
pued applioable to thoBool itself, we must admit of the instrumentality of the Bodyi

the amaipIkriiiMBt of thtM whUh woold aot bo poMlU. witboot Mio

tlMKf.ho,
Mi; ottotaoM' ooMobboloog to tho Boj^t Joat M the BM^poho
Wwg teJbeMoitbetloMtbytfc -
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bring the d«N» is bMsd lipoiiphhet actions (that oQmaniimlatinrlfcs Ssb tJL%

which belougs to'the Person himsclf/’^-thcn (we reply that) in thf eSiS lH

question too (that of potny, ^e.), the idea of the Person being the morer is

teed upon de^erminaiion and ewitence (which belong to the Soul itself).

84. By the mere fact of its ewistenee^ the Soul becomes the doer of all

actions in general
; and it comes to be held to be the doer of partioalar in*

diridual actions, on account of the determination (of the Person) whioh

afEects each action separately.

85-86. And the action of all the agents, performing a certaih action,

is not identical; e.p., the fighting soldier moves—the sword to cutting, by

his movements ; the commander of the regiment (moves it) only by his

word (of command)
;
and the King, who employs the servants, moves it

at times by^his mere presence.

87. Therefore even though the Soul may not itself iflove, yet it may
be held to be the pei/ormer (of motion)

;
just as even though Devadatta is

not cut (or pierced) (by the sword), yet he is held to be the performer (of

the cutting).

88*89. The taking of the present body, Ac., by means of the bodily

actions (performed in his previons life) may be considered to be the

actions of the Person with regard to his agency of the actions of his present

body, Ac. And the actions of the previous life too may be held to be

M By its mere existence, the Soul is the doer of all actions. And it is held to be

the performer of a partioalar notion, when it is found that the action has been brought

about by a special determination on the part of the Person.

81.86 And yet all of them ore accepted to be the performers of the action of cutting

the enemies.

81 In both cases, the idea of the Person being the doer is based upon the fact of his

superintending and guiding the action.

8S.88 Even if it be absolutely necessary to hold that all action is In the form of

motibfi, then too, we could hold that the actions done by means of the hand, Ac., by

the Ego, in his last life, are his actions with regard to the actions of his body in the

present life, Ac., Ac. The connection between the two sets of actions lies in the fact of

present bodily conditions Ac., being the effects of the Ego’s actions in the previous lifo.

Just as we can trace no beginning in the use of the wed and the tree,—so too none cap

be traoecl for the Oreationi and the process must be regarded as going on, eternally

withont beginning, and without end. ••And on the dteoppearofiee, Ao.” This refers to

the following objection :
•• The body of other Egos is as different from the one Ego as

bis own body. Consequently, if his actions were to be affected by those of his body,--

then, even when all his own actions will have been exhausted by fouiUon, he would
^

still continue under the bondage imposed by the actions of the bodies of other Ego^
ehd ai each no Deliverance would be possible.” The sense of the reply as embodied m
the JKBHIi is, that the E^o Is affected by the actioo of his own body, only becans^^

imparts the guiding force to these actions, and as such, is himaelfi fo • way,

fottnea^'Cf them. 'As lor the aoftlDiis dl the body el the Egos,—as m Ego

gaUlog force over the action of dther Egoe,-i«th8y ooaid not affect him.
« ‘ .



alMtti bjribe Body» of tte Wrili pre?ieils toll; and tieaaioD

by otM^ Bodias, and so on. And thus thm Is no begmniog of these (iMi

hence (mdlessness cannot be any fault). And, on the disappeaftnoe of all

his own actions, the Ego cannot be affected by the actions of those bodies

that are not his own.

90. In the case of the measure prescribed for the Udumhara Post,

which is to serve as the connecting link (between the Master and the

Priest),—the application of the form of the Sacrificing Ego is not possible;

and hence his agency with reference to this most be throngh the Body.

91, Therefore just as the Scripture, though literally laying down the

V Class” (“Frfhi” f.i.), is made to refer to the individual (Vrihi) (on

account of the impossibility of the use of the Class ”),—so the injunction

(of the measure of the stick) though really referring to the Ego, must be

taken to apply to the Body, Ac.

i 92. First of all (before giving its own reasons) the {Bhdthya men-

tions and) refutes the arguments brought forward by others ( VaifBshikas)^

tp prove the) existence of the Soul. ‘Na* (in the BhUshya) has to be

leparated from the following sentence (meaning that * breathing, Ac., are

not properties of the Body ’), because these (breathing, Ac.), are unlike

other properties (of the Body).

P8. Says the VaifBshika

:

”(lf Breathing be denied to be a property

of the Body, on the sole ground that it does not last as long as the Body

lasts, then) the fact of not lasting as long as the Body lasts would also

apply to leanness, Ac. And if it be held that * leanness ’ is only a parti-

cular condition (of the Body), then we can hold ^ Death ’ also to ^ the

same.”

M It is prescribed that the Sacrificial Post is of the same sise as the Master. The

Bgo, however, is illimitable i and hence as no post of this illimitable sise would be

possible, we are forced to have it of the sise of his body.

M This refers to the Bhd$hya

:

* Ws infer the eeistence of the Boul from hreaihing,

Ao.’ The second half refers to the sentence * na prinadayah ganraguyavidharmiMhf

This latter sentence would mean that the hreathingf &o. are properties similar to ^ose

of the bodr* This not being quite admissible, the Kiriki undertakes to eiptohi it

dfitereutly. The *na* is'tato as denying the foregoing objection (that the 'trso^tny

belongs to the Body) j and then, as a reason for this denial, it is added * because the

breathing, Ac., are not similsr to the properties of the Body, they cannot belong to the

llody.’ These arguments, up to Xirikd 101, are eipounded by the VetiyeahUM. And then

• up to K. 106 we have the refutation of the Vaiyiehika sxguments flrom the Bauddha

standpoint I and lastly, from 107 the Jfimdiisaha’s own arguments are put forward.

. W Xsaimsst, Ac., appear and disappear, and as such cannot be accepted as oonoomi-

Smt and coeval with the Body. Death, Ac.,**—jost as the Asaaasss of the Body, b^ng
one of its varying conditions, reverts to it after the disappearance of the opposing

nond^Monot Massii-HwXWth also, behig a yirying condign of the Body,

ittd wBk this^ttM^peakiniM
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94 “Tlfere feoitlj this muoE (fldiffeVene* between the tiro Msee;
thsi hwn while the Body oontiBneB«n * perfeetly healthy states the
breaihiag, Aa, oease (as in oases of sAden ^eath)

;
and (of this cessation)

there can be no other reason (than thaltlie Uraathing belonged to the Sonl
wbiob.' has left tlie body).

# }

95*96. “ Becanse (1) a propert/ {g destroyed when the snbstanoe
itself is destroyed, and (2) when thire is irodnotion of a contradictory
property, then the former property L remojred from the snbstanee, and
forthwith destroyed. In the case oA Death none of these two (oanses
for the destrnotion of Breathing) id by any person, found to apply;
and yet we find that even while thepody is not destroyed (and remains
intact), the Breathing, Ac., cease altogether.

97. “Therefore we conclude that Breatl^ing, Ac., are not the pro*
parties of the Body,—because these oease tol exist, while the Body is yet
seen to oxist,-jnst like the odour of fiower-garlands and sandal.paintings.

“ Breathing, Ac., having an existence external (to the Body), aro
perceived by other people’s senses (and as such may be said to be the
properties of some exterior object)

; but Pleasure, Ac., having, only an
internal existence, are not so perceived (and us such, they can point to the
existence of the Soul).

99. “ These ( Pleasure, Ac.,) are always cognisable by such inferential
marks as a happy countenance and ihe like. If it be urged that—* (the
Pleasure really belongs to the Body, bat ) is not perceived on aooonut of its

internal oxistenoe,’—(wo reply that) even on tearing open the Body (at
Death) we do not find the Pleasure, Aa, {here.

100. “ On tearing open the Body, wo can soo*tho colour, Aa, of the

»•*» AH oanses of the disappiaranod~ot properties ere enumerated hsMi and
none of these is found applioaUe to the ci w of the oeesatlon of Breathing in a healthy
Body, we must admit that Breathing is’

i property, not of the Body, but of the In*
telligent Bgo, that leaves the Body at dea i.

« The Odour oeaees even while the tody oontinnee ; hence it ie aooepted to be
a property, not of the Body, bat of the gMend.

*• This refer, to the following objmtioni “ Breathing is found to ooniiist of
certain movemmits in the Ain aad as euth, though it oaunot be the pfoperty of the
Body, yet it can belong to the Air t and tsace it could not prove the esietenoe of the
Sonl,." The sense of the Kirika is that the' explanation might hold good for the
Breathing, which, os' having an existence Wtelde the Body, ie peraepUble by ether
people's senses. But the Pleasure, Ao., of Qw person, which are only inferable from
hie countenauoe, cannot be so peroeivedi e^ benee tiiese eontd not be attrflmted to
any objeoto oatBido the Body.

M If Bleaaare belonged to the Body,

at death, when the Body ii tom open, we ^ aebdiigButfXb'nillhiWihii

aassiaehaBswdiisno(theease,weooiioInde 7^ the rooogni«on of one's own self as hate

disappSanwiUitlie«ohl.«tdealh. ^ explained except by poetnleting ane^
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foierior of the Boij, hot »ot Pleeif^n

the.Will, these (neasnre, in.), too dai

Body. i

lOJ. “ Pleasure, dw., being pro

tatte, Ao., and that whidi is the sal

SonJ." V
101-l0h\The Bauidha relies :

'

ESrikis 92>1 ^mnst be answbred thi

is established a pn^rty, that

some other (su infer tbs

having that pro). /. Bat for oS J

properties (and as tnoh these, oannotf

108. “ How is it that the oase^

resembling the oase of Desire, is bj

something different P Both (are eqi

to nnperoeived objeots, and both ean 1

sion ’ ( FSiona).

1

,4m. ThereforOk Hke tli# lOndv and

mot be regarded as properties «f the

wrties, must have a snbstrate, like

strate of these (Pleasure, fte.,) is the

‘ One who argnes thns (as shown in

IS : It is only when a oertain entity

from the foot of its depending npon
existence of the objeot (or person)

leaaure, Ao., are not established to be
' prove the ezistenoe of the Soul),

of Bemembranoe (Memory), exactly

ronght forward (in the Bh9$hya) as

^al, sinoe both ) eqaallj do not apply

explained as being due to ^ Impres-

101 It oasuiot be urged that ** neamiriB hne no Bubetrate, and as snoh could not

prove the eziatenoe of the Soul.**

,
101.101 Beginning with this, down to i lOS, we have the refutation of the above

Vai^shiha argumentBt from the atandpoint < >f the Bauddha* Aa the Bauddha does not

admit of Pleaaure being a Property, the i argument baaod upon tiiia auppoaition oan

have no force for hims

101 The BMahya, having eatabliahed tl le incapability of Pl$aaur$ proving the ezia-

tenoe of the Soul, puta forward Dmr$ ae thal property that would eatabliah ita eziatenoe.

Thia ia thua ezplained iu tlie Kd^hS t * DeaiJv refera only to auoh an objfBot aa haa been

E. 106, we have the refutation of the above
>f the BauddJia* Aa the Bauddha does not
argument baaed upon tiiia auppoaition oan

perceived before, and found to be agreeableJ

aame entity to whom thia previoua oogniUos^

a peraon deairiug aomething tp-day whkh he

rouat admit of the eziatenoe of an etempl ent

Thua thia Deaire cannot but belong to the
belonged. Aa a matter of fact, we do find

perceived yeaterday; and hence we
L«^ other than the Peroeptiona, which par*

eeivea the thing one day, and desirea It on the Q/et.* To thia argument, the Ideallat la

repreaented (in the Bhdahua], aa mahing th^following reply :
*' There la nothing that

cannot be oogniaed by, ^e meana of Bight^ potion, and aa auoh we cannot admit of

any other entity aave the idea i ao Bfiir# aliao, aa apart from Perception, cannot be
proved to ua; and hence i^e .mare eidaten^ oi Deaire could not oonvinoe'uaof tbe
eziatenoe of the Soul. Then, aa for the ftct o|f the daairing entity being the aame aa the
patcatvinp entity, we could eiplaiu that on the ground of both—Deaire and PeToeptiaa-**

belonging to the aame Sanaa <4 ^daoa, the Daavia being brought about by the Impraaaiona

left by the Paretptton.** Having thuf fouii4 Beaira alao unable to convince the opponent
of the SouPa egiatenoe^ the Mamory, aa affording the reaaon forthe

m Soura eziatenoe, the.pioeeaa of aealmn|hg being the aame aa in the caae of Baaira., And

Jm^ia |id«o^ •ttno gronnda aa befoie. It ia

-iigrotetOh diF ^MHaiaar^ Death plao^ ^
the gronnda in anpport, aa well aa the

and with fhn ^ ^ thoae in the caae of Dwiira,
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104-105. “A Ihiite'h produced by »mero
independently of any direct idea of the pere^hbn itself; and hence it' ie

not necessary that the nominative of this (Desire) should always be the s4me
as that of PereepHon, While, on the other hand, JSsmes^^aace is always in

accordance with perecpiton; and hence its nominative is always the same
(as that of Perception) ; and it is for this reason that the case of fiemsm-

brance is brought forward (in the BMshya) again («.d., even after the refuta*

tion of the capability of JDerire).

106. ** In this case (of Bemembranoe) too, since the Impression (that

oanses Bemembrance) is in the same ‘Series* (of Ideas),—therefore we
can explain Bemembranoe (as being due to the same Impression), even

though it be different (from Desire).’*

107. ^he arguments of other theorists (for proving the existence of the

Soul) being thus rejected, the BJUlehya proceeds to show that the Soul is

itself directly cognisable by the notion of “ I.”

108-109. Though, in the assertion “ I go,” the word “ I ” refers to

the Body, inasmuch as it is the Body that goee^ going being impossible for

104.10S These Urihas point out the difference between the oases ot Veiire and
Memory, It often happens thnt one man perceives an object and finds it agreeahU ; and
then he desoribes it to another person, who oomes to have a Desire for that object ; and
thns ifc is not always the case that the desiring entity is the same as the perceiving en*

tity. In the ease of Memory, however, the person remembering an object oonld not but
be the same that had previously perceived it.

106 This Kdrikd points out the grounds on which the Idealist rejects the oapabilifry

of Memory establishing the Soul’s ezisteiioe. The Impression that causes the remem-
brance, (and which is the basis of Memory) always occurs in the same * Series of Ideas

*

as that which causes the Desire, Conseqoeutly, even though the case of Bememhrance
might differ from that of Desire, in the point shown in the previous Kdrikd, yet, iiii^s-

muoh as the faot of betn^ brought about by Impressions is common to both, the ground ot
refutation too would be exactly the same in both. Just as the case of the desvrrng entity

being the same as the perceiving entity has been explained on the ground of the Desiff
being brpught about by an Impression occurring in the same ' Series ’ as the BercopHon^r^
*0

,
in the same manner, we could also explain the faot of the retnemhering person being

the same as the perceiving one, on the ground of the Bememhranee being due to the Im*
prvssion^occurring in the same * Series ' as. the original Perception,

101 With this Kdrikd begins the expUmation of the Mifndnsaka*s own arguments fov

proving the existence of the Soul. In accordance with this theory, the Soul is the

object of the notion of * I * which is directly perceptible by the Senses, and does not rest

Upon mere Inferences.

108.109 Though the * I * in ‘ I go ’ may be taken to refer to the Body,—and similarly the

^tof our remembering a thing to-day as it was perceived some days ago, as also the fimt

^ onr recognising a certain thing as being the same that was perceived by ns a few
ago, Ac., dm.-:-all,thesemay be explained, somehow or other, asbeing due to ' Impressm s

aj^waringin the ‘ Series of Ideas,* do., do.—yet the recognition of one^s own self as

the »ame to-day as it was yesterday, cannot be explidned except by postulating an edii&l

61 V



^^onl^rsad tboui^ JJtaUMiratx* m4 .oilier

ol^ieiBte, mey be due to^'Impreauone yettberep^f^t^ltim 9! tbo

Saif (by itself as bein^ the same to-day as it was yesterday) is baird, to ^
got at (by'‘* Impression/’ fto.)

110. It cannot bnt be admitted that in the assertion *'1 know/’ the
** I ’’cannot bnt refer to the Knower this Snotaar may be either the *’ Idea^^

(as held by the Banddha) or the subslraie of the Idea^ the Ego ” (or Per-

son/’)

111-112. The applicability of Intelligence to the material elements

making np the Body and the Senses, &o.—considered either as one complete

whole or severally (each element by itself), or as having been modified into

a particular shaped Body to he discriminated from other material objectSi

Body, &o.,)—has been rejected by the Sgnkhyna and others, on the grounds

of the Body (1) being impure, (2) being a partite whole, (S) -having a
shape, (4) being material, and (5) being a Body like material eUmante

ficul. Thus then, it is the recognition of the Belf that is brought forward by.the BhSehya^

as a fact proving the ezietenoe of the Soul. It oannot be denied that the .object of the
previous cognition, and that of the subsequent recognition are one and the same. Con-
sSquently, even if you have recourse to ' Impressions,* these must be held to be brought
about by the previous cognition of the Soul,

ti<^ In the case of ' I go * we admit of the fact of the ' 1 * referring to the Body, only
going* in not possible for the Soul. Bnt in the case of * I know * the case is quits

the reverse, the ' I * refering directly to the Bonli as it is the Soul alone to which
*Xno¥fing * could apply, as it could not apply either to the Body or to the Sense-organs.

The word ' I ^ therefore must be taken as referring to the Knower $ and we shall prove
later on—in K. 116 et ssq.—that the Idea cannot be the Knower ; and hence ' I * cannCt
hist refer to the Soul.

Ill -US Ooneidered either ae one complete, d'c.”—The question is—Does Intelligence

belong to each of the elements compoking the Body, or to all of them, considered as one
composite whole.? As a matter of fact, it is not found to exist in the elements, earth

and the rest, when these exist separately by themselves. Nor can it exist in all of them
taken collectively i because that which does not belong to the parts oannot belong to the
whole. For the same reason the InteUig^enoe oannot be regarded as belonging to these
modified into a particular corporeal shape, for the purpose of being discriminated ftrom

other Bodies. Because even then, the oonlAitnents of that shape remain the same earth
mthe rest, which have been found to be devoid of Intelligence. Thus then, inasmuch
as'Intelligence cannot belong either to the Body or to tlie Sense-organs, these cannot be
fSfarded as the Knower referred to by the * I* in thesentence ' I know.* The * Impurity *

of the Body oonsists iwits being made up of the three attributes—Saetva, Ao. Just as the
klements, having the aforesaid four properties—betfig a partite whole, y'e.—are devoid of

.^telllgenoe, so must the Body also be t as this also has the said four properties. Anfi
^st as the dead Body, having all the charaoteristios of the Body, is found to be devoidW Intelligence, so ate must the living Body be regarded to be i because there isno dif^

^ke material constituents of the dead, Body, ‘and those of .the.
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(willed IB BB inB^noe applying to t&e fMt fokif prein!8B8)»Biiailki tS«

Body (which is an instance applying to the last premiss).

118. If all (the material elements oonstitnting the Body) had XotelH-

gence,^theti all being eqnal (in importance) could not be related to one
another* And if only one of them had intelligence, tlien the fact of the

other (elements) being its auxiliary would become incompatible.

114. All emliodied whole and a shape could never exist, except fbr

the purpose of some other entity* If we have a distinct enjoying (expe-

riencing) Agent (in the shape of the Soul apart from the body), endowed
with Intelligence, then the incompatibility ceases.

115-116. If the knower were only an Idea, then your knower woOld
be amomenttiry entity ; and then there could be no recognition of any prel-

vious cogni/ier (being the same as the one at the present moment) ; as that
“ I knew this before, and 1 know it also now.**

117-119. Because of this (recognition), which ** Idea-moment *’ would
be the object P With regard to the previons event (cognition in the past)

wo would have the notion “ I knew **
; and then the asseriion “ I know ft

also at the present moment ’* could not be true (with reference to the same
cogniser), becanse the ** Moment-idea ** (that cognised the previous idea) does

not cognise the present Idea (since the past idea must have disappeared in*

stantly, and as such could not cognise any idea at the present time). And
a cogniser at the present time is known from the assertion I know**; and
in this case, the assertion ** I knew it ** would not be true (with regard to

the present cogniser). Because the present cognising Idea could not (have
been present at any past time, and as such could not) have cognised

(the object) in the past. If both (the present and the past cognising Ideas)

were to be the objects of (recognition) then both would be false, inasmnoli

118 « OoM not he related, Those that are equally Important cannot besr liiiy

relationship to one another,—as declared by Jaiminiin the Siitra

'

Subsidiaries, allbeiilg

equal, In that they are subsenrient to others, cannot bear any relationship to one another.**

(^**iv—18). If one element were Intelligent, then, it would not require the aid M
the others, andthe Body would be constituted that one element only.

<lt<lf. BMkhyaUrikd 17,

lit With this begins the refutation of the Bttaddha theoiy that the **Idea** tl tie
knower.

118.18 isottld he /airs.*’—The past and the present cognising Ideas bthlg
(iti your qpini<m) different from one another, could not be the object of the snbisqtieilt

reeoynitlon. Because this could be possible, only It both the cognising Ideas had jcfiit-

ly cognised the oh)eot^ both on the former Oooasion and on the present one.' Tfflb,

hbwevef is 1^ no means possible i because the preeent Idea had no existenee eii iImi

fbraier doeallott i nor could the poet Idea exist' at the preeent moment. iueecidiBg Ip
us, the Soul that cognised on the feramrooeasion Is the saine that cogrisss at las piSite *
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mi lH>tK of them did not cognise it in the past

; -nor do they both ooguiae

it at tEe present moment. ' '

120. The ** series” (of ideas) oaiinot be said to be the objeot of Beoo^
nition; becanse none of the two forms (past and present) can. possibly

belong to it. As the series did not cognise it in the past (as it did not

exist at the time of the first cognition), nor does it cognise it at the pre-

sent moment, because of its non-objective (unreal) character.

121-

122. Nor is there any common element in the past and present

oOgpiising Ideas (as the Bauddha does not admit of any class notion). If it

be urged that Recognition is dne to smiZanty,-—'then, we could not have any
rMOgnition m the case of dissifnilar ideas

; ns in the case “ T knew the caw
before, and (the same) I know the horse now.”

122-

123. If it be urged that both have the common character of being
the coyntser-—then, that wonld also belong to other persons, and,'then, in the
case of the cognition of all men, we would come to recognise the ** I.”

123-

124. Even if both these (cognising ideas had the similarity of)

appearing in the same “series” (of ideas),—then, too, all the recognition wo
could have would be in the form of “ That,”—just as wo have with regard
to the cognitions of other persons, or with regard to external objects like

.the jar, Ac. (when seen twice).

124-

125. “ Impressions” are able to bring about the recognition of

wo cfcaracfar.”—Becanse, according to the Bauddha, the “Series”
caaiiot be permanent j nor can it be momentary • as it is held to consist of many moment-

Ideas* And as such this ** SeriM ** cannot be regarded as non^ohjective, or unreal*
lSl.il The Bauddha does not admit of any such elaas as “Idea.” ** Dissimilar^

—hi the case cited, the previous cognition is that of the cow, and thepresent one is that of
Che horse | consequently there can- be no similarity between the two coguisers, on the
ground of the coffntttoiss, which are not similar to one another { and hence the recogni-
tion of the oogniser of the present cognition as being the same as that of the prevtotts

. one cannot be said to be due to simiktrity,

111.18 If the mere fact of both being cognisers were sufficient ground for the re-
, cognition of one as being the same as the other, then, inasmuch as one person would
be as much a eogniser at another person, we wonld oome to recognise the two persons
as identical i and this Would be an absurdity ; as it wonld mean that, whccver the
oogniser may be, he would aUfays be recognised as * I * 1

1

itt.M Grantiog that the two cognising Ideas have the similarity of appearing in
the same “ Series,” and that as such one could be recognised as being the same as the
<pther,—even then, we could recognise the present, as beingthepost, only in the form
/tM'iisthat;' and we could not have any notion of *1* in it. Because the Cognition is

much different from the * I ,* as another person’s Cognition, or as any external objeot.

Consequently, the reeognition laid down by yon cannot explain the recognition of the^1” in the asaerticn-*! who see the cow to-day am the same that saw the horse
'-^yasterdsy.! .

•

11441 admit tbe aUlity of the Impressions to bring ^out the reoognlttca fl|
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the eegmter} bnt they ^not bring abont, with regaid to an. obj^ th^
idea of Bomething that it is not; for “ Impi^ioiia” are not a oanee of tw-
taken notions (and the notion mth regard to an object as being something
that it is not, cannot bnt be a mistaken one).

126-126. And the notion of “ I ” is not a mistaken one; as it is not
set aside by any s'nbseqnent cognition; and naturally, this notion of “ I’*

cannot refer to any other object than the cogniser^ as we always find the
eogniser to be known by the notion of ** I.**

127. The notions of « I as in “lam heavy, or fat, or lean, *0!,“
when taken as referring to the Body,—mnst be held to be mistaken ones.

Because the fact of the Body being different from the “I” is proved by
such assertions as that “ my Body is heavy,’’ Ac.

128. With regard to the sense-organs too, we find that they are al-

ways spoken as being different from the “ 1 e.y., in the assertions “ this

my eye is so and so,” “ my mind is wandering,” and the like.

129. Thns then, the fact of the body not being the eogniser having
been established, if there be any notion of identity (between the cognising
“I ” and the Body), even when the one is different from the other, then
this cannot bnt be a mistake due to extreme proiimity (of the eogniser

with the Body).

130. The idea of “my Soul/* indicating difference (between the soul

and the “ 1 ”), mnst be explained as being dne to the difference (from the
soul) of “ cognition,” which is a state of the soul (and hence often spoken
of as snch).

181. Of the word “My ” (t.s., “ I ”) the direct denotation can be none

the present eogniser as identical with the past, Bnt each recognition oonld be posslbie

only when the two oognisers would be identical. On the other bandjwhen there is a
distinct difference between the two (and the Baaddha has failed to prore their identify),

then, in no case could the one be recognised as the other,—even by means of Im^tts-
cions I specially as such a recognition could only be a misconception.

ltt.M We always have an idea of our own self whenever we cognise an object to
be the object of the notion of * I.* Hence the notion cannot refer to the Body.

W ** 1 am heavy *’ always means that ** my body is heavy.’* Consequently the

notion o( *I ’ in this expression, when made to refer to the Body alone, apart fiom all

notion of one's se(f, cannot but be false. If there were no difference between the “ 1 “

and the Body, then we oonld have no such notion as 'my ' body, and the like.

in* **Any notion of .identity “ aS in * 1 am heavy.*

1*0 This refers to the following ol^ection t Just as we speak of my body, so we do
also of my eooli and this would prove that thefioei is something other than the /.*' The
sense of the reply is that * my-8onl,*^my oognUion,^-^eogniSion beinga condition of theSoul
is spoken of as the * Soul *

} and certainly the cognition is something other than the *V
Ut ** Aforesaid eauss,” i.s,, the faot of the cognition being different from the

and jret be^ spoken of as * Bool,’ on account of the Oogaition being a partionlar ooatts

tionoftheSool.



'Either iB*d the Soiil'*
;
thera^oM Iht notion 'of ditfeiren^ (ox^nithd in

’*) miut be dne to the itforeaaid oansei and the diflhteacw is dhe

to the difleretice of ** Cognition/’ (and therefore the OxpzoMion ’’Hy

BOol ” cfinnot be taken to point to any other soul than the one expreeaed hy

the “i” in the word “My”).
182. Those alone, who haxe no knowledge of the difference (of the

sonl from the Body), can have a notion of “ I ” with regal'd to the Body.

But even in this case (they have this notion with regard to the. Body, only

b^nse) they ihmk the body to le the Soul. Henoe the notion of must

alwiiyB (be accepted to) tefer to the Soul

133. Those, however, who have a knowledge of the difference (be-

tween the Sonl and the Body),have no notion of “ 1 ” with regard to theBody.

And as for tlie notion of “ 1 ” expressed in “ I know,” this is never set aside.

134. For, if this notion were absent in the Yogis^ how could they

have any ^eas, while insirncting their disciples P And we do find them

thns engaged (in instructing) ; therefore we mast admit that they are

doghisant of the “ Soul.
”

185. In a case where only a halt of a certain scripture, Ac., has bOen

toarnt, if one were not to have any idea that “ I have learnt this much,” then

(when taking up the study of the work after some time), he would have to

learn from the beginning again.

186. Thus then, we would have a rejection of the theory of the non-

4kistehce of the Soul by means of the aforesaid Becognittont (of the Soul),

experienced by all persons. . And the following are the coaiiter-arguraents

(a^inst the arguments, brought forward by the other side, to'deiiy the

existence of the Soul).

iSI Thongh thej think the Body as * 1/ yet, Inasmnohm the Body Is ebo thooglit

of ee the Oogniesf, and as eternal, do., do.,—they make no difference hetweea the

Body and the Soul i and thns for them, the Body being identical with the Soul, It Is

only nataral that the notion of ' 1* shonld refer to the Body i and in thieoase, this wonid

not be advene to thenotion that * 1’ refen to the Soul
Ut **Aifor the ndtoa, This refen to the following objection s

** Pobpfe who
have reached the higheit grades of knowledge, oeaae to have any notion ofU ? With le-

gaid to the Soul alsoi consequently the Soul too cannot be rightly regarded as the ob-

jective anbstmte of the notion of * l*^*’ The seneeor the reply is that, thongh the nCtieB

of*l/ aaeipreaaedln^Igo,' *I ran,' do., is Set aside by a tme knowledge of thC Sotih

yet such notions of^ I ’ as are enpressed in * I know,* are never foniid to be njeoM.
i Itt We find even the great master of Yogie imparting iaeirnotions to Arjnna, and

talking of himself as—** I am the origin of this Univene, do., do.**

IM Weflndthat one whohad learnt the iret half at some previoos tisNi, takes

up the other half at a fatue yme. This wonid not he pMble if therd werollo one

ffoul AmqNrtng.iho Body ef the pmsn, during Oie thns bateniNiig kvsr the oowplste
pesMof hisatndy.



(l) Tha pCjgfBifler, known as tilin ^ I '* Tsitterday/is%
that ooiitinnids to-day, liscanse—the oogniser of yesterday is ki(owii

the ** I, ” lihn the oogniser of the present time. (2) The present i»g^

niaer must have been the oogniser yesterday,—*beoaase it is a oogniser*,

or l)eoanse of the aforesaid reason (t.e., beoanse it is known as the "),-rr^

like tlie oogniser of yesterday; (3) Or, we may have the arguments ba^
upon the ** cognitions ’’'themselves as the minor term : all oognitiona of the

“ I ” happening to-day or yesterday have one and the same object (Soal)*

—beoanse they are all the oogniser’s cognitions of the I ” conneoted wilh

one and the same ** series ” (of Ideas),—like any ordinary single cognition

of the “I.”

140. One who would seek to know the Sonl by the help of the Veda
alone would find himself contradicted by certain contradictory texts

;
hence

the citation df the /irdAmanas (with a view to explain away the, contra*

dictory passages).

141. The Injunctions (of Sacrifices) themselves, standing in need of a

permanent Soul, indicate its existence on acoonnt of the inexplicability

of the Injunctions in case of the non-existence of the Soul ; and the texts

cited only serve to strengthen the idea of the Soul, indirectly indicated

(by the Injunctions).

142. It being asked— (if the existence of the Soul be indicated solely

by Yedio Injunctions and texts), when the Word ceases to indioate the

Soul, by what is it manifested P ”—^tlie reply is given by the text—If if

self4uminouSf meaning that The Soul %$ manifeeted by Iteelf,

143. By saying that it is
** incognisable,” in general,—the meaning

would seem to be that it is so (incognisable) by all persons (inoluding

even the Ego himself). But the assertion of
**
self•luminosity ” distinctly

indicates its incognisability by others.

144. When an obfeet (the * gavoffa ’) is cognised by means of another

objeot (the * Oow ’), we have a case of pure Analogy (or Simile). Where,

1IT.1N The JUrikSpats forward another argnment based upon the " Cognitions’* i—
" Testerda/s oognitions were those of the Oogniser known to-day,—beoanse they are

eofnlltoatjttke the striet of to-day’s oognitions.”

lifr Having established the eslstenoe of the Soul, by means of reasonhigs, the

Bhi$hya has brooght forward oertain Yedio tests in snpport of the same, and the

KHM shows the use of this oitatioii of anthorities. ” Oentredietery teet§ iaoh as

*as|Wiltya, Ao.’ (* There is no oonsoionsness after ftoath’).

Ill As shown above, the attainment of Heaven wonid not be possible if there

were no Sonl. Henoe it is absolntelj neoessaiy to aooept the existence of the Sonl,

for the sake of the Injunctions of notions leading to Heaven, Ao., Ao.

tit «• ipbfd oesfM i.e., when the texts are not being prononnoed.

IH This refers to the BhMya quoting the sentence-^’ 1 cognise the Sonl to be as

yon oqgalsp it to bp.’ This Is bhjeoted to op the ground that there can be no Analogy la'



on' the other hand, the similarity is indicated by Words alone, th^ we

hare a case of ** Analogy and Yerbal testimony ” (combined).

145. We become cognisant of other people’s Souls, by obser^ng their

methods and actions, such as are not possible without the Soul ;—and also

of such cognition of other people’s Souls as has been shown by Inferences

(in K. 135 f.i.)
. ^ .

146. The text C* there is no oonsciousness after death ”) embodies an

objection urged by Maitr5yi, who had become confused by rarious pass*

ages in the IJpanishads, declaring the Soul to be existing and non-existing,

perishahle and imperishable; and (the text “This Soul is imperishable”

embodies) the statement (by Tftjnavalkya) of the final well-ascertained

. fact.

147. The Soul, by Itself, is imperishable. And perishability be-

longs to (its connection with) the senses, Ac., together with the capabili-

ties (of Dkama and Adharma). And the “absence of consciousness”

(mentioned in the passage “there is no consciousness after death”) refers

to the Material Senses, Ac. (the meaning being that after death, the Soul

ceases to have any cognition through the material sense-organs and body,

Ac.)

148. Thus has the author of the BhOshya, with a view .to refute

Atheism, established, by means of reasonings, the existence of the Soul.

And this idea of the existence of the Soul (thus obtained) comes to be

strengthened by studying the Vsddnta (t>., the TTpanishads).

Thus ends the Section on Atma-vdda.

Thus ends the 6th Aphorism*

a ease of Verbal Aiiertion. The Xiriki admite that this ia not a oaae of pore Analogy i

it is one of Analogy and Yerbal Antbority combined.

Iti The passage just quoted speaks of one’s own Sonl as oognised through its

similarity to other men's Souls i and the Kirihi shows how we become oognisant of the

Souls of other peojde.
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APHORISMS VI to XXIIL

On the Etemality of Words,

1. Question: *‘WheD, even in accordance with the theory of non-
etemality ol Words, meanings are comprehended from Words, and the nsage
too is without beginning, why should you insist upon the etemality of
words P”

2. Answet*: True: the theorists (holding non-eternality) do desire
such comprehension of meaning

;
still, we have to examine their reasonings;

because the mere fact of acceptance by others cannot be regarded as
sufficient ground for validity.

8. When the Word is momentary (as held by the Bauddha\ then
it is incapable of giving any sense. Consequently, if the comprehension of

meanings from momentary words be sought to be estal^lished, by menus of

arguments, then the comprehension of the Veda would become groundless.
4. In the face of the groundlessness of these comprehensions (of

meanings of Words), we could have some refuge in the case of percept-
ible objects (which are amenable to sense-organs, and as such, ai^ not
totally dependent upon verbal expression). As for JDharma^ however,
depending as it does solely upon the Veda, it would lose its ground alto-

gether.

5. And we should also reject the theory of an eternal usage being
based upon objects having a beginning (and as such necessarily perish-

able). Jhi the case of the use of the jar, the idea of the (perishable) inii*

i A monentary word can have no relationship with anything; and as anoh,
cannot afford any meaning. If, In the face of such incapability, the Yedio sentences
were to give a sense, it oonld only be in accordance with a hniqaa convention. Bnt
any snoh convention is held to be inapplicable to the Veda. Hence the Veda wonld
become meaningless.

• Words being momentary cannot be the objects of eternal usage. Though we
find an eternal nsage—in the shape of the fetching cf fpater—in the case of the/ori
yet anoh etemality is based only npon the Idea of the does Jar,’ which Is etemah
The notion Of the individual far being an object of eternal nsage is a mistaken
for certainly ai^ ningle Jar oonld never be the object qf stemoi usage.'
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pi^l jar is a mistaken onot as it really pertains to the oioit ^ jar’*

(wkioh IS eternal).

6. We can have etemality of only snoh a usage as is based upon

an nnohangeable eternal entity. In the absence of one snoh nnohange-

able eternal entity (in the shape of the Olasi)^ there is nothing that conld

be the sabstratnm of snoh etemality.

7. And farther, we can admit of no usage other than what is gener*

ally recognised. Therefore it is for the sake of the validity of the Yeda,

that we seek to prove the etemality of Words.

Ohfeetiona against the etemality of Words (embodied in Sutras 6-11).

8. Since there is mntnal invariable concomitance between noa-

etemality and being caused^ the Sutras lay down arguments in support of

one of these.

9. Words are eausedf—^because many of us recognise it, simultane-

6u8ly« in diverse places, in one and the same form ;—like the tracing of

letters in writing.

10. ** Or (the Sutra may be taken to mean that) there is a difference

(in the same word as pronounced by diffemnt persons), because they

Are simultaneously recognised ; and because there is this diversity (or

difference), the Word must be caused* Because a single object cannot be

t It is only an eternal entity that can be the substrate of etemality} anything

else does not eiist long enough to serve as snoh a substrate.

t Vfe find all usage to be based upon notions of OZoss—and not on those of Indivi-

duals (vide supra),

i^From this Karibd down to K. 18, we have the explanation of Sutras 6 to 11,

'embodying the nrgumeuts against the eternality of words. These Sutras are: (1)

Bimesay that the Word is caused; leeause it is perceptible only after an effort*' (1—i—>0)

;

(2)
** Because it does not persist" (7)} (8) Because of the application of the word * maJte

'

eoiih regard to it
'*

(8) } (d) " Because it isfound to he pronounced hy many persons at one and

ihs same time
*'
(9) ; (6)

** Because it undergoes change ** (10) i (6) Because it is intensified

hy a multiplieity of spoahers

"

(11). Kdnlkd 8 refers to an objeotion urged i^inlt

Bdtra 7. This Sdtra s^ks to prove the non-etemaZity of words } while *what the

pnrepeding SStra 6 lays down as the'oonolusion to be proved is that the word is caused,

•The sense of the Kdrika is that it is a well-known fhct that whatever is sauted is also

msn^eternalt and oice vsrsd ; and as snoh the argument that proves the one also proves

j^e other.
.

2 This explains Sitra (0).

^
. 10 One and the same word—** Oow ’* f.i.—is recognised, at one and the same time,

Iqr uiaiqr personal and unless it be all-pervading, like Akiga^ this would not be pod*

^%ble,-«-epeoiaUy If t|ie words recognisedby different personi ho uon-dlfferent from one

but as a matter of faot, we do find them to be dSflisrekiti and as mb thS

'w^ eannot but be rlfar^e^ es oeutsd by the effort put forth hf Mli person.
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bogiiM in different plao68» unless it be an all-pev?adii%

entity (like JkO^).

11* And that the Word is not an all-pervading entity is proved by
the fact that in a single place it is perceived in tU entirety, like the jar, Aoi

Therefore the word (‘Cow’ f.i.) uttered by one person must be (held to

be) different (from the same word as uttered by another person).

12. “If the word (‘Oow’ f.i.) were one only, and as such neces*

sarily existing in one place,—then, when it would be used by one person,

it could not possibly exist in the mouth of another speaker; just as the

mouth of one person (cannot belong to another person).

13. “ As, on the other hand, if the word be held to be a caused entity, ^

then, since the actions (efforts of individual speakers) are different, it is

only natural that the effects of these actions should be different from one

another. And the notion of all these being one, must be held to be due to

their extreme similarity (of form),—-when the fact of their being different

from one another is so clear.

14. “Then again, if the Word were eternal, there would be no

ground for the mistaken notion with regard to it (in the shape of

sameness, Ac.) And the unity of the Word,—sought to be proved in the

passage “ veiily it is the positions (of the word) that are different, and not

U An all-pervading entity, like the AJkdfa, u never capable of being perceived in

its entirety. And if sack difference as shown above is admitted in the case of one and

the same word, yon cannot deny the fact of its being caused by the effort pat forth by

each individual speaker ; and as snoh, it cannot be eternal,

IB “ Jtfeete in the shape of the word “ Cow ’’ prononnced by different persons.

This word uttered by one person cannot but be different from that nttered by another

;

the ordinary notion of sameness is due to extreme similarity.

When it is proved that a word uttered by one person is different from the same
word uttered by another person, then we can explain the notion of sameness as being

due to similarity. If, however, the word be held to be eternal, then there can be no

ground for. any mistaken notions with regard to that. Because if there were any such

grounds, then the word would lose its eternal character, as shown later on. Thos jlf

the word were eternal, the said notion of sameness .would be quite real, and not mis*

taken ; bgt inasmuch as the sameness is shown to be false, the eternality cannot bnt be

rejected as false also. Hence if the word be held to be eternal,—in reality it has

been shown to be otherwise—we could have no grounds for explaining the said notion

of sameness, ** And the unity** ^e,, ^e. It cannot be argued that the identity or unity

cognised by means of sense-perception cannot be rejected by inferential argumeutiu

Because it is only correct sense—perception that is incontrovertible ; while that which Is

distinctly found to be Incorrect,—s.y., the perception of the sameness of the flame which
is undergoing changes every moment is always set aside by means of well-established

ferenoes. Ihe fltot is that the word ** Oow is diverse^ because it is peroeiyied

several places $ and hence the notion of fomsasii or unity wi^ regard to that w^
ominot Imt be # misteken pqe; and from this it must follow that the word Is
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fbe word ii«elf” (in the BhSahya on Sntra IS),—wonld be oonfiniduted

(end rejected, by the argnmente branght forw^ in KSnhUt 9, 10, Ao.) ,

15. “ Nor can it be urged that the appearance (of the aame Word) in

different places (as uttered by different persons) is dne to the difference in

their manifesting causes (in the shape of the utterances of different

Bpeakeis). Because a single jar does not appear diverse, as shown by lamps
located in different places.

16. “ And farther, since the impartite AkH(^ is the sole snbstrate of

all the manifesting utterances (of different speakers) together with the

manifested {Word),—therefore, for yoa, the manifestation too (of the Words)
would be in one and the same place.

17. “The letters * i,* Ac., are non-eternal,—beoaose they undergo modi-
fications into other letters Q ya,* 4c.), as laid down and regulated by the

Smfti and similarity^ jnst as curd, milk, and sugar

^

4c. ( being modifications

of milh^ grass

f

and sugar-cane respectively, are recognised as non-eternal).

18. “ And again, since (the utterance of) the Word is intensified in

accordance with the intensity of its origin, it must be non-etemal, like the

jar. (The notion of intensity cannot be said to be a false one, caused by the
intensity of the manifesting cause

; because) even though we may have a
thousand lamps illuminating a jar, the jar will not, on that account, become
any larger.”

Eegily to the above (embodied in Sutras 12-23).

19-20. In this (12th) Sfitra, and in those that follow, the Bkdshya
shows the inconclusive character of the above arguments. The fact of

W A diversity in the manifesting agency cannot cause diversity in the mani-
fested entity.

W Hence yon cannot explain the diversity of the word ** Cow ** as being dne to the
difference of the positions of its manifesting onnses, in the shape of the ntteranoes of
several persons.

n This KinU explains flfStra 10. The letter • i » when followed by the letter • a* is
charged into ‘ ya» (vide Paniat 71-^—77) j and ont of the modifications laid down in the
SSfrs-—v<i, va, ra, la,—*it is into * ya ’ only that the * i * is changed, simply beoanse of a
oertain similarity between these two letters; and certainly that which Wergoes
ohanges can never be eternal.

This explains Setra 11. No amonnt of intensity in the manifesting cause can
firing about an intensity in the effect. It is only an increase in the material cause
(Cflay) that leads to the enlargement of the effect (yor). In the same manner, the in-
tensity perceived in the toord, when uttered by many persons simultaneously, must he

* held to be due to a oertain increase in its material cause, and not to any in its manifest^
causes. And thus, inasmuch as the word undergoes modifications in accordance

^th the modifications of its material cause, and as such it resembles the iar,—it can-
not hut be regarded nen-eternal, trai^

^ With this Mgins the rSply to the above argamenUr^bir reply bslfl^ efU^
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•‘being peroeifed n^ a oertaiii effort" done sot militate tbe
theory of eternality either. Therefore (sinoe the fact of being peroeifed
after an effort does not negative the fact of its ezistenoe elsewfiere), as the
Word is peraeived only «fter an effort, we recognise its ezistenoe through
pmepHon as qualified by reeognition, at other times also, even though it is

not then perceived directly by the senses.

20-

22. If by your argument (“ because it is perceived only after

effort”) you mean the fact of its non-pereeption before and after the s/ort,—
then the argument becomes doubtful—(1) for the VattBehika, with regard
to “ class,” (2) for the SBnkhya, with regard to intellig^enoe as residing ill

the Soul, and (3) for the Bauddha, with regard to the three entities held
by him to be other than momentary : ets., “ Intelligent Destmotion,*’
“ Non-intelligeiit Destruction,*’ and ** AMga.**

22-24. When the destruction is preceded by an intelligent process
(e,g.y the breaking of a vessel by means of the stroke of the stick), we have
an idea of “ Intelligent Destruction.” And when the destruction is not so

preceded by any intelligent process (as in the case of the tumbling down of

a wall), we have ” Non-intelligent Destruction.” Both these (Destruc-
tions), being imperUhAble are held to be uncaused also. The Bauddhas
have asserted that Destructions are accomplished by themselves, and are

{not caused) e

24-

25. Because that which is found to have a cause, is invariably

found to perish,-—as for instance, the sprouts, Ac. And since there is no
destruction of Destruction, it must be uncaused.

25-

27. From the fuel as connected with fire, ^proceeds a series of

bodied in Sutras 12-28. Sutra 12 is thus : The fact of being perceived after effort is equal

(bo the theory of etemodity as well as to that of non*etemality),
BOiJS The Vaifishika holds the Class to be eternal ; and yet the Class is not per-

oeptible, before and after an effort on the part of the Peroeiver. In the same manner,
with the Intelligence of the Sdnhhya, as also with the three eternal entities accepted by
the Bauddha,—none of these being perceptible before and after an effort.

21-

St That which is caused cannot bnt be perishable. Therefore, in order to be
imperishable^ the Destruction must be uncaused,

MJ’b What are popularly known as eases of Destruction brought about by some
cause are only oases of positive Production ; f.i. the case of the burning of the wood is

one of the production of ashes,

** JUbt perceived^ ^e.”—Destruction is natural to all entities | but it exists in two
forms, the subtile and the gross. So long as an object continues to be acted upon by
homogenous oauses, its obanges are all homogenous and positive i and daring all this

process, the Destruction continues in its subtile formi and in this condition it is not

peroeived. It, however, comes to be perceived when the object happens to be acted

upon fay an external heterogenous agency,—snob, f.i., as the stiek in the case of the

bveakiiigof the Jari and it is then that the Destruction appears in its gross form, nlid

as such becomes perceptible.
*

. ^ >



fary ^mbars. And from the jar, as siriiok by a sfciok, prooeed osrtam

sartbenware fragments. Destraction, being ^natural, and baring m ex-

istence in itself (without any agency from witbont), is extremely subtile,—

and hence it is not perceived (to appear),—being, .as it is, lost in a series of

homogenous positive entities.

27-

28. When, however, an external heterogenous cause happens to

fall (i.e., operate) upon the homogenous series, then, by means of an

heterogenous effect (thereby brought about), the Destruction appears in

its gross form, and (thereby) becomes manifested (and peroeptible).

28-

29. Thus, then, it is an heterogenous effect that is brought about

by the cause,—by which cause the Destruction is distinctly manifested,

though it is not brought about by it.

29-

30. Thus then, inasmuch ns Destruction,—even though not appear--

ing apart from an efort (in the shape of the striking with the sticky for

instance)—is found to be uncaused^ your reasoning (embodied in Sutra 6)

becomes contradictory.

80-32. The Akdga too, being eternal,—when it happens to be covered

up under the Earth or Water,—is rendered visible only by the removal of

these (Barth and Water) by means of digging and pumping» And thus we
see that here we have perception (of Akdga) only after an effoi*t. Oonse-

quently your reasoning— since it ( word) is perceived only after an effort
”

-^-becomes doubtful.

82-33. If it be urged that— in the case cited, we infer that the Akdga

exists all along, though it is hidden under Earth and Water,’ —then (we

raply that, in the case of the Word too, from recognition^ we infer that it ex-

ists all along even prior to (and after) the effort put forth by the speaker.

88-34. When the Akdga is made to disappear by an effort in the

shape of filling up the well, then we find that the argument-” Because

the Word does not continue .to exist ”—becomes doubtful.

84-35. In the well thus filled up, there is no cognition of the Akdga^

18.19 A-nd this manifestation leads peojde to think that the Destruotion has been

bfotight atottt by the cause.

I9J0 Your argument is that, since the Word is found to appear after ^ effort,

therefore, it must be eausad. But as a xnatter of foot, all that is so found to appear, is

not oaussd, as we haTe shown, with regard to Destruction,

to.lB We now proceed to show that the argument fails with regard to Akiga also.

tt.M This refers to Sutra 13, which refutes the argument put forward in 8dtra7.

6iece an uncaused and eternal entity, like Akdga^ is found not to have a ccatinaed

existence, therefore the (argument cannot be valid.

% S«.SS Joit as we have no cognition of the Word, which has not yet been reudered

^hjfdtcej^U by an effort on the part of man, so also, in the case of AhdgOf wp have.ms

;pcgnlt»m of it until it is fsadstvdpsreiptttif by an effort in the shape
of the earth from the^weU.
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«i4ieowiiM ihat whieh has been bidden is not peroeptibIei«^)lisi as As
oogniticm of the Word.

85-86« If the argnment be brought forward in the form-*-** because of

the nou-oontinuanoe of the Word (thus saying the oases of the Ihdpa^ Ac.),

-—then it must be held, by the person holding the theory of the manifeek^

tion (and not produetion) (of the Word), to be an unaooomplished (ih«

complete) one.

' 36-87. If (by ** caused ”) you mean the fact of its depending (for

manifestation) upon an action of the (manifesting) causes,—then (the

argument becomes doubtful) with reference to the oases of the root (of

trees) and Water under the ground. Because, though these (the root and

Water) are tawed (in the above sense of appearing after an action of the

eawe) yet they are not produced by the actions of digging^ &o. (which only

serve to render them perceptible).

37-88. In the case of the Word, there is no other action productive of

it, save its utterance (by a person). Even if the argument be qualiSed by

the specification ** in the absence of impediments,^’—then too, it becomes

doubtful, with reference to the same facts (of the roots and water underw

ground).

88-88. Because, even in the absence of any impediments (to the

86.89 **Unace<mpli8hed **— beoanse the Word is not accepted by the Uimdnodka

to have a non-continuous existence. Oonsequently, an argument based upon a fact not

accepted by him can never convince him.

88.87 What do yon mean by the assertion—

*

The Word is a canned entity f • (1)

Does it mean that it is produced by some oanse, (2) Or, that it is perceived after a cer-

tain action of that which is held to be the oanse P In the former case, the aigament—
* because it is perceived after an effort *—becomes useless i as it does not prove your

conolnsion. ibid in the latter case, in view of the case of the roots of trees, and the

water under the ground, the said argument becomes very doubtful. Because, these are

perceived after a certain action-—of digging, f.i.—and as much, may be said to be
* caused,’ though they can never be said to be * produced ’ (brought into existence) by
the digging ; as they already existed under the ground. In the same manner, even if

the Word he proved to be a caused entity (in the above sense), it oonid not, on that

account, be said to be ’ produced.’ Consequently, your argument fails to prove that

Words ase * produced’ and ’ non-eternal.’

81.88 H the argument be stated in the form— because in the absence of any ini-

pediments of its perception, the Word is not perceived before and after an effort”—

then^ too, it becomes doubtful, with regard to such things as the water underground*

Because these too, in the absenoe of any impediments to their perception, are not

perceptible either before or after the presence of a lamp, or of other causes of their

appearance. (Fids next K.)

2M8 The deaf does not cognise the sound of a Word i but that is oi^g to the

absence of the manifesting oanse, and not to the non-existence of the Word. And ee

each these fhcts of non-perception, before and after theeflort, cannot prove the eaaa84*

IMii^ and the consequent non-etemali^i of the Wofdf
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c4^C6ptioii of these), they are not p'ereeiTed, on acoonni of the abeenee of

eansts (favouring their perception). In the same manner, in thii ease

of the Word also, we would have no oogoition of it, on aooonnt of the

absence of its manifesting agency (the ear, f.i.),—as we find in the case of

the deaf. If the non-existence of the manifesting cause be said to form the

iiipediment (meant in the argument), then too the argument would be

incomplete.

40. If it be urged tbat-^^* our reason is non-existence (of the Word)
bOfore and after (the effort),”—then too, the reasoning is non-oonolusiye,

Ibiid unaecdmplished (non-conyinoing). Because, as a matter of fact, the

Word exists all along
;
but is not perceived, on account of the absence of

causes (favouring its perception, by helping its manifestation).

41. And the cognition of the Word depends upon a cause which is

momentary
;
just as during a dark and cloudy night, our vision depends

upon a flash of lightning (which is momentary).

42. Just as a lamp is held to be the manifester of the jar, Ac.,

through the aid that it affords to the eye,—so (in the case of the Word)
utterance (by the Speaker) would be ( the manifester of the Word), through

the impression it makes upon the ear (of the hearer).

' 48. This is not affected by the question—** In what form is the

impression ? ’* Because, just as in this case of production (of the Word
in the ear), so equally in this case (of manifestation) also, the power (of

manifestation) is beyond Sense-perception.

44. How can any objection apply to a power, which is even inferable

**Iiieom|}2eto*’*-Beoao8e the absence of snob an impediment would mean the nega-

Uoa of the absence of the manifesting cause—which would be equivalent to the exis-

tence of the cause ; and during Such existence there can be no non-perception, of the

Word (which is always perceived whenever the manifesting cause is present).

to The objection means that it is not the nou-pereeptfoii, but the non-existence,

of the Word before and after the effort, that we lay down as an argument against its

etemality. But this argument is unoonvinoiDg to the Utmonsaha^ who does not ad-

. mit such non-existence.
' tl Since the canse regarding the already existing word lasts only a moment,

therefore the word is not perceptible before and after the effort. Hence this latter

fact oannot prove the noa-satsisnes of the Word before and after the effort. As nn
example of the manifesting canse being momentary we have the flash of lightning

iUnninating things in a dark and olondy night.

^
M The agency {irodnoing the sonnd in the ear is not perceptible to the senses. So

the agenpy manifesting it too would as reasonably be imperceptible. Hence the non-
^ascertainment of the form of impression cannot affect onr position.

^
tt So long as the Power sndeeds in bringing abont its effect—In the present ease,

.

Pmanifestatioii of the Word,—its existence and eifloieiioy can never be questiooedi

And specially as snoh efficiency is proved by concomitanoe : the oognitiott of thhWciS
exictbig only when thoqre Ic the manifesldng agency of the atterance and got otherirliSi:
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from llm eA^' (ft bri^g# iboiit)/ Tbie 00̂ g^foanS for belio^g' (the

utierande to have the power of manifesting the Word) lies in the feiet 'ot the
cognition (of the Word) appearing only when there ia utterance.

45. Thus then, it ia by tneana of anperaenanona power alone, that*

these (utterances) impart a supersensdons facility (power) to the Sense*

organ (the ear), and thereby, become the caoses of the manifeaialioa of

Words.

46-48. If it be urged that the manifesting cause cannot be hetero*

genoua (to the manifested entity ”),—then (we ask), how can you hold the

ear to be the mauifester of sound ? And, how could the fiery lamp be the

mnnifesters of the earthy jar P And, lastly, what homc^eneity could there

be between the Oonjunotion of the Soul (with the Mind, which conjunction

is held by the VaigSehikaB to be the manifester of all perceptions) and

the objects '(perceived) P If you take your stand upon some such genus

(as the summum genus ** entity,” to which everything belongs, and through

which all things may be said to be homogeneous),—then, that would swve
us also (as both the Utterance and the Word would equally belong to tht

genus ” entity”). Barring the means of cognition or perception (of the

Word), nothing else can be rightly regarded as the mcMifester.

48-

49. Therefore just as an homogenous entity is accepted to be a

manifester, simply On the ground of its being the means of perception,—*

so too would also an heterogeneous entity (be held to be a manifester), oh

the same ground of perception being concomitant with (i'.a, existing on the

existence of) that manifesting cause.

49-

50. Not knowing the fact of the Utterance belonging to the Air,

and thinking it to belong exclusively to the palate and other (places of

Utterance in the mouth), the objector (in the BhXtshya) has urged the

objection—** even on thp cessation of the (Utterance) the sound is heard,

Ac., Ac.”—^iu order to prove the non-manifesting power (of Utterance).
'

46.48 If ntteranoes, being heterogeneons to Words, cannot be the chief manif^lers,

then the Bar oonld not be the manifester of sound and so forth. ** Barring, Ac.*' This is

added in anticipation of the objection that the lump being known to be a manifester of

the Jar,dEO.a it was right to bring it forward ds an instance ; when, as in the case Of the

Conjunction of Soul, people do not ordinaidly know this as a manifester, it is not Hght

to bring it forward. The sense of the Keriki is that everything that brings' about

the perception of an object is its manifester, and the Oonjunotion of the Soul is the

means of such perceptions therefore this too is as good a manifester as anything else.

48.4S We hare the same grounds for accepting an heterogeneons entity to be a

mar^ester, as we have for accepting an homogeneous one.

48.W The sound Is heard even after the utterance, bepattse it resides in the air.

But the objector, who is made to speak in the BMshya, ia ignorant of the fact, a^
knem the sound too to reside in the palate, Ac., wiiioh .ceases as spon as the spesdli «



: 60-61. And it h with regard to tho fact of its bdonging to the Air
(and hence continuing even after the speaking has ceased), that the reply
is given (in the Bhftshya) that tn/acf, tke Uttwancea do not eeaae. Till the
assertion (in the BhOshya) of the fact of (the sound) striking” (the Air),

Ac., Ac., the above objection as well as its reply remain with their con-
nections (and significations) obscure.

61-

52. In the BhUahya passage beginning with ” If, Ac ,” the ” mani-
festation,” that is spoken of, is possible in three ways : It is possible (1)
through a change {aaMcdra) in the word itself, or (2) through that of

the sense-organ (the Ear), or ($) through that of both.

62-

58. Oljeetiona

:

” If the change were in the Word, then all men
would cognise it. Because of an entity, which is impartite and all-per-

vading (as the Word is held, by the Iffmtfn/aka, to be), there could be no
change in any one portion.

68-64. ” Nor is it possible for the process of change to be regulated

in accordance with the diversity of its substrates (f.e., the Ear of men
hearing it). Because, being like the Akdga and the Soul, the Word (as

held by the MtmSnsaka) can have no substrate.

54-56. ” If the Akdpa be held to be the substrate (of the Word),-—
even^ then, the change cannot belong to a portion of the Word, inasmuch

as it is itself impartite ; and also because people always cognise the Word,
in its entirety. If the Word had undergone a change, only in a portion

of it, it could never be cognised in its entirety, pervading, as it does, over

the whole extent of the Akdpa.

66-58. ” If the Ear be held to be the AkOga itself, it being all-pervad-

ing, the conjunction ( with the Word uttered) would be equal (in the Ears of

all men). And thus we would have the possibility of heunng words even

fromagreat distance. And in this way (f.e., if the Ear were to be Ajbdpa),

the Ears of all men would become one (since AkSga is one)
; and conse-

quently when one person bears something all men would hear it (an

absurdity).

iO-ll The utteranoes do not cease with the speech. They conthine in the Air for

SQiBe time. The fact of the ntteranoe belonging to the Air is known only when the

fitisKpa has asserted the sentence AhhighHa, Ao.”

.
it-ti The passage referred to is the Purvapahaha passage t

*' If the connection and
dis)uaction (of the palate, Ao.,) were to manifeat the Word, Ac.”

M.IS How begins die setting forth of the objection raised in the Bhdahya referred

to. The Word being the change prodnoed in it by utterance, must belong to the whole
it. And as it is all-perrading i3l men would hear it,

^ it It raunot be held that the change is prodnoed in the Word, only in so much as
npin coulunctioa with the Ear of men near the speaking man.

ie.ts TheBarof|iJlmenbe|ngalI-per7ading, the sound made in America troald be
as well heard by us asIqr those near the speaker.
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48419. '**^Iiiumiioh M tlie AhUfaia impartite, it eilimot bet tielA^

for the double purpose of regulating (the ohange pi*odaced by utterttlio^;

and the limitation of liearing)—^that the Ear is that part of the AkSga^

which has been modified by the Virtue and Vioe (of the person haring thC

Bar).

59-

60. These objeotions also apply to the theory of the

ias (who hold the Bar to be AkSga) ; and to the doctrine of Kapila (Sdn«

khya) also, as the Ear, Ac., being ail-per?ading (inasmuch as all sense-

organs are modifications of Self-consciousness, which is held to be all-per-

vading),—^the same process of reasoning would apply.

60-

61. **
(If the ohange belonged to the Ear, then) the Ear, being once

changed (which, intliecase of Ear, means being made capable cf cognUing

pounds) f would comprehend all the Words. Just as the eye opened (ana

rendered capable of vision) for seeing a jar, does not fail to see the cloth

also (if it be before the eye).

61-

62. ** The same objections would apply, if the ohange belonged

to the object (t e., the Word). Since the Word exists in the same place (as

the ear), the ohange of the one is not different from that of the other.

62-

63. ** There would be a change in the ear, by the removal of

the air filling up ( the cavity of) the Ear. But we always see tliat when a

covering is removed we perceive everything that may have lain in the

place (covered).

63-

64. ** The Word being held to be one only, it is not possible for

it to be changed (for one person) and not changed (for another person) at

one and the same time. And if only one of these conditions (changed

or not changed) he held to apply to it at a time,—then it would be either

•8.M Saoh modification by the deeds ofpersons possessing the Bar, conld esplain tbs

limitations in hearing. Because the deeds of each person being different the oapaoities

of their Bars wonld also be different.

ff’Al And the objection, is that, if the ehange prodnoed by utterance were to belong

to the Bar. All Words being ostemal and all-perrading, the Bar is always in proxi-

mity to all Words I hence. If it were to be modified and rendered capable of oomprSf
bending Words, it wo^d comprehend all the Words—which is an absurdity.

ti SIhoe the Word heard is oo<eztensive with the Bar, the ohange of the Word is

open to the same objections as the ohange of the Ear.
8i.St 7iie only ohange that is possible in the Bar and the Word is that whloh is

brought ahout by the removal of the Air filling up the cavity of the Bar. Bat In that

cose thecorering of Air, the only impediment of the Bar, having been removed, it would
comprehend all Words, because they also are In the Ear, which is all-pervading like

Ihdfo, and hence all the Words exist in it t consequently if the covering be removed, all

the Words wonld equally be open to comprehension.
11.80 If the WordweretobechangedoiioeODty, it wouldbesoforallpeopleiaiift.

hiiiienB lwoptowoddhnarlt. Inthe ihnwway, WittreretoheiioMiaaghdott^^

peiaoo would hear it.
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'

oogiuBed (heard), or not oogniaed, by |dl persons (at ono and the «ine
time).

64-

65. ** If the change be held to belong to both (the Ear and the

Word),—then this theory would be open to all the objections tibat hare
been shown above, to apply severally to each (t.^., to the change of Word
and to that of the Ear). Therefore a partial cognition of the Word (t.e.,

the cognition of the Word by some people and not the rest) would not be
possible, unless the Word be held to, be a caused entity.”

**

65-

66. The Bhdshya has given a reply to the above, based upon

, (the theory of) the change belonging to the Ear. The hearing by different

individual hearers is regulated by a diversity among their Ears.

66-

67. Nor do we admit the Ear to be necessarily (identical with)

Akdfa, Nor, again, is the Akaga itself impartite; inasmuch as this

(impartite character) has been denied (with reasons) by the Jainaa and
the Sdnhhyas,

67-

68. Therefore the Ear could either be a part of Akdga itself, or

a distinct entity by itself (without being open to the aforesaid objections).

And thus, in accordance with our theory, for each person, verily, there is

a separate Ear—this being inferred from the (otherwise) inexplicability

of effects (in the shape of the hearing, of different persons, being different

from one another).

68-

69. (Granting the theory of Ear being Akdga)^ oven though it

(Ear) were one and all-pervading, yet, the change produced by utterance

oould belong only to the substrate of the auditory Akliga only. Therefore

the Word would be cognised only by that Ear (auditory Akdga) which is

affected by that change (and thus there would be no chance for the Word
being heard, or not heard, by all persons simultaneously) (as urged in K.
63-64).

69-

70. If the change be attributed to the organ of Sense (the Ear),

-—even then, the change could (be held to) apply to the organ, through its

substrate (eis., the tympanum in the body of the hearer). And thus the^

Word would not be heard by that Ear, of which the tympanum has not
been affected by the ohange (produced by the utterance).

,
61.66 Xhis refen to the Bhishya i

•• One who holda the manifestation of words is

not open to the amid objeotiona i beoanae the dii^nnotions and oonjonotlons of the
4to., of the speaker, do not alfeot the Bar that ia at a diatanoe, 4o., 4o.

61.M If the Ear of each person were not distinot, we ooold not esplain the fact ,oi

a Word b^ng heard by one penon, and not by othen.
66i»6i gnbatrate of the anditny Akiga is the )^ar in the body.
etiv 4iui QOMtqsently we woiOd not have the vpiged in E; 68-64.

9^ t. SwwflwW bp ft «»•
lU PWMM dmiiltw.0l|(iljr.
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7i« 'Qjttei^i^oe does not effeot mj' bhiuage in tlio miditoiy nyy«j
if it laito to veMh the Ear (in the body). Therefore the applicability of

the obaoge .{produced by utterance) is regelated by the diversity of the
corporeal ^ar (which is different for each person) (and consequently there
is no chance of the absurdity of a Word being heard by all persons sinrnl-

taneously, or that of a very distant sound being heard with as much dis-

tiootuess as one near at hand).

71-

72. Ol^\ : ‘‘ Qut then, the auditory organ, having been affected by^

the change in .one corporeal substrate, would become the means of cognising

(that Word) in all persons,—for those who hold all auditory sense to be one
only (on the ground of ita being identical with Jfibdpa, which is one).” •

72-

73. The cognition (audition of the Word) is held to be produced
ill the bodily organ of persons. Consequently the change (appearing in

the organ of* one body), appearing in a place other than the principal ele-

ment (audition of the Word by other persons), fails in an essential factor

(necessary for audition by others).

73-

74 Even one soul, though impartite, and as such cognising (a
Word) by its whole self, has the cognition in the body it occupies (and which
it has acquired in accordance with its past deeds). And after this explana-
tion, our theory no longer remains faulty (objectionable).

74-

75. Just as tlie though one (and impartite), comes to be
diversely connected with several partite objects severally,—so in the same
manner, would it also be open to change and non-change (in accordance
with its substrates in the bodies of men) (and hence the change in one
auditory AkUpa could not lead to the cognition of another person, and so
forth as urged in KSriklh 56-57 et seq),

75-

76. Even though AkSga is impartite and all-pervading, yet the
“connection ” (of AkOpa with the partite objects, jar, Ac.,) having a dual
substrate (in the shape of AkUpa and the partite object), depends upon the

(partite ol^ects) jar, Ac., lying on the earth only (and as such, the connea-

tion cannot be said to be all-pervading).

Tun The sense in one person being the same as in other persons : if it happens
to be aflEcs)ted in the Ear of one person, and lead to his cognition of the Word, It would
remain alEeoted even in the Bar of other persons. Therefore when one person hears
a sound, aU others would hear it.

.
Tt.1t Xlhange is a secondary element in cognition which Is the principal element*

And the secondary element, in order to be effective, most be in the same place as the

primary. The cognition is to be produced in the bodies of men and nowhere else.

Theretee the change affecting the amise in Bama’s body cannot bring about a cogni-

tion in the body of Krishna. Becanse the change in Bama Is not co-estenslve with the

cognition in Krishna.

> . 1^-Ttiie is in anticipation of the objection that tiie,connection of iMsa woold
also be ali-pervading.
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76-

77. DeafnetB, fto., are also reflated by the same oanse ({.e.| by

the effects prodaced in the bodily organ). And this (deafness) is tiot

experienced by another (t.e.» any Soul other than the one to which the parti-

calar body, with the deranged ear, belongs),—^inasmncli as it is inflaenced

by thevirtne and vice (of that partionlar Soul).

77-

78. Jnst as in the case of a village lord, when removed from

the mastery over the village,—though he continues to reside in the village,

'yet he does not enjoy (the possession of) the village,—^so, in the same

manner, though the Soul of a deaf person continues to reside in the body,

yet, being deprived of its mastery (over the organ of audition), it does not

hear any sounds, even when others (near him) hear it.

78-

80. Even if (it be granted that), like the auditory sense, the

Word and its substrate too are without any parts (t.e., impartite) and

incapable of occupying any one place (».e., all-pervading,—even then, the

theory is not open to the (aforesaid) objections. Because the air-vibra-

tions, which are held to be the manifesters (of the Word), are both en-

dowed with parts and capable of occupying different places (t.e., are neither

impartite nor all-perrading). And (of these manifesting air-vibrations)

there are different classes also,—on which (classes) are based the changes

(produced in the auditory sense).

80-

81. Just as, in your theory, the air-vibration (utterance) put

forth for one Word, does not produce another Word,—so, in our theory too,

the vibration, capable of producing changes, in the Ear, enabling it to

cognise one Word, will not be able to make a change for the sake of an-

other Word.

81-

82. Just as any one of the contacts of the palate, Ac. (by the

' speaker), (put forth for the pronunciation of one Word) cannot, in your

theory, produce another Word,—so, in the same manner, any one of these

1S.71 Deafness results wlien the bodily organ, Ear, which is the substrate of audi-

tory sense, becomes deranged. Hence both the ability and inability of the aucMtoiey

sente most depend upon the effects prodnoed (or obanges brought about) in the bodify

organ.

,
11.10 ** jroaiMw”^that whioh readers oognisable. eltts«ei*’^Fer eas

class of Letters there ie’ one blase of Air-vibrations; aad so on with each letter that

is pronounced. And the change produced in the auditory sense it none other than the

ooutaot with theee Vibrations. The Bar oomiiig in contact with a vibration, cognises

esdy tlint letter (or 6cnnd) which belongs to the same olase aa (f.e., Is homogeneous (to

'that vibration. This Kiriki meets the objection nzged in Edrika$ 60-61.

S0.I1 Even one who holds the theory of words being oansed finds it necsssity

Wto asssrt that Words can be produced only by snob air-vibrations as are, homogeusons

,
Thin meets the objeotiou urged in eMB aad shows how

-^ig^m^MBnotposmble.



mimomm n to niUj^mn^iun ov^wobos.

ixmtaels tlie ^ wbioh is capable of putting forth sno^ aoiiiidi

as bring about changes in the auditory sense favourable for the cognition

of any one particular Letter, is not able to indicate sounds of other Letters;

82-

83. Therefore, both in the theoiy Isying down the production of

Words, and that holding their manifestation, the diversity of all capabilities

(for producing changes in the Auditory Sense, Ac., Ac.), is equally inferable

from the (otherwise) inexplicability of oertain well-known effects (every-

day facts of ordinary life). And (from the same inexplicability) could

also be inferred the diversity of effort and detire to »peah (which inference

too is equally possible in both theories). ^

83-

84. If the change be held to belong to the object (Word), then too

the change would apply to one Word only (and not to all, as urged in

KdriJas 61-^2). And even this one would not be heard by all men (simul-

taneously), on account of a difference in their capabilities.

84-

86. Just as (in your theory) though the Word is produced equally

with regard to all men, yet it is not cognised by all (simultaneously), on

account (as you explain) of the fact of (its cognition depending upon) the

divisions of direction, plac-e, Ac.,—hsio, in the same manner (in our theoiy

also) when a Word is affected by changes brought about by sounds produced

in proximity to some men, the Word is heard by these men alone, and not

by those that are at a distance (from those sounds).

* 86-87. Even if it be iield that the changes belong to both (the Ear

and the Word), the assertion (in Kdrihas 64-65) of this being open to both

objections (urged against the change of Woi*d’* and change of

is untrue. Because on account of discrepancies in either (of these two

changes of Word and Ear), all (Words) are not heaid by all (Bars of all

men).

87. A method (of the cognition of Word) must necessarily be laid

down by such inquirers as strictly follow the universally accepted fact of

the hearing (of Words) obeying the desire to speak (on the part of the

speaker).

88-90. In this matter, some people (the Vai^hikas) hold that the

Word (sound) is primarily produced by Oonjunction and Disjunction
;
that

« Difference in capabilities.*’—One who is at a distance is not as able to hesr

as one who is near. The latter half meets tiie objection urged in in KSrikdt 68*64.

Just as your cognition of the Word is governed by Direction, Ac., bo sre nlso

our changes of Words, Ac.

' A discrepancy in the Ear of people (censed by distance, Ac.), makes It

impossible for all men to hear a sound simnltaneonsly. And a discrepancy of the

Word (oansed by the fact of one sound manifesting only one Word), makes it impos-

sible for all the Words to be heard at one and the same time.

ii-W By OonJnnotion,asinthecase of the dmm stmck by the stick, ud by 011-

jmiotlon^ as in that of the flute.

•a



from tbiB (sonnd) is prodnoed snoiher sootid simihr to i^$ and^ tk^ia a
place next to this is prodnoed another sonnd also similar to it, then loUows
another, and so on, in the manner of waves and ripples ; and it is the last

sonnd (of the series) that is caught by the Ear.

90-

91. But, in this theory, there are many assumptions of imper-

ceptible facts. In the case of a sonnd, we are never cognisant ofany m^ti-
plicity of sounds (as held by the VaigBthika),

91-

92. Even the fact of one sound producing another is gpoundless,

inasmuch as sound has no action. Nor can an immaterial entity (like

sound),—^being, as it is, incapable of striking (against anything)^produce

an effect in a place removed from itself.

92-

93. Nor is there any means of regulating the production of

sounds, with regard to the limit of their reach. Nor is tfiere any cause that

could account for the restriction of the direction (of sounds), and for the

fact of (sounds) following the current of winds.

98-94. It is hard to prove that a sound produces another which is

either similar or homogeneous to it. Nor are we cognisant of any grounds

for believing the production (of sounds) to extend on all sides (specially

as waves and ripples, which you cite as an instance of the method, proceed

in a single direction).

94-

95. And again, it is not possible for foregoing sounds, that are

entirely destroyed (without leaving any trace), to produce the subsequent

sounds, which had absolutely no existence before. And just as the possi-

bility of a series of cognitions (has been rejected under Nirlllamhanavdda)^
so too is the possibility of a series of sounds (inadmissible).

95-

96. In the case of the Waves,—since they 'have a certain velo-

90.

tt do not oogniae the aonnd heard to be different from the Bound uttered.

91.

«B If an immaterial entity were to have auoh an effect, then anoh effects (sounds)
would be possible, even beneath' the ground (t.s., the sound prodnoed above the ground
would be heard in the neth«r world): because an immatericd object would never be re-

tarded in its progress by any sudh interoeptioiu as those presented by material objects,

like the Earth, Ac.

^und being immaterial, what would be the means whereby we could accept

the theory that the series'of these sounds stops short at a certain point, beyand which
it does not go. And since no such cause can be found there would be an endless series

of a sound, which would thus come to be heard simultaneously by the whole world.
If sound be immaterial, how could we explain the fact of its being produced in one

direction, or the fiiot of its being caused in the wake of word-oorrents—both of which
are possible only with material objects F

Since a sound cannot be a material cause, it cannot produce another sound.
M.9S A sonnd on being produced is instantly destroyed and no trace of it is left be-

hind. How then can this be the cause of the next sound in the Series, which, tiU Qmmi,

hasM no sort of eidstence F

A rip^ kM a certain velocity for a long time after its Spit appeanmcs^ and
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city (ttotioii) a&d action, it is possible for'them to produce effeete in plaoee

other than that of the cause (t.e.,the first ripple, haring motion, can pro-
duce another ripple, even at a distance from it). Because the action
of such (mobile) causes lasts so long as the velocity (or motion)
lasts.

96-

97. (Granting such a production of sounds) this production could
not be impeded by the intervention of walls, Ac., because the.existence of
an immaterial substance (like sound) in the midst of a material substance
(like the wall) is not impossible.

97-

98. And farther, Walls, Ac., do not serve either to destroy or
remove the Ikdfa (and hence, sound being a property of AlOga cannot be
destroyed or in any way iptercepted by the Wall). Therefore, even inside

the Wall, Akfiga cannot be rendered imperceptible.

98-

99. If Akclga did not formerly exist in the place, then the very ex-
istence of the Wall,—as also of all its inner parts,—would be a contradiction
(because all things exist in space, which is the same as Aibflpa). Because
these cannot have any existence in a material substance.

99-

100. If it be held that ** the AkSfa bears only the production of
such sounds, which are free from any cont^t with a substance having the
character of an interceptor,’*—such a statement has no reasons in its

favour.

100-

101. This statement cannot be said to be proved by Apparent
Inconsistency

; inasmuch as the fact (of sound being intercepted) is cap-

able of being otherwise explained. And, as a matter of fact, this (Appar-
ent Inconsistency) is not held to be a means of right notion by those who
admit of only two such means (Sense-perception and Inference).

0 long as this velocity lasts, it will go on producing other.ripples. This is not possible
in the case of sound, which has neither velocity nor motion.

S7.98 Because, being immaterial and all-pervading, the Akaga must have existed in
the place, prior to the erection of the wall ; and since it could not be in any way inter-

cepted by the presence of the wall, it must be admitted to continue in the place even
after the wall has been built.

99.09 «< Because, &o, ’’—Since it is so, they must be held to have their erfstence In
an imnrnterial entity like Ahiga,

99.100 This qualification is a saving clause against the argument based on the
intervention of the wall. The objection means to.imply that, since the sound, in the
case of the presence of a wall, is in contact with an intercepting substance in the shape
of the wall, therefore it cannot be said to be produced when its progress has been stop-
ped by the walh Hence, behind the wall, the sound is not heard.

1C0.I01 It is only when a fact is not cognisable, and cannot be explained without the
admisdon of » oertain other fisot, that this latterls accepted on tiie (othenr{se)appaMh
inoonsistenoy of the former fact. In the ease of sound, however, all the Iheta are
pUsabls in aooordanoe with the Uimin9aktf$ theory. Tfaerafore, there is no
•ietenqy that would lend support to any new theory.

64
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101>102. ITor can the aesnmption be said to be due to laflweBoej in*
aemnob aa no relation (of ooncomitanoe) is peroeiTed (to exist betwem pro-
duction and any invisible entity, as the intermediate sounds propounded
by the VaifBthiJca). If it be urged that “ we could have the Inference
from a general afiSrmative premise,— ” then, in that case, your reasoning
would be contradictory.

102-103. Thus, (if it be aligned that)—“a sound is productive of
homogeneous sounds,—because it is a property,—like tbe Sense-organs (of

Taste, 4o.),”—(this would be met by the counter-argument baaed upon the
same premise) : viz

:

A sound is not productive of other sounds,—for the same
reason (t.s., bManse it is a property, and properties are not productive of
other properties). (And if the production of other sounds were like the
pr^uotions of the Sense-organs, then, as these latter appear in the
point of space as is occupied by the Sense-organ, so in the an-rnA manner,
the intermediate sounds) would appear in the same place as that occupied
by the primary sound (and thus there could bo no transmission of sounds).

108-105. Because (it is a matter of common experience that) the
place, which is occupied by the parts of the piece of cloth, is also the place
where all its properties exist, and it is the same place where tbe whole
(piece of cloth) made up of the parts also exists

; and the properties of the
whole, too, occupy the same place (as is held by the Whole itself). Thus,
we have oo-eztensiveness (of the properties of the Cause and those of the
Caused). In the same manner (we could infer that), all the (subsequent
intervening) sounds have no place other than that held by the primary
(first) sound.

105-106. A sound does not produce another sound,—because it is a
sound,—like the final sound, (where the series of the Vaifi$hika ends).
Similarly, Conjunction and Disjunction (hold by the Vaipgshika to be
productive of sounds) (do not produce sounds)—because they are so (is.,

because they are Conjunction and Disjunction),-like any other ordinary
O(mjunotion and Disjunction.

106-107. In fact, the theories of the movement of the sound, and
that of the auditory sense,—as held by the Jaina and the BUnkhya respect-
ively,—are more reasonable than the above (FatpetAtka) theory. Bnt-
these, too, become untenable, on account of the following reasons.

tQlJCl The latereaoo from general afibmatioB is abown in the^'flrst of the
IKIriU. " Oontnulietorv "—alio proving a proposition aimed at.

^
IM-M* A qpUogism proving the fact of sounds not prodneingsoands.
MUei The JSsias tiieoty is that tbe sound having been uttered travels bedify to the

ear of the bearer. And the Sdabbeo theory is that tlwi sAnsAhyfAg ^"-r—~*«"g «tavdli
to the region where thb sound Is pi^aoed.
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107-148. The travelling of soand, as proposed hj the /ohMi is an

imperoeptible faotj as are also the materiaUfy and tangibility (of sonnds)

the suppression of existing sonnds, non-oogpiisability by the tactile sense

(even in presence of its tangibility), and the existence of many subtile fac-

tors (technically called, by the Jainas^ **Pudgala ”)•

109. How can there be any production (of the final perceptible

sound) by means of these (subtile factors), which are imperceptible (and

as such incapable of producing perceptible entities) P And, from what sort

of diversity in the process of production would proceed the diversity of

the Letters (appearing in the sound) P

110-111. In the absence offluidity in these (subtile factors), how can

they be said to be mixed up (into a complete whole, in the shape of the

sound) P And (even if such mixing up be admitted, as in the case of a

lump of flout), how is it that in the travelling (from the region where

the sound is produced to that where it is heard), the sound is not dissii-

pated (and blown away) by the air-currents P—-specially as these parts

(i.e., the subtile factors making up the sound) are extremely light (being

subtile) and are not bound together (into a composite whole) by any thing.

And just as a lump of clay is shattered (into fragments) by striking

against trees, so would the sound also (be shattered into its imperoeptible

component fragments by its striking against trees, do., intervening in

its path, from the place of production to that of its cognition).

112-113. (If the sound be held to be a component whole, made up of

parts, then) having entered into the Ear of one man, it could not be heard

by others. Nor is there any cause for the multiplicity of intervening

sounds. Nor, lastly, is it possible, for one and the same (component

sound) to travel on all sides (iu order to be heard by different persons).

113. Even in accordance with the theory that it is the Auditory

Sense that moves (to the region where the sound is produced),—such (motion

of the Auditory Sense) is not possible. And if (it be held that) it is the func-

tion (or action of the Ear) that travels, then (in that case) it would mean
the assumption of two imperceptible factors (since neither the function of

the Ear nor the travelling of the function is perceptible). And further,
•

107.10S This KSfikA enumerates the arions Imperoeptible facts assumed (witboui

any reason) by the Jaina,

U0.111 No mixing up Is possible unless the factors mixing up have a certain degree

of fluidity and consequent viscidity.

The air.onrxents blow away the flour | so would they blow away the sound Intc

fragments i hence It would be Impossible for any sound to be heard.

11S.1IS A material component object having entered one ear, will remain there In iti

entirely, as it is not possible for such an object to remain in more than one place at on(

and 1^ same time. And we have no grounds for holding that when a sound^ls produo.

ed| many sounds follow in its wake and spread allround.



(ttt ihifl theory) you would hare a modifloatioa (of the Auditory Senee) by
a distant object (ote., the sound, which is always produced at a certain dis-

taoce from the Ear).

114cll5. If it be held that (the Auditory Sense) gets (at the distant

sound), on accout of its all-pervadiiig character,~then, this fact would
apply equally well to the case of very distant sounds (and hence all sounds
would be heard equally well) ; and, as such, the modification or non-modi-
fication (of the Auditory Sense) wonld be brought about by all sounds
equally, and not difEerently ( the difference, in our theory, being based upon
the distance or the proximity of the sound produced).

116-116. If it be held that the Auditory Sense is modified by those

(sounds) that have no (particular) relation with it
; then, as shown above,

non-relation being equal (in the case of sounds near and distant), there

wonld be no speciality in the near sound (whereby such sound would be
heard, and not the one at a distance).

116*11 7.' And further, the function of the Auditory Sense, being im-
material, eottld not be intercepted by any material obstacles

;
and hence,

wherefore should an intercepted sound not be heard P

il7*llfi« If the modification were to belong to the Auditory Sense
(which the SUnkkya holds to be all-pervading), then there would be no rea-

son for any limit (as to the reach of its cognition,— t.e,, it would cognise all

sounds) 5 nor would it bo possible for the function of the Auditory Sense to

be urged mostly in the same direction as the wind (and as such the greater

tCMh of the sound in that dit*ection would not be explicable)
; and it

wonld be as possible for it to be intercepted in that direction and to move,
with greater facility, against the wind (which facts militate, against the
fact of the greater audibility of sounds in the said direction ) ; because,
in that case, the help of the wind, belonging to the Auditory Sense, would
not belong to the sound.

llfi-120. Those who hold that the sound is cognised by the Auditory
Sense, without coming in contact with it,—will have this non-contact

applieable equally to the case of distant and near sounds (and hence there

could be no difference in the hearing of these).

190421. And in that case, both in the case of distant and near sounds,

lliaie KoW begins the refntation of the ^inhhya theory.

116.111 ** lateroepted '* by ohstaoles, like a wall, Ao.

06.110 i«bis JCIWIS and the next meet the Bauddha theoxy that the Auditory Sense
gniseB the sound iHthdat comiiig in any sort of oontaot with it.

iiojii gii aoands would be equal in having no eontaot, and as iuoh eouelly
oognisable. •
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cognition or nm^cogniiion would bo oquolly, possiblo. lndtiioi«fw«ttld .

be no Beqnonooi or intenaiij or lowness, d^., of sonnds.

121-

122. Therefore, we rnnsi now enquire into the process of bear-

ing, from the standpoint of the Qrotriya (the Mimansaka). It is an nn-

doabted fact (of perception) that (in speaking) the internal Air, being

struck by the mental effort (of the speaker) moves (out of tlie^nonth).

122-

123. And this (Air) requires (for going out of the thraat) the

conjunction and disjunction of the (tongue with the) palate, Ac. And since

the Air has a certain force (with which it moves), it moves along so long as

this initiatory force lasts.

123-

124. And it is also certain that, in moving along, the Air and

its constituenib particles come in contact with, and are disjoined from, the

still (calm) Air (through which it pnsses).

124-

125. Having reached the AkUga (Space) in the Ear, the Air im-

parts a certain faculty, or potency, to the Auditory Sense
;
and since the

sound is heard only when this (faculty) appears, therefore, we admit of its

existence in the shape of a change {SamMra^ produced in the Sense),—and

this is the only imperceptible factor that we assume.

125-

126. And this “ faculty ” that we assume, is like the faculty of

^rodwing (the sound, held by the other party) ;
and it is nothing more than

that. And similarly (ue., as in the case of the opposite theory) we would

assume particular faculties from the fact of the cognition of particular

sounds.

126-

127. The production of Words (and sounds) having been rejected,

lU.itt With this begins the expounding of the proper UmSmalca theoxy—Of. the fol-

lowing K&rik&» of Finini—** The soul having oognfeed the objects prodnoes in the mind
a desire to speak ; it strikes the fire in the body ; and this fire moves the air inside ; this

air moving up strikes the head (brain P) and returns to the month, and there brings
.

forth tiie Word.” Suoh is the production of the sound of the word ; this sound strikes

the outer air with a certain foroei and so far as this force lasts in the outer air, np to that

place, and till that time, the word is heard. It is shown in the KArikd that every item of

this theory is amenable to peroeption, the only supersensnous element being that of the

change produced in the Bar by the sound. Whenever the ordirary Air is struck bf
anything it moves ; and so it must be with the Air in the body.

HUM And shiee it comes in contact with the oahn Air all round, therefore it Isquite

possible for the sound to be disseminated, and spread along, on all sides of its sonree*

1IS.IM They too assnme the appearanoe of a faculty in the ear, like ns. They

make the faculty productive of the sound, while we only hold it to be capable of mak-
ing the ear cognise the sound* So the faot of assomiiig an imperceptible Moalty ie ecm- .

men to both of ne.

IM-ltl The production of edimds k rsjeeted ui^ CheSatm "ZkowNHWim

fhstoifc** (l-i-lS).
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rHiiiioe the prooesa of hearing them in sot otherwise explioable,~we asssme

the (imperceptible) fact of specific changes being produced (in the Auditory

Sense) by the sounds.

127«128. That which proves the existence of such a faculty of sounds

(produciug tbe changes) is the fact of (the change) appearing only when
that fsculty exists ;—^jnst as in the case of the faculty of the Auditory

Sense (which isproved by tliefact of hearing appearing only when the faculty

exists). And the intellect (that was engaged in the assumption, or explana-

tion, of the production of the change) is taken up by the same (».6., by

the assumption of the faculty of sounds to bnng about the changes).

128-130. The interception caused by a Wall, Ac., is quite possible, in

the case of the Air. And the striking against the tympanum (of which weave

at tiroes cognisant) is due to the great force of the Air-current. And since

the Air has its own intensity, as well as that of its ^velocity, perishable,

—

and since it moves along in a certain order of sequence,—therefore, it

comes to be the sole cause of the change (in the Auditory Sense) of the

order of sequence (in the hearing of the sound), as also of tbe intensity and

lowness, Ac. (of the sound).

130-182. It is this “modification” (of the Auditoiy Sense) as the

means of the comprehension of sounds, that some people, (Bhartpnitra,

Aa), thinking themselves to be learned, hold to be the “ Auditory Sense
”

itself. But this is only a changing of (or play upon) names
;
and yet

they feel elated in their own minds (at having discovered a new theory)

;

whereas this pride is only false, inasmuch as they have not discovered

anything new.

182-

133. The Bhlhhya too, has not mentioned the “Auditory Sense ”

to be jpuuything other than a change produced by the sounds. Beyond

this, what else have they found to be indicated by the word “Auditory

Sense ” (that they seek to improve upon the BhOehya)?

183-

135. People always use the word “ SanehAra ” (“ modification ”)

lsr»lM Inielleot, dwu,” When we esquire into the prodaotion of this ohangv, we are

«

ealiefled by the asiumption of euidi a feoulty in the sounde ottered.

lS8.1ie By **£to.,'* are meant Uie fSote of thesonnd being heard near and not at a

distaneei the faetof its greater reaob in the same direction as the wind, its diifuaioii

on aH iidei (oansed the oorrent ei Air pasting on all aidea).

lW*iBI They hold the Modifloation to be the Sense. They admit of tbe Modifleatiou

^nd the Sesae both I but change their names.

ISUIW The only diffetenoe between our statement of the faot and theirs is, that

^^hay call the iMf the “Auditory 8eiisei“ while we apply this name to an

iBaiUif. (a penoB-otgsnlesdeMid, with ikU fineaUy*

:

And that the. latter fact is trpa

{a j^ved by our eTeiy*4ay experience.
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as R gonerio name applicable (in common) to all entities belonging to the

same class (of snpersensuoos entities/’ to wbioh the aforesaid /acaUy

of the Auditory Sense belongs),—the existence of which entities is infer*

red from their efFeots. But the word ** ^rotra ’* (Auditory Sense) is not

known (by people) to have any connection with the denotation of the word*

^^SanshUrai and as such, the word ** Auditory-Sense” cannot renounce

its own ipecifio denotation (known to every peraon), and. denote the

SaiMkdra'* (whicli is always known to be only a generic entity).

(135-136).—The author of the Bhaehya has laid down, in the begin-

ning, the ” non-optionality ” of the denotations of words. And this (rule)

would be snrely violated by those (who optionally, without any grounds)

attribute the word ” ^rotra ** to the SanskSra^

136-

137. The word ” ^rotra ” is known, by all men, to apply to

to something other than the Santikdra. And hence (by asserting it to

mean Sanshdra) we would separate the word from its well-

known signification, without any reason.

137-

138. It is established, on the ground of Scriptures, that the Sense-

organs accrue to the man, while he is yet in the womb ; and this shows that

they exist even prior to the appearance of their effects (cognitions). And
this (Scriptural Assertion) is violated (by the theory that the Auditory

Sense is identical with SansiOra).

138-

139. And further, the relation of the woi*d with the meaning,

cannot, in any way, be created (anew) by us. If the Auditory Sense be held

to be momentary (as it necessarily must be, if it be held to be identical

with Sanskdra, which is only momentary),—-then the relation of this (word

” (jrotra ”) with its meaning (Sanekdra, which is produced by sounds, and

as such a caused entity), could not but be such as is created by ns (and as

such non-eternal). (And this would go against the theory of the etemality

of the relation of Words with their meanings, as held by all the JUimdma-

kas.)

139-

lAO. If it be urged that ** the same would be the case with theword

*Sanekdra* (which is admitted by the Mimdmaka to denote Sanskdrae,

that i^re momentary and non-etemal),”—then (we reply that) other

Sanskdras remain (even when one San^dra has been destroyed; and we

hold the denotation of the word ** Sanskdra ” to apply to the class ” Bans*

kdra,** which is eternal). (Apart from the class) however, there are

some individual Banskdras (as those of the Yogi) that continue for hundreds

of years. Hence, the relation of the word ** Banskdra ” with the Banskdra

(considered either as a class, or as an individual) can never be destroyed.

in.ll8 «yio1fttea*’—becaosa the dasskira is oonoomltaat with the oogaithm of thh

WQfdf buitheie ieno suoh eognitioQ ia the womb; while the .deelaiss that thA

•easas aoome to the child in tiie 0th aMMithafteveoaoeptien.
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140-141. Then again, the word •prior to tho (pvodnotion
’^ 'of the) San$Vlra^ as also after it,—is always known to apply to an object

located in a oertain place (part of the body, eis., the Bar).

142. And we can hold the oontinuanoe (permanence) of the “Audi-

tory Sense “ on the ground of its being a sense, like the “ Tactile Sense,”

Ac. And hence it cannot be said to be momentarily created (and as such

cannot be identical with a “ SanskHra** that is created and destroyed

at every moment).

148. If by contact with sonnd, the “Anditory” Sense were to be

produced (as held by those who hold the sense to be identical with Sans-

hOraf which is produced by the sound),—then how is it that it is not

found (to be produced) in the case of the deaf person P

'.144. Because that which does not exist in a person^ is naturally

capable of being produced,—therefore, the “Auditory Sense,” which is

wanted (for the cognition of sounds), would be produced, even for the deaf

(which is impossible).

145-

146. If it be urged that “ the same contingency would apply to

the theory of Sanshdfa (being produced by the sound),”—(then we reply

that), the Sanshdra cannot be produced in the Sense which has been
^ destroyed (or deranged, as it is in the deaf). Sounds are unable to pro-

duce any changes (Sanskdra) in the “Auditoiy Sense” (of the deaf)
‘ which is covered over by derangements. But if it be held that it is the

Sense (of audition) itself, which (being identical with Sanshara) is pro-

duced (by sounds), then, in that case, there could be no obstmction (to

the production of the Auditory Sense, even in deaf persons).

146-

147, Those (VaipBahikas) who hold the Senses to bo mateyi”-!

liO.iii This antioipates the following argument i The line of argument that the Ifi*

fnin$dka follows with regard to the signification of SanshSra by the word ** fifonskdra,”

would also apply to the case of the signification of flfonskdra by the word “ ^rotro."

The sense of the KSrihd is that this is not possible, inasmuch as BansMra is held to be
signified by the word ** flaeskiro,** simply becanse, apart from the BaaiMra this word
is found to have no meaning. In the case of the word “ qmraf* on the other hand,

« even prior to, and after the BanskBra has appeared and disappeared, it is found to

denote the Ear in the body | therefore the word ** dfrotra” cannot be sooeptedf to denote
Banskdnu*

Its The Bar of the deaf comes in contact with the sonnd ; and this contact, pTodno-
ing his Auditory flense, would wake the scnmd heard by him.

^'1 Itt It cannot be urged that the deaf dose not have the Sense, because he has not

||, 1^ it. Because it is only that which one hse not got which can be produced by ade-
causes.

^ iense of this objection is that if the cognition of sound be du^ to

- t«.m Th. insd OmUnu,- mf%pfia»d to th. 0M..f tho AaiUoif arnmtomta-
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(^h SeiDse bcSongfiot to a tmrtioalar matSFkl snbstaiide) holii a bMOk
psrfc ofAWifa to be the SeDse of AnditioO. And how would you (who bdd
that the Sense is produced by the sound) reject the fact bf the existeucjs of

this (part erf IJedga, as the Auditory Sense), even prior to the (produotiOh

of the) sound P

147-

148. The capability, of a certain well-known object, to bring

about a certain effect,—which (capability) is brought about by other

agencies,—is what is known to be denoted by the word V Sanaibdra
; and

on what grounds would you reject the fact of this denotation P

148-

149. The mere denial (without any reasons) of facts ordinarily

well-known, and supported by the Scriptures, is a profitless waste of labour

{lit., useless shedding of perspiration),—like the (dog’s) chewing of the

cows’ boms,(which does not give it any food, and is mere waste of lal)our).

149-

150. If it be absolutely necessary to deny the assertion of the

NaiySyika (as to a certain part of AkUya being the Auditory Sense),—then
you must seek to establish the fact of space (“ Dik ”) being the Sense of

Audition, on the ground of its being laid down in the Veda.

150-

152. The Auditory Sense returns to the Quarters (t.e., to Space)**

—such is the assertion of the Veda, in the chapter on ** Dissolutions ”

(where it is asserted that the various Senses return to the various material

substances). And this assertion implies that the Sense returns to its primary

condition (Space). Just as, with regard to the Sense of Vision,” we hath
the passage ”tfae Sense of Vision retuims to the Sun,” whiph means that

the primary condition of the Sense of Vision is Fire (or Light), exactly

in the same manner (the passage declaring the return of the Sense of Audi-
tion to Space means that) the Sense of Audition is constituted by Space
(which is its primary condition).

152-153. Space is all-pervading and one, and extends as far as the
Aktlga; and when this (Space) is limited within the region of the ear
(in the body), it becomes the ” Auditory Sense,”—just as AkOga is held to

1^ (by the VaigBshikas).

158-154. And the arguments,—that the Vaigishikajoaxi urge in faveur
of the theory that the Auditoiy Sense is a part of Akaga,—will all apply
equally well to our theory that the Auditory Sense is a part of B^Oe.
The only difference is that our theory is supported by the Veda (while
the VaigBshika theory is opposed to it).

154-155. Therefore the ” Auditory Sense ” must be held to be that

the ooguition of eoands | and this capability ia dad to the sonnd-waves in the alr^strildiig

This is known to all men. And on what grounds do you seek todeuy the feet ef
•Qoh sigaifleatiim of the word ganak^

T||0 oharaoter of Space is much the same as that of ifkipn.

liMls n the BsmMra produced by the sound hcloiifs to ihepurtiif

55
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gjfsst of the Bubstanoe Space,’* which 10 inflnenced by the Tirtnons aiid

yioioaB deeds (of the perBon to whom the Sense belongs), and which (under

this influence) conies to be limited within the hole of the Ear (in the man’s

body). And it is this (part of Space, as constituting the Auditory Sense)

that is changed (by the sounds striking it).

165-166. Thus, then, the fact of the Sound (Word) not persisting

(contining to exist) is due to (the absence of) other things ; and thus the

argpiment (in S^ttra 7) is inconclusive. Tf it be taken to declare the fact

of the non-continuance of the cognition of the Word, then we have such

non-continuance (of cognition) even in the case of the AhUfa (contained in

the Well which has) disappeared (i.e., been covered up by the filling up
of the well) (and hence the ai^ument becomes doubtful).

157-

158. Nor can destructibility belong to a substance (like Akdpa)

which does not consist of (is not caused by) another substance* If it be

urged that ** in the case of Akdpa we have an inferential argument which

proves its continued existence (even in the case of the filling up of the

Well),” —then (we reply that), in the case of the Word too, we have an

Inference (based upon the fact of its being recognised to be the same as

the one heard before, which proves that the same Word continued to exist

all along).

158-

159. On account of the use of the word ^^KarotV* (” does,” with

regard to Words), it has been asserted (in Suira 9)—that the word is a caused

from which one infers the fact of words being oauied,—then (we reply that) the mere

Bpaoe as oonititnting the Sense of Audition, and renders it capable of cognising the

sound.

lU This recapitulates the arguments that have been urged against the Sutra

••AitWfiSe*’ (i-i—7).

The non-continuance of the Word is due to the fact of the non-oontiUuanoe of the

4>b]eot signiSed by the Word, and not to the destruction of the Word. And as for the

noB-oontlnuanoe of the oognition of the Word, this cannot be any ground for assertihg

the. Word to be caused, and non-eternal. Because if this be accepted to be sniBoiettt

fpojod for snob conclusion,—then that would apply also to AhSpo, which is knoWn to be

caused and eternal. And hence, the argument becomes doubtful.

IVUU WTith this begins the consideration of the fourteenth Sutra, which meets the

argument urged in, the Sutra ***irorott>a&dSt*’ (I—i—8).
The word ^^JTaroti*’ properly signifies the production of something timt did not

exist before. But this is not appUoable to wordsi because even when we have the asser-

Slon QahdMmru ’* the word has etiited, before the aasertiou, and the utterance of the

word by the persoa directed 1 and as the word existed already, the person cannot besafd

to produce something that did not exist beforehand. And henoe your argnmfmt lidla.

If it be urged tliat it ie not onthe basis of such production that we assert the fketof

woidibeing censed |W it ison the fact of people makingsuoh assertionas
**
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efi%. Bnt the proper meaniog of the word (‘*lS:afo«*') in not a^plidtUe^
(to the case of Words). If the mere assertion ('* (7a(ddm turn **) he said
to be (the ground for holding words to be caused), then the argument:
becomes oontradiotoiy (not proving the desired conclusion),—for those who
hold (the Word) to be caused (produced) by the action of that person
(who is directed as “ ^abdam kuru ”). Because we meet with such asser*
tions (or directions) oven in the case of “ ccT^vdang,” Ac., which are not pro-
duced by the person directed.

159-

160. If it be urged that, “ the cowdung is certainly a caused entity
anyway,”—(we reply that) we also come across with such assertions as
“ dkOpam kuru ” (“ produce emptiness ”).

160-

162. If it be urged that ” the being only a removal
(Negation) of covering (and this being brought about by the acftbn of the re*
moval),—is also a caused entity,” then (we reply that) even to the Baud*
dha (who holds all things to bo momentary and non-eternal), a negation^
being self-sufficient, is never produced. The effect of the action (of digging
a well, in accordance with the direction ” produce emptiness (^dkBga) here,”
is the removal of the Earth ( filling up the space) to some other place (and
not the production of Akdga), And the Akdga^ being a negation of covering
(granting this theory for once) continues ever permanent.

162-

163. If it be urged that, ” since there can be no production of au
eternal thing (like -iMpa), therefore this assertion (*^ produce Jfjfcdpa”^ is

either wronger figurative,”—then, we could have the same explanation with
regard to the assertion (“produce words”) with regard to the Word also.

163-

165. Thatwhich is the East ofthepeople of Saurftshtra, is theSouth
of the M&lavas ; and theEastofthese (Mglavas) is the North of those (SaurSsh-

fact of such assertion oannot prove your theory, because this assertion cannot prore that
the person (directed) produces the Word ; because we meet with such directions as
“ GfomayoMnira” (^oolleot cowdung) | though the cowdung is net produced by the per*
son addressed.

^
1I9.1S0 <« Somehow or other f.s,, whether it be prodnoed by the cow or by some*'

thing else.

If tie instance of the cowdung will not do, we have such assertions even with re*
gard to such an eternal and uncaused entity as the Ahiga,

IM.1SS If be only a negative entity (removal of covering),—it is all the more
eternal. Because even the Bauddha does not hold negations to be non-etemal.

The direction produce Akdfa here**"* dig out the Barth from this place.
liS-lit The sense of the objection is that Atdpa is eternal. Therefore snoh assertions

cannot apply to it; the sense of the reply is that the word is also known to be eternal

from the feet of its being recognised (tobe the same at different times) ; aadassttoihtblB

toobeing etenud, the assertion of produotion with ragard to it must also be either wrong
or figurative.

‘mM With this begins the ex|danation of S&tra IS t
** The eimuUamUg {sf the



igimy* Therefore, the pjaoe of SnnriBe wotM be different for the inhaWi-

aate of the two oonntriee, .even tboagli the Sun jfi only. one. And kenoe

your argument (nrged in I—^i

—

9) bedomes nnoertain.
165-

166. One man sees the rising and setting of the Son to happen at

a certain distance from him; and, at the same time, another man, living at

a certain distance behind (to theWest of) him, also sees (the Sun rising and

setting) at the same distance from himself (as the former man).

166-

167. Various Suns are never seen; therefore there cannot be a

maltiplioity of Sons. And again, at midday, all men see the Snn directly

pver their heads (and thus too we have this simultaneous perception of the

single Snn at different places )

.

167-

168. Tlie sun is seen to shine over a certain region (hill, tree, Ac. );

and when the person goes over to these regions, then it appears to shine at

eo^^iien) e/itwrds w liAe the (simultaneity of the perception o/} the 8un** (I—i—16).
This Sotra is in reply to I—i~0.

To both countries the San rises in the East. Bat the East of all oonntries is not

the same, therefore the place of sunrise most appear different to different eonntries.

Thus then, just as though the Son is one only, yet at one and the same time, it appears

^ 41ffarent plaoes, so too with the Word,—though this is only one, yet it is heard in

Afferent plaoes at one and the same time. And jnet as this fact does not prove the

iPaotof the San being a caused entity} so the argament nrged by you in Satra 9 fails to

prove the oansedneas, and consequently non-eternality, of Words.
lAt.lW And as the Sun appears to be, at the same distance, in the same direction

horn two persons, one being behind the other at a certain distance} therefore we must
oondude therefrom that the Son appears to rise and set at different plaoes, though it is

one only. So mere simultaneity of the utterance of a word, by many people, cannot

pMvs its non-etemality.

iW.II7 If the Snn were held to be many on the mere ground of two persons seeing

it rise at equal distances from themselves,—then people who were not at a very great dis-

tance from one another would see both the Suns (t.s., the one at an equal distance fioni

him, and the other at equal distance from his friend a few yards behind him). But
as such different Suns are seen, it must be admitted that they do not exist.

** And again,-—Ac.” The trauslation follows the intopretation of the A^yaratnd-
The ffSpifta interprets thus i This shows another argament for provingthe unity

of the Sun. At midday all men see one Sun only ; and this would not be possible, if thsce

g9ge,mapy8fiaB. c

IS7.1SI This shows cause why a ringle Sun appears to be seen at different plsoeSr

Tha.fhot of people thiuhing the Son to appear at different places is due to the Ihot of

people seeing, the Sun and mistaldiig it to be shining nsar them. (To people mistaking^

It tobe near them, the idea appeare that the Snn has appeared at “dilterent pieces”.) As

^
fitp qiamide, ym see the Sun to be chining over a hill, ata oerUdn distance ftom us.

when,wago.over to that hill, fiom there too, wo see it shining at the fame dis*^

;.^^t!NQMAcm us aa it appeared, before. And so on, es we go on moving from one piece to
q|her, we Wi, the Son shining at the same distance from ns. And from sUj

;
this we eonolude thei the Sun is one and ehines at a great Astsnoe from uer but

people thiah. they, ssahl^ at. dhfwreut pineal beoanee each ..man aeahig ft «y«ha It

.

* t ,

t .
-
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a GertMB ^j^tenoor fiom that plabo— dkiaQoe (sota^iimes)' appeafiiMI^ W>

be (equal to, and aomeiimes) more than, the former diatanoe (at whidh tha

Snn bad appeared to ahine from the former place.)

168-

169. Even in the case of an object which ia comparatively mneh
nearer to ua (than the Sun really ia), we find that peraona,—reaiding at

plaoea that are at different degrees of distance from that object, and conae-

qnently having their fronta decidedly different from one another,—mistake

that distant object to be at equal distances from themselves.

169-

171. Olj: **In the case of the distant Son, it ia possible that,

persona, not really seeing the place (at which the Snn really shines) should

have mistaken notions about that place,—the mistake being dne to the fact

of every man thinking the Sun to be in proximity to him. But, how is any

such mistake possible in the case of the Word (which is not at a great dis-

tance from the person hearing it pronounced simultaneously by many pe]>

sons) P ** Reply : In that case too, the mistake is due to the all-pervading-

character of the Word : inasmuch as in all the places that we come across,

we find the Word to exist.

171-

172. The Word has no parts ;
and as such, it cannot be cognised

in parts (like any large object). The Word is always (cognised) as U
exiete

;
and it always exists in its entirety (therefore it is only reasonable

that it should always be cognised in its entirety^ and never in parts).

172-

176. But the Word is heard in certain definite places, because it

is shining near himself, and thus many people mistaking the Snn to appear in proximity

to everyone of them, the idea natnrally arises that there are so many distinct Snns.

lesjis Even in the oase of comparatively near objects—snch as some great monn-

tain—a man at a certain place sees it to be at the same distance at which it appears to

another man at a certain distance from him. And since each man seems to see the object

nearer himself, the notion is likely to arise that there are so many different mountains.

In the manner, when the chance of snoh mistake is met with even in oase of'

comparatively nearer objects, snoh mistakes with regard to theextremely remote Snn is

Only natural.

109.111 Since a Word is heai^ in all places, it cannot be either motortaf (corporeal) or

eaiMid, ornoa-atsmal. Beoanse in one place having known a Word, when we come

aoiQSB it in sonye other place, we at once recognise it to be the same Word. Thua the

Word is %me only, and is manifested in the months of different people, who cannot ba

said to prodnce the Word. The Simnltoneity that we perceive, when we hear the same

word pronounced by different people, belongs to the uttaranea*(fiiafi(f«staefoa) of the

eveMlistiDg, aihpervading word, in the months of different people.

IIUIIB If tbe w(wd were heard in parts then we oonld never cognise the Word in iHf

eatirefg. As a matter of fact, the Word isalways cognised in its entirety. It is always

ofigaised as tteeisto (in its all-pervading oharaoter) and as it always appears in its

entirety, and like the Akdfa it everywhere exists in its entirety,—it is only natittat''

that it shonld be always cognised in its entirety.

. .mAV The Ssv.eognissB a Wocd only if the manifesting ntteraaoeismadefii ttr

idaoe which is near, eaongh to it.



m-
^lipands (for ite oognition) upon the roimda (nttennoes) thateerre ioBsni.
foet it (i^., render it peroeptible to the Bar). And Bounds (ntteranees)
have not the power to perrade the whole Space ; and as snoh, a Word onoe
uttered is not heard oontinnonsly all over the world, (but only npto apiece
where tite air-cnrrent cairrying the sonnd'Vibrations loses its force). And
the Auditory Sense (of man) follows the differences of the place of ntteiv •

ance (of the word). And since (ntteranees) do not fill up the (time and'
space) intervenwg (between two utterances of the word), therefore ther^
appMrs a br^ in the oognition (of the word, which is not cognised

.
i|B

wemteryening time). And since these (utterances) extend over a oertanP
mflnite limited space, there appears a (mistaken) notion of the Ktwitaii
(non-perrading) character of the Word (manifested by the utterances).

176-76. Since these (utterances) hare motion and a certain relooity,
therefore, from whatever place they proceed, the Word (manifested by
these) appears, to the hearer, to come from the same place (though, as a
matter of fact, the Word exists in all places, and is only manifested or
rendered perceptible to the oar, by these utterances).

176-

77. Oy. “ The Sun is not seen, to appear at different places, by
one and the same man.” Beply

:

It may not (bo seen by one man)
5 bnt,

Myway, it is found to appear in different places (oven though it be by
different people.)

®

177-

79. If yon hold your premise (“because the Word is cognised
siionUaiimnsIy to proceed from different sources ”) to be qualified (by the
speoifimtion that, in case of the Word, the simultaneous oognition is “JoW and taniepenon”),—then, too, your argument becomes contradictory;
masmuch as (even in the case of the Sun), it (the sun) is seen, to appear
in different pli^, by one aiid the eame perion. (As for instance) inmany y^le filled with water, the Sun (being refieoted in each of these)
IB simultaneously seen, by one and the same man, to be one only! And
there is no ground for holding these (reflections) to be different : inas-

“
t^ *0 the same (or similar).

_ * i
'• *^® *®®®®tionB appear, by some cause,

mparately m the differmit vessels, and are all cognised by one at one and
wio ittmo tiiii6e t*

tn-n^ gsnto etpMn the resMu for the mietakea notioiis of Umitathn,

by thefaofc of onr Mduig « faoe nflaetedin only om
^ • timeK whMttbj, W9m one refleoUon of fche Son to be nt one t*-- — ~
by the maweiowof the Iww, whloh U lart preewit iu
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18O-80* In reply to this, we say that the &ot (ot fision) is that the

light from the snn strikes the surface of the water (and is reflected), end
ocoseqnently, the light from the Eye (striking against the water), is refleoted

back in the wake of the reflected solar light, and thus it sees the Sun
[n its own region (t.e., in the place where the Snn shines), (and as snoh, it can
toe it as one only

;
but) it appears to be manifold and of varions forms,

(in the reflections), on acoonnt of the diversity of the vessels (in which
the reflections occur). And, sflch being the case, how can the reflection

r
(8aid to be) diverse (not one) P

182-188. Jost as when the eye is slightly pressed by the finger, a sin-

object (the moon, /.».) is seen to be various, because of the diversity in

bhe functioning of the eye (produced by the pressure)
; so, in the case

In question (where the idea of the manifoldness of the reflection is due
^ the diversity of the vessels ; and the diversity appearing in the same
Word, as uttered by different persons, is due to the diversity of the utterances

>rsounds produced by the different persons, which serve to render the Word
torceptible to the Ear of the hearer).

183-185. Some people holding the view of the appearance ot the re-

ieotions (as something totally different from the refleoted object) object to

he above theory thus :
** If it is the Sun itself that is seen (in the refleo-

aou), how is it that the reflection is not seen above (over the head of

the observer) P And again, secondly, how is it that, in the case of re-

flections in wells, Ac., it is seen below (when the Sun is sinning above) P

And, thirdly, looking in a mirror, while facing the east, how is it that one

sees the image facing the west P”

185-186. The fact is that the Sense (of vision in the present case)

brings about the cognition of the object, in the body itself (and hence it is

always in fi*ont of the body that the perceived object appears)
; and this

explains the above facts—specially as the Sense is a means of cognition,

only when located in the body.

186-189. When people are looking upon the Sun in the water, the func-

tioning (the path of the rays) of his eye is always two-fold : one above, and

180.SI The reflection appears to be different, because the vessels are different

and not becanse the reflections themselves are different. Because all the refleotloos

are seen in the retina of the Eye, which is one only.

1IS.I88 Though the Snn is overhead, yet it is always seen before, In front of the eye,

and as snoh it is qnite reasonable for the reflection to be identical with the Snn, and yet

appears below na
Itt Even though, as a matter of fact, the Snn shines above, yet since in the osse

of reflection, it is perceived by means of the downward fnnotion of the Bye, it appears

to be below us, in the waters though even in this case what we really seels only tite Snn
shining above* Hence, the refleotem Is Identified with the reflected dbj*<’^l stud i|w
reflection is seen because It is in front of the body. ^ ^
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^Akliifep bftiow. Afid that San which la ailMted (manfifMted) by the hfiward
Vttaotion ia not aeon (by the Bye), heoaaseitianotinaatnughtlibe t^iih

’Uta enhatoate of the Bye becanae the Son ia not in front of the body)

;

While the Son, ae it exiata (in the water),* ia preaented before the obaerrer
mediately (».e.,> the upward function preaenta the image to the downwaM
•function, and thia preeenta it to the obaerrer), and ia perceived by meana
of the downward function (of the Bye), (and it ia for thia reaaon that the
Stu, though ahining above, ia aeen below, in the reflection). And ainw
fhw (downward function) la identical with the upward function (inaemuoh
aa both equally are funotiona, and belong equally to the eye), therefore
(when the Sun, though ahining above, ia perceived by meana of the down-
ward function), it appears to the observer as if it were below him. Hence,
what ia really aeen below (in the reflection) ia the Sun itself appearing
(before the downwai-d function of the Bye) through the medium (of the
upward function).

189-

180. Similarly (in the base of the image in the mirror the func-
tion of the Eye is two-fold : one proceeding to the east, and another to tile

west ; and) the face (in the mirror) is mistaken to be looking to the west,
because (in this case) it is presented, by the easterly function, to the
westerly function of the Bye. (Hence, though the face is really looking to
the east, it appears as looking to the west).

190-

191. Even granting that the reflections occupy different places,
—they are not known to be diverse, because all are cognisable by the
idea (».a„ all are recognised to be precisely similar, and hence (identical).

191-

192. Even if we accept the theory that the Sense of Audition
moves (over to the region where the Word is uttered), the fact of the Word
being heard in different places (ie., from the mouths of different speakers)
may be explained aa being due to the diversity of the places occupied by
these moatiis(and not to anydiversity in the Word itself). And if (we hold
the theory) that the cognition of the Word is produced in the region of the
Auditory SmiBe itself, then we naturally get at the fact of the Word ooou-
]^ing only one place (the space in the Ear).

192-

193. Even if the Sense (of audition) be something else (other
thuathe tympanum as affected by the sound—vibrations of Air)',—since
oven such a Sense can have no function outside its own substrate (ots., the
Bar, in the body,u consisting of the tympanum, 4o.)j therefore, if weaooept

lU-ltt TUsesplaina the BhS$hya passage wherein the analogy of the ossa of Wosd
' With that ofthe Sun is worked onti-jOr lAe Auditory Soms were (e go over «o tteelaee of
.soafiMMtioa and Mdanotioa (of the palate, Ao.), in the months of the spsaken, Ae., As. •

naj.N And suoh WavelUng of the ^panwn of the listoner by the of tto
iVeahsr ksaabsardl^ I hanoe the sease ot andtUon cannot he held to moveto thealase
wham sounds are ptodhoed,



M« wottU
tbe plwwilfttttmnoft (i*^ tlii^aiMitit of tlio aponknr) (inaumMj^puMfto
Aada»i7Sen»«Hd4iK>kiiWW^!B»IM*J<m,iiidew ilssubalMte^"

193^196. O^ : •• All tlia»*Miitn{itbna of jroiirB a^ply to tho oaoa
where the ei»eakere (of the moeeWoid) ete maiijr, and therheareroalj om.
Whemon the otherhand, tharwig oaiy oaeipeaker^and maay hearerst thea
it is quite tlMeonti^ yw asgumente beqome upeet >. t^uae in
this latter oKsey the Seoses' (of auditioa) (eogoMaig the Woid) being many,
the Word eniwlj (even aooordiogioyour own theoiy) appears in diverse

ltl.lM The Sense of the objeodon is thus sninmed np in the ITyiiyardMitatvi ; Yon
astame tl^t in tlie theofy of the movement of the Anditorj Sense {of the hearer) to the
eoand regionSi (he idea of a single place for the Word is the correct one, and that of dl*
veniity of Its pUoe a mistaken one. This assertion is possible if the speakors are many
and the hearer only one. When, however, the Spesker is only one, and the Hearers many

.

your theory of tho singleness of Word is npset, if the movement of the Auditory Sense be
not admitted; beoanse in thatoase, the idea ofdiversity of the place of (cognition of) tho
Word would be Iroe, whereas that of the nnity of itsplaoa would boa mistaken one ; be-
aau^l^ hearers being many, the Word would be oojgoisedin the Bar of all these persons |
And, as sioh, being oogiiised in many places, it oomld be recognised to have many plaees#
And the idea of tho Word having only one place ooidd be tmc only if it were admitted
that the single Anditory Sense (ofthe one hearer) moves over to the place of the utterance
of Soond. Bat sinoe such movement of the Sense is not admitted, the notion of single-
ness of the Word's place must be a mistaken one ; and henee, if in this oase (of many
hearers and one Speaker), the Miminsaka holds the notion of singleness of place to botrnCy
and that ofadiversity of place to be mistaken, then be must sdmit the fact of the Anditory
Sense moving to the soond regions. To this tho Himansaka may reply; • True: the no»
tion of singleness of tho plaoa of the Word is really a mistahea one (oven in onr theory) |
iaasmuoh aa tho Word ia all-pervading and never partial i bat it Is manifested 1^ tho
sounds proceedingfrom a single source (the mouth of the ooe Speaker) i and this single-
ness of the place of the ntteranoe of Sounds, is mistaken to be the place of the WonL^
But the objector retorta ; Bven in the ease where there are many Speakers, and only
une hearer, there too the notion of tbe diveraity of the place of Word may bo explained
to be a mistaken one dne to the diversity of the sonroes from wbioh the Word is
uttered- Therefore, whether we sdmit the movement of thsL.Anditory Sense or not^
the ex|danation of the notion of singleness of the Word’s place, and that of the
notion of jUversity of Its place, are the tame s both of these notions have been shotrn to
^ mistaken in different oases i and the explanation of the mistake Is exactly similar
^ both cases' vis., the diversity of the manifeatiog Sonndt- And then, if, aa a maUer
of faot, both of these notions—that of singlenesa and diversity of plaoe*<*be false^ with
leferenoe to the Word, which Is all-pervading, then why shonld the Himinsi^ so

teiiaelonsly bold to the theory of Singlenesa, and fight ahy of the theory of diversity of
^he plaoe of the Word t And saoondlj, since the cxplsnation of the mistake Is the same
^^hcllicr you admit the movement of the Auditory Sense or not,— why shonld yoo
tejeot.tlip theory of saoh movement^ and bold to tbe tiiceiy cf the.Word itself oomiag to “

the Auditory SsiiseP

66
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t>1aoe8 (the Sense of audition of the many hearers.) And it is only it we
admit the fact of the Sense itself moving (to the region of the Sound), that

there can be any possibility of the Word appearing in only one place (the

one month of the single hearer). If it be held that ** (in this ease) the no«

tion (of the Word appearing in a single place, las., the mouth of the one

speaker) is a mistaken one, due to the fact of the Sonnd (nttemnoe) pro-

oeeding (from a single source), then the same may be said in the other case

also (where there are many speakers, and only one hearer) where the ap-

pearance of the divemity of the Word may be accepted to be due to the di-

versity of the manifesting agencies, in the shape of the palate^ fte. (of

the different speakers).”

1^6-197. (True : the mistaken character of both notions is similar ; bnt)

in the Sintra (I—^i—9) the fact of the simultaneity (of the cognition by one

man of aWord uttered by many persons) has been urged against us (hold-

ing the eternality of Words); and hence, it is only in accordance with this

(case of many speakers and one hearer, as urged against us), that the

ahya has assert^ that even though, Ac.”

197-198. The notion of diversity of the Word, as being due to the

diversity of the place of its appearance (utterance), is got at by means of

Inference. Whereas the notion (of recognition), that ”this (Word) is the

same (that I had heard from another person),” is got at by means of Sense*
^

perception (the sameness of the Word being recognised by the Auditory

Sense); and as such, this latter notion (being the more authoritative of the

two) rejects the former (got at by Inference).

I96.U7 It 18 true that both these notions are equally mistaken, and the explanation too

Is the same. But the Shdshya has not brought forward the mistaken oharaoter of the

notion of singleness of place, because this would be irrelevant; inasmuch as the notion

of singleness is false in the case of many hearers and one speaker,—a case which has

not been touched upon by the objector. The objector has only brought forward, in

the ninth Bitra, the case of many speakers and one bearer; and in this case, it is the

notion of the diversity of place which is false ; and since such falsity can be proved only

when the morement of the Auditory Sense is not admitted, therefore the Bhatthya

^'Tddi yrctram, Ac.,*’ (p. 28), has taken into consideration this case only in order to

meet the objector on his own ground.
191.198 This meets the following objection : " Whatyou say with regard to the objeo-

^on urged in the ninth Sutra may be true. But in the case of many hearers and only one
speaker there is a real diversity of the place of the Word (in accordance with your own
theory). And thus the plroe being different, the Word must be accepted as being different,

as uttered by different peraons.'* The Sense of the Kdriki is that Inference, however strong,

Is always set aside by a fact of Sense-perception, if this latter be contrary to the oonolu-

lion of the former. In the present case we have such a ease. Therefore, even if there be
a diversity of the place cd the utterance of the Word, this cannot lead to the oonolu*

Sion that the Word itself is diverse; since such a ooBolusiou would go against a well*

established faot of Sense-perception.
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198-2pO. Jast as DSvadatta, though gradually passing from ono place,

fo another, is not considered to be different (in diffeient places) (simply be-

oanse he is known to be a single person) so,in the same manner, a Word,^

having been known to be one, cannot be considered as different (even when
uttered by different persons). And again, just as, being seen again and

again, DSvadatta is not known to be different in consideration of the differ-

ence of the time (of his being seen ) ; so, too, the Word cannot be considered

to be different, in oonsidemtion of the difference of the place (of its utter-

ance).

200-

201. If it be urged, that, “ (in the case of DSvadatta) the fact of

his being recognised as one is not contradicted (by the fact of his beijpig Roen

at different times) ^
because, in this case, there is a cei^tain sequence (and no

simultaneity, in the different times of his being seen) [whereas in the case

of the Word being uttered by a single person and heard by many persons,

there is simultaneity, and as such, contradiction is unavoidable],’’—(then

we reply that) we may explain (the appearance of a single Word in many

places) on the ground of the all-pervading character (of the Word). And
for the sake of establishing a perceptible fact, the assumption of any char-

acter (or property) is allowable.

201-

203. (In Sutra 10) it has been argued that the Word is perish-

able, because it is modifiable; and in support of the premiss, the objector has

cited the * similarity ’ (of the i; which is changed into W), and the * authority
*

(of P&pini who enjoins that T followed by is changed into W). But the

authority (that he has quoted) is ineffective (in supporting his premises);

because the rule laid down by Pacini is not such as that produce the letter

^ by the modification of the 1^.”

203-204. Because it is only when the relation between Words and

their meanings has been established, that the rules of grammar are laid

•OO-Wl An all-perrading entity, though one, can be found in many places, like if

Therefore in the case of the Word too, there ie no contradiction.

The assumption, Ao.” How do yon know that the Word is all-pervading? Be-

assume snoh character of the Word $ because if this be not assumed, we cannot

explain the perceptible fact of the single Word being uttered by different persons, at one

and the |ame time. And snoh assumption is always allowable.

This considers SiUra 16: '*The ya into which f is always changed, is a

different letter altogether, and not a modiScation (of the

All that followed by.R|, these two letters

are set aside and the letter w >> pot in their place.' If the letter w were held to be

prodvCBd by this aphorism of Pipini’s, then there could be no such letter before that rule

had been Inid down.

S0I.IM The Sutra 1" 1”^ ^own with a view to regulate the use of the

letters And as suck the letter tg most have existed before the rule was
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. lAMtB with ft view to ngaUte tbeatoi^ UiMft Wetdi; itod (titaa

grommftt* be token totoy down the |)rM{tteiioN of Words), tbe rehttion (of
‘

' tho Words ftnd tbeir aeanings) oftnnot be regftrded ee cetobliabed, prior
totbelftyingdown of tiie role.

'801465. Wli3epoii«kingoiittoenon«otne88of '‘PimOU" aad"Itui5ya”
«fdtftOsni to be two cbilnentwords,—tiie SMra (“ JJko yafaei” Plto. M-77)

! ttoves to point onHifae general ohftraotor of the word "Dttdbj’*(in oompori-
'ton totbe speoifio oharaotor of “Dadkya") with ft view to show the (root)

form (of the word, **DadM”), and the (derivative) form of the woid>
{.0.,

** Dadkga ”)> (m a partionlnr word dne to the folloiwing oo). And both
tdtese tp mentioned (in the S^tra) as if th^ were one, for the >!«» of the

brevity (of expression) of the pBttra (VyOharana),

206*207. The word ** Dadhi” having been mentioned (in another
Silra) as an accomplished word, would reject the word **Daikya'’ brought
hont by tlie noh following (the •) (beoanse this lattw is nowhere else men*
tloned as an independent word). And (in order to avoid this oontingenoy)
the presence of this (word **Dadhi ”) is denied by the Sutra (" Iko yapo*
«**) which means that in a place where the *<’ is followed by an 'oeb’ we
sbonld have the speoiSe word ^‘Dadhya” and not the general word
-DttdW."

207*208. What the S&tia means is that when the appears
(followed by “ao”) “Tap” is the correct form. And, as a matter of fact,

there never was any modification (in the mattw).
209*211. (Thus then, the anthority of Pfinini, Ac., having been shown

to be inapplicable to the theory of the modification of Words), the mere fact

of similarity (between the % and the ya, as urged in K. 102) is also sbown
(in the BhiUhya) to be inoonolasive (donbtfnl, as to proving the foot that
the case of « ohanging into ya is a case of moM/teoHou). Specially as even
between the fiower Kumda and Curd, we find a similarity (of whiteness)

eontsmplated. If, on the othar hand, the neaninKot the AHni he that one iato
predeee (anew) the letter then we will have to admit toe BOo.esiateaoe -of saoh a
IsMar (aa W) prior to the l^ng down of the rale.

tohW One, who haMe " Sadhve * to bemodUM eat eC “ nMHU** will have teadmit
toot toe latter Word ie not aaaooomplielMd Word ia itself. nietofmetoeftWaanmatto
fohoatomeaasoiiietoiajidae. had tobmeaning is Oat botovracto^AMiMaadDadhaB,
•^areeqnsnr aoeomplished words by theswelvasi and the SSireb meant to show

distowt vrerdai a»dwitoaTiewtotoisttmeDtioas”J>sdM”as toeganesal
form, and «todhys” as a psrtiealar form, dne to the speeiBoation of the following aOit
ftnd tons toe Batra dose not assert toat ^ b changed into W. bat that both are^yd^ f^ ‘•J>sfo,.« b not mentioaed as an iadependmit Wordi
heraase that wonM bad to the enanobtion of all eaeh words as sm ia the

toe Hiproess of toe statement hssbssft
#t(OriAo«d to broTity PAvinlJ. ^
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(MidWlatefyjaiRilowjNPis Ifi^tourgod
that the eimaerity in the latter ease fe not aheolate (f.e., it is onij partial},

•i^en, in the other ease (of % and ya) too, the aimilari^ is only partial aa
consisting only the sameness of the place of ntterance. Thus then, both
those grounds (‘anthority’ and ^similarity*) haring failed (with regiod to

proving the fact of % being modified into ya), the original argument (based '

upon these, and urged in Sutra 10) falls to the ground unsupported.

211-

212. The fact of the increase or decrease (in the intensity of

word-sounds) depending upon the (increase or decrease in the) cause (and
the consequent inference of the word as being a caused entity), is not

established ; inasmuch as neither a Word nor a Letter ever increases (or de«

cienses).

212-

213. Because (a Word ftmld be increased by the addition of new
Letters

; afid if new Letters were to accrue to the Word, it would cease

to be the original word ; and it would be eitlier no Word at all, or a dif*

ferent word altogether.

213-

214. And farther the Letters haying no parts, and as such,

being like the they cannot undergo either an increase or a decrease

;

and hence the increase could not belong to the Letters within themselves.

214-

215. If it be urged that **we hare an idea of such increase

(when the same Letter is pronounced by many persons, and we may base

our aigument upon this idea of increase )^**—then too your argument would he

contradictory; because we have such an idea (of inorease) even in the

cose of the Class ** Word ” (which you too hold to be eternal and uncaused).

215-

216. And just as the notion of increase or decrease of the Class

tlljlll With this begins the explanation of Bmtfa 17 :
** (The inerense or deorense

of) the intensity (of word-sounds) belongs to the ntteranoe.*’ (I—^i—17), wbiob meets

the argument urged in I^i—11.

UAW If w be added to iw it oeasesto be a word, and if be added to it, it

becomes a new word.
SlSJie This meets the following objection s

** Without the addition of new Lettersb

there may be an inorease within the component Letters tbemselves.’* This too is im-

possible! bsoanse what sort of inorsase can there be to any letter pho, fJ. Qha will

remain a pha, and it cannot nndeigo any inorsase within itself.

tieJUi Urea in the case cf a slass (** Word,** or **Cow**tL), wehavesn ideaof

its inorease when we find fresh individuals being inolnded in it; s. p., we have an Idea

of the sZoss "Word’* having increased' when we oome to know new words. And if

this mere idea were enough ground for asssrtlog non-etsmality, then the sZom too would

have to be admitted to be a caused entity, and hence nonfStemal, which cannot be very

palatable to the ohleoting Naiyiyiha.

ttMIi The inorease that we are coosoions of, when many persons are uttering '

the same word, is the increase ofthe iitteBaaoe(aHdaot ef the Word), fieeause, whetUsf

the speaker be one or.many, the word ** OAota ” remains the same.
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dependu upon the increase or decrease of the ftidmdoals (composing it),

7*-bo in the same manner (the notion of the increase or decrease of word*
sounds) would depend upon the increase or decrease in the (intensity of
tlie) utterance (manifestingy or rendering perceptibloy the Word).

216-21 8. And farther, your argument (as to the increase of word-
sounds proving their non-eternality, Ac.), is not conclusive ; because, even in
ordinary life, we come across oases where such increase or decrease in accord-
ance with the increase or decrease of the cause or mauifester is found to

belong to the manifested object ; as for instance, the face is found to in-

crease or decrease in accordance with the increase or decrease of the size

of the mirror (reflecting the face). And this fact cannot prove either that
the face is not manifested by the mirror, or that it is produced by an ac-

tion of the mirror. [So in the same manner in the case of Words, the notion
of increase or decrease depends upon the increase or decrease of the inten-

sity of the utterance manifesting the Word; and this fact cannot prove
either that the Word is not manifested by the utterance^ or that it is pro-
duced by the action of utterance]. And there can 1^ no other action

productive [of the Word, save utterance, and hence, as it cannot be
shown that the Word is produced by utterance, it can never be shown to be
a caused entity, and hence non-eternal].

218-219. Just as in the case of (such an eternal object as) Akd^a
when a large pit is made in the ground, we have an idea of the largeness

of space (Jhaga), and when the pit is small, we have a notion of its small-

fiess,—so too, even when the Word is an absolutely uncaused (and eternal)
entity (we could have notions of its increase or decrease through the in-

crease or decrease of the utterances manifesting them). Thus then (it

must be admitted that) the idea of the increase of the Word (as urged in

Bdtra 10) is a mistaken one, due to (the increase of) its appurtenances
(t.e., the utterances rendering it perceptible to the ear).

220. As a matter of fact, we do not perceive either groasnoss (in-

crease of volume) or subtlety (decrease of volume) to reside in the Word.
The idea too, of the increase or decrease (of Words), is due to the intensity

or lowness of the cognition (hearing of the Word).
221-222. And as a matter of fact, we And that our cognition of the

jar is extensive when it is lighted by a big light
; and it is less extensive

Wi In faot we have no idea of the inoreaBe of the Word either. When the Letter

! nttered by many periona there is an intensity in the sonnd of it as heard ; and this

intensity of the hearing (oognition) leads to the notion of the inorease' of the Word

^
itself.

ttLm This shows that the intensity and lowness of oognition too depend upon the

^ Intensity, &o., of manifesting agenoies. Bo in the word too, the inorease, , belongs

to the manifesting utterance. Length This meets the objection that if Words
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when it happens to be illnminated by aamall light. And the length (short-
ness)! dw., (ofLetters) are properties of the ntteranoe—as shown abovefunder
**8phoia**),

2^-223. 06;. “Neither (conjanotioii8,&o.,a8) properties of the Air, or
the Air itself as possessiog these properties (of oonjunction, Ac.), beheld to
be (meant by) the word ‘ Sound’ (^irda),-.then, as Letters alone are per.
ceptible by the Ear, the sounds could not be audible by the ear (because Air
is only perceptible by the sense of touch)

; and then, how could the sounds
of the couch-shell, Ac., which do not consist of Letters, be heard P

”

224-

225. (With a view to sail clear of this objection) some people
hold that Sounds also (and not Letters alone) are perceptible by the Ear.
And (these people hold that) these (Sounds, as properties of the Air) are
urged along with the Air (by means of the conjunctions of the Air with
the palate, «Ao.), and finally affect the sense of audition (and produce a
change in it, which renders the Word audible). And as these (Sounds
in airy vibrations) are perceived (heard) at the time of the hearing of
Letters (as uttered and manifested by those sounds),—the above theory
cannot be said to contain the assumption of an imperceptible entity.

225-

226. Others, however, who hold to the view of Sound as pre-

viously expounded (in the BhOahya), explain the fact of sounds (of the
couch-shell ) being heard on the ground of the mutiplicity of winds.

^

226-

228. Those (Aii*s or Sounds), that are urged (or set in motion)
by the conjunctions and disjunctions of the palate, Ac., manifest (render

and Letters were eternal, how ooold they be divided into long, short, Ao. P The sense Is

that these do not belong to the Word or Letter, bot to the ntteranoe.

This objects to the assertion of the BhSshya that '* the oonjunotions and dis-

ianoUons in the Air, manifesting the words, come to be known as •Nada* (soond).’*

The sense of the objection is thus explained in the Ifydya-ratndkara—** If sonnd be held
to be the conjunctions Ao., of the Air, or the Air itself as possessing these properties,

and if it (Sound or Noda) be not held to be in the form of a word,—then the Bound
cannot be held to consist of any Letters | and it has been held by the Miminsaka that

Letters alone are perceptible by the Ears therefore the Sounds that do not con-

sist of Letters—s.p., those ^lltered by the oonoh-sbell, Ac.,—could not be objects of

audition P But we do hear such sounds. How do yon explain this contradiction P
*'

ttt.M If the Air were the manifester of words, then the Air being amenable to the
tactile sense alon^ the above objection would apply to it s but as a matter of fact it is

not the air bnt the Sounds as properties of the Air that manifest words in the manners
described in the Kdrikd, Hence the objection is avoided. When people are mAltfag a
house at a distance, we hear only the sounds and no distinct letter or word.

aiMtt « Adequate substrate "—^This meets the objection that since no Letters are
distinctly cognised the class Word,” must be held to be at that time cognised as
without an adequate substrate. The sense of the reply is that though no distinct Letter

is heard, yet, as all Letters areall-pervading, they always—whether distinctly manifest-

ed or not—serve as adequate substrates of the class ” Word.” And as for the Individual
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ptneptibU) • dutinot Letter; nd othen (tbat ore not mgk bj a^dt eon.
' Jnnoiiqna end dujjnnotiona) onlj manifeet the “ Word” or a efa«i^ which
oomprisee aU Letters

; (and as anoh they oan be andible). And as Letters
ate sll-pervading, the olass ("Word” as manifested indiaiiiwli^ bj tbe
sounds} does not tail to bsTo an sdeqnate snbsiiwte. Rorte tfaistheotT
open to the objection—” in wfaibh indieidBal Letten (am tire aenndsol the
oonoh'ShelL &o.), manifested P

”

228*2^. And it is these (aennda) that have been shown above
(under “ %hoto”} to fdlow the oontse of onr oonjnnetiotnr; (and there it is
shown that} the differenoe in the degree (of the intensitj) of these aonnds
is due to the molti&riona obarsoter of the oollations of tiieae (aonnds)

229-280. Or, these (aonnds) may (be held to) form a distinct class by
themselves (included in the class "word”). And we can lay down the di-
vetsi^in ihe ospabilify of sounds, on teie ground of the effects,—just as in
your own theory (of the non-etemality of words).

. 280.231. 06/ : “Even if the uH^anea be found to be for the sake of
otlitts; what has that to do with the word itself, that this latter would be
eternal on that oocountP

28L232. " Since we find the fact of the use being for another’s sake,
to non-etomal objects—such as tbe lamp, cloth, etc.,—; therefore.

let^ te wUA tte ioimd of oonoh fa to be manifested, ».,y Letter may be held to bomh, ^en letters are eqoatty etercal ud sll.pervsdtog. Therefore that which is
heai^in the cam of tte ooiMh.shelI.is the dess « Word,” wherein uo iadividoel wordbM been manifested at tbe time.

^ *7* **“* *•“ •«"«• to not
^Ue. yet^ dimity of the degree of intensi^-quioknoss or slowness of the at-t^ of word^is regulated by the dffleront degrees of the oolletions of «,unds.When many soundii—of W~ooUate together, then we have the aonte and soonaMW «in ^«e(."-.we a..d that sounds manifest words, aad^ mere tedis-
tiaot sounds, and henoe we must admit of a direrstty in the eapabiUUea of sounds.

As a matter of fSot sounds may either be the Air or indnded in the «»rM “ word ’*

Uitbeinolndedintheelaas«wotd.’* then sinoe words are Immaterial, no Iwitsst
. could belong to them, and henoe the word "adda*’ dBl SStm must be taken to in.
Ureotly indioate the Air of whioh these sounds are propria And it is as an oaplaaa.«« of^ Indirect indWtiou that we Uve the fitoihve passege objected to. in KM.
HBt 8S9i*SI8«

mui With this begins tbe esplanatioa of the ftUni 18 which leys down tbe Mimaa.
aakathaory of the etemality of sounds! "Word b eternal, beoense its utteranoe b for
tee aake 4othm*-(I-l.U). fidrifcdi 880-8M embody tlie objeotions against the jBMrauWuae tte utteranwis "far another’s sake,” thatoennot leadto theconoldsion "Word

'
.

*17®*** wlte^utee the Miminsaka asssstien that the OUrm meens"Wosdfa
ptemnl. beeaosa of its utteranoe being for another’s sake^" The objeotbu -a-HM to
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even if this (the feet of use being for another's sake) he a property (of the
minor term “'Word ), yet, this cannot bo any reason (for proving its eter*
salitj).

232-

233. “(If by “(far(5ana” you mean “utterance” only, then, siaoe
utterance cannot be found anywhere except in a Word) there being no in-
sfcance similar (to your conclusion, your reasoning becomes invalid). And
(if by dar^atha you mean “ase,” then) your reasoning becomes contra-
dictory, since in the case of atoms which are eternal, we find no use at all
(either for others’ sake or for one’s own

; and as such etermlity cannot be
said to be concomitant with the property of being used for amther^s sake).

233-

234. “As for the signification of the meaning, the Word would
do it by the mere fact of its existence (t.e., as soon as the Word would be
uttered it would at once denote its meaning), even without any permanent
form of it (snbsisting for any length of time);—just as certain actions
bring about certain conjunctions, etc., (by their mere force, even though
the actions do not persist for any length of time).

234-

235. “And the idea of words used previously is duo to the re-

membrance of past events,-—just as we have a remembrance of our past
deeds (which do not persist for any length of time). Therefore, the fact of

the word being used (now) cannot prove the fact of its having existed

before from time immemorial) ;—just as the jar (which though found to

bo used now is not on that account hold to have existed eternally).

235-

236. “Just as when an object has once previously been manifest-

ed by a certain source of light,—then if subsequently, it come to be
illuminated by an altogether new source of light, it is perceived all the
same ;—so too it could be in the case of the Word.”

the K&rika means that in that case, the argument is fanlty. Because the “ utterance
of a Word" is its use hy someone. And we find that even non-eternal objects are used
for the sake of others—snoh as “ lamp," &o., and such eternal objects as atoms are not
found to be used for the sake of another.

SU-ns This meets the argument of the Bh&sbja that if a word were not eternal, it

would not signify its meaning.
SM-SBS The fact of one having an idea of words used in the past cannot prove its

etemality, because we have snoh remembrance of even non-etemal entitles.

886.888 This meets the objection that unless the word be known to have a certain

signification (befOTehand), it cannot afford any meaning (when heard.) The sense
of the E&rika is that we do find in the case of objects illuminated by a light, that when
pnoe the object has been shown by means of one light, at some future time, even an
altogether new light manifests it equally well : So in the case of words, the object
cow, /. f., may have been denoted by some other word at some past time ; and subse-

quently even if it come to be mentioned by a new name, it can be comprehended.

57
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236-237. The turging of the feette of inoonolasivenesB, fto.,agaiii8t*the

faofc of the use (of words) being for another's sake, is like employing

the fuel-bnrning fire to bnm water.
287-

288. Because all these—InoonolnsiTeness, Ao,—can apply to in-

ferential argnments ; whereas the argument embodied in the Hlira is in

the form of an Apparent Inoonsistenoy, which does not stand in need of

premises laying down correct relations between the Minor and the Middle

terms.

288-

239. If the denotability of a word be shown to be possible only

when the Word is held to be also non-etemal (as well as eternal), or only

when it be non-eternal,—then alone can yon bring forward any real

objection against ns.

239-242.
’ The Word haring no particular result of its own, wo infer

from its denotative potency the fact that it is subsidiary to the

signification and comprehension of meaning, which, in its turn, is

subsidiary to the action (brought about by the words) ** bring the

jar,” which has a definite result (the drinking of water Ac., by the

person addressing the injunction). And then, when enquiring as

to whether etemality or non-etemality belongs to the Word, we

ought to admit of that one property (of the two) which does not in any

way go against the primary factor (in the signification and comprehension

of meaning, to which the word is subsidiaty) ; because it is not proper

to reject the primary remit (bringing of the jar which would not be possible

if the meaning wore not signified and comprehended) for the sake of (any

l8S.lft7 Hero begins the reply to the above objeotloM.

888.B89 The argament bas^ on Apparent Inoonsistenoy can be shown to be faulty

—when the inexplicability that supports the argument is shown to beezplioable other-

wise than by the aooeptanoe of the oonolusion sought to be proved. And so long as

the objeotor does not put forth another explanation of the denotability of words than the

one based upon its eternallty, our argument remains untouohed. Because our argu«

ment It simply that, sinoe the denotaldlity of a word is not ezplioable, if it be held to

be non-etemal, therefore (by Apparent Inoonsistenoy) the Word must be held to be

eternal.

SISJ«S There is a paxim to the eileot that when something that has no resulthap-

pens to be in the company of that which has a definite result, the former becomes sub-

aidiaiy to the latter i hence theword is subsidiary to the signifioation of meaning. Sinoe

^e word has the power of signifying a meaning, the comprehension of whioh leads to a

Aeftnite result, the word is asoertalned tobe subsidiary to this result, tndireotly through

bsing subsidinry to Ihe comprehension of the meaning by the person addressed.
‘

** It is not proper, Ao.”—If we admit of non-etemality we oannot explain the signi-

fioation of meaning. And it is not proper to admit of snob a property of the subsidiary

(** Word **) as w;onldgo against the primary element (oomprehension of meaning). There*

love the Word oannot be held to be non-etemal. Beoanse if the Word be non-etemal
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property oQ that (Word) whioh is Bubsidiary to its Bubaidlary (^mpre*
lieDsioii of meaning)* But if (the Word be held to be) perishable, (non*

eternal)} then this (the rejection of the primary result) is what would
sorely happen.

242-

24S. Beoaose a Word, whose relation (with its meaning) has not

been (preyiously) ascertained, cannot signify anything. Because if this

could be the case (t.e.,if such a Word were to signify a meaning), then any
proviously-unknown (newly-coined) word would be capable of signifying

any and every meaning.

243-

244. And any such previous recognition of its relation (with

meanings) would not be possible if the Word were non-eternal ; inasmuch

as if it be established that its relation has been recognised, it is certain

that the Word now used existed at some time other than that when it

is nsed (at which other time its relation may liave been ascertained).

244-

245. Because that (Word) of which the relation may have been

recognised cannot be any other than that which is now found to be

significant (of a meaning, with reference to which it is now uttered). For,

if the relation (of the object cow) be ascertained to belong to the word

Cow, ”—the word, used to signify the cots, cannot be ** Horse.**

245-

246. If it be held that, “even a Word other (than the one whose

relation with the meaning has been recognised) would be capable of signi-

fying the meaning, throngh its own inherent (natural) aptitude,”—then, iu

the absence of any fixed rule (as to what Word will signify what meaning),

it could not be ascertained which word would have a certain signification

(since the inherent aptitude of Words is not perceptible to us).

246-

247. If it be urged that, “ we could know the action (bronght

about by the injunction) to bo due to that word which is comprehended}**

ifeoannot signify anything} and then the person addressed will not comprehend the

injnnotion ; and hence he would not fetch the jar i and the person addressing woald

have no drink.

l4S.Mt ** It is certain, &c.”--and this would lead to the eternality of the wSrd i as

will he^explained under sutra 21.

lislm That word which is found to be signiHoant must be the same whose

relation (with the meaning) has been previously ascertained } otherwise, if the Word

now used were not the one whoss relation had been previously ascertained, the presmit

Word could not signify anything!* Anyway the two mutt be held to be identical. If

it is the word ** Oow ^ that has been recognised to bear a relation to the cow, then

it must always be the same identical word ” Oow ” that can be used to signify the cow.

HtJMI Before the word has been uttered there can be no idee as to whether it

has been comprehended. And it is the use (uttering) of the Word which stands in need

of a prevlons recognition by the speaker of its relation with its meaning. And this

latter fact cannot be explained to be bheed upon the oompreheneion of the hearer.
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—tben, this may do for the hearers (who know for themselves what words
they comprehend), hut it cannot do (explain the action of uttering the
word) for the speakers (who are not cognisant of what words have heen
comprehended by his hearers, specially, so long as he has not uttered the
words).

247-248. Because, not knowing that word which is capable of signify,
ingthe object he means to name, what word would he use in the beginning
(i.e., before the time of its comprehension by the hearer has arrived) P And
if he already knows it (the word as related to the meaning), then it

mnst ho admitted that it had heen previously recognised by him (as
hearing a relation to the object, which he now seeks to signify by
that Word). And (as for the instance of previously unknown lights
showing objecto, as urged in KarikS 235-236), since the light is subsidiary
to the perception, wo have a manifestation, even when the source of light
is altogether new.

249-260. If it bo held that, « the meaning of a Word (though now) is

comprehended through its similarity (with a previously known word)”—
then (wo reply that) oven through similarity, the Word cannot signify the
meaning

; because (out of the endless series of the word “ cow,” pronounced
since time immemorial) through the similarity of which one, shall we fix
upon the signification of another P Because all those are equal, in that
none of them have the relation with the object recognised previously (to
their being used).

260-251. If it be urged that “ the word (‘ cow’ f. i.) as heard first

rl? •‘’‘“din need of any previous recognition of
too liBht, sinoe the light is only an aid to perception. In the perception of an object
it IS toe perception that is the primary element s and we do not care whether the light
IS taown or unknown

, any light will equally Ulnmine an object ; whereas in the cose
of toe Its previous recognition is absolutely necessary, as, unless the speakerknows the Word to haye a oertaiu meaning he cannot use it ; and nnless he nses it thehearei^^nnot comprehend it ; and unless the hearer comprehends the Word he
cannot Mt in aocor^oe with the words addressed to him, and henoe there would b^ no
action (fetching of the jar,/.<).

®

*• has not been
previously known to havsany relation. Itsmeaningis comprehended on account of its
^mblanwtoanotoerwordnsedandknownfrom before. The latter part of this firsthalf and the second half reject this theory, beoanse there is no fixed mie as to toemmiluity of what partionlar word would regnUte the signifitotion of a word The

,b. ™d" ~ M no, „ ..Ui- diZr;!.s
^ ‘"“••“"d two are only similar, and toe signi-floation of one would be regulated by that of too other.

a *uo sign,

U0.U1 The sense of the objeotion is that the wort '* oow " when Amt of oil
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of all, WAS comprehended to hare a meaning,”—then (wo reply), how can

tiiat (previously recognised Word) persist for such a long time P And ‘

(even granting that such continuance and cognition of its similarity are

possible) as a rule, a Word does not come to be known to have a definite

meaning, until it has been heard and comprehended twice or three times

(at the very least).

251-

252. And again, for a man (hearing the Word cow ** ior the

>first time, and as such) not knowing any other words (“ cow ” as pro-

nounced by people before his hearing of it, and hence being unable to

recognise any similarity), the word is meaningless
;
and at the same time^

for those that hare heard other such words (as pronounced by persons in

the past) it has a meaning—a most curious (collocation of contradictory

properties).

252-

253. If it urged that, “ (at all times) the Word has a meaning,

which is not comprehended by some people (who hear it for the first

time),”—then the same may he said with regard to the subsequent use of

the same Word,—and as such, why should the signification bo said to be

through similarity (of previously-heard words) ?

whenever one comes across the word ** cow, ’* he at once reoognises its similarity

with the previoQsly-known ** oow ”
{ aud the remembrance of the meaning of this

latter brings about the comprehension of the present word ** oow.** Tho sonso of

the reply is that the word as soon as it is heard is destroyed ; and so it could

not persist till the oocasion of the subsequent hearing of the same word ; and as

such, it being non-ezisting, how could we be cognisant of any similarity with it P The

second half means that the very data on which the objection is based is fanlty i in-

asmuch as any word, when heard for the first time, is not known as having a meaning

;

tho fact being that when we hear the word for the first time we do not know its mean-

ing at all, until it is esplained to ns. And yrhen we have had snob ezplaiiations, at least

twice or thrioe from old people, then it is that we come to connect that Word with its

particular signification.

861.St8 <« l^ot knowing, Ac.’*
' This is based upon the objector’s theory that there are

many snob words as " cow **—the word pronoanoed at one time being different from the

same word as prononnced at some other time. And a man who hears the Word for the

first time does not know the word as pronoanoed previously by other persons. ** Con-

tradictory properties’*—The same word being both meaningless and having a meaning

at one and the same time.

The meaning of the objection is that even for one who hears the word for

the first time it is not meaningless. And hence there is no oontradiotion of properties.

The sense of the reply is that just as when one hears the word for the first time he

does not know the meaning, though others know it | so too one could explain the signi-

fication of the word when heard subsequently, as being natural to the word (as you hold

ill the case of the word when first heard, where you assert that the meaning is natural to

the Word, and fails to be known by the hearer only on account of a certain deficiency in

the hearer himself) ; so la the case of subsequently-heard words too, we oould hold the
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253-

254. If it be held that, the Word would be meaniogless for

those who haye not beatd any previons (utterances of the same) Word/'—
theu, sinoe this fact (of being heard for the first time by people who have
never heard it ntterad before) is common also to all previous words^ all

words would come to be meaningless*
254-

255. And farther, that Word which is cognised by people who
have heard it previously, as being^similar to (and as each subordinate to)

the previously-heard Word with a meaning,—^would be the principal (or

primary) factor for those who have not heard it before* And this (double

contradictory character) is not possible for one and the same Word.

255-

256. By the clause **
it has been explained," the BhSshya refers to

all the arguments that have been brought forward (under " BamhandhllkahS^

jyaparihara ’’) against the creation of the relation (of Words and their

Meanings). And if the Word itself be held to be non-etemal (and created

by speakers), then the explanation (of the relation of Words and Meanings)
becomes all the more difficult. .

256-

258. Because how can any relation be created (i.e., laid down)
without the utterance of, the Word P And that (word) which has been
pronounced and immediately destroyed (as held by you) can have nothing

meaning to be natural to the wordi and we can assert the non-oomprehension of some
people to be due to some defioienoy in themselves i and thus all the words would oome
to have meanings natural to them ; and there would be no reason for bolding the oogni-

tion of the signifloation of a subsequent word to be due to the remembrance of its simi-

larity with a previously-known word.
SMJM The sense of the reply is that whenever a word is uttered there are al-

ways some men who hear it for the first time. And benoe» if the Word were to be

meaningless for those who hear it for the first time, then all words would be meaning-

less.

KAtM Both parties agree hi thinking the Word uttered to be one and the same
for all hearers i and as such one and the same word cannot possibly be bo^ primary

and secondary at one and the same time.

M(.M6 In the Bb&shya the objector is made to say that the rdation of the word and
its meaning may be heldto be a caused one, laid down in the beginning of the world. And
to this the Bh&shya replies that this theory has been already refuted under ** Samban-
dkih$heparihdraJ* Bven when the word is held to be non-eternal the creation of its

relation with meaning has been shown to be impossible. And when the word is held

to be eternal, then the creation of its relation with meanings becomes all the more im-

possible.

' liS469 If the Word be held to be destroyed as soon as it is uttered, then when lay

ing down the relation of a Word, as soon as the Creator would pronounce the word it

would be destir^red, and as the same word when uttered snbs^uently you hold to be
different from the previously-uttered word, and the relation has been laid down by the
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to do with tiie relation. Therefore the Word, uttered for the first time,
haring been immediatelj destroyed, withont haring its relation (with its

meaning) expressed,—it would be meaningless
; and then, how oonld the

same Word, when uttered sabsequently, be cognised to hare a meaning.?
268-269. The notions of uttering the Word, the creation of its mIs*

tion (with its meaning), and its usage (in aooordance with this) being such
as to occur one after the other,—who oonld do all these (three actions) all

at once (as held by the other party) P

259-

260. For those people, who exist at a time and in a place other
than that (time of creation wherein the relation of words and meanings is

held to be laid down by the Creator),—prior to his hearing of the subse-
quent utterance of the Word, there cannot be any such one Word as has its

relation created.

260-

261^ The theory, that the relation is asserted (and not created)
for such people, is also to be rejected in the same manner. Because the
assertion cannot possibly belong to a Word (uttered at the beginning of
creation and) which has since been destroyed, or is non-existing, or
exists only at the present time (t.6., the one that is heard by the present
hearer).

• 261-262. Which word would the speaker declare to the hearer, as

having a certain meaning,^^hen he (the speaker) cannot utter the Word
which he himself had heard at some previous time (to have that mean-
ing) P—

Creator with regard to this latter, the laying down of the relation wonid be nselew, as
its Bubstratnm in the shape of the previonsly-nttered Word will have been destroyed,
and there wonid be nothing for whoee sake yon would require the relation.

M8.K9 The uttering of the Word is not possible withont a knowledge of the rela-

tion
I nor is the laying down of the relation possible withont the ntteranoe of the Word—

a case of mntual inter-dependenoe.

SIS4AS0 B7en though it were possible for the relation of a Word to be laid down at
the begininng of creation, yet those people who like ns, happen to live at a time dif.

ferent from that, hear only snbseqnent ntteranoes of the word 1 and as this subsequent
Word has not Its relation laid down,—that whioh has its relation laid down being the
first utterance of the word whioh has been destroyed,—for snob people no word would
have any meaning at all.

The assertion made at the beginning of oreation could not aiq^ly to the
Word that is heard at the present time.

ISI.I8I The speaker hoard the Word long ago, as having a certain meaning
and this word is, aooording to yon, deatrqyed ss soon as uttered 1 and henoe be oannot
speak of this word, at any snbseqnent time, to have the meaning 1 therefore what oonld
that word be whioh the speaker oonld speak of ae having the meaning 1 the only word
**
oow** of whioh he himself knew the meaning has been destroyed, and of any other

word ** oow ** he himself does not know the meaning.
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262-268. Specially as he does not utter the Word having the meaning

(t.e., the one with reference to which the relation of a definite meaning

was laid down by the Creator, and which was destroyed immediately after

it had been uttered by Him). And if he were to utter a word similar to

the origiual one having the meaning,—then such a word cannot be recog-

nised by the hearer to be similar to the original word having the meaning;

inasmuch as this latter is not known to him
;
and the new word (that is

heard by him) itself has no meaning (because the meaning has been laid

down to belong to the original word uttered by the Creator).

264. And when one who is a speaker now becomes the hearer at

some future time, then too, the same difficulties would appear (because the

Word which he knows to have a meaning is not the one that he hears

uttered by others, according to you). And thus for all speakers (and

hearers) no Word can have any meaning.

264-

265. It may be possible that the relation of a certain Word is

created at the beginning of Creation. But since we have never been cogni-

sant of this Word (as created with a meaning), how could wo have any

notion of similarity with this (original Word) (of any subsequent Word that

we may hear spoken) ?

265-

266. 05̂ * ;—** But the original word (as uttered by the Creator) has

been fully comprehended and ascertained by peribns (Kapila, Ac.
) present at

that time
;
and from the uses made (of the word) by these persons, we infer

the whole series of similar words (beginning from the original word and

ending with word heard by us at the present time
;
and this notion of

similarity with the original word, would bring back to our mind’s eye,

the original meaning as fixed by the Creator).”

266-

267. Beply

:

If this theory be admitted, then all the objections and

arguments, urged (under “ SamhandhUksh^paparihlira*^) against the theory of

the creation of the relation of Words and Meanings (by a Creator), crop up

(since they apply equally to the theory just propounded)
;
viz: that if such

be the case, then we should have to remember the similarity of the present

Word to the original word ; because the comprehension of the meaning

of the present Word depends upon such remembrance (of the similarity of

the original Word,) (and such remembrance is not possible, inasmuch as we
never hear the original Word), and so forth. ,

268-269. In the case of an object, which has subsequently come to

differ from its original form, its similarity (with this original form)

being traced out to a great distance (through all the endless series of such

8I8JM9 And hence even granting your theory, the time and space intervening

between the creation and the present moment is so great, that even if there were a
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objedBinterfeniiig between the ori^ the objeot before ns),
undeigoee slight differenoes (with every intervening object), and finalW
disappear almost entirely. And such would partionlarly be the case with
words, in tl^ case of which great dijSerenoes are brought about by the
slightest obaklb of tone, consonant or vowel ay., in the case of sudi
words as (house), « mdZa ” (garland), “ Mid ” (time), and «aW
(stone) and the like.

269-

270. If we were to arrive at conclusions through mere similarity,
then there would always be a chance of mistaken notions : ay., having
perceived the relation (of ooncomitanoe) between smohe and fire^ we would
infer the (existence of) fire from (the existence of) vapour (because the
latter is similar to smoke in appearance

; and such inference could only
be mistaken).

270-

271: If some one were to say ‘Met it be so “ (».e., “ the compre-
hension of meanings of words may bo mistaken—that does not touch our
position, the whole usage of the Word may be mistaken, but that does not
affect the non-etemality of the Word ”),—(we reply) but it is not so (t.e.,

the comprehension of certain meanings of Words is not a mistake)
;

because we do not find anything that rejects the comprehension as mistaken.
And if it be urged that,—“this (absence of a negative fact) estab-
lishes the correctness (of the comprehension of Words through the simi-
larity of these with the original Word) then (we reply that) (if the
mere absence of a negativing fact were the sole criterion for the correctness
of an idea) then the non-difference (identity) of Words would be established
(since this idea of mmeness of the word “ cow ” as used now, and that
used at some other time, is also due to the similarity between them ; and
we have no more reliable facts that would deny this sameness).

271-

272. And further, is the aimUarUy (between Words) something
different from the individuals themselves, or Is it, non-different from them P

imilarity of the original word with words used in the beglning of the world, this
would have long disappesred in the endless number of words intervening between
the original and the present words. The last half of the Kiriki gives instances of dif-

ferences produced in words by the slightest change of a vowel or a consonant.

There is a similarity between “ rdld*' and “mdid,” and on the ground of
this similarity the one would be taken to mean the other.

•KUli iPi do not find, ^o..we do not admit any fact to be a mistake nnless we
And that there are certain other more reliable facts that deny the former. And as we
have no such rejection of the significance of words, this cannot be said to be mistaken.
The fMt Is that, as In the absence of a negativing fact, any fhot cannot be said to be
wrong, it most neoessarllj be accepted to be right.

The sameness of this word “ Oow ”* used now and that used at some other time, is

not palatable to the other party.

58
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piai IB 6his simitority pne or mnj f 4n4» lastly, u it etenial or non^

otemal?
272-

273. If if bp different^ ooe md pternal, then it is only another,

way of postniating a claes (*' gtUva ^ f.i., which wonld be^the joominoii

ground of similarity among the indiridnals) (and the posPiWlity of snoh

classes we have already rejected above). And if it be held to be nmi-dif-

ferent, non-eternal and many, then this comes to the same theory as^ above

(namely the theory of the non-etemality of Words, which too we have

already rejected).

273-

274. And if the similarity be held to be something non-di|ferent

from the individuals (Wotds), one and eternal,—then tliis would mean the

ptemality of the individual (Word) itself
;
and this is just what we seek

to establish.

274-

275. Similarity consists in the existence of common constituent

parts ; and no such similarity is possible for you. Because such (similarity

of Words) would be possible only if the letters (constituting the words)

were identical
;
and snoh identity you do not admit of.

275-

276. The postulating of . snoh classes as ** gogahdaUsa!^ “ gatva^

Ac., has been rejected before (under Sphota ”) ; (and hence you cannot

base the notion of similarity between two utterances of the spme word

jupon any such classes). Oonsequently (it must be admitted that) it is the

individual Letters themselves, that ,pre eternal and significant of the

meaning.

276-

277. For ns the word ** gS " cow ”) is eternal ; and people have

an idea of the cow from sooh vulgar deformations of it as “ Ac.,

only when it follows the onginal (correct) word and such com-

prehension is due to the incapability (of the speaker to utter, and of the

hearer to comprehend, the onginal correct form of the Word).

S1l.tl9 Similarity oonsists 6f the ezistenoe of the same oonstitoent parts i Letters

are the oonstitaenb parts of Words therefore the similarity of Words means that the

Letters contained in one Word are identical with those contained in the other-^‘.e., the

letter gha oooorring in the word ** ghata ” as prononnoed at one time, mast be identical

with the letter gha oocorring in the word *' ghata ’* as prononnced at a different time.

It is only When there is an identity of oonstitnent Letters that any words can he held to

be similar. Bat since yon deny snoh identity, yon cannot hare similarity.

In the Bhlsbya an objection ie raised that—” just as even from the word
*irdvi’ wegetatthe idea of the oow, simply beoanse it is similar to the word*yo,*
o even if there be h slight difference between the word mig^nally prononnced by the

Oreator and the Word as prononnoed before ns, the signification would be all right.** The
reply given Is that the eternal denoter of the oow ia the word ** go *’

| and even where a
.man niters the word his desire is to ntler the woid**go,** bnt being Incapable

of pronouncing the oorreot form, ho.ntten the vulgar form **
pdtd. And this vulgar
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277-

27& Beoause if the denotation (of the cm bj the word gdoi *’)

were due to its similarity (with the word *’), then we would certainly

have the idea (of the cm) from the word gaurm (which is more like go ”

than **gM Therefore we do not reject this (t.a., the comprehension of

the eofo from the word **gM *'),—^becAa8e» as a matter ot fact, this com*

prehension is due really to the correct word ** gif'* itself (as explained in'

jrariW 277).^

278-

279. Olj :
** (Even though the Letters be eternal) since the arrange*

ment of the letters (in a word) is non-eternal» that which signifies the

meaning cannot be eternnl. Because it is the Word that is held to signify

the meaning, and the cognition of this (Word) depends upon the arrange-

ment (of Letters composing it).

279-

280. “ Since the Letters are all-pervading, the order (or arrangrw

ment) cannot be inherent in them. And since the order (of the Letters in

a word) depends upon utterance, which is non-eternal, therefore it cannot

be eternal.

280-

281. “ And because the utterance, or the order, follows the will

of the speaker, therefore it depends upon the person, (and as such cannot

be eternal). Therefore the (establishing of the) eternality of Letters is as

useless (for proving your theoiy of the eternality of Words), as the eter-

nality of atoms.

281 -282. ** Just as, even though the atoms are eternal, yet the jar, made

up of these (atoms), is not eternal,—so, in the same manner, even though

the Letters are eternal, yet the Word (made up of these Letters) may be

non-eternal.

282-

283. “ Nor are Letters, without a certain arrangement (or order),

known to signify (any meaning). And it is the particular arrangement of

Letters that we call a * Word and hence the aforesaid (non-etemality

of Words).

283-

284. « Those {VaiydJcara^), who hold the Word to be something

(namely ‘ aphota ’) other than the Letters, which is independent of the

ot’iler of these,—^for these people alone can the theory of the eternally

of Words be of any use.”

284-

285. Reply

:

But we do not admit of the Word being only a

form g{^ Qi an idea of the cow, only when we know that the man meant the word
**
go** and not beoaute the word gdvi ” it aimilar to the word go.**

It may be possible for these pieople to prove the eternality of the sphote

which they hold to be independent of the non -eternal order of Letters. But as the

Himlnsaka holds the Word to be nothing more thto a particular arrangement of the

Letters, he cannot establish its eternality.
u i. ja.

tsejss The Word does not consist solely of the arrangement, but of both me

arrangessent and the Letters;
'
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pat*tioalar arrangemeM (of Leiien). Bcksaofle the amttgemeat it act

fonndto tiguify the meaoiog, if it hat aoy other subatrate (than tho

Letters).

286. Therefore it is otilj when both (the arrangement and tlie

letters) exists that we have that whioh sigoifies the meaning (or object)

;

(and tbe question is) whether this (that signifies the meani^) consists of

the Littbbs as endowed with a certain arrangement^ or of thllhBaiiicniMBNT

os located in (belonging to) the Letters,

287-

288. And does it require any arguments to prore that tbe

Arrangement is snbordinate to those to which it belongs (f>., the Letters) ?

Beoanse the Arrangement is only a property of the Letters, and is not

held to be a distinct entity by itself. Therefore (it mast be admitted

that) that which signifies the meaning is the Letters as perceived (in a

certain order of sequence).

288-

290. Bat, as a matter of fact, the Arrangement too is not caused
(nud hence non-eternal) ; as it is always admitted by us as an idready

accomplished fact. Because, the speaker does not use the Letters (as

constituting a Word) in the order of his own choice ; he always utters a
Word in the same way (following the same sequence of Letters) as it is

uttei*ed by others. And other* (subsequent) speakers too pronounce it in

thesame order. So we have the eternality of the (Arrangement of Letters)

also, just os we have that of the relation (of Words with their meanings).
290-291. Thus then, though the Arrangement is unohangeahly eter-

nal (i.e. eternally complete within itself), yet it is eternal in its usage.

And we have only to reject, by all means in our power, the fact of men being

in.89) When It Is possible for the primary entities, Letters, themselTes to be tbe
IgniSer, It Is not right to attrlbntethe power to a snbordinate element, the Ammge-
ment. And thus it la the Letters themselres, as ooonrring In a certain order, that form
that lohteh the meaning t via : the Word » and sluoe the Letters are eternal, the
Word must also be so.

SW-SW Bven the Arrangement of Letters we are never oonsolons of ereatiag.
We always aooept the partionlar order of the letters gha and fa as an aooompllshed fact,

fnd never know of any. time at whioh this order of the Letters may have been created
for the first timei.

The argnments, advanoed above to prove the eternality of the relation between
Words and their meanings, serve also to prove theetemalSty of the amogement of
pf Letters oomposing a Word. Jnst as we do not know of any originator of the said
relation, so we do not know of any originator of the partionlar arrangement of Letter*

The second half of the KSrikS mean, tiat whether

^

Unbhangeably eternal or eternal only In its naege, yet It servee to prove that It does not
depend npon the oboloe of the speaker ^ end this is all that we seek toprove with a visw
to prove tba etarnality aad the nnoansednoMi ef tha Yfda.
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iodependmt (witk regard to the significations of Wordsi and hence of the
Yeda).

29U292. OJ^

:

(I! an entity can be eternal, eren if it be not an«
changeable) then yon oonld have the etemality of Letters, even without
nnohangeability (and as snoh, why should you hold the letters to be un-
changeable P) ” : It is o^y when the Letters are (unohangpeably

eternal) that inhere can be an appearance of an (eternal) order (of theso

Letters), based upon usage. Just as it ie only when the atoms are eternal

that it is possible for the jars to be made out of them.

293. Because in the absence of these (eternal Letters) we oonld not get

at any arrangement, which, without the Letters, oonld haVe no substra-

tum. And it has idready been proved that there are no parts to Letters,

as the atoms are (of the ordinary material objects).

294. That I am uttering only such Letters as have been already,

uttered by others ” is the idea in the mind of every speaker
; and thia

carries ns to the Etemality (of Letters and their Arrangements). And
tliere is no other characteristic (in the Letters).

295. And we have already rejected the theory of any such dais

#

IV3 » Jt hoi lun proved,** ao^Thls is added in antioipation of the objection that
" the arrangement may have for its substrate the oonstitnent parts of the Letters, Jnst
as the substrate of the Jar lies in the oonstitnent atoms.^ The sense of the Kirikd is

that Letters are complete in themselves withont any parta
*9* This anticipates the objection that, eveii withont aooepting the Letters to bo

eternal, we oonld explain their arrangement, or seqnenoe, to be due to the seqnenoe of

the conjnnotions and di^jnnotions of the palate da i that Is to say, the sequence of

Letters would be regnlaM by the order of their ntteranoe by ns.’’ The sense of

the reply is that whenever we prononnoe a word, we invariably have the idea that in

prononnoing it we are uttering the same Letters and in the same order as those

prononnoed by others. And sinoe all men have the same idea, from times immemo-
rial, snoh an idea leads to the notion of the etemality of Letters and their arrange-

ments.

And there is no other eharaeterietie, ire. This anticipates the following objeotioof-*

” When snoh ie the idea in the mind of all speakers, it means that all Arrangements and
Words are reoognised to be the same as those uttered by others. And sinoe the gnmnd
of the Btemality of Letters too is the same fact of their being so reoognised, then, why
should yon not hirid the Arrangement to be as nndumgeably eternal as the Letters

themselveo 9 ” The sense of the reply is that when the Letters are known tobeetemal,

these letters serve as marks whereby we reoognise the Words to be the same as nsed

by others. But in the Letters there are no such mutitke | hence the difference between

the etemality of Letters and Words.

tot There can be no homogeneity or similarity between the word Oow an

uttered by no now, nod as beard nsin the pash And therefore their recognition an

being the same oan be explained only if they be held to be one and the same.
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gatva ”) w a iimtkurQy (wbioh: would ioolndo all * ').

you to put forward a homogeneity based npon (their belonging to) the
elow “ Word, ’* then that would be equally applicable to all other words
as well.

S96>207. And jttstas thejar Ao. are fonnd to he rendered of nseihrongh
a single canse (in the shape of the dais **01ay *’) so too, we coaid explain

the ntterance of Letters in a certain order (when pronouncing a Word) (as

heii^g dne to a single canse in the shape of a clott, like the “ palate ” Ac.).

We find in all persons the class “ palate *’ Ac. (which include the palates

Ac. of all speakers) ; and it is through these, that the Speaker gives out

different sounds (pronouncing Letters either long or short Ac.).
’

298. And the oanses of the ntterance (or manifestation) of the Wmd
are either the mutually exclusive dastet of these *' sounds ’’—which
operate upon eadi particular Letter—or the individual sounds- themselves
as belonging to (manifested by) the aforesaid dastet Palate” Ac.).

299. And the order of the utterance of these Sounds is regulated by
the order of the Oonjunotion and Disjunction of the palate Ac. (with the
tongue) as operating towards the utterance of partionlar Letters. And
Btemality belongs to both (the “ Palate ”Ao. and the ” Sounds ”), on
account of the dauet (“ Palate ” and “ Sound ’’Ac.).

800. Justus in the case of certain movements (for instance), we
liave an order of sequence, which is regulated by the " action ” as
inhering in the partionlar actions of the Movement,—so, in the niof
manner, we could also explain (the order of sequence) as belonging to
the sounds as produced by the Conjunctions Ac. of the palate Ac. (this

order being regulated by the datt "Palatal” Aa as inh«riiig in
partionlar sound).

801. Or (even if there be no such class as " sounds ”), the individual
sounds themselves, heing extremely subtile in their nature, might manifest
the properties of a Class. And it is through this (the order of

of Sonn^ as due to that of the Conjunction A& of the Palate An) I'ut we
come to recognise an order of sequence in the case of Letters, even though
these latter are, by i^tnre, all-pervading (and as such would exist every-
where and could not have an order of sequence).

802. Thus it is that the Letters, following np (taking up) all the

M Baoh Latter-of a Word is maaifeated by a disttnot aoniid (uttered tbrongh the
palate Ae.).—whether thta eonud be taken aa a ela««, inoladiag all anoh eoande, or only
.ns an individaal aCaotioK that partioelar ottaranoe.

» That Letter whioh is flrat operated upon ^ the aotion of the palate do., U
'^ttteted drat, and so eni the aeuneaee of Letters is to-be esplained.
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eternal firoperties of the eonuds uttered (and thus forming a wokd), oome
to signify the object (said to be denoted by the Word).

308-305. The order of Words, and the shortness, length and aooteness

&o. (of the vowel sonnds) only mark the different divisions of time ; and

thereby they oome to qualify (or specify) the sonnds. And Time is one only

and eternal ;
and yet it appears as if divided, jnst as Letters (each of which

is one and eternal, and yet appears as if it were made up of different parts) ;

and as such it comes to be manifested in connection with all entities,

through the force of particular causes. And when it comes to be mani-

fested in connection with tlie Letters (composing a Word), it becomes a part

and parcel of the (means of) Oomprehension (of the meanings of Words).

And since \ta form is perceptible elsewhere also (i.e., in connection with

entities other than the Word), it must, in itself, be regarded as eternal.

306. Thus then, it must be admitted that these (the order of Letters

and Length Ac.) are not any non-eternal properties of the Word. Hence

also the Word must be accepted as proved to be eternal, even for those

who maintain the eternality of Letters.

307. Even properties, in reality belonging to one thing, at times,

come to belong to others, just as the fleetness of the horse (is .im-

parted to the rider) (and hence though Order Ac. are properties of the

sounds, yet they oome to help the Letters in the signification of their

meaning). And as for the ground of (holding) the eternality of all these

(Letters, Words Ac.), we have ** Apparent Inconsistency
**

(as shown above).

308-309. Even if the Word be held to be an impartite whole (in the

shape of the 8phota)y—^inasmuch as it could be manifested only by certain

means (such as utterances) occurring in a certain order, it would depend

upon persons (upon whose utterance alone it could be heard) ;
and as such it

would have no inherent absolute validity (since all facts having a purely

human origin are only of doubtful validity). And we do find this to be the

case in the case of sentences,—even for those who hold the sentence also to

be an impartite whole (in the shape of Sphota,) Thus (it is concluded that)

we hold the eternality of Words, only because certain facts (the significa-

tion o£i certain meanings by certain Words) cannot be explained otherwise.

310. That property, by means of which the Word comes to be used

The author now proceeds to prove the nsohaiigeable eternality of the Word

in another way.

•06.100 III the ease of sentences, their validity is always doubtful, dependent, as it

is, on the chafucter of the person uttering it.

SLO The author now shows that the s0tfu nay be interpreted M an Inferential
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this property is explained to be its dtyendenoe npm the relation (tiiat tiie

Word been to its meaning.)

811. The idtro does not seek to lay down the (inferential) argn-
meat (in its propar farm). Both the edtro and the author of the BhOthya
only explain (lay down) a fact (vis., that of the Word being need for ano.
ther's sake) which is oapable (of leading to the proper Inferential argn.
ment, as shown in the last kOrfia.)

818. The Inferential argnment in its proper form is here laid
down, thus : Word is eternal,—like the ekuiet “ smoke, ” “ Oow," Ac.,—
beoanse it signifies a oommon objeot (<.e., its signification is oomprehended
by all men equally), while depending upon a oomprehension of its relation
(with that object).

818. Even if the Olass he held toconsist of either theiMpoitba ofofkers
or of rimaarOy ( of manyindividnals ),—yet, inasmnoh as the Individnale
themselves (individnally) cannot constitute the Glass, all Classes must
be eternal.

814>818. Or, the feet of ** the Word being used for another’s sake ”

(as mentioned in the edira) may be taken as pointing the self-oontradio*

I

tiosts (in the theory of the non>eternality of Words) ; A proposition is

asserted, simply with a view to have its meaningcomprehended (by others)

;

and it has alrrady been proved (under “ BamhandJMkth^ ” ) that a non.
eternal assertion cannot signify any meaning. Therefore, fammimK as
your own assertion (that “Word is non.otornar') signifies a meaning, it

cannot but be eternal j and as such yon have (in your own assertion) the
denial of the non-«ternality (of Words).

316. If the other party, after admitting the capability of Words to
signify their meanings, seek to establish their position (as to the non-eter.
nality of Words), such non-eternality would be rejected by his own pro-
viona postulate (that Words signify their meanings, which has been shown
to be impossible, if Words be not eternal).

arsmmnt espIaiiMd, as it is, in tbs Kirikt. The meaning «t the tUrm being, " Word
is eternal, “* beoanse it stands in need of its relathm with meaninge, whereby it oomes
to ha used for anothar^s sake, whioheonid not be possible, if the Word had no relation
with its meaning.

U> This anticipates the objecUon that in the above Inferential argument the
.ins)aaee^tad—ihatnf Olaases is not right, beoanse in Oat ease the argnmentwouldeon*
vhMe only those who admit the Class to be eternal. The sense of the Kiriki is that
even those who do not oononr with the MimUsaka in his view of the Class, eanaot
dsoy its etsnality. Beoanse it is the Individuals alone that are perishableand the

> Olam ^.something more than the ladividnals individually.
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817. Tli« (of Words) U njooted by the aoriptana of
dl th^t^—uaamn^ aa all soriptnres admit of the capability (of
Words) to stgmfj (meanings).

818-

319. And it is also rejected by universally accepted Ikols, as
shown above (hy meaus of arguments based upon « Apparent Inoonsis-
tenoy ”). And its rejection by “ Inference ” too may be shown in the
aforesaid maimer (ns ^plained in Kdrika 812*) And the rejection by
« Sense-perception ” will be explained under the •Ufrn—“ on account of the
absence of number ” (14-20.)

819-

321. And it should be mentioned (by the nou-eternalist) what
(sort of) Word it holds to be perishable : Is it the Word (of the Sankhtfoa)
as made up of the three attributes (Sat/sa, Bajas, and Tam'u) f ot is it
(the Word of the Jainas) a dimunitive body? or is it (the Woid of the
Vatffyhikas) a property of Akfi^aP or, is it in the shape of mere Sotind,
(as produced by the conohshell, &o.) apart from the Letters (as composing
Words P) or, is it a form of the Air, signifying, certain meanings (as held
by the author of the gikshU f) or, is it the Sphota of the Word and sen-
tence (as held by the Fatydbampos) t or, does it (the class ‘ word *

) consist
of similarity (as held by the Sftnkhyas), or Negation of others (dpoba, aa
held by the Banddhas) P

821-322. Words sneh as these may be non-eternal
; we do not hold

such (Words) to be eternal. And your argument (whereby you seek to
prove the non-etemality of Words such as these) come to have an un-
known subject (since Words sueh aa these are not known to ns, whom you
seek to convince), and your premiss would be without a basis (for the
same reason of such Words not being known to us.) And (if in order to

escape from these fallacies) you hold the Word, as held by us, to be the
subject (of your syllogism), then both these fallacies apply equally to

yourself (who do not know of any such Word as held by ns)*

823o If Word in general (without any specification) be asserted to

be the Subject (of your syllogism),—then in that case, the Olass Word ”

would come to be non-eternal. And this would go against all theorists,

whb (without a single exception) hold this (the Olass) to bo eternal.

324. A Olass, of some sort of other (inolnding all Words), is accepted
by all. And if this were to be noii-etemal, it could not pervade over (or

include) certain individuals.

325-326. And it is not possible for particular Words to be mentioned
by the generic name ** Word ” (because in making such the subject of

your syllogism, you would have an unspecified subject). And if these

^ If the Class Word ” were held to be perishable, thee the Indiridoal Words
appearing during the tine after its destruotion weald not be Included in that Olassi
and the Class weald thereby oease to be a Class.

59
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(pariioalar Words) be asserted to be 'Bomething apart .from
.
tbe OUui

(** Word ”), then jon have tbe aforesaid fallacies (sboirn in K. 322) (inas*

xnacb as sncb particular individuals ore not known either to us or to your-

self). And if they (tbe particular Words) be non-different from their sub-

strate (tbe class ** Word ”), then yon would have self-contradiction^ as in the

case of the Class (that is to say, the Class being held to be eternal, the

individual, as non-diSerent from it, must be accepted to be eternal ; and
hence the assertion of its noii-eternality would be a clear case of self-contra-

diction). And (if the particular Word be held to be both different and non-

different from the class “ Word, ** then), as before, you would have an
unknown Subject (for your syllogism (because you yourself do not accept

the Word to have such a dual character).

327. An if by “ non-eternality ” you mean absolute destructibility, then

for us, the subject of your syllogism comes to have an unknown pr^icate
(because for us there is no such thing as absolute destruction).

328. If you mean to prove non-eternality of some sort (aud not

absolute destruction), then (your argument becomes redundant, because)

we too admit of the production (of Word) in the shape of manifestation

(utterance), following after non~manifestation (and this producibility im-

plies non-eternality).

329. And further, if Destruction (of Words) be held to be an absolute

negation, then this would contradict the previous theories of the SSn-
kliyas and the Jainas (because they hold Destruction to be only a change in

the condition of the object, and not its negation).

330-

331. If you bring forward the fact of sense-perceptibility (of

the Woi*d) (as an argument against its etemality), then this would fail

with reference to the Via^dshikas (who hold that there is a series of the
word Cow, ” and as such for them it is only the middle one of the series

heard at the present time, that could be perceptible
; and as such sense-

perceptibility of the whole series would not be acceptable to them). And
if (out of this series) the first and the middle ones be made the Subject of
the syllogism, then there would be an endless number of Words (for the
subject) ; aud if the last (of the series) be said to be the Subject, then the
premiss would become baseless for us (who do not admit of any such thing
as the Uut Word) inasmuch as, the seiies is never-ending.

331-

333. And again, if all Wo9*ds be made the subject of your syllo-
gism, then the pi:emi8s (“ because of perceptibility by the senses ”) would
be incapable of including them (since aU Words are not amenable to per-
ception at any time). And, in consideration of the Class (*^ Word ”) your
premiss becomes contradictory too (because if the mere fact of amenability
to sense-perception, bo the ground of non-eternality, then, on this ground,
the Class would also come to be non-cterual, because the Clasb is also
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amex^able to seiwe-petoeptibn, bA shown nhder « Ikrti *’). If yon snpple.

ment yonr premiss by adding the qualifying clause, “ while belongitig to a
Clasi ” (the premiss then being « because, while belonging to a Glass, it is

amenable to sense-perception **), then too it fails with regard to ns, inas-

much as with ns, there is no such thing as a% individual belonging to a Olas$

different from tl ; and as for an individual belonging to a Olase non^differeni

from it, there is no sooh thing with you (since you do not hold the indiri.

dual to be identical with the Class, as wo do). And thus your premiss

loses its efficiency.

333-

834. If it be urged that the affix “taafup*’ (in '^JtUimaitvB

sati'*) may be attached to the properties of inclusion and exclusion (the

form of the premiss being, ** becanse while having in itself, the oharaoter of

being included in, and excluded from, certain others, (the Word is

amenable t(\sense-perception "),—even then the argument becomes open to

the same fallacy (as shown in the last Karika), inasmuch as even in a
Class we have the idea of further Classes (and os such become included in

your premiss).

334-

335. Because even with regard to the classes Cow, Ac., we have

a farther generic notion of (as forming p%rt of ) the Class Class ** (in which

the particular Classes are capable of being ineluded)
;
and these (parti-

cular classes) are also capable of being exeluded from other particular

classes (i.e., the Class Cow ” is included in the class Class, ” and exclu-

ded from the class Horse ”). And thus, in this, these (particular Classes)

are similar to Words. (And hence, the premiss whereby you seek to

prove the non-eternality of Words would prove the non-eternality of

Classes also, which cannot be acceptable to you).

335-

336. And further, the property of etemality is such as includes

all these (Classes), and is excluded from all non-etemal (particular)

entities. If it be urged that these properties (of inclusion and ex-

clusion) are either only secondarily or falsely (applicable to Classes),"

—

then the same may be said with regard to Letters also.

336-

337. Then again, for you (yai99shikas), the argument (based

upon sense-perceptibility) becomes self-contradictory, with a view to

SSSJSt The senie of the objection is that a Word is inolnded in other words, in

the fond of the Glass **Word,” and is excluded from other words in its own speoiflo

form
; and thus onr argnement remains untouched. The author objects to this on

the ground that even the Glass Word *’ in the formof a Gloss, is capable of being inclu-

ded in the generio class ** Glass *'andezcladed from other Glasses in its speoiflo form
of the Glass ** Word. *’ And hence the premiss would inolude the Glass also, and so the

fallacy would remain intact.

aM.SM If there be no Glass, the fallacies urged above on the gp^und of Glasses

would all fall to the ground.
ltt.88S Another way in which Inclusion and Ezolnsion belong to Glasses.
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Atioms that are perceptible to the sense of yogis (and as each would baye

to ho admitted to be non-eternal). Beoanse thongh these are elemah yet

they are amenable to sense-pereeption.

337-838. And, if in order to ezohide this ease (of atoms) yon add
** (perceptible) to ns (ordinary men) (to the qualification of yonr

premiss) 'then too the premiss becomes contradictory, with a yiew to the

Selvei that are amenable to the idea of ** I ’’ (and as snch, being percep-

tible, these would haye to be admitted tobe non-eternal, a fact not accept-

able to the Vai^Oshika).

388-339. In the case of pleasure, Ac., we find the Self to be absolutely

amenable to sense-perception due to contact with the Mind, eyen in the

absence of any Inferential premisses or Verbal anthority.

839-340. If you make amenability to external senses
**
the qualifica-

tion of yonr premiss,-—then too it becomeB contradictory ; on» account of

the fact of Classes also belonging to (other) Classes (and Classes are also

amenable to external senses) ; inasmuch as a Class (^ Cow ’*), happening

to co-exist (inhere together) in a single object (the Cow) with another Class

(^‘ earthy ’*), comes to belong to a Otoee (and it is already proyed to be

amenable to eternal sense-perception
; and as such, in accordance with your

argument, the Class also would come to be non-eternal).

841-342. If you assert the fact of its being a substrate (of Inclu-

sion and Bxolusion),—then (we reply that) since these (Exclusion and
Inclusion) are immaterial entities, they cannot have a substrate. If yon

assert inference (to be the relation bearing between Exclusion and
Inclusion and the Word),—then (we reply) that this (Inherence) as

held by you, has already been zpjected by ns (aboye). If, lastly (by In-

herence) you mean ** identity (as held by us), then such identity is

held to exist among Classes also (hence these also would come to be

non-eternal).

342-

343, So (you see) you take upon yourself the undesirable task of

assuming many qualifications with a yiew to prove the Word to be other

than eternal. It would be muoh better for you to enumerate all the enti-

ties that are eternal (for both of ns), and then to bring forward the fact

of the Word being other than tAem as yonr * reason M

I

343-

M4. But (in that case) we could also prove the etemidity (of

8MJSV Xhe TaifSshika holds the self to be perceptible by means of oontnot

-«^b Mind.

BUM “ Identiin emmg ClasMS."^ The Class " Tree " is Identical with the Close
[aago tree** on the ground of both equally belongiog to the Close *' Bnbetanoe.*^

•• Sonmecii^AOi ** That is to sej you ehonld frameyonr argument tbne s

ford is non-eteraa], beoanse it is other than Akft^ Ao., like the Jar.”* Theabeniditf
bbe proposed aiginmit is pidpable, and it is only put forward in a joki»g egkii.
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Worcl)» lik6 thiit of on the ground of its being other thnn the

trees, ic.9 which are non-eternal.

344-345. If yon assert as your ‘reason * mere amenahiUty to Miner, as

held by the Sftnkhyas and the fianddhas (who deny the eiistenoe of a Olase

alfcogether)|-*-‘then. too, the fallaciousness (of the argument) becomes clear,

in consideration of the Olasa (the existence whereof) we haye prored

above.

945-847. Just as a “reason “ becomes fallacions, if it fails to qualify

the minor term, an accordance with the theory of the adversary,—*

BO, in the same manner (it wonld be fallacious) if it fails to co-exist (in

a substrate) with the major term and to exclude its contradictory. Conse-

quently, though, in the above instance the Class would not be an entity

for the propounder of the argument (the Sftnkhya or the Banddha), yet the

argument remains fallacious until it (the Glass as held by his adversary,

the MimSnsaka) has not been rejected (t.e., until it has been definitely

established that there is no such entity as a Olasa).

347-34R. And it ought to be clearly explained, what is this “ amena-

bility to sense-pereeption*’ P (1) Is it something other than its substrates P

(2) or is it identical with them P and (8) is it distinct in each separate sub-

strate P or (4) i8»it the same in all substrates P

848-

849. In all these, in accordance with the alternative that may ba
accepted by the adversary, respectively in the order of the citation of the

alternatives, yon have the fallacies of (1) “ AsedAgrana “ (t.e., the middle

term neither co-existing with the major term nor excluding its contradic-

tory) (i*.0,, if it be different from the sul^trate, and distinct in each individual

substrate, then such qualification would exist only in the minor term, and

nowhere else, and as such, could not prove anything) ; (2) “ Donbtfulness “

(or “ uncertainty ”) (ike., if it be held to be different from its substrate^

then since we do not adroit of this, the premiss would be doubtful, and

hence inconclusive for ns), and (8) “ Absence” (non-relation) of the middle

term in the major term (i.s., if it were restricted to each particular individoab

then the amenability that would reside in the minor term wonld no^

belong to anything else, not even to the major term), and (4) “ Non-exis**

teuce in the Sapahsha ” (».e., the Instance cited) (because, like the left, the

amenability belonging to the minor term could not belong to the Instance)*

849-

851. And further your “ reason ” (amenability to sense-perception)

applies also to cases contrary to your conclusion, for the following reasons.

(1) (The Word is eternal) because it resides in the Akft^ alone, like its

omnipresence—this argument applying to the YaipSshika ( who holds

IttJiir So kmg as the Olass Is not^rejiotsd. the premiss will be fonnd to fnblilde

this {OlaM}—and this is oontradictorjr to non-eternity 1 as thedlaas is held by all

to be eternal.
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Words (o belong to Akn^i wbieh he holds to be eternal and all»per-

vading). (2) It is eternal, beoanse it is smenable to the sense of audition,

—like the 0la8$ “ Word. ” And (3) its eternalitj may be proved on the

ground of its aforesaid all-pervading character, like that of Aka^.
351-352. We must also consider the character of your Instance (Jar)

:

If yon nse it (the word ** jar ”) in its direct denotation ( ih8 Olaas ** jar*’)*

then it comes to be without the major term (non-eteinality) (inasmuch

as the Olaaa is always etemal). If you use it in the sense of an in-

dividual jar, then too, we will ask—Is this individual different from

the OlaM, or is it identical with itP If it be held to be different

(from the Glass), then the very subject becomes such as is not admitted

by us (who do not admit of any jar apart from the Oltm ** jar ”) ;
and if,

on the other hand, it be held to be identical (with the Olaas) then it

becomes such as is not admitted by others (who do not hold the individual

to be identical with the Glass).

353. If it be used in the sense of the undefined or abstract {nirvi-

kalpika) form (of the jar),—then too, this form could be neither absolutely

eternal nor absolutely non-etemal, inasmuch as that factor (of this .un-

defined form of an object) which is known by the name of “ Glass *’ is

universally held to be of eternal, being something other than the perish-

able factor (embodied in the Individuals). *

354. We must also consider the character of **non-eternality ’* (your

major term) : If by it you mean uttm* deairuction^ then for us, the Instance

(the jar) becomes devoid of the major term (because.even when the jar is

broken, it continues to exist in the shape of substance,” and as such it

is never totally destroyed). And if by it yon mean partial destruction^ then

you have the same discrepancy of the Instance, in accordance with your
theory (of the total destruotibility of the Word). Such is the way of

pointing out fallacies (in your argument).

355. As a matter of fact, all theorists accept the denotable form of

the Word to be eternal (f.e., the Word to be eternal in its dstipfa5t7»Vy).

The difference of opinion lies only with regard to the specific shape
attributed to such (denotable form of the Word). And we have proved
that it is the Letters (that compose the Word, which constitute the

denotable form of tl»e Word) (t.e., the Word is denotable only m the
form given to it by the letters composing it).

356. Question

:

” What is the use of asserting the etemality of

Ml The uiideSned form Hm two factors, the Class and the Individaal, the former
eternal and the latter non-etemal. And since yonr instance is neither altogether eternal

nor altogether non-etemal, therefore it cannot oonclnsively prove either the etemality
or the non-eteraality of the Word*

ue Now begins the explanation of Aph. 10. The Bhishya on the Satrd proceeds
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the relation (of Words and Meaning,) in thechapter on Words t ” Ans

:

(The

use is that) as a matter of fact, (even in this chapter) the real matter for

consideration is the etemalitj of Relations, inasmuch as we enquire into

the character of the Word, only with a view to get at the true character

of the Relation (that it bears to its meaning).

357. Or, (the etemality of the Relation is introduced, because) the

efcernality of the Word is proved through (and on account of) the etemality

of the Relation. For, if the Word were perishable, we could not have the

etemality of the Relation.

858. Even in a case where we are cognisant of eternal relations of

non*etemal objects, the substrate (of the relation) is never absent; and

hence the relation never ceases (to exist).

859. But (in the case of Words) the word '‘Cow’* (as uttered by

different persons) has not a similar continuance. Because, as a matter of

fact, we are not cognisant of any difference between the Word (“ Cow” as

uttered by one person, and the same word as uttered by another). There-

fore we assert the etemality of the Word (“ Cow,” f. i.), which is one

only (the difference lying only in the utterances that serve to manifest the

already existing Word).

360. Though even if the Word and its Relations were caused (and as

such non-eternal), there would be a Relation,—^yet since such a Relation

would end with its very assertion, it would belong to that particular in-

dividual alone, and wo could not recoginse the relation to belong to all in-

dividuals,

361. And further, since in the individual Cow, we have an admixture

of many classes,—such as “Earthy,” “Substance,” “Entity,” “Tailed,”

&c., Ac.—therefore we could not recognise the bovine animal to belong to

the class “ Cow ” until the word “ cow ” happened to be used (with

to lay down the etemality of the relation of words and meanings. And the first half

of the Kirika objects to this. The reply is that the etemality of the Relation would not

be possible if the Word itself were non-eternal.

^ This anticipates the objection that even of non-eternal objects (individual

jars, Ac.) we cognise eternal relations with the Glass, Ao. The sense of the KSrikI is that

even in ^hat oase some individoal or other is always extant, and as such, the relation

has always got a snbstrate ready ; so, for all intents and purposes, as far as the relation

is concerned, that (individnal) which bears the relation to the Glass is ever extant or

eternal.

NO When no Word bears any permanent relation with any object, then if we were

to use the word “ GqiTi ” we would ntter it, and point out the Gow before ns as being

the object denoted by it. And as snoli the relation of the “ Oow ** would rest in

that individual alon^, and it would not be possible for ns to have an idea of all the

cows in the world following upon our hearing of the word “ Cow.*' But such is the

oase with ail of us, hence the relation mast be admitted to be eternal.
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Mferenoe to t|ia iadiTidiial uinol) aoToml tiaiM (wd ao oiudt on tlio fint

me of the word we oonld not MeertMn wliether tiw miinal bdoooed to

tile oIms “ Oow,” or “ Earthy,” 4bo.).

860. Therefore it mmt he admitted that the Word is an niMnnuej
entily, and aa snoh never peruhee,-^beoann it ie eternally oonneoted with
an eternal relation (with its denotation),—just like AkS(a, Atoms, do.

868. Or, the etemaliiy of the relation is not assorted in the Setra
at all. Even if it be taken to assert the etemality of the Word, then,

too, the BhOihya (wherein tiie etemality of the relation is directly

mentioned) heoomes explicable (as being applicable to the etemality of the

Word),

864. (In that case, the meaning, of the BhSshj/a passage “ tm eHhii-

yd fMkuya umbandhah fokyots kartvm,’* is that) since the Word,
heard bnt once, refers to many Classes (“ Earthy, ” dm.) in their abstract
forms, it cannot-definitely point ont its own speoido denotation (” Cow ”),

aa distingnished from the other aforesaid Classes (nnless it were nsed
several times).

868>866. Beoanse, the w<»d *' Oow '* wonld get at the denotation of
the spetific Class *' Cow, ” only aftw a long time, when it has heen heard
several times, and has therehyset aside, (1) the classes “living beings,”
Ac., (2) the property of “ whiteness,” (8) the action of “moving,” (4) the
classes “ home^*’ ” tailed ” and the like, (5) and also the individnal cows,
.the “ White oow,” the “ hornless oow ” and the like, indicated by the Word
(on aooonnt of these individuals being inolnded in the Class “ cow ” which
is denoted by the word “ Oow

867. And if a word were to oontinne to exist for snoh a long time,
who could destroy it after that P This wo shall farther prove under the
twenty^first 86tra,

868<369. The affix “hrfoaswc” (as in “ oshfokfleah
.
gSpabda

ncoaritah ”) is used when the actions are many and the active agent
only one. And since we find its nse (with regard to the action of the
word), it becomes certain that wliat is (said to be) repeated (eight timm)
is the notion of the Word (which ever oontinnes to be one only).* If the

. word (“ Cow ” as uttered now) wore other (than the one uttered in the
past), then we oonld not have the notion of repetition (which is

oniy when both are one and the same Word). If the number (“ eight”)
belonged to the Word, wo would have " mhtan fabdfih uoqaritfih ” (and not

»• “asUairleahpabda ncoaritah.”)

‘ SMMS With tUS begina Uie trestmont ot SStm SO. " Beeaese of the tf
number (with regard to the Word)”<«•»).
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870. ‘'Bttt wo do find snoh uses oa -odya BrahiM^dk oMakrtvo
hhvktavaniahj^ where we have a diversity of the active agents (Brali-

manas): and hence (the argument based upon the use of the affix

krtvasuch is inconclusive ’’—with this in view, the objector says (in the
Bliisaya) ** what if it is soP” (i.s.,what if we have the krtvasuek in
** ashtakfitvah fabda uccaritah.”)

‘ 371. Therefore in order to meet this charge of ineonclusiveness, the

use of the krtvasuc is interpreted as pointing out another proof (of the

singleness of words) : The use (of the krtvoBueh) indicates recognition

(and this could be possible only when the two are the same).

372. But, as a matter of fact, even the argument based solely upon
the use of the kftvasuc is not contradictory

; inasmuch as eveu in the

instance cited (that of the Brahmanas having eaten eight times) the idea

that is meant to be conveyed is that with reference to a single Brfthmana
(c.e., the.sentence means that each of the Brahmanas ato eight times,—the
rc])et]tion lying in tlie action and not in the agent).

373. Recognition is held to be a proof (or means of right notion),

when it is brought about by means of a perfect sense-organ. The advei>

sary however urges its inconclusiveness, on the ground of simitarUy^

which serves to taint the object perceived.

374-375. But (in reply to this we assert that) in a ease where the

object (subsequently perceived) is always cognised as being rimilar (to the

one previously perceived),—Recognition (of the one as being the same ns

*the other) is accepted to be mistaken. But, in tlie present case (f.s., the

case of the Word Oow,” f. i.) we invariably have the firm con-

viction that the one (that we hear now) is the sane (identically) (as the

one heard previously). And the validity of Recognition (as a means of

right- notion) is estoblished by the faot of its proving the existence of tlie

^ The use of the kftvasuc by itself is not a sufllcient reason for asserting the

singleness of the word. What it does is to indicate the faot of the word as now nsod
being recognised to be the same as that used in the past, and this faot of reoognition

proves the singleness of the word.

tU qjhe meaning of the adversary is that even when the sense-organ is in per-

fect order, the reoognition of a certain object as being the same that we had seen

before, may be a mistaken one; inasmnoh as it oonld have been bronght aboat by a^

certain degree of similarity between the two objects—which similarity may have been
mistaken for identity. And as snoh mere Recognition of the word as being the same
as the one heard before, is not enough to prove its eternality.

81ASW What we had perceived at first was only the word Oow, pare and sim-
ple. Latterly hearing the word repeated we conolnde that the word we had previonsly

perceived has again appeared at the present time—and this element of the present

existence of the previonsly peroeiv^ word is not amenable to any means of right

6U
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jnrevionslj-he^rd wati at'tbe ilmd of reoogniiion----w)iic1i feci (of sucli

exfeienoe) is Over and abbye the feet |Myioaslj peroeiTed.

376. (In the objection urged in the BhSsbya) what' is' meant to be

slibsrii.is the inoonoliwye character of Recognition (as a proof of eter-

naliiy)
;
and this is proved by showing that (if Recognition were the sole

ground for etemality, then), even such clearly non^eternal* entities (as

Cognition and Action) would come to be eternal ; inasmuch as .we have

Reoegnitions of these also.

877. Otj; : That * these are not perceptible by the senses ’ appeain to

be an irrelevant reply ; inasmach as the objector has not asserted the

etornality of these, on the ground of their perceptibility by the senses.

878. ** (He has not sought to base etemality upon sense-peroepti*

bility) lest etemality come to belong to snob (perishable) objects as the

jar, do., on the ground of their being peroeptibile by the senses, or such

(imperishable) objects as Aka^a, do., come to be non-etemal, on the

ground of their imperceptibility by the sense-organs.

879. ** In fact, they have not even asserted Cognition and Action to

be eternal, by themselves. What they have sought to show (by bringing for-

watd the. case of. these) was the.inconclusiveness (of mere Recognition as a

ground of etemality)
; and this remains just the same (whether Cogni-

tion and Action be perceptible or imperceptible, eternal or non-etemal)

(and hence the reply given in the Bb&shya does not at all touch the

question raised by the objector ;
and as such, the Bbftshya is altogether

irrelevant).”

380. Bep : By the denial of the sense-perceptibility (of Cognition and
Action), all that is meant Is that there is no Recognition of these ;

in-

asmuch as Recognition is possible only through sense-perception.

881. Therefore all that the Reply serves to do is that it admits, these

notion other ihnn Beoognition. . Thu having nn independent object of its own, fieoog-

nition ofinnot bnt be aooepted to be a distinot means of right knowledge.
BW This refers to the Bhiehja pass«kge wherein the Purvapakshi is made to

nrge that Oognition and Action are nUo reoognieed to be tlie same as those proTionsly

perceived,^ by which the objector implies that if mere Beoognition were eopogh
aUthoiity for the eternaUty of the object, then even each nou-eternal ShHtiee ns

Cognition and Action would oome to be eternal i therefore the Beoognition of the Word
fe) being the same as providntly heard, oannot prove its etemnlity.

In reply to the above objeotion the Bhishya line pnt forward the argnment that

these are not peroeptlble by the senses (and it is only those objects that are so per-
oeptible whose recognition anthorises the notion of eternalify).'* And the K&rikI*
«1-IW bring forward objeetions against this reply of the Bhishya.

Sit If one wSre to firove etemality on the ground of perceptifailiiy, then alt

pereeprible objeots, Jar, Sbo,, wonid oome to be eternal—and all imperoeptible bbjeote,

Aki^ do.,—Wottld beoome non-etemal.'*
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(Go^itioii lind Aetton) ' to be the odntmdictory of the tfiajor term (e/er-

na%) (of the BjlloKism based apon the Recognition of words), but denies
its relation with the iniddle term (rseopnitios)* And. (the alternative
Rssertioii if they are amenable to sense-perception, they must be eter-

nal ’V admits the relation (of these) with the middle teim, and denies the
fact of its being the contradictory of the major term {etemality).

382. And if the purpose (of the objection) be to prove the etemality

of these '(Cognition and Action),—-(and not to deny the eteruality of Words,
on the ground of their Recognition,—then we will reply to it by pointing

out the irrelevancy (of such an argument) (because while setting about

to prove the non-eteriiality of the word, the objector would be proving

the etemality of Cognition and Action, which has got nothing to do

with the etemality of the Woid)
;
just as was pointed out in the case of

“group ’• and “forest ” (in the section on * FanavAda *).

383. The alternative reply—with regaid to Recognition and £ter-

nality (of Cognition and Action)—(without any definte assertion)

—implies a disregard (for the objection);—the sense (underlying this

disregard) being that this yonr objection does not in the least touch my
original proposition (with regard to the etemality of the Word).

384-385. And as for tlio perishability (non-etornality) of Cogni-

tions and Actions, in their individual forms,—there is no Recognition of

these
;
inasmuch as the idtsa (Cognition) of the Jar is never recognised

in the idea of the Horae* And as for tlieir generic forms of potentiality

(of Ideas to denote their objects, Ac.) and Olaee—on whioh is based their

Recognition,—in these forms the Cognition and Action are always held

to be eternal by all theorists, in one way or the other.

386. Blit this interpretation, (of the phrase “ perceptible by sense
**

as occuring in the Bhashya “ nd tB pratyakehB^* as meaning “ Recogni-

tion,’*) is too farfetched. Nor is it possible to reject the Rooognitioii of

Cognition and Action—being, as it is, known to (and accepted by) all men.

In the chapter on Forest the adversary while setting ahont to deny the Glass,

goes to prove the perceptibility of the Forest i and there too we have pointed out the

.

irrelev§ney of the argument.

SH.88 The individnal cognition that baa appeared at one time is at once destroyed,

and enanot appear again. . Therefore there is no recognition of It.

An Idea is recognised as an Idea only on the ground of both belonging to the

snme Class (of * Idea*) i^nd both having the power todenote their ohjoota. And in the

form-^f Oluea or potentfelitj—all things are held to be eternal.

^ 880—885 embody the Reply given by a certain seotlon of the Mim&a-

tmkas. The. author now rejeots this Beplj as being improper. Oertain OognftioQS and

Aotiotts are always reopgnised to he identical, and It Is not proper to deny this without

any reasonings.
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d87» And tlioso means of. right knowledge^ that seem to bring abont

tile cognition of Ideas and Actions, serve also to bring about the Recog-

nition of these. Wherefore, then, slionld not this (Recognition) prove their

eternalitj ?

38B. (And when the Recognition of these is so palpable) a mere
verbal (gronndless) denial of Recognition conld also be made with regard

to the Word (whose Recognition conld also be as easily denied if no proofs

for snob denial were rcqnii*ed). ( And if it be urged thnt the Bbash^n
only denies the perceptibility of these, and not their Recognition, then)

as for perceptibility, apart from recognisnbility, its denial here (in the

Bhashya) does not serve any purpose (inasmncli as the denial of the mere

perceptibility of Ideas and Actions, does not affect the objector’s argnments,

and as such, would be quite iiTelevant).

889. And that Action is perceptible and eternal will be proved under

the SHira, “ JRnpa^ahdflvibh&gHeca ” (^^ since there is no differentiation

of foims or expressions of these ”)
;
(and henqe the denial of the percep-

tibility and etemality of Actions by a Mimansaka would be a sheer self-

contradiction. Therefore (for the above reasons) we must explain (the

Bb&sbya praiyahahb^'* Ac.) in the following manner

>

390-394. We do not accept mere Recognisability (of the word) to be

enough proof of etemality ; all that we mean (by bringing forward the

fact of the Recognition) is to show that the theory of non-etemnlity (of

Words) is opposed to a fact of sense-perception (their Recognition). And,
as such (since our statement is no Inferential argument), it cannot be called

JnconclusivB (whioh is a fallacy applying to Inferences alone). Conse-

quently, the objection (urged by the adversai7) is an objection against an

altogether foreign subject (the non-etemality of Actions, Ac.) : (the impli-

cation of the objection being) * Why don’t yon Mim&nsaka deny the non-

etemality of Ideas and Actions (on the ground of their Recognisability) P
’

Even to snCh (an irrelevant objection) we make the following reply It is

hy Inference that we get the notion of tlie non-etomality of Words (whose

etemality) is perceptible by the sense (of Audition ) ; and hence the

former (non-eteniality as proved by Inference) is rejected (in favour of

etemality) by the stronger (Sense-perception whioh proves the worc(^to be

eternal). On the other hand,' in the case of Ideas and Cognitions, non-

etemality is only inferred from their recognisability ; and the non^eiemulity

890.891 The ftrgmnent is that words are eternal, beoanse, being perceptible they

are recognisable } and Ideas and Actions not being perceptible, even if tlivj are recogni*

eable, onr premiM doee not apply to these. ^
BsrceptibiUtj may mean aaditiitfy; and thereby the premiiM ie reetrioted. to

words alone, the fall eyllegiem being—*” word is eternal, because, being audible .it is

recognisable—like the Clan * Word.* ’*
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bIso of those is similarly got at (by means of Inference) ; benoe between

these two, there is uo difference of strength (snd as snch the one

cannot bo rejected by the other, as in tbe case of the Word)
; and it is with

this fact in view that the Bhashja says,—** these are not perceptible by the

sense " (and as sooh both etornality and hon-eternality of these are got at

by Inference, and hence are equally strong in validity). Or, ** peroeptibi*

lity ” may be explained as a qualification of the middle term (the argument
being ** Word is eternal, because, being perceptible, it is recognisable **)

; or
** perceptibility’* may be interpreted as audibility

;

and when this is made
the middle term, we could have the Olaee ** Word ** as the instance.

395. Only snch Action, as has a suporsensnous (imperceptible)

substrate, is called ** imperceptible**; and the theory, that Idea is im«

perceptible, has been rejected under ** ^nyavftda.”

396. And those Actions, that are found to inhere in (belong to)

perceptible objects, are accepted (by ns), like Letters, to be eternal, on the

ground of their Recognisability.

397. The fact of these eternal Actions not being always perceived is

due to the absence of the proper manifesting agencies. That very agency

which you would hold to bo the producing cause of these (Actions which

you hold to be non-eternal), will be held by ns to be that manifesting cause.

398. And just as even for you, the Claea ** Word *’ and the Olaaa

** Action,” though eternally extant, are not dlwaya perceived, so, for ns too,

Idea and Action (though eternal may not be always perceived for want of

manifesting causes).

899. Or again, just as even when the potentiality (of a certain action)

is present (in the active agent), the Action is not brought about, for want

of some other cause,—so, the same may be the case with its manifestation

(which may not bo brought about for want of proper manifesting agencies

and other auxiliaiy causes).

400-402. Then ngpun, it is extremely difficult to establish the fact of

the Action being something different from the individual active agents.

You hold a certain entity to be prodnptiye of the action, aud we hold that tlie

very tame entity only aerrea to manifest the action to perceptibility.

Tliia anticipates the objeotion that—** When the cases for the prodaotifm

and manifestation of actions are equally strong, wliy should not we acoept the

Prodnotion theory? Thus Becognisability may be explained as being bosed upon

homogeneity." The sense of the reply is that in face of the strong aignments of the

Bauddhas, it is extremely difSonlt to prove tlie Action to be something different

from tbe aotive agent i and heiioe it would be far more hopeless to establish innumerable

Classes of Actions, and the inolusion of different individual actions in different

Classes, and so forth. Yon assume the different Classes of actions only with a view to

explain the notion of identity that we have at the time of Beoognition of one notion

(motion, /.t.) as identical with the same action met with at, some other time. And
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And then it becomes a &r more diflbmlt task to establish'-^Cl) a thotisnnd

different Olassea belonging to each of the innnmerable kinds^ (of Aotions),

(2) as alto the facts of each of these Olasies being one and eternal and

inhering in each individnal aotion^ (3) and the farther fact of the existence

(inherence) of these (Glasses) in each of the diverse and distinct and

(momentarily) perishable parts of Actions. For these reasons it must be

admitted that the idea (recognition) Of the oneness (identity) of the action

— Motion/’ is dne to the fact of the Action l)eing one only.

402-403. And the notion of difference (eith regard to one and the

same action) is dne to the diversity in the snbstrate of the effort (bring-

ing about the Action). (V7e attribute the difference to the diversity of

external conditions, and not to any diversity in the Action itself) because

we are not cognisant of any distinct (mutually exclusive) individuals of

the same Action, as we are of distinct individual Cows, the blatok, the' red,

Ac. (we do not perceive any difference in the various Mbfidas, as we do the

difference in the various Cows, and as such we cannot have the Glass

Motion, ” as we have the Glass ** Gow) ” and hence we cannot assume it

(the Action, Afotios, /.».) to have a two-fold character (that of the Class

Motion, *’ and that of the individnal Motion).

40A Even the diversity, in the shape of hasty
^ slou>^ ^ (with

regard to the same action, Motion^ /.t.), may be (explained as being) due to

the diversity (in the degree) of the effort put forth (by the individual

persons moving),—just as (even when you admit of such a Class ns

wh^n it is hard to establish a Single 'sotioii, it is impossible to postulate so many
piassesas.** Motion,” ^Banning,” ” Throwing,” 4o. i in fact so many Glasses as there are

actions. And we have not only to assume the Olasies, but so many properties of

singleness, Ao., as are neoessnry in eachGlass—this is also a difflonitassumptiontoprove i

and over and above this, in the case of anoh Glasses, as ” Gow,” Ao., it is possible for us to

asaame theee, inasmuch as of snob Glasses, we have permanent snbstrates, in the shape

6f the individnal Odirs; while on the other hand, the individnal actions—Devadatta’s

motion, /.t.—are each so diverse and removed from one another, and are undergoing

momentary destruction, that it is impossible to have any sooh entity as a Claai whioli

Qohld inhere In ^ll^lMlnde and pervade over ail these perishable actions. Therefore

we mmt admit all motiou to bo only one sotloii | and the reoognition of one Aotion

oooarring at present to be the same ns the one perceived before most be admitted

to be dne to the feet of tbe aotion—^Motion, /.{.—being one only, and to ther Ihot of

hotii blunging to the same OUus ” Motion**

sns.¥a We liave nn idea of the motion of DCvndatta being different from the

motion of Mina, beoanse of the difference between OCvadatta and Bima andnottoaiqr

diversity In the aotion itself.

” Snbstrate of the effort *’ is the person performing the action.

Even one who admits of the Glaae” Motion” has to esplain the notion of

the diveriity prodnoUve of the Class--as being dne to the diversity, Ao., of the in-

dividuals, and not as really belonging to the Glass. So we too explitin the diveriity in
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» Motion”) the diYOtsity with referenoe to the 0^ ('* Motion/* /.i) in

explained as. being dne to the diversity nmong tbb ludividnal (motions),

or again, just as the idea of the prodaotion (or appearance) of the 0km
(“ Motion ’*) is due to the prodnctioii of the IndividnaL ' '

405.' Idea too we hold to be one and eternal, Beoanse it partakes of

the natore of the Intelligence of the person (which Intelligence is one

and eternal.) And as for the notion of diversity ( with regard to the Idea),

it is due to the (diversity of) objects (of the Idea).

406*408. The Fire, though externally endowed with the power to

bum, only burns combustible objects when these happen to be presented

before it, and not otherwise
;
and a Mirror, or a clean piece of rook-orys-*

tal, reflects only such refleottble objects as are presented before it (though

they are externally endowed with the power of reflection). In the same^

manner, theT eternal lutelligenoes, functioning in the bodies of men, com-

prehend such objects, colour and the rest, as are presented before them by
the various organs of sense. And it is this ** Intelligence” that is meant

by the word Idea ’* or (Cognition) *’ in the Bhftsbya.

409. Thus then (it must be admitted that) the Idea appears perish-

able, on account of the perishability of its oomicetton with the organs (of

sense) presenting objects before it; just as the Fire does not appear to

have an eternal power of burning, on account of the non-proximity of any

combustible object.

410. And it is only in the form of ” Intelligence ” (or Cognition) that

Ideas are recognised to be identical. And the diversity of the Ideas of

the jar, the elephant, Ac., is held, by all people, to bo duo to the diversity

of these (objects).

411-

412. Those who have the diffemnoe of the objects (Jar, Ac.) in

view, do not assert one Idea to be the same as the other ; and, conversely,

until one has the difference of objects in view, he cannot but recognise one

Idea (to be identical with the other) ; (because apart fi*om the objects all

Ideas are identical in being ” Intelligence ”) : It is witli this dual fact in

mind that the Bhftsbya has asserted ” these (Ideas) are eternal P”

412-

418. In the same manneris to be proved the etemality of (Qua-

lities, .such as) ** Whiteness, ” Ac. In the base of thbse too, the notion' of

diversity is due to the diversity of the objects with which these (Qualities)

happen to be related. And since the form {Whiteneea) always continues to

be the same^ who could dare to postulate a (Boss, as ** White ” (because

that which is one'only cannot constitute a Class).

the shape of " slow,” " hasty,” Ac., of motfons to be due to the diversity In the efforts

pot forth, and not as really belonging to the motloo Itself.

t06.MS xhls explains why people do noMognlse nil objects at all times, when thsix

Intelligence is eternnl.
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, 414 At one time^TFAitotiett happens fiO be related h> enbatanoea

(Jar, Ac.), and at others it linppens to be related to other pitiperties (such

as blacknesit rednett^ ^e) ; and it is on the ground of the diversity of these

relations that WhUeuen oomes to be known as diverse, in the. shape ol

<< bright whiteness,’* dusty whiteness ” and the like (whiteims is known

to be bright when in contact with a substance in the shape of Lighti and it

iM known as dark when it is in contact with btacknesa ; any way the ufkikneu.

remains the same, the diversity resting in the accessories).

415. If it be urged that, though a flame is momentary, it is reeog*

nUed to be the same (so long as it contioues to burn) (and as such Beoog.

nition cannot be a proof of etemality),”—then (we-reply) it is not so: in*

asmuoh as in this case too the object of Recognition is the OIqms ('* Flame ”)

;

and this is always eternal for us.

416. And that factor of the flame, on which would be baaed a notion

of diveieity, through the presence of some accessory or the other,—with

reference to snob a factor, Recognition is not possible, inasmuch as all

possibility of such Recognition is set aside by the notion of diversity (a

notion of Identity being the necessary element in all Recognition).

417-422. (1) The word ** Cow ” uttered yesterday, exists to-day also,

because it is the object of the Idea of the word Cow, ”—^like the word

“Oow” uttered to-day. (2) Tho word “Oow” uttered now existed

yesterday,—because of the aforesaid reason. (3) Or, in both of these

arguments, wo may have, for our premiss, tho fact of both (the woihI

<<Gow” uttered to-day and that uttered yesterday) denoting the 01a.ss

*‘.Cow. ”
( 4) The Idea of the word ** Cow ” uttered' yesterday served to

express the word heard to-day,—because both (the Idea of the word uttered

yesterday and that heard to-day) had the word Cow” for its object,—like

the Idea of the word **0ow” uttered to-day. (5) Or, the Idea of the word

**0ow” heard to-day expresses the word **0ow” uttered yesterday,—because

of the same reason (f.0., because the pi*eseut Idea has the word ** Cow ” for

its object),—like the previous Idea of the word Cow ” uttered yesterday.

(6) Or, both (the present Idea of the word Cow ” heard to-day and the

previous idea of the word Cow” as beard yesterday) express the same

object,—(because both have the word “ Cow ” for their object)—^like any

other Idea of a single object. (7) All Ideas of the Class “ Cow,” appealing

at different times and at different places, are brought about by a single

word ** Oow,”4-becauBe they are Ideas of the “ Cow,”—like the Idea of

any single object (Cow, /.i.). (8) In the same manner, all Ideas of the word
“ Cow ” are brought about by the single word ” Cow,”—^because they have

the word Cow ” for their object,—^like the Idea of any single object.

«n.4Ml Theie.Kfirikls fonanlute the argnments proving the Etoroality of tho Word. ^
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423-424. And inasmuch as we have rejected (under Sphota *') any

such Okus as the “ word ‘ Cow,* **-*-“it cannot be urged that the above

arguments are redundant (because the unity of the Olaas ** word ' Cow * ”

is admitted by the adversary also). And if one were to prove, (from the

above arguments) the unity of the jar, Ac. (such as “the jar seen to-day is

the same as the one seen yesterday* &o., d;o. **),—then, since wo too admit

of this (singleness of the Jar), with reference to the Glass “ Jar, ’’ the argu-

ment (urged by the opponent) would become redundant (specially as no one

can reasonably deny the Class “ jar, ** in the way that we have denied the

Class “ word * Cow ’
’*). And if, by the above inferential arguments, one

were to prove the unity of the individuals (jar, Ac.),—then against this

we would urge the contradiction of 9, fact of aonse-perception (the diversity

of the jars, considered individually)

^

which is proved by all moans of

right notion (since that which is perceived by the senses obtains the

support of all other Praei^nos).

425-426. Some people, finding the gross destruction (of objects) to

bo otherwise inexplicable, assume certain intermediate subtle destructions

occurring every moment (which they hold as leading up to one complete

destruction in the gross form). Even these people (the Bauddlias), in the

case of the Word, are never cognisant of its gross destruction, which

is greater (and as such more easily perceptible) than momentary destruc-

tion
;
and hence they are unable to prove the destructibility (non-etornality

)

of Words.

427. And the momentary destruction of even such objects as the

Jar, Ac., is to be rejected by the aforesaid arguments (t.e., the arguments

employed in Karikas 417-22 to prove the eternality of the Word),—inas-

much as the jar is recognised to be the same now as it was a few seconds

before (which would not be possible if it had been destroyed at every

moment)
; specially, so long as the jar seen (before us) is not destroyed

(by some extraneous causes).

428. One who would seek to prove the momentary destruotion of

4S6.486. The Bauddha holds that of all objects there is an Intelligent deslmotion,

and this they call “gross destrnotion ” ; and in order to explain this they hold that

even inl>he tntertm—i.c., daring the time between the production and the destmction of

the object—there are certain minute destmetions going on at every moment, which finally

bring about the final gross destrnotion. And the Korika means that even these people

are nnable to prove the de8truotion'*of the word. Because, of the word, they cannot

perceive even the gross destrnotion, from which they could infer its momentaiy destrno-

tion. Ifobody is ever cognisant of the otter destrnotion of the Word as we are of that

of the jar, Ac. Consequently, when even snob avowed Destrnotionists as the Banddhas

fail to prove the non-etemality of the Word, it is sheer daring on the part of others to

seek to prove such an impossible fact.

61
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cA)ject9 on tbe strength of the histanoe of the Flaine» would be opeti to the

eontradiotlcm of welllmown facts of Sense-perception (and Inference), as

shown above (in Kftrik&s 417-24).

429. (Even if we were to admit of the momentarj destraction of the

Jar) when, in one moment, it would have been destroyed utterly (with-

out leaving any trace),—there would be no material cause for its appear-

ance at the nofxt moment, and as such (the appearance of the jar at the

next moment) would be inexplicable.

430. Because, prior to the destruction of one momentary form of the

jar, the following moment (i.e., the moment of the existence of the next

momentary form) was absolutely non-existent ; and as such, at the time

of the momentary destruction it could not have any action (whereby it

could appear to view). And when, the next moment (which the Banddha

holds to he the moment of the re-construction of the jar), doe^i appear, it

is itself swallowed up by negation (becanse no sooner would it appear,

than it would be destroyed, according to the Bauddha), and as such, at

what time could the subsequent moment operate (towards the recon-

struction of the jar) P

431. Inasmuch as both of these (the moment of the destruction of

the jar and the moment of its re-appearance) are equally open to momen-

tary destraction and re-construction, they are independent of one another

f

iftid as such there could be no causal relation between the two (t.e., one

moment cannot in any way bring abont the next moment, and as snch the

moment of the destraction of the jar cannot be said to be the cause- of the

appearance of the next moment of the re-construction of the Jar); for the

aimple reason that the action of the one (moment) could not in any way

affect the other (as the two do not exist at one and the same time).

432. Beoause an object (the next moment, /.t.) which has not yet

acquired existence cannot be an auxiliary to another object (the foregoing

moment) ;
nor can an object, when destroyed, be so ;

and as for any cou-

tinnanoe (of the object) during which it could operate towards any effect,

there is no snob thing (for the Banddha, who holds every object to be un-

dergoing momentary destmotions).

433.

Just as the peculiar odour, &o., appearing after the destraction

of the jar, is not held to be the effect of that destruction—so in the same

sis If the were destroyed in one moment, how could it continue the next

momottf specially as there is no trace of the Jar left which conld serve to produce the

Jar anew for the next moment.

tU BeooDsimotion all along means the appearance of the Jar at the moment

after momentary destraction of the Jar. Becanse the Banddha holds that the object

Is undergoing destraction and reoonstrnction every moment.

4M This is meant to show that mera antecedence is not enongh to establish
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tnnnner would oilier sabseqneni forms of the jar also (not be the effeot of

the foregoing destroyed form of it).

484. Therefore a Ganse is only that of which we find a certain action

(necessarily) preceding tlie appearance of the effect; and mere antecedence

does not (make a Ganse).

435. Even in the case of the Flame, it cannot be proved that it under-

goes destruction every moment. The fact (in the case of the Flame) is

that its extremely subtle particles keep quickly moving on (and this gives

rise to the idea of its momentary destruction, though in fact there is no

destruction at all).

436-437. Bound about the burning wick a large quantity of Light

exists in a collected form ; and that much of it which proceeds upward, is

known as the “ Flame ”
; and that which goes even beyond this (Flame) is

known as flie Radiance (diffused by the Flame)
; and that which goes

even beyond this is extremely subtle, and is not cognised at all
;
(and it is

this process of regular motion or diffusion of Light, that gives rise to the

idea that the Flame undergoes momentary destructions).

438-439. The particles of Light cannot proceed upwards white the

way is blocked by the foregone particles; consequently as these latter

move on, and clear the way, the former continue to come. Gonsequently

even if these particles of Light happen to tonch one another, in a heap of

straw for instance, they do not become augmented (and hence do not bum
the straw) (beoause they keep on moving and do not stay long enough to

have any joint effect). Similarly in tho case of the Word, there is

no augmentation of it, because of the extreme quickness of the sounds

(manifesting the Word) (i.e., even if the word be pronounced several

times, it does not undergo an increase, because the sounds proceed so

quickly as not to form any conglomeration of themselves, which alone could

cause an increase in the volume of the Word).

440. The yonthfulness, d;c., of tho body are brought about by the

modifications (of the bodily moleonles)
;
and (in the body) what is recog-

nised by poojile (to be the same to-day as it was yesterday) is only the

arrangement (of the molecules, «.e., the shape of the body).

caasnl lelation, whioh stands in greater need of a potentiality in the oanse, for bring-

ing abont the effeot.

4ft8.4t9 Xhis antioipetes the objection that, granted that the Flame is not destroy-

ed, why shonld it move along ? It may continue to exist in the same place.”

The Kariks is aimed at the Vai^shikaa, The body, they urge, is nnd^oing
momentary modifications, and is perishable, and yet we have recognition of the body
being the same to-day as it was yesterday. The Kirika explains this by showing that

the object of recognition id not every particle of the body whioh is being every

moment modified hot the partionlar shape of the body which oontinnes the same
from oluldhood to old age.
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441. Inaamnch as the states (of the Body)—of production^ exicienee^

and destruction—are such as belong to it, as well as to others,—and as such

are not absolutely identical with it,—there can be no contradiction (in tbe

fact of the continuance of the body during all the time that its varions

states are being destroyed and reoonstrncted) as this (contradiction) has

already been rejected above (under Ahrti ”)

442. The theory that Recognition (of an object as being the same

to-day as it was yesterday) is due to the fact of the (two forms of the)

object being related to the same series, is to be rejected by the same argu-

ments, as have been used for the rejection of the ** Series of Cognitions”

(as held by the Bauddha), based on the impossibility of the Series being

either different or non-different from the members forming the series.

0

443. Thus, it havingbeen proved (through Recognition) that the Word
continues to exist (at least) during the time intervening between its first

hearing and its subsequent recognition (as being the same),^no other

arguments could prove its perishability (non-eternality).

444. In the case of the Cloth, <&c., we find that they are destroyed

either on account of their being cut by instruments, or on account of their

becoming too old
; whereas, in the case of the Word, there are no such

causes of destruction.

445. The arguments, that have served to reject the theory of the

Word being made up of the atoms of Letters (as held by the Jainas, and

which atoms are) called by them “ Pudgalas,” would also servo to reject the

theory of the Word being made up of the atoms of Air (and as such being

A4l This anticipates the objection that, since the states of the body are onder-

going momentary destruction and reconstruction, why should not these be attributed to

the Body as well, inasmuch as the Body is non-different from its states P ’* The sense

of the reply is that if the Body were absolutely identical with its states, then the

destruction of these would bring about the destruction of the Body. But as a matter

of fact, there is no such identity, and hence there is no contradiction in the shape of

the Body continuing the same, even while its states are undergoing*momentary de-

struction and reconstruction ; specially as it has been shown, in the chapter on **

that every object has three states—those of production, existence and destruction.

4iS The Bauddha asserts that the jar is recognised to be the same to-day as

yesterday, because there is a series of destructions and reconstructions affecting the jar,

and it is on -account of the present shape of the jar forming part of the same series as

the fdrm perceived yesterday, that it is recognised to be the same. The Kirika means
that against this theory we should urge the arguments—e.y., Is the series different or

nou-different from the individual forms of the JarP and so forth—’that we have urged

above, Hgiiiust the possibility of the ” Series of Cognitions.'*

4 Vd This refers to Bdtra I—^i
—^81.

This refers to SMra I—i—22,
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made np of component parts). Therefore, inasmnoh as people are never
cognisant of any Oanse (prodnotive) of the Word, and as everywhere
the Word is found in its own complete form by itself (and not as made up
of component Words),—the Word mnst be (admitted to be) eternal.

End of the chapter on the Eternality of Words.
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APHORISMS XXIV to XXVI.
ON SENTENCE.

Objections against the etemality of the Veda :

—

1.
** Even though you have proved the Etemality of Words, of the

objects (in the form of Glass) signified by words, and of the relations of

these,—yet that does not prove the validity (and etemality) of the Veda

with regard to the meanings of sentences.

2-4. Would the meaning of a sentence be expressed by the

Words, individually, or collectively P or, by a Word (in the shape of a

syntactical Sphota) altogether different (from the Sentence and the words

composing it) ? or, by the meanings of words as before (individually or

collectively) ? or, by the means of cognising these (Meanings of Words) P

or, either by the Remembrance (of these) or by the Relation (of Words

and Meanings) or by an Idea of this (Relation)—^and by these too, indivi-

dually or collectively P None of these can be the means (of getting at the

meanings of Sentences), because none of these is known to have any

connection (with the meaning of the Sentence),

4-5. ** One thing (the Word, (ko.) being totally different from another

(the sentence and its meaning), and being altogether unconnected with

it, cannot bring about its comprehension. Because a relation (or connec-

tion) which is not cognised, is as good as non-existing. In fact, the exist-

ence too of that which is not cognised by the ordinarily accepted means

of right notion, cannot be believed to be true.

6. And again, the reality of the sentence and its meaning, as dis-

tinct entities, is not possible;—inasmuch as they 'cannot be explained to

be either different or non-different from Words and their meanings.

7. **Because they (Sentence and its Meaning) are never cognised

•

^ Now begins the consideration of Sutra 24 whioh embodies an | objection

against the validity of the Veda. *' Bven if (words and their relations) were eternal,

these would be inofbpable of expressing (the meaning of Yedio Sentences), beoaose the

(cognition of the) meaning (of Sentences) is not due to these (words, Ac.)” (I—i—24).
4.1 **B$eawe, Even if there be a relation between the words and the meaning

of the^entenoe composed by them $ since we are never cognisant of any such relation

(at the time of uttering a sentence) we may accept it to be as good as non-existing,

since being unknown, it is of no use.

1 If all the words were heard all at once, then alone could the Sentence be said
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ftparli from them (Words and Meanings). Nor oan they be held to be
sggrega-tes of these the sentence cannot be said to be the aggregate
of Words, and the Meaning of the Sentence cannot be said to be the
aggregate of the meaning of Words),—inasmnch as there is no simnl.
taneity in their comprehension (t.s., the words are heard and understood
one after the other, and not all at once).

a Mere simultaneity in existence (that is, the mere fact of the
Words haying the common character of existing) can be of no help in the
usage (of Sentences). Otherwise, all (Words) being eternally existent^

(we would always have a cognition of all words together, and) there

would be no comprehension of any particular Words.
9. “And again, oven though there is simultaneity of existence, yet,

since the cognitions (of the Words) are gradual (appearing one after the
other), therefore there is no possibility of a collective cognition. And it

is for this reason that the meaning of the Sentence is not cognised to be
an aggregate of these (meanings of Words).

10-

II. “It is an established fact that the Sentence and its Meaning
arc (necessarily) preceded by (a cognition of) the relation (subsisting

among the Words composing the sentence, and between the complete sen-

tence and the meaning sought to be conveyed by it). And mutually in-

dependent (unconnected) Words (such as ‘ House, Elephant, Cow, Grass,

Man ’) are never known as a Sentence, And no Relation is possible where
there is no dependence.

11-

12. “ Either Words or Letters do not, by themselves (i.e., inde-

pendently of their meanings), stand in need of one another,—as wo find

in the case of meaningless Words and Letters (which are never found to

be in need of one another).

12-

13. “And again, so long as a Word has not been uttered, it can-

not stand in need of another. And as for simultaneity (of utterance of

two words one of which would require another), it is not possible. And
when the Word has been uttered, it instantly disappears (since its utter-

ance does not continue for any length of time) (and as such even after be-

ing uttered, the Word does not continue long enough to staud in need

of another Word).

to be an aggregate of these. Because in the nbaenee of such simultaneity the words
cannot be recognised as forming a single component whole.

10.11 « Jfo rsiatton, i.s , unless, among the words forming a Sentence, it be

shown that.one word requires another, there can be no relation between them. And
unless there be some relation among the Words, they cannot form a Sentence. As a
matter of fact, the Word in itself oonnot have any need of another word, and as sneh

independently in themselves, the words cannot be said to have any relation among
themselves

; hence they cannot be said to form a Sentence. (See next Karikftj.
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13-

14. if there be a dependence, there can be no Relation

in any of the generally known forms of 0att5d and Effect or Oor^unction or

Inherence,

14-

15. If it be urged that among the Words there is the relation

of inherence in a single object {piz\ the Sentence),—^then, all words equally

inhering in the Aka^a (and thus haying a common relation among
themselyes, we could haye a Sentence made up of all the words in

existence); and consequently there could be no difference in the connection

(of any Sentence) with Words,—whether they be uttered or not uttered,

and whether they be capable or incapable (of snoh connection).

15-

17. ‘‘And as for the (common) relation of being engaged in one

and the same action (of bringing about a comprehension of the Sentence),^
such action could only be with regard to that which is manifested^ or to

that which is produced (by the Words). As for the objects manifested

by the Words, these are different (in each Word), on account of the differ-

ence of the Words themselyes. Consequently these (words) cannot bring

about any one collective Idea (with regard to all the objects, denoted by

the yarious words composing a sentence, considered as forming a single

conglomerated whole). And as for the idea of the objects taken indivi-

dually, they differ with each indiyidnal Word.
17-19. “Nor is it possible for any single Idea to be produced by

these (Words), differing, as they do, among themselves, and appearing

one after the other. And if (in the manner explained by you) the cog-

nition of the sentence were only in parts (according as we perceive the

words one after the other), we could neyer have an idea of the Sentence

and its meaning, as a single whole in itself. And, in the absence of any

contradictory fact rejecting it, we cannot assert the partial cognition (of

the component parts of a Sentence) to be a mistake. For, how could there

be any truth in the mistaken notion of the singleness and impartite

character (of the Sentence)?

19-20. “Either mutual intimate relation {Sahsarga) or mutual

It.li None of these relations oonld make all the wotds into a single corporate

whole.
'

n.ie ** For how eouldf The only notion that oonld contradict aq^ reject

the cognition of the parts of a Sentence is the idea of the sentence as a single impartite

whole. Bnt inasinnoh as the cognition of the parts of a sentence is directly per-

ceptible, and that of the sentence as a wholes at;beBt, only inferable
; therefore there can

be no doubt as to which of the two is to be accepted as correct. Therefore the idea

of the sentence as one and impartite being contradicted by the perceptible fact of the

cognition of the parts of the Sentence severally, must be held to be wrong, and it can
never be the other way.

19.fl0 It bas been shown that in the absence of any relation the words cannot be

hold to form a Sentence. It is now shown that for the same reason of want of relation the
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ezclnsion is not possible for Ideas,—beoanse each of these has only a
momentary ezistenoe; therefore eitlicr Intimate Relation orHntnal Ezoln-

sion (of the meaning of Words composing a Sentence) cannot be acceptM

to constitute the meaning (of the Sentence).

20-

21. **If the notion of the word ‘Cow * continued to exist at the

moment of the appearance of the notion of * White, *—then only could

the notion of the ^ Cow ’ be excluded, by the notion of * White, ' from

others (black cows, or be associated ( in intimate relation) with it.

21

-

23. And of notions there can be no association,—because it is

impossible for them to have any such relation as Conjunction, Ac. And

ns for the fact of their inhering in the same Soul (that of the speaker or

hearer) (which.you may urge as a ground of the association or intimate

relation oi^ the notion of the ^Cow* and ‘White’),—this (relation) is

common to the notions of the ‘ Horse,’ the ‘ Elephant,’ &c. (and as such you

would have to admit such utterances ns ‘Horse, Elephant, Camel, Grass,

<&c.’to be properly expressive, which is an absurdity). The same may
be said with regard to contiguous appearance (or entrance) (which too you

may urge as the ground of intimate relation between ‘White’ and ‘Cow,’

but this too is equally applicable to the Sentence ‘ Horse Elephant ’). Nor

is there any mutual dependence (or requirement, between the notions of

‘White’ and ‘Cow’), just as (it has been shown that there is no mutual

dependence) among Words; because the notions being all only momen-

tary, there is no simultaneity in their existence; and as such, what notion

could depend upon (stand in need of) another notion P

23-24. “And it is for this reason that the notions of the words

‘White’ and ‘Cow’ cannot bring about a single collective notion of

meaning of the Words cannot make np the meaning of the Sentence. The HlmShsoka

holds the meaning of the Sentence to consist of the mntnal intimate relation among

the meanings of Words. According to them the word “cow” denotes only the

claM cow, and is indifferent with regard to the indiridnal cow. And when the word

“ White” comes to be added, this only serves to express a relation of the class cow with

a poriionlar property whiteness. And when this relation has been duly comprehended

there follows the implication of the exclusion of all cows other than those that are

white. ^Thns then, according to these people, the meaning of the Sentence “White Oow”
consists of the relation between the class Oow and the property whiteness. Those who
hold the denotadon of the word to be in individnals explain the meaning of a sentenoe

in the same manner. This theory is objected to on the following grounds: Do these

Intimate Relation and Bxolnsion belong to the Words or to the notions of Words, or to

the meanings of Words, or to the notion of these meanings? None of these is possible.

Because they oaonotbelong to the Words $ noroan they belong to the notions of Words i

beoanse the notion of the word cannot oontlnue long enough to become related to that

of the word “White.’* This is what is shown in the following Xiriki.

10.11 But, as a matter of foot, each of these notions is only momentary and oteiiiot

continue for any length of time.
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the ‘White Oow’),—which (oollective notion) alone could justify, for its

own sake, the assumption of the mutual intimate relation among all the

notions (of the indiyidaal words ‘Cow’ and ‘White* severally).

24-

25. “Inasmuch as such mutual intimate relation and exclusion

appear internally (in the mind of the hearer),—if they were to appear

externally in the shape of an object (the white cow, sought to be denoted

by the Sentence)—they could only be similar to a dream, in authenticity.

25-

26. “As a matter of fact, no cognition is possible, in the absence

of any external object (for its substrate) existing at any of the three

points of time (past, present or future). And, in the present instance

(of the cognition of Mutual Association and Exclusion of the notions of

words) there is no possibility of any external object (such as Associa-

tion or Exclusion, that could be asserted to be the substrate of the said

cognition).

26-

27. “Thus then, the fact is that, even in the absence of the ap-

pearance of any cognition (of the Association), you have an assumption of

such appearance. Or, the assumption of the Association (of Cognition)

may be due to the Association of external objects (i.e., the Association

really belonging to external objects is wrongly attributed to Cognitions).

27-

28. “Thus then, the relation of the qualification and the quali-

fied (t.e.. Association) cannot belong to the Notions (of the Word and its

meaning). Similarly, with the Word and the notion thereof, since there

is no difference produced (in the Word either by Association or Exclusion,

by any other Word) therefore even the Word and the notion thereof could

not be held to constitute the Sentence.

28-

29. “For even after the addition of the word ‘ White,* the word

‘Cow* remains just the same (as it was before). Even if the word

‘White’ be uttered before the word ‘ Cow, ’ this latter remains the same

;

similarly with the notions of the Word also (the notion of the word
‘Cow’ is not changed by the addition of the word ‘White*).

29-

30. “Nor could there be any qualification hei^een Whiteness and

the class ‘Cote* (forming the meanings of the word ‘White* and ‘Cow*

This meets the argament that the mutual intimate relation of the words
White** and **Oow*’ actually appear in the mind of the hearer. The sense of the

Kiriki is that, even if this do appear, it can only resemble a dream in authentioity.

S7.t8 «2fo ^sci/ieatton”—The Word “Cow” remains the same even after the
word “White” is added} the word “White** produces no change in the word “ Cow.*’

19.10 It has been proTed that the notion of the meanings of words cannot have
any Asiodation or Exclusion, and as such the notion of the meaning of the word “ Cow**
cannot undergo any differenoe by the notion of the meaning of the word “White.** It

is now shown that even the meanings of the words themselves cannot have any quali-

fying efltoot upon another—and as such these cannot constitute the sentence.
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tespectively); because between these there cannot be either
or Exclasion.

30-

8J. ‘^Because neither the ola98 WhitenesB is affeoted (associated)
by the class ^Oow; nor is the class ^Oow' affected by the [class WhUeness.
Becanse these classes do not belong to (inhere in) one another; inasmuch
as each of them inheres in the individuals (contained in it),

31-

82. “Even if Individual were affected by them (i.e., even if the in-
dividua Oow were affected by the individual Whiteness), this fact could
not constitute any relation between the words (‘White* and ‘Cow’)
inasmuch as these (words) do not refer to Individuals (but to Olasses),

32-

33. “And when the Individuals (Whiteness and Cow) are not
denoted by the Words,—even though they happen to consist in a single
substrate (the white Oow), yet this fact alone cannot authorise any rela-
tion between the Words themselves ;—just as in the case of the Cow and
the Horse, both of which co-exist on the same earth (yet there is no rela-
tion between them). And even in a case where colour (smell) &o., co-exist
in a single substrate (the jar, f.i.), there is no relation among these
(Colour, <feo.) themselves.

34-35. “And (as a matter of fact) there are no grounds even for as-

serting the fact of the Class *Oow* and the property * Whiteness* inhering
in a single individual (the white cow)

;

because this fact of the singleness
of the individual (in which these would inhere) could only be based on the
ground of an inherent relation (between the denotations of the two

W-81 The Class “ Whiteness inheres in the individual “ White,” and cannot
inhere in the class “ Cow.”

88-88 This meets the objection that, even though the Individual Oow is not denoted
by the word, yet there is such a single individual Oow as in which the class*' Oow'*
and the property ” Whiteness” both co-exist. And thus this fact of a single individual
being the Cow and having the property of whiteness leads to the conclusion that the
Sentence ” White Cow ” is one and has a single denotation (in the shape of the white
Cow).

“ And even, Ao.'*-~This meets the objection that we do not hold mere singleness
of substrate (as in the case of the Oow and the Horse) to constitute the meaning of
a sentehoe

; what we mean is that the meaning of a sentence is that object wherein
inhere the denotations of the words forming the sentence } and in the case of the

* White Oow* we have such an object in the shape of the white Cow. The sense
of the KarikI is that even the fact of {inhering in a single substrate does not consti-
tute a ground of any relation between the inhering factors ; because we find that in
a single object, jar, smell and colour inhere, while there is no relation between these.

Therefore even though the denotations of the words ” White and “ Oow ” happen to in-
here in a single individual oow, yet this fact alone cannot authorise any relation among
the two words, on the ground of which relation we could hold the two words to form
Bingle sentence, and the denotations of these words to form-the single.denotationof the
sentence as a whole.
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words, if such relation exist at aI1)| and tbis inherent relation too has

been shown to be based on tbe singleness of tbe individnal (in wliiob they

Vonld inhere); and as snob yon have mutual interdependence.

35-86. “Nor is there any such (third) Word as would bring about

the notion of .the singleness of the indiyidual. (Even if there did exist

such a Word) nor is the singleness of the individual capable of being ex-

pressed by tbe word. Even if the individual were so expressible, its

singleness could not be (denoted).

86-

87. “If you assume tbe relation (between the denotations of the

two words * White’ and *Gow’) on the ground of the singleness of the

object as conceived by us, then why could not we have the relation

between tbe Jar and the Tree, in both of which we have a conception of

the single indentical class ^Earthy’ (t.e., both are equally made of the

•Earth) P

87-

88. “The mention of ‘White’ does not serve to exclude the

Class ‘Cow’ from the black Cow, &c. And hence the denotation of

these (latter) (by tbe word ‘Cow’) being natural, is never set aside by

the mere mention of ‘White,’

88-

39. “Even if the negation of the blacky <bo., be the denotation of the

word ‘White,’—still the only ground for the inherence of this Whiteness

in the Ocw is mere proximity (of tbe word ‘White’ with tbe word ‘Cow’ in

tbe sentence),-—and this is not a sufficiently strong proof (of the relation).

39-

40. “ And so long as it has not been distinctly expressed by tbe

word that it denotes such and such an object,—if one were to determine

its denotation of his own accord, ail that he would fix upon as being the

denotation of the Word would be such as is not at all connected with the

Word.

40-

42. “ And if such a denotation (as that ‘ white ’ means the white

cow) were to be inferred fi'om the proximity of the words ‘ White ’ and

‘Cow,’—even then (since tbis inferred relation could only refer to

whiteneee and cow in general) the fact of the word (‘ white’) referring to

this particular ot^eet^ (before tbe speaker) could only be inferred from

proximity (of the speaker and tbe bearer to the particular cow before

^em); and thus then, if we were to assume tbe denotation of the word
(‘ white ’) to extend so far (as tbe particular cow),—then there would be

n.lf .Beoaose syntaotioal oonneotion is very muoh weaker than direct assertion.

ttLW « Being apart from sis, The direct assertion of the Word refers only

to the elaee eowg hence by making the word refer to the partioalar oow Proximity

goes against Direct Assertion, and as such cannot be inolnded in verbal Testimony $

nor can it be included in any other means of Eight Notion. Therefore it becomes

gmnndless and invalid, and m such cannot serve as a proof of any relation of eohiteneee

with the partteutcw dbte.
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no end (to these assumed denotations). Henoe, being apart from the

six Means of Bight Notion, Proximity remains without any footing (of

\ralidity) (as a ground of the relation of whiteness with the particular

cow).

42-

4f3. **Nor do we perceive, in the word *cow’ (in the expression

Vhite cow’), the genitive affix, which could point to a relation (of the

cow with whiteness,) And, as a matter of fact, even if there were such

n genitive affix, the relation (between whiteness and the partictdar caw)

could not be directly denoted
;
because the fact (of such relation being

directly denoted by the Wot*ds) has been rejected above (on the ground

that the direct denotation of the word * Cow ’ refers to the clasSf and not

to emj particular individual Cow).

43-

44.
^
“ (The word ‘ white * cannot be held to qualify the parti*

cular cow, which is indicated, though not diraotly denoted, by the word

*Gow’ ;
because) An object (the particular cow) which is indicated (and

not directly denoted) (by something, f.i., by the word, *cow*) is never

found to *be qualified by another word (such as /white’), or by affixes

(attached to the word *Cow*),—as for instance, in J Dhumo'yam

jvalatV (Fire is indicated, through inference, by the smoke, and it cannot

bo hold to be qualified, in the aforesaid Sentence, by the action of burning^

or by the affix in * dhUmah ’).

44-

45. **Even if (mutual) connection or exclusion (of others) be

assumed to be the moaning of the sentence,—-then too, inasmuch as

this (Connection or Exclusion) extends only so far as the object denoted

by the Words, the conneotion, dsc., of the different words oan never

constitute a Sentence (as a complete whole in itself).

45-

4^. ** Because the Connection and Exclusion are nothing apart

from the Meanings of the Words. Nor can the words be said to produce a

new entity (in the shape of the Sentence), by the help of these (Connec-

tion and Exclusion).

46-

47. ** For the Glass and Property (as denoted by the words ‘oow *

and * white’ respectively) do not produce any new object in the external

World. And in tiie absence of any such object, if there be a notion of

it, it can only be false, like a dream.

47-

48.
** One,—who holds that the object denoted by the sentence

consists of the already existing particular objects (the particular cow as

qualified by whiteness), manifested (or implied, by the Words, ‘cow’ and

* white,’ which directly express the class and the property) through prox*

imity (of the Words, as appearing in the Sentence),—even for him, this

(denotaition of the Sentence) cannot be one (because each word of the

Sentence has a distinct connection with the rest, and as such in a single

Sentence, the connections of Words would be many and not one •
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49. “ And furl/ber, there is no ground for believing in the previous

existence (of the particular objects), in the absence of any recognition

of these
;
for the actual objective reality of these (particular objects) are

not the cause of the Existence of the Words (inasmuch as the Words
denote classes and not particular individuals).

49-

50. ** In the same manner, if it be assumed that there is a final

conglomeration of all the Words from the first to the last (word of the

Sentence), —even then the Words cannot be said to form the Sentence,

inasmuch as there is no mutual help among the Words.

50-

52. “For, if the first Word of the Sentence were specially affected

(qualified or specified), by the other Words (of the Sentence), then this

(first) Word alone would constitute the Sentence, the other words being

only secondary qualifications (only serving to elucidate the object denoted

by the first Word). The same would be the case with all other Words,

taken severally. And (this is an impossibility, because) we never re-

cognise any single Word independently (of other Words) as a Sentence.

52-

53. “ And the fact of the existence of such a class as the **Sphota
*

(of a Sentence as a whole) is to be rejected like (^.e., on the same grounds

as) the Sphota of the Word
;
and the fact of the sequence of Words

constituting the Sentence on the same grounds as the fact of the Sequence

of Letters constituting the Word.

53-

54. “The sequence cannot be comprehended apart (from the

Words) (as explained with regard to the Sequence of Letters in Words);

inasmuch as it is always the Words themselves that are cognised as having

that order of sequence,—like an auditory cognition (which is always

cognised as endowed with a certain order of sequence).

54-

55. “We find that the Words remaining the same, the order

of the words is now one, and then another
;
and hence we would have a

difference in the meaning of the Sentence, according to the order of the

words (if a Sentence were only the order of sequence of Words).

55-

57. “On the ground of one Word being for the sake of another,

some people hold that it is the Verbal affix that, being the primary

element, constitutes the Sentence; and the meaning of the Verb consti-

tutes the moaning of the Sentence. But if this were the case, (in

certain cases) there could be no relation between the Verb and the Nouns
—^as they really exist in the external World. And as a matter of fact,

we are hot cognisant of any relation among the actions themselves, or the

Nouns themselves.

64.11 xf the order of words ooostituted the Sentence then the meaning of “ gauh

fMah** would be different from that of **gu1Uo gauh,'* wbioh is not the case.

W.61 Now begins the attack on the theory that the moaning of the Sentence lies in

the meaning of the Verb. This theory is that the principal meaning of the Sentence
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57-W. “ In such an ntteninoe as • in a vessel rice by means of fuels
Devadatte may oo^, there is no mutual connection among the objeots
(expressed by the Words); inasmuch as, fintly, they are totally different
from one another

; teoondVy, every one of them is an accomplished
object in itself (there being no causal relation between any two objects
denoted) ; and, thirdly, there is no genitive {indicating any relation among
them);—and as such they are independent of one another (and hence
cannot form a Sentence, which consists only of such Words as have their
denotations dependent upon and related to one another). And tlie pre-
sence of the Instrumental ease (in •kSahthaih*) removes all possibility
of (the relation of) proximity (between the objects denoted). And as for
the objects—Fuel, etc.,—themselves, they can be related (to the action
of cooking) pnly by means of their action (of burning, and) not by their
mere existence inasmuch as we find that when the fuel is wet (and can-
not burn), it does not accomplish the cooking.

60-61. “If the capability (of objects) be held to be the cause (of
their mutual relations),—then inasmuch as these (capabilities) are*

by themselves, immaterial (incorporeal), they cannot, themselves, have
any actions

j
and (in the inactive state, they can be of no use, because)

even though they have the capability ( of burning and thereby accomplishing
the cooking)^ yet, they cannot accomplish the cooking^ while they are inactive

(i.e.f until the fuel becomes active, and burns, it cannot accomplish the
cooking).

is the Bhivandf and this Bhavand is expresed by the Verbal affix j and henoe inasmnoh
aa the primary element of the meaning of the Sentence is expressed by the Verb, it
is this latter that constitutes the Sentence j the other words serving only as qualifica-
tions to the verbal affix, and as such being only secondary elements in the Sentence.
This theory is rejected on the ground that oven though Words may serve to give us an
idea of the relation between the action and agents (denoted by the verb and the
nouns in the Sentence) yet they do not point out any relation between such action and
agents as really exist in the outer world. For in certain cases wo only have linked
together in a Sentence, a certain verb, and some nouns, which may quite reasonably
have a Verbal relation ; but which can have no relation in the actual existing state of
things as exemplified in the following Kariki.

n.6(k « Proximity ”—Proximity consists of Sequence, nnd as such is weaker that
Direct Assertion. In the present case the Direct Assertion of the Instrumental rejects
the yroximity,

“ Ae for the objects themselves^ Ac.”—The sense is thus explained in the Kifik& :

—

The mere fact of the words being heard together does not establish any relation among
the objeots denoted by them, because such utterances os, " wet with fire, Ao.,“ cannot
establish any relation between fire and wetness. And so in the instance in question
fuel by itself is not capable of having any relation with the cooking ; consequently the
relation between the action and objeots accomplishing the object cannot be based
upon the passive forms of the objeots themselves but upon the active capacities of
these objectsv
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' 61-62. ** Even if there be a oonneotion of these (fael, Sso,) with the

cooking^ throngh their {action of) burning, ic.—then too, inasmuch as

an action (cooking f.i.) is not capable of being accomplished by another

action (of burning, f.i.), it (the connection, that of being the material cause

between the fuel and cooking) remains as inaccessible as ever.

62-

63. Nor is any relation (such as that of an immaterial cause

with its effect) possible, inasmuch as they (the cooking, and the burning)

inhere in different subtrates (the cooking inhering in the rice, and the

burning in the fuel). (Nor can burning or the fuel being the Instrumental

Oanse of cooking, because) that (cooking) which is produced by another

cause or means (the action of Devadatta, ke,) cannot be said to have

another cause (in the shape of burning, Ac.).

63-

64. Those (6*061, Vessel, <bc.), that perform the actions of burning,

ko, (and as such have independent effects of their own), could never

be the means (Cause proper) of the cooking; and hence, how could there

be any connection between cooking and such objects (Fuel, ko.) as are

not the cause of itP (Lit,—How could they form any single sentence P).

64-

63.
**
If it be held that the capabilities contained in the burning

ko., are indirectly (or secondarily) applied to the cooking (and this would

constitute a relation between the two),—then (since the fuel, kc., ore

the agents of the burning, ke., and it is the capability of the burn-

ing that is applied to the cooking), the Fuel, ko., would come to be

the agents of the action of cooking, and it would be impossible for

them to be instruments (as they really are, the real agents being

DSvadatta).

65-

66. ** Because in the burning, we are never cognisant of various

primary capabilities; and as such, how could any such capability be

found to be applying secondarily at the time of cooking P

66-

67! “ Because with the reference to their own actions (of whicli

they are nominative agents), the Fuel, ko*, cannot be instruments. And

ei.tt The sense of the latter half Is that the fuel oould be the cause of the

cooking, through huTi^ng^only if the burning were the cause of the cooking. But as a

matter of fact the cooking not inhering in the burning this latter is not its cause.

68.6t •*H<m eould, ac.'*^Since there is no direct relation between them how

can they form a Sentence P Because words that denote unconnected objects cannot

compose a sentence, the necessary element whereof is that each word must bear some

direct relation with another word in the sentence.

Si.M All secondary application is based npon some primary capability. And
as a matter of fact, we know that the Fael, Ac., are not possessed of such diverse

capabilities primarily, as those of the Nominative, the Locative and the Instrumental.

And as they are already cognised in their Instrumental capacity, they can have no

other in the shape of Nominative agenoyj and hence no snoh oapabiiity oooldbe
secondarily applied to the CQokmg.
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we find the actions of softening^ burning^ holding (belonging raspeotivnly to

the rice, fuel, and vessel) (and hence these cannot be the agents ol

cooking).

67-

68. “Nor can these (collectively) have any other action (than those
enumerated), at the time of the cooking—^justas singly each of them has
only one action (and no other). Hence (if they be held to have any
action towards cooking) it must be as Nominative agents (which Has
been shown to be impossible).

68-

69. **And farther, inasmuch as hwmingy <kc., are not express-

ed by the root ^paci* (wto cook), there can be no relation (through

burning, Ac., between the Fuel, Ac,, and Cooking). Because the mere fact

of the existence of these {burning, <bc.) cannot make them the means of

any relation (between Fuel, Ac,, and Cooking).

69-

70. ‘‘Nor are these {fuming Ac,) expressed by any other Words
(such as fuel, in the Sentence). Consequently the root *paei* must be
admitted to be denotative of DSvadatta’s action, and as such, could not
have any connection with the Fuel, Ac,

70-

71, ‘*If the root ^ paci^ itself* be held to dentoe all the actions

(of cooking as well as those of burning, Ac.) then, like Devadatta, the Fuel,

Ac., would also come to be agents (of the cooking),

71-

72. “ Because that case is held to be the Nominative, whose action

is denoted by the root. (In the present case the root pad denoting the

actions of burning, Ac,, belonging to Fuel and the rest, these latter could

not but be accepted to be Nominatives). And since the relation with
‘ Bhavan^ * (the conception denoted by the verbal affixes) too is equally

applicable to all (Fuel, Ac,), there can be no other definition of the Nomina-
tive (that would not apply to Fuel, Ac.).

72-

73. “At times we do come across such assertions as Uhe fuels

cook’ (where, in the presence of various obstacles, the excellent character

of the fuel only helps the accomplishment of the cooking)
; —and this

would not be possible, if we had a definition of Nominative other than the

one given above (viz,, that whose action is denoted by the Verb).

Just as for fuel, Soo., singly, there is no other action than the one of burning,

&o., 80 oolleotively too they can have no other action than those mentioned in the last

K&rik&. And hence if their actions are secondarily applied to the cooking, th^ can
only be nominatives and instraments (as they really are).

<8.S9 gyen if there be snoh a relation, it oonld not be through burning, Ao, $ since

these are not even indicated by any of the words in the sentence, which therefore oau-

not express any relation based npon burning, Ao,

11.18 The latter half anticipates the objection that we will define the Nominative
as being that whioh is related to the Bhivand, The sense of the Kariki is that evsn
this definition will not meet the difference urged in the fmrmer half of the Kariki.
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73-74. Among the aotxons expressed by a single root (as cooking,

hwming, Ac., held to be denoted by the root pad), there can be no differ-

ence of predominance and subordination (all actions being equally denot-

ed); and consequently we cannot define the Nominative as that whose action

is more predominantly denoted.

74^75. ‘^Thus then, either denotation or non-denotation of all these

actions being equally predominant, it is not proper for the agents of these

actions (Fuel, Ac.) to have, at one time, different case-terminations (as in

BthdlyUm, kUshthaih, BSvadattah paoati ’), and, at others, one and the

same case-termination (m., the Nominative, as in ‘ Kashfhchii pacanti ’).

75-76. “Nor can burning, Ac., be held to be denoted by the affix

(the tip in pacati)\ because this (affix) can only denote either the Nomina-

tive agent (as held by the Vaiyakaranas), or the action of the agent (as

held by the Mimansaka). Consequently the Verb ' pacati* cannot har^e

any connection with the *fuel,* Ac.

77-79. “The denotation of the root {pad) too is not always con-

nected with the denotation of the affix. Because that whicli is denoted by

the affix is the BhSvanc^ (conception); and with regard to this, the root

cannot have any such denotation as will serve for either the object or the

meajas (of the BMvanS),—inasmuch as objectivity is denoted (by the

Accusative as) in * Pakani,* and instrumentality (by the Instrumental)

in ^P&kBna, ’ and none of these is denoted by tbe simple root-form *pac.*

79-81. **Inasmuoi) as the Injunction and the Bhdvano, are both

denoted by the affix, the former becomes connected with the BMvana,

before it comes to be connected with the denotation of the root. And
thus, when the Injunction has found its haven in the shape of the Bhavand,

even when the denotation of the root comes to be connected with the

Sentence, it does not become the object of the Injunction.

81-82.. “Though the denotation of the root is directly asserted

(by the root), yet it could never be (cognised as) an object of performance;

14.1S If all aotiona are equally denotable by the root pact, then all Fuel, &o., must

have always one and the same oase-tennination, the Nominative.

11-19 Having shown the impossibilfty of any relation between the Verb and the other

members of the Sentence, it is now shown that there can be no relation between the

meaning of the root and that of the affix.

The BhSvanS requires only three factors—the object, the means, and the process ;

and none of theeie being capable of being denoted by the root * pact,* this latter (the

root) cannot have any relation with the Bhavand which is denoted by the affix.

19-81 It is now shovm that the Injunction can have no connection with Vedio sen-

tences. The Injunction being more closely related to the Bhavand, naturally becomes

connected with it and not with the subsequently appearing denotation of the root.

81.81 It is only that which is enjoined that can be performed ; and as the meaning

of the root yaji has been shown to be unable of being the object enjoined, the ydga
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since activity (or performance) depends upon the Injunction which hp*
been shown not to have the denotation of the root for its object). In the

same manner we could show the impossibility of other objects (named in

a Sentence), the auxiliaries viz

:

or subordinate Sacrifices being the objects
of Injunction.

82-

83. “ Consequently, we should reject the fact of the Prayajas^ 4c.
being auxiliaries to the Injunction (of the Jyotishtoma)

;
because they

have no connection with it (the Injunction). And this want of connection

between these may be shown as between ‘White’ and ‘Cow* (shown above)-

83-

84. “In that case (of the ‘Cow’ and ‘White’) however, there

may be a connection, in the shape of the object (the white cow)
; but (in

the case of the PraySjas) there can be no relation between these (and
tiie Injunction), inasmuch as those are cognisable only by means of the
various Vedio sentences, which have no connection with one another.

84-

85. “Thus then, since none of the two (neither connection among
the objects denoted by the Words, nor that among the words themselves)

aro found to have any other grounds, we would have mutual interdepen-

dence (if wo held that the connection between the various objects denoted
by the words occurring in any enjoining passage is.based upon and author-

ised by the Word alone). And thus, inasmuch as the Injunction is de-

void of the three factors (necessary in the BhQvand)^ it becomes devoid

of any object (since the BhSvand too cannot, under the circumstances, be

the object of the Injunction which is devoid of the three factors, and as

such incapable of any connection with the BhSvanS),

could not be performed. And when the yagat which is denoted by a part ef the'same word
**yajita,** of which the latter particle denotes the Injunotion, cannot be the object of

tho Injunction, nothing else that is foreign to it—such as the sdma, or the aasiliary

saL'rifices, which are cxprecsed by other words—can never be the object of Injonotion.

And as such Injanotioil ceases to have any relation with Vedio Sentences; and Sacri-

fices, Ac., can never be recognised as being enjoined by the Veda.
88.84 In the case of the “ White Cow,“ when one hears this nttered by an old man

and sees a oow brought by another man, one can oome to recognise a oonneotion be-

tween whiteness and the cow ; but in this case, the cognition of the oonneotion is based'

not onlj^npon the Word but upon this as aided by Sense.peroeption, Inference, do. In
the case of the PrayajaSf however, these are not amenable to any'other means of know-
ledge, but the Word ; and the Word, by itself, has been shown to be incapable of denot-

ing any relation of these with the Injunction, therefore there can be no means of cog-

nising any relation of the PrajSjas with the Injunction. Specially as tbe Sentenoee

mentioning the Prayajaa with themselves are varions and have no connection among
themselves.

84.86 ** Mutual interdependence.** Beoanse so long as the relation among the objeote

is not cognised, the meaning of the sentence cannot be cognised. And nntil the mean-
big of the sentence ie cognised, the connection among tbe objects cannot be cognised;

since this connection has no other proof than the Vedio Sentence itself.
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. ^ 96-66. And this ( InjnnoldoD) cannot be connected directly (without

the intervention of J9Adeand) with the denotation of the root and the objects

named (in the sentence); becanse the Injunction being inteiTupted by

the JffAdeand (on the ground of both being denoted by the affix), the agent

cannot engage in (the performance of) those {viz.^ the denotation of the

root, dpQ.).

86«87« Thus then, since all verbal connections are based upon the

connection between actions and agents, Ae. (and these have been proved

to be impo8ible),-*-therefore all other kinds of relation must be rejected.

And this bejeotion would lead to the* rejection of all such relationships as

those of master and servant, father and son, a man and his friends, Ac.

87-88. “ Of Verbal prefixes and NipStas there cannot be any connec-

tion with any (factor of the sentence). And as for a relation among

themselves, this is never accomplished, as also is the relation ol these with

nouns, independently (of the verbs to which they are attached).

88*89. Because, unless the particles (known as Verbal affixes)

qualify the verb, they do not acquire the character of the ‘ Verbal affix.

'

And as for the meaning of the Sentence, they (the Verbal affixes) cannot

qualify it,—simply because the meaning of the Sentence does not

exist («.s., until the relation of the various words composing the Sentence

have been ascertained, the meaning of the Sentence is not cognised),

and as such, for all intents and purposes, is non est)»

89-

90. ^*lf the relation of Verbal affixes, Ac., be hold to bo through

the Verb,—then (wo reply) such relation with the Verb is not possible for

that which is not a Kdraka (that is, a noun having one of the six case-ter-

minations). And (Verbal affixes are not K&rahas, becailse) a Noun
(or KHraka) cannot signify (or define) an object (which has no existence)

(and Verbal affixes do not signify any objects at all).

90-

91.. **As a matter of fact, these (Verbal affixes, Ac.) cannot have

a qualifying capacity, inasmuch as they do not, and cannot, produce any

positive effect upon the objects denoted by other words
;
because all that

the Verbal affix, Ac., are capable of doing is either to be meaningless,

or change the original meaning (of the word to which they happen to be

prefixed), or establish a meaning contrary to the original meaning.
'

91-

92. “In ^pralambatB* Ac., the prefix (pro) is meaningless (the

meaning of pralamhatB being the same as that of lamhatB), In * prasSda^

the original meaning (of the root sad—to Ht) is changed (into Favour,

ifhe object engaged in must be the object enjoined | and the root-deno-

iattoa cannot he each an object, on aooonnt of the Injnnotion having been intenmpted

ind located within itself by the Bhivand, which baa the stvongeet daim to it, on the'

ipKnmd of both being denoted by the Terbal affix.
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JKniiww, 4c.). And the meaning of * praiishthate*' (#toWe) is contrary
(to the meaning of Hshthatisits).

92-

93. “ That alone, which adds something to the original meaning
(of a word) without, in any way, affecting it to the contrary,—can be held
to be a qualification; and not that which destroys (and completely alters)

the original meaning (as the Verbal affixes do).

93-

94. “Even in the case of such prefixes as signify such non-oontra-
dictory qualifications as ‘direction towards* and the like (as in the case
of udgacchatit 4c.), these specifications belong to the agent (because it is

the agent who is qualified by the Abhimuhhya^ and not the Verb)
; and ae

such, they cannot be hold to form part of (or belong to) the denotation ol

the Verb.

94-

95. “And with the agent, the Verbal affix oan have no relation.

And inasmuch as it (the Verbal affix) is distinct from the throe factors

(of the end, the means and the procedure), it cannot have any relation
with the BhQvandl.

95-

96. “And further, in the case of negative and alternative Verbal
prefixes and nipatas^ any relation would only be a contradiction,—because
for those who hold the reality of external objects, such prefixes, 4c., signify

objects contrary (to those originally signified by the simple word withont
the prefix, 4c. ).

96-

97. “Because by its own significant word, an object is denoted ir

its positive form
;
and as such, how can it be relegated to negativity bj

means of the negative prefixes, 4o. ?

97-

98. “Because between the two direct assertions (‘jar* and
‘ non-jar *) there is a contradiction, ns .between ‘ is * and ‘ is not.* And
in the case of the alternative nipdtta (‘or,* 4c.) there is contradiction in a

single word (a single word ‘ or,* signifying two contradictory objects).

98-

99. “Of these (verbal prefixes) there are no independent

96.98 Negative prefixes, 4o., signify aa object contrary to the one signified by the
original word without such prefix } and aa such these prefixes cannot be said to be re-

latedtothe originally signified objects—for such would be a mere contradiction, the
‘not * signifying the non-going and yet being related to going,

98.^ If it be not held to be related to the jar, then the very nature of this latter

would be perverted; and this perversion of character cannot be held to be a case either
of qualification or relation*

91.98 In the Assertion “Jar or Cloth,” the "or” belongs eqnally to both ; and aa
such simaltaneonsly signifying two oontrary objeebi, it is a contradiction in itself.

^-99 Prefixes have no meaning of their own. The meaning of a Sentence is held
to be made np of the meanings of the words composing it. Henoe in the sentenoe
“ White Cow,” the meaning of the sentenoe is that whioh is made np of the meaning mad
of the two words. And inasmuch as both these words hove meanings of their Oirif,

each of them comes to have a certain relation with the Sentenoe as a whole throoghthsii
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significations, as we have of the words 'cow’ and the like; and hence the

meaning of the Sentence could not contain any such denotation (of the pre-

fixes independently), through which they (the prefixes, &c.) would he con.

nected in the Sentence.

99-

100. ** Since, later on, the Bliashya denies the fact of all the words

of a Sentence collectively being the means (of cognising the meaning of the

Sentence),—therefore the assertion of the Bhashya that the meaning of

the sentence is cognised when all the words have been uttered—must be

taken as showing (or indicating) the incapability of each individual word

(to denote the meaning of the sentence).

100-

lOi. “On the ground of the non-relation of the denotations of

Words, as shown above, the collective denotability of Words is asserted to

be non-existing, even though it seems to exist<--becaase (ou being duly

considered) such collective denotability is mob cognised.

101-

102. “If each word inidvidually were to constitute the meaning

of the sentence, then the ground (on which the meaning of the sentence is

sought to be based) becomes inconclusive (doubtful) (because any indivi-

dual word may be common to any number of sentences, and as such it

could not invariably point to the meaning of any one parlicular Sentence).

And if the moaning of the Sentence be held to be based upon the meaning

of the Words taken collectively, then, since any particular combination of

Words (forming a Sentence) is not perceived anywhere else, (such collec-

tive denotation cannot be sufficient ground (for the meaning of the Sen-

tence)! inasmuch as, being unique, it cannot serve as the basis of any

speoifio denotations. The prefixes, however, have no independent significations of

their own; and as snoh there is no means by which they could become related to the

Sentence or its meaning.

99.100 In order to show the groundlcF^sncss of the cognition of the meaning of the

Sentence, the Bhashya has asserted that in the sentence, Agnxhotram juhuydt svarga-

Idmah** none of the words signify that Heaven follows.from Agnihotra ; and then again it

follows with the assertion that ** this meaning is got at when all the words of the Sentence

have been uttered.’* These two assertions appear mntually contradictory. Because

the latter assertion shows that all the words are the ground for the idea of the meaning

of the Sentence, which the former assertion seeks to prove to be groundless. It is this

contradiction that the E&rika refers to and explains. The explanation is that the latter

is not a final assertion, because such collective denotability is rejected later on ; what

it means is simply that the words individually are incapable of denoting the mean-

ing of the Sentence.

100.101 The Bhishya denies the collective fnnetion of words. Bub in face of indi-

vidnsl reoo£;nition of such collective denotability, this denial seems to be unreasonable.

The Kftrikk explains this seeming contradiction. It means that though the mutual

relation among the meanings of words appears to exist, yet on careful enquiry, it is found

that there is no such relation, and hence no collective denotativeuess of words in a

sentence*
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argument (just as the smell of the earth being unique in the earth alonoi

cannot prove anything with regard to any other thing).102-

103. “ One who holds that the meaning of the sentenco is the

meaning of the component words taken colloctlNrely, will also have some

syntactical meaning out of such a sentence as * Cow, Horse, Elephant,

103-

104. “ The meaning that the Word has when alone is not

abandoned when it appears with other words. For if a word were to

abandon its original meaning, then we conld never have any trust in any

Word and meaning.

104-

105. “And (inasmuch as words only denote classes^ when two or

three words are uttered together) all that we could get from them would

bo the idea of two or three classes; bocauso even when many words are

uttered, they cannot denote particular individuals.

105-

107. “If it bo held that the Sentence denotes its meaning directly,

independently of the meanings of the component Words,—then there would

bo no perceptible use for any cognition of the moaning of the Words. And

hence even such people as have not understood the meaning of the Words

would directly cognise the meaning of the Sentence (which is an impossi-

bility). And if (in order to avoid this you hold that) one stands in need of

a cognition of these (ineaniniigs of words) then these would come to be the

means (of the meaning of the Sentence). And this has already been ex-

plained (to be impossible on the ground of the absence of any oonnooted

relation among the Words). Thus then, we find that there is no possibility

of any ground for the cognition of the meaning of a Sentence.

108-

109. “Thus then, it must be admitted that the cognition of the

meanings of human utterances could be brought about by a cognition of the

relation of) objects denoted (by tlie component words)—(which relation of

external objects is cognised by means of right notion, sense-perception,

&c., than the Words); and the meaning of Vedio sentences cannot but

be groundless (inasmuch as the objects talked of in the Veda are not

amenable to the other means of right notion, and it has been shown above

that any cognition of the meanings of the component words alone cannot

bring ijbont a cognition of the meaning of the Sentence). Or, the deno-

tation of the Vedic sentences may be based upon connections laid down

by men, like the ( conventional) denotations of such words as ‘ Oun&^

‘ Vrddhi; &c., (laid down by Panini as signifying certain accents, <feo.).

Or, lastly, it may be that the Vedio sentences have no meaning at all—

what they are made to signify is really non-existing,—being kept up by the

sacrificial priests (for the sake of emoluments accruing to themselves, from

the performance of sacrifices, said to be enjoined by the Veda).”

109-

110. “And with reference to this (explanation of the meaning
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of Tedio sentences being based npon Convention), it has been asserted (by
Inference) that, in that case, being a conglomeration (of facts), like any
common story, the Veda (as based npon Convention) must be a human
production. And (under the circumstances), since we do not know of any
trustworthy person as being its author (t.e,, of the Veda), (as we find in

the case of ordinary human assertions made by persons known to be trust-

worthy), the Veda must be admitted to be invalid (groundless and false.)'*

Beply to the above

110-

111. Though wo have no other ground (for the cognition of the

meaning of the Sentence), yet we perceive that the meanings of the words

(composing the Sentence) are such grounds,—inasmuch as the cognition of

the meaning of a Sentence appears only when there is a cognition of the

meanings of the words.

111-

112. It is true that it is not possible for the Sentence (as a whole,

independently of the Words) to express any meaning
; because, inasmuch

as the cogn^iion of its meaning is otherwise explained (as being based

upon the meanings of Words), it is altogether unwarrantable to assume
an independent denotative capacity in the Sentence (as a whole, apart

from the words composing it).
*

112-

113. It is extremely difficult even to assume the denotativeness

of the Word to lie in its component Letters (though even this has been
proved to be impossible). And as for the denotativeness of the Sentence
lying in the Sentence, it would be much more difficult to assume this

inasmuch as one word disappears (as soon as it is uttered, and does not

continue till the whole Sentence has been uttered); and if we assume
the denotativeness of the' Sentence to lie in the Letters composing the
Words making up the Sentence, we would have to recall the innumerable
Letters long disappeared (i.e., in recalling the past Worlds of the sentence
we would have to recall the Letters composing these Words). '

114-115. And further (in thus assuming), we would have to assume
% further function (than the denotation of the meanings of words) of

those (Letters) that have already had their use in (denoting) the meanings
of words (composed by them). And by this we would also bo rejecting

110.111 With this begins the explanation ot Sutra I—i—26 with which the SOtra be-
gins its reply to the above objections, detailed in KirikSs I—110. ~

While there is this immediate sequence between the denotation of words
and that of the sentence, the cognition of Letters composing the Word is followed first

by the cognition of Words, which is then followed by that of the Sentence-meaning.
And as snoh it is quite unreasouable to assume the causality of the cognition of Letters
which is one step removed, neglecting that of the words, which is followed immediately
by the cognition of •the meaning of the Sentence.
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the recognised oapabilii^ of Words (to denote the.meaning of the Sentence)

and, as a matter of fact, the meaning of the Sentence cannot forego the

oansality of the Words, inasmuch as there is a denotation of the Words
and also that of the Sentence (the cognition of the meaning of the

Sentence following immediately after that of the Word meanings).

115-

116. (If it be held that the denotation of the Sentence is

cognised by means of the impressions left by the Letters composing the

Words, then) How could a single impression (left by the Letters) bring

about two effects (the cognition of the meaning of the Words, and that

of the meaning of the Sentence) ? Nor are we cognisant of any other

impression (left by the Letters) than the previous one, which gives us

the idea of the (Words and their meanings).

116-

11& Nor is a review of the past Letters possible at the time

of the utterance of the last Letter (of the Sentence)
; inasmuch as such

a review is rendered impossible by the intervention of the cognitions of the

Words and their connection with the Sentence. Therefore the cognition

of the Sentence, (and its meaning) as a single corporate whole cannot be of

the form of the remembrance of the Letters (composing the Words of the

Sentence) as previously heard (at the utterance of the Words)* And for

the same reason it cannot be held (as it is by the Yaiy&kara^as) that the

Sentence really is of the form of the Sentence itself (considered as a whole

in itself, irrespective of the Words or Letters composing it).

118-119. By the idea of a Sentence” we do not comprehend the

specidc form of the Sentence (irrespective of the meaning)
;
nor can the

idea of the meaning of the Sentence bring about the cognition of its

specific form (irrespective of objects as actually existing in the external

world);—both these facts having been shown to be impossible, under

“ QUnyavitda,**

• 119-120. Those theorists, who hold the Sentence and its denotation

to consist in single wholes (in the shape of some of them hold-

ing such sphota to have an external existence, and others confining it to the

mental idea of these alone—, will have to assert, without any grounds,

the falsity of the separate cognitions (that all men have) of the sever-

al component parts (of the Sentence and its denotation). For, even if

one were to assume the falsity (of certain well-known facts and objects, such

as the idea of the parts of the Sentence, Ac.)» this (mere assumption

IH-U8 The EarikS admits the statement made in the objeotion, that the Bentenoe

as a whole is not denotative of the meaning of the Sentence, and also that it cannot

be held that there is a Bphoto of the Sentence which is denototive of its meaning, this

Sphota being irrespective of the Words and Letters and their mutnal relations, Sto.

64
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%ithcmt any reasons) oouki not rejoot t&e (actual) cognition (that people

have) of the object itself.

121*122. The Words themselves, cognised as haying only a slight

capability (of denoting their own specific meanings), are capable of

making np an endless number of Sentences, through the inclusion (of some)

and exclusion (of bthers), and through the various oombinaiions (of the

words). And when the matter (of Sentences and their denotations) can

be explained on the ground of these slight capabilities (of the words), it

is i}u1te unreasonable to assume greater (and further) capabilities (of the

Sentences) (as would be necessitated by those holding the signification of

A Sentenoe to belong to the Sentence as a whole, irrespective of the

Words). And (since the denotation of the Sentenoe can be explained on

the ground of the denotations of the Words) therefore no Apparent Incon-

sistency could authorise an endless number of Sentences and their deno-

tations.

123-124. It cannot be urged (as it is done by the Yaiyfikaraoas) that

the idea of parts (in a Sentence) is a mistaken one, dne to similarity (of tlie

sounds manifesting the Sentences). Because, yon do not recognise the

primary pai'ls of any Sentence, either apart from itself or in any other

Sentence^ inasmuch as you hold all Sentences to be impartite wholes. And

it is among such ^arts as have a reality of existence, that there could be

similarity or dissimilarity. (And as you deny such reality you cannot

base any ideas upon similarity of these).

125-126. In the qase of Narasihha, (whioh is the instance cited by

the Yaiyikara^) there is a partial similarity (with the man and the lion)

because there are two such classes (of animals, as Man and Lion), And
honoe in this oase, the parts perceived in the body of Narasinha have a

previous and separate existence in the two classes,—some parts of each

appearing (in the body of Narasinha) and others being absent (therjs-

from). The bands, Ao., are found to separately resemble those of the

“ ^Bat€r eaj^ilUieSi —beoause saob theorists will have to assume a

distinot oapahility for each eeparate Sentenoe ovei^ and above the oapahilitj of the Words.

^ oertaiii number of words oan constitute many senteiioes; and one who holds the

oapahility of words alono will base aU denotations of the words as conld be made np by
the variouB oqmbinatione of the words, on the capability of words alone. .Whereas

Obe who admits the Spliota w41l have to assume a separate capability for each separate

sentence} beoanae, for him, the donotability of the Sentenoe is irrespeotire of the Words.
U8.S* .The Yeiyakarupas hold that the sound manifesting each sentenoe is diatinot.

Sut in two aeatenoea where certain wozda are oommon, the sounds are much aimilari and
as such there arhmua notion of the Sentencea having certain parts aimilar to those of the

other aputeuoea,^ miA certain diaaunilar parte. This givea rise to the idea of a Senteuoe

•having parts.
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human body
; ^ . we here a separate oognition of alt these (fMrth, ii>wi|ir

ifeo. )» in the varioas human bodies we have seen.

127. Hence the idea of the sameness of these (as appearing in the
body of Narasihha, and in any ordinary human body) may be expfauned
as being due either to similariiy or to the sameness of the Class to which
these, hands, &o., belong. And hence there is a likelihood of the reoog*

*

nition (of the hands, Ao., of Narasiaha as being i^ose mn in a human
body).

128. And then, if you hold the recognition of the similarity of the
parts of Sentences to be like this (similarity of the limbs of NarasiAha),—
then the reality of the existence of parts fieing thereby established, the
assnmption of Sentences being without parts becomes false.

129. l^e similarity, that one would assume, of a non-existent object
with another non-existent object, would be exactly like the similarity of

the horns of the Hare with those of the Ass ! ! 1

130. If you hold that here too (in the case of non-existent things),

there is a similarity of mn-eaistenee (which is common to all non-existent

things), then such similarity would exist* among all Sentences; inasmuch
as, according to you, the parts of all Sentences are equally non-existent

and as such, no two Sentences would ever be dissimilar.

131. In the case of an object of variegated colour, we see its various

parts, as black, Ac., severally; and in the case of wine, (having the sweet as

well as the bitter taste) we cognise one part (the bitter) to be similar to other

objects (which are altogether bitter).

132. In the case of a mixed cognition, we are not cognisant of its

parts. It is the object of that cognition which is variegated, and the object

has parts also (therefore the case of the mixed oognition will not serve as an

instance for you).

133. Therefore the notion of similarity with regard to Words and
Letters cannot be based upon non-existence. Nor can there be, for yon,

any such similarity (based upon parts) in a Sentence, inasmuch as you
do not admit of any parts (of Sentences, which in yonr opinion, form com-

plete wholes in themselves, in the shape of Sphotd),

lo4. Even if the Sentences were similar to one another (even in the

absence of any parts of these), there could not be a detaching of Letters

lli The other side has urged as an instanoe that in the ease of a mixed cognitido^

we have an idea of parte, even though xeallj it has naparts i in the same maaner
though the Sentence has no parts in realify, yet It is oognised as having paits; aad>as

Budh this cannot serve as an instanoe for the case xti the sentenoai

IS* As a matter of fact we know of saoh instanoes as the detaobing of* one
from a sentence and the insertion of anqthcriln its place. All tbiscoald not hell 4he:
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and Words (from Sentences). Hence there conld not be an inolnsion and ex-

o1nsion(of Words), (as laid down by the Yaiyakara^as themselves), inasmuch

as there would be no substrates of these (since for you, there are no snch

things as parts of Sentences, in the shape of Words, Ac,)

135. Nor, in the absence of Words and Letters as making up the

Sentence, can you have any diversity of the manifesting (sounds of

Sentences), on which diversity you could base the apparent notions of

diversity in Sentences. Because S6unds (manifesting the Sphota of the

Sentence according to you) are held to be subtile (and hence imperceptible

in themselves, and hence incapable of having their diversity perceptible).

186. (Being atomic themselves) the Sounds cannot produce any

perceptible effects other than the atomic. Oonsequently, we could

have cognitions only of the atomic factor of the Words (and wo could

never have any perception of Words as they are ordinarily known).

137. Even though there be diversity and sequence among the sounds,

yet these sounds could not bring about any such (diverse and sequential)

manifestation,—on account of the absence (according to yon) of these

(diversity and sequence) in the objects to be manifested (in the Sentences,

which you hold to be impartite wholes).

188. (According to your theory) you could have either the simul-

taneous cognition of the whole Sentence (as a whole) or no cognition at all.

Because before the whole Sentence has been uttered, there is nothing for

you to cognise (inasmuch as you do not hold words to form parts of the

Sentences).

189. And (another difficulty that you will have is that) a single Sen-

tence (**the cloth is”) may be a complete sentence (at one time, by itself);

and the same, when standing in need of something else (such as the asser-

tion of the redness of the cloth), would be deficient, (as wanting the asser-

sentenee were one inpartite whole. Beoanse in yonr opinion the parts of senteuoes are

non-eiistingi and there can be no insertion or exolnsion of non-existent entities.

IM The Vaiyakmsas hold that the Sounds manifestive of the Sentences are direrse

and are endowed with a oertain order of sequence; and it is these that bring about the

notion of partiteness'and sequence with regard to sentences which in reality hare ho parts

and no sequence; The Karika shows that this cannot be; inasmuch as the sounds

held to be manifestive of the Sphota of sentences are subtile; and as such cannot

have any diversity perceptible. Hence the apparent diversity in the sentence cannot

be dne to the diversity of the sounds.

IBS Though as a matter of fact, even when a oertain sense is left incomplete, we do

not comprehend the words that may have been uttered till then.

US The opponent cannot assert that the Word expressing redness may be added to

the Sentence—because one who does not admit of parts of the Sentence' cannot have

these additions an^ subtractions, as shown above.
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tion of redness)} and tins would be a contradiction; inasmuch as the same
Sentence cannot be both complete and incomplete (deficient).

140. If it be assumed that the Sentence of three words, known to

have a separate existence by itself, does not exist in the Sentence of four

Words,—then the tree could be said not to exist in the forest,

141. If it be held that, ‘Hhe Sentence (of three Words— * Bring

white cow’) is other (than the Sentence of four words, “ Devadatta, bring

white'cow”), because it is known to have a separate existence, and because

it has a reality (by itself apart from the other Sentence,”—then Words and

Letters too would come to be other than the Sentence (composed of these)

(inasmuch as the words making up one Sentence are known to have an

existence elsowhero also, and have a reality apart from the individual Sen-

tence).

142. Therefore, just as the existence of smaller Sentences cannot be

denied in a large Sentence (made up of these smaller Sentences),—so, in

the same manner, the notions of Words and Letters cannot be said to be

non-existent, in the cognition of Sentences (made up of these Words
and Letters).

143. If it be urged that, ” since these (Words and Letters) are never

used alone by themselves (but only in Sentences; and hence they may be

taken to be as good as non est),**—then the smaller Sentence too is used

only in the bigger Sentence (and as such the former may also be non est).

If it be urged in reply that the smaller Sentence is used to denote its own
small meaning,—then, (we reply,) the Words too are used to denote their

own meanings.

144. Though Words and Letters by themselves are never found to

form part of ordinary usage (t.e., though they are never used as such by

themselves) yet they have an existence of their own (apart from any Sen-

tence), when the speaker wishes to use a single werd.

145. When, on having cognised a certain specific fact, one wishes

to express only the meaning of a word, he uses either the Word singly or

a single Letter with some meaning.

14|^. At the time of studying (getting up) a certain book, one has re-

140 One who denies the feet of Words and Letters making up Sentences, mnst hold

that the Sentence ** Bring white cow” being a complete Sentence in itself, does not

exist in the Sentence ** Devadatta, bring white cow.’* And if this were trne, then,

nasmnch as the tree in the forest is complete in itself, it could not be said to exist in

the forest. This is as absurd as the other.

144 On being asked * Who is coming ? * the xeplj is simply * the Kingi* or on being

asked * Who is the husband of Lakshrai? * the reply is *A,* Vishnu.

144 What the student fixes in his memory, first of nil, are the Words and Letters
hy themselves. The getting up of the Sentences comes next.
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course chiefly to the asoertamuient (aud remembTUnce) of Words and

Letters, apart (from the Sentences composed of theni).

147. And when, in such cases, these (Words and Letters) have been

known to have an (independent) existence of their own,—such existence

can never subsequently be denied; because the cognition of the denotation

of the Sentence does not in any way contradict is inconsistent witli)

the independent forms of these (Words and Letters, as haying an indepen-

dent existence of their own).

148. Though these (Words and Letters) singly have not the power

to bring about the cognition of the denotation of the Sentence, yet their

existence remains nncontroverted,—^jnst as the existence of the wheel

oven when (apart from the chariot and the horse) is by itself incapable of

action (motion).

149. Thus then the fact of not being used by ifcself (whioli yon urge

RB a premiss to prove the non-existence of the Word) becomes inconcln-

fiive. The fact of those (wheel, Ac.) being seen to exist even in the

absence of the action (motion), has been shown to apply to the case of

Words also (since these also are seen to exist apart from the Sentence).

(So on this ground too, the cases of the Wheel and the Word are not

dissimilar).

150. The counterblast (by the adversary) that,—** if there be an

existence of Words and Letters (as parts of the Sentence), then there

141 When the Words have been known to have an independent existence apart

from the Sentence, the denotation of the Sentence cannot in any way reject their

existence.

148 Though the wheel cannot move, yet it exists all the same. In the same manner,

though the Words, by themselves, are incapable of giving the meaning of the Sentences,

yet their independent existence continues all the same.

149 The argument advanced by the opponent is— Words have no existence, be-

cause they cannot be used by themselves,” and this argnment is rendered doubtful

and inconclusive—incapable of giving the desired oonolusion—-with a view to the well-

known fact of certain well-known objects— as the wheel fto., which are known to be

incapable of action by themselves and yet have an independent existence of their own.

160 The adversary's argument herein referred to is that, just as Words have an inde-

pendent existence as parts of the Sentence, so too will the Letters, as parts of the Word,

have an independent existence of their own. And so with the parts of the Letters as

weU; so on and on, ad infinitum. And in order to avoid this endlessness, yon will have

to rest upon soflie impartite entity ; then when it does become necessary to admit of an

imparUte entity In
.
the end, why not admit of it in the beginning, admitting the

Sentence to be snob an entity, thus doing away with the necessity of parts, Words, &o.P

«‘Af fw tha cose of ofome.”—That is, in the case of the jar, people go on assnming

partite entities up to the atom where they rest; and those that oppose this thery of

atoms assert that when you. have to, admit an impartite entity, why not admit the

jar itself to be sabh an entity, thus doing away with all the series of parts over parts P
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vfoold.aiso be an independenli ezistenoe of the parts of these (Words and

Letters) also; and thus (goings on ad infinitum) we would hare to ac-

cept the non-ezistenoe of all of these as in the oaso of atoms,*'-—can only

serve to frighten children.

151. Because, just as even when there are (such) ultimate (parts as)

atoms (of the cloth), the threads, 4c. (ns intermediate parts of the cloth,

to tho downward series of its parts up to atoms) have an established ez-

istence,—so, in the same manner, even if there be parts (over parts of tho

Letters, 4c.), this fact does not militate against the ezistence of the Let-

ters (as intermediate parts of Words and Sentences).

152. And farther, because a certain object is found to be partite, it

does not necessarily follow that all its parts must also have parts;

because tliough the jar is a partite object, yet tho atom (of tho jar) has no

parts.

153. Thus then, tho diversity of Words and Letters (in a Sentence)

having been held to be amenable to Sense^pereeptiont the ** Apparent Incon-

sistency” (Impossibility) of the parts of Letters cannot reject it.

154. The adversary has cited the case of Root-Forms” (original

forms of Words) and affixes” as instances proving the non-existence (ol

Words and Letters independently of the Sentence). And these iustan*

ces ore not sound, inasmuch as people are cognisant of the independent

existence of these (Roots and Affixes).

155. It cannot be said that grammatical words mention (Boot-foimi

and Affixes by themselves only as showing) certain grammatical processei

(and not as expressing the forms of these independently by themselves).

Because the independent forms of these (Boot-forms, Affixes, 4o ) ar<

directly perceptible (by the Senses); and so (perceptible) is also tlM

denotation of these, just like any other denotations (of Words or Senten

crs).

156. Because in a Word f.i.) the root-form (“irk

sha'*) and the affix (the instrumental “ta”) are recognised distinctly oni

164 The adversary’s syllogism is—“Words and Letters have no existence,—beoausi

they oan never be used by themselves,—just as Roots, Affixes, Ao.“ And the Kariki

means- that since we are cognisant of the independent existence of Boots, Ac., the exist

enoe of these cannot prove the independent non-existence of Words and Letters. Ii

fact, in rales of grammar Roots and Affixes are very often mentioned by themselves.

-IM When **yrksh9^a” is ottered we have drat of all a cognition of the origins

simple word “ Yrksha** as denoting the tree ; and then follows the cognition of the case-

ending ta signifying singularity and instrumentality. Thus, as the two [are peroeivei

distinctly one after the other, and their denotations too are cognised distinctly one aftei

the other, they cannot bat be admitted to have distinct independent existenoen of thel

own.
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after the other (ainoe at first we have an idea of the stmpfo noun
and then of the instramental and singular affix). And the denotations of

these too, appearing on their own appearance, are also cognised distinct-

ly, one after the other.

157-159. The denotations of these (basic nouns and affixes) are cog.

nised distinctly also through affirmative and negative concomitance; inas-

mnch as we find that while the affixes

—

am and the rest—appear and
disappear (t.e., even when the affixes are being changed) the denotation

of the basic noun (“ vrhaha ” f.i.) continues the same. As for instance,

in the two words ^*vrhaham** and ^^vrkahSna,'* the class ^^vrkaha** (be-

ing the denotation of the simple basic noun ** vrkaha **
) remains the

same, while the a^euaativB character (denoted by the am in the former
word) disappears (in the latter), and in its place appears the inatru-

mentality (denoted by the in ^^vrkahSna*'). (So much for the distinct

cognition of the denotation of the Affixes apart from the basic noun
;

now as regards that of the denotation of the basic noun, apart from
that of the Affixes). In the same manner, in the two words ^^vrksham'*

and '^ghatam^* the accuagtive character (denoted by the am present in

both words) continues the same, while the denotation (of the Word
^vrkaha" disappears (in the latter), and that of the word ^*ghata^* appears

in its place.

160. Hence (it must be admitted that) the denotation (of a word or

affix, or a sentence) is that which always accompanies (is invariably con-

comitant with) these (Word, &o.). And in order to explain this otherwise

inexplicable fact, we conclude the existence of such potentiality (of denota-

.tion) in them (t.e.. Word, Ac.).

161. Though in the case of such Words as ^*yupa,*^ ^'knpa” Ac., the

particle is common, yet there is no distinct denotation (of this com-

mon particle) which would be common to both words (as the ^^vrkaha'*

is in the words **vrkham** and ^^vfkahs^a**); and that this is so does

not militate against Words (and as such the above fact cannot militate

against the partite character of words).

kftl.ltS This shows that .we are cognisant of the denotations of affixes apart from
those of the basic noons, and vice yeraa,

ISi The objection answered in this Karikl is this:
—

*'Ifthe Word * Vrhsha* being

common to thetwo words *Wrksham,’* andJ'^VrkshSpa,’* has a distinct denotation of its

own—the particle Spa being common to the two words would also hare a distinct signi-

fioation of its own i and inasmnoh as this is not the case, the distinct signification of the

word * Yrksha’ should also be rejected; and hence also the fact of Words and Senten.

oes being partite.** The sense of the reply is that the mere fact of any common particle

not giving a distinot meaning cannot strike againstthe denotativeness and partite ohaiao-

ter of all words.
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182. Beoaiue mere oonoomitonoe^iiher affirmatiTe or negative-
cannot bring about the cognition of any altogether new denotation (nerei

known l|Dfore). All that is done by these (affirmative and negative con-

comitanoes) is that, when a oertam number of denotations appear to be
connected (with a Word), they serve to restrict the (denotative) poten-

tiality (of the Word) to one of them.

163. Thus then, a Word (“ vrhshMna;' f.i.) being of a variegated form
(containing the basic noun **vrkaha** and the instrumental case-ending

and as such, signifying a variegated meaning (the tree and inetrumentality)

. that meaning which is cognised at the appearance of a certain factor oi

such a word, is ascertained to be the specific denotation of that factor (f.i.,

instrumentality being cognised only on the appearance of the affix fd, this

affix is ascertained to have instrumentality for its specific denotation).

164. Though the dnst, really appearing and disappearing on the ap-

pearance and disappearance of herds of cows and horses, <fcc., may, for onoo)

be found to be accompanied by (concomitant with) a line of ants (which may
be passing by at that time),—yet it (the duet) is not the denotation thereof

(of the line of ants)
;
inasmuch as this has not the potentiality (of such

denotation). .

165. Among all big animals, such as elephants, horses, Ac., we find

a common cause of (throwing) dust, in the shape of their being hardbodied

animals,—characterised by combination and distribution (producing an
increase and decrease respectively in the quantity of dust thrown out).

If the meanings of words were to be prodiioed by snob oonoomitanoe, then the

presence of uyd in yupd and hii'pa would lead to the ooncinsion that it has a meaning,
Bat as a matter of fact concomitance is incapable of producing meanings. The only
use of oonoomitanoe lies in this that, as for instance, on hearing the word ** yrkshSea,"
we find that the Word '^Yfksha” may denote the tree or iiMtrwnwntality

i and then

subsequently finding the word Yrksha” to be present in ^'Yrksham,** and knowing
that this word is the accusative form of “ Yrksha,” and the former is the instrumental
form—and again finding that in GhatSna,*’ though the instrumental affix is the same,
the noun ^'Yrksha" is absent,—we conclude thnt instrumentality must be the deno-
tation of the affix td ; and the tree only the denotation of the word “ Yfksha."

itt^Oonoomitanoe only serves to regulate the potentiality of words, ko., among al-

ready existing meanings.
IH If mere oonoomitanoe were the ground of denotation, then in a case where dust

has been thrown by the movement of oows, Ac., if a line of ants happen to pass by,

we could have the line of ants denotative of the dust, which is absurd.

It cannot be objected that, since dnst is seen to be thrown out by elephants also,

oows, ko.f cannot be the cause of the dust. Because it is not only certain animals

that are its oansei but all hard-bodied animals—oows, horses, elephants all—are
the cause of dust-storms, inasmuch as they are all hard-bodied i and another ground'
for asserting these animals to be the oanse of dust is that an increase in the number
of animals moving about brings about an increase in the quantity of dnst thrown
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166. And furthery as a matter of ftet, we find the 'line of ants even

without any dust;—henbe even though it (the line of ants) may exist

together with the elephants, &o., (causes of the dust), yet it 9annot be

the cause of it (the dust).

167. Basic Noons and Affixes never being used separately by them-

selves (apart from one another),-—just as their (separate) denotations are

never seen, so also their non-denotability (separately, each by itself) can

never be seen (hence it is as reasonable to assert their denotability as non-

denotability).

168. Objection :—** In the case of Nouns and Verbs, we find, in certain

oases (exemplified below in K. 169—178), that when they are taken in

their complete forms they do not invariably and necessarily give tlie

desired meaning only, and when taken in their deficient forms (or even

when these Words themselves are absent) (then too the desired meaning

is expressed all the same); (and hence), it is found that their deiiotabilitj

of an invariable definite meaning is impossible,—this impossibility being

based upon the fact of the (denotations really belonging to) other Words

and Sentences (t.s., the impartite Words and Sentences, in the shape of

the Sphota of these).

169. ^*As instances of the incapability of words to express any defi-

nite meaning, when they are taken in their complete forms, we have

oat, and so with decrease also. And it Js a comtnonlj' acknowledged fact that a

decrease or increase in any effect, is brought about only by decrease or increase in its

cause. And as the quantity of dust thrown about is seen to increase and decrease,

according as the number of animals increases and decreases (as combining together or

becoming dispersed),—therefore these animals must be admitted to be the cause

of the dust. [It is to be noted that the ant is not a hard-bodied animal].

166 It is only an invariable and necessary antecedent that is a cause; and since

the ant is seen even without the dust, and the dnst is seen without the ants, these latter

can never be the cause of the dust.

161 We see the ants in the absence of the dnst. But we never see either the basic

noun nsed without the affix, or the affix used without the basic noun; hence it is as

reasonable to assert' that they have separate meanings, as to hold that they*have no

such meaning. But we And that they have distinct denotations, as shown in Kirikis

167 et ieq. Therefore there can be no ground for asserting their separate non-denota-

tiveuess,—while for asserting their separate denotativeness, there are many grounds,

as detailed in Kftrikft 157, Ac. Bence it must be admitted that even basic nouns and

affixes have distinct denotations of their own,
116 From here up to K. 181 the Sphatavddi seeks to prove on the ground of the

absence'of concomitance—affirmative and negative—that words and their parts have no

expn^veness. The word **Bl(Xma$ina ’* denotes Arjuna*s brother, who is also denoted

by the word** Bkima” alone.

166 <*yipra/’ Ac., are explained inKirikis 170-177; and**Bi]ni,**Ac.,inKirikftl78
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tiie* words •VipraK,' UpmK 'paeatt,* •yitom; *Bl^a1uutiityagaC AtK
(SB instaaces of (he meanings of words being expressed even when th<

Words ihemselTes are either deficient or altogether absent, we haTo'
»MjnH Badhyatra Qttm," where the Word (expressing the meaning)-
appears in an entirely different form, and as snob, (sonnding) like

Word altogether.

170-175. “The word ^Vipra* inay be taken as consisting of *vi* and
*pra/ two verbal prefixes expressing their meanings as such; and it ms)
also bo taken as forming a single word ‘Fi^ra* denoting the class ‘Br&h-
maha.’ (Therefore there can he no invariable concomitance between thi

word ‘Vipra/ and the expression of any one of these two meanings}*

Similarly, the word ^agvah* may be a nonn (denoting the horse) as well

as a verbal form of the First Preterite ( Second Person Singular, of the roo(

* pros’ to breathe). The word ‘pocaia” may be a verbal form (Preseni

Tense, Third Person Singular); or it may be taken as two words,* jpaca’

and in which latter case too * /a ’ may be taken as the dual form of the

Feminine Pronoun, or the Plural form of the Masculine Pronoun, or the

Singular Dative or Genitive of the latter; or the complete word*pacafa'

may be the form in the Dative Singular of * Paean’ (the root Pad)
ending in the affix pair (the Present Participle). Again *ydfaoi'

may be the verbal form (of the root *ya’) in the Imperative Mooc

Second Person Dual,—or it may be read as ^ayatarrC (when preceded bj

*pacatB')f in which case, it would be a form of the same root in the First

Preterite, (Second Person Singular); or the word *ylUam' maybe taker

as a Past Participle (ending in^la, and qualifying a noun), in which case

it may be taken as Accusative Singular in the Masculine, or Nominative

Singular (in the Neuter). And *Eajahasti’ may be taken as a com-

pound (meaning the King’s elephant), or the word *Rija’ may bo taker

as (a separate word) a form of the root Buja in the Imperative Second

Person. And in * Hastinyagdty ^HaiiinV maybe taken as the form (oi

the noun *Hasti’) in the Locative Singular (when taken as ending in the

short t), or (when taken as ending in the long f) it may be taken as a Fe-

minity form (in the Nominative Singpilar). And, lastly, * agOi ’ may be

taken as a form of the root *gam’ in the Third Preteiite (Third Persoi

Singular), or as a form of the noun *apa’ (mountain) lu the Ablative

(Singular); or again ^aglU* may be taken as a compound, ending in the

hvip affix, and signifying one who eaU i^aitV) fnauntaim {*ag0n*)»

176. .

*‘ Thus then, there being a doubt as to the real meaning (ol

words,) no definite ascertainment of the meaning of particular words ii

possible. On the other hand, if an impartite sentence, in the shape cA

Bphota be held to be expressive of meanings (independently of tbe Wcwds)
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tbcln thdre is A defittita ascertainsieiit of the meaniagf, through the sentence

M a complete whole in itself (in the shape of Sphota.)

177. Then the meaning that is once found to accompany (be ex-

pressed by) a word, cannot be said to always constitute the only denotation

oE the word ;
inasmuch as the same form (of the word, * Vipra^ f.i.)

when taken as a different word (t.e., when interpreted as the two verbal

|>refixes vt and prd,) is seen to be without any meaning at all

178. ‘*In the same manner, what is known to be significant (of the

•jrtitp)‘i8 the word * Bajni* and this word is not found in the word ^ Ed.jna ’

^which too signifies the King). Similarly, the forms of the words * Dadhi ’

s(nd ‘ Qauh ’ ( originally known to be significant of the curd and the cow)

do not exist in the expression * Dadhyatra ’ and in ‘ Qdm ’ (though in

both these we have the signification of the same objects). «

179. And when the relation of acertain meaning (the King^ f.i.) has

been recognised, with a certain particular word (' f.i.), no other

words (* BdjnH* or * Bdjnah* <ko.,) can be held to be expressive (of that

meaning). Nor is it possible for ns to be cognisant of the relation (of the

moaning) with all the modifications (of the original word known to be

significant of the meaning),-—inasmuch as these modifications are end-

lessi

180-181. Therefore (the fact of the sentence being impartite having

been proved) it must be admitted that the complete qualified meaning (of

the sentence ) is signified by the Sentence, independently by itself—which is

devoid of any meanings (of Words or Letters) on account of the non-signi-

fication (by it) of any relations between classes and generic properties (which

form the denotations of Words, the denotations of sentences refering to in-

dividuals),—and which is also devoid (independent) of Words and its parts,

in the shape of the basic nouns, and affixes, Ac., Ac, such independent

signification by the Sentence being tlirough the supposed agency of its suppos-

ed parts, assumed and laid down as such in gprammatical works, for the pur-

pose of explaining the signification of the sentence to weak-minded persons

ITS •Hiis ezplahiB the instaiioes Bijnft *’ Ac. (urged in the secondhalf of Kaiika 169

)

which are meant to show thatsTen n^egatiye concomitance cannot explain the expreasire-

ness of words, inasmnch as in the oases cited, the meaning continues to be expressed

even when the word known to be espressive of it has ceased to exist, e.g., the word
** Ra]l‘* is,known to signify the King; and the King continnes to be signified even

if the word ** Rijt” has been replaced by " Bijni.**

lie w Hodifleations—such as “ Ri]na ** " Bijnah,*’ “ Bajni “ Rijakiya,*’Ac.,—of the

..word ** Rsjft.”

^ iae.isi The sentence is independent of the words, Ao., and the meaning of the

sentenoe is independent of the meimlngs of tha words i inasihnbh as words eignffy

cktssss, while sentenoes refer to individuaU.
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incai^aWe of comprehending the meaning Of the sentence as a complete im-

partite whole in itself/’

182. To all this, wo make the following reply : In all the above*
cited instances (of ‘ Ftpra,’ Ac.) the real word is different in eacV
case (the word “ Ftjpra ” as signifying the BrShraai^a being different fron
the same word as made up of the verbal prefixes vi and pra),—this differ-

ence being based upon the difference of some property (characteristic) oi

other,—e.p., in the case of the words “ Jard ” and “ Bfija the difference ii

based upon the difference in the order of the Letters (which are exactly th<

same in the two words.)

183. And as for the purpose of ascertaining the real forms of words
learned pebple have recourse to many means,—such as Order, Deficiency

Excess, Accent, Sentence, Remembrance, and Direct Assertion, Ac.

184-185. The meanings of certain parts of the sentence having beer

definitely cognised in their true forms, the others are ascertained as denot-

ing meanings in keeping with the former. As for instance, in the case of c

word which can be taken both as a noun and a verb,—those, who hav<

already got at the noun by means of other words in the sentence, stand iz

need of a verb, and lienee conclude the doubtful word to be a verb
;
whih

those who have got the verb elsewhere conclude it to be a noun.

186-187. And again, the human shape being the same in any twe

persons, the fact of their being a Brahma^a, Ac., is ascertained by the Be
membranes of their parentage (lit. Father and Mother). In the sami

manner, the ascertainment of the fact of words being a noun or a verb if

due to the Remembrance (smfti) of the rules (laid down by Pft^ini) men-
tioning the basic nouns and their affixes ( as also verbs and their affixes),

188. Objection

:

** But those who are not acquainted with these

184.186 In tiie case of the word paoatS ’’—which can be both a verb and «

nonn (the Dative Singalar of “paoan”),—when it is fonnd in the sentenoe ** Bhoktu*
kdmah pacati ” there is a donbt as to whether it is to be taken as a noun or a verb | then

comes the cognition of the preceding word as a noun, and then in order to complete

the sentence the other woid is ascertained to b4 a verb. While in the sentence
paeaie dahshiifdm dihi** the vArb beingrecognised in *dihi,* the ’pacati* is ascertained

to be a noun (properly as qualifying a noun). This is an instance of the ascertainment
of the meaning of words through Sentence,

188.181 xhis is an instance of the ascertainment of the meanings of words through
Bemembranee or 3mrti. Whether the word pacati is a noun or a verb can also be as-

certained by knowing whether it is made up of the root pac ^ ti (which are called
•verbal root and verbal affix respectively by Pdpini), or by the basic noun paean
the dative termination (called noun and case affix, by Panini);

^ The fact of the non-disoriminatioii of Brfthmavaliood by tfaoio not knotriiil
the penon’s parentage, cannot prove that .•BAbmapahood ia not baaed upon, parentage.
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j(grammatioal} niles could never thus distizigiiish (between noima and

verbs).” Befly

:

Trae : but this objection applies equally to the disoii.

mination of the Brfihma^a, &a, by those who are not acquainted with

the parentage of the person concerned.

189. Similarly, sometimes a doubtful word is ascertained (in its ap.

plication) by means of Direct Assertion by those persons to whom the fact

of certain words being nouns and others being verbs is already well-known;

—this ascertainment being due to co-ordination.

190. 01^

:

*^But there could be no such discrimination (of verbs and

nouns, specially when the form is the same, as in *pacatB')^ according to one .

who does not admit of elasaes of words (such as the class ‘noun’ &o.’

And (hence) the same word (*paoat§,’ f.i.) could never be cognised as both

a noun and verb.”

191 . Beply

:

True : but who is such as does not admit of such (distinct)

classes, as the four kinds of words (“Noun,” “ Verb,” “Verbal AfBxes” and

“Irregular Forms”)? In fact (even among parts of words) we have the

olasaea “Declensional Affix,” “Gonjugational Affix,” “ Nominal Affix,” and

“Taddhita Affix,” as also the classes “Verbal Root,” Ac. (“Basic Noun”
and the like).

192. Even if the word be a single (impartite whole) (in the shape of

the class “verb,” Ac.),—even then, this fact does not militate against the

In the same manner the fact of the non-diBoriminatlon of nouns and rerbs by those

not acquainted with grammatical rules, cannot prove that the grammatical rules do not

regulate the discrimination of nouns and verbs.

119 « Co-ordtnatton“—People who are learned have never any doubts as to whether

a word is a verb or a noun. All the doubt that such people have is with regard to

the exact meaning of words—e.9., in the passage “ udbhida yajfto" people have doubts

as to whether ** Udhhid** is that which sprowtc up, or it is the name of a certain saorifioe

And then they perceive that the word **udbhidd** qualifies—and as such is oo-ordinate

with—the Baerifiea }vhioh is comprehended in the said passage as being the means of the

conception (BhavanS) of caMle—which is directly asserted by the above passage, to

be attainable by means of the **udbhid** sacrifice. Thus through Direct Assertion it

comes to be ascertained that “udbhid” is the name of a certain saorifioe which brings

about the acquirement of cattle.

110 The sense of the objection is that, “in the case of Brahmapas we are oognCsaat of

such different olassesi whereas we are not cognisant of Aiy such classes as * Noun ’ and
* Verb,* Ac., hence how could the same word be said to be both noun and verb) since all

that we are cognisant of is the form of the word, which remains the same} how could it

be both noun and verb of which, as dosses, we aio never cognisant P
“

IM The objection that this Kirika has in view is thisi “,The lUmJnsofta holds

the word to be a partite object made up of the Letters; while in postulating

such a class as *Verb,' for instance, he admits the singularity of these since the

class Verb is one only ; and since words too, as being individuals of. these classes,

would be oognis^ as being indentioal with,the class, these would be one only; and as
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dau “Woi-d," which does not entirely differ (horn the Lettere oompoBinfi
the word). Whet is meant by the Bh«shya-.“Letters themselves axe th«

word”—^is the denial of any absolnte differeuoe (of the word from th(
oonstitueiit Letters).

193. And like the class “walking,” this (class “noun,”) too is

manifested (made perceptible) by means of its various parts appearing in s

certain order of sequence. Or, the manifestation thereof may be due to the

last Letter only, as helped by the impressions left hy the preceding Letters
194. Or, Letters would be capable of bnnging about the cognition o1

the verb and noun, &o.,)-“Oven if the form of the word were the same ai

in the case of pdcafS,—by means of that property of theirs, whei'eby they

are capable of manifesting another class (ue., “Woi*d”).

sneh this would be nothing more than the Yyakaraua theoiy of Sphota.'^ The sense ol

the reply as embodied in the Kiirlka is that even though the word be identical witl

the classes ** Verb,** &o., yet this cannot reject the olass ** Word and this does not con
tradict onr own previous assertions, inasmuch as what we have denied under Sphota is tha
form of a Word from which all distinction of Letters, d^c., has been removed ; and heno<

if the word be held to be a class not absolutely differing from, and based upon, the rea

Letters (composing the words), then too the passage ** Letters themselves are words,’

would only mean that a word is the Letters belonging to (having the shape am
character of) the olass word.” This passage denies the fact of words being dilfereni

totally from Letters i hence if the word be held to be a olass, not ezolnding (or totally

differing from) the Letters, then the above passage is not contradicted.

Such is the interpretation of the Kagika which is also followed in the translation

The N. B. however explains thus : The Kariki anticipates the objection that if the won
be held to be one with the component Letters, as laid down in the Bhashj^n—

Letters are words”—>then this means a denial of everything else besides Letters i nnc

hence how could there be any such classes as ” Yerb,” 4c. consistently with the asser

tion of the Bhishyi. The sense of the Karikft in reply is, that what thf

Bkashya means is only the denial of such a thing as Sphota which is held by Yaiynka
rai^as to be something totally different from the Letters (and this is what is meant b)

theBhishya asserting that word is the Letters themselves and not a sphota). But the

classes "Yerb,” ”Nonn,” Ac., are such as are not totally different from the Letters, jnsi

like the class "Sound and as such these cannot be said to be denied by the passage whiot
only dgniea an entity—like the Sphota—totally different from, and having no connection
with Letters, inasmuch as the class Yerb, 4c., as held by ns is based upon Letters ; and

as snohjanot absolutely different from and unconnected with them.

198 Jnst as “Walking” la manifested by the various motions of the body appear-

ing one after the other, so the olass “Noun” is manifested by the various Lettera

composing it appearing one after the other In a certain order of sequence. lu this

view all the Letters are held to be the manifesters. In the view propounded in the

second half of the K&rika it is the last Letter of the word which is the manifester^ the

preoe^bag ones only acting as its auxiliaries.

19* Having shown the possibility of snob classes as “Yerb,” 4o., the author now
gives np this positioa, on account of the uscleasness of such an assumption j inasmqoh
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195. Though of these' (verb,' noun, fto.) there are no well-defined

groups, like a Forest or a Ztite, yet it is possible to have distinct usages of

the Verb, &o., as classes.

196. The same explanation bolds good with the idea of the Verbal

Roots, Affixes, and their Denotations, as forming so many classes. And

these cannot be said to be conventional and as such non-etei*nal ; because

the forms of Taddhitas, verbs, and words ending in nominal and verbal

affixes, are all recognised (remembered) by learned people to be eternal

(inasmuch as we come across such words and expressions in the Veda also).

197. Nor can it be held that, like the affix “^ap” (which is a con- .

jugational sign assumed by Panini to lie between the root and the termina-

tion for the purpose of the pronunciation of the vowel ‘a*),—this division

into nouns, verbs, Ac., is merely optionally assumed, for the purpose of giving

an optional name to words by which we could mention certain words toge-

ther. (This cannot he held) because that (word), of which a distinct form

(in the shape of individual nouns and verbs, Ac.) is used (by persons, as well

as the cognition of these, “Noan," ‘‘Verb,** &o., is explained even witbont postulating any

such classes as ** Nouu,** Ac., as being brought about by the Letters themselves, and the

property whereby Letters are held to manifest the class “ Word ” is only the capa-

bility of expressing some meaning ; and as this is applicable also to the case of verbs and

nouns, fto., we can quite reasonably hold that the idea of these—Nonn and Verb, &o.—is

due to the Letters as expressive of a certain meaning, helped by the impressions left by

grammatical rules, regulating the application of these names (Noun, &o.) to certain defi-

nite words. Thus then, it is proved that (Noun, &o.) are real entities, and the idea of

these is not devoid of a real substrate.

* 1V6 In the case of a forest we find that it is a group of trees, and a Line to be

group of living beings—elephants, f.i.; and this leads ns to discriminate between the For-

est and the Line. In the case of Nouns, Verbs, &o., on the other hand, there are no well-

defined groups of these wherein they are separately enunciated—as that these words

are Verbs, and these Nouns. Nven though there is no such distinct enunciation and

grouping of these, yet we can always definitely aBoei’tain<*whether a word is a Verb

or a Noun—by means of their significations, with the help of the rules and nomen-

clatures laid down in grammatioal works. And we can regulate the usage of these

accordingly. The grammatical rules lay down distinct characteristics common to all

Verbs, f.i., by which we could even use the name Verb,** as a class including al] words

having those characteristics.

iM The notion of Verb as a class including all Verbs is based upon the fact of all

words known as Verbs denoting certain actions of some objects, which are hereby in-

cluded' in the oonimon name ** Noun,** because such is the character laid down in gra -

* matical words as being common to all Verbs. In the same manner, in the case of the

common name ** Boot ** the commonality is based upon the fact of all that are known

OB “roots’* denoting aetions.

The second half means that though the common names “ Boot,’’ “ Vsrb,** fto., are

baaed on grammgtioal rules, yet the individnal Verb, Ac., cannot be said to be non-eter-

nal, as being based npon these hnmsn conventions; since the fact is that the individnal
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u m tUe V^a, j8 Minted to oertoia aoticna and objeoia) cannot be a tacr
meauB (optio.^y)««um^ only for the purpose of folfilliog some second
ary obj^t as^the p^nnomtm of the «

a' in the middle of words, (« in th
case of tiif aflues ‘^ap,” Ac.).

i v « •« ««

m And 0" » not affected by the uncertainty of tb
.m.ts(of Bawand^xes) due to the difference (of opinion) among thL
laying down these (Bases and Aflixes.)

*

199. Bewnse (this discrepancy can be set aside on the ground that
that fom (Md limit) IS oorrect which is authorised by trustworthy person
(like P*iu^ JoO. Or, where there is an equal authority (for both forms)
we must admit both to be ooriect, the acceptance of one o* the other beinc
optional. *

1

though there be a difference of opinion, yet it ie
only m the details of the form of the Base or the Aifix, as to whether it i,
to end m h or o ; and) there is no difference of opinion as to a certain pari
of a worf being the Bsse and the other the Affix. And as for the remain-
ing, optional >p*or oonjngationalsign ‘a’ inserted between the Root and
Its twi^tion for the sake of pronunciation, these may be optionally
regarded to be subsidiary (either to the Base or the Affix) (and since these

wo^ an always noognised to be etemalt and all that the rales do is to lay downcei^ piopwties thatan eommou to all words signifying aeUon (for instaooe) wUobon this groandi come to be inolnded in the common name “Verb.**
IM This anticipates the foUowing objeotioni «If the diyision of words into

noons. Verbs, Afflses,4o., bereal and eternal, then thenoonld be nodiflennoe of opinion
as to the limits of these, while as a matter of fact, we And that there is sDohdiflerenqe—

some people oaU the same affix «ati," while others call it “ti", some peoplename toe root (ooook), as "^aoa,” while others name it" ioMati.’’ Thus, since then
IS torn diaonpancy, the dirWon into Verb. Noun, *c., must be admitted to be merely
con?entiona1| based upon the assertions of different persons.**

Kariki^^
discrepancy does not effect onr theory is shown in the following

IW The difference of opinion among anthorities^admitted in the second Karika
“^fers only to accents, Ao,, (with regard to which certain acknowledged authorities
differ) and not with regard to well-ascertained definite entities—like Nouns, Verbs, Ac.,
with regard to which there isg or can be, no difference among recognised anthoritiess

’

too Sinoe the Base has a distinct signifloation of its own, apart from that of the
there can be no difference of opinion as to a certain part of the word being a

ase, and the rest an Affls. The only differrenoe possible referring to minordetails
cannot affect onr position.

** Optional A^ess.**—In certain instances it happens that when a certain affix it
added to a certain Base, the resnltant word becomes nnprononnoable—and then, for the
ake of proBonciation, people assume the presence of certain snpemnmaiy aflixeb
which faring aboikt the addition of certain Towds enabling ns to pronounce theword
cap** is one sneh affix.

66
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are optional, atiy difference of opinion with regard to these cannot affect

our position).

201. Just as in the case of vmohe^ it is only a certain part of it (the

fact pf its belonging to the class smoke ’’) which leads to the Inference of

7ire
; while its other parts (the fact of the smoke being dtnaty^ vapoury^ &c.)

are common to many other objects, (and as such do not help to bring about

the inference of Fire) ;—so, the same may be said to be the case in the

present instance (of optional Affixes).

202. And just as in that case (of smoke), (even though the factor of

its colour is of no use in the Inference, yet) that factor (of colour, Ac.)
'

belonging to the smoke eternally, is not rejected (or removed from the

smoke),—so, too, in the present instance, even though a part of the word
(in the Optional Affix) is not expressive (being added only for the sake of

the facility of pronunciation, and as such having no meaning), yet it con-

tinues to exist as eternal.

203-204. In oases when the Affix being eliminated, the Base alone
remains—as in the case of words ending in the affix Tevipf— or, when the
Base itself being eliminated, the Affix, pure and simple, remains,—as in

the case of the word “ adhunft ” (snoir),— we must admit that the single
factor remaining has the potentialities of both (Base and Affix), through
the natural capability of words (which is diverse)

; as for instance, in a
sentence the capabilities of words ending in nominal affixes are various and
diverse.

205. Some people assert that in the above instances the simple Base
or Affix expresses the double meaning (of both), because the presence of
the one part (Base or Affix) leads to the inference of another (Affix or
Base respectively). Others declare that the one part of the meaning
(of both) (denoted by one factor) indirectly indicates that of the other
(factor).

206. But, this latter explanation is incorrect ; because in the cogni-
tiou (of the doable meaniog expressed by the single footer) there is not

•01 In the oase of a word within which an optional affix has been inserted, we conld
as reasonably explain that in the case of such a word it is only certain parts of it (such
as the real Base and the real Affix) that bring about the cognition of the denotation
while the other part (consisting of the optional affix) is of no use in that cognition—
jnst os the oolonr of the smoke is of no use in the inference of Fire.

S0I.IM The word ** Agnioit” is made np of *‘agni”+ «oi,”+**krip; ”bnt the re-
sultant form is *• agnioit ** only, there being no trace of the affix. Similarly “ adhnnS ”

Idam " + “ adhnuA,** where there is no trace of the Base, “ Idam.” Words ending in
nominal affimes, ^c.—as f.i., the simple word “ AnpagaTO,** which merely looks like the
word “ Upagn ** slightly transferred, denotes so much as " the son of Upogu from his
9wn lawful wife.’*
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(kd iligktosi tinge oi indirectnesa ot Indication ; inasmuob aa in tbe oai

of words ending in^kf)ip f.i., the meaning that we cognise is wholly in ii

primaty and direct form.

207. And farther (there can be no indirect Indication in the aboi

cases, because) the science bf grammar does not treat of such indirei

tuaotious of Words, as Indtcatiotif etc. ;
inasmuch as what the science do(

is to ascertain the direct denotation of the directly expressive word, who

in any word, there happens to be a commixture of the Indirect functioi

(of Indication, etc., with those of Direct Denotation).

208. [Nor can the double meaning be due to Inference as asserted

KftrikS 206 ; because] we are never cognisant of any concomitance betwe

the denotation of the Base and that of the Affix (and without such co

comitanoe the presence of one cannot lead to the Inference of anothei

[Nor can it be urged that at the time that the compound, “ agnicit**

being expounded—as “ agnina cinoti "—there is a concomitance between tl

meaning of the Base, the root ** cit^* and that of the affix kvijp in tl

shape of the ‘ nominativity ’ to the present action denoted by the tip

‘ cinoti; ’ and this concomitance of meanings would load to the Inferen

of the meaning of one factor from the presence of that of another fact(

beoanse] the only means that there is of comprehending the meaning

a sentence, lies in the meaning of the words (composing the sentence),

they are used by persons, (and in the case in question, people always r

the word “ agnicit and as such for the comprehension of the word ^

cannot reasonably have recourse to such words as have not boon used).

209. And further, inasmuch as the root “ cit " is also found to

accompanied (at times) by verbal affixes (Imperative) (just as it is fou

to be accompanied by hvip in
« ”),--the presence of the simj

root cit " iu " agnicit ”) would also bo free to lead to the cognitic

by Inference, of the denotations of those (verbal affixes) ;
(and there woul

^ The Sole purpose of the saenoe of grikmmar is to show what words are direo

denotative of what meanings: in order to distingnish these from the meanings

directly indicated or soggested. Hence a word-such as the one ending in

which grammatioallj is always in the form of the BaSe alone, can never be said to par

of any indirect expresaivencBS ; because in that case such a word would never hav

pure direct denotation, and hence we would have, in g^mmar, aa affix which c

give sense only when recourse is had to the indirect functions of words.

SOS Another reason why such concomitance cannot lead to Inference is that t

meaning of the affix “ Mp is not always accompanied by that of the root ett s *

is the latter always accompanied by the former, inasmuch as the

added to any rootj and any other affixes may be added to the root c%ti the:

fore there being no invariable concomitance between the two, the mwt nMesiary e

ment of Inference fails ; and consequently no Inferenoe is ever possible. This is sho'

In the following KSrikI,
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. bo no gronnd for explaining ** agtUeii ’’ as ** agninU einoUt* sinoe^t would

be as reasonable to explain it aa ** agnineinoti^** etc.

210. Mor is it proper to assume the presence of both tbe Base and

tbe Affix in tbe single factor (Baae or Affix left after the elimination of

the other factor) ; becansey (rather than have recourse to such a complex

and unreasonable assumption) it would be very much better (and simpler)

to assume the presence of the dual potentiality (in the single factor).

211. Because knowing the exact extent of the word (be it either in

. the form of the Base alone, or in that of the Affix alone)^how, in the

first place,icould we, in the absence of any. such directions laid down in

grammatical works, assume its multiplicity (i.e., the fact of its oontaining

both the Base and the Affix)? and then the potentiality (of the two factors

thns assumed to exist in a single factor, which latter assumption is still

more difficult ip make, os shown in the last Egrikft).

212-213. There remains the case of ** Dadhyatra** where the word
(denotative of the Dadhi) is not like the one originally known (to be de-

notative of it). In this some people hold that the word (denotative of Dadhi,

in **l)adhyatra ”) is the same word (as originally known to bo denotative of

it), only affected by the immediate sequence of a vowel (the a in ** atra ”)
;

and inasmuch as the same word Dadhi**) is recognised (in **Dadhy»

‘atra**\ the meaning too as cognised (by **Dadhi** in **Dadhyatra ”) is the

same (as that cognised in ** Dadhi**)
; the only difference that there is, is

the cognition of the ^*1 ” (of **Dadhi **) as “ ya **
(in “ Dadhyatra **)f which

is due to the immediate sequence of the ** a (in ** atra **).

214. Or, the explanation of this, according to. our own theory, is

that even though (in ” Dadhyatra **) wo have “ ya,”—yet its potentiality

110 Because it is always simpler and more reasonable to assume new potentialities

which are imperceptible forces, than to assnme new objects, which are always percep-

tible, and as such, any assumptions, of such as are not to be perceived, look absurd on
their very faoe.

Ui We know exactly how far the root ** Oit '* extends i and then it is altogether un-

reasonable to assume that it contains both the root eit and the affix kvipf and thus it

becomes far more unreasonable to make the further assumption of these assumed faators

having potentialities of their own. It is muoh more reasonable to assume a mnltipUoity

of potentialities! beoause as a matter of ordinary experience, many words actually have
various meanings based upon various potentialities ; and as such it is not unreasonable

to assnme a multiplicity of potentialities in the root and ''eit.”

111.118 For the difficulty with regard to this, see Karika 178.

Bit The word in
** Dadhyatra** is actually different from ** Dadhi g**

still the mean-
ing denoted by the one is the same as that denoted by the other; because the Satra
'* Iko yayad** lays down that when MMs followed by 'a * Ac., one ought to pronounce

*ya’ in its plaoe$;aad this means that the meaning of 8u<ffi a word ending In *ya

'
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of deno^g the denotation of the word ** DaMi,*’ is recognised, in aooord-

flnoe with the speoifio definition (of
* ya* as laid down by Pfi^iini in the sfitra

215* And farther, we find that one who has neyer heard the word

Dadhyatraf* and who has nerer realised the definition (laid down in the

9utra
** Iko yanaoi*') does not comprehend the expression, ** Dadhyatra**

oven though he knows the meaning of the word Dadhi ” (and this shows

that the word contained in “ Dadhyatra ” is not identical with “ Dadhi **),

216. And the fact of the impossibility,—of the cognition ^the rela-

tion (of all the transformations of a word, ** Dadhi** /A, with the single

denotation of the original word **Dadhi **) on account of the endlessness (of

the number of transformations) (as urged in K. 179),—can be explained

on the ground that it would not be very difficult to cognise such a relation,

in accordance with the speoifio definitions (of the various transformations,

as laid down in P&nini's iutraa), or with the explanations (of the relations)

supplied by (learned) people knowing it (the relation) fully («.e., in all its

bearings).

217. 05/;—“But, (in the case ot * Dadhyatra*) we have no definite

cognition as to the extent of the word (signifying the curd)—as to

whether it ends in a vowel (‘i^ or in a consonant (‘ya’) ;
and in the absence

of such cognition (of the word) we cannot have any definite idea of its

significations.”

218. To this we reply that if we were to analyse the expression

{**Dadhyatrat* sepamting the word signifying the curd)^ the word (as

ending in ‘ya’) would become incorrect (inasmuch as there is no such

word as **Dadhyu **)
;
while, so long as its form (“Dadhya”) remains in

close contact (t.e., not separated from the following word), it is correct

in accordance with the dictum (of Pftpini—ws: yatwet,**)

219. And hence in this condition (of contact) we comprehend^ the

meaning of the word (signifying the curd), even though its limit is not

ascertained. And hence, even when the words are not separated, they aw

cognised to be two different words, on account of the difference in then

significations (distinctly recognised, one apart from that of the other).

220. Or, as a matter of fact, in this case, we do recognise the limit oi

(as “ Dadhya**) is the same as that of the word ending in • i • (when the ‘ ya’ is sneh si

is prononnoed in the plaoe of * * ’ followed by • o’).

an The sense of this objeotion is that if the word (signifying the onrd) as eon

tained in Dadhyatra'* be held to be other than the original word “ *

would be impossible to vealiee the form of such a wordi and henoe it could haw

any meaaingi beoanse unless the exaotform of the word is oognised, its mean ng can

not be oomprehended. . . ^ ^ t9 '•SoAfoini*' it ii oogniMd that th» fonaw wort in '
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the word, knowing it to end in the consonant (^*ya”) ; but We krO dhable id

mention it (separately) (bedanse in that case it would become incorrect)*

(It is so) since it is that (word ending in “ya”) alone which is always

comprehensible (in analysis) only as the word '^Dadhif '—^as in the case of

a ^^NiiyatantUsa*^*

221. The above (explanation of the case of ^^Dadhyatra'*) supplies

the answer to the] (objections with regard to the) words Bdjd ” and

**MJnd'* &o., (as urged in £. 169). Because (in as in

dhyatra'^)^ certain part (that part which signifies the King apart

from instrumentality) is similar to, and synonymous with, the other word *

(** B^'d”), though the two are different words altogether (like ^^Dadhi ” and

^^Dadhya*^).

222-223. The fact of the non-cognition of the meaning of the word
‘^Brfthmagia,*’ in the word ** Brdhniana^vastra** (which is the technical

name of a certain kind of cloth), is explained on the ground of the latter

word being an altogether new word, and as such, having a limit alto-

gether different (from that of the word “Br&hmapa**). For, who is there

that does not admit the fact of the general being set aside by the particular t

And hence, the word **Brfihmaca” being the general word, is neglected

when appearing in a word which has another limit (t.6., in the word

‘^^Brdhmam^vaetra*' which ends in ^Vastra^^ and restnets the meaning of

the word ^^Brfthmapa,’* signifying as it does, a particular kind of cloth)*

224. When, howeveri the word '^Brfthma^a” is pronounced as a

consonant ; and thus as we have a oognitlon of snob a word distinot from the other word,

the oognition of the different slgnlfloations of the two words follows. The faot of one

being unable to separate the words in so many words cannot bar oar oognition of their

different significations. As for instnnoe in a ** Nityasamdsa ** Kunibhakdra ** /,%,)

the faot of our being unable to mention the two words ('* Kumbha ” and Kara ”)

separatelji does not stop the distinot oomprehension of the meanings of the two words.

And again, just as the word ** Kumhhdkdra** is always analysed as **Kumbham Karoti^**

when the KafoH in the analysis is another word than the Kdra in the oompound, though

the two are aynonymoiis and in analysis, the *' Kara'* must always be oomprehensible as

*”),•—so exaotly in the same manner "Dodhyatra** is always analysable into

**Dadki** end "aera” where **Dadhi** is a word other than **Dadhya,** though the

two are synonymous, and the word ** Deihya " must be oomprehended, in analysis as

^JDadhV
The sense of this is that the word " BrAhma^a-vastra** has no oonneotion

with the word "BriUmapai** and as such it is only proper that the meaning of the

latter should not be cognised in oonneotion with the former { and hence this want of

oognition cannot affect the partite oharaoter of words, Ao. Because the word " BrAh-

mapa-vastra** is an altogether different word having an altogether different significa-

tion.

lit'When the vrord * BAvdatta* is prononnoed as a whole, as a name, people do not
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disfciaot words apart (from the word **Brahmaifa*wtra), then, who can

deny (or neglect) its own specific meaning,—as in the case of the words

<*P97adatta” and the like f

225. Similarly, in the case of the word "a^kattia/’ since the whole

ia known to be an independent word, having an independent signification

of its own, in the shape of a particular plant,—the meanings of its parts

Q*afva** and are completely neglected.

226. Though the parts (of the word **apvahared) have their signifi.

cations sometimes neglected, on acoonnt of the compound appearing in a

context which allows only of the distinct signification of the whole (as one

independent word),—yet at times, even as members of a compound, as well

as separate words, their own specific meanings are distinctly comprehended.

227. for the words (cow), (white) and the like, we

never find their specific significations n^lected,—whether they appear in

compounds or singly by themselves; and as such, where could they be said

to be meaningless P

228. And inasmuch as the meaning of a sentence is always oompre*

bonded in accordance with the meaning of the words (composing the Sen*

tence),—the fact of the sentence having a qualified (particular) signification

cannot point to the fact of the sentence being independent (of the words).

229. For us, even in the signification of the sentence, the words

(composing it) do not lose their significance (potentiality)
; and it 1$ only

mind the signifioations of the words '^DSva** and **l}atta.** When, however, the word

**D6va” is pronounced apart, one cognises its own partionlar signification. What leadi

to the neglect of the meaning of the word^** Br&hmana *’ in ** Brahmapa-vastra ** is onlj

the presence of another limit (Vasira)—when this presence is removed, the oognitioz

of the meaning of the word ** Brahmapa” is clear and unavoidable.

When the word ** Apvakarpa" oconra in a context where plants are enumerated

there can be no cognition of the meanings of **Apva” and “Karpa.” Bnt wbeni

rider says “ Bring the Apva” we comprehend the meaning of * Apva* as a harse i aimi

larly when one says ** pierce the Karpa,” this word is comprehended as denoting the ear

andalso in a compound such as in the chapter on • ApvnmSdha'—it is said **apvakarpai]

samm&rahti ** where we cannot bnt comprehend the sentence as signifying •* washes tb

ear otthe horse**

vn Thns all words mast be admitted to have distinct significations of their own.

Since the sentence only signifies the eonneetion of the meaninga eignified by th

words composing it ; therefore it can have no signifioanoe apart from the words | and a

snoh it cannot be an entity apart from, and independent of, the component wordi

(Note that the author of the Virtika ia an “ Abhihitlnvayavadi** as contrasted wit

Prabhftkara who ia an “ Anvitabhidhinavidi.*')

W Thia anticipates the objection that if the meaning of the SMtence be derive

from the meaning of the sentence, then this latter loees all direct signifioanoe. The seni

of the reply is that the signification of the sentence is not entirely devoid of the potei

tiaiity of the words. And though the exfneessioa of the individual meaniiigs of wori
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1)004080 the direct fonotion of the words ends in the signification of tbeir

own indiridoal denotations, that we hold the meaning of the sentence

to be dedoced from the meaningi of the words (and not from the words

directly).

280. BTen if the signification of the sentence be not directly Verbal,

yet the significations of the words cannot but be directly Verbal. .Because

in the case of these (latter) there is no possibility of any intervening

agency between the word itself and its meaning,—as there is in the case of

the signification of the sentence (between which and the words, the agency

of the meanings of the words intervenes).

231. And these (words through their meanings) (as composing a sen-

tenoe) signify a connected meaning, (which comes to be recognised as the

meaning of the sentence) and which is necessarily concomitant with

them ;
inasmuch as the existence of a generic entity (the meaning of the

word, which denotes only a generic * class’) is^not possible without particu-

lar entities (the generic denotations of the individual words, as qualified

and specified by the connection of one another).

282. Nor oan^ the* mere presence of such concomitance make the cog-

nition (of the meaning of the sentence from that of the words) an inferen-

tial one. Because inasmuch as the meanings of the words would form

.part of the conclusion, they could never constitute the inferential indi-

cative.

283. The meaning of the sentence is always cognised as colored by

happens to intervene between the word and the meaning of the sentenoe,—yet this is

Only beoanse the words themselves oan improperly express their own meanings ; and

sinoe the expression of these alone (nnoonneoted among themselves) oannot serve any

purpose in the sentenoe, we dednoe from these the meaning of the sentenoe, which is

thns dne to words alone i and as snoh is as directly Yerbal as anything oan be.

tBl This is in reply to the objeotion nrged above (in K. 4.) that the words oannot

signify the meaning of the sentenoe, because the words signify something different

from the meaning of the sentence. The sense of the reply is that the meaning of the

sentence is nothing more than the relation subsisting between the meanings of the

words composing it. And as the generic denotation of eaoh word is only specified hy

its relation with another word, the meaning of the sentenoe is nothing more than

the specified forms of tiie denotations of the words. And as the specified form is

neoessarily concomitant with the generic forms, the oommon fact of invariable oonoomi-

taaoe points td the agency of the words in the signification of sentences.

SM The oonolnsion sought to be proved is that the meaning of the sentenoe is the

meaning of the words specified by their mutual connection (which connection consti-

tutes the meaning of the sentenoe). And in order to prove this, by Inference, if the

premiss be 'because this connection is concomitant with the meaning of words,’—then

the premiss beoomes a part of the conclusion. And since this is so, the cognition oannot

be said to be an Inferential one.

Ml This means that in an Inferenoe the major term Fiery '*) is something entirely
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(».«., in the shape of) the meaning of the words (oonneoted together) ; an<
tliese letter (meaniogs of words) do not signify the former (the meaning o
the sentence) independently of them8elTeB:--88 the $mok« signifiaa th
presence offire (whioh is totally different from the smoAie itself).

234.235. Nor is it possible for these (the meanings of words) to qna
hfy the moaning of the sentence (as the Fire qualifies the particnlar place
monntain); becanse, the latter is not cognised previously to the «"gniHoi
of the former, as the place (mountain,) f.i. is (previously to, aud apar
from the Fire). Because, as a matter of fact, we obtain the cognition o
the meaning of the Sentence, whioh is in itself non-existent (as ai
independent entity by itself), from (the meanings of words only); or else
how could it (the meaning of the 8entenco),-con8i8ting, as it does, of thi
relations of nouns and verbs, 4c.,—be cognised previously (to the oogni'
tion of the meanings of the component words) F

236. So long as the object (the meaning of the sentence) itself is nol
cognised, it is not possible to have any idea of its qualification; and pr»
viously (to the cognition of the meanings of the words) there is no ol
comprehending the meaning of the sentence. (Therefore the meaning ol
the words can never be cognised to be the qualification of the meaning ol
the sentence).

237. And if (the meaning of the words be at all cognised to be
the qualifications (of the meaning of the sentence), after this meaning oi
the sentence has been duly comprehended,—then, the meaning (of the
sentence) having already been known, what would be left (unknown) tc
be known (by Inference) P

238. Even invariable concomitance of the meaning of words, the
meanings of sentences do not stand in need of. (That is to say, in bring-
ing about a cognition of the meaning of the sentence, the meaning of words
do not require invariable concomitance). Nor is this (invariable concomi-
tance) easily coguisable, with regard to all the words at one and the same

distinct from the middle term (smoke) ; while in the present case the meaning of the
sentence ia not so different from the meanings of the words. This shows that the minor
premiss of the syllogism would not be possible.

SNJBI xhe mountain is known previously, aud apart from, the Fire: hence the
latter is latterly cognised as esisting in, and as snob qualifying the mountain. In the
ease in question, however, the meaning of the sentence is never known, either previous-
ly to, or apart from, the meanings of the words composing it| hence it can never be
qualified by them.

The Inference is sought to bring about the meaning of the sentence | but no
pi^missea are possible until the meaning of the sentence has been dnly cognised t conse-
quently the meaning of the sentence can never be said to be cognised by Inference,m The words are not heard simultaneonaly i hence there can never be theoognt-
tlOn and the eomiOlllitaBM of all aliami t TufinT-ir i
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(at aqj time darmg the utterance of the sentence) some
words have already gone before, some are yet to come, and some are jet

bidden.

239. Nor is it possible to infer the meaning of one sentence from tlie

relation (conoomitance) of the meanings of the words (composing that

sentenoe) with the meaning of another sentence,—^because the meaninjiffl

of words are ditEerent (in the two sentences). Or, if these (meanings of

words) were exactly the same, the sentences could never be cognised as

different (i.6., the words and their meanings being the same, the sentences

would be identical; and the difficulty of a proper and timely cognition of .

invariable concomitance would remain the same).

210. If it be held that we are cognisant of the relation (concomi-

tance) of wards in general with sentences in general (and this conoomitance

would lead to the inference of the meaning of the sentence),— then (we

reply that), in that case there would be no cognition of the meaning of any

particular sentence; and all the cognition that we have, of the meanings

of sentences, refers to particulars (and not to generalities) (and as such it

could never be brought about by any Inference based upon the relation

of generalities, as held above).

241. It has been proved above that, even in the absence of any cog-

nition of relations, we have the validity of the means of cognition (as in

the case of Apparent Inconsistency, <fec., where we have no cognition of any

relations). And, as for a comprehension (of the meaning of the sentence),

it is explicitly known to all men.

242. For, even when the meanings of the words ({.e., the objects de-

noted by them) have been cognised elsewhere, (t.e., in places other than

the one talked of),—as in the case of the description of events in

remote countries,—if the assertion comes from a trustworthy source, our

oomprehensiou (of the meaning of the sentence) is not in any way retarded.

243. If it be urged that, **
this would be a case of inference from the fact

of non^contradiction of trustworthy assertion (as the premiss)**—(we reply

that) such a premiss would only establish the certainty (of the truthfulness

ns This is in reply to the objection that oonoomitsnoe may be recognised by the

sentence, amd may serve as the ground of inference of the meaning of another sentence.

Hi The mse of the second half is that, even in the case of Inferenoe the validity of

the conolnsion is not based upon any cogpiition of relations; since a conclusion is valid

only as not denied by any contradictory fact known to be true ; and this non-contra-

4ioHon of a well-recognised fact is also common to the case of the comprehension of the

meaning of a sentenoe, when too we have a comprehension which is not opposed to any

well-establiahed fact; and henoe the comprehension of the meanings Of sentences, as

cognised by all people, cannot bat ,be . valid,—«even in the absence of any cqgnitiDn of

the relaUoa of oonoonutanoe nmong the words or their nuMinings (as held by ns).
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of the asBertion) and, as for;the appearance of the oomprebension itselfi it

coaid never be brought about by the aforesaid premiss.

244. And the truthfulness of the assertion, as ascertained by the
fact of its coming from a trustworthy source, is one thing; while the
meaning of the sentence is quite another thing, comprehended long before
the former trathfulness, which is ascertained long after the compre-
hension of the meaning of the sentence, when a doubt has arisen as to the
truthfulness or otherwise of the assertion contained in the sentence).

245. And, as such, even if you have an inference of truthfulness from
the fact of the assertion coming from a trustworthy source,—how could the
Inference apply to the comprehension of the meaning of the sentence
(which has been shown to be a totally different thing) P

246. .The appearance (or production) of the comprehension (of the
meaning of the sentence), on the hearing (of the sentence), is equal,—
whether the assertion come from a trustworthy source or otherwise.
And the three factors of Inference cannot be of any use with regard to any-
thing farther than the appearance (of cognition; inasmuch as all the Infer-

ence, we have, is in the shape of a cognition produced by the premiss).

247.

Now wo proceed to explain how, for the purpose of the asoertam-
ment of the validity of “ Verbal Testimony,”—we obtain a comprehension
of the previously-unperceived meaning of the sentence, from the meaning
of the words (composing the sentence).

248-250. (In a sentence, “ svargak&mo 'yajBtay* f.i.) the word signi-

fying the Bhavana reminds us (gives us an idea) of the BhavanA, just as
in ordinary parlance. And, through positive and negative concomitance,
some people hold that this (Bhavana is the denotation of the affix) in
“ yajsta ”

; others hold it to be the denotation of the verbal root (** yqfi ”)
as aided by the proximity of the affix

; others again hold it to be the denota-
tion of both (root and affix ) together, inasmuch as it is by means of both
together that we comprehend the Bhavand

; and because, just as we have
no oon^irehension of the Bhavanft by means of the words “Pflifea,’* etc., so

*

Since the two are totally different the Inference of tmthfolness cannot piean
the Inference of the meaning of the sentence.^ And aaenoh, inasmnob as the appearance of the cognition of the meaning of
the sentence has been shown to be brought about by means other than Inferenoe—f.#i|
hy the meanings of words, this cognition cannot in any way be beneStted by Inferettoe/-

MSJiO <• Very little use ’—all that we want is the signifieation of the BbaviBA, ^

without which the meaning of the sentence cannot be complete. And it does not
matter whether this Bhavana be signified by one factor of the word or by both; so
long as we have the signification of the Bbavana.it does not matter whence we get at it.
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too, we have none by the verbal afi&z in **pa6aHj* etc. But, as a matter

of fact, since it is very little nse to differentiate (as to which special factor

signifies the Bhftvanft), we may hold whatever we like with regard to the

(signification of the BhivanS by the) words “paca<»,” etc., (be it either by

the root alone or by the affix alone, or by the two together).

.251-252. And inaamnch as this (Bhftvan&) only signifies the End, the

Means and the Process, in general^—it stands in need of a partionlarisation

(of these generic entities), which can be got at by means of other words

Q*S9argat* f.L). And, on the other hand, the evarga (Heaven), having

been cognised (by means of the word “ kHmah a desiring) as the object (of
*

desire) stands in need of the Bh&vanS (for its accomplishment). Hence,

on the ground of proximity of the affix in “ yajBia ” as signifying the

BhSvana, and the word **ivarga** as signifying the end or object and
capability (based upon mutual requirement, as shown above), wo conclude
that there is a certain relation between the two.

253. Having its relation (with the end) thus ascertained, the Bhavana
further requires the means (by which to attain that end). And, as a

matter of fact, there can be no such action (or performance) as has not its

means such as is denoted by the Verbal root.

254. And the denotation of the root, in the shape of the “ y&ga or

^

saor^ce—even though not ending in the Instrumental affix, yet, being in

contact with the Bhavana—^stands in need of an end (for which it would
be the means).

255. And on the ground of extreme proximity between the root yaji,

in * yajBta as signifying the eacrifice as the means, and the word “ evarga **

as signifying the Heaven as the end, we conclude that there is a connec-
tion between these two. And in order to show this clearly the aforesaid
sentence is explained .as ydgBna evargam hhUvayBt ” (clearly pointing
out the fact of the “ ydga ” being the means, by means of the Instru-
mental ending).

256. (This explanation is not improper, since) just as the word “ atipa-
garo” is explained as “ the child of Upagu ” (Upagoh apatyam) where the
genitive is not present in connection with the word “ Upagu ” in the ori-
ginal word (hut is added in order to clearly point out the relation between
Upagu and the child), (so in the present case also).

257. As a matter of fact, the character of being the means is not
imparted by the instrumental alone ; inasmuch as even if such character
be denoted by other means, such denotation cannot be, in any way,
contradicted (and set aside) by it (the Instrumental).

258. Even though the Boot is recognised u signifying the means, yet

Thera dan be no Bhiwini whose means ia not denoted by the Boot.
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it eannot have the Inatramental ending, beoanse it ia not a nonn, as the

word“yfl^fe”ia.

259. Therefore the inatrnmontality of the root “ yq;*/’ which ia com-
prehended throngh the (expressive) potentiality of words, is explained by
means of the word “ yQgHa'' inasmuch as the root could not be used

alone by itself (to show its instrumental character).

260-261. Similarly, standing in need of the manner (of its fulfilment)

the Bhftvani refers only to the Proceas, And the Process too, standing in

need of something to be fulfilled, is restricted (related to the particular

Bhavanfi), through capability and proximity, on the ground of the impossi-

bility of any other explanation (of the character of the Process and the

BhftvanS, and the relation between these). And the Process is such as

may be obtained from the same sentence (as in which the Bh&vanft

appears) or from other sentences.

262. (And there is no incongruity in this, because) just as the Base

and the affix stand in need of one another, and just as one word stands in

need of another word,—so, in the same manner, would a sentence stand in

need of another sentence.

263. Without a process, the means do not accomplish any results.

Otherwise (t.e., if the Bhavani of the Jyotishtoma and the means, in the

shape of the particular sacrifice did not require a statement of the process,

then) the declaration of the minor sacrifices the *Prayaja’ and the rest

(which make up the Jyotishtoma sacrifice) would be fruitless.

264. Because, rather than make these minor sacrifices have any other

use, it is far better to make their use lie in the help that they impart to the

means of the Bhavana of a certain definite result,—inasmuch as the means

stand in need of such help, and the proximity (of the declaration of the

Prayajas to the Jyotishtoma) leads to the same conclusion (that the

Prayajas constitute the process whereby the * Jyotishtoma* is to be per-

formed).

265. The three factors (Means, Process, and Result) mentioned in

connection with the same Bhftvani, subsequently, come to stand, with re-

gard Jbo one another, in the relation of mutual auxilliaries (the one fulfill-

ing the requirements of the other and so on, amongst all the three).

266. The BhavanS requires (to know) the means that would bring

about its result, and also what {proceae) would help the Means,—thus re-

quiring all the three hiotors intertwined with one another.

waiSl for the Process it is nob absolately necessary to be mentioned in the same
sentence With the BharanS, &o.

MB It cannot be said that the BhiyanS appearing in one sentenoe oonld not stand

in need of the Ffooess mentioned in another sentence.
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267. Similarly in the ease of snch aentenoea aa ^^bring the white

cow/’ there is mutual reqairement based upon inseparability. And
mutual relation (between the class *<cow” and the property ^ white”) is

due to the fact of their being connected with the same action (of bring-

ing).

268. And the fact of the property qualifying^ the elaes is based upon

the individual object {white cow) ; as the one (class) inheres in the object

which is qualified by another (the property of whiteness)

j

with reference to

the same action (of bringing).

269. And the fact of both inhering in the same object as their sub-
*

strate, is due to the fact of their being taken up by an action, which does

not stand in need of any other object. And^ as such, there is no mutual

interdependence (between the fact of both having the same substrate and

that of one being the qualification of another).

270. And the mutual effect produced by one upon the other (on ac-

count of their inhering in the same substrate) is naturally of help (in ascer-

taining their relation). And as for the exclusion of the cows of other

colours, this indirectly follows (fh>m the relation ascertained, for the time

being, as subsisting between whiteness and eotc). And hence (it must be

admitted that) there is no discrepancy in the relation (among Nouns and

.Verbs, Ac., as appearing in a sentence).

271. Though the noun ”cotu” and the adjective ^white* by them-

selves separately, having unlimited general applications, render many sen-

tences possible, yet on account of their mutual exclusions (when appearing

in the same sentence) we have the idea of that single sentence.

Ml « Inseparability ”

—

i.€., the olass ” Oow” denoted by the word '*Cow” stands in

need of a speoification, inasmnoh as the action of bringing** is inseparable from indi-

vidual oowB (on aooonnt of the impossibility of its belonging to the class); and the
property “ white *• supplies this need. Similarly, the property “ white ” stands in need
of something to whioh it would belong, inasmnoh as the property oonld have no existence

separately from a oertain olass of indWidnalB; and this need is supplied by the word
* * oow.” Thus, just sain Yedio sentences, so in ordinary sentences, the connectionamong
the various words > (comp^ing the sentence) is due to mutual reqairement, the class

wanting the property and the property wanting the class for its substrate.
Me This refers to the objection that the relation of the qualifier and quidified may

be due to theiv inhering in the same substrate. But whence this inherence P If it be
nid to be due to the aforesaid relation then there is mutual interdependence.

no *«Bxolnsion’*—This is in reply to the objection urged in K. 87.

Ml In the sentence bring the white cow,** the word bring ’* denotes the olass
** bringing,** and indicates individual bringings, belonging commonly to all oows—black
red, Ac. The word ** cow** too (ending in the accusative, denotes accusatives In genersl

andas such indicates any action iu general of whioh it would be the object). So also the

word ''white'* in the aoousative. Bat when all these words are taken together, and'
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272. Therefore eTen though this (eogaition of a eingle eentenoe) is

not a case of Inference based upon positive and negative oonoomitanee,

—

jet tlie fact of the sentence having only one meaning exolnsively (which

would have been the sole resnlt of the Inference) is got at by other means

(t.c., by the close proximity of the words).

273. Injunctions as well as Prohibitions function properly when they

have got at the fully-equipped Bhdvana (t.e., a Bhavaiia endowed with all

its three factors), as signified by a conglomeration of words (composing the

sentence) and of sentences (such as serve to lay down the processes help-

ing its means).

274. Though the Injunction refers properly to the Bhftvana untouch-

ed by anything else, yet, on account of sheer incapability (of pointing to a

Bliavanft entirely by itself, without any of its factors), it does not

end in that (Bliavana) alone (but also points to its other factors, inasmuch

as there can be no idea of the Bhavanfi without that of its factors also

cropping up at the same time).

276. The Injunctions serve to urge persons towards certain actions

to be performed; and people do not perform the Bh&vana, alone, apart

from its factors.

276. Therefore, even though the Injunction has its function and

form well started, yet it continues to stand in need of something until the,

Bhavana reaches its full capacity and has no requirements (i.e., when it

has been fully equipped with all its factors, and as such has no require-

ments unfulfilled).

forming one sentence, the action of bringing signified by the root comes to be cognised

as the same which is signified by the accasative “cow,” as also the word “white.**

Thus all words come to indicate a single particalar case; and the action becomes e*.

eluded from classes and properties other than the “cow” and “ white; * and the class

“cow** too comes to be excluded from other actions and properties; and the property

“whiteness** becomes exolnded from other classes and actions; and this brings ns

to the cognition of the one eentenoe, “ Bring the white oow.**^

The previons K. having set aside the objection urged in E. 101-102, the present

Kirika meets the objection urged in the first half of K. 4.

And since an Injunction stands in need of all the factors of the Bhivani, it

cannot be said that the Injunction refers to tbo Bhivana alone, and not to its means—

the snoiifloe, Ac. ....
This explains the “ inoapabUity.*' It is only when the Bhsvani is realised in

all its parts—i.s., when people oome to know that snob and snob a resuZt will be

attained by euoh and snob means as aided by snob and snob a process,—that we oome to

know all itfl factors.

«• Though the Injunction begloeiHth referring to the Bhivani pure and Ample,

jet It has not its function folly Oonlirtete, until the Bhivani has appeared with all its

faoton.
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877. Bren in the ease 6t Verbal prefixes and Nip&tas,—though they are

always used with other words (Verbs, &o.) (and nerer by themselves; and

as such appear to have no independent significations of their own), yet^

tliese must be admitted to hare a certain meaning (of their own), like

the different members of a compound, on the ground that a certain

meaning is cognised only when these prefixes are present, and not other,

wise—(as explained above with regard to Nityasamasa, 4c.).

278. It is no use discussing as to whether these (Verbal Prefixes, 4c.)

are themselves distinctly denotative, or only serve to manifest a certain

shade of the signification of the root. Because alt that we mean is that

they have distinct functions of their own (in the signification of a sentence)

;

-—and this function may be eittier in the shape of direct independent deno-

tation, or in that of merely helping (to manifest certain changes in) an-

other («.e., the signification of the root).

279-

80. (As a matter of fact, we do find independent significations of

prefixes, 4o.; e,g.) we find that the prefixes, expressing slight,” 4o., are

directly connected with nouns; while others signify certain specialities

through a Verb which is not used (but is suppressed) ;
as for instance, the

words ‘Mpngfa” (slightly yellowish) and “pravaydfc” (whose age is much

gone or advanced).

280-

281. Sometimes ‘^excellence,” 4o., (as denoted by the prefix

“pra” in ^^pravayasam fshahham dahihinUm dadyHt'*) are comprehend-

ed and taken as forming part of the ProceBS^ 4o., and as such qualifying the

BhivanS.

281-

282. And though the “front direction” (signified by “abhi” in

^'ahhiJerdman'') is a property of the doer (performer), yet it could belong to

the Bhavaiift, on account of its inherence in one and the same object with

the Bhavana (both the Bhavana and the direction inhering in the performer

fn «The root “hv”-take; while “ Vihara** -enjoyment; which latter meaning re-

mainaso long as the prefix ** vi’* remains, and disappears with it. Therefore it must be

admitted that the prefix has a certain signification which alters the signification of the

root.

X19.80 In “Ipinga*’ we find the meaning of the prefix **a" (i.e., alighUy) directly

qualifying the noun «Pinga.*‘ And in «praTayih” we find that the prefix ‘*pra*‘ sig-.

nifies “ much gone or advanced,** and this through the agency of the root g^ami,** which

however is shppressed in the compound ** pravayih,*’ which is expounded as “pragatam

vayo yasya** (one whose age is much gone or advanced).

S%.81 In the example cited, excellence is recognised as a part of the process of the

performance of the action in which connection such a daluhiyi is laid down ; and as

inch it qualifies theBhivaniof such an Injunction. Another instance in this connection

is **abh{kriman jnhoti ;’* and here the prefix “ abhi** is distinctly cognised as signifying

**in firont of (the saorifioer)” and as such as being part of the Process, and thereby

qualifying the BhivanA.
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of the aotioii). Beoanee the direotion cannot be titlrpn m laying down
the form and character of the doer only (beoanee this would serve no pur.
pose in the BhivanSj therefore it must be admitted that the htmt-Urtaim
qualifies the doer of the BhfiVanft, and as such becomes the process of the
fulfilment of the BhSvan&).

282-

2^. And those (Prefixes) that completely change the expressire
potentialities of the Boot, and make it signify a meaning opposite to its
original moaning (e.y., in the case of the Prefix “pra” added to the toot
“sthS”),—are held to be mere parts of the Boot itself, inasmuch as they are
similar to any other parts of a Boot (and as such they too have a oonneo-
tion in the sentence).

283-

284. As for instance, the Root “sthS” becomes expreBsi7e of
“going,” when accompanied by the Prefix ‘‘pra,” and (it cannot be said
that the prefix “pra” itself is expressi7e of going^ because) whea the p^flx
“ pra * alone is uttered, we have no idea of “ going.”

284-

285. A Verbal root {stM, f.i.) is at first cognised as haTing a
E'onerio significance, and this becomes specialised by the addition of the
Prefixes, which have both (generic and specific significance),

285-

286. And the specialisation that is brought about in the Boot (by
the presence of the Prefix) is the appearance of a new significance. (And
oven if the original significance be altogether rejected, it does not matter,
because) unless it relinquished the generic (significance) it could never be
Bpecialised.

285-286. (Specialisations or qualifications are of two kinds) some are
[ualifications of the signification or denotation itself (as in the case in
[uestion, the qualification by “pra” is of the denotation of the root “sthd”)
ind some are qualifications of the object denoted by a word (e.y., the word
‘blue” qualifies the object denoted by the word “lotus”); therefore just aa
in the latter case) we have a rejection of the meaning (of the word “ Lotus,

-s unqualified by any colour), so too (in the former case) we would have
rejection of the original potentiality (of the root “sth5” as siimifnnir

^ to stay’).
«

^

287*288. In the same manner, burning^ &o., may also be shown to
nave a connection with cookings inasmuch as they form part of the Proceti
helping either the cooking itself or its Result (the rice).

288-289. When the result to bo attained is the cooked rice, then cooking
8 held to be its means; and since the cooking too has no existence unless it
® Performed, it stands in need of another means for itself.

^d as such means, we have the burning or the fml. And
niJM Thie refafces the objeotioa that the fuel, Aa, eaa have no ooBueotioB with
cooking, tbroogb tb. witioiii ot kuming, Ae.

68
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(wd have the Reoessity of the meam for both the nee and the cooking^

'localise) the want of a Process appertains to all the Means (intervening be-

tween the final result, cooked nee, and the first action towards its fulfilment).
^

- 290-291. The Process too can be a Means with reference to something

else; (therefore though burning is the Process with regard to Bice as accom-

plished by Means of Oooking^ yet it becomes the Means with regard to Oooking;

and' thus indirectly the burning becomes connected with the final Result, as

the Means of its Means)* And through the burning^ the Fuel too becomes
connected with the cooking (inasmuch as it is only by means of the bwming
of the Fuel fhat Oooking can be accomplished).

291-292. That an action {cooking

^

f.i.) should be accomplished by

means of another action {burning) is not impossible, in accordance with our

theory. Because we hold an action to be the means of another (Action),

which (according to us) does not inhere in it.

292*293. (The burning is not held to be an independent Result by
ittell brought about by the Fuel, because) what is desired to be accomplished

by means of the Fuel is not the mere burning, which appears only as a

necessary accompaniment of the Fuel (and Fire ) Ac., brought together for

the purpose of Oooking.

293-

294. Though these (Fuel, Ac.) are agents (of the action of

Ac. ), yet they become endowed with Instrumentality, Ac., with

regard to cookings inasmuch as (though their original potentiality lies in

being the agent of burning, Ac., yet), with regard to other actions, other

potentialities (Instrumentality, Ac.) appear in them.

294-

295. With regard to burning, Ac., they, are held to have, by them-

selves, the independent character of the agent; and it is only when the

agent (who cooks) is cognisant of this independence (of their active

functions), that he uses them (in cooking).

283-296. But wboi^ they thus come to be employed, they become de-

notative of Instrumentality, Ac., on account of the suppression (of their

active functions) by the newly-appeared principal active function of

^
II1.8W In aaiertiiig one AoUou to be the means of another, we do not mean that the

one inAtrM in the other ; t.e., to say we do not hold an notion to be the material oanse of
another action, inasmnoh as it is only a anbstanoe that can be a material cause. There-
foiw there is no harm in asserting an notion to be a means (not a material oanse) of an-
4iher action.

w ; ; m-IM Burning is only an aooompaniment of the Means and oan never be an end de-
sired in itself.

: fhows thatit is nob ImpossiMefor the same noun to have different char-
acters and odnseqnent oase-endings.

‘ <»M8|'ItisoDlywheiithemankiiowtthatthefttelwillUni, and the Vessel will
contain the rice,' that he uses these in the iu)t of cooking.
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D6Tadatta (who is the agent-in-chief in the sentence, being the agent of

Cooking which is the principal Verb).
296-

297. Howeyer, in cases where there is no such snppression (of

the active function of fml^ 4c.), wo have such expressions as “the
Fuels cook” (where the the aotire character of the Fuel is brought

to the fore, in order to show, that while all other oirourostaaoes were
against the accomplishment of the cooking, it was solely through the ex-

cellent burning of the Fuel that it has been accomplished).

297-

298. Even though (the Active and the Instrumental characters

are) cognised by means of one and the same word, yet one is held to be more
predominant than the other (and there is no contradiction in this);—as we
find, in the case of Verbal affixes (the Imperative, 4o.), where the Bhftvanft,

and the Number of the Nominative of the action are both denoted by the

same (Verbal affix) (and yet the BhavanS is its primary denotation, while

the other is only secondary).

298-

299. There'fore, it must be admitted that the Nominative Agent is

that whose action is primarily expressed by the* Verbal root (t.0., one to

whom the action denoted by the root primarily belongs)
;
while those that

have their functions subsidiary to this (principal action) have the character

of the Instrumental, 4c.

299-

300. Then all these (Fuel, Burning, 4c.), having functions sub-

sidiary to the principal action (of cooking), are related to this principal

action, as forming parts of the Process of the Pnncipal Action.

300-

301. There is a contradiction of the real character of things by
either Negation or Doubt; inasmuch as what the negative denotes is ab-

sence at some particular time, the Present, f.i.

301-

302. And further, the negative, when in contact with a Noun
or a Verb, denotes another (Noun and Verb, and not a Negation); and in

such oases what is denoted is one object, as differentiated from another

object (the latter being the one to which the negative is attached)
; and

thus (the former object) is a positive entity, and as such, quite compatible

(with the aflkmative character of the sentence).

•

II1J86 In the same manner, there wonld be the same comparative predcmlnanoe
or snperiority in the variooe faaotioos—Nominative, Inetrnmental, Ao., 6f the.Fi»fi.

lt8.W As in the case of “ the Fnela cook," where greatest promiaenoe beinggiven to

the action of the Fuel, this appears in the Nominative.
SOO-IOl This refutes the objection that the negatives can have no oonneotion in the

senbenoe, fnasmnoh as they express either Negation or Doubt, both of which go against

the prinoipal Aotion. The sense of this KirikS is that the sentence '*‘the jar is not*’

does not deny the existence of the Jar at all times (and only then could the objection

hol4)| bntall thatitaigiufieois theabsenoeof the Jar at eh# present etd oer-

tainly this does not oontradiot anything.
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8Q8-S0S. And when the negetire appears in connection with Verbal

affixes, what it denotes is the reflection of Ideas that are either unhnovm^ or

douhtfidf or altogether mietaken (being contrary to what is realty desired to

be conyeyed).

803-

804. As for instance, when there is a doubt as to whether a cer-

tain object exists or not, the negative (attached to the Verb ^'exists'*) re-

jects its existence, which is one factor of the donbt ; or, it may be taken as

denoting non-M9istsncs, which is a real entity in itself (and not a negation

at ell).

804-

305. And one who has not understood (a previous assertion
'

of the negation of a certain object), comes to understand the non-existence

(of each an object) (when he finds the negative in contact with it) (thus the

negative having its function in the removal of Ignorance). While, one who

has all along understood the object to exist, has his mistaken idea removed

(by the negative, which, in this case, serves to bring about the rejection of

a mistaken idea).

305-306. fiecause, in this latter case, the Idea of existence disappears

of itself, on account of its being contradictory to the subsequent cognition

of non-existence (denoted by the Negative) just as our previous cognition

of the Mirage (as being a sheet of water) (disappears of itself, when sub-

sequently we come to realise its real non-existent character).

806-307. This is the case (with the denotation of the negative) even

in oases where the means of cognition is not mere ** Negation*’ (t.e., also in

oases of ** Sense-perception,” Ac.),-—as for instance, in the case of the post

(penseived as a man) ; in all such cases also, the Negative serves to reject

Ignorance, and doubtful and mistaken notions in the case of the post, the

subsequent negative— is not a man”—serving to remove the doubt, as

to whether the object seen by the eye is a post or a man.
307*309. And, as a matter of fact, inasmuch as we have already (un*

under **Negation”) established ”Nou-existence” to be a real entity, it is

similar (in all respects) to the jar, Ac. And it is not at all negative in its char-

acter; because, so long as the negative does not appear in contact with a
certain positive declaration, it is not a proper negative at all And (itis not

necessary that the negative should always appear in contact with some
positive declaration, because) it is not necessary that a negation must al«

ways be preceded by a previous affirmation (and even when it is so pre-

ceded, the signification of the Negative lies in the removal of Ignorance,

Doubt and Wrong Ideas, as explained above).

309-810i 44>^d, as a matter of fact, a word (**Jar” f.i.) does not denote

tmMO U the wwd *«jar«* Itsslf slgiiified existenoe, then the addition of is” would
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the tuittmeeeftueh an objects inasmnoh as what a word deaotea is only the
elaee (“Jar”), irreepeotiTe of existence (or non-existence) Ac. And it is on
acoonnt of this alone that the use of the word “is” becomes possible (in

conneotion with the word ‘*Jar*').

311-

312. No one ever wishes to speak of either the ezisteuoe or

the non-existence of the OlusSf (because this is eternal and as such oTer
existent). These two (existence and non-existence) are the qualificatioiis

of the individaal which is indicated by the Glass. Therefore there can

be no contradiction between the negative and the directly denoted

. meanings of words (inasmuch as this latter is the Class, while the non-

existence signified by the negative belongs to the individual),

312-

313. Even in cases (as *Hhe jar exists not”) where having used
the word “exists” (signifying existence), one uses the negative (signifying

non-existence), (there is no contradiction, inasmuch as) the latter

constitutes a specification of the former, and hence (the idea produced
by the latter) serves to set aside that previously produced by the former

(and there would be a contradiction only if both were cognised to be true

nt the same time).

313-

314. Or, the word “ exists ” may be taken as bringing about the

remembrance of a previously-cognised existence (of the object); and

when the negative specification is added, it gives rise to the idea that

that which existed previously does not exist now (and there is no self-Contra-'

diction in this).

314-

315. And as for the negative appearing in conneotion with an

injunction—as in not kill,” “ do not dnnk,”— such a negative has not

a negative signification,—all that it does is to prevent people from doing

such and such an act (and there is no contradiction in this).

315-

317. The ideas of negation, as those of afi&rmation, appear in

quite another manner—inasmuch as they bring about the specification

(in the shape of negation) of a certain definite external object* While,

on the other hand, the functions of Injunction and Prohibition lead to

>UI.1I Thus then there can be no oontradiotion in the senteDoe “ the Jar ft net.^

Beoaqpe just as the additon of '*is” to the word “jar” sigoiflea the existence of an

individaal jar (apart from the elass denoted by the word) | so the addition of “Is not”

denotes the non-evistsnee of the individual jar (apart from the elass denoted by the

Word “jar”).

SU.8lf <* i)o not kill ” does not mean the negative of hilling, bat it serves to prevent

people from kiuing to which they may have been tempted by avarice,

In the case of ordinary negationa—each as “ the jar is not “-*the negative

gives the idea of the non-existence of the jar, which is an satsnsA object i whereas
when the negative appears with an Injanction—thereby constituting a FrobiUtioi»»»

all that it does is to bring abont an fatsmsl determinatioo on th# part the Imur,
Therefore then can be no similarity between the two*
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% oartam detarminatiaii In the mind (of the pdraon RddM8ed)^iiiM*

vwA as they respeotively serve to urge and prevent a certain fihivaoa

(of the mentioned results) which is yet to be prodnoed, and haa had no

previous existence. ___
917-818. Option (vikalpa) too has its object in the two objects of these

(Injunction and Prohibition). If it (the option) be with regai^ to snob

causes of action as have been previously enjoined, then it implies

prohibitions (of one of them) ;
and such an option has its end in prohibition

;

while if it be with regard to those that are not recognised as enjoined,

then it implies the fact of their being an object of Injunction (and such

an option has its end in Injunction).

318-

319. It is impossible for us to have any cognition of two contra-

dictories (Injunction and Prohibition, f.i.) simultaneously, (at one and the

same time), (even when they are mentioned as alternatives). What is

possible is that there may be an operation of these (contradictories) by

dltemation (and in this there can be no oontradioton, which is possible only

if there be one idea of two contradictories at one and the same time).

319-

821. And—either in the Yeda, or in ordinary parlance—there can

be ho opHon with regard to those (contradictories) of which one is known

.
(as enjoined) while the other is unknown. And where the two alternative

factors are different objects—as in the cases of ** Is this a post or a man P"

and** Is he going. or stoying P*’—-the word **or” signifies, not option but

doubt; inasmuch as with regard to definite objects there can be no option

(which is possible only with regard to alternative courses of conduct).

321-

322. As a matter of fact, Prohibition, Ac., are possible only with

regard to external objects; and nothing such is possible with regard to an

Idea which is all in itself.

322-

323, Because (in the case of ** Jar is not^’) the Idea (of existence)

It Is now riiown that there Is no eontradiotlon In the use of words espressltig

option—-sooh as ''or,” Cse,

llt.tSlr « ^fid iirhersi Up to this it has been proved that there Is oontndiotioo

(n an option with regard to oanSes of oondiiot. It Is now shown that with regard to

definite ob]eotS| there oan be no option.
ttl-ft It has been urged by the Banddha that the oontradlotlons above refuted ap*

ply to one who holds the external reality bf objeots, and not to the Banddha Idealist. It

Is now shown that the fact Is to the contrary, the impossibility lying only when the deno*

taUons of words are held tooonsist of Ideas and not of any external obieots. And It has

been Just shown that there is no eontradiotlon If the denotations of words be external

objeets.
^

AbeUrdtog tons what is set aside by the negative Is the mistaken oognitlbn of

eiJMs. As fbr the IdhallSt, what oan It be that Is rejected by the negative f Eejeotlon
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whidi has been prodnoed {hj the word "ie”) eaanot be hdd to be
not produced at the came time (and it is this fum*produetiim at the Idea
alone, that can, according to you, be the denotation of the *nbt') (and
hence a negatire sentence inyolrea a contradiction only when the signifl-

oations of words are made to lie in Ideas alone). If it be held that the

negative serves to destroy the previous idea (of existence), then, we reply,

that) as for destruction, this would apply equally to true and false

Ideas.

828-324. On the other hand, for one who holds the external reality

of objects, an Idea, which is oontrai7 to the true state of (external) things

(as perceived by the eye, dxs.), is said to be false; (and since he has this

standard of falsity), there is every possibility of the rejection of a previous

Idea (f.i.,*that of existence brought about by the word ‘‘is**).

324-

325. Even in this case, it is not the form of the previous cogni-

tion that is either rejected or expressed (by the subsequent cognition).

What is done by the subsequent cognition (brought about by the negative)

is that the previous cognition is deprived of its fruits, in the shape of the

abandonment (or acceptance) of objects.

325-

326. Though for different people, different conceptions are pro-

duced by a single sentence, yet we hold that of conception, as also of the

sentence, the object must be external (since the conception too is of some

object, and this cannot but be external).

is either in the shape of non-prodnotion or in that of destmotion. The former is

not possible ; beosnse one that has been prodnoed, cannot be non-prodaoed. And as

for destmotion, if snob rejection be admitted, then trae and false Ideas ironld all be

equally liable to rejection, inasmnoh as aooording to the Banddha all Ideas are being

destroyed every moment. And when all Ideas thus become equally rejeotible, there

can be no standard whereby to judge the truth or falsity of Ideas, inasmnoh as the

only such standard is supplied by the fact that true Ideas are never rejected, while

false ones always are.

8M.8( So long as the negative has not been added, we have the eognltloo that the

jar eaista, and so we set about taking hold of it in that place, and abandon Its search

elsewhere. As soon as the negative is added, the cognition prodnoed by this sets aside

the i|prmer cognition, and our conduct ceases to be regulated by the previous cognition

which thus becomes deprived of its result (the result of sentences being the regola-

tors of the oondnot of the bearer).

This refers to the view that the meaning of the sentence is the oonoeptien

(or mental image) in the mind of the hearer,—as otherwise, from a single sentenoe, differ-

ebt people oould not understand different things t this could not be possible if exter-

nal objects formed the meanings of sentences, because alt eitsmal objects arc perceived

alike by all people. The senseof the reply as embodied in this Kirilci is that though the

mental conception produced by one sentence is diverse in different psreoiia^ yet we bold

that both of the sentences and of the conception, the object eiiste In the esIeiMl
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S26*d27. If hj coneepHon being the object of a emtmee^ you mean

tbat oondeptiou is either the purpose or effect of the sentenoe,—then that

does not in any way go against ns.

827-328. The real denotation (of the sentence), consists of that exter-

nal object, which is referred to by the ideas produced by the words (oom-

posing the sentence)—ideas which are incapable of having themselves for

their objects (and as such standing in need of external snbstrates).

328-

829. We have already explained that the cognition (prodnced by

words and sentences) is other than “sense-perception,” and refers to ob-

jects past, present and fntnre; and as snoh non-proximity (of the external

object) cannot constitute a discrepancy.

329-

330. And as for the diversity of the cognitions (produced by a

sentence, f.i., *Hhere is a tiger on the road”) of cowards and braye persons

(the former construing the sentence to be a warning, while the latter tak-

es it to be an encouragement) is due to (the difference in) their previous

impressions (and character),—just as the ideas of foul mass (lovely womans

and food, produced, with regard to a single woman, in the minds of an

ascetic, an amorous person, and in carnivorous cannibals, respectively).

330-

331. Inasmuch as it is always denoted by the Verbal affix, (and

as such is present either clearly or otherwise in every sentence), the deno-

tation of a sentence must be admitted to consist in the BhavanS, tinged by
the denotations of various nouns expressing properties, classes, Ac.

8M.S1 We also admit that a sentenoe ii uttered with a view to—and for the purpose

of—producing a conception (of its meaning) in the mind of the hearer.

BtT.SM The incapability of Ideas to have themselves for their objects has been proved

under **Niri lambanavada.*' This BLarika shows that according to our theory the

purpose of the sentence is the idea produced by the words $ but since the idea too

cannot but be without substrates in the external world, the existence of such external

objects must be admitted.

8I8.8IS This refers to the following objection: “ It is not possible for objects that

are past to be of any use in the ideas produced by words; because you hold these objects

to be the oause of the ideas; and it is a well-known fact that, when the onnse is not at

hand, the effect is not possible. Therefore it must be admitted that the denotation of

the sentence consists of the oonoeption independently of any external objMta.”

The sense of the reply is that the proximity of the cause is necessary only in sense-

perception, and not in other means of right cognition, all of which latter refer to all ob-

jects, past, present and fntnre. And since verbal cognition is something other than

sease-perceptiotti'Bon-proximity of objects cannot be any discrepancy.

tSlSgSte Just as with regard to a single object, there is a diversity of ideas, sotcotin

a single sentence different sorts of people will have different ideas.

MO-il Having proved that nothing else pan form the denotation of the sentence^the

author declares that it is the Bhivani that forms such denotation. Because it is to

this that the nouns, Ao^ become related on account of the Bhivana being always recog-

nised as the principal fhotor in the sentence. And even when the denotation «<, the*
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332. And this Bhavana is the objeofc of a single oognitioni whioh

is of a variegated cbiaraoter, and which is brought about by a variegated

conglomeration of the impressions left by the meanings of the words (oom*

posing the sentence).

332-

333. Thus then, the conneotiou among the words and their

meanings is for the sake of this (Biiavana, which has been shown to be the

principal factor in a sentence). Nor can the intervention Of a word (be-

tween the meaning of one word and that of another) be a bar to the ooiineo-

tion (of the meanings of words).

333-

33A Becanso a (real and snccessfnl) intervener is said to be that

alone, which is of equal strength (with the two factors sought to be con-

nected), and which has no connection (with them) ; while in the case in ques-

tion, inasmuch as the words are subsidiary to their meanings, they could

not interrupt any connection among their primaries, the meanings of words.

334-

335. Because when one meaning has been comprehended (by

means of a word), the other meaning too requires a means (in the shape of

the word denoting it) by which it could be comprehended (and as suoh

the intervention, of this latter word between these two meanings, is a

necessity, and hence it does not interrupt, but only helps, the connection

between them). And thus, inasmuch as the meanings stand in need of the

words, these latter too acquire a certain relation (with the meanings; and as

such being themselves related, the words cannot interrnpt any connection

among their meanings).

335-

336. Thus it becomes established that words too have a certain

connection in the denotation of sentences; hence it must be admitted as set-

tled that the denotation of the sentence is always preceded (and brought

about) by the denotation of the words j: composing it) •

336-

337. Wo do not accept the sentence itself as evolving into the

Bhlvana, is not complete, on aocoant of the abaenoe of any Verb clearly mentioned, even

then it is always present, beioK denoted by Verbal affixes, witbont which no sentenoe Ss

complete, and which is always nnderatood.

88^883 The BhiTani as tinged by the denotations of nonns, &o., is oogniied bymeans

of a cognition which is brought about by a simultaneous remembrance of the meaning!

of previous words—which being thus remembered eimoltaneously form by themielvee

a composite whole, which, on account of its being made up of the impressiona left by

various words, is of a variegated character. And inasmuch as the Bhavant isoognM

by means of such a variegated cognition, it is only natural that it should have a variega-

ted character.

NMM Th. real‘interTMWr’l»eipWa.cHiith. Bwxmd Adhyly*. Being mlwidlaiy

thpf M. wMkw. nnd m aubddUtUn they iw not dewrid of .U oofUMoUon with th.

meaning!, Ao.

8M.VI With this begins the refutation of the theory that it is the impsrtitsHnteass
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form of a denotation of the (Mme) sentence; becanse we have already

proved (under Sense-perception”) that the denotation of a sentence is

xiever cognised as identical with the sentence.

337-340. And farther (the sentence being impartite, its denotation

Would also be impartite, and consequently) wo could not properly have

the occasional facts (of the supplying of ellipses, Ac.), which are based upon

the meanings of the words (composing the sentences)
;
and we have, in oi*di-

nary parlance, instances (1) where there is a requirement [of only one fac-

tor of the sentence: as when one says close,” the person addressed desires

to know what is to be closed, and then the other adds “the door,”—thus

the two factors of the sentence “close the door” are separately uttered and

comprehended] and (2) when there are questions with regard to unknown

words “Pika,” Ac., [as on hearing certain people talk of the cnckoo, one

who does not know what is meant by the word “cuckoo,” asks “what is a

cuckoo P ” where it is only one factor of the sentence that has to be known,

apart from the others]
;
and all this would become false (if the sentence and

its meaning were impartite wholes). Nor can such usages be explained by

assuming (parts of the sentence and its meaning, which have no real exis-

tence, but are assumed for the sake of explaining the above usage)
;
because

we do hot find the meanings of sentences brought about by the as-

sumption of the * hare*a horns *
;
and, further, we have already explained

* that there can be no reality in a denotation comprehended by unreal (and

non-existing) means. (Hence if the denotation of sentences were compre-

hended by means of unreal parts assumed for the purposes of explanation,

such denotations could not be real). And, as a matter of fact, we have

never found that which is itself unreal and non-existing to be a proper

means of anything.

340-341. The Sutra declares the incapability of the sentence to

denote meanings, which are all denoted by the words; and the reason (for

ibielf aa a whole wbioh evolves itself into Yedantio denotation, which, thas, is nothing

beyond the sentenoe itself. •

MV-SIO In fact,' that which itself has no existence can never be the means of any

ibing. If there coaid be the assamption of an unreal factor of areal thing (aa of parts

of sentences according to you) then we could as reasonably assame horns for the hare

of which the hare is real, and we assame as unreal only a part of it in the shape of the

home.'

840.841 This explains the 8mtra l<-i—25.
.
A word can be held to denote something

bttly when it denotee something not denoted by some other word. And iuasmach as

the denotation of the sentence is got at by means of the words, it is useless and groond-

lesB to assume the denotative capacity of sentences (independently of the words com-
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asserting this incapability) is the fact of the meaning of the sentence

ing dae to those of the Words. Or, the sntra may be taken as asserting

the fact of the meanings of sentences being based upon valid grounds,—

«

(the meaning of the sUtra being that) inasmuch as the denotation of the

sentence is based upon the meanings of words, it cannot bo said to be

mistaken (as urged by the objector).

342-343. Though the letters (composing a word) directly denote the

meanings of words only, yet they do not end in these alone, which, by

themselves (i.e., when not forming parts of sentences), have no use. Henoe

for the purpose of bringing about the comprehension of the meanings of

sentences, the functioning of these (Letters) is necessarily accompanied

by the denotation of the meanings of words (composing that sentence), (in-

asmuch as without a oompreheusion of the latter, there could be no com-

prehension* of the sentence, the words are as necessary for the sentence aa

for anything else),—just as the burning is a neccessary accompaniment of.

the Fuel^ for the purpose of accomplishing the cooking.

344. It is as the end or purpose (of the sentence) that Bhavana is

held to be its meaning; inasmuch as by the expression ** KriyUrlhBno,*'

(in the sutra) is meant the “ purpose of utterance** (of the sentence).

345. The expression “white cow** is an instance cited (in the BbS*

shya) only for the purpose of showing the relation subsisting between a

sentence and its meaning,—and it is not to bo taken as a real sentence

(which must have a Verb, expressing the “BhSvanS** as the purpose of

the sentence).

346. Because a sentence is never uttered, apart from its purpose (.e.%

it is always uttered with a certain purpose); nor is any word—excepting

the Verb-capable of expressing the purpose.

3li7-348. But (as a matter of fact, there is no contradiction in assert-

ing the expression “ white Cow** to be a sentence), it is in such expressions

8M.4S This refers to the objection that when words denote their own individual

meanings, how can they bo said to bo neoessary factors of the Veda—which is made up

of sentences P

8S8 This anticipates the objection that, if the denotation of the meanings of words

also oonstitute that of the sentence, the BhIvanS cannot be the latter. The sense of

the reply is that in saying that Bh&vana is the meaning of the sentence, by tneaninp we

mean purpose, t.e., it is for the purpose of expressing the Bhivani that a sratenee ie

used, whereas the assertion of the meaning of the sentence consisting of those of the

words refers to denotation pare and eimple. By saying that the seafenee ts “ Kriylrtha^
we mean that the implied meaning of the sentenoe—Bbivani—is the end or purpose of

the ntterauoe of the aentenoe; though tho direct meaning of the sentenoes is that which

ie made up of the meanings of the individual words oomposhig the sentence. This being

the direct meaning, and Bhivanl the indiieot meaning of the sentenee, there is no

contradiction in our theory.
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M ••oow horse, where, what are denoted by these words are the

eUittei “oow’* and **horse**—that, if there be no cognition of partionlar

individuals, there is a contradiction of the directly denoted (meaning of the

aforesaid sentence) [inasmuch as the denotation of the sentence consists of

individuals, while the sentence ** cow horse ** denotes only classes and there

is no special purpose served by the company of the two words]
;

wl^eu

however (as in the case of the expression “white cow’*) we comprehend

both the Class and the Individual as indicated by the words (“white—cow”),

(there is a special purpose served in that) we give up the ideas of “black,”

(with regard to the individual cow), and hence there is no contradic-

tion of the directly denoted meaning of the sentence (“white cow,”

which must be accepted to be a sentence).

849. The Individual having been indicated (by the wo^d “cow”)
there is a doubt (as to the property of this individual); and when this

doubt is set aside by the mention of the word,” “white,” what (direct

meaning) can be contradicted P

850. As a matter of fact, the directly denoted meanings (of words)

would be contradicted, in your theory (and not in mine),—inasmuch as^

in accordance with your theory, you can have no idea of “whiten^s” (at

the time of comprehending the sentence “white cow”),—holding, ae you

do, the sentence to have no connection (with the component words and
their meanings) and (as such) to have no special purpose (in the colloca-

tion of the particular words).

851. The Bhashya passage “it may be the meaning of the s^ntence^

Ac.,” is an assertion made jokingly; and the assertion “not everywhere”

means that it is nowhere (so). i

Ml If the word “oow” only denoted the ClasSf then there wonld be a contradiction

in the addition of white,'* which cannot belong to the Class, When however we have

the word “oow" denoting the Class and indicating the individnal, then the word
" white " eervee the pnrpoae of epeoifying the property of the individual oow { and ee

enoh there ie no eontradiotion.

Ml The Bhiehja paeiage referred to is this :
" In a case where we conclude that

the meaning ofwor^ having no special purpose, in the shape of the signification of the

meaning of the sentenoe, becomes useless (without any denotation), it may be a

meaning of the eentenoe, ai consisting of the qualified meanings of words; bnt this no-

tion of the qoalifled meenings of sentences is not everywhere." Here the Bhftehya

aooepte the oontradiotioh of direct denotetions, only as a joke against the other party,

Inasmuch as this oontradiodon has been explained above.

The expression " it is not so eveiywbere " means that it is not always the casethat

the eeoeptanoe of the individnale to be denoted by words is contradictory to their direct

denotetiw (which la in the shape of ciaases);—enoh ie not elways the case, beoenee, as’

ehown below, in some oeses the generio denotation is not cognised at all, the only cogni*

tion being that of, partionlar individuals.
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* Or, inasmnoli as aocasativaness, falljn witb the oognition of

the basic noun (to which the accusative and other affixes are attached),—

they acquire specific characters (and lose their generic character)
;
and as

such where would remain the direct denotation (that would be contra-

dicted by the specific denotation of sentences) ?

353. Neither the basic noun nor the affix is ever used by itself

(without the other)—and it could be then alone (if they were used by

themselves) that there could be a oognition of generic denotations, as de-

sired by you.

354. Even in cases where these (Affixes and Bases) are formed by

themselves, as in ^*AdhunH^** Ac., (**Adhund** being only an affix), they

are always accompanied (and specified) by the denotation of another,—as

has been shown above (K. 203).

355-357. In fact this is the only difference between Word and Sentence

on one hand, and Base and Affix on the other,—though all of them

have their parts expressive (of some meaning) :—As for Words, we

find them used by themselves when they are in need of some factor to

complete their meaning [as when it it is said “ close,** only one word uttered

in haste, the question is “what,** the only word enquiring what is to bo

closed,And, then the final reply too is only in one word, “ door,**—in all

these^ oases, the word used standing in need of something to complete its,

mgnification], when they are all comprehended independently by them-

selves, as having some specific signification ; on the other hand, the Base

.and the Affiy are never found to be used in this manner (by them-

’Selves); inasmuch as the signification of the Affix is always cognised as

oclourcd by that of the Base (and vice versa),

S69 It has been shown that there is no contradiction. It is now shewn that at the

time of the utterance of the word **gdm** the aocnsativeness falls in with the signifioa*

tion of the “ cow and we are not cognisant of the pore generic denotation of the affix

alone, as apart from the basic noon ** gd." And thus there is no geneno denotation of

tho affix which oonld be oontradioted by the oognition of its being specialised with re-

gard to the ' oow/

If either the basic none or the affix were used by itself then alone could there

be a (jbnerio denotation} but as there is no snob separate use, the latter too cannot be

cognised. Whenever the noun or the affix is used, it is always the one with the other}

and aa snob the generic denotation of each is specified by that of the other } and

hence even tboogh real, the generic denotation is never cognised.

Wt The meaning of the affix Is always specified by that of the Base, and vies

versa,

Ml,ll Jttst se words are expressive so are Basse and Affixes also } the only differenee

la that while words can be used by themselves alone, Bases and Affixes can never bd so

used. If the latter were also so used, then there would be no difference between these

and words } since these too would have all the character and funotldns of words.
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SS8-359. Wb(9ii olw ifiBes Ihe whdte colour, and hears the neighing* and

the clatter of hoofs, we find that he has the idea that ‘*a white horse is

mnning,’* eyen in the absence of anj snch sentence; while, in the absence

of some idea of the meanings of words we can never have any such idea

(as the above). Therefore the assertion of the non-perception of the sen*

tence does not offer any reply to the assertion (of the BhSstiya) beginniiig

with ^‘on account of some mental discrepancy, ’’ d;o., (explained in the next

K&rika).

360. Those who, on account of their mental (intellectual) discre-

pancy, do not comprehend the meanings of words, never comprehend the

meaning of the sentence (composed of these words), even though they hear

the sentence (distinctly uttered).

361. Therefore it must be admitted that the meaning of the sentence

is not denoted by the sentence,-— because it (the meaning) is com-

prehended by means of others (t.e., meanings of words), and secondly^ because

even when the sentence is clearly heard its meaning is not comprehended

(so long as the meanings of words are not known),—just as the generic

character of the ** tree is not denoted by the word Pala9a.”

362. Even Letters cannot be held to denote this (meaning of the Sen-

tenoe)-- because they denote the meanings of those (i.e., of

words) which are related (in the relation of the denoter) to the meaning
of the sentence; and secondly^ because even while these (Letters) are pre-

sent, they do not bring about any comprehension (of the meaning of the

B5I.Bb9 The BhSshja has cited this instance, with a view to show that, inasmnoh

aswe have an idea of the signification of sentences, even in the absence of sentences, the

signification of sentences must be admitted to be based, not npon sentences, but upon the

signification of the words composing the sentence. And in order to show that we have no
idea of the meaning of the sentence in the absence of an idea of the meanings of words,

it has nrged the case where people that do not nnderstand the words used—on account

of some deficiency in their intellect or mind^have no idea whatever of the meaning

of the sentence. And in the face of these indisputable facts, it is altogether useless and
unreasonable to assert that the absence of the cognition of the meaning of a sentence

is due to the absence of the cognition of the sentence itself. This has been shown to

be false, inasmuch as in the instance cited, we have an idea of the meaning of the sen-

tence, ** the white horse is running,'* even without any idea of this sentenee. Thus
both by negative and positive ooncomitance it is proved that the cognition of the mean-
ing of the sentence is based upon the cognition of the meanings of words composing

the sentence.

Ml The character of the tree is common to trees other than the **Palica'’ and

is expressed by the word *'Tree ;** and even when one hears the word '* Palana,** this gives

him no idea of the*' tree** unless he knows that characteristics of the tree belong to the

JPoidfi.

BM The letters denote the meanings of words, which denote the meaning of the

sentence.
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Sentence) (nnless the Letters be recognised as forming certain words, the

meanings of which are known to the hearer),—just as the word “

does not signify the class “ tree.” [When ” *’ denotes a partion^

lar tree, which is related to the class “tree,” and even while the word
is present, we have no idea of the class “ tree,” unless we know

t^at the giAgapd is the name of a particular tree].

363-3G4. It is the meaning of the words that denotes the meaning of

the sentence,^firstly because, while the meaning of the sentence is doubtful

each word is comprehended singly, and it becomes definitely ascertained

when all the words are (heard and comprehended) together,—^jnst like the

uprightness and the presence of the crow with regard to the post [when,

though one of the two facts leaves the matter doubtful, when both are con-

sidered together, they load to the definite conclusion that the object must

be a post]; and secondly, because the meaning of the sentence is not

comprehended in the absence of the comprehension of the meaning of

words,—therefore (for this reason too) the former must be admitted to be

comprehensible by means of the latter,—^just as people hold Sound to be

auditory (t.e., perceptible by the Ear), because it is not perceived when

the sense of audition is absent (as in the deaf).

365-366. The eternality of sentences is to be proved in the same*

manner as the eternality of the Relation (between words and their mean-

ings) (as shown under ” SambandhakshSpaparihara”). And as for the

argument (purporting to disprove the eternality of the sentence) based

upon the fact of the sentence being a composite whole,—wo ought to urge

the following counter-argument against it: The study of the Veda is al«

ways preceded by its study by one’s Teacher,—because it is mentioned by

the expression ^^Vedic study,”—like the Vedic Study of the present time

(which is invariably found to be preceded by its study by one’s Teacher.

367. This argument would apply to the Mababharata also; but it is

countermanded by the distinct declaration of an author for it (in the person

of Vyasa). As for the mention of names in the Veda (as being those of

the composers), these must bo explained as ”arthav5da” (purporting to

show the excellent character of a certain Mantra or rite by coupling with

it the name of some Rshi known to be great).

Those that singly leave a certain matter donbtfal and definitely ascertain

lb when considered together, moat be accepted to be the means of the cc^nition there-

of.

MMS6 The study of each person being preceded by that of another person, this

backward series would go on od infinitum to eternity, making tbe,Veda (and the

sentences composing it) eternal.
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368. Because no stadents of the Veda have any idea of its author;

and as for the aforesaid '^ArthavSdas,*’ they too oannob be taken as point-

jng to an author (as will be shown below); hence any idea of an author of

the Veda caunot but be mistaken, as will be explained below.

369. So long as these Arthavftdas continue to exist in the Veda,

there oan be no assumption of any other grounds (for declaring the fact of

the Veda having an author) (because, in the presence of aground seemin^y

afforded by the Veda, no other can be assumed)
; as we find that even

the people of the present day derive their notions of an author of the Veda

from these (Arthav&das).

869 The sense of this is that in presenoe of these Arthavftdas, no other ground

oan be assumed, and as the Arthavada is proved below to be incapable of rightly

pointing to an anthor for the Veda, all notions of snob an author must be 'admitted to

be groundless, mistaken and false.

End of the Ohapter on Sentence,



APHORISMS XXVII to XXXII.

ON THE VEDA BEING WITHOUT AN AUTHOR.

1. “Finding the Vedio assertions to be similar to ordinary

assertions, we have a general idea of the Veda having an author
;
and

this becomes specified by the names ^Ka^ha,’ Ac., given to the different

sections of the Veda.

2. “ In the*2l8t Sutra it has been shown (in the Bhftshya) that the

fact of words being caused entities is based upon their having forms; and

this is equally applicable to the Veda also, inasmuch as it makes mention

of caused entities (such as the names of certain persons, Ac., which can

never be eternal).”

3. Reply .'—Inasmuch as we have neither any rememberance of an

author nor any need of any snch,—no author is wanted for the Veda (as

shown in K. 366) ;
and since the ideas of particular authorship (as of

E[a^ha, Ac.) depend upon the general notion (of such authorship), no names

(such as “Katha” and the like) can point to any anthors of the Veda.

4. Inasmuch as the names ‘‘Katha,” Ac., may be explained as signi-

fying the fact of certain portions of the Veda being explained by such

people,—these names cannot necessarily point to an author ;
specially

as the affix (in the word “Katha”) is also laid down (by PSnini) as

denoting the fact of being expounded (by Katha).

6. And thus Name^ being weaker than Direct Assertion and

the rest, cannot set aside the facts based upon these latter. And further,

inasmuch as this (Name) is a part of the Veda, it can never possibly set

aside the whole of the Veda (by pointing to the fact of its having an

author).

1 The name * Ka|ha ’ implies that that portion of the Veda has been composed by

BrShmaoas of the ** Katba" class. This is an explanation of Sdtta 27.

t This is an explanation of Sutra 28.

> This explains Sutra 29.

t This explains Sdtra 80.

s If there be an author of the Veda, Direct Assertion, Ao., all lose their validity

Bence we cannot base onr notion of the author upon Names, which would thereby set

aside Direot Assertion, Ao., which is an impossibility.

70
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6« Or tbesd (‘^Eatba/’ &o.) may be taken as oonyentibnal names,

given, without any reason, to partionlar seotions of the Yeda. And the

fact of these names (appearing with regard to certain sections of

the Yeda) being only similar in sounds the same words (as signifying the

fact of being composed by Katha, Ac.) is not to be denied on pain of any

punishment (ie,, there is no law which lays down that the two do npt

resemble in sound only).

7. Even though the explanation of the Yeda is common to all persons

(and not restricted particularly to Kafba alone), yet the name may be

given to certain sections of the Yeda, simply on the ground of the possi-

bility (of its being explained by Ka^ha); just as the Jyotishtoma is called

Yairupasftmft ” (thongh many other Samas are chanted in the Jyotish-

toma), simply because the particular 8&ma Yairupa” also appears in it.

8. The names ‘^Eatha,’* Ac., indicating the fact of Eatha, Ac., being

the explainers, are not such as to restrict the ezplicability of those sec-

tions of the Yeda to those teachers alone, inasmuch as all that the name
does is to show that the section of the Yeda has been explained by that

particular teacher also among others,—just as the mother of pittha and

Eapittha is called pittha*s mother ” (which does not mean that the person

is not the mother of Eapittha, but that she is also the mother of pittha,

among others).

9. The fact that, even though the relation of the section with all

teachers is the same, yet it is named after one of them only, is due to the

fact that such naming is not a qualification of the agent (t.e., the Teacher)

and as such it is not necessary to repeat it with regard to all the Teachers);

hence the naming (in accordance with Teachers) being (a qualification) for

the sake of another (i.e, the Sections of the Yeda), the mention of only

one of them is necessary.

10. (Even if the name “Ea^ha*’ were taken as implying the author*

ship of Eatba with regard to the Yeda, then too) it is only an already

existing cause (in the shape of Ea(ha) that is signified (by the name
** Eatba”) ; and it does not signify the production of something previously

non-ei^istent.

* * Katha’as name of the Yeda is not the same as the word whioh signifies the

hot of being composed by Katha, bat resembles it in sound only.

^ Sinoe the naming in aooordance with all Tesohers, supplies the same qualifica-

tion for the Yeda, when this has been aooomplished by the name of one Teacher, it is

not neoessary to name other Teachers—this Is the reason why the names of these

seotiona are not in aooordance with those of all Teachers of theory.

Iren the word ** Kafba** as aname is eternal, and not created by ns ; all that we
mean by calling the Yeda by thename is thatwe interpret it as signifying the authorship

oi Satha, whioh too is eternal, being signified by the word ** Kafha, which is eternal.
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oiginot indicate non-eternality; and if it be due to human agency, then

how can its truthfulness be ascertained ?

12. Or ^Eatha* as a Olasa (of Br&hmai^as) is held by us to be eter-

nal; and it is this Olaaa (as denoted by **Eatha*’) which appears in the

name '^Eathaka” which (means that the particular section of the Veda
belongs to the particular Glass of Br&hma^as, called **Eatha” and)

serves to distinguish that particular section from other sections of the

Veda.

13-14. The Veda naturally abandons the denotation of non-eternal

meanings,—inasmuch as such denotation is found to be impossible with

regard to the Veda, by considering alternatives of eternality and non-

etemality with regard to it. Because if the Veda be eternal its denotation

cannot but be eternal; and if it be non-eternal (caused), then it can have

no validity ( which is not possible, as we have already proved the validity of

the Veda); and as for the theory that the Veda consists of assertions of

intoxicated (and senseless) people, this theory has been already rejected

above—(and as such the validity and hence the eternality of the Veda

cannot be doubted.

)

15. Thus up to this place, we have established by arguments, the fact

of the Veda being the means of airiving at the right notion of ** Dharmft.’*

After this (in the succeeding three pddas), after having divided the

Veda into its three sections, we shall explain what is the meaning (and

purpose) of each of these sections.

Thw ends the chapter on the fact of the Veda not being com^

posed by any author.

Thus ends the ** Mlmansd-^lokavdrUka'* of (7rf Kumdrila Bhatta.

If the name be given bj man, it cannot be infallible, Ao., and as sooh this

name alone cannot autborise the assamption of an author for the Veda*

IS. IS This explains Sotra 81.

IS The three sections of the Veda are Arthavada, Mantra,’^Srnritiand'l^amee treated

of in padas 8nd, 8rd and 4th, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION.

The word ‘MimftABi’—moreproporlj *Pllrva MimiAsi’—ii applied

to* the BjBtem originally propounded by Jaimini. The other namoB given

to this system , are—* Pnrvakdnda^* ^ Karma^MimnMlt ^KamaMnda^*
Yajmmdylt^^ * Adhvaramimdksaf' ^Dharmamlmahsd^* and so forth—some

people even speak of it as tho ‘ BvfidapalakihnL *

Inasmuch as the avowed object of this system is a consideration of

Dharma it is commonly spoken of as ^ DharmamimddtS.* Of the Veda,

thero are three fiections or Kmidas : The Karmakdnia^ the U^diandikdnia^

and the ^JnAnakdnda' And it is only that portion of the Veda which

is contained in the first of these that is dealt with in the PUrva^NhntdMIi ;

and for this reason ;
it is spoken of as * PUrvukdhda, Pdrvamlmdktd,

or ^ Karmamimdnsd.* Though the Karmakdnda of the Veda treats of

many such actions as ^ Sacrifice/ * Giving/ * Otfering/ and the like, yet it

is of tho sacrifice that thin system treats mostly, and it is full of

(lisoussions about sacrifices only. And for this reason people speak of this

as ^ yajnamlmUMd* or ^ Adhvara^mimdksd."

This consideration of Dharma is found to consist of twelve parts ; and '

these parts have been put by Jaimini in tho form of twelve Adhydyoii and

hence the system has come to bo known by the name of ‘ Doddapafaskihani*

For a detailed explanation of the subject-matter of each Adhydya and

adhikarana, the reiider is referred to the Appendix.

While chiefiy dealing with these subjects, Jaimini has in many places

dealt with other things in connection with these. It is clear that all

that is treated of by Jaimini is ciiiefly Vedic. In tho work known as

the ‘ Veda’—beginningless aud authorless,—were found mentioned here

and there, at random, many sacrifices, offerings, Ac. And hence it was

very dificult to understand and grasp the methods and procedure of

tljjjrarious sacrifices, Ac.; consequently, at tho time of the perform*

ai^’*of a sacrifice, at each step the performers would meet with

serious doubts aud difficulties. And all this difficulty has, once for all,

l)een set aside by Jaimini, by means of the 8utra$ dealt with here.

And it was only after the Mimftnsa philosophy had been duly propounded

that the path of Karmakdnda became easy.

At tho very outset, Jaimini divided the Vedio sentences into two

kinds: The Mantra and the Brdhfnaya. The former is now known

as the ‘ Sanhiti’—f.i. ^gveda iadhUd, Ac. There are many Brih-

ma^as that are known as ‘ Upanishat, ’ f.i. the BrhadArafyaka and
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the OhSndogya. Then agaiu be proceeds to sab«divide. these two kinds

into other sorts—the the 8Hma^ and the Yaju.

The definitions that he lays down for the differentiation of the

Mantra and tlie BrHhma^a are embodied in the Sutras ll^i—32 and

33; wherein it is said that, that which, at the time of the per-

formance bf % sacrifice, points oat certain details in connection with

it i$ called ; Jfan/ra ;
’ and the rest are called * J^rdlimano. ’ Bat tie

earlier authors have distinctly declared that this definition of ^Mantra*

is only r tentative one; as. thei^e are many Mantras that do not fulfil

the conditions herein laid down, and are yet called ^Mantras' The
^ MiintraSi' iw reality, take the place of Aphorisms dealing with sacri-

ficial details, and the JBr&hmat^as are commentaries on them
;

in fact,

they are frequently spoken of as such by

ftkt Yojush and Sdma are the three sub-divisions of the said two

divisions of the Veda. Among Mantras and' BrUhmafsas, that sentence

wherein we have distinct divisions into ‘ feet,* is called a^jffib* (Sfitra

II—i—36) the other names of which are ‘^cd,* ‘^/oka, ’ Mantra.^ The

sentences that are capable of being sung are known as ^SUma * (II—i—36).

The .rest are called ^Yajush* (II—i—37).

•
. The text of the MimSmd philosophy is the most extensive of all

;

the Sutras have twelve AdhyUyas^ divided into sixty PUdoSj containing

about 1,000 SutrSSf dealing with 1,000 sections or Adhikaranas.

The word ^AdhikUrUnH* really means * Discussion,
*

* Consideration,*

'Inquii y,* * Investigation.* In the Mim&nsa wo find that each Discnsssion

is made np of five parts: viz.: (1) Viskaya-^ihe subject-matter under

consideration, (2) Vifaya^ or Sangaya—the doubt arising in connection

with thskt matter, (3) PurvUpaksha—the standpoint of the opponent,

and* the* arguments in support thereof, (4) TJttara or SiddhUnta—the

demonstrated conclusion, (6) Sahgati—Relevancy of the discussion with-

the particular context. Some authors explain *uffara' as the arguments*

against the view of the opponent, and instead of * SaAgati ’ they h%ye
* ITtma^* which they explain as * SiddhUnta. ’ This system of discussion

is adopted, more or less, in all the Sanskrit philosophical systems.

The Sutras are all arranged in the above order of discussion. But a

mere reading . of the Sutras does not afford us any idea as to where a.

discussion ends, and another begins. For all these, as also for .a

proper understanding of the Sutras themselves, we have to fall back

upon certain commentaries upon the Sutras.,

' Of these commentaries, and commentaries on commentaries We have

an almost endless series. The oldest commentary on the Sutras that



18 available now, is the BhOshya by gavara Svami (pablished in the
Bibliothem Xndica)

\
thongh we find ibis BMihya referrinj? to ,other

commentaries, chief amonjjr which is the Vrtti of the « revered Uparareha.**
On the BhBshya, we have tlie commentary of Kumarila Bhatta, ^fenerally

spoken of as “ Bhatta.” This work is divided into three parts, known
under three different names: (1) The gtohavHrUka, treating of the
first, the Tarka, (Polemical) P/Ida of the First AdhyUya (published in

the ‘ Caukharabha Sanskrit Series, * Benares)
; (2) The Tantravnrtika,

dealing with the last three Pddas of Adhy&ya I, and the whole of

Adhyflyas II and III
(
pablished in the * Benares Sanskrit Series, * and

being translated into English by the present treiislator) ;-»and (3). The
Tupfikfi—dealing with Adhyayas IV—XII (published [in the * Benares,

Sanskrit ISeries '). On the first of those, we know of two commentaries

:

(1) The Kogikii by Sucanta Mi^re, and (2) the KydyamthUkara of

Pfirthasarathi Mi^ra (pablished in the ^ Caukhambhft Sanskrit Series,'

Benares)
; extracts from these two commentaries have been put in as

notes in the present work; and (3) the Ny(tya$udhH of SomS^vara Bhatta.

On the second
j
the only commentary we know of is the Nyflyasndhil^ gene-

rally known as ^ B^naka,* by Somg^vara Bhatta (in course of publica-

tion in the ^Cankhambha Sanskrit Series,’ Benares). And on the. third,

we have only one proper commentary, the Viirtikftbhara^ by Vfinkata

Olkshita
;
the other, the Tantmratna cannot he spoken of As a * common-

*

tary ’ in the proper sense of the word ; as it is a semi-independent com-

mentary on the SUtrcLS themselves, though hero and there, taking np and

explaining certain passages from the Bhfishya and the Vfirtika. This

closes the list of works, indirectly dealing with the present work.

The first Biltra of Pada i, Adhyaya I, deals with the usefulness of ]an

investigation into Dharma, In the remaining part of the Pdda, we have,

a treatment of the questions—What is Dharma f What is its definition P

By what means of knowledge is Dharma cognisable? and so fortlu

From the beginning of tho second PUda to the end of the Adhy&ya^ wo

htfT^m consideration of the means of Dharmat and its Result, as also' (he

authoritative character of the Veda, as the sole means of knowing

Dharma.
[SOTRA (1).]

The meaning of the Sutra is that inasmuch as Dharma is a purpose

that is conceivable by means of the Veda alone, and the Veda is tbe only^

antliority for it, after the student has finished the stndy of the Veda, he'

should continue with his teacher a little longer, with a view to learn 4he

details of Dharma.
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This Sutra contains two Adhikaranas, i.e., it treats of two subjects

:

( 1 ) Is a study of the Veda necessary for all the three higher castes ?

(2) Is Dharma a subject for consideration ? It is only the latter aspect

of the Sutra tliat has been dealt with ' by the commentators ; and the

obvious reason for this is that with regard to the former, there can be no

doubt in the mind of any person who is not an avowed Atheist, and as

such not to be admitted into a philosophical discussion.
*

The Adhtkaraii^a dealing with the latter question is thus explained

in detail:

—

(d) The subject of discussion—the passages that form the subject-

matter of the discussion—are the following two: *One should study

the Veda,* and then ‘one should perform the Conclusive Bath after

having studied the Veda.
*

(6) The doubt ainsing with regard to these sentences is this;

‘Should one perform the Conclusive Bath, immediately after he has

finished the reading of the text of the Veda, or should he postpone

it, and continue his stay with the teacher, a little longer, in order

to learn something about the nature of Dharma ? *

(c) The opposite vino (the Purvapaksha) is that the Bath should

be performed immediately after the study of tlie Vedic text has been

finished.

(d) The "Reply to the opposite view is ss follows: The sentence

‘one should study the Veda* does not mean a mere getting up of

the verbal text, it also means a due understanding of the sense of

the sonptures. And unless one ponders over the passages, he cannot

arrive at a due understanding of their sense. Consequently a mere

reading of the text does not afford us a due knowledge of Dharma^

without which the study cannot be said to have borne its true fruit;

and hence we cannot admit that the Conclusive Bath is to be performed

immediately after the text has been got up.

(e) The SiddhAnta or final conclusion arrived at is that after the

student has got up the verbal text of the Veda, he should continue

his stay with the teacher a little longer, for the purpose of learning

all about Dharma,

The above shows the way in which the writers on MimSnsft put

forward the various Adhikaranas.

The commentators have pointed out that the Sutra in question also

implies the necessity of learning the character of Adharma ; as without

such knowledge, one could not exactly know what he should avoid. But

none of them have gone into the details of Adharma^ simply because a

knowledge of Dharma would naturally give us an idea of its being eontraiy

;

and as such no separate treatment of this was necessary.



[8flTRA (2).]

The questions dealt with in this Sutra arc : What is Dharina f

What is the authority—means of knowing—Marma /

The meaning of the Sutra is that * Dharma

'

is the name that

is gi^en to those actions resulting in good, that have been laid down
by Yedic injunctions. The commentators hare gone into rery elaborate

details in connection with this Sutra
; the upshot of which is this

:

When an action is performed, there arises in the soul of the performer

a certain potential energy, in the shape of a particular property or

character, that, at some future time, brings about an eminently saisfactory

result; audit is this potential energy that is called* Dharma* * Puuya,'

* QubhUdrshta ' and so forth.

The Adhikarana contained in the Sutra may bo expressed as follows:—

() The auhjeet-mattdr is Dharma.

() The doubt is as to whether or not there is a means of knowing

Dharma. Is this means contained in Sense-perception and the other

ordinary means of knowledge F Or, is Dharma knowablo only by means

of Vedic Injunctions? Is the action of these injunctions in any way

helped by Sense-perception and the rest F

(c) The opposite view is this : Vedic injunctions arc not the means

of knowing Dharma, All sentences serre only to describe things that

have been known by means of Sense-perception, tkc., and as such they

cannot be accepted as independent means of knowledge. The oonolusion

led to by this view is either that (1) there is no means of knowing

Dharma, or (2) that Dharma is cognisable by means of Sense-percep-

tion or Inference; or (3) that Dharma is perceptible by the senses,

for the Yogis, while for us it is to bo known either by means of

Inference, or by that of Vedic injunctions; or (4) that it is known

by means of Vedic Injunctions as aided by Apparent loconsiotency.

The sense of this last theory is that unless we admit of a super-

physical cause, we are unable to explain the gradations and differences

that we meet with in the universe; and it is the Apparent Inoon-

sistelioy of these differences that points to the existence of such a

cause in the shape of Dharma; and then it is the Dharma whose

particular character is known by means of Vedic Injunctions. In any

case Dharma is not cognisable by means of Vedic Injunctions alone.

(d) The reply to the opposite view is as follows: When we

find that the idea given rise to by the Iiijunction is not contradicted

by any produced by other means of knowledge, we cannot but admit

the undisputed autliority of that sentence. And hence, so long as we

have distinct words affording us the due knowledge of Dharma, we
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caimot very reasonably declare that there is no means of knowing it.

In the case of the words of ordinary persons, there are yarions causes

of mistake—as for instance, carelessness, deliberate desire to cheat,

and so forth; and as such the anthority of such words might very

well be doubted. The case of Yedic sentences, however, is quite different*

as it has not been composed by human agency
; and as such there

being no chance of any of the aforesaid causes of mistake, the words

of the Veda cannot but be admitted to have a self-sufficient authority

in all matters wherewith they may deal. As for Sense-perception and

the rest, they are found always to point to things that exist in the

present, and have nothing to say with regard to things in the future.

As for the perception of Yogis also, this is baaed upon memofy\ and

as this always, pertains to pre-conceived things, oven Yogic per-

ception cannot apply to Lharmaf which has never been perceived or

thought of, and is yet to come.

(e) The SiddkUnta, or conclusion, arrived at is thatVedic Injunc-

tions are the only means of knowing Dharma.

We have given above the sample as to how each Adhikarana is

worked up. The Miinansd QSstra deals with a thousand of such

Adhikaranast each of which has been very tersely put in the form

of one or moi^e Sntras,

inasmuch ns fhe Second Sutra lays down the two fuiidamentnl

propositions—that (1) Vedic Injunctions are tlio only means of knowing

Dharma^ and (2) that Yedic Iiij unctions are wholly authoritative ns

as such means
,

that form the keystone of the whole system,

people have come to speak of this Sutra as the ‘Pr&tijna’ Sutra. It is

with a detailed working out and supporting of these propositions that

the rest of the First Pdda is taken up.

[Sutras 8—5.]

Proceeding to examine the means of acqniiing the due knowled^*

o( Dharmay Jaiihini comes to the following couclusious: (1) Inasmuch

as Sense-perception consists of the coguition brought about by the contact

of the sense-organ with the material object,—and as such it can only

pertain to things existing at the present time,—it cannot serve as

the rightful means of knowing Dharma •, because Dharma is not a

ma^torial object, and it does not exist at the present time. (2) The
relationship between the Word and its signification is natural and

eternal ;
it is not created by Convention ;

consequently, the coguition

bronght about-by a Yedic Injunction is absolutely and unconditionally
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traa; it is a permanent aathoritaiiTe means of knowledge; its au-

thority^ 18 self-safficient and self- manifest. (3) When we have found

with regard to any two things that they are related iu saoh a way

that wherever the one is, there the other also is present,—*then when-

ever oil some future occasion, wo aotually see any one of these, we

ak onoe oonolnde that tiio other also must exist
;

and. this cognition

is what is called * Inference
;

* bat this Inference is of no use in

obtaining a knowledge of Dharma,

As the whole fabric of Jaimini’s philosophy is based upon the

second of these oonolusious—the Self-aaffioienoy of Verbal Cognition—

he devotes a special Adhikaram to a fall discussion of the question.

[SOTKiS 6-11.]

The objections against this self-sufficient authority, embodied in

Sutras 6— 11, are based upon those against the eternality of all words

in general, and of the Veda in particnlar. These may he thus summed

up
: (1) It is a fact of ordinary perception that all verbal utterance is

an action brought about by human effort; and as such, having had

no existence, prior to this effort, it cannot be believed to be eternal.

(2) It is found, at best, to enjoy a very brief existence; and aotually

found to be destroyed as soon as uttered. (3) We find people speaking

of * making ’ an utterance, which would not be possible if the word

were eternal
;

as then it would be ever-present, and would require

no * making. ’ (4) The same word is found to be uttered, at one and the

same time, by various persons, at various places. This would not be

possible, if the word were an eternal omnipresent entity. (5) Then

again we find in grammar that words undergo several modifications,—/, t.,

the letter (t) changes into (ya)

;

and certainly that which is eternal can

have no modification. (6) We find the volume of the word decreasing or

increasing, according as it is uttered by one or more men
;

and certainly

that which increases and decreases can never be eternal.

[SCtras 12—17.]

These are the six objections against the eternal character of the

Word. Jaimini meets every one of these in Sutras 12—17. The argu-

ments contained in these Sniras may be thus summed up: (1) 'llie

mere fact of the word not being heard before it is uttered, does not

prove that it did not exist before, or that it has been created by the

utterance ;
all that it shows is that it was not manifest to our perception,

and the utterance serves to make it perceptible. (2) Similarly, lha

word is not destroyed after being ottered ;
the fact is that the effect of tiie

mauifestive agency of the utteranoe having passed off, the word reverts to.



its original unmanifested state
;

there are many things in the W9rld

that exist, though they are not perceptible. (8) People speak of the

making of the word; but that refers to the sound that manifests the

word; and this manifesting agency is certainly due to human effort.

(4) As for the simultaneous utterance of the same word by many persons,

—

this is analogous .to the case of the single sun being simultaneously pes-

ceived by many persons. That is to say, just as many people, at diffei'ent

places, simultaneonsly perceive the single snn> so do they utter and

hear the same word also. (5) What the grammatical rules lay down
is not a modification of the letters; it is not that the is changed

into'ya*; but that the latter takes the place of the former. (6) The

volume of the Word never undergoes increase or decrease; it is only

the sound proceeding from the throats of men that iucreases or decreases.

[S0TBAB 18—23.]

Having thus met the opponent’s objections, Jaimini proceeds to bring

forward his own arguments in favour of his theory. These arguments

are contained in Sutras 18—28. (1) The word is ever present
;
because

the utterance of it is only for the purpose of manifesting it to others; and

it is only when the word exists that such effort at manifesting it could be

justified. (2) When the word ‘ cow ’ is uttered, it is always recognised to

be the same word ; and this recognition could not bo said to be mistaken

;

it is universally cognisable. ( 3) People speak also of uttering the word
* cow ’ three or four timeSf and not of uttering three or four such words.

This common usage also points to the oneness and the eternality of the word.

(4) We do not perceive any productive or destructive cause of the word,

as we do of all transitory things
; and hence we cannot admit of its pro-

duction or destruction. (5) Some people have held that Word is produced

from Air. But what they really mean to be produced from the Air, is the

loand, not the woi'd itself ; because as a matter of fact, we know that the

vibrations produced in the air give rise to various degrees of sound ; and

when these vibratory waves reach the tympanum, they are sensed and per-

ceived by the ear. And there can be no doubt that Word is sometjjing

wholly distinct from sounds which latter only serves to manifest it.

(6) We have many Vedic texts distinctly laying down the eternality

of words.

[SOtbas 24—32.]

In this connection, the commentators have shown that though the

word is eternal, and so is its signification, yet in all human utterances,

there is always a chance of the man having mistaken notions of both

;

and as such ^ there is no independent authority attaching to human
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utteranoea. Bufc as for iho Veda, it is not found to have any anthoe. It is

self-existent, self-sufficient in its authority and eternal. As for the namea
of persons and places met with in the Veda, they are mere sound eoin«

cidehces ; the words having quite a diffierent sensot

That Dharma exists and that it consists of the BacifUee, OhaHHee
and the Libations, &o., enjoined in the Veda,-~are the two propositions

with regard to which there is a unanimity among MimUMikas, We
proceed to show the points on which there is a diversity of opinion.

Sacrifices, Charities and Libations, dnly performed, bring abont definite

results; hence Dharma consists of these actions. The true function of

these actions lies in the bringing about of a certain potency in the

soul of the performer. And it is through this potency that the performer

takes his. future births, for the experiencing of such results as the

pleasures of Heaven and the like. To this Potency is given the technical

name of ^A^purva,' in Mimdns&
;
while in other systems it is known by

such names as ^ Adfshta,' * Funya,* ^Dharma,* and so forth. In accordance

with this theory then, Dharma consists of the actions of sacrifice, Ao.,

which latter consist of elaborate preparations of materials, Ac.; thereby

the actual form of Dharma is perceptible, though its function proper, in the

shape of Apurva is invisible, and can only be inferred.

According to other people, it is along with the Sacrifices, Ac., them-

selves that there appears an ApUrm, which is the name given to the

potency that leads to Heaven and other desirable results. And con-

sequently according to these Dharma consists of this potency of ApUrva ,*

and it is only indirectly that the name * Dharma* is applied to the sacri-

fices, Ac. Just as people speak of the life-prolonging Butter, as ' longevity,*

so also do they speak of the 2)Aarmo-producing Sacrifice as * Dharma*

Dharma and Adharma, the effect of bodily, verbal and mental actions

;

and they form the seed of all future happiness and misery. It is be-

cause the results of Dharma accrue to the Individual in his future life,

that it is held to be imperceptible either by ordinary or yogio peroeptien.

Hence the final position arrived at is that it is cognisable by Vedid

Injunction alone.

In the fact of bringing about a definite cognition, consists the antbe-

rity of a Verbal expression ; and its authority is independent and self-

sufficient; it is unquestionable. Though it is true that even a false

assertion gives rise to a cognition, yet inasmuch as in all oases of false

assertion, we always either find some deficiency in the means of cog-

nition itself, or find it to be denied subsequently by a more anthoritatlTe

means of cognition,—we do not accept it as authoritatively trne. Bnt
the only deficiency in Verbal Assertum, as a means of oognftion, lies in tke

untrustworthy character of the person making that assertion
; conseqnenttjr

2



inatfUdaoh as there is no person concerned in the Vedic assertions, we

never question the authority of these, specially as none of them is found to

be set aside by any subsequent means of cognition; because inherent

defidenpy in the means itself and the subsequent denial of the idea given

rise to it are the only two grounds for questioning the authority of a

Verbal Assertion. «

On this oocasion, it will be necessary to consider in what way a man*s

idea of the authoritativeueas of any means of cognition arises. That is to

say, the question to be considered is—People have an idea as to this being

authoritative, and that unauthoritative,—does this idea proceed natural-

ly from the cognition itself P or, is it brought about by another cogni-

tion P or does it come about, after one has looked into the excellences and

defects of its means, or after one has examined the real state of the objects

cognised P or, is it that authoritativeness is ever inherent in the cogni-

tion, always appearing with itself, and it is rejected only either when one

finds the actual state of things to be otherwise, or when some deficiency

has been discovered in the means of the cognition ? For, as a matter of

fact, it is found that the idea of the true authoritativeness of a certain

cognition appears and remains permanent, only when it is found that the

object^really exists in the form in which it is cognised, that there is no

more authoritative cognition to the contrary, and when no deficiency is

found in the means of that cognition. For instance, that what we see is

actually a serpent is believed to be perfectly true, only when it is found on

due inspection, by finding it moving, that it is a serpent
;
secondly,

when it is not found to be denied by the idea obtained by further ex-

amination of it; and, lastly, when it is ascertained that there has been no

flaw in the powers of vision concerned.

In connection with this, some Mim^nsakaa hold that the potency of

the Oause, to bring about its effect, is inherent in it ; and hence it is Cog-

nition itself that establishes its own authority or otherwise, witli regard to

its nature and powers. While others hold that the Cognition is not capa-

ble at one and the same time, of establishing the truth and falsity of its

object ; because truth andfaUity are two mutually contradictory prope^;t^

and as such they could never co-exist, either in any object, or in any

Cognition. Consequently it must be admitted that the truth or falsity of a

cognition is Moertainable only by the presence or absence of discrepancies

in its source.

Another class of MimUniahas declare that if, until the excellences and

defects of the source have been found out, the truthfulness or otherwise of

the assertiott emanating therefrom remain doubtful, then it would be neces-

sary toadmit the Cognition to bo devoid of any characteristics brpotentiali-

tiCi. But thie could not be very acceptable ; consequently it must be



admitted that, in the first inetanoe, the eogoitioii ia nntrBBtworthj $ hatwhan
sabseqnentlj, oorroboratiye cognitions appearing, the untrastwortliinesa is

set aside, its trnstworthiness becomes accepted. Thus then, in the ease
of the Veda, so long as wo do not recognise it as the work of a tmstwor-
thj author, we cannot accept it as trne. On the other hand, we aotnally

pome across, in the Veda, such apparently absurd assertions as * the trees

performed the sacrifice,’ which distinctly point it ont as being the work of

an extremely untrustworthy person.

To this, the orthodox MimUmaka makes the following reply : The
authority or the eridential character of the Veda—or of any means of know-
ledge—-cannot be dependent upon anything outside itself; beoanse if a
cognition did not contain within itself, its own evidence, but depended upon
another cognition, then in that case, this latter cognition also would have

to be justified by another cognition, and so on ad infinitum t and it would

be absolutely impossible to accept any cognition to be true. Consequent-

ly we must admit that all cognitions are self-sufficient in their authority.

But this does not mean that all cognitions or ideas are true. In the

case of many we subsequently find that they are not in keeping with the

real state of things, or that they had originated from a mistaken notion

;

and ill such oases the formerly-conceived truth is set aside in view of these

subsequent facts. But in cases where we have no such subsequent contra-

dictions, we naturally admit the idea to be true. Thus then in all

assertions of ordinary men, they are always open to the probability

of being false, on account of the character of the persons making

the assertions; and hence these are not accepted to be nnoonditionally

true. The case of the Veda, however, is different. There is no human
element in it; and consequently there is no probability of any on-

truthfulness vitiating its inherent self-evidential character. Nor have

we, at our command, any means of knowledge that could show the Vedio

assertions to be false ; because the subject treated of in the Veda is

not amenable to any of the recognised means of right knowledge.

Then again, it has already been shown that all words are eternal;

49D^equently the words of the Veda need not necessarily be attributed to a
human anthor. And we find that the knowledge derived from Vedio

words fulfil all the conditions of ’’right knowledge,” vis: it is incontro-

vertible, it refers to things not known before, and is quite consistent with

facts. The only chance of faultiness of such knowledge lies in the charac-

ter of the speaker ; and as there is no speaker in the ease of the Veda, it is

above all snoh faults.

This assertion of the Miman^koi is based upon the theory that Socnd

is as impartite and eternal an entity, as Time, Space, etOMi and, it is not

a mere property of AJOgm it is begu^gless and indestrnotible ; |J| that



'Ilie spMklsBr aoet is to liolp in the manifestation of certain so'iinds that lie

^hai oonventionally fixed upon as being expressive of certain thinga

»Then again, what is heard is not the Word, bat only the Sonnd that

•serves to manifest it as it already exists eternally.

The MivUlneaka does not hold the word alone to be eternal
;
bat also

its meaning, and its relationship to that meaning. That there is each p
relationship is directly cognisable by Sense-perception; and the reason

why it is not recognised by one who hears a word uttered for the first time

is that the necessary accessories are not present
;
bat that does not make the

•velationsfaip non-existing ; for becanse the eye cannot see without light,

that does not mean that the eye is incapable of seeing altogether. This

accessory in the case in question is in the shape of the knowledge that

such and such a word denotes such and snch a thing. This knowledge is

obtained by the child from experience, by marking the words and the

actions of his elders.

Nor have we any gp?oands for believing that the Veda was composed

by Brahmfi and handed to his sons, by whom it has been prapagated in

the world. The MimUnaaha finds a greater diificalty in believing this

than the eternal character of words and their meanings.

It is on such a Veda that Jaimini bases his enquiry into the nature

of Dho/rma and Adharma* Of these Dharma is said to consist in the course

lof condnot, tending to the attainment of the four desirable ends of life,

aa laid down in the Veda; Bnoh,/.t., as the performance of sacrifices and

the like. And Adharma consists of such conduct as is conducive to the

Invent of objects of aversion, laid down as such in the Veda,—e.g., the

eating of games killed by poisoned arrows, eto. In the matter of these

two, all requisite proof is afforded by the Veda, Smrti and the practical

code of morality obtaining among good men. Of these the first is as al-

ready shown above, self-independent iu its authority, while the other two

owe their anthonty to the fact of their being based on the Veda.

The Veda consists of two parts : the Mantra and the Brdhmana, The

Mantra serves the purpose, at saorifices, of recalling to the mind of the

performer, the substanoes, the Deity, and other things oonneoted

them; and the BrAhmatfa consists of sentences mainly declaratory; one

impwtaiiit portion of (his latter is made np of the ArihavUda (Sutra I-ii-7),

wUoh is made up of the Praieing and Blaming of certain actions and

things ; this is accepted as an authority on Dhanna, chiefly becanse it tends

to the recognition of the excellence of the enjoined Duty, bnt only so far

as it is capable of being taken along with the Declaratory Passages deal-

ing with that Dniy.

fintfii deolaratory passages are of various kinds : ( 1)
** Karmotj^iu

(piisagei declaring a duty) ; (2) Oafa-Fdtya** (passages



'.tiiia

laying down the materials, dw. f (3) ''Phah-VSkn* ”~(pataagead«olaHrig
the result)

; (4) « Gwiia. VSkya, for afOrtioularpurfote ; (5) Sagupa^l^innot-
jw«»>Faiyo"—(passages declaring a dnty together with the necessary
materials), and so on.

(1) A Karmotpatti-Vdkya'* is that which simply points out that
“jiuch an wtion is to be performed “Offers the Agnihotni
sacrifice ; this sentence merely signifies the fact that the Agnihotra Sacri*

fice is laid down as one to be performed.

(2) A “ Ouf^a-VH^ya is one which lays down the Deity and the Materi-

als, &c., necessary for the performance of the sacrifice—e.y.,
“ Sacrifice with

the Curds' ' The very fact of the “ Card " being mentioned as pai’t of the

action constitutes its “ gn^atva " (secondary ohai'acter). In the above

proposition the character of the Homa as the subject^ lies in the fact of

its having been known from other sources of information, and being

herein mentioned only as related to the Predicate; and if such a

Subject were repeated in order to show its relation to the Predicate,

this would constitute its “ Anuvcldyaica
**

(another character of the

Subject), And the primary character of such a term is due to its

connection with the Materials, such os the “ Curd ” in the above proposi*

tion. The character of “ Curd " as the Predicate consists in the fact of

its not being known from any other source (save the proposition in ques-

tion); and its secondary (or subservient) character, in comparison with*

the Homa itself, is due to its being the material for (and as suck

subservient to) the Homa, And further, the acceptability of both by the

agent is duo to the action itself being such as is to bo performed by him.

The action having been mentioned, the question naturally arises in

the mind of the agent-** what will be the result of this action P ' And the

sentence that serves to lay down the connection of the Action with a de-

finite result is called the

—

(3) “ Phalavidhi,''^e.g,, ** One desiring heaven should perform the

Agnihotra Sacrifice.'* The full connotation of this sentence is
—*He

who desires heaven should perform the Agnihotra Sacrifice, as the means

thereto and as sucli, this sentence lays down the result of the action

(Agnihotra ), whioh^ in the previous passage, has only been pointed not

as a sacHfioe to be performed.

(4) A “ Gw^avQkya for a specific purpose " is that in which a certain

material is mentioned, in oonncction with a known action, as leading to a

pai*tioalar resnlt ;

—

e g. “ One ought to offer the libation of curds for tlie

sake of one who is desirous of acquiring efficient sense-otgaus." Here, for

the speoifio purpose of “ acquiring the senses,” a particular material (curd

is mentioned in connection with Homa, an idea of wbi<d) has already beetn

derived from the passage enjoitiing the Agnihotra. The formul iqeaesDg



of Ibe abo7e injanotion is—**One is to realise the aocomplishment of the

Senses by means of onrds, in connection with («.s., as forming the materials

for) the JEToma.” Another name for **Ounaphalavidhi** ia *‘puna.

Jcarmavidhi.'*

(5) A ** Bagu^akarmotpatHvdkya **
is a passage enjoining an action

together with its accessories—each as the Materials, Deity, Ac. 4^
an example of this we have^**One ought to sacrifice with the Soma.’*

This passage enjoins the saeriHce together with the Soma^planf^ since the

injunction of a qualified action (here, the 8oma-8acrifice) necessarily im-

plies that of the qualification (here, Soma).

In certain cases, an ** originative passage” (Karmotpaitivdkya) also

mentions the result of the action, ** One desiring cattle is to sacri-

fice with the Udbhid.” The ” Udbhid Sacrifice ” is not mentioned in any

other passage ;
and iu the passage cited it is enjoined, as leading to the

acquiring of cattle. Thus it is a single sentence enjoining the eacrifioe as

leading to a certain resultf—thus serving the double purpose of laying down

a sacrifice, and also pointing out the Material with which it is to be

performed.

The Primary Injunction (t.e., the passage simply mentioning the action)

ia often such as to be construed together with its subsidiary injunctions

(i*.0.y those mentioning the accessories to the action mentioned in the fore-

going primary injunction)
; and thus both conjointly come to form a single

sentence and make up the one complete injunction of the main action together

with all its accessories: and such an injunction is called a ” Prayogavidhi.” As

an example of this, we have--” One desirous of heaven ought to perform the

Agnihotra Sacrifice this passage means that ” the Agent is to conceive of

the acquiring of heaven by means of the Agnihotra Sacrifice.” But there

instantly arises the question of method; *How is this sacrifioe to be

performed P’ And this is answered, in regard to the Agnihotra, Ac., by

such passages as ” set up the fire, put in the fuel, Ac., Ac.,” which come

forwa^ as laying down the necessity of fire^ fud and such other things, in

the performance of the Agnihotra Sacrifice. And passages like these (” set

up the fire, Ac.”)y forming with the primary injunction (”one desjpo^T

heaven should perform the Agnihotra ”) one single ” Gh?and Injunction”

go to point out the Agnihotra Saeriflee with all its accessories^ designed for

the attainm/^t of heaven,—^the whole thus meaning that ” one is to attain

heaven by means of the Agnihotra Sacrifice, performed with the help

of its accessories, such as the setting up of fire, the putting tii of fuel,

the ysr^aJtimcf the house and the like.” Such is the ”PrayoyatndAt.”

Other names for the accessories taken collectively are ” Itthamhhd/va ”

and ** ItikartaoyaUL** In the above instance, Agnihotra is the primary

aotioBi and the sdting up offire, Ac., are all auxiliary to it.



XV •

THE apobva;

It does not appear quite reasonable that momentarily-disappearing

aotioos should bring about any such future effects, as the attainment of

Heaven and the like. But the fact is that, from certain Vedio passages,

we come to know of the capability of the enjoined and prohibited actions

ter bring about certain results ; and in order to render reasonable the pro*

duction of future effects by means of momentarily-disappearing actions

we assume certain intervening transcendental Agencies in the shape of

Pu^ya'* (virtue) and “ Papa” (vice). Thus then, the causing of the

attainment of Hearen by Saoiifices is not immediate, but indirect

through the unseen agency of virtue. This is what is called the Unseen

Force (Adrehta) leading to a particular effect
;

and the cause of this

Unseen Force is the pnmary action, fitted up with all its various

subsidiaries preceding and following it, and not the primary action alone

by itself. For, in that case, the effects (attainment of Heaven, Ac.)

too might be said to bo brought about by the primary alone ;
and such

a theory would lead to the inevitable conclusion—the uselessness of

the subsidiaries.

An objection is heie raised :
“ It is not right to assert the production

“of the Unseen Agency by the Primary Action together with all its

“subsidiaries. For the Primary Action is no sooner performed than.

“ destroyed, and as such cannot profit by the aid of its subsidiaries.”

To this, the Mimfinsaka replies that though no help of the sub-

sidiaries is possible to the Primary by itself, yet such aid would be quite

possible through an (intermediate) Unseen Force, brought about by the

mere origination of the primary action (such Force having the conven-

tional name of “ UtpattyapUrva). ” Because for the fulfilment, to the

Primary, of the full aid of all its subsidiaries, we conventionally assume

the production by the Primary alone, of such an Apfirva intervening

between the Primary and the final Apiirva directly leading to the (final

result). In the same manner, the subsidiaries too, being only conjointly

capable of helping the Primary, cannot help one another directly by

theriselves; and, as such, for the fulfilment of this mutual aid among*

the subsidiaries also, wo assume the production of intermediate Un/ieen

Forces—Ufpaflyaparrutf—at each step ii.e., togetlier with every sub-

• sidiary,—the one subsidiary helping the one following through the

UtpattyapQrva produced by itself).

The help of the subsidiaries towards the Primary, as a nxle, consists

in turning the Primary towards the production of the “Great” Aptlrva

leading to the Final Result. With the Darfa and PUrnamdsa, however, thA

case is different: that is to say, in these the subsidiaries together with the

Prit«i»y go eollectively to form a single Primair. Firstas tothePteyttisa.



I xvi

The flentence ^'YadftgnSjo ^ahtftkapSYo* mSvftsj&yaAoa panr^amS-
sj&Aodcjuto bhavati*’ enjoins the IgnSja Sacrifice; and the sentence

bhyamSfcamagDishomlyamikada^akapalampnr^aniasyam prayaccbat ”

lays down the Agnishomlyai In the Paar^amasi again, the Up&n9a-
Sacrifioe is laid down by the. sentence “ Tavabruta, dsc.” All these three

Injunctions together lay down the ^'Primary” in the Pauroamasu ](p

connection with these three—the Agn§ya, the Agnishomlya, and the

Up&n^u—we have the sentence “Ya 5vani, &c.,*’ where the word
** Pauri^amasi ” is in the singular, and, as such, denotes the fact of all

three together forming a single group. Hence, in the Veda, the word
** Paur^amasS ’’ is to be understood as denoting all these three —Agniya,
Ac.—taken collectively.

Here some people raise the following objection : In» the sen-

tence yaddgnSya^ Ac., Ac., there is no word denoting ‘ sacrifice '

;

and as such, how can the sentence be said to enjoin a sacrifice ? ’*

And the reply that is given is, that the word ‘ Agneya * = f (Pnro-
ddqa) which is consecrated to Fire as its Deity; and this word being

co-ordinate with (i.e., qualifying) Furo4a.(;ay connotes the relation of

the material {Puroddga) with the Deity (Fire). But such relation is

not possible in the absence of some sort of a sacrifice ; and the word
** Sacrifice *’ too signifies nothing more than * the ofieriug of certain

materials to a certain Deity.’ Therefore the relation of Material and
Deity expressly laid down in the passage (by the word AgnBya*)
must lead to the inference of the passage being the injunction of a
Sacrifice ;—the significance of the passage thus being “ one is to con-

ceive of his aim by means of a Sacrifice to be performed on the

Araavasya day, having for its Material the Puro^c^ga consecrated to the

deity Fire.” Similarly, whenever any passage declares the relation of

Material and Deity—e.p., “ Sawryancarunnii'vapBty '—we have to infer

the injunction of a Sacrifice, by means of the relation of the Deity (Sun,

ill the example cited).

Another objection is here raised to the effect that the passage enjoin-

ing the Crjpdnpu-sacrifioe is devoid of any injunctive ending, and as ^ick,

it cannot be taken as a real Injunction. But the present tense in

Yajati ” must be taken as standing for the injunctive : because wherever
there is no injunctive ending we have to assume a like change. Others
however, explain ” Yajati ” as belonging to the #7 class, and thus having
an independent injunctive signification of its own.

In the Dar^a-saorifice too, we have three primaries—(1) A (2) the
two Sdnndyya Sacrifices mentioned in the passages Aindrandadhi, Ac.,”

find Aindq^mpayab, Ac.” ; and (3) tiie AgnSya Sacrifice mentioned in the

piMSia^ ^VYadftgnSya, 4[c.” And all these three form collectively a single



groapt eipressed by the word AmirSayim ^ in the ftocmeatiTe singit1ar»

ooooring in the passage ** Ta BmmvidvSnamilvSiyilm^ &o.*’ Hence, in the

Veda, wherever we meet with the word " Dar^a,’’ we have to interpret

it as denoting all the above tliree taken collectively. Another reason for

making the words Dar^a ” and Panr^masa’* each denote each of the

two trios mentioned above is the explanation of the dual ending in

***DargapaurnainS8ilhhy&in svargahltmo yajUa^'—which (dual ending) could

not be explained if each were to denote severally each member of the trio

individually, in which case, the plural ending would be necessary.

Thus then, the Praydja and the rest, mentioned in proximity

to the fruitful AgnSya, are subsidiaries to the six saonfioes beginning

with the AgnSya; and the meaning of the passage DargapaurnamU^

sdbhySm would be this: ‘^One is to produce the Unseen Force

leading to Heaven by means of all the sacrifices that go collectively to

form the two groups of * Dar^a ' and * Paurnamasa,' taken together.”

Question

:

* How can the two sets, occuring at different times, be said

to act together P
*

Answer: Though they cannot act together by themselves, yet the

three constituent factors of each would each produce a distinct Unseen

Force
;
and it is through these several Unseen Forces, that the two seta

would act conjointly.

Question :
* How can the three parts of one produce a single Unseen

Force ?
*

Answer

:

Each of the throe, when taken together with the subsidiaries

Prayaja, Ac., are said to produce one Unseen Force for the complete set;

and because each of the. three cannot, by itself, be accompained by the

whole host of subsidiaries, therefore the three sacrifices are said to produce

three original Unseen Forces ( UtpaityapUrvas) ;
and it is through these

that each of the three becomes connected with all the subsidiaries. And
because the subsidiaries, Pray&ja, Ac., cannot by themselves be taken with

the Primary, therefore this conjunction too is to be accepted as accom*

plished through the several original Unseen Forces. Farther, there is

^conjunction of the original Unseen Force produced by the Primary

and 'those produced by the subsidiaries, Prayaja, Ac.; and it is this

conjunction that constitutes the fact of the Primary being equipped with

all its subsidiaries. Similarly, in the Paur^amisa, the three Unseen

Forces, produced by the three subsidiaries AgnOya, Ac., in company with

those produced by the Prayftja, Ac., bring about the one Unseen Force,

that belongs to the complete three-fold set. In the same manner, in the

Dar^ the three Unseen Foi'ces, produced by the Agniya and the A«ndra«

together with those produced by the subsidiaries, bring about K single

Unseen Force, which belongs to the whole three-fold set* These two Uoseea



^otcea b( th'^ two triofl, brought about as tbej are by tfie three original

Unseen Femes of the IgnBya and the rest,.produce the final PhaUlpUrva^

the foroe from which proceeds the final result. Thus the meaning of the

passage is that 'One is to bring about Heaven to himself by means

ef the Uarpa—and—Patiraamdsa, through Unseen Forces.’ Thus then,

the fulfilment of the efifectual Unseen Foroe necessitates the performance

of the Primary, together with all its subsidiaries
;
and the injunction that

lays down this fact is the PrayogavidhV*

The Veda is again divided into 4 parts—the Vidhi^ the Arthav&da^ the

Mantra and the NOmadhBya ; and we proceed to explain each of these in

detail.

VIDHI.

“Vidhi” (Injunction) is of three kinds c (1) Apnrvavidhi'* (2)
** Niyamavidhit* and (3) ParisaiMehySvidhV^

(1) Of these the passage that enjoins an action that has not been laid

down elsewhere is called an " Apdrvavidhi” (lit, the Injunction of

something new)
;

e.g., " Vrthin proksluiti^** a passage occurring in connec-

tion with the Darfa^paurnamUsa—witliout this passage, we could in no

way have any idea of the washing of the com to be employed in the

sacrifice.

(2) The passage that restricts the procedure of a certain action laid

down in another passage is called '' Niyamavidhi (Restrictive Injunc-

tion) ”
; e.g., " Vrihinavahanti*' a passage also occurring in connection

with the Darqa^paurnamSsa. If we had not this passage, then, with

reference to the Uarpa-jKinrnamdsa, as threshing does for the removal of

the chaff from the grain for the purpose of making the " Cake ”

mentioned in the original injunction,—so, in the same manner, we could

also have recourse to the process of removing the chaff by tearing each

gnkin by the nails ;
and hence in the latter case, as the work could be

done by other means, threshing would not be necessarily required;

and as such it could only have a partial application (optional with

the tearing by the nails). In the fiioe, however, of the aforesaid

injttimtion,—FrfhlnatNihant»—we have it distinctly laid down that the

chaff is to be removed by threshing alone; and the naiUproeess is

set aside once for all. OhfeeHon: "Since the nail-proeess serves our

purpose as well as threshing, the restricting of the process to the latter

alone is not reasonable.” Seply^ Not so; because it is admitted that the

removal of the chaff by the process of threshing produces a certain Unseen

Force' (not atiakiable by the dth^ process) in addition to the visible



eS»ci in the shape of the speedier removal of the chalf. lliiB Unken
Force is added to the final effective Unseen Force, through the enginal

ApUrva of the Sacrifice itself. Thus then, as without the Unseen Foroe

brought about by the Restriction, no final ApUrva would be possible,

the Restriction cannot be said to be purposeless.

^ (3) When two objects happen to be mentioned as equally applicable

in a certain case, the passage that serves to preclude one of them is oalled*

ParisaAlchylividhi**

i

e.g., in connection with the Oayana, we read:

5mayr6^»«wrasandmri(wyS<yapefl6hu2Aafiimfldal<S,**--whereby the Mantra

herein mentioned is found to appertain to the holding of the Aotm's reim

In the absence of this passage the ilfan^a merely mentioning the holding

of the reins” would find itself appertaining to the holding of the reins

of the asBf by means of the “ Unga ” consisting of the capacity of the

Mantra expressing merely the “ holding of the reins.” When, however, we

have the aforesaid injunction, wo have it clearly laid down that the said

Mantra is to be employed in holding the reifis of the horae^ and not those of

the aaSf—which latter is to be held silently (without any Mantra). Thus

we find that the passage quoted sets aside the application of the Mantra

with regard to the reins of the ass, which, together with the reifis of the

horsey would, otherwise, be equally related to the Mantra in question.

We have said above that the Pray&ja, d»., are subsidiaries to the

“ Daiva-Paurpamasa.” Now then, the ” authority” for accepting such

subordinate character is sixfold—(1) “p^^ti” (Direct AsBertion)» (2)

“Liftga” (Indirect Implication), (3) "Vikya” (Syntactical Oonnection),

(4) “ Prakara^a ” (Context), (5)
** Stbftna ” (Position), and (6) “ Samft*

khya” (Name).

In the Agnihotra-passage—” DadhnS juhuyit”—the * offering’ is

expressed by the word “ Juhuyat and with reference to this ’offering’

we find mentioned the ” Dadhi,” which we at onoe make out, on account

'

of its instrumental ending, to be the Material that is to be offered. Thus

then, in the present instance we find that the fact of the Dadhi being

subsidiary to the offering is dWeotly mentioned by the passage above

quoted.

“LiAga” is “Sftmarthya,” Power. It is twofoldr-belonging to

the Meaning and to the Word. As an instance of the former, we have

the following : The passage ” SruvSca avadyati ” asserts the general fact of

’ Avadana ’ (cutting) being accomplished by means of the Srova; but the

Power (or capacity) of the Sruva is such that any ’ enttitig ’ by it can refer

only to fiuid materials, like butter, Ac., and notto solid ones, as Puodfifa

and the like ; and as such the Smva comes to be a sftbsidiaty.oidy ito"Aha



c*.atx

otiUiDg of the fluid mftterihb. The Power of a word lies in ite denoting

a certain meaning, the mantra **Agnaye nirvapSmi” forms part of

the * Nirvftpa,’ simply owing to the denotation of the word ' Nirvapami ’

(ooonring in the body of the mantra).

«*yakya” (Sentence, or Syntactical Connection) consists in the

mention of a certain word together with other words
;

e.y., the mantr^

•*Ish5 tva, Ac.,” is Interpreted as being subsidiary to the ‘chopping of

the reed * on account of the ^ntactical connection of the mantra with the

yerb “ Ohinatti ” {cuU or chopa^ occurring close after the mantra). * Or again,

in the passage “ AgnayS jushtam,’’ Ac., the words are syntactically connec-

ted with the verb “ NirvapSmi (following close upon the mantra) ;
and

as such the mantra is accepted as being subsidiary to the ‘ Nirvapa.’
“ Prakanugia ” (Context) consists in “ mutual want.” As for example,

in the passage “ Dar9apaur^masabhyam svargakamo yajsta”—^whioh

means that ‘one is to bring about an unseen agency loading him
to Heaven by means of the Dar^a and Paurnamasa sacrifices’—the

first question that arises is
—“How, by what process, is the unseen

agency to be brought about by means of the two sacrifices P ” Again,

in close proximity to the passage enjoining the sacrifices ‘ Agiieya ’ and

the rest (which are parts of the Dar9a and Paurnamasa), with their

results, we meet with such passages as “ Tanunapatam yajati, Ac.,” without

the mention of any results. Then with reference to these latter, there

arises another kind of question—“ what is to be the result of all these

sacrifices P ” Thus then, there being a want of result with regard to the

“Pray&ja,” “ Agndya,” Ac., and that of the procedure with regard to the

“ Darfa and Paurnamasa,” we find a mutual want between the two sets

of passages—which want constitutes “Prakarana,”—and thereby arrive

at the conclusion that
,
the “Prayftja,” “IgnSya,” Ac., are subsidiary to

“ Darna and Paurnamasa.”
“ Sthftna ” (Position) is proximity ;

e.y., coming across with the mantra

“S’undhadhvam, Ac.,” in close proximity to the “Sannftyya” vessels

(vessels ior holding butter and curd) we infer that the mantra is subser-

vient to (and has its application in) the rinsing of these vessels.

“ Sam&khy ft
” is naming. As for example, certain actions having been

mentioned in the Adhvaryu Chapter, the fact of “Adhvaryava” being

the name (bf the actions) leads to the conclusion that the Adhval7us
are the performers of these actions, and as such, are subsidiary to (i.e.,

form of part of) them. Again, in connection with the passage “Ain-

drftgnamftkftdafa-kapalannirvapSt prajftkftmah,” the “ Aindragni ” sacri-

fices are called by the name “ KftmySshti ”
; hence the naming of

the mantras . “TTbhft vftmindrftgnl, Ac., Aa,” as the KamySshtiyfijyft-

navikyikinfft** Umia to the oondusion that these latter (mantras)



sre to ba used m y^yUnmSkylk (to tlie AindHtgni saorifloas, oallad
** Ktayeshfci ”) ;—that is to say, these maairas are sabsidiary to the

Aindr&gni saorifioes.

^
When Direct Assertion and the rest happen to hare a common

object of application, their respective authority depends upon the order

in which they are mentioned above—».e., “ Position ’* is stronger than

"Name,” "Context” than "Position” and so on, "Direct Assertion”

being the strongest of alL As for example, in the Agnihotra section we

meet with tbe passage " Kadi ca nastarirasityaindrya g&rhapatyamupa-

tishthatd”; and here from the "Power” of the word "Aindryft,” ^e
mantra V EadS oa na, Ac.,” would from part of the adoration of Indra

;

whereas the direct instrumental ending in " Aindrya,” and the accusative

ending in " garhapatyam ” connects the mantra directly with the Oftrha-

patya sacridce
; and therefore, the former connection of the mantra with

Indra, based on " Power,” is set aside in favour of the latter, based upon
" Direct Assertion.” This theory of comparative strength is based upon

the fact that " Direct Assertion ” lays down directly whatever it has to

assert; whereas "Power” stands in need of the assumption of an inter*

vening " Direct Assertion
;
and the reason for this is that nothing can be

regarded as authoritatively valid unless it is laid down in the Veda directly.

Thus, in the given example, finding the " Power” of tbe word "Aindrya”

referring to Indra, we stand in need of a " Direot Assertion ” in the form
" Aindrya Indramupatishthatfi,” before we can assert the application of

the mantra to the adoration of Indra. But such an assumption is not

warrantable because of another relation (of the mantra, with Ofirhapatya)

being laid down by "Direct Assertion.” In case, however, where there is

no " Direct Assertion ’’—as in the case of " AgnayS jushtan nirvapfimi ”

—

the " Power ” of the word " Nirvapami ” at once connects the mantra

with "Nii'vapa,” through the assumption of an intermediate "Direot

Assertion ” in the form—" By means of this mantra, one should perform

«the Nirvapa.” Because in this case, there is no objection to such an

assumption (since in this case we have no " Direot Assertion ” bearing

testimony to any other interpretation).

Similarly, in the passage "syonantfi sadanam krpomi ... tasmin sida,”

the word "tasmin,” from its very nature, oonneots the latter sentence

("tasmin sida”) with the former ("syonantfi, Ac.”); and this syntactical

connection would make only one mantra of the two sentences ; whereas
" Power ” would make two different mantras of them, owing to tbe fact

that the "Power” of the former sentence indicates "Sidana” (Home,
Seat), and that the latter indicates "Sidana” (making to sit). 'And'



because ^*P<mer'*tB strou^r t£an ^**SyDtaotical Connection/’ and ae sucb

sets it aside, tberefore we conclude that the mantra ^^eyonantc, Ah).”

is related to Bctdam^ and **tasmin sida” to Ssdana, The reason for

** Power ” being stronger than Syntactical Connection ” is that, as in the

above instance, “ Syntactical Connection ” will reduce the two sentences

into one, and then will necessitate the assumption of the “ Power ” o^

Sadana,” and then, lastly, it will also stand in need of the assumption

of a ** Direct Assertion ” to tlie effect that one is to perform Sftdana

by means of the two sentences taken collectively as one mantra.” On the

other hand, in the case of the application of “ Power ” which directly

indicates Sadana^ all that is necessary is the assumption of a Direct

Assertion ” to the effect that one is to perform SadatUk by means of the

mantra syonantS, &o.” And thus we find that the latter interpretation

is a step shorter than the former. And the signification being thus

complete, nothing more is required ; and as such it precludes the neces*

city of assuming another ‘‘Direct Assertion” through the assumption

of another ” Power,” on the strength of mere ” Syntactical Connection.*
’

It is for this reason that ” Power ” is said to be stronger than ” Syntactical

Connection,” which is a step farther, and more complicated than the

former, and is therefore set aside by it.

In the same manner, ” Context ” is set aside by ” Syntactical Con-

nection,” ” Position ” by ” Context,” and ” Name ” by ” Position
;
” and

” Direct Assertion ” sets aside all.

The subsidiary character of a certain action consists in its being

mentioned for the sake of another (action)
; and this latter fact con-

sists in its forming a helpful part in the performance of an action by the

agent. This definition would apply to the Prayajas as forming parts of

the ” Dar^a and Paur^amosa,” inasmuch as with regard to these latter, the

former form part of the performance of these by the agent.

Subsidianes are of two kinds: (1) The ” Sannipatyopakaiaka

”

and (2) the ” Aridupakftraka,”

The Subsidiariee—which directly or indirectly make up the pri-

mary Sacrifice, and then, though this latter, bring about its ” Original

Apikva ”—are the ” Sannipatyopak&rakas
;
” the various corns,

Vrlhi and the rest, and the ” threshing,” dw., of these, as also the Deities

(Agui, &o.) and the sacrificial mantras related thereto. The ” sprinkling

of water ” (over the corn) helps towards the ” oake ” through a certain

sanctity, produced thereby in the corns; the “threshing” helps through

the visible effect in the shape of the removal of the chaff ; and lastly,

the com helps towards it by means of the flour. And by means of this



the above *thrae bring about the Sacrifice and its << Original

Apttrva.’* The form of the socrifide itself is ^omplished by the Deities

directlji and by the sacrificial mantras indirectly, throngh the sanotiflca*

tion of the Deities. And it is by means of the form of the sacrifice that

the Original Apurva ” is brought about. Because a sacrifice consists

pnly in the offering of certain materials to certain Deities ; and further,

because the material and the Deity are recognised as conjointly consti-

tuting the form of the sacrifice.

Those that bring about an ^‘Apilrva** inherent in themselves are

called the **Aradupakarakas,” e.^., the ‘‘Prayfija” the ^‘AjyabhSga,

** Anuyajya” and the like. These do not produce any sanctification, either

of the Deity or of the material. They simply bring about the ** Apurva

in themselves.

Actions in general are of two kinds : Arthakarma **
( Primary) and

Qu^akarma (Secondary). The former are those that produce an

“Apllrva” in themselves,

—

e.g., the “Agnihotra, “ Dar^a-Pauroamftsa,
”

the ** Prayijas/* and the like. Of the latter kind are those that are

simply purificatory in their character; ».e., which only serve to purify,

and thus render fit for use, certain materials.

These latter (the Gupakarma) again are twofold
: (1) Those sancti-

fying the materials being used, and (2) those sanctifying the materials

to be used hereafter. Of these the former are called “ Pratipattikarma

the word ** pratipatti ” meaning the laying aside in its proper place of

materials occupying the hands of the Agent, e.y.| the ** eating of the

Caturavatta Homa ’’ and the like.

. An objection is raised in this connection :
** The eating of the

consists in the laying out of the ' Cake ’ which occupies the agent’s hand

in a Primary Sacrifice; and as such it could reasonably be classed as

* pratipatti.’ But a Homa, on the other hand, does not tend to sanctify

a material being used in the sacrifice; and as snoh bow can that be

•called a * Pratipatti ? ’ Because a Homa occniTing simultaneously with

the* sacrifice, the materials purified by the Homa—such as the

Caturavatta ’’and the like—cannot be said to be in the course of being used.

The reply is: A Pratipatti consists only in the sanctification of what

k in course of use (in general), and not merely in what is in couiue

of use in the Primary Sacrifice, For, if the latter were the ease, then

the ** removal of the blood ” simultaneously with that of the **
fat, beM,

dso.,” following the slaughter of the animal, would not be a ** Pratipatti ”
;

because this would not be the removal of 'material being used in a

|Oor|/iCe. And further, the ** casting away of the blade, hom^’ wouU



not be a Pratipatti ” tor thoagh the black horn is used in scratching

the bodj (of the Tajamftna)/ 7et it is not need in the sacrifice directly.

Therefore all that is necessary to constitute a ** Pratipatti ” is the

fact of the materials being in any wtty wed in a eacrifice. And hence,

as the fat, Ac., of the animal are also used in one way or the other,

they come to be classed as ** Pratipatti.” And thus the definition woul^

apply to ^*Homa” also; because there too, the “ Catnravatta,” Ac., are

used in some way or other, at sacrifices.

The Pratipatti is of three kinds
: (1) One following the Primary

Action; (2) one occurring simultaneously with it ;
and (3) one preceding

it. To the first order belong the “ eating of Ida ” and the like
; and

to the second Homa *’ and the rest. In the Dar^a-Paurnamasa Section

we read—** Sakrdupastr^ati, “ Dvirhavisho’ vadyati,” ** Si^^rdabhi*

ghftrayati,** Oaturarattam juhoti.*’ From among these, in the last,

it cannot be said that the Gaturaratta passage being supplementary

to Homa, enjoins the Gatturaratta as a material for it. Because the

Homa has not yet been anywhere mentioned by itself, and as such

there cannot be a supplement to it. Nor can it be urged that Homa is

mentioned in the passage YadagnSya, Ac.*’ Because this last passage is

declaratory of the sacrifice (and not of Homa)
;
and it cannot be said

that Homa is identical with the sacrifice. Because a sacrifice consists in

the offering of a certain material to a certain Deity, whereas Homa
consists of the throwing of the materials into the fire. Therefore,

though the passage **Yadftgn8ya, Ac.** is declaratory of the sacrifice,

yet being unable to indicate the ** throwing in ** of the materials (and

as such, not being declaratory of the Homa), the Gaturavatta passage

cannot be said to be supplementary to it. The fact is that the pass^es

laying lown the spreading of the grass*’ (tipas^arana), twice cutting *’

{dviravadnna) and the ** pouring out of butter** {abhighdrana) indicate

the ** Gaturayatta, ” fourfold cutting ; and the word ** juhoti ” lays down
the ** throwing in’* thereof (in its proper place) as purificatory of it;

and this purification ** is of the form of “ pratipatti ** pure and simple.

For of the Wo n]tematiYes^(l) the pratipatH-ehip of the ' Goke ’ prepared

for the deities Agni, Ac,, forming part of the primary sacrifice, in accordance

with such passages as ** AgnayS jushtamabhighftrayami ” and the like, and
being as such, only indirectly used in the sacrifice, and (2) the praiipattU

chip of the '‘throwing in” of the "avadftna” (cut portions) of the

"Cake” (which are used in the sacrifice d«ree%),—the latter is de«

oidedlythe more reasonable. And this "purification” is simultaneous

with the Primary Action. For the Hon|a is enjoined as following the
" Vadiaikira” (the uttering of the syllable ' Yashat ’), and the sacrifice

by the Adhrsryn is also enjoined as occurring at the same time^ and he ie
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reminded of ibis by tbe montion of ‘‘ Vashatkara
; and hence the

simultaneity of the Homa and the sacrifice. All this has been explained
in the “Vartika** on the “ Pradbanadhikara^ia.” As an example of
Pratipatti preceding the Primary, we have—the removal of the blood«

Ac.,*' which naturally precede the offering of the flesh. This is explained

ifi the Vartika, under the sfi.tra Pa^avanalambhat, Ac.*’

The second kind of Ounakarma the “ UpayokshyaniS^asaftskftra

is also of various kinds: ( 1 ) The one directly sanctifying the material

used, (2 ) the one sanctifying a material helping another which directly

conduces to the action, and (3 ) one preparing a material to be presented

later on, and so forth. Of the former class is the “ threshing of the com **

which signifies the preparation of the corn already prescribed in a
preceding passage,—“ One ought to sacrifice with corns.” To the second

class belong such actions ns the fetching of the calf.” To the directly

used material, the cow, calf is of service, as being neccessary for tho

milking of it, and tho ” fetching” is purificatory of the calf, which
is thus only indirectly an aid to the sacrifice. As an example of (3 ),

we have the passage ” Puts curd into hot milk—this is the Vai^vadCvi

Amikshi.” Here the pronoun ” this ” lays down the future employment
of “ milk ” in the Vai9vadSva sacrifice, and the “ curd ” to be put therein

is thus tho means of the preparation of the special form of milk required,

in tho Vai9vadSva sacrifice. The “ Pa9a ” and the “ Purodft9a ” sacrifices,

on tho other hand, are for the preparation of tho Deities directly

employed^ as well as of those going to he employed^ and also for tho pro-

duction of a particular Unseen Force, with regard to the offering

(of the materials to the Deities). Because tho Deity Agntshoma is tho

object of embellishment by the ** Pa9u,” tho ** Puroda9a,” Ac.
; and this

Deity is already employed in the ** Vapa-Yaga ” and is also laid down as

one to he employed in tho sacrifice with the heart and other parts of the

animal’s body. The ” Svishtakft ” Sacrifice is for the preparation of tho

directly employed with regard to the material and the Deity, and also for the

sake of the production of an Unseen Force, with regard to the offering*

fn the same manner, the ** Suktavakasadhanaprama^a” is preparatory

of the Deity to be employed in the first Prayaja, and as such belongs to the

third class ; and with reference to the materials, it is for the sake of

an Unseen Force. The Fat-offering ” (Yasa-Homa), preceding the
” sacrifice of the heart, Ac.,” is a ** pratipatti ” with regard to the calf

;

but otherwise it is for the sake of an Unseen Force.

Some people, however, define ” Pratipatti-karma ” as an action

consisting in an embellishment ur preparation, other than that of the
materials to he employed. The material ** Caturavatta ” having been
burnt by the Homa, it cannot be said to be a material to he used in the
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Homa
I*
and as snob it cannot but be other than the Homa,—which thus

becomes included in the above definition. The following is the only pecu-

liarity in the above definition:—In an Arthakarma ” the Action is

more important than the material which is subservient to the Action,

e.g,, in the Agnihotra ** Dadhi *’ is the Material (and as such of secondary

impoi*tance, being subservient to the sacrifice itself); while in «a

Ou^akarma,*’ it is the Material that is the essential factor, and the

Action is subordinate to the material, e.g,, in the passage “Yrihin
prokshati,” since the accusative ending in “Vrihin,” connotes the fact

of the “ corn ” being the substratum of the Action “ Prokshana, ”

therefore we come to the conclusion that the Action is subordinate to

the Material, which thus occupies the essential position.

Another division of “Gu^akarma” is into—(1) The ‘•Utpatti”

(Productive), (2) The “Apti” (Acquisitive), (3) The “Vikpti” (Modi-

ficatory), and (4) the “Sanskfti” (Purificatory). As an example of (1),

we have the following:—The different kinds of Fires—Ahavaniya,

Garhapatya and Laukika—though already placed in the Kunda^ are

yet said to be consecrated by such mantras as Agninadadhita ” and
the like

;
and as such, are brought into existence in their new consecrated

form. Consequently, the “Consecration,** bringing about an embellish-

ment leading to the production of the Fires, is called the “ Utpatti-

sanskara** (productive embellishment). (2) As an example of the

“ Apti,** we have the acquiring of the Veda by study, indicated by such

passages as “ Svadhyayo dhyGtavyah ’* and the like. (3) As an example

of “Vikfti” we have “ Vrihinavahanti,** where the “ threshing ** is

called the “modifying embellishment,** because it removes the chaff

from the corn, and thus produces a change in it. (4) As an example

of “Sanskrti** we have “Vrihin prokshati,** where the “sprinkling of

water” over the corns is called “Sanskfti** because it produces a

particular kind of sanctity in the corns. In the above, the “ consecration **

(of the Fires) and “Study” are independent “ Gunakarmas** by them-

selves, and not as subsidiaries to sacrifices; whereas the “sprinkling

of water, &q.,*’ and “threshing** are secondary “Gunakarmas,** being

subservient to the sacrifices.

Primary Actions ( Arthakarma) are of three kinds
: (1) “ Necessary **

or “Obligatory** (Nitya), (2) “Periodical** or “Occasional** (Naimit-

tika), and (3) “Optional** or “Performed for some particular object*’

(Kftmya). As an example of (1), we have the injunction of the obligatory

performance of Agnihotra both morning and evening, to the end of one’s

life. As an example of the “ Naimittika” we have the performance of

the “Pathikft” and “Ishti,” Ac., for the removal of the impediments

to the proper performance of the “Darna” and “ Paur^amfisa.” The
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non-performance of these two kinds of actions constitntes a sin. Bui

other people assert that the only peculiarity with these is that theii

performance does not bring about any definite result. A third class of

people again lay down the removal of sin’* as the effect of these; and

in support of this latter view, we have the following Smfti passage:

^^The performers of the Nitya and Naimittika actions have their

sins destroyed.” Against this it cannot bo urged that in that case, these

two would become Kamya,” inasmuch as they have a definite result.

Because the performance of these is not preceded by any desire on the

part of the agent for any specific end ; and again because such actions are

not enjoined as leading to the accomplishment of any definite object ; and

as such, they cannot be called ‘‘ Eamya.”

The.^^Kamya” again is of three sorts: (1) the effects where*

of are confined to this world, (2) whose effects belong to the other world

alone, and (3) whose effects extend to both (this life and the life to

come). As an example of (1), we. have the sacrifices Eariri,” which

is performed by one desiring rain for the enlivening of the crops wither-

ing for want of timely rain,—and not by anyone desiring rain at some

other time or in his future birth. As an instance of (2), we have the
** Dar9a ” and Paur^amasa ” performed for the attainment of Heaven

;

inasmuch as the pleasures of Heaven cannot be enjoyed in this world.

As an example of (3), we have the sacrifice ** Vayavya,” performed for

the attainment of prosperity ( attainable in this world as well as in the

world to come).

It is necessary to explain the process of injunction by means of the

declaratory passages (Vidhivakya). In the sentence '*svargakAmo

yajeta,” there are two properties of the root **yaji” (ssto sacrifice),

due to the affix “ta”: (1) ”Akhyatatva” (the character of the verb

itself independently of affixes and terminations) ; and (2)
*' Lintva ” (the

liii affix). The character of the verb as such is common to all moods

And tenses
;
and the affix hn characterising the verb “ yajsta ” connotes

the ^*Arthi (actual) Bhavana,” which consists of the active energy of

’ the agent.

This ** Bhavana ” (Bealisation or Bringing about) consists of three

factors: (l)“What?” (2) « By what P ” and (3) “How?” Toexplain-on
the utterance of the word “ yajeta,” the first connotation of the affix is that
“ one is to realise ”

; because, as a rule, the object denoted by the declensional

affixes are construed with those connoted by the oonjugational ones,

and as such the latter are the more important of the two ; and then again,

B8 the connotation of the affuc is more important than the denotation of
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the root, it is only proper that we should, before all, have a con-

oeptioh of the connotation of the affix. Then the verb ** to realise
**

being transitive,—inasmn& as it belongs to the same class of verbs as

(“ to do ”),—the next question that arises is
—“What is the object

x)f this realisation?*' In reply to this, we have “ Heaven,*’ as the

object of realisation, though expressed by another word. Though the

“sacrifice” (yaga) is expressed by the same word as the “realisation”

•(t.e., yajsta), yet it cannot be construed as the object of realisation, be-

-cause it is iu itself extremely troublesome and is thus incapable of con-

stituting the end most desirable by the agent. “ Heaven,” on the contrary,

consists in bliss, and as such can be the desired end
;
and hence it is that

it is construed as the object of realisation. Thus the final notion arrived

at is—“One is to realise Heaven.” Then comes the question of the

means—“ by what (means) is Heaven to be realised ? ” And in reply to

this, we have the “ Sacrifice,” expressed by the same word as the BhSva-

na” (t.e., “yajSta”), presenting itself as the instrument (or moans) of

realisation,—^the meaning being, “ one is to realise Heaven by means of

sacrifices.” Then, lastly, comes tho question of process—“ How, by what

process, is Heaven to be realised, by means of sacrifices P ” In reply to

this, we have a series of passages, laying down the fact that Heaven is to

be realised by means of sacrifices, by the perceptible help of the consecra»

Hofi of firSf the threshing of the corny &c., and the imperceptible help of tho
“ Prayajas ” and other minor subsidiary sacrifices. Thus the “ conse-

cration of fire ” and the “ Prayajas,” &c., come to be construed as con-

stituting the procedure (
“ Itikartavyata) which supplies the answer to

the question—“ How to realise ? ” As an example of this method of

interpretation, in ordinary parlance, we have tho sentence “Desiring

rice, one is to eook,”—where tho optative (in “Pacet”) connotes

realisationy rice is the object (of realisation), cooking is the meanSy and

the blowing of the firoy &c., constitute the process;—the meaning of the

whole sentence being, “ one is to obtain rice by means of cooking, by

the help of fire, The same process of interpretation applies to the

Vida also. ^
*

This same optative affix also denotes the gdhdt (verbal) Bhavanfi,

which consists in urging or impelling (towards action)
;
just as, in ordi-

nary parlance, on hearing the order of the preceptor—“ fetch the cow,”

—

the disciple becomes engaged iu its fetching only when he perceives that
“ this preceptor of mine urges me to fetch the cow.” We thus find that

on account of this natural concomitance, the recognition of some impel-

ling agent is always the cause of an action. And, on a like concomitance, is

based the idea that the knowledge of an impelling agency is brought

about on the hearing of the verb together with the optative affix. IhW



denotability of ** impelling by tbe optative is accepted by ordinary

people; and consequently wo postulate a like denotation in the case of the

VSda also. The difference in the two oases, however, is this : The imptiUioH

towards the ** fetching of the cow consists in the recognition of a parti-

cular intention on the part of the directing individual
;
in the case of

the Ysda, however, there being no directing personal agency, the impel-

ling force resides solely in the optative affix, &c. It is for this reason

that the “ Bhavana ” is chai*actcrised by the impelling agency residing in

the word; and this is called “pravartana” or “Prorata” (IwipelZm^), in-

asmuch as it urges people to the performance of Sacrifices, Homa, &c.

The “Verbal Bhavana” is also made up of three constituent

elements. In this case, the factor entering as the resnlt is the Arthi

Bhavaufi/’ consisting in the action of the agent. The instrumental factor

is made up of the optative, &c., comprehended by a study (of the Veda)
;

and the factor of procedure is supplied by the comprehension of the ex-

cellence of the action as delineated in the eulogistic passages (Arlhavada).

The form of the cognition of the “ Verbal Bhavana” may be thus briefly

summed up :
“ Having acquired a certain amount of comprehending fa-

culty by means of a systematic study of the V§da and its various appen-

dages, the agents are to perform sacrifices, after having recognised the

desirability of such performance, through the optative affixes, &c., mot

with in the Veda, together with a knowledge of the excellence of the

Actions delineated in the Arthavada passages.” This performawe con-

stitutes “ Action,” and hence the action of the agent is quite rightly said

to be the result of the “ Verbal Bhavanfi.”

The aforesaid “Verbal Bhavana” is not recognised as one to be

performed in the ** Jyotislitoma” and the **Prati8vika ;
though in both

of these it appears in its proper form;—the reason for this being that

it is the “Actual Bhavana ” itself that is therein recognised as one to bo

accomplished. The “ Verbal Bhavana,” however, is recognised as one to

be accomplished, in the passage “ Svadhyayo *dhyStavyah.” It cannot be

urged that this latter passage also is declaratory of the “Actual BhSvanft”;

•because in this passage the “Actual Bhavana ” itself appears in the form

of the “Verbal Bhavana,” residing in all the declaratory passages. The

word “Adhygtavyah” is made up of adhi+ root “in” (to study) -f

(accusative affix); and the object thereof is the “SvadhySya” which

consequently is the primary factor; and the “Adhysyana” being an

embellishment of this, comes to be recognised as a “ Gmiakarma "—like

the “sprinkling of water” on the com. Next we have the question—
‘ what is the purpose of the SondhyUga^ as accompanied by an embellish-

ment in the shape of a retentive memory brought about by study P * In

i-eply to this, we assert that the purpose (or aim) is the cognition of the



meaniBg of the forms of sacrifice, &c., necessary for the performance

thereof, obtainable from the denotations of sentences with optative verbs,

&o.f appearing in the Ysda (Svadhyaya)
;
because it is the only percep-

tible efEect; and because by leading to the performance of sacrifice it

indirectly leads to the attainment of hyper-terrestrial ends, in the shape

of Heaven, &o. ; and certainly no action can be performed, unless its* fuH

form and character have been comprehended (which is impossible without

proper study). No Unseen Force can be said to be the aim, because in

the presence of seen results, the assumption of an unseen one is not

allowable. Thus all ** Verbal Bhavanfis,” endowed with the three

constituent parts, denoted by the optative verbs, &o., appearing in the

VSda, are laid down as being objects of performance;—^the full signi-

ficance of such Verbal Bhavana** being that—**the agents having

acquired a full knowledge of the meaning of the optative, <ho., appearing

in the Vsda, aided by the recognition of excellence delineated in the

Arthavada passages, should thereby come to know of the necessity of the

performance of the sacrifice, with particular results, and should then

become engaged in their performance.’* Thus then, like the Actual

Bh&vana,” the three factors of the “Verbal Bh&vana” are: (1) the

action of the agent, as the resuUy (2) the optative, Ao., appearing in the

Vsda, as the instrument, and (3) the knowledge of excellency as the

'procedure. And it is solely owing to the peculiar character of the

Injunction that even in this (Verbal Bhavaua) there is an appearance
of such desirable ends as Heaven, <kc., being the result thereof. * If the

sacrifice, Ac., did not lead to the fulfilment of the agent's purpose, then no
Injunctions could urge him to activity; and therefore such Injunctions
lead to the fact of the sacrifice—•which is the object of activity of the
agent addressed by the Injunction— being the means to the attainment
of ends desired by the agent, such as Heaven and the like. Otherwise
the Injunction would lose all its impelling force; inasmuch as the
impelling consists only in the means of leading the agent to activity.

In the case of the verbal affixes—such as those belonging to the First
Preterite and the rest—there is no Injunction consisting of impelling ; 'and*
as such there is no necessary rule as to the “Actual Bhftvana” pointing
to the agent’s purpose, as the object of realisation.

“ fihavanft consists in the action of urging to the coming (result).

This definition applies to the “Actual Bhavana," because it consists in
the action of urging to the coming result in the shape of Heaven, Ac.
It also applies to the “ Verbal Bhftvana,’’ inasmuch as this too consists
of the action of urging to a coming result, in the shape of the activity of
the agent.



NlMADHETA. .

' Similarljt the names of varioas saorificea are to be accepted as being

baaed on the “Law of Nomenolatnre ” specified in the ^fistras, wherein

this law has been divided into four classes: ( 1 ) the “ Tatprakhya,”

(2) the “ Tadvyapade^a,” (3) the “ Yaugika,” and (4) the “ VSkyabliSda.”

To explain these—^the passage “ Agnihotranjnhoti" cannot be inlor-

preted as enjoying a secondary factor in the form of the Deity Agni

;

beoanse this has already been done by other passages—such as “ Agnir-

jyotirjyotiragnih svilhS, &c.” Tho word “ Agnihotra ” hero has (o bo braken

np like the “ Bahuvrilii ” compound ;
and as such should bo interpreted

as being the name of tho sacrifice in which the offerings are made to Jgni,

declared to be the Deity of the particular sacrifice, by such passages as

“ Agnirjyotirjyotiragnih svaha, Ac.” It cannot be urged that the pai-tiolo

‘hotra’ (in ‘Agnihotm’) denoting Homa, which is the insh-nmeul, the

“Actual Bhavana” should have the instrumental ending, like “Jyotlsh-

tomSna”; because the accusative ending in “Agnihotram” must bo

taken as being indicative of the instrumentality by implication, inasmuch

as ‘ that an unaccomplished action cannot be an instrument ’ is an nuirer.

sally accepted maxim. Or, the accusative ending can be explained on the

•ground of its being supplementary to the Homo declared elsewhere. Thiw

it is that “ Agnihotra ” is regarded as the name of a sacrifice ; and this

by the “ law of Tatprakhya.”

In tho same manner, in tho passage ,“pyen5nabhioaran yajflta,” the

word “fySna” is the name of a sacrifice, and does not constitute an

injunction of the bird 'kite ’ as an auxilliary to tho sacrifice. Or else, we

could not explain the simile contained in tho passage “ Yatha ha vai 9y8no

nipatyadattB SvamSvayan dvishantam bhratfvyan iiipatyadatlS,” which

means that “ as the kite darts upon and catches its prey, so does the

performer of the fySna sacrifice attack and catch hold of his harmful

enemy." Beoanse tho simile can bo so explained only if “pyeiia" bo

,.acooptad to be the name of the sacrifice. If, on tho other hand, “ pySna"

wore explained as denoting tho bird as an auxilliary to tho sacrifice, and

as such, the passage were taken to be only a declaration of secondary

objects,' then tho " pySna " (tho bird) itself would constitute both members

of tho simile; and this would be far from right. Consequently, on ac-

count of tho mention (VyapadS^s) of the similarity of the fyBna, the

word ‘ CvBna’ cannot but bo taken to bo tho name of tho sacrifice the

meaning of the passage “fyBnBnabhicaran yajSta" being that “one

desirons of the death of his enemy, is to bring about bis exoroisation by

means of the ‘ fyBna ’ sacrifice.”



Uxxii

Similarly, in the passage ** TTdbhida yftjsfca pa9ukamah,” the word
ITdbhid ” is the name the partionlar saoridce enjoined for the ac-

quiring of cattle
; and it cannot be taken to declare a material—irees-^fov

the sacrifice mentioned elsewhere. Because we do not know of any such
material, as the “ Udbhid,” in any way fitted for being used at a sacrifice,

and the fact of “Udbhid” being the name of the sacrifice can be ex?

plained by interpreting the word as “ one by which a certain result is

produced ”
( UdhhidyatS phalam anSna),

Objection

:

“ We might explain the word as ‘ something boring into

the ground *
( UdbhidyatS bhnmau anSna) ; and as such take it to indicate

the ‘ spade,* f.i,
;
and thus the passage could be explained as laying down

the * spade ’ as an auxilliary to the sacrifice.**

We cannot assert such a passage to bo a secondary declaration, on
pain of landing on the absurdity of the entering of two mutually
contradictory trios (in the same substratum). To explain this absurdity.
The passage “udbhida yajeta pa9ukamah** cannot be said to be
supplementary to the sacrifice declared somewhere else; consequently
it can only bo taken as enjoining the sacrifice as an instrument to the
realisation of cattle. Thus then, the sacrifice comes to be an object of

injunction, and becomes secondary, only inasmuch as it is found to be
auxilliary to the result (acquiring of cattle). And the sacrifice also

becomes acceptable (up&dSya), inasmuch as the agent has recourse to

it for the accomplishment of his desired ends. Thus then, we find that
to the sacrifice belongs the threefold character (1) of “ VidhSyatva **

(of being the Predicate of the Injunction), (2) of “Ou^atwa** (of being
Secondary), and (3) of “ XJpadeyatva ** (of being acceptable). And again,
if ** Udbhid ’* be taken to be a material for the sacrifice, then we shall

have another threefold character with regard to the sacrifice

—

viz,

:

(1) “Pradhanya** (Primary Character—opposed to “Secondary Charac-
ter** above) with regard to the material, (2) “ Udd69yatva ** (character
of the “ Subject *’ opposed to the character of the “ Predicate *’ above), and
(3) “ Anuvadyatva ** (Supplementary Character—opposed to “Upa-
dSyatva** above). Thus we find ourselves faced by these two mutually
contradictory trios with regard to the character of the sacrifice. Con-
sequently the passage in question cannot be said to be declaratory of

materials.

Similarly, in the passage “citrayft yajdta pa9uk&mah,** the word
“ Citrft ** is the xiame of the “ PrSj&patya ’* Sacrifice. Because we meet
with the passage “DadhimadhughrtamipodhSnastandulah tatsafisrshtam

prftjftpatyam,*’ where we find the six materials, “curd,** “honey,** Ac.,

mentioned together with “ Prajftpati,*’ and which connects them with that

p^tioular Deity; hence the object enjoined by the passage is the sacrifice



** Prajapatya/* inferred from this connection. And the question of result

with regard to this sacrifice is answered by the passage ^‘citrayft yajSta

pa^ukamah/’—this repeated injunction coming in only for the purpose of

mentioning the result. And this ** Prajapatya*’ sacrifice ( = a sacrifice

whose presiding Deity is Prajapati) comes to be named **Citr&**

Variegated”), because it is performed with a variety of materials.

Nor can it be urged that the passage lays down a subsidiary matter—

the variegation of colour and the feminine character (as belonging to the

animal)—with reference to the animal-sacrifice mentioned in the passage

“ agnlshomlyam pa^umalahhsta. ” Because this declaration, of many

siibsidianes for a sacrifice declared elsewhere, would give rise to a

manifest split of the sentence (V&kyabhsda)
;

as is declared in the

Tantra-vftrtika r “More than one subsidiary cannot be enjoined for

any action mentioned elscwliero ” ;—the accepted doctrine thus being that

the injunction can bo that of the sacrifice, inferred from the connection

of the Deity and the material, qualified by many subsidiaries in the shape

the Deity, the eightfold “Cake,” “ Amavasya,” “Paur^ima,” Ac.,—

only because it has not been declared anywhere else; as continues the

Vartika :
“ With reference by an action not declared elsewhere, however,

more than one subsidiary can be enjoined at a single stroke.”

Objection :
“ In the passage ‘ Pa^una yajSta,* with reference to a

sacrifice declared elsewhere, we accept—as auxilliary to it—the injunction

of the material ^animal,’ its gender and number, (kc., as being implied by

the single word *pa9una,* without any split of the sentence. In the same

manner, in the passage at issue, we may accept the injunction of the

* animal,’ as the material, with the qualifications of variegated colour and

feminine gender^ without leading to any split of the sentence. Thus it is

that, (in the case of the passage ‘ Pa9una yajSta ’) the declared animal

being the acceptable material, its singularity is taken to bo a part of the

sacrifice,—the meaning being chat the sacrifice is to be performed with one

animal only. To think that the singularity of the secondary factor—f. i.,

the ‘ pot ’ in * Graham sammarshti ’—
^is not significant is said to be the

' real) doctrine. Why? Because the accusative ending in ‘graham’ leads

to the conclusion that it is the most desired, and hence the primary factori

because of its having a purpose ;
and that the ‘ rinsing ’ is secondary to

the * pot.’ In accordance with the maxim that ‘ with regard to 'each

Primary, the* Secondary is to be repeated,* we have as many ‘ rinsings
’

as there are ‘ pots ’
;
consequently, there being no desire on the part of the

agent with regard to the number of the pots to be rinsed, the singular

number in ‘ graham ’ is not regarded as significant. In ‘ Pa^unft yajSta^^

* pa9u ’ is the predicate, and as such subsidiary to the sacrifice
; and since

there is the maxim of the ‘non-repetition of the Primary for eaoh



G^ndary,’ to the question—‘ with how many animals is the sacridco

to be performed?’—we have in answer, the singular number of the
Predioate (‘PaflunH’), for knowing which there is a desire on the part of
the agent, and which, therefore, is signiHoant. And further, because
the Predicate is the material in the shape of the * animal,’ as qualified
by the specific gender and number (all three indicated by the aanw
word ‘ pajnnil’),—therefore through this Predicate, the ‘animal,’ its

sii^larity and its feminine gender, Ac.,—which are subsidiary to the
sacrifice,—come to be regarded os significant. Or again, the number and
the gender being denoted by instrumental ending (in ‘ pa^uiift ’), they are
inolnded (by the force of the Instrumental Case), in the material, the
‘animal,’ which is the chief noun. But when this relation is neglected,
and the number, 4c., are connected directly with the Action, then the
two (the gender, 4o., and the material ‘ animal ’) become nonnwited
together, in accordance with the maxim of the ‘ one*year>old red cow ’ j

the constrnotion then being ‘ the animal is mentioned as forming part
of the sacrifice, and it is onp only.* (To explain the application of the
above-mentioned maxim :) As in the passage ‘ SkahiryS pihg&kshyS gav&
somafikrpiti,’ the four qualifications ‘one year- old,’ 4o., though nncon-
uected among themselves, become grouped together, as anxilliary to the
purchase of Soma, by force of the instrumental endings. But these
qualities being incorporeal are not capable of helping the sacrifice in any
way j hence they connect themselves severally as characteristics of the ‘cow,’
which serves all necessary purposes of the sacrifice

; and then, subsequent-
ly, they themselves become connected with one another,—the «nn.ti.nption
thus being ‘ the one-year-old cow, which is also brown-eyed and red, Scea
4c.’ Thus we find the qualifications of the Subject are insignificant,
whereas those of the Predioato are significant. In the same manner, in
the passage at issue, the ‘animal,’ endowed with the qualifications of
variegated eolour and feminine gentler, would be quite capable of being
declared to be subsidiary to the Agnlshomiya sacrifice, indicated by the
word ‘yajsta’j and as such wherefore should wo make it the name of a
sacrifice ?

”

^
The above position is not tenable

; beoanse if we do not regard ‘ Oifra ’

as a name, wo land upon the absurdity of (1) abandoning the primary
action; i.fc, the “ PrSjSpatya, ” fully equipped with all materials and due
results, aud (2) the assumption of the secondary, t.e., the “Agnlshomiya.”
And inasmuch as both these contingencies are undesirable, “ Gitrft ’’ must
bo taken to be the name of a sacrifice. In the same manner we can
explain tiie names of all other saorifices—snch explanation being based on
one of the .four “laws of nomonolatnre’’ explained above.



ABTHAYADA.

The “ Arthav&da passages are not snffioirat in themselves, beoanse
they serve no independent purpose; but it is necessary that they should lead
to knowledge resulting in some end ; therefore their acoeptablity oonsiste
ip. their forming parts of the Injunotory passages, through the glorifloa-

tion of the objects of injunction.

These are of four kinds: (1) “NindS (deprecation), (2) ^^Pra^adsft”

( glorification) (8) “ Parakfti ” (the description of the doings of other
persons), and (4) Purfikalpa (citing foregone examples). As an example
of Ninda " we have the passage deprecating the giving of silver at a
sacrifice, on the ground of such gift leading to some calamity in the house
of the performer within the year. Pra^ansft :

** “ His face shines, who
thus knows, 4c.” and “ Vfiyu is the eftest Deity.” The “ Parakrti ” Artha-
7&da is the passage purporting that such and such an action was perform-

9d by some other great man, “ Agni desired, 4o.” The
* Purakalpa ” is the passage describing previous events, e.^.,

** He cursed

lim, 4c.” The Deprecatory Arthavada leads to the glorification

)f the action enjoined, by the deprecation of its opposite. In the exam-
)le cited above, the fact of silver having been produced out of the tears

bed by Prajipati sets aside that metal as useless, and by praising the
Lon-giving of such silver, directly leads to the advisability of giving of’

»ther metals ; and as such this instance is quite in keeping with the de-

Inition given. The Glorifioatory Arthavada

—

e.g,, the praising of Yayu^
eads to the fact that * YSyu being the eftest Deity, he is the best suited

0 lead a sacrifice ;
hence the sacrifice having Yftyu for its Deity, is the

esirof all*; and this praise connects itself, by the glorification of the

)oity forming part of the Injunction, with the passage directly enjoining

uch sacrifices. The “ Parakfti *' Arthavftda—v.y.,
“ Agni desired, 4c.”—-

oints to the fact of the particular sacrifice having been performed by
Bch a great personage as Agni ; and hence the advisability of perform-

ig the action by other agents also; and this praise connects itself

Y the glorification of the enjoined action, with the passage enjoining

loh an action. The other forms of Arthavfida are to be similarly ex-

lained. There are other purposes, too, of the Arthavida, e.^., we
ave an injunction to the effect that 'one is to put in wet pebbles.*

[ere the word ' wet * denotes simply some sort of liquid
;
and the douM|

1 to what particular liquid material is to bo used, is set aside by the

iorification of clarified butter, in the passage “ Tsjo vai ghftam **

;

id thus this Arthavida has its purpose in the settling of a doubtful poiat*



KANTBAS.

Mantras serve the pif^ose of recalling to mind certain things con-

nected with the performance of the sacrifice
;
and the knowledge of the

Mantras too is for the purpose of the useful knowledge of the whole

Veda, and not for any unseen result, for in the presence of a seen resul^

the assumption of an nnseen one is not allowable. As the performance

of an action is impossible without an idea of the action performed,

the Mantras serve the purpose of imparting the knowledge necessary for

such performance. It cannot be urged that the performance of the ac-

tion would be possible even on the remembrance of the exhortations of

the adviser. Because it is a fact accepted by all that the proper results

are attained only when the actions are performed with the appropriate

Mantras, and not otherwise. This rule loads to the assumption of the

production, by the Mantras, of certain intermediate unseen forces, without

which the final end (of the sacrifice) could not be attained.

Objection: “ From what you say it is clear that Mantras are employ-

ed in the actions implied by them severally. Such employment constitutes

a relation of subserviency ;
and such supplementary character consists

in the character of a subsidiary. Consequently the Mantra * Imamagr-

bhean ra^anamrtasya ’ has the power (by its denotation) of applying to

the * holding of the stringing ’
;
thns then, sinco the ^ holding of the string

’

becomes possible through the ^ Linga,’ consisting in the denotability (by

the Mantra) of the* holding of the string’; tlierefore (we ask), what

is the purpose of the further adage—* ltya9vabhidhanlmadattS
* ? ”

Reply

:

This adage serves the purpose of the “Parisahkhya” (see above) •

In the Cayana Section, we find the holding of the reins of the horse^

as well as of those of the ass. And the aforesaid ** Lioga ” would also

apply equally to both; therefore the subsequent adage serves the pur-

pose of setting aside the holding of the reins of the ass^ and declariug the

advisability of holding those of the horse alone. Thus the addage constitutes

a ** Parisafikhy&vidhi,” denying the application of the mantra to the hold-

ing of the reins, of the ass.

This ** Parisafikhyi ” is loaded with three faults : (1) the abandoning

of its own purpose, (2) the acceptance of another’s purpose, and (3) the

setting aside of the declared action. The purpose of the above adage is

the holding of the reins of the horse with the specified Mantra
; and this

has been abandoned, since it has been explained as merely negativing the

holding of the reins of the ass, Another’s purpose ” is the disconnect-

ing of the Mantra from the holding of the ass* reins

;

and this has been
accepted. And lastly, there is the settting aside of the holding of the
ass’ reins, declared elsewhere. Though loaded with these three faults,



yet vre accept this
** ParisaAkhya/* since there is no other way oat of the

difficulty.
^

In the same manner, we ha^e in some oases accepted ** Vikalpa (op-

tion), though it has eight objections against it
; because there is no other

way for us. To explain—we have elsewhere accepted the “ AgnSya-ashta-

tepala Puro^a^a ” (the eight- vesseled cake consecrated to Agni) as sub-

sidiary to the sacrifice. Then, for the production of a specified destiny,

we are in the dark as to the substance of which the cake is to be made

;

and we have the specification of such objects, as the “ Vrlhi and the

“ Yava ” in the passages “ Vrihibhiryaj§ta ” and “ Yavairyajeta.” Be-

tween the two substances thus mentioned, both of which are for the same

purpose of being offered, we have recourse to option. Similarly, wo have

the injunction “ atiratrS shoda9inam gfh^ati,*' as well as its negative
** natiratrd shoda9inam grihnati ;

’* and both of these being mutually

contradictory, are not capable of application, at one and the same place

;

consequently, we again have recourse to Option—^adopting one course at one

place, and the other at others.

This Option has eight objections against it
: (1) If Viihi is used, then

we have the abandoning of the meaning of the passage declaring ** Yava"

to b‘e the substance for the cake
; (2) the acceptance in the same passage,

of weakness, consisting in the non-capability of performing its function

;

and (2) when " Yava " is used in the alternative case, tlieu we have the

the same faults reveraed ; (3) the acceptance of strength consisting in the

capacity to perform its function, that had been abandoned at first
; (4) the

abandoning of the weakness that had been at first accepted—*thus there

are four objections in connection with the passage mentiouiiig ** Yava."

The same four objections are similarly applicable in the case of the pre-

vious acceptance of " Yava " with reference to " Vrihi.” Thus, both

together make up the eight objections against Option.

This Option is based sometimes on the fact of both alternatives per-

forming the same function,—e.y., "Vrihi” and “Yava," both serving the

purpose of making the cake. Sometimes Option is based merely on the

strong^h of Vedio passages,—e.y., we have an injunction of the “ Stotra ”

named “ Vrihatpfshtha ” in the passage “ Vrihatprshtliam bhavati," and

a like injunction of another “ Pfshsta Stotra " made up of " Sama," in

the passage “ Bathantaram prshtham bhavati." The “ Stotra," like the

" Prayajas "’leading to a particular destiny, is an “ Artha-karma " (Pri-

mary Action); whereas “Sama" being the purificatory agent, is a
“ Ou^a-karma "

;
inasmuch as “ Sdmas " are accepted as the means to “ Sto**

tras," on the ground of their leading to their embellishment, consisting

in the expression of the letters of the “ Stotriya "
; and “ Stotra " con^

sists in tho recitation of the good qualities of iudiiiduals like Indra,*



Vainivai Ac., by means of the MantnM sung at thesaorifiee* The mention

of the qualities of individuals by means of umung Mantras oonstitntes the

pastra,” Sama ” is a partionlar form of singing.

The “ Stotriya ” consists in the ^chas oonstitnting the Stotra. The

mention of special numbers—such as 3, 15, Ac.,—With regard to these^

constitates the “ Stoma.’* These are the different forms of the Stotras.*

Though the Brhatppsharatha ” and the Bathantaraprshtha ” are sever*

ally specified for different unseen results, yet the option with regard to the

acceptance of the one or the other is based on such passages as “ Brhad-

vfi prsbthankaryam,” Rathautaram vi prshthankftrjam.” Sometimes

we have the “ Vyavasthita-Vikalpa ” (Decisive Option)—e.gf,, in the

second “ Prayaja, ” Ac., we liave the option between the Mantras “ NftrA-

^afisa ” and Tanunapfit,”—both being specified for the same pnrppse.

But we have another passage, specifying the “ N&r&^afisa ” for the Esha-

triya, • and the other Manti*a for the others (Brfthma^s, Aa). Thus this

affords an instance of Decisive Option.”

Thus we have shown that the strength of Declaratory passages,

otherwise called “Codana” (Impelling or urging), depends upon their

denotation of the three-factored BhftvanS. The strength of the udhhid

passage, for instance, depends upon its mentioning the name of the

s^rifice ; and that of the Arthavada passages on their indication of the

excellence of the prescribed action ;
and that of the Mantras on their

capacity of reminding the agent of the action to be performed. And in

this manner we have established the authoritative character of the whole

of the Veda, with regard to such unseen entities as Dharma and Adharma.

The Smrtis, propounded by Manu and others, are based on the Veda,

and as such, lend strength to such actions as the Ashtakfi-^ftddha, ” Ac.,

—not mentioned directly in the Vedas. Smftis, in direct contradiction

to pruti, cannot be accepted as trustworthy. For instance, the Smrtis that

lay down the appropriation of a certain sacrificial cloth by the Adhvaryu

cannot be accepted as trustworthy, because such appropriation is directiy

opposed to the Veda, and is based upon sheer avarice (on the part of the

Adhvaryu).

Gustom,” also, is an authority, being (indirectly) based on pruti,

through the Smrtie. Some customs, however,—e.y., the marrying of

one’s maternal cousin—is not Dharma, inasmuch as such marriage is dis-

tinctly prohibited in the Sm^tis. Thus has been explained the trust-

worthiness of Pruti, Smriti and Custom with I'egard to Dharma and

i^arma.



Dharma ia of different kinde, as ie borne out by the different pasaages

declaring them. To explain

—

Saertfice^ Ohariif^ and Soma are different

from one another, inasmnoh aa they are each denoted by a separate

verbal root. Out of these, Oharity consists in the removing of one’s own
proprietory right over a certain object, and the producing of a similar

right therein of another person. With ragard to the five sentences

—

** Samidho Yajati ’* and the rest—there is no such rule aa would mhke one

of them declaratory of the Action, and the rest of materials. Cense-

>
qnently, every one of them must be accepted as being declaratory of the

Action. Bnt the repeated injunction of the same Action is unnecessary

;

and therefore the Action declared by one passage must be different from

those declared by the others ;—this difference being based on the repeti-

tion of the wofH “ Yajati.” In ” tisra Shutib,” though the Eoma is only

one, yet, for the sake of connecting the number “ three ” with the J7oma,

we have to accept the difference of the three £romas,^snoh difference being

based on numher.

To exemplify difference of Dharma based on In the

case of the passage ” Athaisha jyotih StSna sahasradakshi^ena juhoti

though the three Jyotiryagaa” are mentioned in the ” Agnishtoina
*'

Section, yet there is a difference between these and the ” Jyotishtoma,”

inasmuch as they are named apart from the ** Jyotishtoma.” And again

the three ** JyotizjSgas ” themselves differ from one another on account

of being mentioned severally.

In the case of ” Vaiqvadevyftmikshft—Vsjibhyo Vajinam, ” Ac., the

former enjoins the Sacrifice of the materia). Curdled Milh, for the VigvBdi-

vas
i and this is different from that declared by the latter

; which has the
“ Horse'* for the Deity and the “ Scum of Curdled Milk ” for the Material.

And it cannot be said that the passage ** Vajibhyo Ydjinam ” lays down
the matarial “ y&jina*’ for the “Vai^vadeva” Sacrifice. Because the
“ Yal^vadSva ” Sacrifice has already got the ** Araiksha ” (curdled milk)
foi^ its material

; and consequently it cannot be connected with ” Yajina.”

Nor can you have recourse to Option, as in the case of “ Yava ” and
Yrihi;” because the two are not enjoined in one and the same places

and there can be no option in the case of those mentioned in different

places. And further, the” Curdled Milk” (imlksha) is declared to be
the material in the veiy sentence enjoining the ” YalyvadSva” Sacrifice

itself. While, on the other hand, “Vajina” (scnm of curdled milk) is

mentioned in another passage. But of ^ese two kinds of declaration of

materials—-the ” Utpattipishta” and the ” Utpanna9ishta
**—the former,

is the stronger, inasmuch as it is mentioned as subsidiary to the sacrifice

at the time of its origination ; whereas the latter is recognised after the
action (the Sacrifice) has been brought about; and as such, being the



weaker of the two, cannot be admitted to apply to the iovogoing action
;

and farther, being related^ to another Deity—the VSji—it leads to the

application of the passage mentioning it, to a different Action. Thus the

above case affords an instance of the difference of Oharma, based upon

the difference in Material— the ^ Oardled milk * is “ AmikshS and

the water left behind is ** Vajina.” •

In the “ Kundapayina *’ Chapter, we meet with the passage “ Upasad-

bhi^caritva masamagnihotranjnhoti. Here we find that in the

beginning there is no action mentioned in close proximity
;
hence the

passage enjoins, by means of Context’* (Prakarana), consisting in non-

proximity to any preceding action, an altogether different action, having the

character of the well-known Agnihotra ” Sacrifice. The passage cannot

be said to be declaratory of subsidiaries with reference to the Agniho-

tra ;
” because, with reference to an action previously mentioned, if wo

make the passages declaratory of many subsidiaries in the shape of the
** Month, ” Ac., we would have a split of the sentence. Therefore we
must take our stand upon another kind of ** Context ” in explaining the

difference in the actions,—the Agnihotra,” being one the daily perfor-

mance of which is compulsory. Thus we have explained the various sorts

of difference with regard to Dharma, as based upon difference of Passage^

Number^ Mention (SanjAS), Naming and Contexts

We now proceed to consider the objects demonstratable by the Yeda,

Ac. These are of three kinds: (1) Kratvartha ” (for the sake of the

Sacrifice), (2)
“ Purushartha ” (for the sake of the Agent), and (3)

“ Ubhayartha ” (for the sake of both). To the first class belong the

“ Prayaja, ” Ac. To the second belong the Means and the Result—
“ Jyotishtoma” and “ Heaven*’ respectively. To the third belong “ Curd,

”

Ac.,—these being **/or the Sacrifice ” inasmuch as they are mentioned^
the passage ” Dadhna juhoti, ” where the Result is not mentioned, and “/or

the agent'' because mentioned in the passage “ DadhnSndriyakamasya

juhuyat, ” .which mentions the Result (acquiring of Senses). In the'

“ Kratvartha ” the impelling agent is the Sacrifice
;
and in the “ pnru-

shartha ” it is the Agent,—an impeding cause being that for whose sake the

passage enjoins an action. The injunction of the “ Dar^a, ” Ac., leads to

the performance of such sacrifices as the “ Dar^a ” and like for the purpose

of attaining Heaven
;
consequently it is the attainment of Heaven that is

the impelling cause in the “ Dar9a, ” Ac. Similarly the injunction of the
** Pray&jas ” leads to the performance of the Prayajas for the purpose of

accomplishing the “Dar9a;” therefore it is the “Dar9a” thatb^omes
the impelling cause in this case. The injunction for the fetching of Curd
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leads to suoh fetching for the purpose of the AmikshS,** and not for the

^^Vajiiia** which would come of itself with the curd (because it is con-

tained in it). Consequent]j it is the ** Amikshiy and not the “ VSjina,

that is the impelling cause in the case. Though the **
Parodft9a-

kapfila ” is enjoined as subsidiary to the removal of the Chaff, yet this

Removal cannot be said to be the impelling cause of the aforesaid

*‘Kapala;” because the removal” is accomplished by the *'Kap&la”
brought in for (holding) the ^Puroda^a. ” Consequently it is the “Puro-
da9a” that is the impelling cause in that case.

Question :
—

” An injunction lays down the performance of the Pri-

mary Action togetlier with its subsidiaries ; and there being many suoh

subsidiaries, there must be some order in which lldTey are to be performed.

What ane the^grounds for accepting a definite order of succession P
”

Answer

:

All necessary ground for such order of succession are afforded by

Smrti, Ac., themselves, e.y., the passage ^^The Adhvaryu initiates the

Brahma ” after initiating the master of the house distinctly lays down the

order in which the initiation is to be performed—that of the master of

the bouse preceding that of the Bi^hma. This is an instance of ** prau-

takrama.
”

The order based on the order of the Injunctions, s.^., in Samidbo
yajati,

” ”'tanhnapatan yajati”—is what is called the ^Anushfh&na-

krama.”

In the case of ” Agnihotranjuhoti, ” ** Tavagtlmpacati, ” we have
to abandon the apparent order, and accept a different one—sis., the

Homa following the Oooking’^on the ground that there can be no Homa
before the ” Yavagh ” has been cooked. This is an instance of ” Artha-

krama.”

The passage Saptada9aprajapatyan pa9nnalabhate ” denotes the

performance of Seventeen Sacrifices having seventeen animals for the

material, and Prajftpati for the Deity. Of these, the first object, the

” Upakarapa, ” may be begun and finished with any one animal out of the

Seventeen ; the “ Niyojana, ” Ac., however, are to follow the order of the

“ Upakarapa. ” In the performance of the primary “ Agnlshomiya,”

there being only one animal, all the subsidiaries—“ Niyojana, Ac.,—are

to follow close upon the ” Upakarapa,” there being no intervening agency.

In the case in question (t.e., of the Seventeen Sacrifices) however,, there

are seventeen animals
;
consequently the Niyojana, ” Ac., of one animal

is to follow 16 instants (units of time) after its ” Upakarapa becaosp

the ‘‘ ITpakarapa ” of all the animals has to be finished before any Niyo-

jana” can be done. And Niyojana,” Ac., are to be performed in the

same order as the ” Upakarapa ».e., the animal, whose ** Upftkarapa ”

has been done first, will also have its ” Niyojana ” done first of all, and

6
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fio .oa; otherwise we would be going against the spirit of the 9Sstra8.

This i? fin instaui^ of ** l^rayrttikrama.
”

In ,tha ** Sadyaskri Soma Sacrifice, we find mentioned the Association

of the three animals (the Agnishomiya, *’ the Savaniya, ** apd the

<< Anubandhya”) to be killed in the Agnishomiya ” Sacrifice, be{>riiing

with the ** Aupavasathja, ” in a definite order of succession (and nni> all^

together). And this association is applicable in the ** place ” of the

Sayaniya. ' In this case, the former order is abandoned, and in the

process of the injunction of Association by “ Position, ” the order is—(1)
the ** np&karapa” of the Savaniya ” Animal, (2) that of the ** Agnisho-

mlya, and (3) that of the “ Anubandhya. ** This ia'jin instance of

** Sthanakrama
;

via,, the Aharaupavasathya ’’ preceding the ** Sutya-

dlvasa.”

In the ** Dar^a, ** though the performance of the details of the

**SSnnayya’* (the cutting of twigs,*' c&c.) appears to come first, and

that of the properties of the “AgnSya** (“ Nirvapa, ** &c.) appears to

follow later on, yet, between the two primary Sacrifices—AgnSya and

SfinnSyya—the former is the first to be performed
;
consequently, follow-

ing the order of the primary Sacrifices, the “pouring” (“ Abhighara^a)

to be performed first is that of the Puroda^a, remnant of the “ Prayajas “

(subsidiary to the AgnSya) ; and then follows the “ pouring ” of the

milk (used in the “Sannayya”). This is an instance of “ Mukhya-
Erama.”

,
Thus we have explained the order, of the performance of actions,

based upon “ pruti ” “ Artha, ” “ Patha, ” “ Sthana, ” “ Pravytti ** and

“Mukhya. ” Any order, olher than those warranted by these, would

leave the action incomplete.

Like all other philosophical systems, the Mimansa also, in course of

its dissertations, has treated of such subjects, as the Body, the Senses, the

Mind, Soub Ghod, Brahma, the Origin of Creation, Heaven, Hell, Final

Ibeliverance,. Pleasure, Pain, Ac , Ac., and it will not be out of plac^ to

explain in brief what the Mimdnsaka has to say on these important topics.

Body, Senses, Mind,—^Tlie Body is made up of five elementary sub-

stances; * The sense-organs at'e also the modifications of these substances
;

only the organ of Hearing partakes of the nature of Space. • The Mind

Mso is a modification of these.

Ifvara and Brahma ,—The Mimfinsahi does not admit of these as theym represented by the Vedanta or the Nyflya, There is no creator of the

TTniveMe ;v, it is eternal.



OaUgoriB$.^l!he€e are sevep Categopes : Snbsfcance, Qpality, Action,
-
9
,
Species, Inherent Belatigp and Negation^ Of Snbstances,. there are

>and not nine as held by the Vai^Sshika ; some hold even eteeen, adding
incness and Eternal Sound to the nine enumerated by the Vaig^shikas.

or Self*—It is something different from the Material Body*
ar@ many Selres, there being a self for each individual, each being

airiHhable, indestructible. This is what experiences Pleasure and Pain,

psible by the Mind alone, as the**!. '* It is all-pervading
;
but its

jglii&on is energised only in the body. It is not identical with Know-
dge, which is only a property or potency belonging to It.

Heaven and Hell .—The former is a particular kind of Pleasure, and
e |Rer a particular kind of Pain. Heaven has been defined as ' that

easWe which is^nmixed with Pain, and is not interrupted by it, which
the final goal of all longing. *

Final Deliverance.—This is a name given to the total negation of all

r msure and Pain
;

it does not mean an annihilation of the pheno-
' nal Universe, but only an annihilation of the connection of the Self with

^licGording to the lfm^f»saX;a, the only bondage of the Soul

-^connection with the Universe, which includes the Body, th^genst
'ans, and the material objects of enjoymenti And as soon as j£e Self is

;
able of disentangling itself from these, it becomes freej^^gnd it is this

,
3dom that constitutes ‘ Deliverance. * When this is.'i^ttained, there is*

Body or Sense-organs, only the Mind subsists, ^d the Self retains

f its Consciousness, Bliss, Eternality and Omjuipcesence.

When one ceases to perform all prohibited actions, as also those that
meant to bring about certain desirable ends, and confines himself only
ohose that are laid down as necessary, or when he remains self-satisfied

his knowledge of the Self, then there accruing no further Dharma or
harmay there is a total destruction of the very seeds of rebirth

;
and so

' g as the Body remains, he spends up all his previous Karmic residue

;

1 hence when the Body dies, there is no more birth, and the Soul is

e, has attained Final Deliverance.

'?s2VMe Knowledge of the Self is as necessary for the due performance of
f rifices as for attaining Deliverance ; as without it, there can be no cer-

jty about the results to follow from the sacrifices*

Adfshta follows from Actions. This, is of two kinds ; Good and Bad,
former proceeding from actions that are laid down as to be performed,

I the latter from those that are prohibited. This is what is meant by
^U6 and Vice. The good Adrekta again is of two kinds—one bringing
,.at Prosperity either in this world orio the next, and another leading
>eliv0ranoe

; this latter prooeeda from those actions that are performed
A^lit any desire for parfioillar rtBaUB.



Pleasure and Pain.--The two are entirely distinct ; tbey are r

negation of each other. Shey are gf fonr kinds : Material, Imag

Mental and Egoistic. The eternal Bliss of the Self is different

these.

Means of Knowledge,—^These are six. Sense-perception, Infe

Analogy, Verbal Testimony, Apparent Inconsistency and Negation.

Oreattout Subsistence and Dissolution,—The M Imansaka does not

of any absolute annihilation of the Universe, which is ever-ezisten

there are partial or cyclic dissolutions.

Deity.—The form of the Deity has not been dealt with in the

of Jalmini. But the later authorities declare that the descriptV

gods and goddesses contained in the Pur&nas are mere ArthavUda

;

r

are no such deities actually in existence. All that these descriptions

is that at the time of making the offering, one is to think of such anc

forms. The MirnSnsaka admits of the Deity only as something to ‘

the offering is to be made
;

and this has no other form exco'

^lYgnfras that are recited in connection with such offerings.

fye

As ioT the time during which our author lived, the subject of

dates of thV earlier authors is so shrouded in mystery, that there

no sufficient data leading to any definite conclusions; and as for co

tures, I am led to bdlieTe that it is mere waste of time to indulge in tt

specially as what concerns us most is what the author has written fo

and it does not much matter whether he lived a few centuries this wa

that. Still for those who may be interested, it may be stated tliat

author lived sometime between 57 B.O. (the time when pavara Sv

is reported to have lived) and 841 A.D. (the time of Y&caspati Mi9
and that he was a senior contemporary of the Great pankaraciiya.

All that remains for me now is the very agreeable duty of ackn

ledging, with thanks, the help that I have derived from the follow

gentlemen :

—

(1) Foremost among them is Mahfimahopfidhyftya Pandit C«

dhara Migra, the Chief Pandit of the Darbhanga Baj, who taught me

work here translated, as also its continuation, the Tantravdrtika (a Irani

tion of which is nearly complete), and but for whose help many passa

would have remained wholly unintelligible. (2) My heart-fe.lt thanks

also due to Dr. Thibaut of the Muir Central College and to Mr. Artl

Yenis of the Queen’s College, Benares, who always favoured with valual

advice and helped to encourage me in the work that I had nndc

taken. (3) To Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad, ptestri, of the Sansk
> College, Calcutta, without whose constant help my task could not he



een acoompliahed. (4) Ter Baba Bbagayfin Dasa of the OaatmJ
jpliege, Benares, who rendered invalnable aseilbanoe, in tlie earlier porfHln

f the work,—an assistanoe without which the translation would ha^e

mained more vague and unintelligible than what (I am still afaald)

I
is. (5) The last, but by no means the least, is Babu Qovinda Disa o{

snares, that indefatigable worker in the cause of Sanskrit literature^

ho provided me with all necessary manuscripts and aids, and hss all

ong continued to favour me with valuable hints and suggestions.

Notwithstanding all this help, however, there remains much room
)v improvement in the translation. This has been due mostly to my

j

nperfeot command of a foreign language, and partly to the fact of

le text being extremely diffioult—in fact some people speak of it as the

lost difficult book in the Sanskrit language. And I hope scholars will

verlook the discrepancies that may have crept into the work and favour
le with suggestions for corrections, and improvement which may be of

se to me in my future wp«^ ^

GANNGANATHA JHA.

ALLAHAI^i ^

^Muir Central Oollege\ July 1905.










